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PREFACE.
My essay upou Amel1'OJlie en hU1'e gevolgen ((( Ametropia and its
Results"), published in 1860, was confined to the anomalies of
refraction, and treated of these exclusively from tl1e dioptric point of

VIew.
In the preface, however, I annoUllCed my intention of producing,
subsequently to the appearance of that essay, a complete system of
tbe anomalies of refraction and accommodation: tbe ul10malies of
refraction, including the subject of astigmatism, were to be treated of
also from an anatomical and practicall)oint of view, and tbe anomalies of accommodation were to be developed both in their opposition
to, anel their connexion with, the anomalies of refraction.
When, later, I was honoured with a request, on the part of the
N ew Syclel1hflm Socif'ty, to prepare my essay for an English eclition,
I feIt bound to endeavour to complete my work on the plan alluc1etl
to, This I have done to the best of my ability, The experience
of many years, the examination of many thousauds of eyes, in which
I bave been zealously assisted by several of my pupils, have been
made available. I believe that my work has gained by its enlargement. I cunnot, however, fail to regret that its bulk has increased
beyond my expectation, and 1 feel bound to apologise to the Oonncil both for the delay in its appearance, and for tbe illClOnsidel'atc
manner in which I have used the Jiberty allowed me for its extension. May the intl'insic value of the additions malle plead successfully in my beha1f.
One objcct I have kept constantly in view,-to make the book,
notwithstanding its great size, useful and, in all its parts, easily
accessible to the practical physician. To this end, in the :fh'st
place, each subject is fully treateel of in the body of tlte text;
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PREFACE.

consequently, only those who wish to penetrate more deeply into the
subject, lleed attend to the details of the investigation, to the mathematical demonstration, and to the history, added as an appendix, in
smaller type. And, in the second place, to facilitate reference ta
the several parts, each chapter is so drawn up, that the readel"s
knawledge of what has gone before, is not taken for granted. The
wark forms, in a certain sense, a series of lesser monographs, united
in a single volume, which is the emblem of theÏl' mutual connexion.
For the oculist it is perhaps an additianal advantage that 1 am
na matbematician. I !reely admit that 1 am not competent to follow
the investigations of Gauss and of Bessel in this department, and
even the study of the pbysiological dioptrics of Helmholtz required
an effort on my part. Illave, therefore, sought a way of my own,
and, as I believe, I have found it. The whole theory of the cardinal
points of compound dioptric systems, as it is here put forward, is
quite explicit und elementary, depending almost exclusively upon the
mutual comparison of similar tl'iangles. If the road has thus become
somewhat longer, it presents this advantage, that it lies open to all.
To guard against the possibility of its leading on uny point to error,
I have requested my friend Hoek, oUl' Professor of Astl'onomy, ta
look over it, and to his kindness I am indebted for many improvements in the form of the demonstratian.
In the doctrine of the allomalies of refraction and accommodation,
the connexion between science and practice is more closely drawll
together than in any part of medicine.
Science here celebrates hel' triumph j for it is at hel' hand that
this branch has acquired the exact character, which makes it also
worthy of the attention of natural philosophers and physiologists.
It is, in deed, satisfactol'Y ta see, haw in the accurate distinction
between anomalies of refraction and accommodation, with exclusion
of every condition foreign to these anomalies, the system assumed,
as if spontaneously, an elegant simplicity, and how the cause and
mode of origin of many an obscure type of disease emerged into the
clearest light.
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ix

Pïactice, in connexion with science, here enjoys tlle rare, but
splendid satisfaction, of not only being able to give infallible precepts based upon fixed rules, but also of bcing guided by a clear
insight into the principles of her actions-advantages the more
hlghly ta be estimated as the anomalies in question are of more
frequent occurrence, and as they more deeply affect the use and
functions of the eyes.
Is it then strange that the study and treatment of my subject
have been to me a labour of love? the more so, as I feIt proud in
having been called upon to elaborate it for a country in which
Young, Wells, Ware, Brewster, and .Airy have pointed out to us
the track which we had only to follow, and happy in being able
to offer my work in this form to my highly esteemed friends
ana colleagues, whose proofs of kindness ana atfection have left
with me the most agreeable recollection of my visits to England.
Among the privileges, which my task has procured me, deal' friend
Moore, is the agreeable relation into which it has brought me with
you. If I have admired your talent, and hlghly appreciated your
unwearied care, I have, above all, to thank you hearfily for the
interest and the love, with which the difficult task of the tl'3nslation
of my work llas been accomplished by you. I feel that we have
become friends, ana friends we shall continue. You win, I am
certain, gladly join me in thanking the Rev. Professor Haughton,
for the solution of many doubtful points, ana for his kind revision of
certain portions of the work.

F. O. DONDERS.

UTRECHT, 27tlt

FGb,lta1'Y, 1864.
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NOrrICE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

'üm author having mentioned in his preface the circumstances
which have led to the appearance of the present volume, it now
remains on1y to state, in additioll, that every page of the book has
received his careful correction anel revision. I should wish also to
observe, that the chapter on A.stigmatism is not a mere translation
of his essay on that subject, published in the year 1862, but that it
has received so many amendmellts and additions, as to represellt a
second edition of the work in questioll, brought down to the present
day, and enriched with the results of the latest researches bearing
upon that remarkab1e phenomenon.
While I have to congratulate myself, that the free and uurestricted correspondencfl with Professor Donders, which it has been
my privilege to enjoy during the translation of his work, his
courtesy and readiness to solve the difficulties arising from the comp1icated nature of the subject-matter of the book, alld his accurate
knowledge of the English language, have enabled me to avoid any
serious misconccptions of his melllling; I aUl 0111y too painfully
conscious of many defccts in the mal1ller of the trallslatioll, same of
which my present expel'ience would have enabled me to .avoid.
These, as the wiser course, I would here have passed over in
silence, were it not that 1 think it absolutely necessary to explain
one or two points connected with some of them.
For example, when I first met with the words zenuwvlalc and
gezigtszemtwvlalc, I t1'anslated them too literaUy (pp. 354 et seq.) hy
tbe terms "nerve-surface," "smface of the optic ne1've," cc plane of
the optic 11erve," instead of hy (he shorter phrase Cc optic disc," by
which this pal t is now designated by several modern ophthalmological writers, and which I have in the later sheets of the volume
exclusively employed.
In like mannel' I have to apologise fol' hoving followed the Dutch
orthography of the term "kyklitis" (p. 370), instead of that of
English, Freneh, and German writers, in accordance with whieh the
word should have been written cc cyclitis!'
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x'

But I may, in referenee to thi8 point, mentioD, that tll('
word in question is not to be found in any Medical Dictionary
(Mayne, Dunglison, Palroer, &e.) whieh I l1ave had au opportunit)
of consulting. For this reasou, I sometime sinee requested Professor
Donders to supply me with a footnote, giving the meaning and
derivation of the term. But as the note did not reaeh me in time
for insertion in its proper place, I venture to introdnee it here,
giving a referenee iu the index, by which it may at Ol1ee be
found.
(( Kyklitis, the eyclitis of English and Gel'man op11thalmological
writers, the cl/cHte of the Freneh, is a term recently introduced to
signify infiammation of the eiliary musele (or ligament) and the
neighbouring parts of the sderotie, 11TId eiliary processes. It is
derived from the Greek word KVKÀOf}, 1,he eirde or orbiculus eili::tris."
Having mentioned these, as it seems to me, necessary matters, I
shallnot dwell longer upon my own deficiencies, nor find fault with
the kindness of the author, which hus led him to take a far too
favourable view of the mmmer in whieh I have disehargec1 th,
humbie part assigned to me in the production of the English (ana. in
point of priority of publieation, original) versioll of his important
work; I shall content myself with thlluking him heartily for his
eourtesy and reac1iness on all occasions to sol ve every difficulty
snbmitted to him, and for the care with which he hDS l'evised at
least two proofs of every sheet of the translution. Nor ean I
sufficieutly express roy thanks to the Rev. Samuel Haughtoll, M.D.,
F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor of Geology in the
University of Dublin, for the tronble he has taken in eorrecting fot'
the press tbe matl1emaiical porti ons of the work. Professor
Haughton has aIso been good enough to fllrnish me with a few
footnotes, to whieh he has, at my request, attached his initiaIs. To
Mr. Bowman, F.R.S., I am deeply indebted for many valuable
suggestiollil, and for mueh important help, freely and kindly offered,
aud most willingly afforded.

7,

Sounr ANNE Sl'R~LT, DUBLIN,
jJfm'c!t 4th, 1864.
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SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS WORK.
p,

radius,

pO, radius of the cornea in the visualline.
n, coefficient of refraction,
k, nodal point.

h, principal point.
k' and k', anterior and posterior nodal points of the same system.
h' and lid,,,
"
principal
"
"
'P' and 'P',,,
"focal
"
"
k l and 1." two nodal points of two different systems.
lt l and Ib 2 , " principal
"
"
'PI and '1>., " focal
"
"
Q, optical centre,
F' and F", anterior and posterior principal focal distances.
6' and Gil, the principal focal distances calculated from k' and Ic",
F, principal focal distance where F' and F" are equal.
G, the same, calculated from k, where G' and G" are equal.
f and!" conjugate focal distances calculated from h' and h".
g' and gil,
"
"
"
Jo' and kil.
B, an object; {3, Us image.
i, a point in the a:lris ; j, its image.
i', a point outside the axis; }', its image.
1', (proximum) absolute nearest point of distinot vision.
PI' (
"
) relativa
"
"
"
1'., (
"
) binocular
"
"
"
1', (remotissimum) absolute farthest point of distinct vislon.
1'"
relative"""
1'2'
binooular"""
P" PI> and p., distances fromp" PI' andp2 to le',
R, Rl' and R.,
"
I'" 1'1' and 1', "
P' pH, and R' RH,
"
1', and from I' te alens or another given point.
1 : A, absolute range of accommodation.
"
1 : Al' relative"
1 : A., binocular"
"
0, the eye; D or R, right j S Ol' L, left.
C, the cornea.
L, crystalline lens.
t, a lens.
N, tae retina.
V, the vitreous humour.
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x.vii

SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS.
D, the thickness of a lens.
x, distance of a lens from a point.
a, angle between visualline and uia of the cornea.
S, Aeuteness of vision.

E, Emmetropia.
R, Rypermetropia.
Rm, manifest H.
Rl, latent R.
Rt, total R.
M, Myopia.
Pr, Presbyopia.
As, Astigmatism.
Ah, Hypermetropie astigmatism.
Am, Myopie
"
Amh and Ahm, mixed "
In lI, in the horizontal prineipal meridiau.
In v, in the vertical
"
"
Mo, principal meridian of maximum of curvature of the eye.
'Me,,,
"
"
"
"cornea.
MI>"
"
"
"
"crystalline Iem.
A., Astigmatism of the whole eye.
A.e,
"cornea.
"
ASI'
"
"eryatalline lens.
<, less than.
>, greater than.
D{o, per cent.
, (after a numeral) foot or feet, as 2', 2 feet.
/1 ( "
, , ) inch or inches, as 2/1, 2 inohes.
1/1 ( "
, . ) line or lines, as 2", 2 lines.

a
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ERRATA.

Page
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

23, line 17 from above-Fo?" "Moreover," ?"ead" We admit that."
40,,, 6 from below-Dele "to."
67,,, 7 from below-For "19'875," read "14'858."
75,,, 21 from above-The words, "the correctness," &c" and the
following lines, 22 to 32, are incorrect, and IDay be
entirely omitted.
75,,, 4 from below-For " <p' h' = <pil h"," read " <pI hl = <p' kil.
" " 4 from below-Fol' "<pil lt'," read" <pH lc"."
" 3,4, and 5-For "ij," l'ead "'!J."
81, line 17 from below-Fo?" "measure," 1'cad" mean."
83,,, 15 from above-Fol' "adjoining," read "nearer."
91,,, 7 to 15 from below, ": 18" sbould throughout be " 12."
143-For" § 12," l'ead "§ 13."
1Gg-For" Note to § 12," read" Nota to § 13,"
170, line 10 from above-Fol' "should," ?'cad "would."
17:;, " 13 from above-For" can," read" oannot."
173, " 13 from above-Fol' " and," ?'ead "but."
173, " 16 from above-For "§ 13," read" § 14."
174,,, 8 from below-For "taxation," read" determination."
178, " 19 from below-For" <pI," ?'ead" (."
178, " 19 from below-For " t," read " <p/'
204-For" § 16," ?'ead "§ 17."
212, line 4 from below-Afte?' "care," read "not."
256, " 20 from below-Fo?' " another," 1'ead " excessive."
• 273,,, 5 from below-New line should not begin until after "free."
358,,, 3 from below-For HArti," ?'ead" Arlt."
389,,, 3 from above-" Among" ehould begin a new line.
396,,, 7 from below-For "limitations," ?'ead "interruptions."
398, " 14 from below-For "limitations," ?'ead H limitations and
interruptions. "
400, " 19 from above-For " disproportionate," ?"ead " irregular,"
533,,, 9 from below-" Il. Acquil'ed regular astigmatism" should
be in italies, to cOl'respond to "1. Congenital astigmatism," p, 512,
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INTRODUCTION.
§

l.-ON THE CONDITIONS OF ACOURATE VISION.-FuNOTION OF
THE RETINA.

IN order to see an object distinctlyand accurately, tw;o conditions
must be fulfilled. In the fust place, an inverted, but well-defined,
image of the object must be formed on the surface of the membrana
Jacobi or layer ofrods and bulbs ofthe retina.* In the second place,
the local change here excited must be eonveyed to tbe fibres of tbe
optie nerve, communicated to the brain, a:nd again, in an inverted
direction, projected outwards.
Through this double inversion the projected image corresponds to
the object, and we therefore say that we see the object, although,
properly speaking, only the projected retinal image stands, as it were,
before our eyes.
Every disturbance of vision depends on a disturbance in one of
these two conditions, or in both together. If the projection outwal'ds be disturbed, by anomalies in the retina, in the optic nerve,
or in the brain, the affection belongs t.o the domain of amblyopia or
amaurosis. If no image be formed, or if the image be clouded
through diffusion of light in the eye, obscurities in the way of the
radiation of light through the organ are the foundation of the mischief. Lastly, if the image of objects placed at the ordinary distallces
of distinct vision, be not formed on the layer of rods and bulbs, or
even if, through abnormity in the curving of thc surfaces, no defined
image is on the whole produced, anomalies of refraction or of
accommodation are developed.
The lesions of vision, for each eye separately, may therefore all
be referred to t/wee principal classes: amblyopia, obscurities, anomalies of refraction and of accommodation. If the power of vision of
.. See note to § 1.

1
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2

CONDI'l'IONS OF ACCURATE VIS ION.

au eye be impaired, one of these three species of disturbance must
necessarily exist.
A glance with the ophthalmoscope into such an eye will show
whether obscurity of the light-refracting media be present or not.
If such be not found, we may iufer the existence of either amblyopia
or of disturbauce of refraction or of accommodation. li now, even
with the aid of convex glasses, perfectly-defined vision can at no mstance be obtained, the case is one of amblyopia. li, on the contrary, the power of vision be, at one distance or other, accurately
defiued j or if, at least, by the employment of a convex glass, a perfect definition be attainable, we have to deal with au anomaly of
refraction or accommodation, opacity and amblyopia are e:s:.cluded.
The difference between lesions of refraction and of accoromodation
is deducible from the words themselves. The lesions of refraction
are to be sought in the structure of the eye, in the condition of rest,
without attendant action of accommodation. The disturbances of
accommodation, on the othel' hand, have their foundation in abnormal
action of the internal muscular system of the eye. This will be more
fully explained in Chapter Il.

NOTE ON § 1.
At the termination of the nerves of sense, espeeially of the optie ana
aeoustie nerves, peripberie apparatus are found, wbieh are of great importanee in the reeeption of the stimulus. Tbis, anatomy bas taught us. Änatomy bas shown that tbe retina is not a simple expansion of tbe optie nerve,
but tbat behind the fibres of the latter several layers are developed. To
investigate the signifieation of these is the task of the physiologist.
In order to see and to distinguish these layers, it is merely neeessary to
maeerate in a watery fluid, thin seetions of the fresh, but slightly dried,
conneeted membranes of the eye.
To study them aeeurately, the methods proposed by H. Mueller are made
use of. Reckoning from witbout, we find the following layers (Fig. 1.,
taken from the drawing by Mueller and Kolliker, in Eeker's Icones).
I. The layer of rods, or staff-like bodies, and bulbs.
U. The external granular layer.
UI. The middle granular layer.
IV. The internal granular layer.
V. The finely granular layer.
VI. The layer of nerve-eells.
VII. The layer of the optie-fibres.
These layers are thiekest close to the optie nerve, where the figure is
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STRUCTURE OF THE RETINA.

3

taken, and all beeome attenuated towards the ora serrata, particularly vn.
whieh here terminates.
In the yellow spot the strueture is peeuhar. The nerve-eells VI. here
form a very tbiek layer, not eovered by a layer
of optie :6.b1'es, but merely interwoven with
Fig. 1.
a small number of these :6.bres; the layers
V., IV., nr., aud Il. are in this situation par'ticularly tbin, and layer I. possesses no staff-like
bodies, or rods, but consists eMlusively of bulbs.
In proportion as we withdraw from the yellow
spot, the several bulbs become surrounded by
more and more numerous rods.
Tbe central portion of the yellow spot, the
fovea centralis, tbe most important part of tbe
retina, is now particularly to be distinguisbed :
tbe expansion in tbis situation becomes exceedingly thin; layer 1., consisting exclusively of
slender bulbs, is here covered only by scarcely
perceptible traces of tbe otber layers.
The elements of the severallayers are united
and enveloped by a proper connective tissue,
wherein, aftel' the actionof chromic acid, bundies
of radiating fibres (2) are separately distinguished; these extend from (1) tbe boundaries
between r. and Il. to au iunermost investing
vitreous membrane (membrana limitans (4),
into which tbey are divergingly (3) inserted
"
(radiating fibres of MuelIer). Omitting the
connective tissue, we may in a physiological point of view provisioually
reduce the layers of tbe retina to three :-1. the fibrous layer, belonging to
the optie nerve; 2. the layer of rods aud bulbs, the perceptive layer; 3. the
intervening Iayers, effecting tbe connexion between tbe two nrst-named_
1. The :6.brous layer, distinguibhed above as VII :-It is tbe immediate
eontinuation of the optie nerve, whose fibres, even before they have eutered
the eye, 10se the medullary sheath, and in their membrauous expansion, as
the innermost layer of the retina, continue quite uncbanged. The :6.bl'es of
the optie nerve themselves are insensible to tbe stimulus of tbe vibrations of
light. lts entl'anee into the eye may be demoustrated as the blind spot
of Mariotte; aud if we allow the little image of a distant fiame to move to aud
fro on the papilla nervi optici, it is, as we can observe in ourselves, aud in
others with the ophthalmoscope, impel'ceptible; it is not unti! the little
image passes ths boundary of the papilb., where ths other layers of tbe
retina are a1so present, tbat the feebie glimmering of light through tbe
whole eye gives way to a completely ciroumscribed image.
As tne membrauous expansion is precisely simllal' to ths fibres of tne
papilla, we cannot expect to :6.nd in tbat expansion more sensibility
to tbe vibrations of light than exists iu the nerve itself. Alld if
we consider, tbat everywhere many layers of these transparent ftbres
2
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He over one another, and that the same fibre runs from the ora serrata
to the papilla of the optic nerve, it is evident that rays, derived from
the same point of an object pass, and neeessarily irritate the fibres of
different layers, and that the same fibre is struok by rays derived from
different points of an objeot. Therefore, if the fibres were sensitive to the
oscillations of light, the localized projection from the retina, or vision, as
actunlly takes place, would be e:x:eluded."
2. The layer of rods and bulbs, which is at least pretty generally con"
sidered as the pereeptive Iayer :-The supposition is, that the bulbs and rods,
while they are traversed by the undulations of light, undergo a moleelliar
change, and that this change, whatever it may be, excites a seeondary modifieation in the fibres, whieh were incapable of directly experieneing the
stimulus of the light Hself.
3. The intervening layers Il., lIl., IV., V., and Vl., formed offibres,nuclear
bodies and nerve-cells, whose mutual eonnection is not yet completely aseertained :-It appears that rods and bulbs are eonnected with the granules,
are continued, as thin nerve-filaments, into the intervening granular and
finely-granular layers, enter into connexion with the nerve-cells, which are
also mutually eonneeted, and are finally united with the proper nerve-fibres.
The meaning of these severallayers is as yet quite obscure. For tbc present
we ean only say, that they represent the connexion between the perceptive
layer of bnlbs and rods, and the fibrous Iayer.
The reasons why tbe Iayer of rods and bulbs is eonsidertd to be the immediately pereepti'l'e lamina, bave been designedly passed over in silenee
under 2, in order to admit of their being here more fuUy examined.
In the first plaee, the fibrous lamina, as has been shown, does not perceive.
One of the other layers must thel'efore be tbe direetly perceptive Iayer. Tho
nerve-cells lie in the yellow spot, where pereeption is more accurate, over
one another in numerous Iaminre, and therefore appear not to be adapted to
the purpose. The same is true of the two gl'anular layel's over the whole
retina. Thus we come by exclusion to the Iarer of rods and buIbs. This
view is fnrther supported by the following positive reasons :1. Precisely in the fovea centralis, where acute, aecnrately localized, direct
vision takes place, the layer of bulbs is present in perfeotion, and consists of
smaller bulbs, from which more defined distinction is to be expected. Almost
all the other elements are here wanting. They are pushed aside in the
yli'llow spot, and therefore do not reeeive the light which exeites the images
in the fovea eentraIis, but effect only the transition of the modifieation to the
nerve-fibres. Consequently, the bulbs here lie almost naked, and are immediately aecessible to the light. Even the adjoining parts of tbc yellow spot,
whieh by the aceumulation of the elements, particularly of the nerve-cells,
are plaeed in a relatively unfavourable eondition, pereeive mueh less acutely
and accurately tItan the fovea centralis Ïtself. 'l.'hat direct vision actually
takes place in the latter, I satisfied myself by examination with the ophthalmoscope .
.. Bowman, Lectul'es on tlw pal'ts conco1'1led in the opel'ations on tlte Eye.London, 1819, p. 82.
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experiment proves tb at tbe perceptive layer is siiuated tolerably far bebind the fibrous laye1'. This experiment consióts in making tbe
vessels of tbe retina visible to ou1'selves. In it, properly speaking, we perceive
the shadows of these vessels. The characteristic ramifications are made to
appear, by moving a candle to and fro beside the eye, opened and directed
tl)wards an uniformly dark chamber; and still more easily are they rendered
visible to any one, by turning the cornea as mllch as possible towards the
nose, and moving the dioptric image of a .fl.ame, formed by a convex lens of
one or two Parisian inches' focus, to and fro, or up and down on the exposed
sclerotic. In either case an image of light is formed on a circumscribed
part of the membranes of the eye, which sends out light through the whole
eye, but must necessarily in the deeper layers cast slladows of the grcat
vessels of the fibrous layer. The shadows now change their place with the
movements of tbe image of light, and the object (in this case the bloodvessels), which produces the shadows, ean therefore not be situated in the
laye1' which perceives the shadows. Prom the amount of this displacement
H. Mueller bas infe1'red, that the perceptive curtain actually lies about where
the surface of the 1ayer of bulbs and rods is to be found. (Vel'lI. del' p1tysik.med. Gesellschajt zu WÜl'zbul'g, V. p. 411.)
3. In the eye of the Cephalopodes the layer of rods and bulbs is directed
forwards, and immediately receives tlle incident light, wbile the other layers
situated more posteriorly, are cut off by a dark layer of pigment from the
access ~f the light.
4. The rods and bulbs are traversed over their whole 1ength by the same
waves of light, and are therefore in a position to be strongly affected by the
latter. Bruecke was the first to point out this. Ris idea of the layer of
rods as a catoptric system is so far perfectly correct, that the rays of light
which have entered a rod or bu1b, cannot again 1eave it. In the first place,
the most of the rays co ming directly from without fall in the direction of
these radiatingly-placed elements, and therefore do not reaoh to the lateral
surfaces of boundary j but, sa far as they might reaoh them, total reflexion
must take pIace in consequence of ,the obtuse angle of incidence and the somuch-less light-refraoting power of the intervening matter. In comparison
to this quantity of light, which is limited to the same rods, the quantity of
diffuse light reflected by tbe choroid and sclerotio behind the rods, whioh is
dispersed through various rods in all directions, is very sm aH, and does not
interfere with the accuraoy of perception. In conuexion with the isolated condition of the bundle of rays falling upon each bulb or rod, the most perfect
accommodation is obtained, if the accurate image be formed precisely
on the surface of the 1ayer of rods and bulbs, consequently in the fovea centralis, exactly at the surface. If it feIl first in the middle of the b1l1bs, there
would be at the surface a distribution of light starting from a point and
extending over more than a bulb: the aeeommodation would not be perfect.
Therefore, too, the so-caUed line of accommodation, of which we shaH hereaftel' speak, cannot depend upon the length of the rods, as has been
stated. The traversing of the rods in their whole longitudinal direction by
the waves of light must produce a very powerful influenoe, in like manner
as a nCl've is more strongly affected by a galvanic action, when the latte!'
2. PUmUNJE'S
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passes through a portion in the longitudinal direction of the nerve, than
when it permeates the nerve only in a transverse course.
5. Many phenomena respecting the limits of the smallest angles of perception, and the change of form of fine lines, &c., thence arising, agree
only with the idea that the layer of bulbs and rods is a:ffected by
light.
The question has been started, whethel' perhaps the bulbs alone, and not the
rods, receive the impressions of the light. This suggestion has arisen from
the anatomical fact, that in the yellow spot, where perception is most aéute,
bulbs exchisively occur, immediately touching one another, and that between
the bulbs a progressively greater number of rods appear, in proportion as we
remove from. the yellow spot. The latter circumstance seems, indeed, to indicate, that the acuteness of perception is connected with the number of bulbs;
and the S:1me view is corroborated by the great number ofnel've-cells occurring
here, and the numerous nerve-fibres which are directed towards the ye110w
spot, and have their peripheric termination in this locality. But we are not
thereby justified in denying the capacity of the rods for the impression of
light. It is a fact, that every rod cannot have its nerve-fibre; to that end
(the place occupied by a rod and nerve-fibre on section being assumed to be
equal) the nerve must have a section equal to the surface of the whole
retina. There does not even appear to be a nerve-nbre for each bulb.
But this by no means proves that eaeh rod may not convey its action to a
nerve-fibre, which should then equally receive the stimulus of seve}'al adjoining rods, thus precisely furnishing a very intelligible reason why the
acuteness of perception of the retina, should constantly diminish from the
yellow spot to the om serrata. The very recent anatomical investigations
carried on independently of one another by 'VV. Krause" and Braun,t have
revealed morphological peculiarities in the rods, which still more strongly
bring to light their analogy to the bulbs, and thus prove much in favour of
the harmony, if not of the similarity of their functions.

----------------------" Sitzungsberichte der lcaiserl. Aka(lemie del' Wïssenscltaften. Wien,
1860.

Bd. XLII., p. 15.

t Nac7wicltten von del' G. A. TTniversität u. d. königl.
Wis8enscl~. z~,

Göttingen. 1861.
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CHAPTER I.
§ 2.-PROOFS

OF THE EXISTENCE OF ACCOlIfMODA.'l'ION IN 'l'HE EYE.

THE media of the eye form a compound dioptric system, wherein
we can accurately and easily trace the course of the rays of light only
by being acquainted with its cardinal points. But, to clear up a
number of questions, it is satisfactory to consider the whole system
as a single lens, with a definite focus, and the action of such a lens
is then suflicient to give an idea of the accommodation.
It is weIl known that when paratzeZ rays of light fall upon a
convex lens (Fig. 2), these, at a certain distance behind the lens, unite
n'early into a point, called the principaZ focus. The distance
between a particular point 7/' of the lens and the focus cp" is
te1'med the focaZ distance F. PamUeZ rays of light proceed ITom infinitely distant objects. From each point of an object, placed at a
finite distance, proceed rays, which have a diverging direction. When
such 1'ays faU on the lens (Fig. 3 a band a' b' ), they unite likewise
almost into a point J~ but this point lies fu1'ther behind the lens than
the principal focus. Such a point is in general called a focus. t The
p1'incipal focus is the focus for parallel rays. It is evident that the
rays may fall on the lens in sucIl a diverging direction as to maintain
a uegree of divergence behind the lens. This is the case when the point
(Fig. 4 i), whence the rays i a and i a' proceed, is at a less distance
from the lens than amounts to the focal distance F of the lens. The
rays then acquire aftel' ref1'action through the lens, as b c ap.d b' (/,
a direction as if they had come from a point more distant from the
lens. In the explanation of ordilll1ry vision this last is, however, of
no importance, inasmuch as objects are always held far enough from

*

,. This point is called the centre of the lens, and its position depends only
on the curvatures of the two surfaces.-S. H.
t Or focus cOl1j'ugate to the point from which the rays come. Optical
writers use the word focus, in genera1, for the point of union of rays; and
. the focus of parallel rays is by them called the principal focns. When the
raya are not parallel, the points of divergence, aud of union of the rays, are
called COl1}u.qate foci.-S. H.
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the eye to allow of the rays proeeeding from them being brought, if
I
not into union, at least into aconverging direetion.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.
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In the normal eye, the retina is placed preeisely at the foeal dist:mee of the dioptrie system. Parallel rays, derived from infinitely
distant objeets, are therefore brought into union exaetly in the retina.
The objects are accurately perceived. From near objects, as we have
observed, the l'ays proeeed in a diverging direction, and their point
of union in the llormal eye, consequently, lies behind the retina,
and yet the .organ is eapablc of pereeiving near objeets also aeeurately.
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It therefore has the further power of bringing divergent rays into
union on the retina. N ow, this power of bringing at will rays of
different directions into umon on the retina is the power of accom-

'lIzodation of the eye.
We can easily eonvinee ourselves that the normal eye possesses
sueh a power. That we are able clearly and aceurately to distinguish
objeets at different distallees, everyone knows by experienee. We
need, therefore, onIy assure ourselves that we cannot at the same
time plainly distinguish remote and proximate objeets, to obtain a
pro of that an accommodating power exists; in other words, that in
the eye a change is produced in connexion with the distallce at which
we can see accurately. It is almost superfluous to addnce a direct
proof in support of this statement. Ordinary observation will abundantly demonstrate it. It is well illustrated by holding a veil at
some inches from the eye, and a baak at a greater distance; we can
then at will see accurately either the texture of the veil, or the letters
of the book, but never both together. lf we see the texture of the
veil, we cannot distinguish the letters of the book; if we read,
the veil produces only a feebie, almast uniform obscuration of the
field of vision ; of the separate t1u'eads we see scarcely anything.
The circle of diffusion in imperfect accommodation can be most distinctly seen at an illuminated point, or at a darkeI' spot on a piece of
ordinary window-glass. The latter is held close to one eye (while
the other eye is shut), but sa that the point can still be accurately perceived-the objects situated at a certain distance on the other side of
the glass are then observed without defined contours. We can now,
however, at will, immediately see, in the direction of the point, the
objects at the remote side of the glass distinctly, whereupon the point
appears as a larger, diffused spot. A change has consequently taken
place in the eye. Of this we are ourselves distinctly conscious.
When we looked at distant objects through the glass, the eye was
adjusted for almost parallel rays; the diverging rays proceeding from
the point had therefore their point of uni on behind the retina.
When the point was accurately seen, the eye was accommodated to
the diverging rays proceeding from it, and the almost parallel rays
derived from the distant objects, had already unÏted in front of the
retina, and had decussated in a focus. In uniting, whether before
or behind the retina, the rays proceeding from each separate point
formed a 1'ound spot on the retina, instead of a point. The section of these rays has, in fact, nearly thefo1'lIt qf the pupil, and, if
the rays of the cone have not yet been brought into union, or if they
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have already decussated, they form on the retina a little spot of the
form of the rupil. All the little spots, which represent the several
points of the object in the retinal picture, are now like so many
blotted points of all accurate image covering one another, and it is
evident, that the former must, therefore, lose its sharp contour
and be diffused on the surface. But as the retinal, sa is the projected picture, and we therefore say, that we see the object diffused.
In such a state do all objects appeal', for which the eye is not
accommodated.

§ 3.- CIIANGE

OF TIIE DIOPTRIC SYSTElIf OF THE EYE IN ACCOllflIfODATION.

That in the eye, in accommodation, a change is produced, lIas in
the preceding section been placed beyond a doubt. The question
now is, in wllat that change consists ? Since Kepler first attempted
to answer it, the inquiry lIas been the constant source of much
difference of opinion among natural philosophers and physiologists.
All imaginable hypotheses have been advanced. Alteration of situation of the lens, elongation of the axis of vision, contraction of the
pupil, change of farm of the lens, have all in turns been made use of
in the explanation, and those who were satisfied with none of these
theories, were sometimes bold enough altogether to deny the mastence of an accommodating power. The' ophthalmoscope, which
enables us to see, in the fundus of the eye, the diffused images of
objects fol' which the eye is not accommodated, effectually silences
these last.
It is not my intention to subject anew to criticism the long series
of incorrect views upon the subject. I am not writing a hisLory of
errors. We now know what change the dioptric system undergoes
in accommodation, and the somce of this knowledge alone can here
be sketched in its leading features. 1'!te change co?Zsists i1~ alt

alterati01t q/ J01'llt q/ the len8: above all, its anterio1' sU1face becOlIZes 11Z01'e convex and app1'Oache8 to the comea.

It is now nearly sixty years since Thomas Young * had satisfied
himself that the power of accommodation depends upon a change of
form in the lens. Nor was he led to this cOllviction merely by the
ex.clusion of other hypotheses; he adduced reasons which, properly
• Pltilosophical 11'ansactiol1s, 1801, vol. xoii. p. 23. Cont ])fiscellanaolls
TVorks of ihe Iute Tl!. YOUN'G, edited by GJ;ORGE PJ~ACOCK, Vol. I. p. 12,
London, 1855.
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understood, should be taken as positive proofs. As an hypothesis
the idea had already existed; but previously to the time of Young it
could be considered as little more than a loose assertion, to which
no value was to be aUached. The force of Young's experiments was,
however, not understood, and hls doctrine scarcely found a place in
the long list of incorrect opinions and hazardous suggestions, wmch
were constantly anew brought forward. Perbaps the necessary
attention was not paid to Young's demonstration, because physiologists, not being acquainted with any muscular elements in the eye,
could scarcely imagine by what mechanism the crystalline lens should
change its form, and they were little inclined to believe with Y oung
in the contractility of the fibres of the lens. It was not until after
direct proofs (witmn the reach of every one's observation and comprehension) of the change of form of the lens had been brought forward
by others, that Helmholtz t placed the able investigation of Thomas
Young in its proper light. The direct proofs were given a few
years ago, and to our feUow-countryman Oramer,t too early snatched
from science, belongs the highest honour in the matter.
For many years the refl.ected images of the anterior and posterior
surfaces of the lens were generally known. Purkinje had discovered
them in 1823, and Sanson had made them available in the diagnosis
of cataract (1837). If some doubt still remained respecting the origin
of the two reflected images, observed in the eye behind that of the
cornea, the doubt was removed by the experiments of Meyer.§ For
the rp,cognition of cataract they lost their value, when more decisive
means of attaining it were discovered. But it was they wmch could
give an infallible answer to the question, whether the lens in the
accommodation of the eye undergoes a change, either in form or in
situation.
Maximilian Lallgenbeck 11 was tlJe first to whom it occurred to
illvestigate the reflected images of the lens with reference to this important question. He examined them, however, only with the
naked eye, moreover at a very unfavourable angle, almost solely
with respect to the depth of their situation in the eye, and we can,
therefore, scarcely assume that this investigation was sufficiently

*

.. Miscellaneous WorlM, Vol. I. pp. 1 et seq.
t All[/emeille Encyclopcedie dm' PlIysil., herausgegoben von G. Karsten.
El'ste Liefel'ung, B. I. pp. 112 et seq.
t Ifet accommodatie-vermogen, physiolo.qisc7~ toe!lclicltt. Haarlem, 18J3.
§ Zeitsclwijtf. 1·att'on. Medi:in, Band Y. p. 262. 1840.
11 Klinische Beit,.dpe au.~ dem Gebietr' der CltiJ'lIl'pie lt. Oplttltalmolo!Jie.
OotlÏllgen, 181D.
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decisive to produce conviction. Nevertheless, he announced the
most im.portant fact: namely, that in accommoilati01t lor near obJect8
tke anterior 8uiface if tlte len8 become8 more C01zvex. This statement
lay hidden in a work, whose title was little adapted to attract the
attention of physiologists. Accidentally the book feIl into my hands.
Struck with Langenbeck's fortunate idea, I immediately endeavoured
to satisfy myself of the correctness of ms assertion j but owing to
defects in the meaus I employed, uo satisfactory result was 0 btained.
That on examination with a magnilier the reflected images should
show with certainty, whether in accommodation a change of the
crystalline len~ arises, 1 did not hesitate to predict.* I soon heard
that Cramer, led by this prediction, had taken up the question.t He
comprehended its full importanee, solved it in the manner poiutecl
out by me, aud so put forward his result, that its correctness was iu
a very short time universally admittecL
I have above observed, that from the reflected images of the lens
we may learn both the C1trvature and thc 8ituation of- its surfaces.
Cramer had already deduced both from ms investigations.
In the first place, as relates to the curvature, we know that convex
mirrors pro duce a diminished image behind, concave mirrors before
the reflecting surface, and that thc images are smaller in proportion
as the radius of curvature is less. This is easily seen by comparing
the reflected image of a flame formed by biconvex spectacles ground
with differeut radii. We see an erect refIected image behind the
auterior surface of the glass, aud au inverted image before the glass,
and both are smaller in proportion to the convexityof the surfaces of
the glass employed. The posterior erect image is formed by refIexion
ou the anterior surface of the glass j the anterior inverted image is
formed by reflexion on the posterior surface, or, to speak more
correctly, on the concave surface of the air contiguous with thc
posterior convex surface. N ow, the anterior surface of the crystalline
lens is a convex mirror; the posterior surface, or rather the anterior
surface of the vitreous humour corresponding thereto, represents a
concave mirror. The refIected images are feebly illuminated, because
the difference in refraction between the fluids of the eye and the
lens being small, the refIexion is not considerable. They are, however, clearly discernible, when we hold a bright flame at one side of
. the eye, and look into the organ at the other side. If a liue, drawn
from the fIame to the eye, farms an angle of ab out 30° with
the axis of vision, and if we look at the other side, likewise at an
.. Nederl. Lancet, 2" Sér., D. V., pp. 135 and 147.
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angle of about 30° with the axis of vision, into the eye, the three
little images appear :flat, close to one another, in the pupil (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5.

Arepresents their situation in the eye accommodated for distance;
B in the eye accommodated for near objects. In both a is the
re:flected image of the cornea; b that of the anterior surface, and a
that of the posterior surface of the ·lens. Cramer viewed them
magnified 10 or 20 times. He thus convinced himself that the image
ó re:flected by the anterior surface of the lens is, in accommodation
for near objects, considerably smaller, and he thence correctly inferred
that the anterior surface of the lens increases in convexity, that the
radius of curvature diminishes. Subsequently HelmllOltz,* WllO, independently of Cramer, had discovered the true principle of accommodation, t has stated that also of the little inverted image a formed by
re:flexion ou the surface of the vitreous humour, not only the apparent,
but the actual size diminishes a little in accommodation for near
objects, and that, consequently, the posterior surface of the lens, too,
increases in convexity, although this increase is very slight.
As to the change in situation of the curved sUl'faces of the lens, this
can be determined from the alteration of place of the reilected images.
If we co~pare Fig. 5, A and B, we shall see that in B the image b
refl.ected by the anterior surface of the lens, is approximated much
more ta the refl.ected image of the cornea a, than in A; and Cramer
hence inferred that the anterior surface of the lens, which had
become more convex, now comes also to lie closer to the cornea.
• Al'clt. j. Oplttltalmologie, herausgegeben "on Artl, Donders ulld von
Graef'e, lid. 1. Abth. 2, p. 1.
i' lIIonatsbm'icllte dOl' Akadc/ln'e Zit Bedin, Febr. 1853, p. 137.
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'fhe next figure (6) clearly decides this.

.A Af is the axis of thc

-,r

COrllCn"

with whic11 we here assume that the axis of the lens L
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coincides. The lens is drawn in a double form, namely, with continuous lines in the form of accommodation for distant, and with
datted lines in the form of accommodation far near objects. At f
is a flame j at 0 the eye of the observer. 'l'hese two are sa placec1
that lines proceeding from them cut each point of the al>.is at similar
angles. Therefore, the rays thrown back hy the reflecting surfaces
of the observed eye, where these surfaces are cut hy the axis, reach the
eye of the observer.
The reflected image of the cornea is consequently seen in the direction 01, and (disregarding refraction on surfaces situated in front) that
of the anterior surface of the lens in the directlOn 0 2, that of the
posterior surface in the direction 0 3. Projected on the surface I I',
they appeal' close to one another as a, 0, and c (compare also Fig. 5,
A). If now the anterior surf:lCe of the lens advances to the dotted
line, the second image is seen in the direction 0 2', and is therefore
projected in the snrface I 1', as 0'; it has consequently approached the
reflex image a of the cornea (compare the preceding Fig. 5 B). From
this change of place, which is easily observed, we therefore infer
tha.t, in accommodation for near objects the anterior surface of the
lens approaches the cornea. It is, indeed, true that we do not see the
images 0 and 0' exactly in the direction of the point where the axis
cnts the surface of the lens, becanse both the incident and ihe reflected
ray is refracted by the cornea in front. But in consequence of the
symmetry of the cornea, which, moreover, does not change its form,
and the symmetrical position of the eye 0, and the flame ,f, Wlth
respect to the axis, the deviations so producec1 are eqnally great on
both sides, and the above inference, therefore, remains quite correct.
Ir we determine the direction of the radius of the cornea in this place,
where the ray reflected on the anterior surface of the lens enters and
leaves the latter, we can, from the distance between the images a and
ij and a and b', calcnlate the distance from the anterior surface of the
lens to the cornea.
Oramer did not observe any displacement of the posterior image.
He thence inferred that the situation of the surface did not alter.
This inference was hazardons, so long as it was not ascertained haw
far the change of form of the lens in accommodation might have
influence on the place where the image c was seen. Now, however,
since the mathematical i11Vestigation of Helml10ltz 11:1S shown, tllat
in consequence of an incic1ental compensation, such an influence does
not at all, or scarcely exist, we are rea11y jusWled in concluc1ing,
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from the unaltered situation of the image e, that the posterior
surface of the crystalline lens in accommodation does not change its
situation.
The changes in the dioptrie system, observed in accommodation for
near objects, therefore, consist in: 1. That the anterior surface of
the lens becomes more convex and approaches the cornea, both these
alterations taking place to a considerable degree; 2. That tlle posterior
surface of the lens becomes a little more convex, bnt, notwithstanding,
remains at a nearlyequal distance from the cornea.-Besides the
changes here described, none others occnr in the dioptrie system in
accommodation. In the first place, Dr. Knapp has proved that the
changes occurring in particular persons in the crystalline lens, are,
in general, su:fficient to account for their range of accommodation;
and, in the second place, 1 have satisfied myself that where the
crystalline lens is absent, even in young people, not the slightest
trace of accommodating power remains. Knapp's results are spoken
of at the end of the first Chapter; mine shall be subsequently more
fuily communicated.

NOTE TO

§

3,

In order to observe the refl.ected images, Cramer made use of an instrument,
by him called the opltthalmoscope, a term which is now generally and more
correcUy applied to the eye-speculum. This instrument I have so modified
that it can be used for measurements, and I have given to it in this form the
name of pltacoidoscope, which word fullyexpresses its object. 'rhe most
essential elements of this instrument are-(Fig. 7) 1. A horizontal quadrant,
divided into degrees; 2. A :fI.ame f re:fl.ected in the observed eye 0'; 3. A
microsoope m, through whioh the observer's eye 0 sees the observed eye 0'
magnified from 15 to 30 times, and in ",hich the slit between two movable
vertical surfaces present in the eye-piece, serves as a micrometer; 4. A
sight v, capable of being placed at different distances from the eye. The
Hame impinges unchanged upon 0°, the sight and the microscope can turn
horizontallyaround the middle point from which the quadrant is described ;
the observed eye 0' is so placed, that its crystalline lens coincides with the
middle point of this quadrant. We can thus alternately :fix the sight,
placed near the eye, and a distant point situated in the direction of the
sight, aftel' having first given a proper position to the microscope and to the
sight. The :fI.ame relllains, as has been said, in the direction of 0". If tbe
mioroscope be now placed at 60 Q and the sight close to 30°, we shall usually,
on alteIing the accommodation, sec very distinctly the displacement and
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chan"'e of size of the middle image. Properly spealdng, the sight ought
not t~ stand. at 30~, but at about 5° or 6° from it, as the observed eye must

Fig. 7.

\®
I~
I

look 5° or 6° more inwards. The axis of vision lies, viz., in general, to
the outside of the line of vision (that is the line extending from the yeUow
spot to the fixed point), and the line of vision must therefore be turned inwards, in order to direct the axis of vision to 30°. If we wish to determine
the position of the surfnee of reftexion of tbe lens from the distancc between
thc l'eflected images a and b, the direction of the axis of the cornea must fu'st
be sought in order to plnce the sight correctly with respect to it.
Helmholtz constructed a peculiar instrument, caUed by him the oplttltalmometm', for 1.119 purpose of determining the magnitude of the reflected images.
This iustrument is one of the great treasures for whioh we are indebted to
his genius. Kohlrausoh, and a1so Senff, had already measured the refl.ected

2
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images, at least that of the cornea, with a magnifying glass. But the ophthalmometer possesses a great advantage over au ordinary magnifier, inasmuch as the trouble and inaccuracy, which in the succesbive measurements
of the borders of the image must necessarily result from slight movement. of
the hoad and eyes, arc avoided in this instrument. The mode of measurement with the heliometer, which enables astronomers acourately to determine
minute dimensions of the planets in oonstant motion, suggested its construotion to Helmholtz. These measurements are accomplished by doubling the
images; the' same is tl'Ue of the ophthalmometel'. Objects which are seen
through a plate of glass, bounded by pel'fectly :flat and parallel surfaces,
held obliquely to the line of vision, appeal' to be in some measme lateraUy
displaced, and this displaoement increases with the magnitude of the angle
of incidence of the rays of light upon the plate. On this simple faet depends the aetion of the ophthalmometel'.
In Fig. 8, let A be a Galilean telescope, before whose objeot-gInss two planoFig. 8.

~~i-~--t--~·~1___________________
'b .b

.2

1

parallel glass-plates, seen in profile in al bI and az bz, are so placed obliquely
to its axis, that the right half of the object-glass reoeives its light through
the plate a z b2, the left half through the plate al bI, then the image C d, to
whioh the telesoope is direoted, appears not at c d, but through the plate
al bI at Cl dl and through the plats a z bz at Cz d2• The two images stand at tlre
same time dose to one another in the field of vision ofthe tcloscope. Ifnow
the glass-plates be tmned so far, that the extremity dl of the fust coincides
with the extremity CJ of the 8eooncl image, and if we know the angle through
which the glass-plates have revolved, with their thiclmess and the coefficient
of the refracting power of the glass, we can calculate the length C d, even
withont knowing the distanoe from A to ë d. Tl1e ophthalmometer is
furthel' so arranged tlmt, on turning I'ound the glass plates, both traverse
equal angles, and it oan be read with great aocuraoy at what angle they are.
Those who desire to learn the details of the eonstrnotion of the instrument
should consult Helmholtz (AI'CltiV flil' Oplttltalmolog~'e, herausgegeben
von Artl, Donders nnd von Graefe, Dd. 1, Abth. 2, p. 1), At the option
of the observeI', C d need not be caleulated. If we have a finely divided
measuring-rod, we ean empirically detel'mine by what number of degrees
of the ophthalmometer lmown magnitudes are measured, and prepare a table
of the results. For reasons elsewhere detailed (VeI'slagen en lJIededeelingen
van de Koninklijke Akademie van TVetensclwppel1 , Amsterdam, 1861. D.
XL, p, 159), I have eveu given the preferenee to this method. From the
degrees on the ophthalmometer, by which a re:flected image is measured, we
then immediately find its magnitude in the tabie; aud if we knowat the
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same time the distance and magnitude of thc object, w.hose image we measure
on a ourved surface, wc can, by a tolerably simple formula, caloulatc the radius
of the curve. If we always use the same object (represented, for example,
by the distance between two :fiames), and if this is always at thc same distanee from the observed eye, we can in the tables easily add, aftel' thc magnitudes of the images, the corrcsponding radii of curvature, and so immediately
read from each observed number of degrees on the ophthalmometer the
radius of curvature of the re:fiecting surface. Such an arrangement exists
in the Netherlands Hospital for Diseases of the Eye at Utrecht.
The application of the ophthalmometer to the measurement of the clear
refl.ected images of the cornea is very easy. We observe that in accommodation for each distance the magnitudes of the images, and consequently the
radius, remain unalterably the same.
On the antel'Îor surface of the lens the image is too weak and too ill-defined, to allow of the measurement of double images thereof with the ophthalmometer. Helmholtz therefore produced, close to the re:fiected image of the
lens, a changeable reflected image on the cornea, and made this last equal in
magnitude to the first, of whioh he oould accurately judge with the naked
eye. The magnitude of that of the cornea oan then in every oase be oalculated or measured. The magnitude is estimated most preoisely when eaoh
refl.ected image consists of two little tapel's, whose mutual distance then
represents the size. We obtain the doubli.ng by two eandles, or by
the refl.exion of one oandle in a mirror held under the observed eye.
The aocuracy of the method, however, according to Knapp, who somewhat
modified it (A1'cMv filr OjJlttltalmol., Bd. Vl., Abth., 2, p. 1), stillleft muoh
to be desired. For easy as it is to satisfy one's self of the alteration
in magnitude of the reHected image b, it is difficult, on account of its faintne ss and want of sharp contours, to determine the absolute size of it with
the desirable accuracy. The little inverted image of the posterior surface
of the lens is weU defined. In this in&tance the ophthalmometer was again
applicable, and Helmholtz satisfied himself that the radius of curvature in
accommodation for near objects here becomes a littIe smaller. More acourate determinations, obtained by a modified mcthod, lil have led to the same
result.
In order to ascertain the plaoe of the anterior surface of the lens,
Helmholtz determined that of the margin ofthe pupil which lies against the
lens. The position of the posterior surface, in the determination of which
the ophthalmometer again rendered good service, was deduced in a rather
comtJlex manner, from that of the reflected image. These determinations of
the plaoes of the surfaoes of refraction might, as has been already observed,
also be obtained with the phacoidoscope.
So far respecting the methods, with reference to which Helmholtz and
Knapp may further be compared. As to the results obtained, the necessary
statements will be made at the end of this Ohapter.
" Oonf. Knapp, l. c. p. 34.
2
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§ 4. ON

THE MECII.A.NIS~I OF ACcmIMODA1'ION.

So soon as the changes which the ûioptrÎo system undel'goes llJ
aocommodation had become known, physiologists were in a position
to investigate, with some hope of success, the mechanism whereby
those changes are ];lroûuceû. Many modes of solving this question
have been tried. By some, experiment has been resorted to; others
have instituted an accurate examination of the anatomy of the parts
which appeal' to be concerued in the mechanism referred to j patllOlogy, finally, has been made use of in prosecuting the inquil'Y. But,
notwithstanding all these efforts, it canllot be said that any theory
brought forward has as yet been fully proved: the utmost we have
attained to is, that by exclusion, the lirnits wherein our views may
range have been much restricted.
It has been in general tacitly assumed that the accommodation
for distance, and even for the farthest point of distinct vision, is
purely passive,-that in it only l'elaxation of the parts ",hich actively
pro duce accommodation for near objects takes place. I believe that
this idea was in all respects fully justified. But, if we endeavour to
explain the mechanism of accommodation, it is, as a preliminary
question, so important, that it may weIl be specially treated of, the
more so, because some advocate an active accommodation also for
distant objects. The grounds on which it may, in my opinioll, be
maintained that accommodation for nea1' objects only is active, while
that for distant objects is passive, are the following :1. The subjective sensation j-for myself this is conclusive.
2. The phenomena produced by mydriatics. If we drop into
the eye, a solution of one part of sulphate of atropia in 120 of
water, the pupil, aftel' ten or :fifteen minutes, begins to dilate, and
soon afterwards the neal'est lJoint of distinct vision removes
farther and farther from the eye. At the end of forty minutes
all action is destroyed, and the eye remains accommodated to its
farthest point. The muscular system for accommouation is now
paralysed, and paralysis, that is, the highest degree of relaxation,
is thus proved to be equivalent to accommodation for the farthest
point. N ow, did we assume the existence of a distinct system, working actively in accommodation to the fal'thest point, we ought to
maintain-1st, That this system is not pal'alysed by atropia; 2nd,
'l'hat it is by this ageut bl'ought into a condition in which it
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is incapable of relaxation. This supposition would not be quite
absurd. Something of the kind is said to occur in the action of
atropia upon the iris: the circular fibres of the lat ter are thereby
paralysed, but at the same time its radiating (?) ûbres are said to be
brought into the condition of spasm, so that the pupil becomes mnch
wider than in cases of paralysis of the sphincter, and is a1so not at
all or scarce1y capable of further clilatation by irl'itation of the sympathetic nerve in the neck.* Bnt thongh the supposition is not absurd, it is nevertheless far-fetched and little admissible. That it is
incorrect appears further :3. From the phenomena attending paralysis of the oculo-motor
nerve. In this affection the power of accommoc1ation is not unfrequently wholly lost. This conc1ition may occur with paralysis of
some or of all the muscles governed by the ocnlo-motor nerve; but
it mayalso exist quite independently. In it the refraction corresponc1s to the original jartltest poiut, as cases of recovery have satisfactorily proved to me. The pupil is immovable 11llc1 clilatec1, although
not highly so. On instillation of atropia, the c1iameter becomes much
greater, but the refractiou of the eye remains unalterec1. Accommoc1ation for the falthest point corresponc1s, therefore, to total
paralysis. In imperfect paralysis (paresis of accommoc1ation) the
nearest point is always removed further from the eye, the farthest
remaining unaltered. Cases of paralysis, whcre the farthest point
shoulc1 be approximated to the eye, do not occur : they shoulc1 necessarily occur, dic1 a muscular system exist, actively producillg accommodation for remote objects.
4. The lens, enclosed in its capsule, has an important property,
which must here be expressly pointed out. It possesses a high degreC:1
of elasticity. On gentIe pressure its form is easily alterec1, but it immediately regains its original form wlten the pressure ceases.
Hence, too, it appears, that only the mechanism of accommodation
for near objects is explicable by muscular action, and that the return to
accommoc1ation for clistant objects occurs spontaneous1y (with the cooperation of elastic parts) when the active muscular operation ceases.
The efforts of myopie inc1ivic1uals to see distinctly at a greater distance, are confinec1, as we shall subsequently obsel've, to c1iminishing
\' See de Ruyter, De actione AtropaJ BelladonnaJ in iridem; Trajeni nu
Rhenum, 1856. Kuyper, Onderzoekingen betreMelijk de kunstmatige verw!l'dinrl van den o0!lappel. Utl'ecllt, 1860.
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the circles of diffusion, by excluding a part of the pupil: they produce no true accommodation-no change of the dioptric system.
N ow the accommodation for near objects must take place through
the mtervention of muscular action. The accommoëlatioll is produced voluntarily, and we know no voluntary movement without the
intervention of contractile-of muscular elements.
Before physiologists were acquainted with the changes of the
dioptric system, they often attached importance to the ea:te1'?zaZ
muscles in the production of accommodation. N ow that we know
that the accommodation depends on a change of form in the lens,
this opinion 8eems scareely to need refutation. That with converging lines of vision, through the action of the musculi recti interni,
we are capable of producing a higher c1egree of accommodation than
is attainable by parallellines, proves only that the muscular action of
accommodation and the contraction of the musculi recti int61'ni are
associated: we can by no means thence infer that the musculi recti
interni have a direct influence upon the accommodation. That they
do not possess tbis, I learned from cases where the musculus rectus
internus was completely paralysed, and the accommodation neverthcless had its normal range. The same might already have been inferred from the fact, that when the near object :fixed upon lies to the
side, the rectus internus in one eye is not active, and, nevertheless,
accommodation for near objects in tbis case equally takes plaee.
Many instances further occur, where the accommodation is wholly
destroyed by l)aralysis, without the externa1 muscles of the eye being
in the least impeded in their action ; and, finally, some cases are on
record of paralysis of all, or of nearly all, the muscles of the eye, and
of de:ficiency of the same, without diminution of the power of accommodation. We hence conclude that the externa1 muscles of the eye
exercise no direct influence on accommodation.
The contractile elements, which produce the accommodation, must
consequently be situated exclusively in the eye. N ow we are aequainted, in the eye of the mammalia, solely with unstriped museular
fibres or fibre-cells: there are no striped muscular :fibres or
rascieuli. These last, however, replace tue former in the eye of
bil'ds, and thel'efol'e we may attribute to the unstriped muscular fibres
the same signmcation and the same voluntal'y action. Indeed it is
as little strànge that :fibre-cells should here be subject to the will as
that the striped fibres of the heart should be withdrawn from it.
Furthermore, jf we cOllsider that Ommer saw accommodatioll for
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near objects supervene on galvanic irritation of the eye of val'ious
animais, deprived of its external muscles, and that paralysis of
the iris and paralysis of accommodation almost always go hand in
hand, there can be no doubt that internal muscu1ar elements,
under the control of the ciliary nerves, by their contraction produce
the accommodation.
N ow the mnscular elements known to exist in the eye of the
mammalia are (Fig. 9) : 1. The muscular fibres of the iris. The circu1ar fibres (sphincter
pupillre (1)) are easHy seen and iso1ated, most easi1y in white rabbits
or rats.
Independent l'aèliating fasciculi of fibres are less easi1y demonstrated.
The vaseular trunks (2), which likewise have a radiating direction,
possess a distinct museu1ar layer; and it is gellerally c1itfieult to
prove that the fibrous bundies found do not belong to the vessels.
However, most anatomists think that they have satisfiec1 themselves
as to their presence. In this I never completely succeeded. Moreover, it is difficu1t to explain c1ibtation of the pllpil from atropia, in
cases of paralysis of the sphincter pupilire (whether the resn1t of
c1isease or of c1ivision of the oeulo-motor nerve), without assuming
the existenee of radiating fibres. But even admitting the IJresenee of
radiating musellLlr fibres, I eonsider the exp1anatioll to be unsatisl'aetory, as it makes it neeessary to assume that. the same snbstanee ",hich
stimulates them should paralyse the eircular fibres.-I have sl10wn
with certainty from experiments on white rabbits)* that the bloodvessels of the iris, on irritation of the sympathetie nerve in the neek,
become narrower while the pupil c1ilates. As to the connexion between these two phenomena, 1 do not venture to give au opinion.
2. Tbe eiliary muscle.
That the ol'gan formerly known under the name of eiliary ligament is of a museulal' nature, has been pl'oved, independently of one
another, by my esteemeel frienels Bowman allel Brueelee. The fibl'es
arise in great part from the outer layers (3) of vitrcous fibres, in whieh
the membrana Deseemetii (D) subc1ivides, while the innel'most layers of
these fibres spread as ligamentum pectillatum on the iris. Tbe museular
fibres form fasciculi, of whieh the most extel'ual, cOllnected in long
extended networks, run backwards parallel to the uppet' surface of
the sclerotic (S) and pass into the severallaminre of the chol'oid (0).
Internally (G) th~ meshes of the nets become gl'l1dually shol'ter, and
• OOnljlnl'o KlIyper, 1. c. p.
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:finally, mostly spread out in a circular direction, -so that the fasciculi
here acquire rather a circular than an antero-posterior direction.
Fig. 9.

/

I

This innermost portion of the ciliary muscle is connected with the
choroidal tissue in the place wh ere tl1e corpus ciliare (P) passes from
without inwards. If we cut out a piece of the conjoined membranes,
and with a pincp.l's seize the whole bl'eadth of the portion 'of the iris
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néar its insertion and tear it oif, the innermost part (6) of the ciliary
muscle remains attached to the outer surface of the ciliary process,
while the most extern al portion (5) continnes lying on the sclerotic
aml cOllnected with the extreme outer layers of the choroic1, which
are not torn oif. We can thus divide the muscle into two parts, as
is described in von Reeken's c1issertation.* The networks of the •
fasciculi of the innermost poriion possess, as is there also representec1,
a more circular direction: H. Mülleri" has subsequently described
these as a separate muscle. He bas the merit of having thereby
directed attention to this innermost part. That it does not, bowever,
deserve to be considered as a separate muscle, is clearly shown by
the above-described gradnal transition from the orre direction to the
other.
3. In other elements also of tbe eye of the mammalia, contractility
has been suspected, though not demonstrated. Max. Langenbeek
has assumed the existence of a musculus compressor lentis immediately arollnd the lens. Others, however, have not succeeded iu finc1ing t..his. After the action of acetate of lead aud acetic acid, the
Zonula Zinnii (Fig. 9, 7) acquires, as Nuhn has shown, a most deceptive appearallee, as if it possessed transversely striped primitive
bundles j but the attempt to establish the existence of eontractility,
or of other reasons for assuming the presenee of muscular elements in
that membrane, has uot been successful. In the choroid, Sehweigger
has fo~nd eells pres enting quite the appearance of ganglionic eells,
and it seems that they must really be considerecl as such j and
Heinrich Mi:i.ller appears· inelined to attribute contraetility to the
choroid. Each of these views is, however, still problematical.
From this sketch it seems most probable, that no contractile elements, except those of the iris aud of the eiliary muscle, ean eome into
play in accommodation. Accordingly Oramer thought that the change
of form of the lens might be eXplained by the action of the iris:
simultaneous contraction of the circular and radiating fibres produc-'
ing pressure on the lens, aud thus giving to·the part of the crystalline
eorresponding to the pupil greater couvexity, and eausing it to protrude through the pupil. Pathology has, however, shown that the
iris takes no direct part iu the accommodation of the lens. It may
Ol!
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Utrecht, 1855.

t Al'cltiv jih' Oplttllalmolo[/ie, B. ivo
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be adherent to the cornea, leaving a space hetween the iris and the
lens; it may float without tension in the aqueous humour (iridodeDosis); it may be in pal·t removed by iridectomy; it may even he
who11yabsent, without the power of accommodation heing perceptibly
disturbed. In an extremely important case, where the whole iris was
. removed hy operation, von Graefe* recently instituted an accurate
investigation, and established the existence of the range of accommodation normilly corresponding to the patieht's age, while the change
of the anterior reflected image of the lens, too, in accommodation was
admirably seen. We are therefore justified in denying to the iris any,
Ol' almost any, influence on the change of farm of the crystalline lens
in accommodation, and in estimating the contraction of the pupil, in
accommodation fol' near objects, as a simply associated movement.
It therefore remains only to attribute to the musculus ciliaris the
important quality of accommodation-muscle. Thus fal' we lmve arrived
by exclusion. But the mechanism whereby the contraction of this
little muscle aIters the form of the lens is-ta however small a compass the question may now seem to be reduced-not yet satisfactorily
and convincingly brought to light. The accompanying changes of the
eye have been studied with great accuracy: the advance of the surface of the pnpil and the retrocession of the periphery of the iris, in
the accommodation for near objects; the light-phenomcnon (pltosp1tèlze) at the terlllination of this accollmodation (Ozerlllak), etc.; but
to a perfect solution we have not attained. I sha11 here confine lllyself
to a short statement of the views of Helmholtz, who numbers the
most aaherents, and of H. Müller. Hellllholtz, by measurement
during life, founa the lens, in accommodation for distance, thinner
than it occurs in the dead body. It is said that this may depend 011
elongation of the lens (Fig. 9 L), through tension of the Zonuia
Zinnii (7), which is stated to be present during life, certainly as a
result of the pressure of the vitreous hUlllour. It is further stated
that aftel' death, when the pressure ceases, the tension may diminish
and the lens consequentlj become thicker. But during life the action
of the ciliary muscle may effect the same. It is evident that the
outermost layers of the ciliary muscle, in .contracting, must cause
the origin at the fibrous layers (3) of the membrana Descemetii and
the termination at the clloroid (0), both of which are elastic, to approach one anot~er. According to this, the iris (I), which is mediately
cOl1nected with 'the al1terior part of the cilial'y muscle, recedes in aciO

Al'cMv fÜI' Ophtllalmologw, B. vii.
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commodation for near objects; and, on the contrary, the place of
insertioll in the choroid wHl advance a little forwards. N ow with
this the origin ot the ZonuIa Zinnii is connected; aUll as, therefore, the latter at the same time advances, its tension ceases,
and the equator of the lens becomes smaller, the lens itself becomes
thicker in the middle, and its two surfaces are rendered more convex.
Helmholtz supposes that to this may be added a pressure of the
iris, which may make the equatorial surface of the lens arched anteriorly, and thus increase the convexity of the anterior surface and
diminish that of the posterior.
H. Müller's theory is based upon his anatomical investigations of
the ciliary mnscle. He distinguishes, as we have seen, a circulur
muscle capable of exercising pressure on the margin of the lens, and
thus of rendering the lens thicker, while it wou1d at the same time
draw the periphery of the iris hackwards. Moreover, he attaches,
with Helmholtz, importance to the relaxation of the Zonula Zinnü.
Lastly, he sees in the action of the most external layers of the
ciliary muscle a means of augmenting the pressure of the vitreous
humour, of pushing the lens forwards, of diminishing the increased
convexity of the posterior surface, and, by the resistance' of the
simultaneous contracti.on of the iris, of increasing that of the anterior
SUl'face.
Against these two theories 1 have difficulties which I shall not
further develop. It would, moreover, be easy to bring forward other
hypotheses, but from this too I shall refl'ain. I am afl'aid of depriviRg this work of the character I desire, above all, to see attached
to it,-the clIaraeter of exact science.

NOTE TO § 4.
One point I sha11 take Ie ave to remark upon is, that in the case of acquired
aniridesis with normal range of accommodation, described by von Graefe,
in accommodation 1'01' near objects, no displacement of the then visible ciliary
process was observed; that, mOl'eover, nothing is mentioned of the possibility of a direct pressure of the eiliary musele on thc margin of thc lens; and,
iinally, that nothing is said of any climinlltion of the circumference of the
lens, although thc increased convexi,ty of its anterior sUl'face is proved from
the l'eflected images. On former occasions I have also in TUin cndcavoul'ed,
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after iridectomy, in which the margin of the lens became visible, to satisfy
royself of the diminution of the circumference of the lens in accommodation
for near objects. Thus far it has not been directly obse;ved. It is evident
that, if it be wanting, with the increase in thiclmess in the roiddle, which
has certainly been witnessed, attenuation of the parts situated near the
equator must be combined, and thus the cUl'ved surfaees would obtain sueh
~n irregular form, that it becomes difficult to explain the tolerably accurate
power of vision in the case of aniridesis described hy von Graefe, in accomroodation also for near 0bj ects. What we must, in the first place, therefore,
endeavour to clear up is the question, whether the circumference of tbe lens,
in accommodation for near objects, becomes perceptibly smaller? The
answer will have great influence on our fUl,ther considerations.

§ 5.

RANGE OF ACCOMMODATION.

In all the investigations respecting the cause and mechanism of
accommodation, ob servers appear not to have thought of uefining the
range of accommodation under various circl1mstances, and of seeking
a simple nl1merical expression for the same. And yet the necessity
for such existed almost still more for the oculist than for the
physiologist. If it be desired to investigate the accommodation,
whether in reference to the changes observed in the eye, either at
different periods of life, or with respect to myopia, hypermetropia,
asthenopia, strabismus, paresis, etc., it is evidently necessary to have
an easily comparable standard of its magnitude Ol' range.
Had the necessity been feIt, it would not have been difficult to
have provided for it. The lmowledge alone of the ilistance R from
the fal'thest point of distinct vision, and of the di stance P from the
nearest, is sufficient. With the knowledge of these distances the
range of accommodation
The formula is *

1

may be found by a very simple fOl'llll11a.

1_1
1
A - P - R·

The distances Pand R may be calculated from the nearest point p,
and from the farthest point 1· of distinct vision to a point situated
about 3" behind the anterior surface of the cornea in the eye, called
" English writers on optics would say1
1
1
A =ll-P'
the negative sign of A denoting that thc lens is convex,-S. H.
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the anterial' nodal point 1/. The latter coincides in the eye nearly with
the second nodal point kil, both of which may therefore here he considered as one point. This point cOl'l'esponding nearly to what is
termed the optical centre, has a very important signification j the
mys, which in front of the cornea are directed to the node, in
the vitreous humour continue parallel to their primitive direction,
and a150 nearly exact!y directed to the same point;
Fig. 10.
these ray8 may therefore be considered not to have
been refracted. This is represented in the subjoined figure 10.
The ray i' kil, proceeding from the point i',
continues as kil i, and since all the rays, wbich
proceed from the point i', unite in one point, tbis
must occur where they meet conjointly the ray
11'i. Now if the eye be accommodated, theunion
takes place in the retina, and then the image of
the point i' lies inl. In like manner the image
of the point i lies in j, both being situated in
the axis A A,. Therefore, j i is the image of
i i', and it immediately appears that their reciprocal magnitudes are as their distances from the
point 1/ where the rays i j and i' l cross one
another. If we express the distance i kil by g',
and the distance j kil by gH, the magnitudes of the
object Band the image f3 are to one another, in
the accurately accommodated eye, as g' to l.
, B : f3 = g' : l·
In the normal eye g' is about 15 millimètres.
Therefore, if an object be accurately seen at 15
mètres distance, the retinal image is 1000 times
.,. ,.,..,
smaller than the object; if the object lies at 1.5
mètres (= 1500 mm.) the retinal image is

1~~0 =

100 times smaller. Hence it clearly ap-

r
I

pears, how important the posterior nodal point
I
(Knotenpunkt) 1/ is. If we conneet the correspondI
ing points of the object and image hy right lines
with one another, these all, just as i' j', pass through
the poi~t kil, and they are therefore called lines of directioll j the 1'osterior nodat 1'oi?zt kil i.y cOilsequelz#?1 the point qf rleoltssatio?z qj the

\

tines qf di?'ection,
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The meaning of the formula for the range of accommodation1

1

1

A=P-R
IS

easily understood. In this formula, A is the focal length
of a lens, which gives a rurection to the rays
Fig. 11.
from the nearest point of distinct vision p, as if
):.
they came from the farthest point IJ". The subjoined figure (11) illustrates this. The eye in
the condition of rest is accommodated for the
rustance IJ" lel = R; in the strongest tension of
accommodation for the distance p lel = P. In
the former case the rays diverging from 'J' are
nnited on the retina, in the latter those ruverging from p. In accommodation the eye must
therefore be so altered that the rays proceeding from p, in the vitreous humour acquire a
rurection equal to that of the rays proceeding
ITom IJ" in the non-accommodated eye. This can
be effected by placing an auxiliary lens in lel, aud
we may thus imagiue the eye away, and imppose
that the auxiliary lens in lel is in the air. The
lens now represents the accommodation of the
eye, and its power the range of accommodation.
lts focal distance A is found by the formula
mentioned :
1
1
1
P - R = A'
Consequeutly A is the focal rustance of the
auxiliary lens, of which the eye avails itself in
accommodation, aud as the power of a lens is

inversely pl'oportioual to its focal distance, ~ or
1 : A expresses the range of accommodatiou.
lt is convenient to represent the value of A in
Parisian inches, especially as the focal distance
of lenses is usually stated iu the same, and this
applies also more particularly to spectacles.*
I may be allowed to illustrate the calculation of the range of accommodation by a couple of examples .
.. In the boxes of Glasses, prepared by Paetz aud Flohr, of Bel'lin, fol'
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Let the distance P of the nearest point = 4", that of the farthest
point of distillct vision R = 12", thell the range of accommodatioll
will be-

1
4

If the farthest point lies at an infinite mstance, R =
nearest point at 5', the range of accommodation will be-

1

5

':fJ,

the

1_1

00- 5'

In the fust case, the range of accommodation is representcd by an
anxiliary lens of six, in the latter by one of five Parisian inches, 'l'he
same form of expression I now apply to alllenses. The power may
always be regarded as inversely proportional to the focal distance F,
and therefore find its expression in 1 : ]'. If the focal mstance be
negative, it becomes -1 :F. Glasses of -k, of -11, &c., therefore mean
glasses of ten Parisian inches positive, eight Parisian inches negative
focal mstance, &c. We shall subsequently see that the degrees of
anomalies of refraction may be expressed in a similar mode, and that
it is thereby at the same time ShOWll, by what glasses they may be
neutralized.
We have above seen thab the range of accommodation is contained
in the formula

1

1

A-P

1

R

Therefore it is necessary to possess a simple method of determining
the points jJ and l' with sufficient accuracy for practical puriloses.
The determination of 'I' is accomplished with a nearly parallel state of
the lilles of vision, that is, by fixing with both eyes an object at least
5 mètres distant, We know, namely, that when the lines of vision
converge, accommodation necessarily takes place, and that consequently the true farthest point in total relaxation of accommodation
cannot thus be found. As an object we may use groups of vertical
black lines, each line 21 millimètres thick and 10 millimètres from one
another, and examine whether they can at the distance of five mètres
be seen with perfect accuracy with the naked' eye, or whether the
sharpness of the object can be increased by glasses. If no improveoculists, they are defined in Prussian inches, which are less than Parisian
inches, In England, English inches are employed, one English inch being
equal to about 0'94 Parisian inoh, and differing but little from the Prussian,
In praotica a reduction will rarely ba necessary.
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ment is attainable by glasses, l' lies at least 5 mètres distant, which
may here be equally represented by an infinite
Fig. 12.
distancc 00, Where llearsightedness exists, coucave glasses, with negative focal distance, are
required to obtain perfect accul'acy: in this
case we determine what is the weakest glass of
this nature with whic11 the shal'pest possible
vision is obtailled. In the determination the
disiance of the farthest point is ascertained ; thus
when parallel rays (Fig. 12), a ij and a' bi, del'ived
n'om a dist::mt object, fall on a concave lens l,
they are, aftel' ren'action, divergent, as c cl anel
c' rt, anel appeal' now to be derived from the
point ep'. 'rhe distance ep' t is the negative focal
rustance F of the lens t. If we now designate
the distance t 1.;' by al, it is clear that the point
ep', for which the neal'sighted eye is accommo,,
,,, ,
dated with parallel lines of vision, is at the rus,,:"<l
tance F + x from the point lel. Oonsequently,
,,
R = F + x. Let us illustmte this byan example. A nearsighted eye, to see accuratelyat a
~ \:,
fi
distance, needs a glass of 15 Parisian inches
\
f
negative focal rustance (F
15), placed at a
,I
,,
quarter of an inch in front of the cornea, that
, ,i
is, half an inch before the nodal point lel in the
eye (x = t), then R = F + :IJ 15t Pal'isian
I \ I
inches.
In place of the above-mentionec1 black lines we
may, in the determination, make use of definite
I' I
letters or numbers, whereby, by causing them to
be named, we may obtain still more objective certainty with what glass they are aceurately seen.
A sharp-sighted eye recognises letters such as the
subjoined in gooc1 light - (Fig. 13) - at a
clistance of nbout 20 feet. In Dl'. Snellen's system of test-types, each number corresponds to
the numbel' of feet at which a sharp-sighieà eye
c1istinguishes them. The following letters (Fig.
13) correspond, therefore, io No. XX. of Snellen.
'nlOy are thc 10we8i in the 'l'able nppendec1 to this \Vork, in w11ich

=

!

=

'I :~ I'
\~.
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also XXX, XL, LX, LXXX, C, and CC occur. For practical
purposes, these experiments with vertical lines and letters afford
Fig. 13 •

•

SI

a una

a sufficiently accurate result. If a very exact' determination be required, we must employ a little point of light, which changes form
on the slightest alteration of accommodation. This sha11 be more
fu11y eXplained in treating of astigmatism.
The determination of the nearest point is eft'ected by means of a
wire optometer. This consists of a little frame (Fig. 14 A), of the
size represented in the figure, in wmch some fine black wires are vertica11y extended, and wherewith a measure, B, capable of being rolled
up, is connected, the scale commencing at the frame, and the bobbin c
being applied to the tempIe, on a line with the anterior surface of the
cornea. This bobbin is, by moving the frame out from the eye, Uilwound until the vertieal wires are seen with perfect aceuracy. It is,
indeed, possible to determine by means of sueh wires with suffieient
accuracy whether they are exactly seen, as by a slight deviation the margins lose their sharp outlines, and more of these lines appear. The
persons examined for the most part state this very easily. The reading
of print, capable of being distinguished at given rustances in due accommodation and hy a sharp eye, may be used to control the result.
Most optometers are based upon the principle of the well-known
experiment of Scheiner: through two openings or slits, placed closer
to one another than the diameter of the pupil, the object, for
example a wire, is seen, and this appears double if the eye is not
accurately adjusted to this distance. 1f we now cause any one to
3
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look into such an optometer and to determine when he sees the wire
Fig. 14.

single, we sha11 in general obtain a distance to which the person
easily accommodates his vision, but tms distance will not correspond
to either the nearest or the farthest point. Tms is looked upon as
tlte memt distance qf distinct visîon. But to this we must not attach
too much importance, for sl1ch a mean distance does not exist, or at
least it has a very wide range; this appears when a number of
determinations are made, for example with Stampfer's optometer:
the same person never obtains, even under the same circumstances,
similar results, and where circumstances differ, the results vary very
much. Only when a persou has lcarned to con trol Iris power of
accommodation, and cau voluntarily briug it into the condition of t4e
highest action and of perfect relaxation, can we with such optometers
successively determine his farthest and his nearest point of rustinet
vision. But such voluntary control of the power of accommodation
is acquired only by great practice. Ordinary individuals accommodate for their farthest point only when they actually look at a
rustant object, and for their nearest onIy when they very rustinctly.see
all object approacmng, whose diminishing distunce they meanwhile
observe and follow in their imagination. 'TI1en, by tIle effort aetually to
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see the object distinctly as long as possible, the greatest possible tension
of the power of accommodation is excited. Such
Fig. 15.
an approaching object is the frame above described, while in the optometer, the rustance of
the object not being knoWll, no stimulus to
ten sion is created.
If greater accuracy be desired, as in observations intended for the solutioll of scientiiic
questions, it is advisabie to employ another instrument, which shall be described in treating of
the relative range of accommodation.
The partial c1ependence of accommodation on
the convergence of the lines of vision has already
been alluded t~. In the determination of the
,
nearest point this should be borne in mind.
Theoretically we should) in order to be able to
. institute a comparison) always determine the nearest point at the same angle of convergence) as the
farthest point is examined with parallel lines of
vision. This would, howevel', be attenclecl with
great practical di:fficulties) and} as I shall hereaftel'
show, wouid moreover lead to who11y incorrect re. :
sults. The only thing l'equil'ed in this respect is,
.;.! •:
that in all the cases where the nearest point lies
: :
! :
farthel' from the eye than 8#, the detel'mination
: ;
! °l
should be made with the use of such convex
; :
jj
glasses, that the nearest point should be brought
1i
n
to about 8 from the eye. It will then be neces~i
sary to calculate at what clistance the eye should
H
have been brought into this state of accommoi1
i:
dation without the use of the convex glasses.
The calculation is not attended with any difficulty :-Let tV be the distance of the convex
lens l (Fig. 15) from lel: F the focal rustance of
the convex lens, pn the distance from jl to l.
The rays proceeding from p' when refracted
through the lens ll, assume a c1irection as if
tlley came from p. The eye is therefore accommodated not for p' but
for p. The distance pi from the point p to the lens is now found
by the simplc formuIa :-

r

r
2
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1

1

1

P' - p,,- F'
The . distance P of the nearest point is
P' + ~.-An example
will illustrate this. With a lens of 12" focal distance (F = 12), removed from Jc' (x = !) the point p', situated
from the lens, is
accurately seen. We t.herefore find the rustance P' from

=

rr

r

1
1
1
7! - 12 - 20
to be 20' from the eye, and P is therefore = 20'5 inches.
Lastly, I would here state a method of expressing the ranges qf
accommoclation by the terzgtlts qf tines, whieh exhibits at the same
time the eommeneement and termination of the range of accommodation, that is the nearest and farthest points of rustinet vision.
Above parallel lines, situated at equal distances from each other
(Fig. 16), let numbers be plaeed, expressing the dÏstanees of distinet
Fig. 16.

I -------- ------ ----- ------- ----- ------f---+--+-+--+--+--I

']I ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- -----

------I--I---.--!---I

:nz ------- ------ ------ ------I-+-I--+--I

vision, and in such an order, that the distance between two lines may
everywhere represent an equal range of aecommodation, for example,

2~'

It is evident that in Fig. 16 the differences of the

1
distanees from line to line always amounts to 24 of the range of
accammodation: this is true from
to 8J &e. j for
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1
1
1
24 -00 = 24
111
12 - 24 = 24
1
1
1
8" - 12 = 24;

etc.
A single horizontal line now immediately shows the extent and
range of accommodation. In Fig. 16 three such lines occur.
I. represents a pers on whose farthest point of distinct vision li~s
at an infinite ilistance, hls nearest point at 4°. His range of accommodation is

1
----- - and is expressed by six lines distance, each of 24 of this range of
6
accommodation, consequently 24 =

~.

11. has likewise hls farthest point at an infinite ilistance, his nearest
at 6 inches. His range of accommodation is
1
1
1
4
-6 - 00 = '6' expressed by 24'
UI. has his farthest point at 6 inches (he is therefore near-sighted)
his uearest at 3 inches. His range of accommodation is
1
1
1.

3 - 6 = '6'

corresponding to four lines distance

4
1.
=24 = 6
It need not be demonstrated how easily observations may in
this manner be registered. We shall hereaftel' have much occasion
to employ this method in exhibiting in Plint the several anomalies of
refraction and accommodation.
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NOTB TO TEE FIRST CHAPTER.

FIRST PART.
DltJPTRICS OF TlIE BYE.

1. Literatm'e.
In order to give an idea of the necessity of accommodation, the eye
has hitherto been regarded as a simple lens, with a positive focus. This
has been, 50 far, sufficient for our purpose. But if we wish to go more .
deeply into many questions relating to the refraction and accommodation of
the eye, we shaH require more accurate lmowledge of the dioptrie system of
the organ. 'fhis lmowledge is a necessity, to enable us to form an idea
what range of accommodation is obtained by definite changes of the crystalline lens, and how each range of accommodation may be expressed by an
imaginary lens, applied to the eye. It will hereaftel' be servieeable to us in
the l'ight understanding of many otber questions.
I5ha11 therefore endeavour, in a simple mannel', to give a satisfaetory
description of the dioptrie system of tbe eye. Those who are not deterred
by tbe higber mathematics, may consult Moser (Dove's Repel'tol'iu?n dm'
Pl~ysik), who has applied to the eye tbe theoretical investigations of Bessel
(Astl'onomisclw Naclwicltten, xviii., No. 415), and Listing, who, in his
Dioptl'ik des Auges (Wagner's Hrtndwörterbuch del' Physiolo.r;ie, Bd. IV.,
p, 451) has followed the mode adopted by Gauss (Dioptrische Untersuclmngen, Göttingen, 1841); lastly, Helmholtz, who in his Pltysiologisclw Optik
(Karsten's Allgemeine Encylopl1Jdie dm' Pltysik, !Sta Lief, Leipzig, 1858),
has, together with thorough explanation, made the whole tbeory more
generally accessible.

Ir. Rqfl'acting sUl'jaces in tlw Eye.
In tbe eye three rcfracting surfaces are to be distinguished, whose curvatures may be assumed to be spherical.
1. The antel'iOl' smface oj tlw cornea, approacbing to an ellipsoid, wUh
tbe apex in tbe middle of tbe cornea. The radius at the apex, which defines
the focal distance, amounts on an average to sometbing less tban 8 millimètres. The slight thickness of the cornea, and thc almast perfect parallelism of the outer and inner surfaces, together with the slight di:tference in
refracting power of the cornea and aqueous humour, justify us iu consi<lering the system as if the aqueous humour extended to the anterior
surface of the cornea. Fa!: the cornea and aqueous humour we bave thel'cfore to aSSllme only one l'efl'acting sUl'face of nearly 8 millimètros radius
of curvature, and with a refracting pl'oportion of 1'3366, found by Sir David
Brewster for the aqueous hurnour.
2. Tlte anlel'iol' smface oj tlw lens, 3'6 millimètres from the anterior surface of the corucn, with a radius of about 10 millimètres. In accom'modation fol' near ohjccts, this surface approaches to about 3'2 millimèlres from
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the anterior surface of the cornea, and diminishes in radius to about G
millimètres.
3. Tlle postm'iol' surface of tlLe lens (or the anterior surface of the vitreous
humour), 7'2 millimètres from the anterior surface of the cornea, and with a
radius of 6 millimètres during accommodation for distance, of 5'5 millimètres
when looking at near objects.
The lens is, however, no homogeneous mass, but consists of layers of
refractive power, increasing towards the centre. In the lens itself, therefore, innumerable refractions take place from layer to layer, which cannot,
nevertheless, be separately traeed. Consequently, we cannot regard the lens
otherwise than as formed of a homogeneous substance, and the question then
is, what index of refraction we ought to ascribe to this sub stance. For
a long time physiologists assumed an index, the mean of that of the
nucleus and that of the periphery, notwithstanding that Young (On tlLe
JYIeclLanisln of tlw Eye, in the PMlosojJMcal Transactions for 1801, vol.
xcii., and in the JYIiscellanemts WOl'ks of tlLe lette Thomas Young,
edited by G. Peacock; London, 1855, vol. i., pp. 28 and 29) had already
shown that, in consequence of the laminated structure of the lens, with
refractive power increasing towards the centre, an index must be adopted,
greater even than that of the nucleus. 8ubsequently, the same was observed
by 8enff (see Volkmann's article Sehen in 'Wagnel"s IIandwörtm'bz!ClL fÜl'
Pllysiologie, Bd. lIL, Abth. 1), to whom the honour of having firstmade the
observation is in general incorrectly ascribed. The subject is one of importance; for it is only hy taking this higher index of refraction into account
that we get rid of the paradoxical result, that in a well-formed eye parallel
incident rays should be brought to a focus behind the retina. 'l'he coefficient of refraction is now nxed by Listing at 1'455.
As aconclusion from these considerations, we may repeat, that in the
dioptrie system of the eye three refracting surfaces are to be distinguished.
1. The anterior surface of the cornea.
2. The anterior surface of the lens.
3. The anterior surface of the vitreous humour.
The index of refraction of the vitreous humour diifers so litile from that
of' the aqueous humour that we may consider it as equal to it.

lIL GareNnal Points.-Tlteir Object.
In a compound dioptrie system we can successively follow the refrnction
in the different surfaces, each time determining from or towards what
point originally parallel rays converge. Thus we nnd, lastly, the situation
of the focal point aftel' the last refraction. But in order also to determine
the point of union of rays falling upon the nrst surface under different
degrees of convergence or divergénce, and to nnd the magnitude of the
dioptrie images, a separate calculation would be necessary for each case.
For this purpose a particular method has been adopted. Optical mathematicians seek, namely, for a given system of l'efl'acting surfaces, cel'tain
fixed points, caUed cardinal point8; anel the knowledge of these is sufficient
to enable us to construct and calcnlate the situation and size of the images of
givcll objects. The conditions arc :-lst, that thc system be ccntl'ed, that is,
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that the centres of ourvature of aU the refracting surfaces lie in a right
line, the axis of the system: 2ndly, that the rays interseet the axis at only
BmaU angles. The first condition appears to be amply fulfilled by the
structure of the eye, as the second is by direct vision, that is by looking
nllarly in the direction of the line of vision.
The situation and signification of the cardinal points are best understood
by studying them :-A in the case of only a single refracting surface ; B for
a biconvex lens, with two refracting surfaces ; 0 for a combination of these
two into a compound system, such as the eye is.
Fig. 17.

A.-REFRA.CTION BY A. S1?l!ERICAL SURFACE.

IV.-Oa1·dinal Points.
In Fig. 17, let k be the central point of the
spherical surface lt, on which, parallel to the axis
A A', rays of light faU, a band a' b', coming
from the medium with index n', and passing into
the medium with index n". If n" is
n', the
parallel rays unite in the axis nearly in a point,
. the posterior foeal point .pil. The distanee 11 .pil
F", that is, the '[losterior focal distance is found

>

=

by the known formula p,

= n~!"-n
p, ,

••••

1 a,

wherein p the radius of the Burface of curvature
is:l!k.
If on the same refracting surface, but in the
direction from A' to A, rays fall, which in the
medium with index n" run parallel to the axis
(they are in the figure represented by dots), these
,
al?o
unite nearly in a point in the axis, the an: /
'/
terior focal point .p'. The distance 7! .p' = P,
called the anterior fooal distanoe, is found by the
formula,
'n' p
P ="
I • • • • • • 1 b.
n - n
The formulas 1 a alld 1 b obtain only for ray8
which run close to the axis. Às suoh they are deducible in a simple mode.
In Fig. 18, a b is the inoident ray j b the point
of inoidenoe ;
7~ b v the normal on the spherical 8urface at the
't)
'[loint of incidènce j
b .p" the refracted ray, bent towards to the Dormalbk;
a b v is the angle of incidenee, (/. = u7~ lt, and
thus corresponding to arc lt b;
rp" b Je is the angJe of refraction~, and if we draw d" parallel to b .p", we
have the angle bk d, corresponding to the arc db:
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7t k cl is the angle of deviat~on, y = u - f3.
The relation of eaeh of the foenl distanees
7t rp" = P" and 7t rp' = P, to the radius 1i, k = P
is now to be found.
For small segments h ft cl and h <pil b may be
regarded as rectilineal triangles. They are
in this case uniform and rectangular in lt.
Consequently
7e 7t : <pil h= arc 7t cl: arc h o.
p : P" = u -

41

Fig. 18.

-i

J

,
,,
,,
,
,

·;,,

·

:~

f3 : a.

For small arcs we may substitute the sin es,
.'
and thus alter the above formula into
,
PI : p = sin u : sin u - sin f3.
·
Then the law of refraction is, as experience
teaches, the following :·,,
n' sin ct = n" sin f3.
·
·
Consequently, if we substitute the value of
sin ct in our proportion,
P/:p =n":n"-n'
"
P"=~.
ni/-n'
The relation of P' to Pil is, moreover, easily
found. The ray a' 0, running parallel to the
axis in n," is bent from the normal 0 v, and
proceeds as 0 <pl. By this deflection the
angle of refraction v 0 rp' {3' becomes greater
than the angle of incidence ct' = ct. How~
ever, the law of refraction must here also V
find its application, and thus the proportions remain the same, as immediately appears by considering <p' 0 as the incident, and
oa' as the refracted my. There is a general
law, of which we shall hereafter often make
I
usa; it is this: if a ray, proceeding from a
point, passes through an optical system, in
order to come to a second point, a ray from this second point wiIl, vice Vel'sa,
be able to reach the first point, only by following precisely.the same route
in an opposite direetion. As the angles of deviation are proportional * to the
angles of refraction, we here obtain
o<p' 7t : 0 <pil lt v 0 a : <p" 0 k,
that is, for small angles,
i : y = Cl. : {3 = n" : n'.
P: F"=y :",,/,
Nowas
n' ...•.. 1 c.
pi = PI --;;
we have
n
p n"
But,
p'- . - - ,
- n" - n'
'* Because they are very smalI, and therefora proportional to their sin~s.

·

I

=

1

=

-S.H.
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F=

p n'
11,"

"':"1i'

n' F"-F'- ,.
- P n"
n' - P
F'= F + P .......... 1 d.
If we regard n' as unity, we obtain n", the symbol of the rdative index of
refrnction with respect to the air, and we obtain
Moreover,

.,11 -

=-

F'

F'

_P-

n"-l
P n"

-;/'-1 .

Thus we recognisefOlw cardinal points in the axis:<p', the antel"Ïor focus.
lt, the point of section of the spherical surface with the axis.
Ic, the centre of curvature.
<p", the posterior focus.
From the distances between these points flow the following values :h <p', the anterior focal distance F'.
I. <p", the posterior focal distance F".
We further distinguish7c <p' as G/, Ic <p" as Gil,
then:
G'=F+p=F' .... 2b

G"=F"-p=F .... 2a
G'=G"+ p ........ 2d
Gil
F
n'
- - - - ...... 2c
G'-Fu-n"
V.-Golljugate foci and relation between magnitude B
magnitude {3 of U.e image.

of the object, and

Having ascertained these values, we can, by a simple construction, find
both the conjugatefoci and the relation between the magnitude of the object
and that of the image B : {3.
Let i' (l!'ig. 19) be a given point of light j if we wish to nnd its image:
From i' proceeds: 1. The ray i ' 7c.7', which being directed to Ic
coincides with the normal of the refracting surface, and passes through
unrefracted; 2. the ray i' b, which, as being parallel to the axis, after
refraction passes through rp". AU the rays proceeding from i' unite in one
point. Consequently, where two rays, proceeding from i', cut one another, is
its conjugate focus. This point is.7', and j' is therefore the image of the
point of light i'.
The points of an object, which lie in a line perpendicular to the axis, are
also in the image situated in aline perpendicular to the axis. Consequently,
the image of the point of light i is inJ. The object i i' = B will therefore
have an image {3, the magnitude of which isJ}'.
It is of illportance to prove this labt proposition. From the point of light
i' (Fig. 19), proceed, as we saw, two rays, the direction of which we know j
the ray i' i, and the ray i' b ",", in whose point of intersection liesJ' the image
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of i'o To find this, we draw the perpendieular 8 d at a point of the axis
arbitrarily taken, provided only that the perpendieular ent the two rays i' j'
and bJ. We thus obtain two pairs of
simi1ar triangles, rp" Jt band rp" 8 0, and
F'
'lg.19.
Je i i' and k 8 d; moreover, 7t b is i i'.
The said triangles give us now the subjoined proportions :rp" lt : 7t b 1/' 8 : 8 0 and
Je i : Jt b k 8 : 8 d,
eonsequently,
_ 7t b X 1/>" 8 d ,7
Jt b x k 8
8 0 an 8 '" =
7'<p 11 It1
I~ t
Wil see that 8 0 will be = 8 d, if
rp" 8 _ k 8
rp''lt - lei'
This is evidently the case, if the point
8 is removed towards.f.
The situation
of the point.f is thel'efore determined by
<p".f: <pil 7t = kj: k i.
On the perpendicular from .I, we have
8 0
8 d, and here, thel'cfore, the ray
passing through k crosses that passing
through <pil. This is the oase for every
value of 7t b or i i', whieh term does not
~
ooour in thc proportion. Every point of
the perpendicular j,j', therefore, has its
image on the perpendicular i i'. Q. E. D.
In the nbove figure,
lt <pil = F" = G'
k rp" = Gil = P.
If we now eaU the conj ugate fooal distanoes, measured from lt, 7t i =f and
lt.f=f', nnd, measured from k, ki=g'
and k.f gil, we obtain, in place of,
<p".f: <pil lt = kj: k i, .... A
the proportion
Uil - Gil : G' = gil : [/,
nnd hence dil'eetly
G' (lil
{/ =
II~G"' ..• (3 a
g or,
Ui Uil - U' Gil = G! Uil
U' Uil - G' Uil = Ui Gil
gil (U' - G' ) = U' Gil
-~~-;:'---11
Gil g'
':'1,
U = - - - ..... 3) b
r/- G'
In pIaoe of the proportion A we may equally writc

=

=
=

=

=

f ' - Pi: pi

=

P +f' - Pil :f+ P'- P.
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Rence follows,

l' j" -

+

j' P" j"P" - P" Pil - j" P'
j' j" - j' P" - j" PI = 0
f' (f" - P") = j" PI j" (f' - F')

f = f'f'--.F'P"- ....

+P' pil = j" p

= jl P"
f' = f- F"
f -F'

3 c)

N

-

P" pil

+pi F"

3 d.)

In the same figure we find still two pairs of similar triangles,
i i' l~ and kJ' j
and
h b rp" and rp"Jj'.
Fig. 20.
Hence we have two proportions, expressing the relation between the magnitudes of objeot and image,
namely,
J' J: i i' = 1c j : k i Ol" f3 : B = U" : U' •••• (4 a
and
j'J : ~. i' = <{>" J : rp" l~ or f3 : B = j" - p" : P" .... (4 b.
The first is applied above, in Figure 10. Ofthe seoond
we sha11 hereafter make muoh use.
VI.-Application to the Eyo.

All that has been brought forward is applioable to the
refraction of the rays through the cornea. If, therefore, the crystalline lens be absent (aphakia), no other
formulas than those above given need be used.
The principal point lies on the anterior surface ofthe cornea, the nodal point 8 mmo behind its apex. The radius
of the cornea being 8 mmo (compare 1 a and 1 b) we find
8 X 1'3366
10'6928
. .
P" = 1'3366 _ 1 = 0'3366 = 31'692 milllmètres.

P

"=

8
_
8
_ • 3'692 illi 't
1'3366 -1 .- 0'3366 - ~
m me res.

=

=

Herewith are a180 given G' F" and Gil
F (Compare 2 a and 2 dl.
The above Figure (20) shows the situation of the
cardinal points in such an eye.
In the normal eye, l'efraction through a biconvex. lens
is combined herewith. We shall now investigate the
cardinal points of suoh a lens.
B.-RTIFRACTI08" THltOUGII A. BICONVEX LeNS.

VlI.- Witl~ tltc oxcoption oj tlle axis-1'aY, all1'ays are
1·eft·acted in a lens.
It has above been shown how, by the determination
of four cardinol points, the position, as weIl as the
magnitude of the dioptrie images, fOl'med by a single refracting surfaoe,
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may be constructed and calculated. The question is, whether we can also,
for a system composed of various refracting surfaces, find sueh points,
and whether we can likewise make use of the same in the determination of
the size and position of the dioptrie images.
In the eye there is a biconvex lèns, which, just as every lens, has two
refracting surfaces. We sho.11 therefore examine the questiotl speoially
with respect to a biconvex lens.
Does a lens possess a nodal point in this sen se, that all rays direoted
thereto pass through unrefraoted ?
A lens possesses such a point only when the nodal points (the oentral points of curvature) of both surfaces coincide. This takes place
only in a lens having the form of Fig. 21; the two surfaces of curvature
are at kl and 112 , described for this lens from the point k, and every ray
direoted to this point, as Ct band a' b', therefore coincides on both the anterior
and the pObterior surface with the radius. Such a lens is not biconvex,
but convex-concave,· and with a negative foeal distance.
In every other form of lens every ray is refl'aoted, except that wruoh
coincides with the axis. This is easily demonsh'ated. In Fig. 22 k l is the
centra of curvature of tha anterÏor surface 1t l , and k 2, that of the posterior surface k 2• Now if the ray a b be directed to kl , it is not refracted
on the surface 1tl i but arrived at c, it is bent from the normal c v, and
proeeeds in the direction c cl. The same is true of the ray a' b', whieh,
directed to k 2, at b' passes through unrefracted, but at c' is bent from
the normal c' v', and procecds as c' d'. Every ray, therefore, whioh is not
rl'fraoted at the one surface, deviates at least at the other from its dil'ection;
and all rays which, while they are in the lens, are not dÏrected to k l or k 2 ,
are refracted at both surfaces.
In a lens, therefore, no nodal point exists, to be classed with the nodal
point of a simple refraeting surface, of such a nature that all rays directed
thereto should pass through unrefraoted.

VIII. Every lens kas two noelal points, k,' ancl kil, to be founel botlt by
c01lst1'uction anel by calculation.
For every lens two points may be determined, k' and kil, which stand to
each other in such arelation, that every ray directed before the JU'st refraction to k' , appears after the second refraction to proceed from M', being at
the same time parallel to its primitive direction.
These points are the no dal points of the lens, the first TI,' and the second
kil (Fig. 23). The ray a b, before the first refraction directed to k' , appears
after the second refraction to proceed as c d from kil, while c cl is a1so parallel
to a b.
The points k' and kil are easily found for every lens, both by construotion
and by calculation.
Let lel (Fig. 24) be the centre of cnrvature of the surface 1t l , k 2 of

* English writers would say concavo-convex, with a positive focal
length.-S. H.
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the surfacc h 2 , Let an arbitrary normal k 2 v2 now be drawn on thc sutface 7.2 , and parallel thereto the normal k l VI on the surface hl' Let a
l'ay of light, moreover, be imagined in the direction bi b2 , proceeding in the
Fig. 22.
Fig. 21.
Fig. 23.
I

J
~\

\

1
1

lens, then the angles formed by this ray with the two )Jm'allel normals k l
be equal.
.
If the angles be equal, the deviat.ions which the ray DI U. undergoes at
b) and u2 will also be equal, and as these deviations take place in opposite
direotions, u2 c is parallel to a u), The points k' and k", to which a b)
and C u2 (respeotively before and after the refractions) are directed, are therefore the nodal points of the lens.
In order to calculate the position of these points, fust seek the point 0,
where the ray bi b2 cuts the axis; if the radii k l bi = PlI and 1_2
b2 = P2 are parallel to one another, the triangles 7_ 1 bi hl and k 2 u2 71 2
are similnl'.
v) and k~ v 2

will
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Consequently
PI: hl VI =P2: h2 2•
As, more over, the triangles hl bi 0 and h2 2 0 are similar,
hl VI : hl 0 = lt2 2 :
P. : It l 0 = P2 : h2 0 ;

2

0;

and, consequently,
that is, the distances from It l and h2 to 0 are proportionate to the radii of
curvature P. and P2 of the refraeting surfaces 11. and It2 • If the two radii
of curvature are equal, 0 will therefore lie midway between h. and h2•
If the point 0 be determined, we can easily, by calculation, :!ind le' and k":
they are, in fact, the points whereon the rays which in the lens pass through
0, or proceed from 0, are directed without the lens-in other words, they are
the images of o.
All the rays proceeding from 0 (Fig. 25), as 0 and 0 c, are, after refrnc-

v

Fig. 24.

Fig. 25.

tion at the anterior surface h., directed to I~/, the rays 0 v', and 0 c'
to kl'. Conscquently k' and 0 are the con.iugate foei by refl'uetion ou tlw
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surfIlee hl; k" and 0 those for refraction on the surface h2• Both are calculo.ted according to the formula 3 c; it is therefore sufficient to apply
this formula to one af the twa surfo.ces.
Far the o.nterior surface of the lens (Fig. 26) 7~1 1" is = F', hiP" = F"
and hl 0 - j". Far 7~1 k' l' we now :!iud
Fig. 28.
Fig. 26.

Fig. 27.

.

\"

l'-J
I

I
I
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Flf"

l' =-F" --f"'
In this formulaf"-Jiw has given place to Ji'll- f", because the point of
ligbt 0 lies between ltl and rp/' (compare Fig. 26), and k' is tberefol'e a virtual image. In like manner, kil is found for tbe surface 112 of Fig. 25,
We have called Ie' aud kP the images of o. They are really so. Were
there a little point in 0 in the lens (Fig. 25), it would, seen through ihe
anierior surface of the lens lt u appeal' to be in Jc', and, se en through the
posterior surface 112, in Jcll.
Now if the ru,ys proceeding from 0 (Fig. 27), are, aftel' refraction on the
anterior surface llu at band bi directed as ba and bI a' to 7e', aftel' refl'actioll
011 the posierior surface lt 2 , as c d and c' d' are directed to kU, the rays a b
and a' bi, which before the first refraction are directed io k', pass in the
lens through 0; and appear, aftel' the second refraction as cd and c' d' to
be derived from k', cd being, more over, parallel to ab and c' d' to a' bi. The
points found Mand k U therefore correspond to the definition of nodal points
above givell.
IX.-To malee

~tse

of tlw nodal points.

Of these no dal points we can make the same use as of the single nodal
point (centre) of a single refracting snrface (compare Fig. 10), with this
di1ference, that beiween a point (Fig. 28) i' and its image J' we have to
distingllish two rays of direction : ihe fust, namely, i' Ir/, and the second
lr/'J'. These are, however, parallel to one another, and the augles IX and
(3 are tberefore equa!. Consequently, ihe image JJ' is seen from kU tmder
the same angle, under which tbe object i i' exhibits itself from 7e'. For tbe
magnitudes of the object i i'
Band tbe imageJJ'
(3 we therefore find:

=

=

(3 : B =Jh P

:

ik'.

If the object lies at a greai distance from tbe lens we may set down
= i 7e", and the formula then becomes:
f3 : B =J k" : i 11', whence the posterior nodal point results as sole
nodal point, and we have to do with only one ray of direction.
i le'

X.-Optical centI'e.
The point 0 (Fig. 28, compare also Fig. 25) is known under the name
of optical centre. Usually we assume that the rays directed to this optical
centre, pass through unrefracted. The fOl'mula
(3: B =} 0 : i 0 is then applied.
We have already seen that this is not perfectly correct.
For thin lenses, with a long focal distance, this method, it is true, gives
rise to no notabIe error. But for thick lenses, with a short focal distance, the
deviation may be considerable, and the two nodal points must be taken into
calculation. If either object or image be situated at an infinite, or at least
at a very great distance from the lens, we may for these lenses, too, assume

4
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one nodal point, namely, that on the aide of the shorter eonjugate fo
distanee (Compare IX.),-but in no case the optical centre.
XL-Every lens flas two principal potnts, lt' and ltH.

As a lens has two nodal points, it has also two prineipal points: If tb
exists only one refraeting surtace, the refracted ray is directed to the sa
point of tbat surface as tbe incident, and from tbis point, where tbe refract
takes place, we calculate tbe principal focal distance as weU as tbe conjug
focal distanees. The prineipal point lies then in the surface of eurvah
Ir there he more than one refmeting surface, a ray is after the last
fraetion evidently no longer direeted to the point, where it underwent .
first refraetion. But we ean, however, find two surfaces, peJ'pendieular
the axis, whieh stand in sueh arelation to eaeh Dther, tbat the r:
before the first and after the last refraetion are direeted to e~aetly COl
sponding points of tbese two surfaces. This is, in faet, attained,
tbe two surfaces are images of one another, of equal size and like dh
tion (situated on the same side of the axis). The two surfaces whieh fu
these eonditions, are tbe l)l'ineipal sUl'jaces, and where they are cut by·
axis, lie the pl'incipal points. From the fi.rst prineipal point J{ the anter;
from the seeond J.H the poste~ior foeal distanee is ealeulated.
XIJ.-Mode ojfinding tlle pl'incipal points.

To find the prineipal surfaces, we must in the system, for example iJ
lens, determine in what position an object must be, in order to form simi
images on both sides, tbese are then, also, images of one another, and the
fore represent the prineipal Burfaees. We immediately see that in a bic
vex lens the plaee sought must be found, between the two refraeting s
faees, in the lens. The magnitude of the virtual images, formed by eaclJ
the surfaces of an object situated here, we nnd hy ibe formula (4 b),

= FH -f': Fil.

(3: B

In this eaeh surface is eonsidered, as if the other were not present.
Now in Fig. 29 let 112 rp/ = F/ be the posterior foeal distanee of 1
surface hz in glass for rays falling parallel in the direction A' A on
hl rpi"
Ft, the foeal dibtanee of Lhe surface hl> likewise in glass. N
if an object be at s, sh2 =fz" and SJt1 j/. If the images are of egual si
then sinee

=

(.l·B_F,H_.f'H'F,H

J..I.

-

2

J.!.'

2

and
the formula

.f'H'F,H_.f'II·FH
(b)
J2·
2 -J 1 •
1
•••••
must hold, whieh signifies, tbat in order to find the point s, 111 112 must
divided into two pal'ts, proportional to the foeal distances 1!2 tp{ =.
and hl rp{=F(.
The eorreetness of this result appears imrnedintely from the constr
tion (Compare Fig. 30).
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Each surface is here again considered, as if the otber were not present.
The ray drolwn from 1'/ to s', becomes, as derived from the second focus
of ltl> at b as b a, parallel to the axis, likewise tlJat drawn from rpz" to s', in
b' as b' a'. Tbe distances from band b' to ihe axis are therefore the magnitudes of the images of 1.he line s s', and these, b hl and b' h 2 assumed
as vertical to the axis, are equally large, when !tI !t2 is divided proportionally to ihe focal distances. Thcn, since 1'2" s' and 1't s' arp. prolongf'd
to b' and b proportionally, they will therefore in b' and b again have come
to similar heights above thc axis, just as was the case in 8'.
Jf we now know the position of the point s, we find thc positions of
its images by the same formula 3 a,
F'f"

f= PI_JH,

according to which the position of the nodal points from
(Compare VIII.).

° is determined

XIII.-Signification of tlle prinaipal sU1:faces.
The signification of the principal surfaces is this, that each ray, for example,
a bad (Fig. 31), aftel' the second refraction as a d, is directed to a point of
Fig. 31.

1C

1,"

lt" 11', removed as far from the axis as the point of 7t' 71' , to which the raya b
before the first refraction was directed. And that this must be the case,
appears when we see that the ray in the lens passes ihrollgh s', and remembel' that all rays passing through s' at the one side of thc lens appeal'
to come from e', and on the other side appeal' to come from eH.
XIV.-Condition for tlte aoincidence of tlte princ~)al pozitts and nodal
pozitts.
In a lens bounded on both sides by the same medium, for example, air
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= n"'), 8 and 0 coincide, and therefore alBo 1.' coincides with le', and /;"
with k" (Fig. 32).
Fig. 32.

(n'

ft/I
----:ti

-:z1!----

The point 8 is, namely, found by dividing the aris of the lens, into
two parts, which are as tbe focal distances belonging to the principal
points; the point 0, by dividing ihe same axis into two parts, proportiona
to the radii of curvature of the two surfaces. Now, since the focal distances are proportional to the radii of curvature, the division of the axis
is in both cases the same, and therefore 0 and s coincide. The same must
be true of their respective images, le' and le", and l~' and !t".
XV.-Conditionfor tl!e non-coincidence of tlte principal and nodal points.
On tbe contrary, wben the lens is not bounded on both sides by a medium
wbose refractive coefficient is equal (n' ~ n'"),

8

and

0

no longer coincide

H

and therefore the images le' and le (of 0) no longer coincide with
(those of s).

l~'

and /;

For the principal points, also when n' ~ n tn, the formula still tinds

"2

= D, is
application: s lies always at the point where the distance l~j
dividcd proportionally to thc principal focal distances. Then, namely, the
two images of 8 s' continue, as a glance at Fig. 30 immediately shows, of
equal size.

n;' becomes smaller, the second focal distance lt2rpZH
nH
of the surface l~2 becomes longer, and 8' approaches more and more
to l~', whose focal distance l~j rp/ has remained unaltered. Lastly, if
Now, in proportion as

n~" = 1, /;~ rp/ is infinitely large, and s therefore lies in hj. Then
n
two images of 8 are no longer formed, but 8 coincides with its image
in the point hl: the lens is changed into a single refracting surface, of
which 1 have in IV. shown how to recognise the cardinal points.
While in the case that n'H becomes greater than n', tbe point sis removed
forward, the point 0 deviates in tbe opposite direotion, baclmards. This
n*

appears already from the fact, that, when -;n hlls become = ], and conn
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sequently only one refrac::ting surface has remained, 8 comes to lie on the
surface of CUl'vature hu and 0, on tbe contrary, in the centre of curvature
kl (Fig. 33) (compare Fig. 17). It must, however, be more ac~urately
Fjg. 3:1.

proved, and at the same time shown, how the position of
case also be found.
In Fig. 34

~:- is

n

0

may in tbis

much smaller than n' as it tbence appeal's, that the
n',

focal distance of rays, parallel in the lens and refracted on the ]losterior
Fz', is three times greater than that of the same rays
surface, as /tz rpz'
refracted on the anterior surface, as ltl rpi' F l' j while the radius of curvature /tz k z is only I! times greater than /tI kl'
If we draw from the point a, situated in tbe focal surface of /tB a ray abc,
directed to lcr, tbis passes througb at b unreÎracted to c. If, moreover,
we draw in the lens;.jt second ray c' b', parallel to abc and directed to 1cz,
and prolong tl,js to (l in tbe focal surf'ace of /t z, we bave in tbe lens two
parallel rays b c andW·c'. All the rays parallel in tbe lens DOW unite in
eaeb of' tbe focal surfaces into one point, whence it follows tbat abc is
refracted at c and proceeds as c a'; a' b' c' refracted at c' continues in tbe
direction c' a. Now it appears that at tbe surface /tI tbe ray c b passes
tbrough unrefracted, the ray b' c', on tbe contrary, experienees a deviation,
c' a b 1'1 j that, on the contrary, at tbe surface /tz the ray c' b' passes
ca' b' = 1'z.
tbrough unrefracted, but b c undergoes a deviation
Now, tbe deviation of rays, parallel to b c, increases on the surface /tI,
between band c', regularly from zero to 1'1; on the surface /t z, between
b' and c, from zero to 1'z. Between b c and b' c', therefore, lies a ray parallel
to both, which, at tbe two sides, at /tI and /t z, has an equal deviation. It is
evident that we shall have found this ray, if a e is parallel to a' e', or, in
other words, if the angle e a b is equlll to 0' a' b'. For that purpose let us
consider the triangles ab 0 and a' b' e': these have the aide a b parallel to a' b',
a e parallel to a' f}', :finally, b 0 parallel to b' e', because both are perpendicular to the axis. They are consequently similar, and therefore
b e : 1/ e' = a b : a' b',
but because ab has the same inolinntion, with respect to hl rp'l1 that a' b'
bas with respect to /tz rp'2, we may write,
b e : El e'
111 rp'l : 112 rp'2
Ft' : F{.

=

=

=

=

=
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Finally, because the three lines a: bi Cl Cd, elo eed and lel eba are parallel,
lel 0 : le2 0 = e" a : Cd a",
andas
e"a=eband c" e"
bie'
lel 0 : le2 0
b e : b' e'
F/ : Fz'.
The point 0 is tAerejore found, hy dividing the dt'stance lel k. between the
centres of Clt1'Vature of tlw two surfaces into two parts, proportional to F/
and F/, 0/' (compare 2b and 2d) to the fooaZ distanoes G/ and GZd belonging to lel and kz•
This expression is the more general : it is applicable to all cases, and
therefore also in the case where n'"
n', for which above (VIII.) another
expression was found.
Now, if the point 0 be known, the positions of the two nodal points k'
. and kR , the images of 0 (as weU as that of the two principal points h' and N',
the images of s), are ealeulated aeeording to the formula 3 c, as is pointed out
in VIII. By construction Ic' and Ir/' have already been aseertained in Fig. 34.
The anterior nodal point le' lies, namely, where the ray a e, prolonged
as a right line (dotted), should cut the axis; the secOlId Ic", where the ray
e' a: should cut it. Every ray, which before the.fil·st refraction is directed
to le', is after the .forst refraction direeted to 0, and after the second refraction to leR, and is again parallel to its original direction.

=
=

=

=

XVI.-Foci.
It now remains to define thefoci of a lens (Fig. 35).
For this it is neeessary to know the thiekness of the lens 'tl ltz
D, and
the foeal distanees of the two surfaces separately.
The foei of the surfaee hJ lie in rp/, and rpt; those of h2 in rp2' arid
rpt. Let us eaU the focal distanees hl rpt' and hJ rpI" F J' and F/; the
foeal distanees h z rp; and h z rpz" are FZ' and Fz".
They are laund aecording to formulre la and lb. Ir rays now eome in
tbe direction A A', parallel to tbe axis, th~y are at the surfaee It l refracted
towards the point ep/; if theyarrive at h z, their focal distance h 2 rp/' is
= Ft - D. Here they are again refraeted at a surface with focal distanees Fz' and F2". They will therefore unite in rp", and Ilz rp" will be
found aeeording to tbe formula 3 d.
The second prineipal foeal distance, which is ealeulated from the seeond
prinoipal point h", is now F"
lt2 rpR + ltz !tN•
In like manner we filld I~l rp', by letting the rays fall, parallel to the axis,
in the direction A' A on !t 2, and undergo a seeond refraetion at the surface
7~I' Moreover, F' is
!tI rp'
!tI !t'.
Ir the first and last media. be similar, nN'
n', then F'
F", and therefore needs not to be separately sought. Of this the proof is simpIe.
H
For, let 71" rp" be found
F (Fig. 36), then from the point a, situated
in the posterior focal surface, let two rays proeeed: the first a h", directed
to the nodal point, is at the other side ofthe-lens in (n', as h' a', parallel to
a l~H; the second ab b', proceeding from the same point a, must in (n' be
parallel to a N, and sinee it in (nIH is parallel io the axis, it must in (n' cut
the axis in the anterior foeal point ep'.

=

=

=

+

=
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Fig. 35.

Fig. 37.

~I

Fig. 36.
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As in the triangles a h" band rp' b' h', h' rp' is evidently parallel' to a b,
and b' .p' to a h", and, moreover, h" b = 71/ b', the two triangles are equal
and similar, and I/ .p' = h" rp", that is F' = Fil.

XVII.-ReciprocaZ dependenee of t7le position oft/te principaZ points ana
nodaZ points in ?'efel'ence to tlte foci.
In §§ XIV. and XV. it was shown, in what manner, when n'" is ~ n',
and, consequently, the principal points and nodal points do not coincide,
these points may be separately found. This was done in order to exhibit
dearly the signification of these points, and to aft'ord a proof, that in a
compound dioptrie system points are to be found, having the already
explained signification of principal points and nodal points. Now we
may proceed ITom this signification, to show their reciprocal dependenee
in position, whence it will appear that the foei being known, from the'
position of the nodal points that of the principal points, or vice versti,
may be deduced.
We may remember that for a single refracting surface, where only one
principal point and one nodal point exists (Fig. 17),
I~ rp" = h rp'

P

11/
= F"
......

n

1 ()

lJ' =F'+p ..... la
In agreement with this we sha11 show, that in a compound dioptrie
system,
h' rp' = kil .pil, that is, F' = Gif . .•••• 5 a
h'hl/ =Ic'k" ....................... 5c
71" rpH = Ic' .p', that is, F" = G' •.•• 5 b

'"
..1.,-

'" nn, .................. 5 d.
= ..I."?-"

Tt is first to be proved that I~' .p' = k" rp".
The ray a b (Fig. 37), cutting the axis in the anterior focus .p, faUs
upon the :lirst principal surface in b, and now runs in (n:" as c a parallel
to the axis. All rays, in (n' parallel to a b, unite with a b in the same
point a of the posterior focal surface. j:;'i'ce versti, therefore, every ray proceeding from a runs in (n' parallel to a b.
One of these rays, namely a c', is in (n'P already parallel to a b, and
must therefore in n', as b' a', continue parallel to a b, that is, to itself.
Now the distinctive mark of the nodal points is, that rays, in (n'" directed
Consequently,
to kil, in n' are directed to lé and parallel to themselves.
where a c' cuts the axis, lies kil, and the point of the axis, whereon a' b'
is directed, is k'. Now it immediately appears thtÎt the triangles p' bIt'
and lé' d pil are equal aud similar, and consequently,
1c" .pil
N .p', that is, Gil
F' •••••• 5 a. Q. E. D.
It is at the same time included in this construction, that
Jc' kil = 11' lt".

=

=
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For Ic' !e" b' c' is a parallelogram, and b' c' h' h" a rectangIe,
Therefore 7/ N' = b' c' = le' le"•• ••••••••••• 5 r,
Now, if le' le" = N I~II, it follows further that
lt' le' = h" 11',
and since
le' <p' = lt' Jc'
h' <p'
!til <pil = h" Jc"
Jc" <pil
le' <p' is
It" <pil, that is, G' F" •••••• 5 b.
Moreover, we see that <p', I~' and le' have arelation to the direction of
the rays in (n' j <pil, 7~" and Ie" to the direction of the rays in (n"'.

+

=

+

=

XVIlI.-Tlw p1'incipal focal distances are p"opodional to tlte coefficients
of l'rifl'action of the .Ii1·st and last media.

In order to prove this important proposition, we mu.st make use of n
well-known Inw, which conneets the magnitude of the images with the
divergence of the rays, independently of the position and the foeal distanee
of the refracting surface.
In Fig. 38, let i be a point,.i its image, h the refraeting spherical surface j
eonsequently, i!t = f and hj = f'. For small angles h b may be regarded
as perpendicular j and if this perpendieular be short, the opposite angles
h i b = a. and bol h = a.' are inversely proportional to their distances from
I~ b.
ConsequentIy, f' a. = f" a.' •• '" A.
Moreover, we know, that

F"

f3

n"

-F', = -,
n and E =
By multiplication we obtain:

f"-F"

of

(:l

nA _

F"

13-' n' - F"

F"
.,

...... 2 c and 4 b.

f" _FH _f"-F"
F" -'-P-

Now likewise (as follows from 3 c),

f" _f"-F"

Y-

FI '
f" _ (:l
n"
eonsequently,
f' - E .
This vaIue, placed in the above equation A, gives
E n' a.
f3 li' a.' •••••.•• 6 a,
whieh formula expresses the Iaw above mentioned.
Let us now consider a compound dioptrie system (Fig. 39), in whieh the
object, i·i' = E, is equal in size to its image.iJ' = (:J. In order to con·
struct this, let us first plnce the nodal points le' Ic", and draw the line i' k',
and klli parallel to it = k' i. At some distance from le' le"Iet us now plaee
7~' h" = le' le".
All rays, proceeding from tY, unite in its image i ; one of
these rays, namely i' b, proceeding from i' parallel to the axis, shows the
position of the posterior foeal point <pil; and as IJ II = i'.i =JJ', ths triangles
I~" <pil band ,j <pH i are equal and similar, consequently h" <pH = <p',j, or
h" <pil = ~ hHJ, that is, F" = i fil.

rr'

=
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Likewise the ray l bi, proceeding froml parallel to the axis, shows, where
it cuts the axis, the position of the anterior focal point in <p', and in like
mannel' it appears, that kepi ~ Jt' i, that is F' = jf.
Let us now consider the ray, which, proceeding in the direction i' k from
i, arrives in the direction lt",f inl, but on Hs way, refracLcd at various
surfaces, has so many times acquired another unknown direction. vVe
know only the angle ~/!t' i = <t, which it forms before the fi.rst refraction
in the medium with index (1'1', and the angle J !t"J' = "'IJ" which it makes
aftel' the last refraction in the medium with index 1'1"" wiLh the axis.

=

F" •
In the :first place it appears that '"- = -F(Lm

For, since i i' = J l, the little angles opposite each are inversely
proportional to their distances from ii', orJJ'. Consequently:
<t
J-Jt"- _ J" .
--,
"lil - i !t' ;"
and since, in the supposed case,
F'= ! J' and F" = 1J",
F"
"
F"
--, _- J"
F
J-,- and -"m- = F ' .
Secondly, we shali show that
a
1'1'
aJU,
nm
Let us cali the angles, which the ray proceeding from i under the angle
", and arriving at l under the angle "11" in its courso successively makes
with the axis, ,,', Uil, , 111, etc. With the magnitudes of the angles the
magnitudes of the images also every time alter: let the magniiude
of the image in the :first principal surface be {J, and that of the series of
images aftel' each l'efraction f3", {3'11, etc.; lastly, in the second principal
surface, aftel' the last refraction {3", = {3'. Now, as two successive images
may each time be considered related as object B to image {3, we mar
apply the formula (6 a).
B 1'1' u = {3 1'1" a',
to the series of images, formed in the compound system, and thus we obtain
(3' n' Cl, = {3" n" a'
f3/1 n" (/,'

etc.
Whence follows :
and as
so

= f3111 n'fI

f3' n' cc. =
{3'

n'

ti;

f3m

nm

a. m ;

= nm ct.. m, or
n'

"
a.

= {3...

(1,"

lt

n",

Now if, as we have above shown fol' the particulal' case,
u
-= F"
- , so also,
ttm
pi

F"
1'1'
_=_Q,.E.D.
FI
nm
and which, of course, holds good for all oases.
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XIX.-Application to tlte cl'ystalline lens.

-

All the foregoing may be applied to the crystalline lens. In the nonaccommodated eye the radius of the anterior surface (Fig. 40 hl) is abont
10 mmo ; that of the posterior surface 712
6 mm.; its thickness 71 1 71.2
3.6 mm.; and the coefficient of refl'action is stated to be, for the lens
1-455, for the vitreous and agueous humol1rs 1'3366.
Hence ihe cardinal points are to be calculated. The optical centre 0
lies (3-6 X 6 : 6
10 =) 1-35 mmo from the postel'Ïor, and therefore (3'6
- 1';)5 =) 2'25 mmo from the antel'Ïor surface of the crystalline lens. From
this optical centre let rays pass forwards into the aqueous humour, and
backwards into the vitreous humour, and calculate (accol'ding to formula
3 c), from what points in the lens they shall appeal' to proceed. These
points appeal' to be lt situated at 1'4927, and lé' at 1'2644 mmo from thc
posterior surface of the lens, and tbel'efore less than ~ mmo from each
other. By the metbod pointed out in XVI., we calculate 712 '1/, and add 71" 712,
then we have the posterior princ:pal foeal distance h" rp" = pil = 43-707 mm.,
and to this the anterior is equal, because the vitreous and aqueous humours
may be considered similar. Therefore, also,7é and kil coincide with h' and 71n•
Our knowledge of the crystalline lens, ho wever, leaves much to be desired. Probably the index of refraction is somewhat too great, and thus
the focal distance as assumed is to~ smalI.
The use whieh may be made of our knowledge of the six cardinal
points, in the determination of the magnitude and position of the images,
is included in the foregoing, but will be still more evident when we sbaH
have studied:-

=

=

=

+

C.-REFltAC'rION TllROUGll .A. COMl!OUND SYSTEM, CONSISTING OF .A.
Sl?llERICAL SUHFACE AND .A. nrCOllVEX LENS.

XX.- Genel'al inclication of the cM-dinal points oj' tlte eye.
The dioptric system of the eye consists of a spherical surfaee and a biconvex lens. We shaH ut once make the cornea and crystalline lens, with
wbich we are now acquainted, the foundation for finding the cardinal
points of this compound syslem. Let system A (Fig. 41) represent the
position of the cardinal points of the corneu; system B that of the lens;
system
that of the eye. ~he distances are taken as they occur in a
well-consiructed eye. System a must be found from the systems A und
. B. From the diagrammatic representution which the figure gives us, we ure
directly led to. the conclusions: 1. That the principnJ points and nodal
points in systèm cannot coincide, for, just as in system A, Lhe first and
last media, (ni oud (nU', are dissimilal'. 2. That as tbe no dal point of system

a

a
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Á nearly coincides with le' alld lé' (or ft' alld ft/l) of system B, le' and 11" of
system 0 come to lie naarly at the same height, at least undoubtedly in thc
postcrior part of the crystalline lens. 3. That while the principal point h"
of system Á lies on the allterior surface of the cornea, aud tbe principal
points h' alld h/l of system B lie in the lens, at 5'7073 and 5"9356 mmo
behind that of system Á, those of system 0 must fall in the aqueous humour.
4. Tbat "by the combined action of Á and B the focal distances h' 1>' and
h/l 1>/1 in system 0 are much shorter than in system Á and systell1 B.

XXI.- O~lc!tlation of t1!e position of tlte pl'incipal points in tlte eye.
If we now wish to determine the situation of 7t' and N' in system 0, we
have notbing else to do (compal'e XII.) than to seek for the point s, and to
calculate the positions of tbe two images from this point; the two images
are then the principal points h' N' of system 0. Now the point s lies between h (system Á) and 7t' system B: alld illdeed at distances proportional
to the prillcipal focal distances of each of these systems. For thls being
the position of s, the image of the perpendicular s s' (Fig. 42) fOl'med
by ihe cornea 0, is of equal size with ihe image formed by the crystalline
lens L. The magnitudes are easily found by construction (cOm!lare Fig. 30).
In Fig. 42 7t 1>/1 is the posterior focal distance Fc of the cornea, 7t' 1>' the
anterior Fz' of the crystalIine lens. Supposing the crystalline lens away,
the cornea forms an image of s s' = ha; supposing the cornea away, the
lens forms an image of s s' = h' (t'. These two images ha and 7t' a' are of
equal size (compare XII.), whell
1>/1 s' : s' a
1>' s' : sa',
in which case
h 1>" : h s = 71' 1>' : h' s.
At the same time it appeal'S that the point s lies where 1t h', alld not
where lt 7t /l is divided proportionally to the focal distances h 1>/1 = Fc" and
7t' p' = El'; for already from the point a, situated in the surface Jt', the
ray 1>/1 a' is continued as a' b parallel to the axis. Furthermore, it appears
that if the fust system Á, as wen as system B, had two principal points,
the distance between lt/l of system Á and lt' of system B must be divided
proportionally to the focal di stances, in order to find the point S.
Now, in the eye, h lies in the curve of the cornea, Jt', on ihe contrary,
5'7073 mmo behind the cornea; Fi' is
31'692, F/
43'707 mmo Oonsequently s lies 5'7073 X 31'692 : 31'692 43'707 = 2'399 mmo behind the
cornea, that is, 5'7073 - 2'399 = 3'3083 before the anterior principal point
of the crystalline lens. The position of the images of s we now further find
as h' and h" (system 0), according to the formula (3 c):
..
f 7.,
2·399 x 23'692
1 9 03 b h' d 7 (th
'
The posltlOn
0 f. = 3i:(392-=-2'399- =
.4
e lil ft
e an te1'1or

=

=

+

=

. .
u
3'3083 X 43'707
3 5"93
surface of the cornea), and t h e posItlOn of h = 43'707 _ 3'3088 = . ,

before the posterior principal point of the lens. This lies 5'9356 mmo behind
the cornea, and consequently, h/l at 5 9356 - 3'5793 = 2'4563 behind the
antel'Îol' sUl'face of the cornen.
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Fig. 42.

Fig. 41.

Fig. 40.
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XXII.- Calculation of tlte position of tlte 110dal points in tlte eye,
In order to find the positions h' and k" of system C, we shou1d remember
(VIIl.), that they are the images of the point 0, which divides thc distance
between the noda1 points of system A and system B (compare XV, and
Fig, 41) into two parts, proportional to the focal distances GIP and G2"
be10nging to the nodal points.
l'he focal distanee be10nging to h, system A, is rpP k = '1" N = 23'692.
The focal distance belonging to h', system B, = 43'707. Moreovcr, k lies
at S, k' at 5'7073 behind the cornea. Their mutual distance amounts to
2'2927. Thi8 is to be divided in thc proportion of 23'692 and 43'707. We
1'4.867.
2'2927 X 43'707
fi
now n d 43'707
23'692
So much does olie behind 7/ of system B, and consequently,
1'4867 = 7'194 mm" behind the cornea.
5'7073
The image le', formed of 0 by the cornea, is found at
23'692 X 1-194
....
31'692 _ 7'19-:1: = 6'95, behmd the cornea,

=

+
+

The image k", formed of 0 by the crystalline lens,
' at 43'707
43'707 +
X 1'4867
"
al pom
. t 0f th0
lles
1'4867 = 143"6
' , bh'
e m d the secon dprlIlClp

+

crystalline lens, and consequently 1'4376
5'9356 = 7'3732 behind the
cornea,
Tbe distance lil 1." of system C= 7'373 - 6'957 = 0'416 mm, = the distance h' h P of system C.
If we first determine the position of the fooi, that of tbe nodal points
will follow without separate ca1culation.
k '1' ' = A' q,'
and
Jc' k" = 7.' 1."
wbich has already been proved (XVIII. and XVII.),
P

XX I1I.- Calculation of t7w position oj tlw foci in tlw eye,
';

I.astly, the focal distances of system Care easi1y oalculated.
1'ara11elrays, refracted by I. of system A, converge to the point '1', situated
ut 31'692 behind the cornea, On their way lies system B, and of it they
meet 1.' at 5'7073 behind the cornea, that is, while tbey oonverge to a pomt
~ituated 31'692 - 5'7073 = 25'9S-:l:7 bebind 1.'. Calculated from 1.", F" of
system B is = 43'707,-We therefore fiud (according to form. 3d) the pos"f
t
C 25'9847 X 4.3'707
16296
' f
t enor
ocus rJ> 0 sys em at 25'984.7 + 43'707 = '
behind h" of B, and consequently 16'296 + 5'936 = 22'23 behind the COJ'llt'u,
thut is, 22'231 - 2'3563
19'875 mmo behincl 71 2 of system C. Tho posterior pl'incipul focal distallce F" of the cye thel'efore mnounts to 19"575111lll.

=

5
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To ealculate the anterior focal distance, we start from rays parallel in
the vitreous humour, Refracted by the lens, these converge at 43'707 before h' of system B; consequently they arrive at the anterior sUl"face of the
cornea at 43'707 - 5'7073 = 37'9997, and are there l"efracted at
23'692 X 3H)99~
12'918
31'692
3H1997
before the cornea, that is, 12'918 + 1'9403
14'8583 before 11' of Byat. C.

=
=

+

Fig,43,
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The anterior prillcipal focal distance F ' of the eye therefo1'e amounts to
14'8583 mmo
A similar separate calculation is not, strictly speaking, necessary for F',
because we may apply the formula 5 d.

XXIV.-Review of the position oj the oal'dinctl points in tlw

0,1/0.

We are now· enabled to combine in a table the positions of the cardinal points, :first separately of the two component systems of the eye,
system A, the cornea, system B, the lens; and subsequently of the compound system a, the eye itself. We have prefixed the computed position and
curvature of the refractillg surfaces, and represented the values found, in
their true magnitude for eaoh system in a diagram (Fig. 43). Above system D
is placed a scheme of the form of the lens and of the position of the cardinal
points in the eye aocommodated for near objects. The line CC represcnts
the position of the oornea; N N that of the retina. The lengths are given
in millimètres, and the position is caloulated from ·the anterior surface of
the cornea. The refraotive coëfficients are assumed as
and vitreous humours, and

~ for the crystalline lens.

17~3 for the aqueous

We have placed the values which obtainin accommodation for near objects,
next those for the eye in a state of rest:
~-----------------------------------------------~--.----

AC(.UIlUlloda· Accollunoda.
tion for
tion fol' Neur

Dlbtancc.

Radius of curvature of the cornea
.
Radius of curvature of the anterior surface of the lens
Radius of curvature of the posterior surface of the lens
Position of the anterior surf'ace of the lens . . . .
Position of the posterior surface of the lens .

8
10
6
3'6
7'2

ObJccts.

8
6
5'5
3'2
7'2

The refracting numbers, represented by the
diagram, are the following:Anterior focal distance of the cornea
Posterior fooal distance of the cornea. • •
Focal distance of the lens .
Distance of the anterior principal point of th8 lens
from its anterior surface • • • . . . • . . .
Distance of the posterior principal point of the lens
from its posterior surface . . . . . . . . .
Distance of the two principal points of the lens from
each other
•
.
Posterior fooal distance of the eye •
Anterior focal distanoe of the eye
.
Place of the nnterior focus
Plnce of the fust principnl point. .
Placs of the second principal poinL .
Place of the first nodal point. .
Place of the second nodal point .
Plnce of the posteriol' focus •

23'692
31'692
43'707

23'692
31-692
33·785

2-1037

1-9745

1'264:4

1'8100

0'2283
19'875
19'875
12-918
1'9403
2'3563
6'957
7'373
22'231

0'2155
17'756
13'274
11'241
2'0330
2-4919
6'515
6'97<1
20'248
2
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Hence it appears) that 7t' rp' = le' rp') k/ Ic" = l~' It", Ic' rp' = k" rp", and F' n'"
= F" n'; that is, 103 F' = 77 F" (compare XVII. and XVII!.).

XXV.- Use to be made of tlte Imowledge of tlte cardinaZ points.
After we have learned the cardinal points in the eye, it remains to show
what use is to be made thereof, in order to nnd by construction the course.
of each ray, and the situation and size of the dioptrie images.
For the sake of clearness, we take, in the following figures, all measurements at double the size of those in tbe eye, and the mutual distance of
the two nodal and of tbe two principal points as somewhat greater than it
really is. The line a arepresents the anterior surface of the cornea, V V
the anterior surface of tbe vitreous humour. .
Let us briefly recapitulate (compare Fig. 44): 1. That every ray, for
Fig. 4.4.

example a b, which in the first medium (n' is directed to k', in the last
medium (n"l is parallel to its primitive direction, but is directed to le'. 2.
Tbat every ray, for example e d', in (nI" is directed to a point (dl) of the surface I~C d removed as far from the axis A AI as the point (c') of the surface It'
Cd, to which it, as bI Cl, was directed in the first medium: that is, c' dlis parallel
to the axis. 3. That all rays which are parallel in (nI, for example a band a' bI,
,. unite in one point in the second focal surface rp" e (and indeed in the axis in
the point rpH, when they are parallel to the axis). 4. That all rays, parallel
in (n", unite in one point in the anterior focal surface rpl a, and if they are
parallel to the axis, as e dHcH, in the point rpl.
By the application of these rules we oan of each given ray in (nI, ascertain
its course in (n"'. ,Vhat deviations it undergoes at the several refracting
surfnces, we do not in this mode trace. The Iines, therefore, represent only
t11e course of rays, so long as ihey are in the air (ni, or in the vitreous
humour (n". To denoto this they are dotted between the cornea and the
vitreous humour, where the ray leaves the course of the line.
H

,
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Now let a ray, a b (Fig. 45) in (nI, be given j it is desired to ascertain
Fig. 46.

Fig. 45.

~·~----~fr---------

\

-~~~~
j

,

.~

its course in (n/ll. This object can be obtained in two modes. First, let the
ray be produced to the fust principal snrface, which it cuts in a; tbe my will
thus in (nlll be directed to the point of the second principal surface, Borre-
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sponding to c, that is to d (rule 3). Let the ray now cut the anterior focal surface in b. All rays, proceeding from b, are parallel in (n'" (compare 4) j the
clirection of one of these rays, b Ic', is known, for it continues as le' e parallel
to its primitive direction ; but we thus need only, proceeding from d, to draw
a line parallel to b Ic' or le u e: to find the direction of the line de, wuich the
ray follows in (n".-We may equally make use of rules 1 and 3 to fi.nd the
course. All rays parallel to ab unite in the posterior focal surface ",u into
one point. or one of these rays a' b' le' we know the direction, which,
namely, continues as leU e' parallel to b' k'. Where this ray cuts the focal
surface ",u, the ray a b must also cut the focal surface, and the line d e
drawn from d therefore gives the direction of the ray a b in (n ru•
Let a point i' (Fig. 46) be given: it is desired to ascertain its image}.
For this purpose it is neoessary only to determine the course in (n'U of two
rays proceeding from i', and to see where they cut one another. The ray ik'
passes as k U b through the vitreous humour (compare 1), the ray i' a, parallel
to the axis, cuts the axis in the posterior focal surface at ",u and intersects
k U b inf. Inl, therefore, the image of i' should lie, if the vitreous humour
extends 80 far: its virtual image lies there.
XXVI.-Caleulation of tlw position and magnitude of tlte dioptrie images
oftllC eye.

From the foregoing constructions it appears, that the cardinal points of
a compound system being known, the position and magnitude of the
dioptrie images of the eye are to be calculated according to the same fa 1'mulro, as in the case of a simple refracting surface.
l{ ",' = k U ",u (Fig. 47) is the anterior focal distance PI = GU,
hU "'u = le' ",' is the posterior principal focal distance p u= G'.
Fig. 47.

/(,J!.'

- - - - ------J'----li;;l,~7.w(/ .

\.{J

I'

J

Let i now be a point of light,i its image, then
7~' i =f
l~uJ=f"

k'i=U'

k"i = g",
AccOJ;ding to the formula (3 d or b) we can now calculate the position
of i, if f or u' be given, and viee vel'sá (according to the formula 3 a and
3 c) the position of i, ifj" or gU be lmown.
Of this formula we shall here make use, in order to calculate at what
distance g' (reckoned from k), the diagrammatio eye, accommodated for near
objects, se es accurately.
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In this eye (eompare XXIV.) "," lies 20'248 - 6'974 = 13'274 mmo behind kil. Consequently Gil = 13'274. The retina lies 22'231 - 6'974 =
15'257 mmo behind kil. Reneeg" = 15'257, ()! = 6'515 + 11'241 = 17'756.
Now we find 9' =

'~' gG"n = 1136'6 mmo = 5'04-7 Parisian inches.

g-

This is

the nearest point of distinot vision ; the farthest (diagrammatic eye, aeeommodated for distance) lies at an infinite distanee. This range of accommodation of 1: 5'047 eorresponds to that of the age of about 20 years.
In the eye the two nodal points lie so close to one another, and in
ordinary vision 9' is so mueh larger ihan gil, that, just as in a single refracting surface, we may draw the lines of direction of the object immediately
through the posterior nodal point, without taking the anterior into consideration. The magnitudes of object and image are therefore proportional'to their distances from the posterior nodal point kil. In the diagrammatie eye the last distance amounts to 14'858 mmo Now if the object lies
14'851 mètres from the eye, the image is a thousand times smaller than
the object.
XX:VII.-Compa1'ison of Rand P, deduced from measurements on tlte eye
and optometrically detm'mined.

In XXVI. we calculated the farthest and nearest points of distinct vision of
the diagrammatic eye. Now Dr, Knapp hasin four eyes, from theradii ofcurvature and the position ofthe refracting surfaces, together with the two limits
of accommodation, calculated the position of the cardinal points, and thence
deduced the nearest and farthest points ot' distinct vision with the range of
aecommodaiion. Now it was extremely important to sec how far these
results of measurement and calculation agreed with those of the simple
optometrical investigation in the same persons. The result is, that in three
of the foUl' persons the agreement is as great as could be expected in the
difficult and complicated mode of determining the surfaces of curvature.
There was found (compare Al'chiv f. Oplttltalmologie, J3d. VIII. 2. 138) :
I

Accommodlltion dctcrmincd by

I

I.
1I.
lIl.
IV.

J\.l:cnsllTCmcnts of the
Surfl\ces of Curvllturc.

Optomctricnl
lnvc;.tigation.

1:6'207
1:4'227
1 :3'883
1:3'581

1:3'953
1:4'064
1:4'248
1 :3'214

If it were necessary, we might in this agreement find a fresh argument
in favour of the view, that the aceommodation depends exelllsively upon
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an alteration of the system of the crystalline lens. If no further argllments are necessary to this end, this agreement establishes the correctness
of Dr. Knapp's measuremellts.

---------_.
SEOOND PART.
RANGE OF Acco:mrODATION.

XXYIII.-Foundation and dqflnition of tlw range of accommodation.
The measure of the range of accommodation must be connected with the
change which takes pI ace in accommodation in the eye. If the power of
accommodation depended, as was formerly supposed, on a prolongation of
the axis of vision, the numerical expression of the range of accommodation
should be sought in the amount of this prolongation. The alteration which
takes place in the eye in accommodation is, however, of a wholly different
nature, and is confined, as we have seen, to thc system of the crystalline
lens: the anterior surface increases considerably in convexity, and at the
same time advances more forward, the posterior surface becomes a little
more convex, without going backward, and with these complicated modifications the position of the cardinal points of the lens, and, at the same time,
that of the cardinal points ofthe whole eye, is altered. The chief point, therefore, which presents itself is: the shortening of the foeal distance of the lens;
that is, as if the crystalline received the addition of a positive lens. Now
from the foeal distanee A, of sueh an auxiliary lens, is the range of aeeommodation to be determined, and as the power of a lens is inversely proportional to its foeal distance, the numerical expression of the range of accommodation becomes 1 : A. We can by investigation determine the distance
R of the farthest point 1', and the distallce P of the nearest point 1J, hoth
reckoned to the eye. From these distanees

~ must be deduced, and if the

position and radius of curvature of all refracting surfaces of the eye, in
accommodation for l' and for iJ are not known, we have no other data. Now
we have aSBumed

1

1

p- - R =

1

A'

Rays, namely, proceeding from the

neal'est point of distinct vision, shall appeal' to proceed from the farthest point, when (P and R being reekoned to the cornea) they are refraeted hy a lens l with foeal distanee A (compare formula, p. 28). Thus, if
sueh a lens be placed immediately befors the cornea, it represents the range
of aecommodation so far, that without the lens the rays proeeeding from 1',
with the lens, those proeeeding from iJ, come to a point upon the retina. But
hy this the expression } -

-i = ~
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which is added to the eye in accommodation for p, lies in and not bef01"e
the eye, and it thus produces other modincations in the position of the
cardinal poi~ts than accommodation for near objects. Moreover, with the
dill'erence of position a difference of focal distance of the auxiliary lens
will be combined, and consequently

~= ~ - ~

is by na means the

lens, which the crystalline of the eye adds to itself in accommodation for p.
The question therefore is, whether we may consider this formula as the
numerical expression of the range of accommodation.
Evidently we here deal only with proportional magnitudes. The formula
must serve us, to compare reciprocally tbe different values of the range of
accommodation under various circumstances. Now if tbe alteration of the
crystalline lens, although not altogether equal, be at least sufficiently proportional to

~ = ~ - ~,

this formula fulfils all requirements and re-

presents also the changes in the eye. It shaU be shown that this is actually
the case.
XXIX.-lJetermination ojt/te l"anue oj accommodation by tltejocal distance
oj a lens, witlt its nodal point siti!ated in one oj t/te nodal points oj tlte
eye.

In :XXVI. the distance rI from the first nodal point to the object, for
which the eyes were accommodated, was calculated from the position of
the retina and of the cardinal points in given eyes. Vice versá, we may
from rI and UH deduce the position of the cardinal points of the system.
We start from the formula (3 b).
G"
G'
.
-i
1, and smce,
fJ
9
'11/'
if
- =n,
n'

+ -, =

G' =n GH,

we have

GH

G"n

9-+-T=1

111

1'n + fJ'=

G"n
UH n U'

GHn

= u"n+o'

=

UH .r/

Gd
Uil n + U'·
Knowing GH and UH, it now immediately follows, what lens the eye has
added to itself, to be accommodated to the distance U'. In this we suppose
that the nodal points of the eye have continued unaltered, which, as is
evident from what has been above advanced, is the case, when the infinitely
thin auxiliary lens stands in the vitreous humour and its nodal point
coincides with the posteriol' nodal point of the eye, or stands in the air,
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its nodal point coinciding with the anterior nodal point of the eye, We
start from a system represented in Fig, 48, system A, wh~se posterior
focus
rp" lies in the retina N N. In this system the fooi change, and indeed sa (oompare system B) that the image j of the point i now comes to
lie in N N, where, in system A tbe focus rp" lay, The question therefore is,
what is the focal distance Lil of tbe auxiliary lens in the vitreouB humour,
which should remave the posterior focus from J to rp", Evidently this lens
must make the rays, which, arrived at k" converge to j, converge to rp",

=

lil. Therefore the
auxiliary lens which changes system A into system B is l",

Now kil rp"

= Gil, Teil j = gil,

Consequently

~"

-

~, =
1

The question is, further, in what relation does G " (= lî,' i),

.

As we have seen
1
-g"n

Consequently,

1
gH
1

1

..;,

9

stand to g'

1

+ il =G"n'
n

1

1

n

+7/= (J"

G"-?' = 9'

Hence it appears that

i,,,= g:

Consequently, to bring an eye which is

accommodated for in:finite distance, to the distance g', an auxiliary lens of
I

LU =fL focal distance is required, If R be not infinite, we may suppose
n

that an auxilial'y lens

i

was already present, and that in accommodation

for the nearest point an auxiliary lens of; is required, in which case the
difference between these two auxiliary lenses ~ -

.i expresses the range of

accommodation, We thus obtain, as a general formula,
1
n
n
J:=P-R"""" B,
and if
R=oo
1
n
LH-P'
The formula. B, in agreement with our formrua, makes the range of accommodation dependent on the factor~ -~,

P

111
A
P - R! and find

=

consequently
L'

-

,.
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The fooal distanoe of the lens required, plaoed in the vitreous humour, is
therefore n times shorter than was assumed in the formu1a for the range of
aooommodation.
We may, however, a1so suppose the auxiliary lens to be situated in air,
and its nodal point to ooinoide with k' of the eye. It is indeed true that
there is no air in Jcl; but a system might be oonstruoted, whose eardinal
points should have the same position as those of the eye, and wherein air
shou1d really be present in Jc'. Moreover, there are lenses (although not inunitely thin) whose nodal points lie without the mass of the glass, and of
Bueh we therefore may suppose, although they are p1aoed before the eye,
that the nodal point ooinoides with the anterior nodal point of the eye.
But apart from tbis, we may imagine the eye away, and the auxiliary lens
plooed in air, its no dal point eoinoiding with Jc'. Refraeted by this lens,
the rays are altered as to their direetion. We may 1l0W suppose the direotion to be prolonged baokwards, and that the rays already had this direotion
when they fell upon the oornea. H, therefore, E be the distanee nom the
farthest point to k' , P that of tbe nearest point to Ic', L ' tbe required fooal
distanoe, then
1
1
1
1
L'= p - R,=Li;
and
L'= A.
The fooal distanoe of the lens may therefore be n times greater, wben in
air, tban when it is present in the vitreous humour. The oorreetness of tbis
is easily seen. In order to make the fooal distanoes of the eye aeoommodated to the farthest and nearest points equal, the auxiliary lens, standing
in air, must displaee the foous of parallel rays coming from behind from g'
to G/ : itmust be...!. =.!.- ~=.!..
.
L'
G'
U'
A
If it be in the vitreous humour, it must displaoe the foous of rays coming
from before from U' to Gd. It must therefore be
1
I
1
n
n
n
L d = Gn - gH = G' - i/- A'
XXX.-Gomparison of the obtained formula

;1 = ~ -

~ witll

the results

of observation.

In the foregoing consideration (XXIX.) it was assumed that, in aecommodation of the eye for p, while the focal distanoes become shorter, the nodal
points maintain their place unaltered. System A (Fig. 49) should be
changed into system B. In both systems le' rp' must be = n JcH rpH, that is,
G' = n G". In this is included that the principal points h' h" likewise
change their position. In fact 11: rp' must be = Jc" rp" and h" rp" = Jc' rp/. If
we eaU ij the approximation of rp" to Ic", that of epi to 11' will be = 11 ij. Now
in order that cp' lL' = cp' ltn, b/ must reoede, aud the amount of this reces sion
= nij - ij or ij (n -1) is pretty considerable.
Hence it appears, that the change produced by plaoing au auxiliary
lens with its nodal point in the nodnl point of the eye, diffors not in-
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considerably from the change in accommodation for near objects. Yet
in this the principal points are scal'cely displaced backwal'd, the nodal
Fig. 48.
Fig. 50 .

."
Fig. 49.

~.

I
\
I

I

...,

points, on the contrary, advance pretty considerably, and the anterÎor focus
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at the same time acquires a different position (compare systems C and D of
Fig. 43).
It therefore appears doubtful whether the change in focal distance whioh
the crystalline lens undergoes in accommodation is nearly proportional to
the focal distance of the supposed auxiliary lens, that is to the value of

A in the formula

~ = ; - ~.

This we must therefore investigate. We

employ for this purpose the diagrammatio eye assumed by Helmholtz, and
the results of the measurements obtained by Knapp in four eyes.

Focnl Dio;;t.uu.. c of tbc
CrystalJmc Lons In Accom~
modatloll for
Distancc.

PI OXlllllty.

l:Pa
1
1

P

= pp-p,:

11_111.1
R A=P llRt'A

PI'.

P.p,

38·176
37'706
41-449
43-133

31:971
29'222
30'944
30'939

1: 196'7
1: 129'9
1: 122'1
1:112

172'4 co
118'6 co
109'16 co
100'97 co

Diagram- }
matie
4.3'707
Eye •

33'785

1: 148'8

136'6

lIl.

lIl.

rvo

.

I

----

It appears that the value ~a :

co

1 :172'4
1 :118'6
1:109'16
1:100'97

0'8763
0'9132
0'894
0'9016

1:136'6

0'918

1, it is true, is no fixed coëflicient, that

consequently no perfect proportion exists between the calculated auxiliary
lens, corresponding to our formula of the range of accommodation, and the
actual alteration of the crystalline lens, but that nevertheless we come
suflioiently near the truth in assuming that the crystalline lens in accom9
modation has received the addition of a lens, having 1Ö of the power of

l,

0
the focal distance of which consequently amounts to ]9 A.
not without importance. The formula ;, -

i=j

This result is

thus becomes more than

a mathematical fiction, it acquires a physiological signification.
§ 37. If we observe that the change in the lelltioular system consists
almost exclusively in the application of a positive meniscus to the anterior
surface of the crystalliue lens, we l'eadily arrive at the cOllclusion that all
auxiliary lens, plaoed before the orystalline, should alter the oardinal points
of the eye in such a mánner as actually takes plaoe in aocommodation, n:nd
should therefore most aocurately express the range of accommodation. This
last we can easily test. Let, namely (Fig. 50), "," be thc posterior focus
of the cornea C C for rays proceeding from the farthcst point; p' for rays,
prooeeding from the nearest point, then the auxiliary lens l must make
the rays converging ~o p' converge to ",", before thoy renoh the cl'ystalline
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lens. If d be the distance from the principal point 7~ of the auxiliary lens of
the cornea h ","= pil hl?'=j" then ~ ___1_ _ _ _
1_
''t''
l - pil - d f' - d.
For d let us put two millimètres. It is true, the auterior surface of the
crystalline lens lies farther removed from the cornea; but the auxiliary
lens t, which in a certain sense plaoes itself befare the crystalline, has the
farm of a positive meniscus, whose principal points are situated in front of the
convex surface, aud the infinitely thin lens, which is supposed to contain the
meniscus. must, in order to have such an action, stand iD. its second principal
8 mm.,
point. Now, in the diagrammatic eye, the radius of the cornea
the focal distanoes of the oornea F' = 23'692 and pil = 31'692 mmo ; p lies, in
accommodation for near objects, as we have seen, 136'6 mmo from the nodal
point, therefore 136'6 - 6'5 130'1 mmo (=1') from the oornea,
The foous p', of rays proceeding from p consequently lies at

=

=

P"1'
(/"= 1'-p)
j" = 31-692 X 130,1 = 38'75
130'1 - 23'692
'
The rays proceeding from the farthest point ,. converge in ",. at 31'692;
those proceeding from the nearest point p in p' at 38'75 behind the cornea,
At 2 mmo behind the cornea, therefore the distance of the points of convergence amounts to 29'692 and 36'75 mmo Ta direct rays converging at
,,
29-692 X 36'75
.
36'75 to 29'692, an auxihary lens of
7'058
155 mm, IS necessary.

=

We may make the same calculation for all the four eyes measured by
Knapp, In doing sa, we should come nearest the truth, by taking into account, in each particular case, the found radius of the cornea and the depth
of position of the crystalline lens, But if we start also from fixed focal
distances of the cornea, the anterior surface of the len~ being situated at
2 mmo from the cornea, the auxiliary lens found by calculation comes reaUy
very near the alteration of the crystalline, This appears from the foUowing
numbers:

-

.1 :Po
1
1
- I ',
Pp - PI'-

1.

Il,
lIL
IV.
Diagrammatic
Eye

}

pil

Focus aftIla
cornea ror rnys procccding frum p.

165'9
112'5
103'3
95'06

36'97
40'15
41'22
42'21

196'6
133'9
121'9
113'5

130'1

38'75

155

foenl distalleo

ofthe cornea..

196'7
129'9
122,1
112

31'692
31'692
31-692
31'692

148'8

31'692

j"

p,

PosterlOl'

,

1: (F'- 2) -1:(j"

I~ thns appears, tbat an infinitely thin auxiliary lens, placed 2 mm, behind the cornea, in the four eyes measnred by Knapp, almost exactly corre-
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sponds to the alteration of refraction of the lens. If it were now desired to
express by such a lens the range of accommodation, a table may easily be
prepared of the value of j" for the different optometricaUy-found values of
p. But in fact it must be caUed an accident, that in the assumption of a
position of the auxiliary lens, unaltered at 2 mmo behind the cornea, so
much agreement is found. The position has, in fact, a very great influence.
If, for example, the auxiliary lens lies at 4, instead of at 2 mmo behind the
cornea, the numbers change-

:iH) (HH

into
113'5
100'6
155
136'3
Therefore it is not strange that the diagrammatic eye does not answer
2 mmo In this case d should amount to about 2;1. In
when dis assumed
the second eye, also measured by Knapp, some deviation appears. In both
instances this is to be ascribed principally to the fact, that the anteriol'
surface of the crystalline lens lies more deeply, and thus the distance of'
2 mmo for the auxiliary lens is not quite sufficient.
Hence it appears, that if it were desired from rand p to calculate the
auxiliary lens at the crystalline, we must likewise determine the place of
the anterior surface of the crystalline, and this involves a difficulty of time
and means, without leading to more accurate knowledge than is attainable

=

by the a:t>plication of the simple formula:i = ;,

-l

We keep therefore

to this formula, which for the determination of the range of accommodation
supposes only the optometrical determination of pand r (calculated to the
nodal point at about 7 mmo behind the cornea), and thus recommends itself
for practical utility. If we wish to know what auxiliary lens has been
applied to the crystalline, we multiply the re sult obtained

~

by the coëffi-

cient 0'9. We thus come certainly very near the truth. The influence of
ametropia, and of the use of spectacles and eye-glasses on the range of accommodation, 8haU hereafter be examined.
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DEFEC'rS OF REFRACTION AND ACCOMMODATION IN
GENERAL,

§ 6.-DISTINCTION

BETWEEN DEFEC'rs OF REFRAC'l'ION AND OF
ACCOMlIIQDATION.

the defects of refraction and of accommodation have
been more or less mixed up one with another. This confusion was
an impediment to the clearness of description, which in this department particularly, is absolutely necessary to the correct appreciation
of the subject. The ideas of refraction and of accommodation must
therefore in the first instance be accurately distiuguished from one
another. It will then not be diIficult subsequently to recal the connexion, so far as may be necessary, between the two.
By rif'/'action qf tlte eye, we understand its refraction in tbe state
of rest; that is, the l'efraction which the eye possesses in virtue of its
form and of that of its component parts, independently of muscular
action, independentlyof accommodation. The term, therefore, applies
to the refraction of the eye whose muscles of accommodation are
inactive or paralysed (for example under the infiuence of atropia), to
the refraction also of the dead, but as yet otherwise unaltered eye.
To begin with l'efraction, in the condition of relaxation proper, the
eye possesses a power of accommoc1ation. The farthest point of distinct vision, therefore, corresponds to the state of rest of accommodation, N ow, so soon as the action of accommodation occurs, the eye
becomes adjusted to an adjoining point, and it is by diminution of
this active operation that it is subsequently capable of seeing a more
l'emote point. Hence, accommodation for an adjoining object alone
is an active operation (compare § 3), The stl'onger this action is,
the nearer is the accurately seen point, .t1.ccommodation is, thel'if01'e,
HITl:IERTO

the voZunta?,!/ action whel'eby the eye becomes acijzuJted to a ?1ea?'e?'
point than is the case i?t the state of I'est qf accommodation,
Hence it appears, thai, refraction is dependent on the allaiomical
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condition of the component parts of the eye; accommodatioll} on the
contrary} depends upon the physiological action of muscles.
With regard to refraction} we call the structure of the eye normal~
when, in the state of rest, it brings the rays derived from infinitely
distant objects to a focus exactlyon the anterior surface of the layer
of rods and bulbs; in other words, when parallel incident rays unite
on that layer (in ~·l!'ig. 51). The farthest point of such an eye lies at
Fig. 51.

an ÏJlfinite distance. If convergent rays are also capable of beilIg
brought to a focus, the eye possesses something which it does not
need: for from all objects proceed divergent or at most parallelrays.
If on the contrary} the farthest point lies llot at all infinite, but at a
finite distance, vision is illdistinct tlll'oughout a great part of the
space. Oonsequently the rifraetion of the media of the eye at rest
can be called normal in reference to the situation of the retina} only
when parallel incident rays unite on the layer of roc1s and bulbs.
Then} in fact, the limit lies precisely at the measure; then there exists
emmetropin, (from (ff1dJ.ETpO~, modum tenens) and &1,,,,, oculus). Such
au eye we term emmetropie.
This name expresses perfectly what we mean. The eye cannot be
called a n01·nzal eye} for it may very easily be abnormal 01' morbic1,
anc1'nevertheless it may be emmetropic. Neither IS the expressiou
normally construetect eye quite correct, for tlle structure of all emmetropic eye may i11 many respects be abnormal, anel emmet1'opiu
may exist with difference of strncture. Hence the word e17t?Jletropia
appeal;s alone to expl'ess with precision aud accuracy the conc1itioll
alluded to.
Emmetropia then is met with, when the principn,l focus of the
media of the eye at rest faUs on the anterior surface of the most external layer of the retina (compare Fig. 51). This is the
simplest c1en.uition.
The eye may deviate from the emmetropic condition in bYo respects : the principal focus rp" of the eye at rest lUay fall i1b front qf
6
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(Fig. 52) or behincZ (Fig. 53) the most external layer of the retina.
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In the former case divergent (dotted in .Fig. 52), in the latter convergent rays (c1otted in Fig. 53) corue to a focus on the retina. In the
first case, therefore, in the condition of rest, objects are accurately
seen which are situated at a definite finite distance (Fig. 52 i); in
the second they are at no distance accurately seen, for the rays in
faIling upon the cornea must, in order to unite in the retina, already
converge towards a point situated behil1d the eye (Fig. 53 i). IJl the
first case the farthest limit lies within tlle Ilormal measure: the
measure is too short, and the coudition might; therefore, be called
b?"aeh!JmettoJlia. In the second case, the boundary lies be!lO?ul tbe
measure, and I have, therefore, called this state h!JJJel·metropia.
Hence it is perfectly clear, that brachymetropia and hypermetropia
are two opposite conc1itions.
The definitions are now extremely simple: the posterior principal
focus rpH of the medIa of the eye at rest falls :in ElIllIiE'l'ROPI.A. on the most externallayer of the retina;
in BRA CllYil1ETROPIA in jj'ont if " "
"
in IIYPERlIiE'l'ROPIA behinit
""
"
In order to express that the eye is not emmetropie, we may use
the word Ctmetl'opia (from tlp.erpos, extra modum, and t},,y, oculus).
Brachymetropia aud hypermetropia are both, therefore, referrible to
ametropia.
Brachymetropia is evidently nothing else than m.yojJia, and it
appears pl'eferable Lo use the word myopia, as being an established
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term. The word bl'achymetl'opia was formed only in contrast to
hypermetropia, to which expressiol1 I thought it right to adhere.
Rence it is evident that myopia and hypermetropia are opposite
conditions. That myopia is of very freqnent occurrence, aud is to be
cousidered as an important conditiOl1, has long been admittec1. Still
more common, however, and more important in its results is llypermetropia, which has hitherto been for the most part either overlooked, Ol' confounded with other states.
lrepeat, what, in consequence of its importauce, I have alreac1y
put prominently forward, that rJz!)opia and lt.?lJJcrmetropia a?'c thc

oppo8itc c0l1rZitio?Z8 qf lt1lZct?·opia.
From the definitions given of anomalies of refraction, it has been
shown, that the distance R of the farthest point of eustinct vision
is the foundation on which they rest. The shortcning of the focal
c1istance, whereby adjoining points become accurately visible, is the
work of the muscles of accommodation. Under the maximum actlOn
of these muscles the eye is adapted to the distance P of lts nearest
point. N ow we foune1 as a numerical expression for the range of
accommodation

1= } -1·

The range of accommodation di-

minishes, as sha11 hereafter be more pal'ticularly pointed out, with
advancing years. At the same time R may remain almost unalterec1,
and P thus becomes greater. The result of this is, that in the emmetropic eye the nearest point is at a certain perioc1 of life removec1 so
far from the eye, that more minute operations can no longel' be weU
performed with near objects. This condition of the eye is called

prc8o!)oJJia. P?'c8b!)opia thcrrfo?'c CXist8, wltmz, in, CO?l8cqucncc qf tltc
incrca8c qf !)Ca?'8, witlt diminutiolZ q! tlte ?'angc qf acco11Z?JZodatzon, the
nearest point lta8 bec1z removcd too j'a1'fr01JZ the c!)e.
Formcrly W!'lters were in the habit of contritsting prcsbyopia with
myopia. Apparently this was quite correct. But in myopm only
near, and in presbyopia only c1istant, objects can be c1istinctly seen. In
myopia they founc1 "the mean c1istance of c1istinct vision" to be
situatec1 too near the eye, in presbyopia too far from it. Thus they
would feel obliged, while they either overlooked hypermetropia, or
confounded it with presbyopia, to place myopia and presbyopia
dil'ectIy against one another, to regal'l1 them as devlatiolls, similar in
nature, but opposite in direction.
On closer examination it n.ppears, however, that such 0pPosltion is
illogicnl. The fact is, thnt both in nn anatomical anel in a physio2
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logical point of view, myopia and presbyopia belong to very different
categories. Myopia is based upon all abnormal cOllstructioll of tbe
eye j presbyopia is the normal condition of the llormally constructed
eye at a more advallced period of life. In myopia thc power of accommodatiou possesses the 110rmall'ange; presbyopia on the contrary
is based upon c1iminished range of accommodation, as the natural
result of ad vaucing life. Myopia, finally, l'ests upou au abnol'mal
sÏLuation of the jarthest point of distinct vision ; presbyopia, 011 the
other hanel, 011 an altcred situation of the nearest point. So little are
myopia auel pl'esbyopia opposite cOllditions} that they fiay both occur
simultaneously in the same eye. :An eye} for example, which can see
accurately only ITom 20" to 14"} is at the same time myopie and
presbyopie: the farthest point of distinct vision is situated at too
short} the nearest point at too great a distance.
Hence we may consider it to be fuUy proveu and uemonstrated:1. 'l'hat myopia and hypermetropia are to be l'egarded as opposiie
conditions.
2. That it is illogical aud unpractical to contrast myopia anel
presbyopia with one another.
With respect to presbyopia, this state is na anomaly, but mther
tJle 110rmal condition of the nOl'mally constructed, emmetropic eye, at
a more advanced period of life. Were presbyopia an anomaly} it
should not be looked upon as an anomaly of refraction} but of accommodation. It shoulc1 not be classed wiLh myopia and hypermetropia} but, on the contrary} with the disturbances of accommodation.
As, however, it is no c1istmbance, but a diminution of the range of
accommodation} it must be treated of in considering the infiuence of
the time of life upon the eye.
Accommodation is, as we have seen, based upon a change of
form of tJle lens, producecl by contraction of the intern al muscles of
the eye.
Rence it follows, that allomalies of aecommodation may be
rlependent :a. On disturbance in the lenticular system.
b. On disturbance of the illternal muscles.
Of the c1isturbances in the lenticular system the condition of total
absence of the leus} which I have termec1 apltalcia, comes almost
exclusively under observation.
The disturbances of the muscles of accommoclation are of a very
varying nature. Principally we sha11 have to c1istinguish :-
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1. The weakness which not unfrequently manifests itself by definite
phenomena aftel' different exhausting illnesses.
2. The more Ol' less complete paralysis, which, probably without
exception, is connected with a similar conc1ition of the 11:. sphincter
iridis, and often occurs only as a part of the paralysis of the oculomotor nerve.
3. The spasm, which occms much more rarely than the paralysis,
anel, like the latter, is based upon a direct or indirect abnormal action of the nervous system.
Besides these rare forms of spasm, we sha11 observe, as a very orilinary phenomenon in hypermetropia, a persistcnt illcrease of contraction
of the muscles of accotnmodation dependent upon habit. This subject ~hall, therefore, be treated of in speaking of hypermetropia.
Moreover, it is here to be lloticed in general, that the condition of
refraction exercises an important influence on the ordinary use of the
r,mge of accolllllloc1ation, and consequently upon accomllodation
itself. The modifications so produced cannot be separated from the
states of refraction on which they depend, aud they therefore come
with them uuder consideratioll. For this and other reasons it was
necessary to give au idea of the subject of accommodation, before
passing to the description of the anomulies of refraction.
From the foregoing, it appears that our principal distinction is based upon
the situation of the farthest point of distinct vision. l'hus we obtain a
classification of the anomalies of refraction, which of itself excludes a COllfusion of the latter with the anomalics of acoommodation.
The q uestioll naturally arises, whether a classifioation resting on the
nearest point of distinct vision, that is upon P, may not also be observed.
On a little refieotion it will, however, be seen, that this would lead to oonstant confusion of the anomalies of refraction and of aooommoc1ation. Indeed P c1epends upon both faotors, both on the refraotion of the eye at rest,
and on the range of acoommodation. Consequently two eyes, in whioh P is
similar, may, with respect to refraction and accommodation, present great
differences: it is only necessary that the differences compensate one anothel"
in the two faotors. A myopio eye with a smaH, and a hypermetropie eye
with a great, range of aeeommodation, may have their nearest point at the
same distallce as au emmetropie eye, with an average range of accommodation. Now, if they were elassified aocording to their nearest point, all these
different eyes should be referred to the same cu.tegory. MOl'eover, how
should we, on this basis, determine the oatcgol'Ïes? It should evidently be
done quite al'bitrarily. We should, fol' example, distinguish-A category with P less thu.n 2',
"
"

"
"

"
"
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etc., or choose other arbitrary numbers. Lastly, the same eye should, in proportion as the power of accommodation dilllinished, belong each time to a
different category.. This is enough to prove that a classiJlcation of eyes,
based upon the shortest distance of distinct vision, is entu'ely unpracticai,
and almost leads to the absurd. A classification according to the mean dlStance of distinct vision, which it has been nttempted to mnke by contrasting
myopia and presbyopia, is an illusion j fol' a mean distance of dibtinct vision
does not exist, and whni does not exist is certainly not to be defined. (Compare j'elative range of accommodntion.)
On ihe contrary, a classiJlcntlon founded on the greatest distance of distinct vision is simple and logical. '\Vlth the knowledge of E we perceive,
in the fil'st pI ace, whether nn anomaly of refraction exists. Taking the
time of life into consideration, we can, moreover, thence nenrly determine
what P ought to be; and if P does not actually correópond thereto, we mny
infer the existence of an anomnly of accommodation.

§ 7.

OAUSES OF TIlE DE]'ECTS OF REFRACTION IN GENERAL.

In defi.uing the anomalies of accommodatioll, their eause is at the
same time assigned. For although very different morbid conditions or
morbid processes, may give rise either to paralysis, or to spasm of the
muscles of accommodatioll,-we know that, in the first case the phenomena are always dependeut on diminished Ol' wholly arrested, in the
second ou involuntarily exalted aotion of the muscles of accommodation.
On the eause of' the allomalies of refraction, on the contrary, the
dioptrie definition laid down does not throw any light. They
are defined simply as disturbances of eonnexion in the relative
position of principal focus and retina. On what anatomical Ol'
physiological deviation these disturbances of eonllexion muy depend,
is thus left undecided.
This \Vould seem to be the plaee to tl'eut of this subject in general.
However, we here state only what is the l'ule. Deviations, of a
peculiar nature, which occul' only sometimes as exceptions, will come
under consideration llrst in spcaking of eaeh of the ullomalies in
detail.
The rule is expressed in the annexed three figures. Fig. 54 is an
emmetropic, Fig. 55 a myopie, and l!'ig. 56 a hypermetropie eye. It
immediutely strikes us, that in the myopie eye thc axis of vision is
longer, while in the hypermetropic eye it is, on the contrary, shortel',
thull in the emmetl'opic. rfo this nlmost exclusively it is to be
attributed, that parallel incident rays in thc myopic eye, come to a
focus in fl'ont of, in t11e hypermetropie, lJehilld the retina. Of this
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diffel'ence in length of the axis of vision we can even in life satisfacJhg.55.
Fig. 54.

torily convince ourselves. Thus if we cause the axis of vision to be
as strongly as possible directed outwards, we sha11 observe the slOl"
alteration of the arching of the oval myopic, alld the rapid change of
the diredion of the al'ching in the anteriorly sitnated equator of the
hypermetropic eye. Moreover, the other axes of the myopic eye
appeal' to he longer, while those of the hypermetropic are shorter Hum
those of the emmetropic eye.
Myopia aud hypermetropia might also be supposed to he dependent
on many othel' causes. Anomalies of refraction might dep end upou
the curvature of the c1ifferent refl'acting surfaces (compal'e p. 38), as
weIl as on the relative coèfficients of the l'efraetion of light. Theories
have noL been wanting in reference to this subject.
'1'he opiuion has in the ilrst place been rather genel'ally entel'tainec1, that in myopia the cornea is more convex. So far as hypermetropia was kllown, it was supposec1 to be connectec1 with too great
flatness of the cornea, which was positively assumec1 to exist in
presbyopia. And on external inspection it would really appeal', us if
in myopic individullJs the COrnetl was more convex, while in those
who are hypermetropic and presbyopic it is flatter thau in emmetropie
persons. This appearance proceeds from the faet, that in myopia the
iris and the crystalline lens lie far bellind the cornea, while in hypel'me~
tropia and presbyopia they are situuted nearer to it. An observer is
still fnrther misled to assume a dlfference in the curvature of the
cornea, as in a myopie subject the enth'e globe of the eye is more
prominent, while Ül the hypermetropie it is more sUllk in the orbit,
as is of ten seen. But in truth, the enrvature of tlle cornea in ametropia does not esselltially differ from that of emmetropia, aud the
time of life also exereises seareely any illfluenee. Numerous mea~
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surements of the curval radius of the corneu have sutisflerl me on this
point. They have shown me that, quite contrary to what ib was
thought should be expeeted, the cornea at an advanceel perioel of life
rather becomes a little more convex, anel that in the extreme elegrees
ol myopia, on the contrary, a somewhat flutter cornea is met WitJI.
1\1oroover, the radius of the cornea of both eyes of the same indivielual seemed in general to present na difference, or ut leust a much
less differellce than usually occurs between cornern of different persons; while, lastly, the radius (us weIl as the whole eye) is in wamen
somewllat shorter than in men.
•
Though in orc1inary myopia tlle cornea is not more convex, it is
evident that, eoteJ'is pUJ'ibus, a greater convexity of the cornea must
give rise to myopia, anel we shall hereafter see that in diseases of the
cornea myopia is occasionally proeluceel in this way.
Moreover, it llaturally occurs to us to consider the principal focal
distance of the lens as a cause of anomalies of refraction. In connexion with it both the CUl'vature of the refracting surfaces anel the
coëfficient of refraction may come under notice. In aelvancing years
the lens becomes externally especially firmer, anel thus the coëfficient
of refraetion of the outer layers appears to increase. If this actually
takes plaee, anc1 if the coëfficient of the corticallayel's thus approaches
more to that of the nucleus, the focal c1istance becomes greater (eompare p. 39). On this the diminution in advancec1life of the refractive
conc1ition of the eye appears really to depend. But beyond this no
faets exist, ",hich give us a right to assume, that definite changes in
the focal distance of the crystalline lens usually oceur in c1efinite
allomalies of refraetion. In some measurements of the surfaces of
CUl'vature of the lens from eyes of myopic persons, aftel' death, I
fOLUlc1 no c1eviation; it would rather appeal' as if, in strongly hypermetropie individuals, a flatter lens were to be expeeted. DeLerminations of this kinc1 during life take up a great deal of time, still they
ought to be made. Of the eyes measurec1 by Helmholtz, as weIl as
among those measured by Knapp, there was by aecic1ent one myopic
eye. The values fOUlId by these obscrvers do not inelieate that the
lens in myopie subjecLs shoulc1 present a shorter focal distanee; nol'
do the resllits of the removal of the lens in myopie patients lead to
this conclusion, as shall be more fully shown in treating of aphakia.
Now if the lens in myopic indivic1uals evielently lies (eompare Fig.
55 with Fig. 54) in general farther from the cornea than in emmetropic persons, the focus of the dioptrie system must in the farmer lie
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even somewhat c1eeper than in the latter; anc1 it is in spite thereof,
.that in consequence of the elongated axis of vision, myopia exists.
In hypermetropia, the lens being situated more anteriorly (compare Fig. 56 with 54), must, cetm'is pa1'ibus, bring the pl'incipal focal
distance nearer to the COl'llea; but, the axis of vision being much
shorter, the principal focus still lies behind the system. In both
cases, therefore, the anomaly of refraction is rather compensatec1
thall promoted by the lenticular system.
As to modiJications in the coëfficients of refraction nothing is
kllown. From a theoretié point of view we must say, that the index
of the cornea and aqueous humour being greater, and that of the
vitreous humour beiug on the contrary less, the pl'incillal focus should
be removed forwards (compare p. 39).
The final result, therefore, remains ",hat we laid down in starting:
that myoJJia usztalty dCjJends upon an elonfjcdion, ancl nypermetropia

uJion a snorteninfj,

if tne axis if visiolZ.

The measurements of the radius of the cornea were made with the assistance of the ophthalmometer (compare p. 17). They were recorded in the
Verslagen en mededeelingen der Koninklijke academie van lfTetenscltappen
(Reports and Comlllunications of the Royal Academy of Sciences), Afd.
Natlttwl.unde, D. xi. p. 159, and subsequently in the ArcMv j. Oplltltalm.,
B. viii. The prinoipal results are here appended :1. The radii of the two eyes of the same individu al are in general nearIy
equal. In l.he statistics, therefore, when two eyes of the same person were
examined, only one mean eye was taken into account.
2. Thc j-adius in flw line qf'vision pO alllounted in mmo toMaximum.
lHinimum_
Average.
In men __ .... __ 8'396 ........ 7-28 _.... _.. 7-858
In women " _... 8'487 ..... _'. 7-115 . _...... 7'799
3. As to l.he infl.uence of time of lifeIn 79 men, average pO = _...... _..... ___ = 7-868
,,20 " under 20 years, aYcrage ... _.... = 7'932
"51,,
"40,,
"
........ = 7-882
,,28 " above 40"
"
....... _ = 7-819
"11,,
"60,,
"
_.. _... _ = 7'809
In 38 wOmell,aYel'!l.ge pO ____ . _ ..... _ . _" _ = i·799
" 6
" ulldel' 20 years ........ _.... = i-i20
,,22
"
" 4 0 , , ave rage ., _..... = i'i99
,,16 "
above 40"
"
........ = i-i99
" 2"
"60,,
"
_.... _..
i-60i
4_ As io refracLionIn 27 emmetropie persons, pO _...... = i-i8J
~
"5
........ = 7'874
~
,,~myoplC
"
"
7-96
r"1
,,26 hypermetropie "

=

.t

"
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g {In 11 emmetropie persOJls,

Average.
7·719
= 7867
........ = 7·767

pO
,,12 myopie
"
"
~ ,,15 hypermetropie "
"
5. Inftuenee of the degree of myopia (111)JII. greater than 1, p" ..............
S

s:l

.,

~

lil.

( JII.

§ (JII.
~ JII.
~

•

0

.......

:

•••

0

=

•••

= 7·930

"
,,-lo, " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. = 7·829
1ess
. ,,"[0,
1
" .. .. .... . .... = ,..,.867
(Emmetropie ....................... = 7'785)

greater than!, po
...•..•......• = 7·935
less
" . iu,
" . . . . . . . . . . . . .. = 7·780
(Emmetropw ...................... = 7'719)

6. Influenee of the degroe of hyperllletl'ojJia (n.).
R = I; to iu,
po
................. = 7,935
,,= iu to Jrr, " . . . . .. • .......... = 8,010
;;S ( ,,= :k to ~ij,
"
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • = 7'939
(Emmetropie ...................... = 7'785)

g

= II to ~'u, .
,,= ~'u or under,

s:l (R

~

~

§ 8.

pO . ..............•
" ................
(Emmetropie ....
0

•••••••••••

0

•••••

= 7'876

= 7'692

=

7'719)

DL\..GRA.:!IfilIA'rIC REPRESEN'l'ATION OF TRE RANGE OF ACCOJlI-

MODATION, .A.ND OF 'flIE ANOMA.LIES OF REFRACTION AND ACCOJl{·
MODAnON.

In § 5 we have seen what is to be understood by range of aeeommodation. We deseribed the fneulty of aeeommodation as the .
power of the eye to add to itself a positive lens, and the streugth of
this lens Was for us the measure of the range of aeeommodatiou. We
further showed, that the foeal distanee of this auxilial'y lens was immediately found hy aseertainiug the distanees f-rol11 tbe nearest and
farthest points of distinet vision to the nodal point of the eye.
These distanees we ealled Pand R, aud the range of aeeommodation
was then:1
1
1.

°If

i

A=P-l{

be the range of aeeommodation, A is the foeal distnnee of

the auxiliary lens, whieh the eye is ea,pable of addiug to itself.
All this is very dear. But it was still a desideratul11, by means of
a drawiug, to make it easier. Au attempt iu this direetiou suceeeded beyond expecbtioll. Not 0111y ean we in a diagram expl'ess
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the ra.nge of aeeoIDmodation, proportional to the length of lines,
but the beginning and end of the lines at the same time show.p allll
1', and thus at once make us aequainted with the degree of myopia
and hypermetropia of the eye so represented. A glanee at the appended table will demonstrate this. The lengths of the thiek ho1'izontal lmes represent the ranges of aceolllIDodation. Above the
slighter ve1'tieal lines the distances from the eye, at which acute
vision takes plaee, are noted: the .llumbers exhil>it (in Parisian
inches) the distanees whenee rays mnst dive?'fJe, in order to come to
a focus on the retina. The explanation of a couple of these lines
may serve to elueidate this.
The fil'st transverse line represents the boundaries alld range of
aceommodation in a ehi1d of twelve years. The lattel' begins at 00 ,
that is, at an infinite distance, and terminates at 2~". Tlns inclicates
that the distanee of the farthest point R = 00, while that of the
nearest P = 2r'. The eye is therefore emmetropie, and has a range
of aecommoclation of 2~ - ~ = 2~. All this is seen at Ollee from
the first line.
3
"&
The imh transverse line represents the bounclaries of aeeommodation, and the range of aeeommodation of a young man, agecl sixteen.
The farthest point lies at IS, the nearest at 2~, inches from the eye
(R = IS, P = 2 i). He is therefore, in the first plaee, near-sightecl,
and his near-sightedness is of thaI, degl'ee, th.:tt it may be eOl'l'eetecl

l~

by glasses of -

(that is of IS" negative foeal c1istanee).

Sueh gIasses give, to the rays c1el'lvecl from infinitely I'emote
objeets, a direction as if they eame from a point IS" from the eye.
Therefore, the degree of myopia is also expressecl by

ï\'

M = lIs.

N ow if, moreover, the nearest point lies at 2~, we finc1 as the range of
aeeommodation

~2

o

-

118

=~.

All this is included in the fifth line.

The principle involved in this diagrammatic representation is
this, that by the mlltual distanee of two vel'tical lines a c1efinite
range of aecomillodation is eaeh time expressecl; for thlS
assumcc1. If we now begin ~t

2~' is here

anel reckon to the left, we find :1
above the first line 1 : 24, eOl'responc1ing to 24 rallge of aeeommodatioll.
00,
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1
above the second line 1 : 12 ... , ....... 2 X 2 L1
1

"

third

,,1: 8. . . . . . . . .. . 3

"

sixth

,,1: 4 ........ GX2.4

X

<)4-

N'

1

1

3~ ... , ... 7 X 24

seventh)} 1:

etc.
The differellce between the range of accommoc1ation of two ad. "
1"lUes IS, moreover, a1ways = 124;
1 f or
JOll1lng

1

1

1

1

1

1e :-

e~amp

1

6- 8= 24, 2% - iei = 24' etc.

n we now have the nearest and farthest points ullited hy a transverse line, we need only to reckon how many intervening spaces
of vertical lines the latter runs through, in order to ascertain how
much

X

1"4 the

range of accommodation amounts

t~.

The first

transverse line passes througb uine intervening spaces, alld therefore
represents

;1

=

~i

range of accommodation; the sixth, runs

through eight intervals, cOl'l'esponding 1,0 :4 =

i

range of aCCOmmo-

dation, etc.
From this representation it is now very plainJ that as much power
of accommodation is necessary to come from au infinite disiance to
8", as from 8" to 4"; as much, to come from 6" to 4" as from 4" to 3",
etc. In a word, the distance of each pair of vertical1ines co1'responds
to the same ( ==

2~) range of accommodaiion, and therefore in order

to come from oue to the other, the same actiou of the powcr of aCCOillmodation is each time rpquired, that is, the eye must each time add
to itself a positive lens of

i4'

Moreover, we obsc1've, thai also io the 1'ight of ~ vertical lines
occu1', above ",hich llumbers are placed. These all belang ia the
domain of hypermetropia. The numbers show, namely, in Pari.
sian inches, at what distance behind the eye tbe incident mys
must converge to a point, in order to unite uI)on the retiuD. 'J.1he
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eighth transverse line therefore rcpresents the eye of an hypermetropic person. In total reIaxation of its accommouation, the rays
must, in order to unite upon the retina, converge at 24 inches behind
the eye. In order to see accurately at an infinite distance, the indi-

1

viduul will therefore require glasses of 24' with which parallel rays
acquire the convergence just mentioned. This hypermetropia is consequently neutralised by glasses of

i4;

in his eye a lens of

.

too short, and therefore we define the degree as H

i4

faUs

1

= 24'

With the

strongest possible tension of the power of accommodation, the same
eye sees accurately at the distance of H", from which point the rays
must therefore in this case diverge, in order to come to a focus upon
the retina. The range of accommodation of this eye therefore reaches,
III

the first place, to

;4'

in order to co me to

00,

and, moreover, to

1 , in order to come to the nearest point of distinct vision.
4<~

n

is

therefore

1

1

1

24 + 4 =4 .
In accordance with this result, we see that the transverse line ex.mtervemng
. , spaces, correspon d'mg to 24
6 = 41 range 0 f
ten els over SIX
4

~

accommodation.
In an hypermetropic condition of tl1e eye the distances are negative, that is, they lie behind the eye. Therefore we aI80 find in the
table to the right of 00, 1: 24, etc., marked; and therefore, too, in
the formnla for the range of accommodation

~

-i = l,

the terms

are negative, so far as the distances expressed by Pand R lie on the
negative side. In the example above adc1uced of the eighth transverse line, this was the case with R.
The formula therefore becmne

~ - (-i )=1,

and consequently the range of accommodation must be calculated as

1
1
1
1
4 <
+
24
and
not
as
4
24'
4i3
l

l3

i
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The other eycs, representecl in the tn bIe, need na further explanation. The above has, however, fuUy shown how to -deduce from 1he
transverse lines the nature and the degreè of the ametl'opia, as weIl
as the range of accommodation.
It need not be remarked, that by the methoel here describec1, we
can mpie1ly anel easily register a series of eyes, whose accommodation
we c1etermine, and that on a definite principle we can easily compal'e
with one another cases classifiec1 in this mallner. Wc sha11 hereafter
repcatedly make use of this methoc1.
The range of aeeommodation is expressed by the dioptrie power of an infinitely thin auxiliary lens, whieh is supposed to bc plaee~ in air, and to
have its no dal point in thc anterior no dal point of the eye.
I have ehosen the same mode of expression for the different degrees of
myopia and hypermetropia. To this I was led by the following reasoning!Ir we eould plaee in the hypermetropie eye a positive, in the myopie eye a
negative eorreetive lens, these might thereby be eonverted into emmetropie
eyes. The optieal power of the rcquired Jens therefore represents the degree
of ametropia. ,Vith the knowledge of R the lens is given. In the emmetropie eye, R is = rIJ j in the myopie, R is a finite magnitude; in the
hypermetropie eye this magnitude is negativc.

In both cases

~ is the

dioptrie power of the infinitely thin lens, whieh, plaeed in air, and having its
nodal point in thc anterior nodal point of the eye, should make the ametropie
eye emmetropie, withont altering the situation of the nodal points (eompare
1

p. 73 et seq.). Consequently, R is the numerieal expres,ion oftheametropia
itself. The myopie eye has a lens of ~ too mueh, the hypermetropie has a
lens of

~ too little.

Y{e may therefore eonsider myopia lYI., in referenee to

emmetropia, as a positive, hypermetropia II., as a negative eondition. Therefore, too, as the negative is ineluded in the word hypermetro{Jia, we need not
write ];[ = 1

j, but for the sake of simplieity we may usa the expl'ession
1

Il = R' as well as l1I = 71:
Against this method of expressing tho degl'ee of ametropia by the dioptrie
power of a lens, the objeetion may be mised, that in ametropia the dioptrie
system is, by a eorl'ective lens, by no means made similar to that of the
emmetropie eye. Ametropia does not, in faat, depend upon a deviation in
the power of the erystalline lens, but rather on a deviation from the norlllal
lcngth of the axis of vision. With a positiva lens we therefore obtain, in
hypermetropia, a stronger dioptrie system with a shorter axis of vision ; with
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a negative lens in myopia we obtain a we aker system with a longer axis of
vision.
This objection is not without some foundation. Still, what applies to
range of accommodation does not hold good for ametropia,-that it is in the
eye actnally rep1'esented by a lens. N evertheless, I have not hesitated to
use this measure also for ametropia. In the first place, it recommends itself
by its practical utility: not on1y is the degree of ametropia thus easily found
by the definition of R, but with its expres sion is at the same time given the
focal distance of the glasses by which it may be neutralised. In the second
place, no other measure is possibJe. Were we, in o1'<1e1' to fix the actual
deviation, to take the length of the axis of vision as a measure, we should
. be met with the difficulty, that during life it cannot be <1irectly determined,
and, c0111d we determine it, it would not aff'ord an immediately practical indication. Besides, nothing is easier than to calculate the length of the axis
of vision, which about corresponds to different degrees of ametropia, and
thence to make tables such as shall be found in the Chapters which treat of
1\'Iyopia and Hypermetropia.
Thus I consider the method I have pursued to be fully justified. It is,
indeed, new only in form, not in reality.

Wh at I term M = ~ would for-

merly, if it were desired to express the degree of myopia, have been described
as a de[Jl'ee of myopia, fOl' which glasses of R - x Pal'isian inches' negative
foeal distance are 1'equil'ed, z'n ordm' to aifjust t7w eye jol' paraUel1·ays. The
vaIue R - x still needs some explanation, R is the distance from l' to the
nodal poin t le', Consequently the corrective lens is supposed, in ametropia,
to lie in k', as well as the auxiliary lens, which expresses the range of
accommodation. This is done on purpose, in order to admit of the distances
of distinct vision of ametropic and emmetropie eyes being eompared with one
another, and registered in the same diagrams. If it be desired to neutralise
the ametropia by an actual eorrective lens, that is, by an eye-giass, we must
always take into account the distance x between the nodal point of the corrective lens and the nodal point of the eye, as shaH heren.fter be more fully
explaineu.
A not unimportant question still remains to be solved. The range of accommodation we have set down as = -} -

1.

'We founu, ho wever, that

the actual change of the crystalline lens is not quite equal thereto (cam pare
p.75etseq.). Now the query arises, whether the length of the axis ofvision has
nfiuence on the value of ~ -

.it, in other words, whether, on a given change

of the cl'ystalline lens, a difJ:'erence in range of accommodation shall be found,
according as the eye is emmetropic, myopie, Ol' hypermetropic. The question
is easily in vestigated. 'We tn ke the diagrammatic (scltematisclt) eye of
IIelmholtz, in accommodation for distant and near objects, as our basis, and
caiculato Rand P, ancl thence deduee the range of accommodation for different sllpposed leng'ths of the axis of vision.
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ILength of the

'axis of yision.

Emmetropie ~Iyopie - - Hypermetropie

- . -- - . -

22'231
25'231
20'231

R
F
in millimètres:
co

118'31
-177

136'62
65·0.:i6
505'73

1

J5 -

1
1{

1: 136'62
1: 144'54
1 : 131-11

Henee it appeal's that an equn.l change of the erystalline lens produces,
where the axis of yision is longer (myopia), aless, ancl wh ere the axis of
yision is shorter (hypermetropia), a greater yalue of

~-

1.

Dy ealeulat·

ing the eyes determined by Knapp, I obtained the same result. The differenee is, however, but slight. With the supposed lengths of tbe axis ofyision,
R was, for the myopie eye = 4'; for the hypermetropie eye = - 6'; so
that the myopia amounted to oh the hypermetropia to b; and with these
high degrees of ametropia the deviation in the values of ~ -

•

~ amounted

only, in the case of myopia, to about 6 per cent., and in that of hypermetropia to 4 per cent. For practical purposes these differenees present no
diffieulty.
In this comparison of ametropie eyes with emmetropie, we started from the
supposition that the dioptric system of the former agrees with that of the
latter. This is, however, not quite correct. In general the crystalline lens
lies, in the hypermetropie eye, closer to the cornea, in the myopie, farther
from it. Nowa change of form of the erystalline lens will have less influenee on the distanee of distinet yision, in proportion as the lens is situated
farther behind the cornea (eompare p. 62 et seq.). Consequently this influence
will be 1ess in the myopie, and greater in the hypermetropie eye, than in
the emmetropie. In this we have therefore a second reason why a definite
change of the erystalline lens shaH represent in the myopie individual a
less, and in the hypermetropie, a greater range of aeeommodation than in
the emmetropie. Now if, notwithstanding, a greater range of aceommodation be found in myopie than in hypermetropie indiyiduals, the infer~nee is
evident, that the former ean pro duce a mueh more decided change in their
erystalline lens than the latter.

§ 9.

OLINICAL DETElt:r.IINATION OF AlIm'rROPIA IN GENERAL.

As we have already seen, and as shall hereafter more fuUy appenr,
both myopin alld hypermetropia exercise a great infiuence upon the
function of visioll, and both are closely connected with numerous affections of the eyes of a different nature. Hence it is, that the ophthalmic
surgeon must make it a rule, in every patiellt who applies to him, to
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determine the refractive condition of the eyes. But in acute inflammatory affeetions, it is quite allowable in the first instanee to defer
the determination j though, when the infiammation gives way, it
ought not, even in such cases, to be neglected. I have 101lg been
accustomed to note this of all my patients: in the lists in the
Ophthalmic Hospital a special column is provicled for the purpose.
I have in numerous instanees found the great advantage of this
rule.
The determination itself is efl.'ected, aftel' same praetiee, w:ith
rapidity and certainty. Two methods have been employcc1. The
nrst eonsists in testing the power of vision with glasses of known
foeal distanee. The seeond in the determination of the refractive
condition by means of the ophthalmoseope.
1. For the employment of the nrst method we require, in tbe nrst

1

place, the necessary glasses from 80 to

1

2" and from

]

- 80 to -

1.

2";

111

the seeond place, the neeessary objeets for testing.
'rhe pairs of glasses are kept 1008e in a box, with a spectacle-frame
in whieh they can he plaeed.* It:is also eonvenient to have a black
plate of metal of the same size as the glasses, which, plaeed in the
frame, closes one of the eyes; by closing the eye with the nnger, the
aecuracy of vision is easily lost for same moments, sa that we cannot
make the examination of this eye follow immediately upon that of
the other.
The most suitable objeets are letters and nnmbers. Dl'. Snellen
has drawn up these in a l'egular system, and has thus supplied a want
which had long been feIt. The principles kept in view by Dr.
Snellen are the followillg : ]. Detaehed, separate letters, blaek on a white ground, in irregular sequenee.
2. The letter, large Roman, square, the verLieal strokes being i,
the horizontal k of the breadth of the letter.
" Paetz and Flohl', opticians, unter den Linden, BerIin, supply sl1ch boxes
with the necessary positive and negative glasses. The boxes conlain, moreover, prismatic and coloured glasses, with a spectacle-frame. Jaeger's
spectacle-frame, prepared by Kl'aft und Sohn, mechaniciallS, Vienna, Stadt,
Kal'rn~rstrasse, 1043, im Biirgerspital, is convenient, in which the rings
containing the glasses are movable, admitting of their distance being so
regulated that the lJatient can look nearIy throllgh the centre of both
glasses.

7
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3. Exclusion of same letters which are much more difficult to distinguish than others.
4. Ascellding magnitudes from I to CC, the magnitude being
proportional to the number, sa that CC is two hundred times larger
than I; XX ten times larger thall lI, etc.
5. The several magnitudes distinguishable by a sharp eye, in good
light, at the distallce of sa many feet as the nu mb el' amoullts to.
Thus II at 2 feet, VI at 6 feet, XX at 20 feet, etc., aU seen at similal' angles (of 5 minutes), are equally easily distinguishable by the
eye exactly accommodated to the distance.
By the applicatioll of these principles great advantages are obtained. In the fil'st place, the existence of ametropia is at once
apparent, when, with respect ta the power of distinguishing, the p1'oportÏon between distallce and magnitude is destroyed: for example,
if a person sees I at 1 foot, II at 2 feet, and cannot sec XX at 20 feet
distance, myopia exists, etc. If he Sees XX at 20 feet, and does not
see I at the distance of 1 foot, the nearest point lies at more than 1
foot from the eye, etc. In the second place, we can immediately
with perfect accmacy determine the sharpness of sight. He who,
having his eyes p1'ope1'lyaccommodated, distinguishes XX onlyat
10 feet, instead of at 20, has a sharpness of vision S =

~~ =i;lVhen

he distinguishes III at 1 foot, his vision is S = ;
2
sees C at 20 fe et, it is S = 1 0°0 =

!'

etc.

j

when he

He who distinguishes C,

LX, XII, UI, only at the elistance of 1 foot, has his vision equal re.
1 1 1 1
spectlvely to 100' 60' 12' 3' etc.
In the examination for the determination of ametropia, we have
to do only with R; and for this purpose we cause the patient to look
at the distance of about 20 feet; while on the card intended for
distance (as card 2 appeneleel ta this work), even CC still occurs, thus
it appears applicable as far as S

= 1~.

If S be still less, we bring

the card nearer to the eye j finally, reckoning the fingers may be conveniently substituted for distinguishing letters.
For persons who cannot read, we may substitute reckoning vertical
strokes. Dy this method, howevCl', it is difficult to obtain results,
and they are, moreover, not capable of comparison with those ob-
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tained ",ith letters. It is therefore better to teaeh sueh patients to reeognise a eouple of letters and a eouple of figurcs, whieh is easily done.
The mode of quiekly reeognising the ametropie eonclition, is best
learnt by means of practical instruction. We must here, however,
endeavom to give same general inilieations on tbe subject. For this
pmpose let us assume a clinical point of view. Minuter details will
he given in treating of the several forms of ametropia and moc1ified
aecommodation.

A.

PERSON .A.GED l'WEN'l'Y PRESEN'fS IIIMSELF.

The question is :-does ametropia exist? We give hi?n 8JJuttz print
- I to IV of Snellen's test-types io ?·ectrl.
A. IIe ?'eacl8 I 2oithout clifliCZtlt!f at a cli8tance of fl'om 6 to
12 i?zche8; II at the distanee of 2 feet. We in the first plaee
infer, that hls power of vision is sbarp, seeonclly, that he is either
emmetropie or at least hut slightly ametropie. We show him
XX at 20 feet. He reads it likewise. Is he then emmetropie? is
still the question.
1. TJTith -

4~ he clve8 not 8ee XX at the cli8tance 8latecl, Detter cle-

nneel; he is not myopie.

1
TJTith 4 0 he 8ee8 the leUm .!aintm·, le88

black, although 80mewhat la?'(Jer: he has no manife8t hypermetropia.
May he, nevertheless, be hypermetropie? Latent hypermetropia
might exist, whiel1, so long as aeeommodation is active, cannot
alJpear. 'l'his may manifest itself only aftel' the instillation of sulphate of atropia (gr. i to dr. ii), paralysing thc aecommodationj if
it exists, the eye should now see mueh more sharplyat a distanee with
1
1
1 perh aps even mt
'h 24
40'
or 16'
Must we then, in order to satisfy ourselves of the existenee or
non-existenee of latent hypermetropia, in each of om patients, paralyse the power of aceommodation by means of atropia? By no meallS ;
this ought to be done only when there is reason to suspect hypermetropia, and even then we should warn the patient, that, for some days,
impairment of vision, particularly for near objeets, with dimness, alld
probably with intoleranee of light, will remain. When, therefore, are
we justified in assuming or suspccting in a youthful inc1ivic1ual the
existence of latent hypcrmetropia ? We may assume it when manifest hypermetropia exists j a portiall is then always latent throllgh
2
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the action of accommodation. We may with great probability
suspect it: 1, wheu convergent strabismus is present; 2, when
there are complaints of asthenopia; 3, when P is much too great for
the time of life. If, for example, the person examined at the age of
20 years says he cannot l'earl accmutely at the distance of 6", we
shall in 19 cases out of 20 detect latent hypermetropia. As shall
hereaftel' appeal', it may then become desirabIe to give him glasses.
2.

io

1/ 10ith -

!te sees ?lZO?'e aeem'ately at a disf.anee, he is very

slightly myopie.

3.

I/ wit!t 4~

!te sees as aeeumtely as wit!tOld glasses, there is

manifest hypel'metropia. Let us tnke glasses of higher power:
1
3 6'
etc. So long as he contümes to see equally weIl, the mani-

;0'

fest hypermetropia is not corrected. Thc highest glasses, with which
he sees accurately, indicate the degree. If he still sees accmately with

2~' his manifest hypermetropiais = 214'

In this case we should also

determine the total hypermetropia (manifest
lysis with atropia.

+ latent), aftel'

para-

B. He ?'eads I best at 6", No. Ir at 9", botlt, ilZcleecl, muelt nea?'er, but
noUa?·tltel' riff. Ft'o?lt 6" ancl9" ?'eading beeomes somewhat mO?'e cliffieult.
'l'he dilemma is : either myopia or diminished sharpness of vision, At
20 feet distance he does not see No. XX, nor XL, nor LX, which last
are tIme times largel' than XX, Myopia almost certainIy exists.
We try with -~. Now he sees much more accmately and reads
No, XXX or even XX at a di stance of ~o feet: the myopia is proven,
lts degree is, however, not exactly know1}' Why did we try glasses
of -

~?

Because the farthest point, at which tolerably acute vision

still existed, 1ay at ab out 9".
rably near the degree of M.

By attending to this, we come to1e-

If he sees with -

~,

the parallel rays

acquire a direction, as if they came from a point situated 9" in front
of the glass.

By comparison with glasses of -

~

it appears, that

with the latter he sees still more accurately; with -
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ï~ deciuedly less accurate1y. ~1 therefore exists

1
= 8'

O. He camzot, or at least can only witlt clifficnZty, read No. I (01'
even large?' letters), at whatever distance the book Oe held. lIis time
of lue excludes presbyopia. But three cases are still possible : thel'e
exists either diminished accuracy of vision, 01' H, 01' paresis of accammodation. Where the pupil is freely movable, with llormal diameter,
the last is almost with certaillty excluded. '1'he shortest way is,
ho wever, immediately to make 1rim read with

;0'

Spectac1es with

these glasses should always lie Oll the oculist's tabIe. It is in very
many cases the fust number which he tries in order to arrive quickly
at a couclusioll.

If with

;0

No. I be l'ead at 12 inches, even at 16"

F (= l~) be read: we can no longer suspect dimillished accuracy Ir
visioll. and H has become very probable. .At the distallce of 20 fwt
XL is distingllished, also XXX, but XX, on the contrary, is no~.
But with

io
i3

i)~ the patient sees them more accurately; with

guishes XX, with

l~ he still sees them

as weIl; with

he distitl

the letters

begin to be diffuseu: the existence of Hand indeed of H

=

;6

is

thus establishcd : S is at thc same time perfect. If positive glasses produce a considerable illlprovement, but if llone can be founcl, with which
XX is Jistinguishable at BO feet, H is comrlicated with diminished
sharpness of visioll, as often is the case. In either instance, the total H
should now, by the artificial production of paralysis, be determined.
Had paresis of accommodation existed, without li, the uaked eye
should have seen accurately at a distance, and even weak positive
glasses should have c1iminished the accumcy of vision with respect to
remote objects. The condition would have been immediately distinguishable from H from the fact, that with /0 at more than 10" the
letters would have become somewhat diifuse, aud consequently TI
couM not have been read at 16". Where complication with diminished
accuracy of vision exists, exallliuaf,ion of the media and of the fundus
oculi with the ophthalmoscope is necessary. In H this investigation
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i8 frequel1tly negative, although the accuracy of vision is c1iminished.
Not ullfrequently astigmatism is at the same time present, t.he consideration of which I must defer to a subsequent chapter.
D. Plte jJatient ?'ead8 lI, 01' at least IV anrl VI at 3", 4", a?' 5"
.(rom tlte eye, but not cd a [J1'eatm' rli8tanee. Here either myopia wiih
diminished accuracy of vision, or a high degl'ee of hypel'metropia
exists, If he reads No. VIn at 2 feet, it can scarcely be anything
else than hypermeLropia. If at a distance he sees only LX, with
glasses of

~ ,No, XXX with tllOse of ~ lessweIl, itis hypermetropia,

aud indeed Hm

= ~; a pOl:tion is still latent.

Had myopia existed,

with greatly diminisheel accuracy ofvision, the patiel1t would have seen
worse at two feet distal1ce, anel, what is c1ccisive, the vision of remote
objects woulc1 have elimil1ished with positive glasses; with negative, on
the contrary, it would have increased. Why in high degree;; of H letters
of a dcfinite size are seen better very close to the eye than at a c1istance
of 1 foot, slla11 be eXplained in the Ohapter upon Hypermetropia.
E. He 8ay8 he ea?t 8ee qnite welt and aeeuJ'atel!l, pa1'tiezda?'ly at a
rli8tanee, out that hi8 vi8ion i8 aZ80 [Jood f01' neet?' oàjeet8. B1tt the eye
800n oeeomea tij'ed; elo8e wade he eannot keep 1fJJ. This is asthenopia, to be Lreatec1 of, in detail, in a separatc chapter. Here I may
just observe, that in the great majority of cases H is the ultimate
cause of it. We shoulel try whether Lhe patient can reael at 6#, 5
and 4"; whcther it is diffi.cult or not. We cause him to look to a
N

,

c1ista~ce:

weak positive glasses of 1:0'

i6' ctc"

improve or at least

do not diminish Lhe accuracy of vision. Thus the presence of H is
demonstratec1, and it now remains on1y to cletermine its incl'ease by
artificial paralysis (the latent H). But sometimes, notwithstaneling
the existence of asthenopia, the letters at a distance are rendel'ed
somewhat diffused by weak positive glasses, fol' example of 4~' Oan we
thence infer the absence of I-I? By no mcans, it js a1most cel'tain
that latent II exists. We must, therefore, in snch cases c1etermine P,
auel aftcrwarcls have rCCOlU'se to artificial paralysis of accommodation.
Shoulcl it thus appeal' that no H cxists,

l

=~-

~ will be found

particnlarly s111a11, and we tlms come to the question of paresis of
accolUmoclation, which is infinitely !'arer thal1 H.
All these cases hang UpOll thc cletermination of R. With it the
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existence or non-existence, and at the same time the degree of ametropia are given. Moreover, we coulcl in the simple manner already
described determine the nearest point; with it the range of accommodation

i = ~ - ft

is known.

With the increase of years it

diminishes (compare the Third Chapter, p. 126), and vIsion is consequently considerably modified. Therefore it was necessllry in the
foregoing examples to suppose a definite time of life, aud we chose a
young man of 20 ycars. It will be advantageous to bring forward
some persons of more advanced age .
.A

MAN AGED FIFTY PRESENTS IIUISELF.

A. In good light he easilyrecognises No. II at 20, and even at 24
inches, No. F c10ubtfully at either distancc, No. I not at all. .At the
distance of 16 feet he recognises the letters of XX. The accuracy of
vision is therefore practically perfect. With 4~ he sces lcss accurately
at a distance, hut near objects with much greater ease. Our conc1usion is: there exists only Pr, and for close worle he had aIready
been ob1iged to use spectacles.
TI. ][e cctnnot ?'eacl withozet 8jJectacles. Even ten years ago he
Dega?~ to expe?'ience dijficubty at his wode. At a clistance, however,
he then saw aeczerately, Dut ?Zow he sees 1e88 sha?'PZ'I: No. XX he does
?Zot ?'eeogltÏ8e, at the rZistalwe qf 20 Jeet, No. XXX doubifUZl!/, altrZ
the Zetter8 a?'e not bZaek. We may he near1y certain, that in this case
PI' has been superadded to H.

With

lö he reac1s No. I at about

12", closer with greater c1ifficnlty: the accuracy of visioll is perfect;
the existence of H has, properly speaking, been alreac1y proved by
seeing at 12" with glasses of IlO' Let us c1etermine it by looking
at a distance j with

io vision is aCLlte as well as with 410' with 2~

it is less good. H exists
is very trifling j

=

1
30'

.At fifty years of age the latent H
1
we need not determine it. Glasses of 30 may be

constanUy wam by this patient; for reading alld writing something
stronger is required.
C. "He ~las always had excellent sight, saw distant anc1 remote
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objects exceedingly weil, bO,lsts conceitedly of his eyes, but has fol'
some weeks observed that he 110 longer sees at a distance so accurately
with the right eye." He ?'ead8 Ifrom 6" to 12", No. Il. at 2, but not
No. III at 3feet di8tance. We illfer near-sightedness. The patient
dellies it; is surprised that he cannot recognise :Nos. XX aud XXX at
a distance, alld still more that he accmately distiuguishes them with
glasses of -

3~'

'1'he eye with which he could still read, but could

see less accLll'ately at a distallce, appeared to be affected with a trace
of cataract.
These ex am pIes may suffice to point out in general the mode
of lookiug for ametropia. As important for the fust indicatioll,
I shail aelel only, that many hypermetropic persons complain
of asthenopia; myopics for the most part knolV, that they see COtnparatively less accurately at a distance; that, moreover, the llrst have
usually a sha11ower, the latter a deeper eye-chamber, whiIe, lastly, the
age for pl'esbyopia affords au inelication.
In the determiuation of R with the aid of glasses, the distance al
from the glass to the nodal point lc of the eye is neglecteel. In using
glasses with a lOllg focal distance al has less infiuence; but when those
with a short focal distance are emplo yed, al must be taken into accouut.
li we have to do with positive glasses, al must be deducted from the
focal distauce; if with negati ve, it must be reckoned with it. This has
already been explained (pp. 32 aud 35). 'l'hus, if myopia be neutralized
by glasses of -

~,

anu if .v = 1", M =

rectecl by glasses of ~, and if al

~; if hypel'metropia be cor-

= 1", then H = ~.

The influence of al mayalso help us in the determination of the
degree of ::unetropia. li, llamely, an equally accurate or even
a more accurate image was obtained with the glass employed, by
moving it further from the cye, the negative was too weak Ol' the
positive too strong. We thw, ImolV ",hat glass we should subsequently try. It might, peJ'haps, be supposed that we should have
only to eletermine with the glabs llrst triec1, al, anel to take its value
into account. This might, howevel', lead to au incorrect result. lVIyopic individuals, in fact, will often prefel' to hold a glass, though it is
too strollg, close before the eye: the image is then larger, and by
some tension of accommoelation they pl'event its being rlIfl.'useel.
Therefol'e wc must, as u llnal determillution, wiih the myopie always
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try what is the weakest glass, whicll, held close before the eye, gives
a defined imc1ge. In the hypermetropie we run less risk in taking a
great value of x into account; but it is better in this case al8o, to
make the fillal determination with a glass, ""hich, hcld close to the
eye, gives defined images. In high degrees of myopia, and where
ullcertain answers are given, the investigation is often shortcned by

1

ascertailling the infl.uence of weak glasses, for ell.ample, of 40 and

1
- 40' a1ternately held hefore the stronger negatlve glass p1acec1 in
the speetacle frame.
11. In the second pI ace, we may in a certain sense determine more
objectively the refraetive condition by meaus of examiuation with
the ophthalmoscope. The great inventor of the instrurneut has not
only pointed this out, but has a1so communicated the application of
this method. It may be eXplained in a few words. According to
weIl known laws, the rays proceeding from a point of the retina, refrJ.cted by the media of the eye, sha,ll have, on entering the air, a
direction similar to that of the rays which, failing on the cornea,
unite in the same point of the retina.

lf M exists =

~, the point

whose emitted rays unite in the retina, lies sn iu front of the nodnl
point, and in the same pomt l' will the rays emitted by the retina,

'1",

converging in front of the eye, uni te. If II exists =

{o' there ullite

upon the retina 1'[1.y8, which, converging to a point 1') situated IOn hehind the nodal point, fall upon the cornea; and, vice versa, the rays
emitted hy the retina, having reached the air, are divel'gillg, and appeal'
to have proceeded fr om the said point. 1ast1y, the emmetropie eye at
rest, whieh has its focus for parallel rays in the retina, gives to the
rays proceeding from the retina, when they reaeh the air, a parallel
direction. Consequently the eye of the ob server, in order to see
aecurately a non-inverted image of the retina of the emmetropie
eye, must be aJapted for parallel rays; 011 the eontrary, it mnst he
adapted for conveJ'ging l'l1ys, iu order aceurate1y to distingmsh that of
myopie persous ; and fol' diverging, in the case of hypermetropie
individuaIs. l'herefore, if the ohserver blOWS the conditioll of his
eye, with which he sees aecurately t1le retina of another, he ean
form all opiniou as to the refraetive conclition of the observec1 eye. It
is best to pl'Uctise one's self in voluntarily seeing with accommodatiOli
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for one's farthest point (ascertained by investigatiou), and to try what
glass we must place bcfore oue's eye, so as accurately to see the
vessels in the retina of another. In order to be able to bring the most
different glasses before the eye, I have had a ring made on the ophthalmoscope, adapted to hold the glasses of the spectacle box. My
eye is emmetropic aud is accustomed, in the use of all optical instruments, to aaapt itself for pal'allelrays. N ow, if I need a glass of
-

~,

to see a retina accurately, myopia of

~ exists;

purpose I require a glass of Ilo' H of 1~ is present.

if for this

Some correc-

tiou, negative fol' M, positivefor H, is necessary, boLh for the distance
between the observing and the observed eye, anel for that between the
gbssand theobserving eye(pp. 32 ancl35); butifweapproach as much
as possible, this may be reduced to about 1": by introduciug this correction, therefore, in the above quotecl examples, M may have been

= ~ and H = l

Mo~eover, in the alteration of the distance between

the observing and the observed eye we have a means of estimating
whether we should try a stronger or a weaker glass.-If the eye of the
obse1'ver be ametropie, the degree thereof is easilytaken into account.
If, for example, the same glasses as above had been neeessary for all
eye with M =
1
18

1
= 18'

is' the eyes examined should have given M = ~ -

H =

1

1

1

"9 + 18 = 6' Vice versét, where the same glasses

were requirecl. for an observing eye with H = lIS' the M found
1
shonld have amounted tO g

1

1

1

+ 18 =6' the H = 9" -

1
IS

1
= IS'

In observing with the ophtha1moseope in the invertec1 image the
estimation is more difficult, because the inliuence of the objective
glass to be held before the eye and the position of the image canuo~
be wen defined. High degrees of myopia, however, manifest themse1ves immcdiate1y, as, without holding a convex gbss before the
observed eye, we see the inverted retinal image stand hefore this eye.
So far as we can detel'mine the c1istance from this image to the eye,
we know a1so the degree of myopia.
I have thus given the principles of the determination of ametropia
with the aid of the ophthalmoscope. Generally speakil1g, this method
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is inferior in accuracy to the determination of vision with glasses of
known focal distance. 1. It is for many 0 bservers difficult, in the
nse of the ophthalmoscope, entirely to relax their power of accommodation : if thcy are not certain of this, the method is inapplicable to
them. Re who, on the contrary, has by practice attained so far
that he can not only wholly relax his power of accommoëlation, but
a1so justly estimate the degree of voluntary action, can vcry often
usefully employ it. I know this by my own eXlJel'ience.
2. Wit.hout pl'oducing paralysis of accommodatiol1, we are never
perfectly sure that we c1etermine the refraction in the conc1ition of
rest.
3. It is sometimes c1ifficult, at least when strongly negative glasses
are required, with a narrow pupil accurately ta see the vessels of the
retina.
4. The vessels which lie at different depths in the fibrous layer
afforc1no perfectly cOl'l'ectly situated object for estimation.
5. Moreover, snch a vessel is not a suitable object to determine
with precision whethel' we see accurately. Oonsequently, the methoc1
in each case requires a great degree of attcntion.
6. The c1etermination in the line of vision, which it chiefly concerns, is for the most part c1ifficult of execution, because the place of
the yellow spot is not weIl seen, or our estimation of the accuracy of
sceing it is particularly c1ifficult.
If this second method, therefore, is not equal to the first in
accuracy of results, it nevertheless de serves our attelltion, because it
is applicable in cases where the first wholly or partIy fails us. This
is, in the first place, true in all young chilc1ren, likewise in the blinël,
anc1 even in high c1egrees of amblyopia, where the kllowledge of the
refractive condition is sometimes of great importance. Further, by
this methad we can better and more casily ascertain the c1egree of
ametropia for inclirect vision than by the first: in many instances I
have by it alone succeec1ed in satisfying myself that the myopia for
inc1il'Cct vision was less than when the patient looked in the line of
vision. Besic1es, the want of fixatioll of a hypermetropic eye examinec1 with the ophthalmoscope, sometimes gives rise to more
complete relaxation of the power of accommodatioJl, whereby hypermetropia, latent in trials of vision, may manifest itself. Finally, this
method may be of great use in simulated ametropia.
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NO'1'E

Ta

CHAP'1'ER Il.

In the commencement of this Ohapter rouch stress was laid upon the necessity of drawing an accurate distinction between the alloroalies of refraetioll
and those of accommodation. Each eye has a deünite refractioll; according to
this the first distinetlOJl is to be made. Now, whether the eye be emmetropic Ol' ametropie, in either case it has a power of accommodation, and
this may be normal or abnormal. Ahnormal accomtnodation is, therefore,
as independent of refraetion as any other disease of the eye.
In my work upon Ametropia alld its results (Ametropie en !Ial'e .gevolgen),
Utrecht, 1860, as weU as in my papers in the AJ'cTtiv f. Ophthahnologie,
B. iv., vL, und vii., I had promintlntly put forward, as the oasIs of a correct
description and of a scientifio explanation, the distinction j ust all uded t~.
Stellwag von Oadon now thinks (Zeitsc!tl'ift der k. k. Gesellscltaft der
Aerzte illl Wien, 1862) that I should have mentioned his merlts respecting
this point. I am quite prepared to do so.
In his Essay, entitled die Accommodationsj'eltlel' des A.uges. to be found
in the Sit::ungsbcrichte del' kaisel'liclten Akademie del' Wissenscl!aj~en,
.1rIatltem.· natllJ'wissenscluiftlialte Klasse, B. xvi., pp. 187-2IH, he eaUs
natural visual line (natul'liche Sehlinie) the line of !1ceommodation, to
whioh the eye in absolute iuactivity of the musole of aocommodation is
adapted. Ris natural visual liue is, therefore, the farthest point of distinct vision, considered as a Czermaokiau line of aecolll!1lodation. "Inasmuoh as the degl'ee of the greatest possible aoeommodation-pressure, which
the eye ean exercise," he says. "in every case is limited, so must the natural visuolline detel'llline the position of the nearest point of distinet vision,
that is, of the nearest 1inal point of the shortest line of aceommodation"
(p. 200).

"'1'h15 degree," he continues, "of the available pressure-exciting power
of the Dluscle of accommodatioIl, on the one side, and the nuttl.ro.l visual
!ine on the other, are, therefore, the factors which determine the absolute
visual distance of the eye, the length of the Une oonnectiIlg' the fartbest alld
the nearest points, as well as the po si ti on of the latter in the elongat~d
optie axis. But the length and position of this line constitute the measure
aeeording to whieh alone the form and degree ean be determined, wherein
the dioptric part of the visual function deviates from the nOTroal proportions. It is, therefore, evident that the defects of aecommodation of the eye,
jtom a 8cientijic point of view, can be divided only into those depending
upon anatoroical disproportions of the whole eyeball or of the severallightrefracting media; further into those, caused ?y limitation of the funotion of
the muscle of accom1Uodation; and, thirdly, into those depending upon both
causes." In this is, in faot, eontained thc ürst indication of a distinction
het ween the anomalies of refraotlOn and the disturbances of accommodation.
Nevertlteless, the hint was lo~t UpOll Stellwag von Oarion just as it WilS
upon others. He immediutely adds: "Sueh a division, however, renders
treatroent diffioult, and pre vents a proper vielV of the subjeot under oonsi·
deratlOll." Had he tried it, perhaps he would ha\'e seen, that his seoond and
cf'
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third class (in order not again to mix up accommodation and refrnotion) must
be reduced to one, comprising the anomalies of accommodntion in general,
independently of refrnction, and p.erhaps he would then also have striotly
ndherAd to the ideas of myopin nnd hypermetropin, or would, nt lenst, not
have included tbem nmong the defects of accommodation. But he ndopts a
quite different (more practical?) methad. He opposes presbyopia to myopia,
and subsequently passing over to hypermetropia (N.B., by him termed hyperpresbyopia), he begins by oalling the latter a higher degree of presbyopia.
I regret not to find in Stellwag's work the merit to which he thinks he
has a olaim. Those of my readers who take an interest in the matter wilt
please to consnit his treatise. They may pass over the less suooessfnl
mathematioal introduction (compare with referenoe to it: Zehender,
Anleitun.q z. Studium dM' Dioptl'ik des menscMiclten Auges, Erlangen,
1856. p. 166), whioh deterred '!,o mnny, myself among the number, from
the earlier perusal of this essay.
The diagrammatio sketch ofthe anomalies of refrRCtion and acoommodation,
in which the commencement and termination of the lines represent l' and p,
and the lengths of the lines the range of accommodation, I first applied in
the Nede)'landsc7t tijdsclwijt voo)' geneeskunde, D. n., 1858. The idea of expressing the range of accommodation by a lens of detlnite focal distance, is
to be met with sa early as in the masterly work of Young (Pltilosopltical
Tl'ansactions, 180 J ).
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§ 10. Relation uetween acc01n1nodati01~ and convergence qftlte Vi8uat
tine8 j jJIeaning qf 1 : A, qf 1 : Al a1td qf 1 : Li.2• So far as the range
of accommodation for both eyes extends, the state of accommodation of
the eye corresponds to a definite convel'gence of the vism\llincs. Thus
the emmetropie eye, with parallel visuallines, is accommodated for mu
finite distance; withaconvergence at sn, for a distance of 8 , &c. Unmistakably, therefore, a connexion exists between convergence of the visual
lines and accommodatian, to which Porterfield* and J ohn Muellert
already directed attention. Both these ob servers, however, appeared
to assume, that this conuexion is absolute and causal; that a definite
convergence is necessarily attended with a definite accommodation, and
admits of no other; it was thought that only bel/ond the limits of accommodation a greater Ol' less convergence was possible, to which the
accommodation, respectively for the nearest and farthest point of
mstinct vision, should then still correspond. N ow this is incorrect.
Even Volkmanll showed,t that also 1vitltin the limits of the range of
acconnuodation 5uch absolute dependence does not exist, and I § gave
further proofs of this by simple experiments, which were capable at the
same time of determining the degree of independence. The experiments were made partly with convex and concave, partly with
weak prismatic glusses. It is easy ta canvince ane's self that bath
eyes together, as well without as with slightly 'concave or convex
glasses, can acctU'ately see all object at a definite distance, aud that,
consequentI.)', without change of cOllvergence, the accommodation can
be modified. \vith equal case, we observe that, in holding a weak
l)rism hefore the eye, whether with the refractillg angle turned in~

A T1·eatise on Uw Eye, Vol. 1., pp. <11 0 et seq. Edinbul'gh, 1759.
t Vel'gleiclwnde Pl!ysiolo,qie des Gesic1ttssinnes, 1826, p. 216.
t Neue Beiträge ZUl' Pltysiologie des Gesic7.tssinnes, 1836, p. 148.
§ Holländiscl!e Beitriige z16 den anat. u. pl!ysiol. Wissenscltaften hel'ausgegeben von van Deen, Donders u, Molesohott, 1846, B. J, p. 379.
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wards or outwardsJ an object can be accurately seen with both eyes
at the same distance, and that, consequently, the convergence may be
altered, without modifying the accommodation. When, therefore, it
is required for the sake of distinct vision with both eyes, the connexion between convergence and accommoàation can be, at least
pal'tially, overcome. I early stated the methoà of determining how
far the independence existeà. Some time afterwards it was applied
witb the requisite accuracy.*
The question is very simpie: it is only necessary to know RI aud
PI with parallel visual lines and with a series of convergiug degrees
(to the maximum), aud these we find, by a calculation from the
nearest and farthest points, discovel'ed by means of different convex and
concave glasses. For accurate determillation, however) a special optometer is required, which sha11 be described at the end of this section.
The results of the examillation of the emmetropie eyes of a person
aged 15, are represented in the annexec1 Figure (57).
Fig. 57.
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At different points of the diagonal k k') intersection takes place
between the transverse lines, befare which) in Parisian inches)
'I> Couf. Mao Gillavry, Onderzoekingen ovm' de hoegrootheid del' Accommodatie. Diss. iuaug., Utreoht, 185R.
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the distances are placed; and the longitudinallines, under which the
degrees of convergence of the" visuallines corresponding to the distances are note(1. The mutual distance of the visuallines of the two
eyes in the parallel state amounted to 28!", in which case (compare
the figure), at a distance of 12/1, a convel'gence of 11 ° 21', at a distance of 6/1, a convel'gence of 22° 50', etc., exists. The linepI P 2P
represents, in the consecutive convergence, the course of the nearest
point, the line l' 1'1 that of the farthest point. The dots in these
lines are the points determined by investigation.
N ow the figure shows that the eyes here supposecl with parallel
visuallines can accommodate from infinite distance up to ] 1/1, ,,~th
22° 50' convergence from about 12" to 4/1.16, etc. Atp2' where the
line of nearest points cuts the cliagonal k k', we attain the shortest
binocular eli:::tance P2 of distinct vision. With still stronger convergence, for example, 46 9 38', the line P2 P remains unde1' the diagonal le le', so that accommodation can no langer take place for the
point of convergence which here lies only 3" from the eye: the
nearest point with that convergence lies, namely, as appears from the
figure, at about 3".8. The absolute nearest point p lies somewhat
closer still, anel in fact at 3".69, but for this a convergence of about
70° is requi1'erl, that is at a distance of about 2,". With this maxi.
mum of convergence all space for accommoelation is lost, and thel'efore the lines P2P I and l' 1'1 cut one anothel'.
From the foregoing it appeal's, that in evel'y one who has two
sufficiently equal anel movable eyes, we may distinguish:]. The greatest distance of distinct vision R, (in figure 58 as 00
at 1').
2. The shortest binocular distance of distillCt visioll P 2 (in the
figlue = 3.9 atj12)'
3. The absolute shortest distallce of distillct vision P, with the
maximum of cOllYergence (in the figul'e = 3".69 atp).
4. Relatively sllOl'test distances of distinct vision PI' aL each given
oonvergence (fol' example, in the fignl'e at 22° 50', 1)1 = 4".16).
5. Relatively greatest c1istances of elistinct vision RI' at each given
convel'gence (for example, in the figure, with 22° 50' convergence,
Rl = 12").
By the cletermination of these several di stances, three different
meanings with as many values of accommoclation are to be obtained.
1. The absolute,
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H, The billocular,

111
Ao. = Po. - Ro'
.

lIL The relati ve,

]
1
1
Al
PI - Rl'
They are all to be deduced from Fig, 57,
N ow in the foregoing sections we spoke only of the absotute range
of accommodation, comprising the accommoclation from the absolute
farthest point l' to the absolute nearest point jJ, for each eye 111 par-

=

, I
' t l fi
th"
t lCU
ar: 1ll Ie gure IS

IS

1
A

1
1
1
= 3'69
- c;; = 3'69'

The billocular comprises the accommodation from the farthest
point r2, for both eyes at once, to the nearest point jJ 2 for bath eyes
at once,
In thc emmetropic eye, 1'2 coincides with r, and the binocular range of accommodation, to be deduced from Fig, 57, is consequently,

1
A.

=

1
3'9 -

1
;;;

=

1
3'9 '

Finally, the 1'eZati;e is the range of accommodation over which we
have control at a given convergence of the visuallines, It represents
the degree in which accommodation is independent of cop.vergence,
and is, for every convergence, measurec1 by the distance between the
On referring to the :figure it now appears
liues PI P2 P alld l' 1\,
that, with iucreasing convergence, the relative range of accommodation becomes at first greater, thellless, uutil at the maximum of convergence, where the lines mentioned meet one another (in p) it is
O. On consulting the :figure in detail we see that, with parallel
visuallincs,
1
1
1
1
Al -11
~
U'
and that, with a convergence of 11 0 21",

=

=

1
A!

1

1

1

= 5'33 -72 = 5'76
1

- now
Throughont some deo'l'ees
b
Al
Q
continues nea1'ly unchanged, at the convergcl1ce of 22 50' it is

aheady attains the maXImum,
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diminished to

6~' and

at the binocular nearest point, with a con-

vergel1ce of about 38°, still amounts to

~,

Tt is of importance fUl'ther to observe, that the relative range of
accommodation consists of two parts: a positive part and a negative,
The diagonal 1. le' represents the convergences of the visuallines : the
part situated above this diagonal is the positive, that situated beneath
it is the negative, The first represents what, reckoning from the
point of convergence, we can accommodate still nearer, the latter
what we can accommodate still farther ofl', ]'01' example (compare
Fig, 57): the emmetropic eye is, under a convergence of 11 ° 21', that
is at 12", iu ordinary visiou accommodated for this rustance of 12";
but the accommodation may, with the same convergence, be made
more tense, for a distance, namely, of 5'33", and it may likewise be
relaxed to distinct vision at a di stance of 72", The fust is evident,
since with uegative, the second, since with positive glasses of definite
strength, at the distance of 12", with both eyes at onee, accurate
visiou can be attained, At 11 0 21', therefore, P2 1.1 is the positive,
lel 1\ the negative part of the relative range of accommodation, They
are ealculated as
1
1
1
the positive

= 5'33 -

=

12
9'6'
1
1
1
the negative -, 12 - 72 = 14'4'
sa that at 11 0 21', in the case iuvestigated, we find
1
1
1
1
Al
9'6 + 14'4
5'76'
that is, as above,
A glance at the figure now shows further, that in the emmetropie

=

eye at

00

(parallel visuallines)

=

1

is wholly positive, that, with in-

1

creasing convergence, the negative part rapidly iucreases, soon also

1

at the expense of the positive, and that at 36° convergence Al has
become entirely negutive,
The rustinction here made alreac1y acquires practical im portance
from the fact, tltat tlte acconznzodation (Jan oe 11laintained onl!) f01' a

distance, at which, in 1'qfe1'ence to the Itegative, the positive paft qf
tlte 1'elative l'ange qf acconZ1nodatiol~ is toleraot!) gl'eat,

,
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lt is not in every one that we can satisfactorily determine the ranges
of accommodation corresponding to different degrees of convergence. For
this purpose two freely moveable, accurately.seeing eyes of nearlyequal
refraction, and equal accommodating power, are in the first place req uired,
and, in addition, some talent for observation. Each of these requisites was
perfectly met with in the person aged ftfteen, who supplied the data for Fig.
57. The determination requires special care. As object we may take
wir~s, which are to be finer in proportion as the point to be deftned is
nearer to the eye. Accurate results mayalso be obtained by the use of little
I'"

1'"

holes (from 20 t0"6 in diameter) in a black metal plate, with a background of duU glass turned towal'ds the clear daylight. Soon the accommodation for the holes is no 10ngFl' perfect, they lose their round form and
rapidly emit rays. With different glasses of known positive and negative
focal distance, at different degrees of convergence, the greatest and least
distances of distinct vision are now to be determined. At the same time,
in order to obta.in correct results, care must also be taken that the distance
of the glasses from the eye sha11 remaiu unaiterably the same; lastly, that
at each degree of convergence the axis of the glnss sha11 nearly coincide with
the axis of vision. In order to fulfil these conditions, an optometer has
been constructed (Fig. 58), partly in imitation of that of Hasner, Edlem
Fig. 58.

s

von Artha (Pra[Je1' Viol'tofJaMsclwift f. praktische IIeilkttnde, 1851. B.
xxxii., p. 166). Our optometer consists of a horizontal, oblong, quadrangular
board B B, p~aced on a stand S. The board is nearly five feet long',
nine Parisian iuches in breadth (compare particularly Fig. 59, representing a
part of the board); it possesses three pnraUel grooves s s' s", in which, hy
means of a couple of copper handles (h b), a weU-fitting rod, IV, with perpendicular bar caU be inserted, bearing' the wire-optometer 0, Ol' the plate
with fine openings. The mutual distance of the two extel'nal gr~oves
amonnts to 281''', and therefol'e corresponds to that of the parallel Vlsual
lines; if the objeot moves, as in l!'igs. 58 and 59, in the middle groove,
then both eyes ooutribute eqnally to the oonvel'gence. The one extremity of
the board has a notoh N for the nose of tbe pers on undel' examination; in
2

•
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front of his eyes are two half-rings l' 1', sl1pporting the glasses. Eaoh of
these rings is moveable in au arohed groove (a a) (whose oentre of ourvature
F'ig. 59,

a

B

0',
----j-t---i-I--------

D

lies in the centre of motion of the eye, while the anterior surface of the cornea
coinoides with the cl'ossedlines), present in the small microscopes m m, which
are applied at both sides. Thc position of the eyes is nxed by two wooden
rods (b b), whioh, drawn out at pleasure, are fastened by SCl'ews under the
board, aud against whioh the cheeks rest. The ring-bearing grooves are in two
oopper-plates P P, which by means of the screws v v can be brought to one
another and are kept separate by springs. The mutual distanoe of these plates
is re ad of!:' on the soale d. During observation tho distanoe of these l)lates
must oorl'espond to the mutual distance of the two parallel visuallines. (This
distanoe can be determined with an instrument, described under the name
of visuometer by Alfred Smee (Tlte Eye in Hca1t7~ ((nel in Disease. London,
1854), and oonstruoted upon the principle luid down by Hawkins. We make
use of a similar instrument: two short oylinders of smaJl diameter are
moveable along a divided bal'; the head beiug nxed, one eye sees a distant
object in the centre of oue of thc cylinders; the second cylinder is now
moved uuiil the other eye sees the same objeot iu its centl:e. Each eye is
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then alternately closed a few times, in order to make sure that the object
stands in the centre of the cylinders, afterwards the person looks once more
with both eyes, and thc mutual distance of the cylinders is re ad off
on the divided bar. This distance is then transferred to the plates P P' of
the optometer). If the half-rings in the grooves a a be now placed at 0°,
the eyes see remote objects through the axes of the glasses placed in the
rings. Tn this position the absolute farthest point l' and the nearest point
p, with parallel visuallines, are determined. With these determinations
we begin; the optometer-object is taken away, and an object some metres
distant is employed, whether vel'tical black lines on a white surface, or an
opening of about I'" diameter, in a black plate turned towards dull gIass,
according as a wire-optometer, or a plate with nne holes is thought preferab1e for the determination at different degrees of convergence. We find ,.
with the weakest negative or the strongest positive glass, with which the
remote object is accurate1y se en ; on the contrary 1'1 with the strongest
negative or weakest positive. It is on1y necessary, in addition, to take into
account the distance at which tne glasses are from the eye; in this case,
where the object remains fixed in its pI ace, the distance in question may be
modified as necessary, by pressing in, Ol' drawing out, the rods b b from the
optometer.
H, now, ,. and1', the visuallines being parallel (compare Fig. 57), be known,
we place the object on the optometer, and determine, without glasses, the nearest point of binocular vision 1'2 j on1y in oid people, and in high degrees of
hypermetropia are glasses required for the determination of iJ:.. For the flll'ther
determination oflh and "u at different deg'l'ees of cOllvergence, I formerly(conf. Uac Smavry, ove,. dc hoe[Jj'ootheid "{an het accommodatie-venno[Jcn (ou
thc extent of thc power of accommodation), Utrecht, 185S)-placed thc
optometer-object at such a eli stance, that it was seen at a convergence of
precise1y 10°, 20°, 30°, etc. j anel removing each of the two rings respectively 5°, 10°, 15°, etc., we founel by experiment the strongest
positive and the strongest negative glasses with which the object could be
accurately seen at each of these distances . .A.pparentIy this mcthod was simple
and good j but it nevertheless gave no accurate reslllts: by the long-continueel trial, the muscuIar system for accommodation becomes fatigned,
and along with the sacrifice of much time, we obtain too great a distance.
""Ve acquire a sufficient number of points with much greater rapidity anel
certainty by successively determining with some suitably chosen positive
and negative gIasses, the nearest and farthest points, by moving the optometer object, according to whose distallce the lens-bearing rings must be
moved in the archeel grooves. 'fhe clistances thllS give dil'ectly the convergence at which vision took place, and by taking the glasses, wherewith this
was possible, into account, 1'1 and '\ are founel for the convergence. By this
method I mark for each glass first the nearest, and then (if thc distance is
positive and occurs on the optometer) the farthest point, and aftel'warels
wait a fow minutes before passing to the detel'mination with another glas •.
Lastly, the absolute neal'est point p is sought. This is not unfrequently
attended with difficulties. In those who voluntarily converge very strongly,
it often succeeds best by looldng with oaoh eye separately, while the other
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eye is eovered with a dise, at the maximum of convergenee; in doing so We
mayalso use positive glasses, Where there is less mobility of the eyes
inwards, and in general in those who are strongly myopie, P eoineides witlt
P2' or the necessal'y convergence for P~ is even not obtainable.
Aftel' this general description, the mode of caleulation may be still more
accurately indieated in a couple of plain selected examples. Having determined l' and lh with parallel visllal lines, and P2, for which IlO calclliation
isnecessary,letl,lsfind: with -

1~ the binocular nearest point at

6/1 from the

eye, that is with a convergence of 22" 50'; the question now is, what PI at
that convergence actually amounts to? vVe nnd: the rays from the
aeeurately seen object diverge from a point situated 6/1 in front of the eye,
6" - 0/1.5 = 5/1.5 in front of tlte glass,

Refracted by the glass of -

I~'

they appeal' to diverge from a nearer point, namely:
1)
1
1
( 5!+12=S.77
from a point 3/1,77 from the glass, and therefore 3,77 0'5 = 4/1'27 from thc
eye. With a eonvergenee of 22°50' therefore Pl = 4/1'27. Let this distanee
be noted on the fourth line, under which 22°50' si,ands.

+

A farthest point 1\ is not to be determined with same time becomes hypermetropie and
With

.!.,
12

l'

~i because the eye at the

thus comes to lie behind the eye.

on the contrary, both 1'1 anrlp1 are to be found at a certain con-

vergenee. Let us begin withlh. ·Let us find with

~ the binoeular nearest

12

point precisely at 3/1, that is at 2/1'5 from the glass. In front of the glaas
therefore the rays diverged from a point 2/1.5 distant; refracted by the glass,
on the eontrary, they appeal' to proeeed from a point situated

1
(/5 - 12= ;':16)

3/1.16 befare the glass, 3/1.66 before the nodal point of the eye. With a convergence of 3H , that is of 46" 38', PI lies therefore at 3/1.66.
Now, further let the binocular farthest point be found with the same

glasses =

2at 8/1.
12

Thence

1',

with a convergeIlce to 8", eaIl be calculated:

the rays diverge from a point situated 7/1.5 from ths glass; aftel' having
passed through the glass, they diverge
(1 1 1 )
7~ -

12 = ~o

from a point situated 20/1 in front of the gInss, 20"'5 before the nodal point
of the eye. vVe therefore make, under the point where the distance of
8/1 cuts the diagonal, a dot corresponding to the distance of 20"'5, Tt represents l'l at a convergence to 8". By making similal' ealculations with some
other glasses, we soon have dots enough to deduce lh P2 pand 1'(1 and titus
all questions respeeting the range of accommodation in an individual are
answered.
,
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§ 11. JJ{f1erence q/ tlte 1'eZative 1'ange q! accommodatiO?t 1: AI1 accO?'ding to tae ?'ItfJ'active conditio?t qf the eye,
We closed the preceding section with a practical result, namely :
that accommodation ean be maintained only for a distance, when, in
refel'ence to the negative, the positive part of the relative range of
accommodation is tolerably great,
In connexion with this point it is of special importance to show,
that the l'elative range of aceommodation in ametropie eyes is something quite different from that in emmetropie, 'l'he diffel'ence is of
a twofolil nature, In the first place, with a given convergence, the
relation of the positive to the negative part of 1 : Al is not the same;
in the second, the lines P1PZP and l' 1\ have another form,
We sha11 first treat of the relation of the positive to ~he negative
part of 1: Al' We mayalso thus express what we have said on
this poiut: the relative range of accommodation has, in reference to
the refl'action of the eye, a tota11y different position with referenee to
the line of the eonvergenees lc 1/, Fig. 60 illustrates this in detail. This
Fig,60,
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diagram eontains the curves of the nearest and of the farthest points
in a myopie eye M, and in a hypermetropie H. Both require
further explanation. First as to M. The beginning of the line l' '1"1
shows, that we have to do wit.h a myopia of

5.~3;

the farthest bino-

eu]ar point 1'2 is found at 5'. Up to this distauce, that is up to a
eonvergenee of about 28°, 1: Al is altogether positive. Now, however, a. negative part is 1'apic11y developed, which eveli at 34°
amounts to half the positive. So far 1: Al was always increasing,
and here attains as a maximum,
dation amounts to 1 : A

= :4'

;4'

while the total range of aceommo-

Hencefol'th, however, 1: Al di-

minishes a little; but the negative part becomes, meanwhile,
greatel' and greater, aud indeed up to about 50°, whel'e, the
difficulties of eonvergence increasing, the farthest point begins so to
approach, that at about 58° it coincides with the point of convergence. At this maximu?1Z convergence still stronger tension of
accommodation is, however, possible, as the perpendicularly ascending line 1', p, here still repl'esenting about 1 : Al = 1: 18,
shows. Hencë we see, that in high c1egrees of myopia, at the maximum of convergence also, a certain range of accommodation still
remains, and the more 80 in proportion as the convergence itself is
more limited. Morcover, this diagram shows, that in myopia in thc
domain of binocular vision, the negative part of 1 : Al is very slight.
On the contrary, the convergence is often very limited. Rence,
therefore, it follows, that iJl, the Mglter degrees qf ?1Z!}opia, tlte d((ficult!}
qf 1naintai1~·i1ZfJ binocula1' visio1t does not p?'oceed trom tensiO?~ qf
accO?n?Jtoclation, but mtlter .trO?1Z rlijjlcuUy qf converge?we.
In those degrees of myopia wh ere, as in the above diagram, Fig.
60, plies closer to the eye thall the nearest point of convergence of
the visual lines, P2 is wanting and gives place to 1/2 , As billocular '
range of accommodation nothiug else can ,be assumec1 than

1
1
1
Ao = 1{,'2 - .Il.,'
"

-

whel'e R'2 repl'esents the c1istance from the point /2 to the nodal
point of Lhe eye.
We now pass over to the cOllsidel'atioll of the hypermetropic eye
H of Fig. 60. Here we filld, just as iu the emmetropic eye (Fig.
57), PI P2 p, as the curve of the course of the llearest points,
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and 1".. 1\m as that of the course of the farthest points, both iu relation to the convergence" But besides these, we find a dotted line
1"t 1"lt; the latter reqnires further explanation. Thus, as has already
been observed, the hypermetropic individual does not completely
relax his power of accommodation. In löoking at a distance in
the case of a hypermetropic subject, aged 16, registered in
1
the scheme, the preference was given to glasses of 28 above

1

stronger ones ; conseqllently there existed 28 manifest hypermetropia

HII" representec1 by the point 1"m" But aftel' artificiall)aralysis of tl1e
1
I"

power of accommoelation (by sulphate of atropia), glasses of 8' at-z

from the nodal point, were required in order to see accurately at a
distance, sa that the total hypermetropia H t amounted to ~ \" N ow
this is expressed by the point ft" In this state of paralysis the refraction remains, on convergence, unaltered; we cannot, therefore, investigate where the farthest point, at different degrees of convergence
should lie, if the involuntary spasmodic contraction did not exist,
anel1"t 1"ltP is consequcntly only an imaginary line, connecting the
absolute farthest point 1"t with the absolute llearest point" It appears
that the total range of accommodation amounts to

1= ~ - ( - ft) = 3~87"
As to the relative, we see it is particularly great, diminishes tolerably
uniformly as the convergence is increascel, anel that its positive part,
which, when the visual lines are parallel, is not inconsielerahle, on
convergence to g" (withp2) uneler an angle of from 16 0 to 17°, becomes completely negative, anel, moreover, remains ncgative" Ir wc
reckon from the absolute farthest point ft, the positive part amoul1ts,
the visual lines being parallel, to only half of the negative; if wc
reckon from the manifest farthest point 1""" the positive part is at
:first, it is true, greater, but we observe that even at a convergence
of 5° the relation is invertecl. Iu connexion with the practical result
expressed above, we thus come to the conclusion, that with this degree
of hypermetropia, eyes cannot long consecutively accommodate themselves to the point of intersection of their visual liues" With still
higher degl'ees of hypermctropia, as sha11 hereaftcr appear, binocular,
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aud with the highe st degree (absolute hypermetropia) eveu mouocular
vision is never acute.

Tlte foregoi1Z[j aJJ.plieà to thé JJositio1t qf the ?'Ct1Z[je if accom1nodation, witlt ?'ife?'ence to the convergence qf the visual lines.-We must
now take the form of thé curves into closer consideration. Even in
Fig. 60, we see that the curves of M are concave upwards, while
those of H are convex upwarc1s. If with this we compare Fig. 57,
it appears, that the curves for the emmetropic eye keep the mean beo
tween :M: anel H.
The 1'ea80n of this lies in the fact that, with
slight eonvergenee, a myopie eye ean aeeommodate pl'oportionally
less j a hypermetropie, on the eontrary, more (but also must so
accommodate) than the emmetropic. The diagram Fig. 61,
Fi(!:. 61.
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will make this plain. Tt eOlltains the curves of thc nearest and
farthcst points, as fl1nctioll of the eonvergence, both fol' the em.
metropie eye E (the mieldle orelinary lines), auel fol' the myopie M
(the dotted liues), anc1for the llypermetropie, H (the stripeel anel dotted
lines) j lis, iu order to faeilitate comparison, assumed
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the maximum of eonvergeuee is taken at 59° 20'. The letters E,
M, and Hare p1aeec1 before the farthest points, as defining the refraetion; H", (manifest hypermetropia)" stands before r the manifest
farthest point, Ri (total hypel'metropia), before 1't the absoZttte farthest
point. In other respeets, the letters have the same signifieation as
in Fig. 60. N ow the study of this diagram shows : 1. That with parn.llel visual lines, the emmetropie eye ean bring
into action about
the eontrary,

i

~,

the myopie only

4\'

the hypermetropie, on

of its total power of aeeommodation.

2. That, with slight convergence, the myopie eye ean aeeommodate mueh less, the hypermetropie on the eontrary, mueh more (but
a1so must do sa) than the emmetropie. Oompare partieularly the
eurve r rIJ whieh for the myopie eye at first ruus neady transversely,
for the hypermetropie strongly aseends.
3°. That with stronger convergence, the aceommodation of the
myopie eye ean still inerease mueh, that of the hypermetropie only a
little. We see, with a eonvergenee of 18 q, the em've PdJz P of the
hypermetropie eye keepil1g nearly a transverse direetiol1, while the .
curves of the myopie now begin deeidedly to ascend.
The diagram will readily answer any fm'ther question whieh may
suggest itself; it appears therefore to be superfluous to expatiate
at greater length upon the subject.
The differenee ascertained is praetieally of great importanee.
Thenee it follows, namely, direet1y, that when the ametropia is neutra1ised by glasses (1' brought to 00), the eye by no means beeOlTIeS
equal to an emmetropie eye of similal' range of aeeommoebtion. This
is easily dedueed from the above figures. It appears still more distinetlyon l'eferenee to Fig. 62, where the curves of Fig. 61 are repeated (as Ep and Et·, as Mp and Mj', and as Hp ancl Hj'nI and
TI?'t) but so that in all, l' is brought to 00.* The diagram shows that
the neutralised myopie eye has its binoeltlar nearest point at 16", so
that 1 : l~ amounts only to the fourtll of 1 : A; and that vice versá
for the hypermetropie eye the binoeular nearest point pz is nearlyequal
to the absolute. Moreover, in the myopie, 1: Al' eveu n,t from 8° to
.. As shull uppeur in § 13, the reduction of the umetropiu is not entirely
without iuiiuence on the form of the curves. Thi.s iniiuence is, however, so
slight, thut here it lllay be ultogether disl'egardec1,
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9° of convergence, becOlnes wholly negative; in the hypermetropie,
1 : Al is at more than 30 Q of convergenee entirely positive. Hence
Fig. 62.
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proeeeds for both eyes difficulty in binocular visioll, uuder moderate
convergence; fol' the reduced myopic, because, undel' these circumstances it aceommodates too weakly, for the reduced hypermetropie,
because it aceommodates too strongly.
The eause of this difference is at onee apparent; it is the l'esult of
praetice. The myopie eye has learnt to eonverge in a eel'tain degree,
without bringing its power of aceommodation into action in the
same pl'oportion as the emmetropie eye. Thereby the binoeulal'
fmthest point (Fig. 61, jJlr2 ), although seen at a tolerably eonsidel'able convel'gence, remaius almost as far fl'om the eye as the absolute
farthest point jJfl'. But on tbe other hand, the eye has not practised itself with slight convergence, to bring a relatively great part
of its aecommodation into action, bccause it has had no necessity to
do so. The hypermctropie eye, 011 the eontrary, found itself obliged,
in order to see accurately, even with parallel visnal lines, to put its
power of aecommodation 011 the stretch, and it has brought itself so
far in that respect, that it is no longel' in a position to beeome eompleiely relaxed, thai at least on every effort io see, tlle act of
:l.ceommodatioll takes pIaee involuntarily. As further, with increasing convergence, a clispl'opol'tionately great part of the range of
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accommoc1ation must always come into action, it is not strange, that
the relative range of accommodation has been considerably displaced.
That practice really may proeluce the difference just described, we
have the following proofs.
1. The use of positive or negative glasses has, even after the
lapse of a few hours, an influence on the range of accommodation of
the emmetropie eye. Fig. 63 exhibits the effect of practice in lookFig. 63.
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ing with negative glasses. It relates to a young emmetropie subject, ageel 21 years, who with slight convergence can accommoelate
somewhat less than usual. The elotted curves represent the course
of his nearest and of hls farthest points. After having occasionally
practisecl for some days with negative glasses, he obtained, by repeating the investigation, the linear curves, which, at least p"l 1)2 p,
approach much more closely to those of hypermetropie persons than
the dotted ones. Hael he continued the practice longel', permanent
contraction would, just as iu the hypermetropie, have occurred, and
l' would not have stood at OCJ •
For some minutes aftel' the l'Cmoval
of the negative glasses, this was the case. On. the other hanel, the
use of positive glasses rapidly makes the power of accommodation,
with a certain amount of convergence, less: it is weU knowll that,
particularly when. positive glasses are used too soon, reading much
without their aid quickly becomes more difficult than before.
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2. The relative range of aeeommodation is displaeed in ametropie individuals when they have for a long time wom eorreding
glasses. That of myopics, as weIl as of hypel'metl'opies, gradually
tends to that of emmetropies.
3. In tllC diminutioll of the range of aceommodation in advancing age, even before proper presbyopia has begun, the curves of tbe
emmetropie eye approach to those of the hypermet!opie. Fig. 64 is
Fig. 6-1.
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the faithful expres sion of the range· of aeeommodation of an emmetropie individual agëd 44. For verticallines he has a traee of hypermetropia, so that l' is found beneath. Further, to eonvince one's
self that, with the required praetiee, the curve PI j)2 .p espeeially
has approaehed to that of a hypermetropie eye, we need only observe
that with a eonvergence to 9", nearly the maximum of accommodation is attainec1.
In the following Chaptel', tl'eating of Spectacles; and also in speaking of
each of the forms of ametropia, I shall l'evert to the imlJol'tant distinction
made in the foregoing seciion.
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SPECTACLES AND TREIR ACTlON IN GENERAL.

§ 12. iJ((fereltt kinds qfspeetaeZes.-In ophthalmic sUl'gelT different
kinds of spectacles are in use, which are employed for very different
purposes.
I. Proteeti1Zg speetaeles.-Of these we c1istinguish two varieties :
a, those which serve only to keep off the mechanical influence of
foreign ba dies, dust, fragments of metal, stone, coaI, etc. They have
nothing to do with the refr:1Ction of light in the eye, and caU for na
fm·ther comment here.
b. SpeetaeZes lOl' UJardi1Zg ql! Zigiit.-These consist mostly of
coloured glass, green anel especially blue, which is less hurtful to the
eye. In general, however, at least in daylight, the grey, so-called
neutral glasses, deserve the preference. The white sunlight, reflected by different objects in their particular colours, is the natural
adequate stimulus to the retina, anel by good neutral glasses these r1).ys
are tolerably uniformly c1iminishec1. The same enc1 opticians formerly
attempted to attain (Fischer) by combinillg two glasses of complementary colours. It is desirablc in every case that, so fal' as possible,
the whole field of vision shoulc1 be uniformly obscured, whicli is
accomplishec1, with tolerabIe aeeuracy by the ~lse of large, rounc1
glasses, resembling watch-glasses, but more perfectly by lateral flaps of
silk or some other semitranspare1lt substal1ce, or else by glass of the
same colour as the spectaeles, the objection to the latter being, however, the increase of weight. The light falling in from the side has
a doubly unpleasant action, whell eoZozwerZ glasses are appliec1 in front
of the eye, for the l::tteral parts are then seen by contrast in the complementary colour of the glasses, and in the remaining part of the field
of vision the complementary colour appears still stronger as a secondary
image, sa soon as the spectacles are taken off. In persons aH'ectec1 with
irritation of the retina, or with photophobia in gener al, we may recommend the use of light-absorbing glasses, when these patients are
obliged to expose themselves for a certaill time to a bright light. In
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the house, with moderate light, they ought to lay them asiele. We
should not forget that these glasses when WOrIl in the sun, become
heated in proportion to the amount of 1'ays they absorb, and that
very dark glasses may, therefore, be considered to be specially
injurious to the eye. In women, moc1erating the light, when ne cessary, by means of veiis, is to be recommendec1.
H. Stenopceic spectacZes, stenopceic ZOl'gnette, stenopceic apparatus.
-Slight obscurations of the light-refracting mec1ia, especially those
of the cornea, aften produce great c1isturbance of the accuracy of
VISlOn. The cause of this is to be sOl1ght not so much in the reflection or absorption of a portion of the rays, as in the c1iffusion of the
light passing through them. This is easily explainec1. From the
entire field of vision rays fall all each 10ca1 obscuration, and from thc
latter they spread further in all c1irections through the whole eye.
Consequently in the region of the yeHow spot also, an image is not
merely formed of the object lying about in the direction of the line of
vision ; but over this image is spread, with the existence of semitransparent spots, a uniform light, c1erived from the whole field of
vision. This diffusec1lig1lt is very distnrbing. Inc1eed tbe differences
of illuminatioll of the image formeel by regLüar refraction are in consequence much more faintly distingl1ishable. Just as in looking
through a real mist, tbe diffusec1light is added to the relatively weaker
image, anel therefore al80 spots give the impression, as if one were
looking through an actual mist: the only difference is, that a mist is
more perceptible for more remote objects, [md th at misty vision, proc1uced by a spot, affects all objects alike, independently of clistance. H
is ,veU known that obscurations pro duce much less disturbance, when
the eye, turned from the light, contemplates a certain object. If a pic w
tnre or another object be hung against the pier between two windows,
anel if it be illuminateel through a window behincl the observer, the
latter will see the object much more accurately, anel with more contrast of light and shade when the two windows are closed than when
they are open. The explanation of this fact is to be founel in the
foregoing. In both cases (sl1pposing that the open windows throw
110 light upon the object) the object sends, in au equal c1egree, rays
into the eye, which, regularly refractec1, form a good image in the
region of the yellow spot; but if light falls upon the eyes through
the windows placec1 at the sic1es of the object, llllmerous rays proceed,
in that case, likewise from the illuminatccl spots over the image of the
ycllow spoi, which thus becomes covered as with a white crape. Even if
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th ere 1e no spots, some light is always cliffused in the eye, and thus
even the normal eye will, especially if the time of life be somewhat
aclvanced, perceive, as it were, light crape, when, in the experiment
just described, the windows are opened. We know further, that
where obscllrations exist, exclusion of the peripheric light with the
hand, looking through a tube, etc., increases the accnracy of the
images. Again, it is the warding off of the laterally incident light
difi'using itself from the spot throughout the whole eye, which here
acts beneficially. The practical rule hence deducible is this: in,orde'J',

whe'J'e oosclwatio?Zs exist, to distinguish wit/t ?'elative aCCl6?'t.tC!/, let the
smalt po1'tion of the jield qf vision, over zohich the ouservati01t is to e:rtend, oe jJ'J'ojJm'ly illmninated, and let the ?'emclining jJ01·tio1t be !cept as
dadc as JJossible. 'l'hese reflexions on the iujurious effect of obscurations
led me to the application of stenopreic remedies. Their object is to
cut off the light which should reach the obscnrations, and thl'ough
an opening to give, so far as possible, elltrance only to the light
which is subjected to a regular refraction on tlle normal part of the
refracting surface. The narrow opening is in them the essential part:
hence the denomination stenopreic (from CTnvós, narrow, and (J7r~,
a peephole). In order not to limit the field of vision more than is
necessary, the opening must be as close as possible to the eye, and
with a view still bettel' to keep oil' alliaterallight, it may be surrounded
with a wall widening like a funnel. The opening may in general
have the form ancl nearly the size of the clearest part of the portion
of the refracting sUl'face corresponding to the pupil: it may, according to cÏrcumstances, be roulld, oval, or slit-Eke. Rarcly will
the diameter be less than a millimètre; often it wiU amount to two
Ol' more millimètres.
The stenopreic apparatus, which is an indispensable item in the
ophthalmic surgeon's meallS of investigation, is a very short cylinder,
furnished with a handle, open at one end and indellted towarc1s the
eye, and provided at the other with au opening, in front of which is
a diaphragm, contaiuing lliil'erellt smaller openings of variolls diameters, and eapable of turning round, so that eaeh of these openings cau
be seen in turn. There are a1so stenopreic apparatus provided with lt
sEt capable of being widenec1 allel narl'owed.* With the aid of this
npparatus we ean examille whether the stenopreic principle illcreases
the accuracy of visioll, which is often of importaJlce in a c1iagnostic

*

They ale, as weil as the stenopooic spcctacles and cyeglasses, pl'epareu,

ulllOllg othel'i>, by Puetz aud Flohr, opticitmi>, unter ueu Lillllell, Bedin.
$)
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point of view; moreover, we may acquire an indication whether it
may be advantageouslyapplied, and what size of opening is the most
usefnl. Of the result obtained we may then make use in prescribing
a stenopreic spectacle, Ol' eyeglass. To spectacles for use in the
streets, the stenoprcic prillciplc is in general not applicable,' as the
field of vision is too limited. On the other hand, such spectacles to
which the requisite glasses have been fitted, are sometimes very
serviceable for reading. The chief application of the principle, however, is to the stenopreic eyeglass. Many persons suf!'ering from
opacity have recourse to it of their own accord, by warding of!' the
peripherically incident light with the hand, by voluntarily narrowing
the slit between thc eyelids,- etc., in order to increase the accuracy
of vision, but this object is always much more perfectly attained by
means of a stenopreic eyeglass.
If the part which has remained clear haf; an oblong form, a slitlike opening will be most suitable. In general, it is a great advantage in reading, when a horizontal slit ef!'ects the object; this should,
therefore, always be tried. If the opacity is only on one side, we may
obtain a great advantage by making au ordinary spectacle-glass
opaque over the obscured part (for example, by applying a black
lacker). In general the simplest stenopreic spectacles are those in
which the preferabie form of opening is left as the only part of the
glass not obscured, in which also by opaque matter on the outsiue the
light incident from that point can be wardec1 of!'. '1'he glass may in
orc1inary cases be .flat, but otherwise according to the necessities of
vision it should have a certain focus. In some cases, among others,
aftel' the extraction of cataract, I have found great advantage from
partially covering the glass with black. It is not uncommon, ",hen
the flap-section was mac1e downwards, for the inferior part of the
cornea to become somewhat tm·bid, particuÏarly if the iris has
attached itself to thc wounc1, or is even slightly prolapsed. The disturbance is the greater, because the pupil too is thereby drawn
downwarc1s, and probably the curvature of the (wrnea is somewhat
irregular, so that reading with an ordinary convex glass is attended
with great c1ifficulty, or is even quite impossible. But it is in the
most surprising manncr relieved, when the glnss is coverec1 to a c1efinite height with an opaque black matter over which the eye sees,
while the ruys wlüch should reach the inferior llon-transparent and
irl'egulnr pal'h of the cornea, arc cut oIr. 'l'his mode of using the
glass limits the field of vision only inferiorly, alld is therefore
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attended with 'no impediment whatever to reading, nor even to visioll

in general.
LastIy, it may be mentioned (what has reference more especially to
anomalies of refraction), that the stenopreic eyeglass has aIso rendered me very essentiaI service in the highest degrces of myopia, particularly when the accuracy of vision had at the same time suffered
comparatively much. If it were only for this reason, therefore, the
stenopreic apparatus ought not here to be passed over in silence. In
such cases vision of near objects, at least with one eye, is attended
with no other inconvenience than that the object must be brought
very near the eye, to 3" or less. But distant vision is extremely imperfect, and is comparatively little improved by concave glasse~,
which correct the myopia. If, with their aid, the images are more
accurately seen, they at the same time become so much smaller, that
an amblyopic eye still distinguishes little, and is, therefore, by no
means satisfied. In such cases thell, a stenopreic eyeglass with a
small opening yields very good service. It here acts in a well-knowll
manner, quite different from that treated of above, by diminishing
the circles of diffusion. It is manifest that, in imperfect accommodatiOll, the magnitude of the circles of diffusion increases with tbe
magnitude of the base of the cone of light (the surface of the pupil).
Now in high degrees of myopia the pupil is usually very wide, alld
the disturbance in looking at distant objects is, therefore, relatively
very great. Precisely for this reason it is that a stenopreic eyeglass
produces so great improvement. If a myopic indivic1ual looks
through an opening of from
to 1'" in diameter, he distinguishes
at a distance as accurately as through glasses, which imperfect]y
neutralise his myopia, and he has the advantage that the objects appear large!'. If an emmetropic pers on wishes to convince himself
of this, let him holJ a positive gbss before his eye, so that ii
becomes myopic, alld he wilI, on looking through au opening, obtaill
the effect described, and can estimate the partiallleutralisation of the
artificial myopia. In like manner we mayalso within the nearest
c1istance of distinct visiolJ, hy diminution of the circles of diffusioJl,
with the aid of a small opening, distinguish with tolerab1e accuracy,
and thus view small ohjects much neal'er to the eye, that is under a,
much greater angle. However, in either case we 108e both in light
aud in extent of the fielU of vision. As to light, we lose the more,
the smaller the opening is, auJ in mY0]Jia it is therefore often advisabIe not to have the opening very small, but with the stenopreié
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eyeglass to combine a glass, which partially corrocts the myopia.
With respect to the extent of the field of vision we lose the more, the
farther the opening is from the eye. In combining a negative glass
with the stenopreic eye-piece, the patient will therefore turn the
small opening towards the eye, when his principal object is to increase
the field of vision ; on the contrary the negative lens, when he chiefly
desires to obtain greater distinctness of vision. ,
lIl,' Prismatic gtasses, prismatic spectacles.-Prisms are used, in
order by refraction of the light upon two surfaces, to obtain the wellknown spectrum. The angle, which the two refracting surfaces make
'yith one another, is the angle of refraction of the prism. For the
object mentioned a large angle is taken: most prisms are triangular,
and eacn of the three angles then amounts to 60 0 • 'l'hey are
usually made of flint glass, in order, with considerable declination, at
t~e same time to obtain a decided dispersion. For ophthalmological
purposes, on the contrary, only slight declination is required, and we
therefore uso prisllls with a smaller angle of refraction, from 3 0 to
24 0 ; moreover, it is necessary to select a kind of glass, whicll, with
reference to its refracting power, presents but slight dispersion, for
example, crown glass. Such prisms are given in the boxes for
ophthalmological use, usually in sixteen numbers. The nmnbers
from lIL to XXIV. indicate the refracting angles, 3 p to 24 0 • In
the position of least declination, the angles of declinatioll, for tbe
low numbel's, ure nearly the half of these refracting angles: for the
higher numbers, they are somewhat more. If we wish to know
these accurately, it is necessary to deterllline the deviations for each
glass separately.
The declination of the light by prismatic glasses is the cause why
objects, seen through such gIasses, cxhibit themselves in another
directioll. Let i (Fig. 65) be a point of light, i a a l'ay Ialling at a
l?ig. 65.

on one of tlle l'efl'acting surfaces of the prism, this npproaches thc pel'pendicular v a, instead of continuing in the same <lirection a a', alld runs
'as a ij i~ the prislIl; ul'l'ivec1 at ij it ngaill alters its direction, now Îll
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passing from glass into air, declining from the nOl'mal v' b, and as ij c
reaches the eye O. Evident1y, tbel'efore, the point i is seen in
the dil'ection Ó c, about inj. In this, however, the more refrangible
rays, those on the violet side, undergo a greater, the less refrangible,
those on the red side; undergo a less declination. Rence proceeds
a disturballce by coloured mal'gins to the objects, which is greater
in proportion to the strength of the prism, and which, precisely
in powerful prisms, it is hard to remove. In order to obtain
a declination without dispel'sion, the prism must be made achromatic
by being compounded of two pl'isms, 0 (Fig. 66) of crown gJass,
F of flint gJass, whièh, acting in OI)Position, comF'
'lg. 66 .
pletely reillove each other's dispersion, but only
partially destroy each other's refraction.
Such
achl'omatic prisms, however, soon become, when a
declination of some degrees is required, too thick
and too heavy to be worn. This objection might
perhaps be partly met, by having the pl'isms very
small (to have large prisms as eye-glasses is of
no use), because in order to see rather distinctly,
we must not look obliquely through the glass, but about at the allgle
of Jeast declination. So far, however, the achromatic prisms have
not yet come into use.
What led to trying prismatic glasses, was a declination of the
visuallines. The idea of making it possible to look with both eyes,
in spite of this declination, occurred fÎ.rst to 111y friend Krecke,
Doctor of Natural Philosophy, of Utrecht, whose idea I endeavoured
to realize alld to explain pllysiologicaUy.* On expel'imenting with
t1lC glasses, three remarkable phenomena immediately presented themselves. In the fÎ.rst place it appcareel, that one feels involuntarily impeUed, by changing the direction of the visual lines, to remove the
double vision which has taken place. If we hold the glass with the
refracting angle inwards, then, in order to bring the elouble images
into one, stronger convergence is requirec1, anel this is immec1iately
almost involuntarily effectecl. On removing the glass, double images
again exhibit themselves, which, by diminishing the convergence, are
once more fOl'thwith thl'own togethel'; only, if the pl'ism has been
long held before the eye, a tendellcy to increased convergence continues for some time. In the secOlld place it seemeel, that the
.. Nede/'lanclsch Lancet, uitgegeveu door F. C. Donders, G. L. H. ElIerman ell J. H. Janscu, 2" Ser. D. lIl., pp. 227 aud 233,18'.17.
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visual lines are usually capable of only very sligbt divergence, ana
that they ean seareely decline upwards and downwards, even under
the pressme of the necessity of rendering the vision single. In
general the prism, when the refracting angle is turned to the outside of the eye, ought to be very weak, in order to allow
the obsel'ver still to see remote objeets single; and the same weak
prism, wllen the refraeting angle is turned upwards· or downwards,
pro duces double images, which cannot be overeome. If, finally, the
observer has, aftel' long-continued efforts, suceeeded in throwing into
one the double images standing (in the last case) above one another,
the double images which now arise on removing the prism, do not
immediately run together again. Thirdly and lastly, we can convince
ourselves of what has been stated above (p. 110), that under the infl.uence of a prism with the angle turned towards the inside or outside, the observer can converge more or less strongly, without being
able to alter the ten sion of his accommoaation.
These results, obtained with the aid of prismatic glasses, are of
essential importance for the physiology, and for many points in the
pathology of the eye. But beyond this, these glasses serve different
useful purposes in ophthalmie smgery, whieh, partly previously foreseen, have been, espeeially by van Graefe, praetically tested. Thus
they may be applied iu the diagnosis of different aIlomalies of the
muscles, and of the degree of these anomalies. Thus they may be
used to correct sEght incul'able declinations of the visual lines, outwards, upwards, or downwards, whereby confusing double images
are produced, or to remave the museulal' asthenopia, depending on insuflieient power of the museuli recti interni. Thus we may further,
in paresis of a muscle, sa far meet the disease by means of a prism,
that in order to make the double images whieh have been brought
near one another, run together, the muscles will become powerfully
tense, whieh, for the alleviation of the paresis, appears to be na matter
of indifference. Finally, what deserves to be here pal'ticularly mentioned, these glasses are also of importance in anomalies of refraetion.
They show, that hypermetropie individuals distinguish accurately with
greater ease, ",hen they, looking through a prism with the angle
turned inwards, for the sake of single vision, can eonverge more
strongly, a fact by which the ol'igin of strabismus, in eon sequence of hypel'metropia, is explained j and it will hereaftel' appeal'
that we sometimes advantageously apply the principle of tbe prismatic glasses) by modifying the mutual distanee of either the convex
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or èoncave glasses of spectac1es, sa that the eyes look through these
glnsses at the 8ide of the axes, which, ju st like the use of a prismatic
gJass, modi.fies the direction in which an object is seen.
Gla88e8 1vith 8]Jherical 8uiface8, ordinary convex aud concave
speétacle-glasses.-Glasses, which modify the limits of distinct vision,
are called leuses. Of these we have two kinds, bath of which are nsed
as spectacle-glasses: converging lenses (Fig. 67 l), which cause
Fig. 67 l.
l

parallel rays a baud ft' b' to converge as c cl :md Cf d'; and diverging
lenses (Fig. 68l), which cause a ij and a' b' to diverge as a d alld
Fig. 681.
i/.

b

C

--------th-

------- -;rrc' d'. A converging lens has it~ focal point pil on the other, a
diverging lens on the same side as that whence the rays come. The
first unites the rays into a real focus; the latter does not actually
unite them, but causes them to assume a direction as if they had proceeded from 'the point cp", in which the prolongations of c cl and c' cl
(the dotted lines) cut one another: hence this point is called also a
vi'l'tual focus.
Besides the above biconvex lenses, we have, as converging lenses,
the plano-conv8:C and the concavo-convex or p08itive 1/te1tÏ8Clt8 '(with
8ho1-ter radiu8 q/ the conve:/J 8uiface), as weU as, in addition to the
biconcave, as diverging lenses, the plano-concave and the co1t1lex-con-
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cave or negative 'meniscus (with shorter radius ofthe concave surface ).
The plano-convex and plano-concave have, for equal degrees of
power, the greatest aberration, anel they are consequently to be rejected as spectacle-glasses. The biconvex and biconcave answer
better. To the menisci the advantage is attributed, beyond these,
that, as Wollaston showed, the images suffer less, when the observer
looks obliquely (under an angle with the axis) through ihem, so that
the eyes can move more freely behind these glasses. 'l'hey are therefore, also ca11ed periscopic (from 'lTEptUI<O'ITEtlJ, io look around). However, we can also see satisfactorily in an oblique dÏrection through
biconcave and biconvex glasses, provided they are not too strong, and
if high numbers are required, the periscopic glasses have again the
disadvantage of greatel' weight. Were it only for this reason, therefore, the latter do not unconditioually deserve the preference. When
we add that under some cÏrcumstances the periscopic glasses are more
liable to procluce clisturbance by reflexion on the concave surfn;ce
turnecl towards the eye, and that they are, moreover, somewhat more
expensive, we sha11 not be surprised that they have not who11y supplanted the biconvex and biconcave glasses.
Biconvex and biconcave spectacle-glasses are ground with equal
radii of the two surfaces. The optical centre 0 (Figs. 67 and 68)
lies then in the middle of the lens in the axis A Al' Now the distance from the focus ",' to this optical centre 0 is usually ca11ed the
focal distance F. This is, however, not quite correct; F is, in fact,
the clistance from focus to pl'incipal point. FOl' ordinary, not very
thick lenses, with equal radii of the two surfaces, that is, for the
ordillal'y biconvex and biconcave spectacle-glasses, this inaccuracy is
of no importance; but in the case of menisci, we must ascertain the
prillcipal points, in order to kllOW the position of the foci, and to
be able to take into account the distance from focus to pl'incipal
point as F.
The subjoined figures (69, a biconvex, 70, a biconcave lens; 71, a
:Fig. 69.

ce'- ___

_.4-(.:....1-------f.:;:....:.;:.:!J-_________
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positive, 72, a negative meniscus), show, fol' these different farms of
lenses, the position of the first ana second principal points !tl and k"
and of the iirst and second focus P, and "'N. The l'ays which, parallel
Fig. iD.

----~~~-----------~

Fig. 71 .

.-------- !!.H-~--------(P.'---"--

Fig. 72.

lP"

to the axis, fall on the surface 1, have their focus in ~n; those which,
co ming from the other side, faU parallel to the axis on the surface 2,
unite in~,. For a lens standing in air 7t, P, is always =!tn 1'" both
=:: F. If now, as in Figs. 69 and 70, the two surfJ.ces of cul'vature be
equal, the points !t, P, and !t. <Pil will evidently lie symmetrically in
the axis. But if the surfaces of curvature be not equa1, if even one
of them be concave, the other convex, as in Figs. 71 and 72, the points
!t, !t. may have another position, and may even be external to the mass
of the glass, and the foci <P, and <P" will then a1so lie at different distances from the lens. It will be understood that, even for these reasans, it is by no means indifferent which surface of these lenses is turned
towards the eye. In speaking of the in:fl.ucl1ce of the distal1ce of the
glass from the eye, I 8ha11 return to this point. 'fhe reader who
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may wish to examine more closely into the signification of the principaI points, will find the explanation thereof at pp. 44 and 50.
'1'he power (the converging or diverging power) of a lens is inverversely proportionaI to its focal distanée F. It may, therefore, be
expressed by ;, for converging, and by -

~\ for

di verging lenses.

The vaIue of F we state, just as in the numericai expression of the
1
1
" range of accommodation, in Parisian inches: glasses of 6' of - 8'
etc., are therefore glasses of 6" positive, of 8" negative focal
distance, etc.
Besides the spectacle-glasses above described, there are others
with a difference of focal distance in the superior and inferior parts.
Franklin was slightly myopic and had little power of accommodation;
for seeing at a distance he had 11eed of negative, for seeing 11ear
objects he had 11eed of positive glasses. Now, as in looking at 11ear
objects we look throl1gh the 10wer, in looking at a distance we look
through the npper half of tlle spectacle glasses, he combined two
halves, the one of a negative, the other of a positive glass, turned
the negative halves upwards, the positive downwards, and in tbis
mamlel' provided very weU for his want of accommodation. These
spectacles have, aftel' the philosopher who first used them, acquired
the name of Franklin's glasses. Recently it has been attempted to
attain the same object whieh Franklin proposed to himself, by
grinding in the upper part of the spectacle-glass, the surface turned
from the eye, with another radius. The glasses are prepared in Paris
uncler the name of ve?"1"es à dmtUle foyer. Fig. 73 a represents a
Fig. 73.

----+-+---

superficial view of such a glass (slightly positive above and strongly
positive below) ; b exhibits a section of the same. I stated only,
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what focal distance I desired for the upper and 10wer part, and found
that my directions were always accurately carried out, both when 1
requested only a different positive or negative focus in the two halves;
and when 1 required a negative focus above, and a positive focus below.
In general these spectacles answered well. It is inllispensable that
they be placed at the proper height before the eyes, so that in 100king
at a distance the rays may fall upon the organ only through the upper,
alld in looking at near objects, only through the 10wer part. It is
also necessary that tbe difference in the direction of vision be determined more by moving the eyes) than by moving the head. If the
pupil be opposite the boundary between the two parts, vision will) of
course, be very confused.
It is by no means a matter of indifference of what material the
spectacle-gla8ses are made. Flint glass and especially rock-crystal
are harder) and glasses made of them are not sa easily scratched.
This is particularly a recommendation in the case of convex glasses
which are sa much more liable to be scratched. Against the advantage just mentioned as being possessed by flint glass aud crystal)
must be set down the c1isadvantage of greater power of dispersion.
Hence it would appeal' that for stl'ong glasses the prefereuce ought
to be given to C1'oum glass. This is especially true of concave glasses,
and as to convex glasses of crown glass, their low price makes it
easy, if they are scratched, to replace them with others.
Achromatic glasses are not available for spectacles; if glasses of
short fa cal distance be required, achromatism is attended with toa great
weight, and if.glasses of long fa cal distance be sufficient, even with the
use of crystals, glasses do not prevent the dispersion of calaur.
As the ophthalmoscope is important for the objective diagnosis of defects of
the eye, so is a collection of spectacle·glasses for their subjecti ve investigation.
Snch glasses are at on ce indispensable, not only for the determination of
anomalies of refraction and accommodation, but also in many cases for that
of the accuracy of vision, so that without them the cxamination of the
functious of the eye is impossible.
The usual boxes contaiu:1. Twenty-eight pairs of biconvex glasses, namely of 2, 2:\;, 2~, 3, 3~, 4, 4~,
5,511, 6, 7, 8, 0, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,20,22,24,28,36,40,48, 6Q, 72, and 100
inches positive focal disiance.
2. Twenty-eight pairs of biconcave glasses of the same focal distances, but
negative.
3. Twelve (or sixteen) prismatic glasses with refrnctillg anglcs of 3°,4°.
Q
5 , 60, 70, 8°, 9°, 10°, 12°, 14°, 16°, 18° (or to 24°).
4. A frame with elastio riugs, in whioh these glasses can be used.
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5. Some quadranglllar pieces, Ei inches long, 1~ inches braad, of different
shades of blue glass, capable of being held befOl'e both eyes at once.
6. A glass of carmine-rcd, well adapted, in case of a false position of the
visuallines, to colour one of the double images.
On the convex and concave glasses the focal distauoes are iuscribed with
a diamond. The same is the case with many spectacles met with in trade.
With respect to these last, howFig. 74.
ever, we must not depend upon
the marl;:, but must always deterruine the focnl distance by comparison with the standat'd glasses.
The method is extremely simpie.
We examine with our own eye,
with what glass they agree in
diminishing or magnifying l)owor.
As object we employ two slight
parallellines. We hold the glass
tolerably far from the eye (about
a foot), and so far from the paper,
that we see the two lines accurately thl'ough the glass. We
now hold the standard glasses for
comparison in tbe same plane with
the glass to be cxamined, and we
shaH then be able to determine,
with sllffieient precision, to whieh
of these it corresponds.
The direct determination of the
focal di stance of a gl:tss is more
difficult. The simple measurement
of the distance, at which, behind a
convex glass, the sola1' image is
exhibited upon a screen, gives the
value onlyapproximatively. The
same is of course true of the detel'mination of the conjugate
focal distances of a flame and its
image, whence the principal focal
,distance can thcn be calculated.
Different other methods are statcd
which lead to a more correct resnlt.
I obtained very accurate determinntions by measuring the magnitudes of all objectandofitsdioptric
image, both with the aid. I.lf t11e
ophthnlmometer (compare p. 17).
As object I employed three small
openings in n very thin blackened metallic plate (Fig. 74 P), behincl whic11
was placed, in front of an opening in a large screen, thc globe of n brightly
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burning lamp. This plate is fixed to the extremity of a fiat copper rule!' (A
..d') resting on a pedestal, and furnished with an accurate scale, and on which
a small plate (x x'), provided with a lens-bearer (l), is movable. 'l'his
little plaie has at x' a nonius, with which the twentieth part of a line can
be re ad oft'. On tho same ruler (A A') a second plate (y y') is movable,
carrying a smallring (1'). 'rhe centres of the two rings, and the centre of
the image (the three openings in the plate P) lie in one horizontal line,
which must be so placed as to coincidewith the axis of the ophthalmometer.
Dy adjusting the ophthalmometer conseclltively for the three different distances, we can ascertain whether this condition is fulfilled. 'rhe axis of thc
ophthalmometer being fixed they must appeal', on moving the eyepiece, successively and accumtely in the centre of the field of the ophthalmometer.
We now first meaSl1l'e the magnitude of the object. As the reader is,
aware (compare p. 18), measuring with the ophthalmometer is accomplished
by doubling the image and' reading' off the degrees on the ophthalmometer"
when the double images are rellloved frolll one another by the breadth
of the object to be measllred. Now no object is capable of more accurate
measurement than three sma11 points of light (Fig. 74 P ... ). Thus we can
very perfectly determine (method of Dessel, in use in astronoIllY), when, on
doubling(Fig. 75), l' of the one image (1',2',3') comes to stand exactly in the
centre between 2 and 3 of the other
Fig. 75.
image (1, 2, 3), and the distanee x
y is then measured as object. For
.3,
:2,
1
2 Ir J
the same reasons we use three points
y
of light, namely, the three reflex
X
images of three distant fiames, when
we wish to determine from the magnitude of the refiected image, the radius
of curvature of the cornea, Ol' of any other reflecting surface.
Now lmowing the magnitude of the object, which we have been able to
measme aocumtely by the method just described, we next seek the magnitude of the dioptric image forllled of it by the lons, whose focal di stance we
wish to ascertain. Fol' this purpose we place the latter in the lens-bearer 1
(Fig. 74), bring this to a di stance from the object (the plate p) equal to the
double of the nearly known focal distance of the lens, and make the distance
l' l equal to 1 P.
The ophthalmometer we have permanently fixed, aftel'
having measured the object (the three small openings) in the centre of the
field. We now move the eyepiece so as to see the ring r accurately, and we
8ha11 then at the same time percei ve the dioptrie image of the three openings.
Dut the axis of the lens will then coincide, as it ought, with that of ihe
ophthalmometer, only when the diopiric image faUs exactly ûz tlte cent1'e of
tlw n'lIg r. Hen ce we must tako care to effect this, and precisely on the
accuracy with which this eau be accomplished, depends the validity of the
method here pllrsued. While we see the dioptric image, we at the same time
ob serve, whether it coincides in magnitude with the object, Iu this case the
points of light will oocupY the same pi ace in refel'ence to one another (Fig.
75), as that at which the object was measured, that is, l' wil! stand in the
middle between 2 and 3. If it appears th at the dioptric imuge is larger, we remove the plate x x' fIom P " if' all the coutrary it is smaller, wc appfoximaie
x .r' ia P, until ihe pObitioll of the illlug'cs is pl'euisely the SUllle as iL was in

.
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measuring the object. Whcn this has been attained, we have only with the
nonius :c' to read off tbe exact distance of the lens from the thin plate P, in
order to know the double focal distance of the lens. lndeed, when object and
dioptrie image have thc same magnitude, both are at an equal, and in fact
at thc double focal distance from the respective principal points of the lens,
and if the latter be a biconvex lens, with equal radius of its two surfaees,
likewise at an equal distance from its optical centre.
In the manner proposed we can eonveniently make only one measurement
of the dioptrie image. More accurate results are obtained when, irrespectively of eqllality of magnitude of object and dioptrie image, the first being
lmown, and the lens being arbitrarily placed, we simply measure the latter,
and of different determinations take thc mean. The magnitudes of the
cbject Band the dioptrie image f3 are to one another as the eonjugate focal
distancesf' andf", whereoff', being the distance between the lens and the
object, is known by reading oft·.
Hence we find

f"
aud, furtber,

=:

F= f'

f'
.l"

j"+f'

If we repcat the calculations with: some different values of f', the average
will be extl'emely accurate.
The focal distance of concave glasses can be ascertained with tolerabie
accuracy, by selecting the convex glass, wbich whèn combined with the
concave, removes all effect of the latter. But in doing this, it is not a
matter of indifference which of the two glasses is turned to.wards the eye.
By the -above-described method I have, in connex ion with Dr. Doijer, determined the focal distances of the spectacle-glasses (those with shol'ter
focal distances directly, t,hose with longe I' by combination) in my box, furnished by Paetz and Flohr at Berlin, aud I found that the focal distanees
are all shorter than is stated. This is in great part to be attributed to thc
fact, that thc distances arc cxpressed in Prussian inches, which are somewhat less than the French. lf we calculate a reduction in the ratio of
15: 16, thc deviation wiU be slight enough to prevcnt any practical inconvenience. lIfy proposal to make Pal'isian inohes the basis of the formulrc of
the numerical values of the range of aceommodatiou, of anomalies of refl'Uction and of the glasses, is genernlly enough followed, to make it highly
desirabie that boxes should be obtainable, the focal distances of whose
glasses should be aocurately expressed in Pal'isian inches. I feel confidcnt
that Nachet et fils, opticians in Paris, will bring them into the market.
The nature of the material of which the glasses are prepared can be best
asccrtained by determining the cöefficient of the ref'raction of light. In
order to calculatc this, according to the simple formulas (compare p. 40),
we must know thc focal distance and the radius of the two surf'aces of eurvature. Thc mode of detel'mining the fooal distnnce, with the aid of the
ophthalmometel', has been aecnrately explainod. Thc same iu.strument may
Sel'vc fol' dcducing thc radius of Cllrvaturc from thc magnitudes of the
catoptl'ic imng'es. 'Ihc method is the sallie as that uBeÜ fol' the determillatiou
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of the radius ofthe cornea (compare p. 18). Ifin tbis mode we detel'mine
the cöefficient of refraction, we shall find, that many lenses are considered
to be pebbles, which consist of flint glass, or even of simple crown glass.

§ 12. ])ireet il1fiuence O1t visi01t,

cf glasses with

sjJhm'ical su~faces.

Whe!! such glass,es are held befÇlre the eye, they are to be considered
as an integral constituent of the dioptric system of the organ. We
shallnow, in the jirst place, consider thc glass to be centred with this
system, that is, that the centres of curvature of its surfaces lie in one
axis with the ccntres of tbe surfaces of curvature of the eye. If this
be not the case, certain deviations will result, which we shall consider
at the end of this sectioll.
N ow the immec1iate conseqllences (l placing a glass, with positive
or negative focus, before the eye, are these :1 0 • The greatest aDd least distances of distinct vision, Pand R,
undergo a modification.
2°. The range of accommodation is altered.
3 Q. The region of accommodation changes in position and extent.
4°. The magnitude of the retinal images does not continue the
same.
5". The determination of the distance, magnitude anel form of
the objects, undergoes a change.
6 0 • Stereoscopic vision with two eyes suffers some modification.
I shall investigate anel explain these results conseclltively.
The direct influence of glasses with negative or positive focus
lS:-

1Q. l'he greatest ancl least clistances qf clistinct 1iision, P ancl R,
ultclergo a 1lwclijication. To prove this we need only follow the
actioll of the glass on the course of the rays of light.
For the eye 0 (Fig. 76) without a glass, let p be the nearest
Fig. 76.

p

------

d.

point of distinct vision, then the rays 11" Z a anel 1i 1 b unite in the
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retina N. N ow if the lens L be placed before the eye, the rays Po Co
aud Po do refraeted by the leus, will acquire the same direetion as
P c and p dj that is, they will proeeed as t a and t band faU into the
eye, and will, therefore, in the same manner unite in the retina: p lc =
P, has therefore given way to pQ lc ::;:: po. The ealeulation is very
simpie. Let F be the foeal distance of the lens; a; the distaIlCe of
the lens from Ic, then P - a; is the distanee of the lens L from
P, and
' .
1
1
1
P-a: +jf=P"-a:
'l'hus we find po _ lc, iu whieh we have only to number lc, lil
order to /ind Po.
In like mauner RO should be found from the formula
11.1
lt - a:: + l!' = Ho - ,'/).
lf L werc a negative leus (compare Fig. 77), the rays Po Co t auel
Fig. 77.

Po do t, refraeted by the lens, shoulU have acquired the directions t a
aud t b, as if they had proeeeded from P, and an aeeommodation for
the clistanee p lc = P should, through the lens have given way to an
aeeommouation for po lc = po. In this ease po is found by the

formula _1_ - F~- = I~. In like mannel' we find the modiP-:v
i
o-a;
fication fOl' the distance R, and for that of every other point, fol'
whieh the eye is accommodated.
If we neglect the clistance iV, tbc formulre beeome simplified
respeetivcly to
1
1
1
1
1
1
F+ F ::;:: po' and P - ~i = po·
But it is only in the nse of weak glasses that this is in praetice unattended with inconvenienee. If in a presbyopie individual P = 24",
.
1 1
1
1 1
then wlth a glass of 12' po becollles about = 2'1 + 12 =t)' anel

po therefore = 8".
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l~' neg-

H

If in a myopie, R = 10 then we find with a glass of ,

lecting al)

i = :0'

~a = l~ -

lation, assllll:ring x =

2

i, gives,

Ra = 60

H
;

while the exact calcu-

in the fust case

1

1
pa - al == 2:1t
pa = 8'444;

+

1
12

=

1
7'944

in the second case
1

1

1
1
R""7"a-=--aI - 9i - 12 = 45'6'
Ra = 46'l.
In these cases the values of Ra according to the two calculations
diller too much to allow of our neglecting al.
2°. Tlte mUffe if accommorlatiou i8 altererl.-By the use of
negative glasses it hecomes greater, hy the use of positive, on the
contrary, it becomes less. Much more still does it diminish, with
reference to the actual rustance of the objects observed, in using
microscopes and telescopes.
W 1'th respect t 0 the absoIute range

' .' dation
0f
accommo

1 - Rl
1
A1 = P

. .
11111
111
lt changes mto Aa
- = -po - RU'
- If -P - -Po were= R
- - Ra'
- then Aa
- should

be

1
=;r

This is, however, the case only when we can leave a; on,t of the cal-

culation. In this case the scheme of the accommodation (Fig. 78 a) with
Fig,78.
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simply be so altered, that tbe lines pI p2 pand

7' 1"

shonld fall only ~) main-

taining the same f()l'm, and should then be changed into Fig. 7a b.
We should thus obtain;1
1
1
1
1
1
P- R = Au po -Bo
A
This is, however, apphcable only in &light degrees of ametropia, and with
the usa of weak glasses. This may be seen from the following eonsideration.

=

=

We wish eompletely to correct the myopia of

~,

represented in Fig. 78 a,

thel'efore, to maka the dioptrie systam emmetropie, by the addition of a lens.
-lI, this lens must be - 7~. Then, in fact, parallel raya, reNow, if x be
fracted by the lens, acquire a direction, as if they had proceeded from a point
inches in front of the L, and therafore Sd before k (compare
situated at
Fig. 76), and 110 bacomes = 00 •

=

n

Now what is po, assuming that

!'

~=

and that P therefore amounts to

2r', as in Fig. 78 a 'l
The caleulation shows ;-

1

I

=

I

1

I

1

p~
po - x
7X - 2~ 74 - 3'05;
po _ X = 3'05 and po = 3'55.
1
1
1
1
Consequently AD
3--=-=--·vO
co =~,
u·DO
.
1
1
Whrle Ä was
4'

=

=

and the absolute range of aeeommodation has therefore beeome greater. In
plaee of by simple reduetion obtaining Fig. 79 a (the same as Fig. 78 b) we
obtain Fig. 79 b.
Fig. 79.
1;
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What is the effect of the glass on the binocular range of accommodation?
The binocular farthest point is by thaglass brought toinfinity, therefore, Rg =
00. In order to aseertain Pg, we must know where the lina p? p~ po shall cut
the line of eonvergenee l~ k'. This should be discoverabIe anly by an experi-
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mental calculation. But in determining the relative range of accommodation the farthest and the nearest binocular points were also ascertained
with -

7~'

and thence it appeared that this point (p3 of Fig. 79 b) lies at

14.... The "binocular range of accommodation of the reduced myopic eye
therefore amounts only to :1
1
1
1
Ag 14 - 00 = 14'

=

and is therefore much less than

.I~g = .}75 -

/5

= 4';61' being the bino-

cular range of accommodation of the myopic eye, without a negative glass
(Fig. 78 a).

However,

~o

is still greater than in the simple reduction,

2

expressed by Fig. 79 a (whereby

J3 = ;6);

and this favourable eircum-

stance makes it at least somewhat easier to many myopie individuals, to
see near objects with a reducing glass (whereby E = (0), than would have
been inferred from the impossibility of, with ·slight convergence, bringing into action a proportionate aecommodation. Besides, the range of
binocular accommodation in reduced myopia usually proves considerably
more favourable than in the case represented by Figures 78 and 79.
The above is applicable in the use of glasses with a negative focus; those
with a positive focus have precisely the opposite influence. The subject is,
in its further application, important enough to justify its illustration by an
example.

i,

Let us suppose, that in a case of hypermetropia H = pat 12', there1
1
1
1
fore, A"= 8'
12 = 4.
'1
Through a glass of St' placed at half-an-inch from the eye, EO becomes

+

=

1

and Po is found as
111
1
po - x = lIj 8i = 4'88'
Consequently Po = 5'38,
00

+

so that, with

~

= 4:8'

1
1
Au has become = 5-:-38'

and the total range of accommodation is therefore decreased. In hypermetropia, however, thc great advantage is always obtained by reducing
glasscs, that the useless part of

~,

namely, that of the accommodation for

converging rays, is removed. Moreover, the increase of the range of accommodation, by the reduction acts favourably on

~o' in so far that thereby the
2

too strong accommodation, peculiar to slight convergence, is partially
corrected.
The same influence which has here been spoken of is likewise exerciscd
2
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by positive glasses, when they are used byemmetropio individuals against
presbyopia, or as magnifyingglasses (even by myopie persons). Ifthe emmetropie eye, with

1:....=~, uses a magnifier of
A

4

=

!,3 at O· 5" from the llodal point,

Ro becomes
34
po becomes = 223n
1
1
and AO = 5'84'

If the magnifying glass has only 1" focal distance,
is three times less than

1
:1:

the fiuther the glass is held from the eye.

~o becomes = 6~6 ; with

~o = 1~'

With the

stro~g

;2'

that

Henoe we see how much the range of aecom-

modation is redueed by the use of a magnifier.

1",

~o beeomes =

The reduetion is greater,

With a magnifier

= }

and x =

the same magnifier, x heing'

3", we find

~o

becomes still

lenses of simple microscopes

less, on account of the stronger system, but eontinues greater, beoause the
eye is usually held closer to the lens.
In the use of the compound microscope we see an aërial image (formed by
the object-glass) through a lens (the ere-glass). This aërial image possesses,
as a simple calculation shows, an extraordinary depth in relation to the slight
depth of the objeot. Sinoe it, moreover, lies very olose to the eye, and is
seen through a lens, the accommodation of the eye in relation to the difference
in depth, thatwe can see ofthe observed object, is reduced nearly to zel'o. The
great depth of the aërial image possesses, however, this advantnge for microscopic observation, that of the obj eet a definite surface is accurately seen,
and what lies only a little above or beneath appears very diffused, and
therefore has no disturbing inftuence.
In the use of telescopes also, the accommodation of the eye is nlmost entirely removed. For with a telescope which enables us to see an infinitely
remote object, with relaxation of accommodation, we can, with the greatest
tension, see only at a very great distance; and this difference requires of the
eye without any glass scarcely any change of accommodation. But even the
accommodation, of which the telescope itself is capable, by altering the distance between the eye-glass and the object-glass, represents, in the difference in distance of the objects which are distinguished, only an extremely
slight range of accommodation. A siniple clllculation wil! easily show, that
an eye behinda telescope Hnds its accommodation almost cntirely annihilatèd.
A positive lens, like the object-lens, forms images behind it, at a distanco
varying from F to 00. At the distance F lie those of infinitely remote objects, at an infinite distance lie those of objects situated at the distance F
before the object-Iens. If a more or less myopio eye be now placed so far
behind the object-Iens, that acoommodating for R, it .sees accurately
the dioptrie image of inlinitely l'emote objects, the objects, whose dioptrie
images are seen with acoommodation for P, will also lie at a tolerably great
distance. Consequently thc range of accommodation is very much limited,
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even by the object.lens alone. Now, this
limitation increases considerably, when the
eye looks in addition through an eye-piece,
and is thus much nearer to the focus of
the object-lens. If the eye-piece consists
of positive lenses, as in the proper telescope, this is so close behind the focus,
that the images formed by the objectglass of even rather remote objects fall without the instrument, and thus vision will
extend only from infinite to very remote distances. If the eye-piece be a negative lens,
as in the Dutch telescopes, this is immediately in front of the focus ofthe object-lens,
so that the strongly convergent incident
rays through this eye-piece acquire a
(slightly diverging) direction, whereby they
come to a for.us on the retina. But of less
remoteobjects the image lies so much farther
from the object-glass, that the rays reaah the
eye-piece comparatively less converging, and
by this negative lens are, thel'efore, rendered
so highly divergent, that the strongest accommodation is na longer capableof bringing
them to a focus upon the retina.
The reduced range of accommodation
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in looking thl'ough micl'oscopes and telescopes may be calculated, when are given:

1

the range of accommodation.

FI the focal distance of the object-glass.
Fr the focal distance of the eye-piece.
X the distance from the object-glass to the
eye-piece.
y thc distance from the eye-piece to k in
the eye.
It may sufiice to explain this further for
the Dutch telescopes.
If the eye (Fig. SO, 0) be adjusted for infinite distance, the rays a baud a' b' falling
parallel on the 0 bj ect-glass ll, are, aftel' refraction, directed as c d and c' cl' upon tp;
rendered parallel by the eye-piece l' l', ihey
now further impinge as e j aud e' f upou
the cornea, and unite aftel' refraction on the
retina N. 'fhe relaxed emmetropie eye in
this mannel' sees, with the telescope, inliuiLely l'eJllote objeots. If the eye now ac-
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commodate itself for the point p, the raya eP1" and eNi jlll, directed to p, coma
to a focus on the retina. In order to acquire this direotion, they must, as
i , bu and ip bH/' have prooeeded from suoh a point (i, not visible in the figure)
in front of the objeot-glass ll, that after refraotion through the objeot-glass
they are direoted as CII dil and cm dVi upon j. In the supposed poin.t i the
prolongations of bil i, and b'll i" interseot, and the point i is therefore tho
reduoed p.earest point of distinot vision. Consequently the distanee from the
point i to the nodal point k of the eye (0) is the redueed shortest distanoe
of distinet vision, whieh, sinoe the farthest is infinite, is in this case C/., and

=

thus shows the reduoed range of aeeommodation !.
<1<

In the teleseope adjusied for infinite distanee and emmetropie eyes :

h rp=F,
h, rp = F"
F-F,,=ij.
Moreover,
P 1c=A
h, k = x, P h, = A-x.
We IlOW seek, in the first place, hj J, according to the formula of the
eonjugate fooal distanoes,
1
1
1
J F - A...----x-.
We now know 11 j = J + i,j, and oalculate h i again aooording to the same
formula

=

=

Therewith are known
h i+ij+x=ik=<1<,
and therefore also the reduced range of accommodation ...!..
a.

3°. The 7'egion qf accommoclati01~ alters in J)ositi01~ anc! e:JJtent.
By range of accommodation (accommodatie-breedte) we understand
a dioptrie value, as being proportional to the focal distance of the lens,
which expresses the difference of accommodation for Pand for R.
The refJion of accommodation (het accommodatie-gebied), on the
contrary, is only the expres sion of the distance between l' and Jl, and
is thereforc = R - p, The accommodation rules this distance in
every direction, and we might therefore eaU it mso the radius of the
regi~n of accommodation. Evidently a completely different region
of accommodation may correspond to the same range of accommodation, and ,vice ve1'st1, Ir R = r:IJ, P = 6, the range of accommodation is

~';

the region of accommodatioll on the contrary extends

from infinity to six inches before the eye.
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=

·lik·1
1 16' andh
· IS
range 0f accommo datlOn
eWlse 3" - "6
t e radi"us' 0f
the region of accommodation is reduced to 6n - 3n = 3n• , There
is consequently no proportion whateveJ," between range and region
of accommodation.
The above is sufficient to remind us what region of accommodation, in relation to range of accommoda,tiou, signifies. We now see
at once, that, while the absolute mnge of aecommodation undergoes
only a slight modification by speetacles, the region of accommoda,tion is quite altered by them. A myopie individual, for example,
with R
6" and P
Sn, whose region of accommodation :(las a

=

=

n

radius of only 6

n

3 = 3/1, sees through glasses of -

-

r

5~' placed

at
from the eye, 'I' brought to 00, and p to about 6": his
range of accommodation has continued about the same, and his region of accommodation has become infinitely greater. A hypermetrqpie person of

(~

i,

with range of accommotation

-i = 2~) 24

sees from

00

n
;

through glasses of

= ~, sees from

7~, at r

00

to

from the eye, he

to not much less than 6"~ - again without change of

the range of accommodation, save only in so far as the useless ~ is
rendered useful range of aceommodation.

The presbyopie subject,

on the contrary, who, with a range of accommodation of

i4' has a

region of accommodation from 00 to 24" from the eye, 10ses, by the
1
use of glasses of 24' a considerabIe part thereof: the accessory modifications being omitted, his region of aecommodation is limited to
24' - 12" = 12/1, although his range of accommodation was scarcely
modified by these glasses.
The examples here given have certainly been sufficient, to deduce
the general rule :
that glasses inCl'ease the region of accommodation, when they
make j' approach to 00, and on the contrary diminish it when they
remave l' from CIJ.
Henee it follows, that if for a certain object a definite distance of
distinct and easy vision was not usually required, it would in general
be indieated to give myopie and hypermetropie individuals eommand
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over the greatest possible region of aecommodation, by the complete neutralisation of the ametropia, and thus to put them on a par
with emmetropie persons. Frequently, however, this eannot be done,
because for a definite object we must also attend to the distance of
the nearest point, as in presbyopie persons.

4°. 'l'he magnitude qf tlte retinal images does not continue tlte same.
A eomparison of the angles, under which objects, accordingly as
they are viewed with or without auxiliary glasses, exhibit themselves
to the eye, ean without further determination, take plaee only so far
as the object at the distanee at whieh it is, ean be accurately seen
both with and without these glasses. To a eertain extent this is
il1deed very possible. An emmetropie person, for example, with
sufficient power of aeeommodation, can aecmately see an object
situated at 8" from his eye, not only without, but also with glasses,
whether of ;2 or -

A.

.A myopie person can do the same with

respect to a near, a hypermetropie with respect to a more remo1.e
object. In all these cases we can easily satisfy ourselves, that
glasses with negative focus diminish the images, while those with
positive focus magnify them. The demonstration of this is very
simpIe. The relation between the magnitude of the retinal image
Fig. 81.
i ___

------------

----

j} or f3 (Fig. 81), and the object i i or B, is dependent on theposition
of the nodal point!c. The more the latter moves forwards, the
larger does f3 become, in relation to B; the more baekwards, the
smaller it becomes. What the eye can now do by aecommodation,
that is, by alteration of its crystalline lens, scarcely displaces the
nodal point, beeause the latter lies in the crystalline lens itsclf.
On the contrary, 50 soon as an auxiliary lens is plaeed before tbe
eye, le moves forwards) if it be a positive, backwards if it be a
negative lens,-and the more so for thc same lens, according as
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the latter is fmther removed from the eye. The amount of tlris
displacement is easily calculated (compare p. 56 and p. 65). Therefore, the retinal image is larger when the object is accurately
seen without tension of accommodation through a positive leus, than
wheu it is accurately seen without this lens by tension of accommodfltion of the eye; and on the contrary, it is smaller when, by
very strong tension, it still exhibits itself distinctIy through negative
glasses.
With glasses of shorter foeal distanee (eommon magnifying glasses), the
amount of enlargement caunot be in this mauner detcrmined. Tbc object
must then be held closer to the eye than it can be aeourately seen without the
lens, and the magnitudes of the images are oonsequentlyno longer eomparable.
In this case we are, 1;herefore, compelled to start from an aocommodation for a
definite point, and to calculate how large the retinal image under the circumstance is ; this magnitude we can then compare with that of the accurate
retinal image obtained with the aid of the lens, while the object is bl'ought
to the distance of distinctness of the eye al'med with the lens. In this comparison the enlargement now proves less, in proportion as the disiance of
distinct vision of the naked eye is shorter; to this distance, in fact, the retinal image is nearly invel'scly proportional, whilc, on thc contral'y, thc
magnitude of the image seen with a strong lens increascs but little in
proportion to the increase of the distancc of distinct vision of the
unaidcd ere.

5°. The cldel'mination of the distanoe, magnitude, ancl JOI'm
ob/ects undel'goes a ohange.

of the

In order to demoustrate the inHuence which positive and negative
glasses exercise on om estimation of distance, magnitude and form,
it is necessary to trace, in what mannel', without the use of glasses,
this estimatlon is established.
With differences in the distances, magnitude, and form of objects,
are connected peculiar modifications in the requisite movements of
the eyes, in the accommodation and chieHy in the retinal images;
and in the changes, which these ulldergo by accommodation, alld
by movements of the eyes or of the head, and of the whole
body. It is exclusively from these modifications, that the mind is in
a position to form an opinion as to c1istance, magnitude, and form.
This, however, for\the most part takes place spontaneously, quite involuntarily, or at least without cOl1sic1eration. l:r11e rapidity of the
juc1gment, without ~nalysis of the elemcnts ou which it is based, is
the l'csult of pract,icc, partIy of the individual, partIy of his parellts,
aud is, in the latter sense, inl1atc.
\,

\

\

\
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In the first place, we observe that the estimation of distance and
that of magnitnde are correlative. Three cases are to be distinguished.
1. We know the true magnitude of the object, and thence form, by
the magnitude of the retinal image, our opinion as to the distance;
2. We know the distance and base thereupon our opinion of the
magnitude; 3. Distance and magnitude are both imperfectly known,
and through reciprocal illfluence an idea is developed, which brings
both into conllexion with one another, and thus at the same time
more accurately defines them. The connexion just mentioned
between our estimation of distance and of magnitude is particularly
striking when we project the ocular spectrum of a flame upon a
wall, in which case we suppose the :flame larger, in proportion as
we withdra w from the wall, and smaller in proportion as we approach
it, notwithstanding that the retinal image of course remains
unchanged.
In order thoroughly to investigate how our judgment is establisl1ed, we must examine, what and how we are able to distinguish,
first under the simplest, and subsequently under more and more complicated conditions of vision, whereby new means are each time aJded
to those already obtained, confirming our opwon with greater certainty, and sometimes modifying it.
The following are to be distinguished as conmtions of vision :a. An eye, without motion, seeing figures in aplane, to which the
visualline stands perpendicular ; b, the same eye, looking freely into
space; a, an eye with movable visual line looking on a surface or
into space; d, an eye, by movement of the head or even of the body,
changing its place; e, two eyes at rest; /, LWO eyes III motioll;
[J, LWO eyes with movement of the head or of tbe body.
We should, however, be led too much into detail, were we fully to
follow out this scheme. We must conflne ourselves to a succinct
and elementary development of the intricate question, anel shall
also even pass over almost completely in silence the literatul'e of
the subject, which has attained to a wholly displ'oportionate
extent.
Here, under 5°, we speak of our judgment in seeing with one
eye; under 6°, stereoscopic vision with two cyes comes under
consideration. We begin by supposing, that thc figures are all situated in one plano, which is viewed only from one point with one
eye, whose visual line is perpendicular to this surf-ace. In this
Ulanner we have no means of directly judging of the true magnitude,
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ij this i8 not otltel'Wi8e lcnown to U8. It is only with respect to the distance that the consciousness of our accommodation gives some idea.
Let a person, through a tube perforating a wall, sa that he cannot
estimate its length, read print placed behind the tube; in this way
many will form a not very incorrect idea of the distance, and consequently also of the magnitude. If we now place in the tube a weak
positive glass, so that less tension of accommodation 8hall be
required, the print will appeal' to the observer to be at a greater
ilistance, and he will therefore suppose it to be l'eally larger,
even though a print so much smaller has been substituted, that the
retinal image has retained the same size. If, on the contrary, we
place in the tube a negative gloss, whose action can still very 'WeIl
be overcome by tension of accommodation, the observer will suppose
that the print is closer to the eye, and the actual magnitude is thus
set down as less, even if a type have been taken 50 much larger, that
the retinal images, notwithstanding the diminishing influence of the
negative glass, 11ave maintained the same size.
But ij, on the contrary, tlte magnitude qf tlte obJect be 1cnown,
the judgment in general yields from the consciousness of accommodation of the eye having taken place, and the object, seen
through a negative glass, is supposed to be more remote, because
the retinal image is smaller,-seen through a positive glass, on
the contrary, it is supposed to be nearer, because the retinal image
is largel'.-Exceptionally, however, the consciousness of the required
accommodation comes into play, even when we look l'ound in nature,
where there is na want of objects of known magnitude, and where
numerous other means of deciding are at the service of the mind.
Iobserved this, many years since, in myself.* As a phenomenon,
name]y, of diminished power of accommodation, in consequence of
the instillatiou of a weak solution of belladonna, I saw all objects too
small, because I supposed them nearel' to me, and Warlomont has
also communicated au example of the same.t In paresis of accommodatiou too, produced by other causes, the same has ouce occul'l'ed
to me. The determination of the distance from the accommodatiou
l'equired, appears to me besides in Zoolci9Z(J with mze e!/e to be accomplished chiefly through the fact, that the othel' (covered) eye, in
connexiou with the tension of accommodation, alters its convergencc,
" Nadcrlalldsch Lancet, 2° Serie, D. VI, p. 607, 1851.
1 Allualcs d'Oculistique, 1853, T. xxix., p. 277.
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in whieh alteration we, in looking with both eyes, possess so aeeurate
an aid in the eomparison of distanees.
In looking at objeets in spaee, with one eye from one point, the
estimation of magnitude and distanee for an infinite number of sueeessive planes ean be effected in the same manner as above for one
plane, and positive and negative glasses ean also in the way deseribed
modify our estimation. Thus, then, an idea of the form of a body
could be developed as well without as with the use of glasses.
Under these circumstances, however, the reasoning is often inverted;
we know the form, and thence deduce the relative distanees of
different points.
This must be further explained.
Many objeets have for us known forms, and on their distanee it
depends, what the form of the perspective image on the retina shall
be. An example may illustrate this:Let the ob server plaee himself before the middle of a square table
ABC D (Fig. 82 I). . In order to know how large A Band
CD are represented on the retina, we have only to draw lines from
the points ABC and D, through the nodal point lc of the eye,
whieh we suppose here to be plaeed above the horizontal plane of the
tabie. We then find the respeetive magnitudes a band c r1 on the
retina R. While the distanee from A B to the eye amounts to the
double of C D, the image c r1 is nearly double as large as a b.
The retinal image has therefore the form of Fig. 82 11. This
form leads us to infer, that the nearest edge of the table A B is
about as far from us as the table itself is long. If we now move
the eye fr om A B to C D, the aecommodation required helps us in
our deeision, and if we know the height of the tabie, the augle under
whieh the lines AB and CD are seen beneath the horizontal plane,
in whieh the eye lies, assists in determining our opinion as to the
distanee. The same tabie, plaeed at double the distanee from the
eye, gives another perspeetive image, in whieh a b : c r1 = 2 : 3
(eompare Fig. 83 I), and in which the angles at a, b, c and r1
deviate less from the right angles (II). We, however, eonsider the
dimensions to be equally great, and the angles to be right angles,
only because sueh is usually the case with tables, and we infer
that the length of the table amounts to ab out half the distanee from
o D to the eye. If there be now only some object, whose true
magnitude or distance is known, this serves as a standard ",hence
to judge of all other objects, whose rclative magnitude and
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distance are inferred npon the same principle (the perspective
projection).
Fig. 83.

Fig. 82.
I

In the foregoing we assumed a lmowledge of the tl'Ue fqrm
of some ohjects, and the dil'ection of some lines or surfaces. TI1Îs
lmowledge, indeed, is scarcely ever wanting. In a room we see
surfaces, which we may consider to be nearly horizontal or perpendicular, and numerous objects which present to us vertical and
horizontallines. From the angles which these surfaces and lines
form on the perspC'ctive retinal images, we deduce our judgment. In nature the ground we walk upon, the horizontal water
surface, ascending trees, houses with their frames and windows,
lastly, man himself, are sufficient starting-points. Thel'efore also we
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judge tolerably eorreetly even what is seen only with one eye from
one point.
Properly speaking our judgmellt ean fail only through an
intentional arrangement. For example, the table (Fig. 82 a) would
have produeed the same retinal image, if the edge A B had had only
,the breadth a f3, but at the same time had been proportionally'
raised, so as to make the edges a 0 and f3 D eoineide perspeetively with A 0 and B D. Thus we ean on Ol1e surfaee (a dl'awing)
represent a number of objeets in perspeetive projection, of whieh the
retina then reeeives an image, sueh as the objeets themselves would
produce, and if the effect of light and shade be added, this image
may be very deceptive, when seen with one eye from one point.
However, if the surface be not too remote, the conseiousness of tension of accommodation will even still teach us, that all lies in one
and the same plane. But, moreover, these are artmeial circumstanees,
whieh do not invalidate the rule, that the form of the perspective
prqjeetion on the retina is sujfieient to enaole U8 to juàge of the rela.
tive, anà even of the a080lute magnituàe anà ài8tanee, p1'oviàeà onl!!
the magnituàe 01' the di8tanee of some objeet oe lmown.
Now on this judgment, deduced from the perspeetive pr_ojeetion,
the use of positive aud negative glasses exereises an influenee. The
eause of this is easily seen. In faet, in using positive glasses, the
objects appear to us not only larger but nearer, and the distance iu
depth between two objeets, and likewise between two lines of the
same object, is thus shortened, there is, therefore, an enlargement of
tlle object with diminution of its depth; the reverse takés place in
the use of negative glasses. We can explain this still more fully. With
actual differenee in distance of objects the angles, as we have seen,
change, and the proportiolls of the perspective images alter (compare
Figs. 82 and 83). But proportions and angles remain the same, when
by meallS of glasses the retinal images are magnified and diminished,
and we consequently suppose the ohjects to be at other distances.
The form which our judgment connects with the perspective image,
must therefore be different.
Most remarkable is the infiuence of the magnitude of the retinal
image on the estimation of the depth, provided that we know the
angles of a surface. If, for example, the latter be the horizontal quadrallgular leaf of a tabie, the relation between depth and breadth will be
conneeted with a definite magnitude of the retinal image; in other
words, the estimation of that relation will be different, when the
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retinal image, retaining the same form, becomes larger or smaller.
A simple construction will demonstrate this. In Figs. 84 I, and
85 I, a band () d are projected in the same proportion upon the re~
tinas R: they stand to one another as 2 : 3. As the adjoining retinal
images II show, a blies lower than () d, but still in the same proportion.
The retinal images, therefore, do not differ in the least in form,
and nevertheless we are compelled to suppose the relation between
length and breadth in the objects to be different (compare A B D 0
of Figs. 84 land 85 I), and on this relation, different for each
magnitude of the image, the distance at which we projeet it, has no
influence (compare Fig. 851. AB'C D with A' B' O' D'). That we do
Fig. 85.

Fig. 84.
I
:IJ

~-------";1

JI

C-c l"

3

not connect similar forms of the objects (unless they 1ie in the same
plane perpendicular to the visualline), with similar forms of the retinal .
images, but of different magnituç1es, cannot surprise us, when we see
on the other hand, that objects of similar form, but of different
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magnitude, do not give uniform retinal images (unless those, with
difference in distance of the objects, are also equally large). If we
place in the middle, or in whatever part we think weIl, of a quadrangular leaf of a tabie, a square sheet of paper, uniform with this leaf of
the tabie, the projected retinal images will be dissimilar : the diiference in dimension of the superior and the inferior boundary will,
for the tabie, be relatively greater (for this relation depends on the
relative distance from the eye), and with it the four angles differ.
Hence, it most clearly appears, how positive and negative glasses,
which cause us to estimate the distance differently, and alter only
the magnitude, not the form of the retinal images, modify our estimation of the depth. Hypermetropics observe this most distinctly,
who, armed with positive spectacles, see the objects larger, which
they before, through tension of accommodation, also saw distinctly,
but smaller, and most of all persons, who replace the lost crystalline
lens with positive spectacles. They suppose all distances to be less,
and therefore see objects less deep.
Myopic individuals experience the opposite inHnence, but somewhat lesB distinctly, because without the negative glass they did not
see remote objects accurately, and the comparison is therefore less
perfect. It becomes more evident when they take a too strong negative glass, which they, however, overcome by.accommodation; and in
like manner emmetropie persons may in these experiments make use
of a negative glass proportionate to their accommodation. But the
phenomena appear much more striking in using the Dutch telescope,
for instance, when we look through an ordinary double opera-glass
with one eye, and close the other. Let us thus look at a small table as
above. The retinal image of course preserves its form: if the glass
magnifies n times, the image is only 11, times larger in all its dimensions. But we see the table broader and shorter at whatever distance we endeavour to suppose it to be. Often we have difficulty in
supposing it to be short enough. Then it is, of course, too broad
behind: A B (Fig. 83) appears to us larger than CD. This we
sometimes correct by, in our thoughts, making C D rise a little; aud
those persons also do this, who in aphakia wear a convex glass,
sa that on flat gl'ound they suppose they are running up a hill.
The phenomenon is particularly stl'iking when we look with the
opera-glass at an ordinary book, lying at a short distance on the tabie.
'1'he book immediately becomes sq-.;tare, although the retinal image
retains the same form, it often remains somewhat bl'oader at the
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upper edge, loses this when in our imagination it acquires an inclination} ana the letters of the title are now broad ana low} while before they were decidedly oblong.
If we now turn the opera-glass round: the retinal images} while
l'etaining the same form} have become diminished} and the dimensions in depth} contrary to our former observation} are very considerably increased; even the leaf of the table and the book appear
to become uarrow above.
All this takes place in using one eye.
The estimation of relative distances} in monocular vision} becomes
still more correct and certain when the head} or even the body moves}
so that the objects are seen successively from different points. In
this manner} in fact} a parallax is created between objects placed at
different distances} which apparently change theÎr relative places}
whereby the relative distanees even of simple free points ean be
estimated.
6 0 • Stereo8copic Vi8iO?~ with two eye8 i8 modified.-From what has
been said under 5°} it is evident} that the estimation of distance and
of solidityof objeets} even using only one eye} is tolerably perfect. This
must here be remembered} for the beautiful diseovery of Wheatstone
has been found so important}* that it finally appeared to make us forget
what a single eye eau do. Two eyes} however} can certainly do more.
At least when near objects are eoncernea, the solidity of the object
cau be estimated with more certainty; we cannot} in binocular vision,
so easily be deceived by au artificial arrangement, aud a peculiar
" Not to speak of the older literature, which is to be found everywhere,
that on binocular vision has of late years been increased by the following
great essays and works:Panum, Pltysiologisclte UntersucJmngen über das Selten mit zwei Augen.
Kiel, 1858.
Recklinghausen, N etzhautfunctionen, Al'cMv f Ophtltalmologie, B. v. S. 2,
1859,
Yolkmann, Die Stereoscopische Erscheinungen in ihrer Beziehung zur
Lehre der identischen N etzhautpunkten, in Arcltiv f. Oplttltalmologie,
B. v. Abth. 2.
Nagel, Das Sehen mit zwei Augen und die Le/n'e von den identisclten Netznautpunlcten, Leipzig nnd lIeidelberg, 1861.
W undi, a series of articles reprinted from ihe Zeitscltl'ijt J. ,'ationelle
Medicin, oollected under the title of Beitl'äge ZIW Theorie dm' 81'nneswalwnehmunu, 1862.
Fechner, Uebe/' einige Vel'ltáltnisse des binoculm'en SeJmls, from the Abliandlungen d, k. s. Gesellschaft del' Wissenschaften viL, Leipzig, 1861; alld
lllllllerous ~hol't articles, bv Dove alla oth~rs. in Poggendorf's A1I1wlen

11
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sensation of the solid is developed in us, ,vhich the monocular pers on
seems not to be acquainted with.
This depends upon two causes.
The first is, that in connexion with the distance between the two
eyes, in fixing a definite point of an object, in which the two visuallines
illtersect, the retinal images of the two eyes are not equal :llld uniform, in consequence of which most points are seen as double images,
whose deviation cOlTesponds, for every direction, to the difference in
distance of those points. With this the idea of the solid al'ises in us;
but often, if all movement be avoided, and if no adjoining bodies guide
us in the estimation, comounding of the stereoscopie with the pseudostereoscopie is possible: that is, the point seen under double images
may as weil be nearer, as more remote than the fixed point.
The second cause is : the successive fixing of the different points
of the object (Bruecke). In fact we are perfectly conscious (at least,
jf the movement does not run tbrough large angles), wbethel', in
passing from one point to another, single vision requires more or
less convergence, according as the fixed point is less or more remote
than tbat previously fixed. At tbe same time, in examining tbe
object, tbat is, in running thl'ougb different points in different
directions, the h'o retinal images constantly change, and tbeÏr
dissimilarity every time alters, which necessul'ily forces upon us a
definite bodily form, and almost makes us touch alld feel-wbicb is
precisely the char::wteristic of binocular vision. If, in fixing some
l)oint, we already have a tolerably accurate idea of the position of the
l)oint indirectly seen, which we now wish to fix, we even modify, witb
the simultaneous movement of the visual lines, the convergence
of the axes. If we miss this idea, we see the double images disappeal' only wh en the visual lines have about reached the desired
point. We sha11 best satisfy ourselves of this, if by holding a carmine glass before one eye, it colours one of the double images, and if
we now look in succession at points of light situated at different
distances. We then observe also, that with a rapid movement of the
visuallines, the required change of convergence is for a moment exceeded, anel is then quickly cOl'l'ected.
Now the use of convex and concave glasses modifies the two
factors of stereoscopic binocular vision.
As concerns the first factor, we obsel've, that the glasses modify
tl1C magnitude, and consequently tl1e apparent distance, without
producing a corresponding modification of the diffel'ence bctween the
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retinal images of t11e two eyes. This difference decreasei:l} accordingly
as the distance of the objects increases. While} namely} the angle}
under which an object exhibits itself} is inversely proportional to its
distance, the parallax of stereoscopic vision} and therefore also the difference between the two retinal images, are, at great distances, inversely
proportional to the squa1'e of the distance. If on the line le' t (Fig.
86), standing perpendicular to the line J,; le', connecting the nodal
points of the two eyes, two points a and a' be
Fig.8D.
moved without altering their mutual distance}
then} as a simple calculation shows, at great
'L
values of 11 a} with reslJect to le le' and to a a'}
the angle a lc a' is inversely proportional to the
square of le a. N ow, this angle is eVidently the
d
parallax of the stereoscopic vision.
Thus it is proved} that the retinal images of the
twó eyes differ less, accordingly as the distance
from the object is greater. With convex glasses,
and especially with an opera-glass, the object is
now seen larger and apparently nearer; but the
diiference between the two retinal images appears
only equal to what it was in looking with the
naked eyes. Consequently the object exhibits,
in reference to its magnitude, too slight a depth.
The l'everse takes place in the use of concave
glasses, which exbibit the objects smaller} and
therefore apparentIyat a greater distance. Thus
the first factor is altered.
As to the second factor, it is dependent on
the fust: the difference in tho' retinal images is
precisely that which requires a differcnce of
convergence, accordingly as w.e vicw one or
other point of the object} and therefore there is
no necessity to treat sC'parately or it.
From these considerations it appears, that} in
the use of glasses, stereoscopic vision with two
eyes modifies our judgment in the same sense}
as takes place for each eye separately. An apparent magnifyillg;
namely, of the dimensions, perpendicular to the axis of vision, in
both cases, causes us to estimate the depth as relatively less, and
vice vC1'sá j on a diminution of these dimensions} we are led to
2
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infer a relatively greater depth. However, in this the modification
of the perspective projection for each eye separately is of much
greater importance than the moc1i:fication in the binocular vision.
Atteutiou must still be direated to a few subordinate points, reiating to
the infl.ueuae of giasses. I aUude, in the first pIaae, to the apparent movement of objects, when the observer, oy moving ltis lwad, passes from one
objeot to allother. If we see, nameIy, through the giass, the objeets under a
6maller angie than with the naked eye, we must turn the head to a oom parativeIy great degree, iu order"by sa doing, to direot the visualline alternately
to thc oue or to the other edge of the objeot, and thus the latter appears
to Hy befare the movement of the head. On the oontrary it comes in this
movement to meet the glanee of the beholder, when the visual augle is
magnified, and therefore, in reference to the latter, 1ittle movemeut of the
head is l'equired. If the same does not take place in moving tlw cye
behind the glass, this is to be asel'ibed to the faet, that a person, in Iooking
obliquely through the glass, na langer se es the object in the direction in
whieh it aetually is, whereby the want of harmony between the magnitude
of the retinal images and the movement required to make them pass ov'cr a
point of the retina, is compensated: without this eompensation, we eouid
not have said, on the preceding page, that the second factor of stereoscopie
vision lies included in the fust. Finally, it deserves here to be mentioned,
in a single word, that glasses limit, if not the magnitude, at least the
symmetry of the field of vision ; that behind glasses the movements of the
eyes are not free in all direations; and that by reflection on the two surfaces of refraction some light is lost.
In the above (under the 6th head), our views were based upon the doctrine of the identical or oorresponding retinal points. Of late this has been
muah disputed. It therefore appears necessary here to explain myself upon
this subjeot. In eyes whose visual lines exhibit na morbid deviation, the
existence of points whioh projeot the impressions reoeived upon eaoh other
into spaae, is not to be denied. In this sense the points in the same meridians
e{lually remote, upwards or downwards, to the right or to the 1eft, from the
fovea centralis of the yellow spot, may be oonsidered as suffioiently corresponding. The identity, however, is not absolute. The images of two ciro1es, of
somewhat different magnitude, the one reeeived on the right, the other on
the 1eft retina (whether through the stereoscope or by eonvergence), so that the
lines may eoincide in the fovea centralis, project a eircle, whose magnitude
is the mean between the two actually present. On the contrary, no matter
how the ob server may draw the smaller in thc largel', and what point he
may now fix, he will, with one eye, still always reeognise the two eiro1es,
and eertainly see none of medium magnitude. So far Wheatstone was undoubtedly right, when his discovery made him reject the theory of the idcntioal retinal points. So fOor, also, the statement made above, that every
variation in the form of the retinal images gives rise to double vision of the
points not raIling upou eorresponding parts, is to be corrected.
Dut the contl'ovel'sy of the ideniical points has been earried still further.
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Some began by wholly denying the mental projection of the retinal images
into space. This denial would not have been made, if observers had always
distinguished between two different things: the projection of the field of
vision and the projection of a point in the field of vision (Conf. Ueber die
Bewegungen des Auges, von F. C. Donders, in HolländisclteBeiträge zu den anat.
ttndpnysiol. Wissenscltaften, herausgegeben vonJ. v. Deen, F. C. Donders und
Jac. Moleschott; B. 1. pp. 105 et seq., 1848). The projection of the field of
vision depends on the position of our eye and the direction of the visualline,
which we assume to be present; and the assumption is toierablyaccurate,
when the eye, in normal movement, is voluntarily brought into this position,
aud the visualline has been voluntarily given this direction. In what part
of th~,) field of vision thus projected we project a certain point, is, on the contrary, determined hy the place which its image occupies on the retina.
In this manner every projection in the normal conuition is explained.
Thus it is also understood how, with accurately directed eyes, of which
direction the observer is conscious, corresponding points of the retinas project
the impressions received on each other. This may still continue under abnormal circumstances. In recent paralysis, for instance, of a muscIe, we estimate
thedirection of thevisualline incorrectly, and we consequentlyproject the field
of vision, and with it each point of the field of vision, in a false direction.
We suppose that the deviating visual line intersects that normally directed
in the point that we wish to see. Consequently we project the image falling
on the fovea centralis of the deviating eye on the projected image
of the fovea centralis of the properly-directed eye. These two different
images thus appeal' to cover one another. If the deviation is not great, wc
Rpeedily find the directly-seen object of the properly-directed eye as in directIy seen on the deviating one, and thus double vision is the result. nut
iu every case confusion arises also in direct vision, which becomes particularly great, if accidentally a strongly illuminated part of the field of vision
farms its image on the yellow spot of the deviating eye. However, we
ocoupy ourselves almost always with the more illuminated parts of the field
of vision, and the result thereof is, that in general the image on the yellow
spot of the properly-adjusted eye excels in clearness that of the deviating
eye. This makes it easier to neglect the image of this last eye; and it is
very remarkable that this psychical abstraction, al ways increasing, is attcnded with physiological torpor, that is, with want of sensibility.
So far the law of the identical points holds good. But now it happens,
particularly in cases of strabismus divergens, that we become conscious
also of the direction of the deviated eye. This is the case when one conLinues to use this eye in its turn. In these cases, an objeot is still fixed
in general with the eye, whose muscles act normally. If we now hold
a second object in the visual line of the deviated eye, and request the
person to fix it, the eyes sometimes remain completely at rest. The patient
ean thus oceupy himself aiternately with the one or with the other object,
which respectively forms its image on the one yellow spot or on the other,
and he knows perfectly in what direction each is. In this case, it is in the first
place remarkable with what certninty he distinguishes with which eyc he
ubserves anything: he who has two good, regulnrly-moving eyes, is not at
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all awal'e of this; we ean aseertain in whieh eye we have musere volitantes,
ouly by olosing one. But, in the seoond plaee, it henee appears most distinctly, that in suoh a person the corresponding points have lost their mutual
relations. Indeed, what impinges on the two yellow spots is projected in very
dift'erent direations, and likewise what touches on similarly dil'ected meridians
in points equally removed from the yellow spot. Now the reason why originaHy eorresponding points are projectèd in different directions is clearly none
other thall tlwt tlw w/tole field of vision is projer.ted in anotlter dil'ettion: the
projection of the different points of the same retina has, with respect to one
another, continued the same. This relation aIters only when the retina is
plaited or irregularly ex.tended; and I should not venture to assert, that
if the accuracy of vision were maintained, the projection should not Jtgain
by observation and trial gradually come to correspond to the aetual position of
the objects. In treating of progressive myopia I shaH revert to this point.
But from the foregoing thus much has appeared, that the deviation of the
visualline, produeed by muscular anoroaly, whieh originally gives rise to
false projection, may beoome known to us by experience, with whieh each
eye begins its independent projection ; and no further proof is needed that,
consequently, double images which, according to the theory of the identical
points, we should see intersected, may be ehanged into homolateral ones.
An organically necessary similarity of iropl'ession of corresponding points of
both re tinas, which should lead to an equally necessary similal'ity of direction of projection, is therefore out of the question. But, nevertheless, what
we at first put forward remains true, whether it be congenital or the result
of practiee, that in eyes whose visual lines ex.hibit na morbid deviation,
certain eorresponding points of the retinas project the impressions l'eceived
on each other juto space.
'fhe assertion, that by merely fixing a point with both eyes, confusion of
the stereoscopie with the pseudo-stereoscopie is possible, I have above noted,
aftel' having also taken cognizance of the most recent artieles of Dove and
of Recklinghausen (Poggendorff's Annalen, B. 110, p. 491, and B. 114, p. J 70,
1861). This is not the plaae to enter into the subject at gl'eater length.

In the begiuning of this sectiou I stated, in investigating the action
of glasses, that I provisionally assurned, that the axis of the glasses
coincided with the visual axis. This is certainly almost never
exactly the case. Firstly, the glasses in a pair of spectacles are not
placed precisely so, that the distance of their two axes should be
exactly equal to that betweell parallel visual axes, and, moreover, in
being placed before the eyes they easily come to stand somewhat
higher Ol' lower than the visual axes; or the glasses, and therefore
also the axes, have, when the hood is perpendiculal', a certain inclination. Secoudly, every movement of the eye immediately alters the
relatiou between the visuallines aud the axes of the glasses.
The question now is, what is the result of this dcviatiou?
In the first place, when the axis of the glass is pal'nllel to the
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visual axis, but is displaced in one or other direction, we o.btain also
a displacement or the object seen through the glass. We satisfy ourselves of this, by pushing a convex or concave glass before the eye,
so as to look always parallel to the axis, but alternately through the
centre, and through the edges of the glass. If the glass be convex,
the displacement occurs in the opposite direction to that of the glass,
if it be concave, in the same direction.
The explanation is simple. Let lc be the centre of the surface at
h, representing the dioptric system of the eye,
Fig. 87.
i a point situated in the elongated axis ié h, this
point will then :find its image in the axis, for example inj. If a lens, whose centres of curvature
fall in the line ié j, be placed before h, the image
of i will also remain in the same line. If, on
the contrary, a refracting surface as h', with its
centre of curvature in 0, be placed befare Tt, this is
/
na longer the case. If we imagine, for instance,
h h' to be a rell.ected ray, this will, refracted at
h', deviate from the veriical v 0, and proceed in
the direction h' i'; consequently a ray must, vice
ve1'sá, come from a point situated in the line,
for example, from i', in order, aft er refraction
at Tt', to enter tbe eye as h' h, and to proceed as
h i Evidently, therefore, a point, situated in ~
i', is seen in i, that is, displacement occurs in
the directioll opposite LO that in which the axis
of a convex glass is pushed before the visual

/

aXlS.

Hence it follows, that, if the two convex
glasses of a pair of spectacles stand toa close
to one another, the objects are for both eyes
i
displaced more outwards, and thus less convergence is required; the
reverse is the case, when the glasses stand too far from one another.
The opposite, of course, takes place, when concave glasses are in
question. In either case the change of convergence l'equired is less,
the weaker the glasses are, and the less they are pushed to the side.
For many years I have advantageously made use of such eccentric
placing of the glasses, where otherwise, in insufficiency of one or
other muscle, combillui,ion llrith u weak pl'ism was indicated. Nor
will it easily happen, that, in doillg sa, we cxceed the limits, whereby
the acuteness of the images suffers toa much. If, however, we
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desire to encroach as little as possible upon the convergence of the
visuallines, corresponding to the distance, we must, as has been correctly ShOWll by Giraud-Teulon and Knapp, regulate the distance of
the glasses according to the reciprocal distance of the visual lines.
We have then, as Knapp has remarked, to attend particularly to
the axes of the glasses, for these do not always correspond to the
centre. In order now to find the axis, we have ollly to ascertain what
part of the glass we have to hola before the eye, in order to see a
verticalline, even when the glass is made to revolve, unrefracted as
weU through, as under or above the glass. However, we need not
be too carefnl in regnlating the axis. Whether, in order to see an
object, a little more Ol' less convergence must be employed, is often
rather a matter of indifference; and if this is not the case, we
accordingly involuntarily regulate the distance hetween eye and
object. Against this no difficulty is to be expected from the accommodation: indeed, its limits, under the influence of the spectacles
selected, are not defined so precisely, that we could approve or disapprove of a slight modification of the convergence under which the
accommodation for a certain distance is required. We have only to
take particular care, that in spectacles worn out of doors, we bave
not so short a distal1ce of the axes of the concave, nor so great a
distance of those of the convex glasses, that in 100kil1g to a great
di stance a divergence of the visual lines should be required, which
might easily cause difficulty. A difference in 11eight of the axes,
which should cause a mutual deviation of the visual lines in a
vertical direction, we must above all avoid.
In the second place, as to looking through the glass under an
angle with the axis, we have already observed that this is unavoidable
in the use of spectacles. The deviation thence proceeding is of two
kinds. In the first place, the object directly seen exhibits itself in
another direction than that in which it actually is. A construction as
above (Fig. 87), modiûed so far, that the axis of the lens malces au
angle with the visual axis, shows this directly. This altered dÏrection
is, as we have already remarked, of that nature, that the disturbance
in hal'mony between the angle under wInch we see a dimension
through convex or concave glasses, and trLe turning of the eye
required in order to traverse them, is sufficiently compensated: moreover, this èleviatioll causes no èlifficulty. Bui, in the seconèl place,
the objects are seenless accurately. Besides the ordinary ahel'ration,
in fact) a new and very important one occurs. Of this we may con-
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vince ourselves, by looking at a point of light through a convex or
concave glass held obliquely befare the eye, and, better still, by
receiving on a screen the dioptric image of a point of light formed
by an obliquely-placed convex lens. This image has a clear eccentrically-situated point, wheuce the light spreads chie:fly to one side
in the farm of a fan, sa that it reminds one of the appearance of a
comet. In treating of astigmatism I shall return to this subject.
Here it may only be remarked, that the diminished accuracy of
the images, especially when strong glasses are in question, renders it
imperatively necessary to attend to the direction of the axes. If
spectacles be used only for distance, the axes must be placed nearly
parallel and horizontally; on the contrary, in spectacles used only
for near objects they require to converge proporlionally, and to be
directed dowllwards. This, when strong glasses are required, prouuces a difficulty of making use of the same frame for every distance,
even in these cases, where the range of accommodation still ad mits
of the use of the same glasses. The inclination of the axes cau be
snfficiently modified by placing the spectacles. But the convergence
ai the axes cannot be altered, without bending the frame. Therefore convergence must correspond to the mean dist.ance, at which the
spectac1es are used, whereby, during their use, a certain margin in
1he convergence of thc visuni axes is least excluded.

NO TE TO § 12.
In this section We ho.ve spoken onIy of the immediate effects of convex
and eoneo.ve glasses. Who.t results o.re medio.tely pl'odueed by them, wHh
respect to refraction, aeeommodo.tion, movements of the eye, &e., will be
better diseussed in connexion with the anomalies in whiel! po.rtieulal' speetaeles are indico.ted.
I have also thought it right here to pass over in silenee the aetion of simple
and compound cylindrico.l glasses. It is only in astigmatism that theyare
applieo.bIe, and they will more properly come undel' eonsideration in the
ehapter on this anomaly.
ltespeeting the different forms of speetacie frames, the desirabie disto.nce of
the glasses from the eye, the use of spyglasses for one and for two eyes, the
employment of l'eading-glasses, of magnifiers and of opera-glasses, &0., some
remo.rks will be found in speaking of the different anomalies of l'efraction
and n.ec~mmodation, in connexioll with whieh these instrulllcnts come undel'
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observation. In general, on this subjeot, among other writings, the following
deserve to be oompared :Szokalski, in Prager Vie1'leijttltrseltrift, B. v-., 1, 1848, and Smee, Tlw Eye
in Healtlt and in lJisease, London, 1854, pp. 44, et seq.

NOTE TO CHAPTER IV.
The ohief literature on the subjeot of speotacles is to be found in Ruete
B. 1., p. 238,
Braunschweig, 1853). Speotacles are among th€' most indispensable instruments for man. For many they extend the power of vision to an infinite
distance, and others should, for want of spectacles, at a certain time of life
see themselves completely shut out from the occupations to whioh, in a busy
society, they are caUed. If we add that spectacles laid the foundation for
the invention of the mioroscope and telescope, whose mighty influence is
powerfully exemplified in the development of most natural scÏences, we shaU
not view these simpie instruments without respect. The history of the
ordinary conoave and oonvex glasses, whioh we here have exclusively in
view, is somewhat obsoure. Any who take a speoial interest in the matter
will find tha most essential points briefly collated in the work on the Miorosoope by my ooHeague Prof. P. Rarting. (See the German translation by
Theile, under the title of Das lI1ilcl-0S!cOP, p. 585. Braunsohweig, 1859.)
W. Krecke, Ph. D., Vice-Director of the Royal Meteorological Observatory, suggested the usa of prismatic spectacles in strabismus. To his eommunieation I added my investigations of the physiological action of these
glasses (Nederlandselt Lancet, D. IIL, pp. 227 et seq., 1847). Von Graefe
(Arcltiv f. Oplttltalmologie, locis diversis) especially showed how still more
advantage was to be derived therefrom, both in diagnosis and in treatment.
'rhe usa of stenopreic apparatus was introduced by me (compare van
·Wijngaarden, over stenopceüche brillen. Diss. inaug., Utrecht, 1856, and
Arcltiv f. Opldhalrnologie, B. 1., Abth. 2). It is true, that in mydriasis use
was sometimes made of smaH openings; but it did not oceur to any one to
remove, by their means, the injurious effect of obscurations. How these
by throwing diffused light into the eye, distm'bed the power of vision (compare pp. 128, 129), was also first explained by me in Wijngaarden's paper.
Theexplanation given is quite in harmony with the law developed by Fechner
fol' the senses in general (Ueber ein wieht~'ges psyellO-pltysiscltes GI'undGesetz, Leipzig, 1859, and Elemente del' PsYCllO-physi1c, Leipzig, 1860).
Green and blue glasses, for moderating the light, are highly valued. In
a work recently published by Professor Dr. Llldwig Boehm, of Berlin, lUlder
thc title' of Die T!lempie des Auges 1Ilittels des farbigen Liclltes, Berlin, 1862,
blue glasses, of different shades, are particularly recommended in numerous,
especially functional, distul'bances of the retina.
(Leltrbuelt der Opltthalmologie !Ül' Aerzte und Stztdil·eÏ'tde.
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CHAPTER V.
THE EMMETROPIe EYE.

THE emmetropie eye presents, both in its structure and in its funetions, the standard by whieh the anomalies of refraetion must be
estimated. As sueh the know1edge of the emmetropie eye must here
oeeupy a prominent p1aee. But, in otller respeets, this eye, wmeh as
1itt1e as any part of the body escapes the influenee of age, must a1so
not be passed over in silenee. The range of aeeommodation ear1y
dimiuishes; soon the aeeuraey of vision lessens, and lastly the emmetropia is eonverted into ametropia, giving way to hypermetropia acquisita. The emmetropie eye, in its retrogression, in its yielding to the
advanee of years, is our task. To the latter we are ealled, the rather
beeause art ean proteet the eye against the seuile metamorphosis, and
by suitab1e means ean help to maintain it in a position to discharge
its funetions.

§ 13.

DEFINITION OF TH:ffi ElIIMETROPIC

EYE;

EYE;

THE SIMPLIFIED

THE DUGRA1l1MATIC

En.

The emmetropie eye is that, the prineipal focus of whose dioptrie
system is, in rest of aeeommodation, found in the retina (Fig. 88).
Fig. 88.

-------------------1

Of infinitely remote objeets, whieh send out parallel rays, this retina
therefore reeeives accumte images, to be improved neither hy convex
nor by concave glasses, ancl by means of its aeeommodation it sees
equally aeeurately at relatively short distances. Noother ren'action
of the eye is eapable of giving to the region of accommodntion so
great an extent.
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That this condition is to be regarded as the normal, we have
already (page 81) shown. Singularly enough, for a long time the
opinion was rather generally entertained, that almost every eye is
more or lesB myopic; that at an iufinite distance, apart !rom the
imperfect transparency of the air, it is only exceptionally that objects
ean he distillguishecl under the same least angle of vision as at a
moderate or short distance. This opinion is an error. By far too
often does the eye deviate in the opposite direction from the standard, and can, with hypermetropic structure, bring converging rays
to a focus on the retina.
If the emmetropie eye is to be considered as the typicaUy normal
eye, another question is, whether it is at the same time the ordinary
eye, and whether, therefore, ametropia is the exception.
In an absolutely mathematical sense no single eye is perhaps to
he called emmetropic. In the nrst place, 1 have never met with an
eye whose focal distance in the different meridians was absolutely
the same; in general, as shaU be more fuUy shown in the Chapter on
Astigmatism, the focal distance is shorter in the vertical meridian of
the eye than in the horizontal. But, apart from this, here, if anywhere, we must a110w a certain latitude to the rule. Slight degrees
of M, for example M

=1!0' in which, at

the distance of 10feet

(= 120 vision is still perfectly accurate, are almost always Ullobserved. SEght degrees of H are in youth not even to be proved,
much less to be reduced to their numerical value: indeed, whenever
a denciency of refractive power exists in the eye, when in a state of
absolute rest, it is supplied by the accommodation. And even
if the eye in paralysis of accommodation should be emmetropic,
the tone of the accommodation alone effects a slight degree of M.
Consequently, the actually emmetropic vision requires, in a certain
sense, a minimum of H, and that minimum is capable of no accurate
taxation, because to the tone itself a certain latitude, perhaps fTom
U

)

1

1

100 to 40' must be allowetl.
In this sense, and it is practicaUy the only correct one, the
majority of eyes of young persons are undoubtedly emmetropic.
Finally, should the question he proposed, whether E is the most
desÏl'able condition : as concerns myself, I should give the preference to a slight degree of M, and I sha11 subsequently state my
l'rasons for doing so.

-------
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The emmetropic eye is dioptrically to be realized in various modes.
Apart from the possible differences of the coefficients of the refraction, a compens:1ting action may take place between
a. The radius of the cornea: the less this is, the shorter is the
focal distance.
b. The form of the crystalline lens: the more convex its surfaces,
the shorter is its fa cal distance.
c. The position of the crystalline lens: tbe more anteriorly it lies,
the more, cetm'is '[ia?'ibus, has it a shortening influence upon the
focal distance of the whole system.
cl. The length of the visual axis: it needs only to correspond to
the conditioll, resulting from a, b, aDd c, to make the eye in each
case emlnetropic.
However, each of the factors mentioned, by itself presents in the
emmetropie eye, comparatively little difference. With respect to
the cornea, this is directly seen from a large number of measurements.* For the other factors it may be assumed for reasans, the
development of which would here lead me toa faro Hence we are
completely justi:fied in a~suming a diagrammatic eye, and for the
sake of different calculations, starting therefrom. The values assumed
by Listing were somewhat modi1ied hy HelmllOltz, who considers
the crystalliue lens to he a little flatter, and its position to be rather
more auterior. With these modi1ications I have adopted them at
page 67, where theyare collated with those of the accommodated
eye.
l!'ollowing Listing's example, t we lIlay go still a step further in the
simplificatioll: it is, in fact, allO\vable to re duce the compound dioptric system of Lhe eye to a single l'efracting surface, boundcd anteriOl'ly
by air, posteriorly by aqueous or vitreolls humour, and this redllCed
eye, where the greatest aceuracy is not required, may be made the basis
of a number of eonsielerations anel calculations. With this simplification we eau, with the greatest ease, form a satisfaetory idea of the
magnitude of the retinal images, of the position of the conjugate
foci, of the extent of the circles of diffusion in imperfect ace ommodatioD, in astigmatism, &c., and of numerous other points.
rl'he l'ight to tbis simplification we derive from the minuteness of
~

Conf. Verslagen en JYIededeelin.qen van de Komitkl. Akademt'e van
TTTetenscltappen. 1860. D. xi., page 159.
I Dioptl·ilr. des Au.qes, in Wagner's IIandwöl'te/'uuclt del' PTtysiolo!lie,
]1. i\'. pnge '193. TIl'aunschweig, 1833.
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the distance between the two nodal points and between the two
principal points of the dioptrie system of the eye j this distance
amounts to less than one-fourth of a millimètre. It is evident that
neglecting this wiil cause only a very slight difference. We thus ob~
tain, besides the two focal points, as carc1inal points, only one principal
point, k, and one nodal point, the latter being the optical centre, !c :
that is, we retain simply the cardinal points of one simple refracting
surface (compare pp. 40-44), whose centre of curvature is!c. Fortuitously the radius of curvature for the human eye is 5 mm.; the eoefficient of reÏraction may further be assumed as

i.

Hence resulis

such a simple position of the cardinal 'points, that we Can without
difficulty imprint them on our memory, and make many catculations
even without the use of figures. Ta this I attach great importanee,
because our ideas thus gain so very much in clearness.
Fig. 89 represents the reduced eye in
Fig. 89.
its true dimensions.
7c is the optical centre.
11, is the prineipal point.
7c 11,=5 mmo is the radius of curvature
of the refracting surface.
CP. is the posteriO?' focus, that is, the
focus of rays, parallel in the air (compal'6 Fig. 90).
cp' is the anterior focus, that is, the focus of rays, parallel in the
vitl'6oUS humour (compare Fig. 91).
Fig. 90.

ft

Fig. 91.

cp" Fg is the posterior focal distance = 20 mmo

= 15 mm.
Therefore the coefficient of refraction ~
?t = 43~' as being = F
11, cp,=F, the anterior focal distance

.F -

IlO

,-

20: 15.
The meaning of the reduction thus made is this: tl1at for the
ordinary eye we substitute one with a cornea, ",hose radius of curva~
ture is only 5 mm., while behind this ia- merely vitreous or aqueous
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humour, without' erystalline lens, and with a length of visual axis
of 20 mmo In sueh an eye retinal images would have the same magnitude, the same distinetness, and the same position whieh they exhibit in the emmetropie eye with its cornea of nearly 8 mmo radius of
eurvature, its erystalline lens of a little more than 43 mmo foeal distanee, and its visual axis of a little more thnn 22 mm., and it ean,
therefore, rea11y be substituted for this last.
That in the assumed reduetion the system alters but little, we ean
render evident by reasoning. In the fust plaee, the cornea is the
prineipnl refraeting surface, where the rays deviate most: its foeal
distanee is 31'7, while that of the erystalline lens amounts to 43'7.
In the seeond plaee, in the erystalline lens the two prineipal points
lie so cIo'se to one another, that they may be united into a single
optical centre. If we now consider, that this optieal eentre of the
lens lies about 16 mm., that of the cornea a little more than 14 mmo
in front of the retina, we sha11 understand that the effect of both is
eombined in one point, situated 15 mmo from the retina. In order
now further to combine in one surface of eurvature the dioptrie action
of lens .and cornea, the eoefficient of refraetion being

~, a

radius of

eurvature of preeisely 5 mmo is required.

NO TE TO § 14.
The reduetion assumed. in round numbers seareely difrers from that found
by caIeuIation (see the method in Listing, Z. C., p. 493) from the diagrammatie eye of Helmholtz; in plaee of the
eaIeuIated values,
we assumed,
F,= 15'036
15
FN
20'113
20
5.
lt k
5'077
In connexion herewith we' assumed, as eoefficien t of refraction, in plaee of

=
=

1~~. 1~~ =

i'

whieh vaIues stand to another

= 308 : 309.

Listing's dia-

grammatic eye differs, it is true, somewhat more from the round numbers ;
but still Listing has elsewhere (Beitl'ag ZUl' pltysiologisclwn Diopt1'ik.
Göttingen, 1845) found himself justified in substituting the same round
numbers.
I now wish to show, by some examples, what use we ean make of
the nUlnbers aseertained, in order to be able to form a quite satisfaetory
idea respeeting several problems.
a. In the first plaee, a ray, direeted to k (compare pp. 42 et seq., Fig.

12
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19), coincides with the radius of curvatul'e, and thus passes through
unl'efracted: let i i be an object B, j j its image (3; let k i, the distance
from the object to k, be g'; kj, the distance from the image to k, be gil.
EVldently now

B:f3 =g':g"
We saw that g'= 15 mmo We have thus only to divide the di stance fJ' of
the object, expressed in mm., by 15, iu order to find how many times the
retinal image is smaller than the object: a mètre, placed at 15 mètres
(15,000 mm.) distance, gives a retinal image 1,000 times smaller, and therefore anc millimètre in size.
b. If the eye remains accommodated to infinite distance, the imagej of a
point i, placed at au infinite distance, falls behind the retina. flow far does
it lie behind it? In other words, how large isfn - F. = y? Above (p. 44)
we found the distance, kj, as

/" = j, F"
j,-F,
j,-F,=t,
J,=t+F.
i'
F,' (C + F,)
.Ju =
C
'

If we put
Then
and we may write

-I'
JII

=F11

FF
+-"-'
,

FF
consequently
!t'-~J=(
...
In order, therefore, to iindfu - F" = y, thatis the displacement of} behind
the retina, we have only to divide the nxed prodnct Fu F, 20 X 15 300
by 'P" that is by the distance of the anterior focus t, to the object.
If the point i lies 320 mmo from k, that is 300 from 'Pil its image j will fall
precisely 1 mmo (300: 300 1) behind the retina. The point i, situated at
1 metre in front of 'P, (1020 mmo in front of k), makes j fall only 0'3 mmo
(300: 1000
0'3), the point i, situated at 100 mmo from 'P, makesj faU not
less than 3 mmo (300: 100
3) behind the retina. Thus we can easily,
without the use of figures, calculate y for each distance of i.
C. If we thus know y, we can further easily find the diameter of the
circles of diffusion, and sa obtain an idea of the degree of distinctness of
vision. In the reduced eye the matter is simpIe. A cone of rays, derived
from one point i, unites in,i. On the retina, in 'Pu' this cone has yet
a certain section: that is, the circle of diffnsion. The length 'Pu j = y,
we have only to divide by the Iength of the whole cone, calculated from
the pupil, in order to nnd in what proportion the pupil, as circle
of diffusion, is reduced.
The distance from the pupil to 'Pu we may
fix at 19 mmo Now if y
1 mm., the circle of diffusion is (1 : 19 + 1)
1
20 of the diameter of the pupil; with y = 2 mm., we find 22 , with
1

=

=

=

=

=

=

y

= 3 mmo

:2'

etc.

The diameter of the pupil being taken at 4: mm., the

diameter x of the circle of diffusion is in the first case =
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mm., etc. Evidently, witb equal deviation of accommoda-

tion, the circles of diffusiou become greater, and the accuracy of vision
consequently diminisbes the more, the larger tbe pupil is.
To be quite correct, we should make the position and the magnitude of the
pupil, as tbey manifest themselves as the image of the crystalline lens, the
basis of the calculation. The inJluence of the crystalline lens is, however,
not great: with a true magnitude of 4 mmo its image of the crystalline lens
is 4'23, and a position of 3'6 mmo changes iuto a position of 3'713 behind
the cornea: with this the assumed distanee = 19 mmo in front ofthe retina,
agrees.
If we wish to make the calculations for Parisiau inches and lines, we
may, in place of 5, 15 and 20 mm., put down 2'"'2, 6""6, and S'N·S, which
values we can easily remember and use in the calculatious.
We, can, moreover, in reference to the reduced eye, form a very good idea
of the accommodation. In the first plaee, if we suppose this to oecur through
an imaginary auxiliary lens situated iu air, the latter has only to make
the diverging rays parallel: the foeal distance of the auxiliary lens must
then be equal to its distance from the point for whieh we accommodate.
Thus understood, the imagiuary auxiliary lens is equal to a spectacle-glass
corl'eeting according to the distance. In this, however, the position of the
cardinal points changes in another mode than actually takes place in aecommodation. If we wish to obtain ;;he actually altered position, we must also
Teduee the accommodated eye in itself. We may assnme:
l' =4·5mm.

F, = 13'5
F,,= 18.
Here, now, 'P" lies at 2 mmo before the retina: the visual aris has,
in fact, maintained its length of 20 mm., and this must happen, because the
priucipal point has scarcely changed its position (compare p. 67). On the other
hand, k has appl'oached to 1t, as actually takes place in the accommodation.
We find the distance to the object for which this eye is accommodated to be
(13'5 X ] 8 = 24.3, and 243: 2 = 121'5) 12]'5 mmo from 'P" and consequently
139'5 from k, that is about 5", 50 that thc redueed eye here assumed l'epre.
.
1
1
sents an emme t roplc eye, usmg A = g'
The calculation of the altel'ed position of k by thé use of glasses is rather
complieated. The method l'esults from xv. p. 53, and xxii. p. 65. In the
aection on apltakia we shall be obliged to make use of it, and thel'efore to
illustrate it with examples.

§ 15.

CENTRE OF MOTION AND MOVEMENTS.

ANGLE BETWEEN

THE AXIS OF THE OORNEA. A.ND TIIE VISUAL LINE.

Tt would be going beyond the plan of the present work, here to
~nter

into the whole doctrine of the movements of the eye.
2
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great complexity of the subject, especially when taken in connexion
with binocular, stereoscopie vision, would alone be sufficient to deter
us from so doing.* But, besides, there is little application to be
made thereof in reference to ametropia; and only so far as they are
modilied in ametropia, have we here to deal with the functions of the
emmetropie eye. As to the mechanism of the movements, a modification with respect to two points is to be noted, which is of importanee
for our object: a. with reference to the position of the centre of
motion ; b. with reference to the extent of turning round the vertical
aXlS.

...

Respecting the position of the centre of motion numerous investigations have been made, among others by Volkmann, Mile, Buro\'\',
and Valentin. These investigations yielded rather discordant results,
but as the eye does not differ rnuch from a globe, and is in great
part contained in a globular cavity, these observers agreed that the
centre of motion should be situated about in the middle of the visual
axis. The discrepancy of the results obtained is attributable in part to
the methods of investigation employed, but in part, no doubt, also to
the difference of the eyes. Sin ce, in fact, it was shown, that arnetropia depends principally on a difference in length of the visual
axis, it must even à jJri01'i have been supposed, that the distance at
which the centre of motion lies behind the cornea, should, in ametropia
undergo a modification, and I therefore thought it necessary to investigate that subject. The investigation took place in concert with
my friend Dr. Doyer, accordillg to a method described at the end of
this section.
The results obtained in emmetropie individuals, are collected in
the subjoined table. The subjects were all men. D. signilies the
right, and S. the left eye.

* Compare Ruete, Lelwb. der

Oplttltalmologie, Bd. i. 1848, S. 8.
Bewegl~ngen des menscMiclten Auges in
Holländisclwn Beitl'. z. d. anat. und pTtysiol. Wiss. 1848, .Bd. i., von
van Deen, Donders und Moleschott.
Von Graefe in Arcltil' f. Oplttltalm. Bd. i.
Meissner, Die Bewegungen des Auges, Arcltiv f!t1' Oplttltalm. Bd. iii.
Fick, Zeitsclwiftf. l·ation. Medicin von Renle und Pfeufer, B. ivo nnd
V. Neue Folge.
Wundt, Al'cMv f. Oplttltalmologie, B. viii., 1862.

F. C. Donders, ZUl' LeMe del'
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Nos.oftho
Persons.

I

.A.ge.

-23

"2
3

"
23
30

"4

"
31
34

5

"6

7
8
9
10

"
35
315
40
43
43

"
11

"
50
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Position of thc Anglc between
ccntrc of motion thc nxis of thc
bchind tbc apex cornea nnd tho
of the cornea..
visunlline.

Eye•

D.
S.
S.
D.
S.
S.
D.
S.
S.
S.
S.
D.
D.
S.
D.

13'9
13'84
13'72
13'03
13'58
13'49
13'27
14.. 04
13'55
13'58
13'17
13'99
13'32
13'19
13'38

6"
60
50
40
60
3°5
6°
60
4°5
6°
70
4°66
30 5
3°5
4"4

The length of the visual axis in emmetropie individuals is supposed to be equal to that in the diagrammatic eye, namely, 22'231
mmo N ow by the method adopted we found the distanee from the
centre of motion to the base of the segment of the cornea; this
base being 2'6 mmo from the apex of the cornea, 2'6 mmo must
be added to the number obtained, in order to find the position of
the centre of motion behind the apex of the cornea.
The same determinations were made in ametropia. They will be
communieated in detail in the chapters upon Hand upon M, where
the importanee of these results in the production of strabismus
divergens and strabismus convergens will be shown. In this place
I give in the subjoined table only the averages of the results obtained for emmetropie, myopie, alld hypermetropie subjeets.
Position of the Centre of Motion.

a
J,engthof
thc visual
axis.

1. E.
2. M.
3. H.

mm,
23'53
25'55
22-10

b

c

d

Rofare tbc

In

posterior
Behlnd the
surfacc of thc
cornen.
scierotte.

per ccntage

proportion.

mm,
mmo
13'54 : 9'99 = 57'32: 42'46
14'52 : 11'03
56'83:43'17
13'22 : 8'88 = 59'8 : 40'2

=

From this table it appears :-
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f

Behind the ~8~"J:~V~~:
middle oftho COI1lca n.nd tho
visual axis.
yisualllne.

mmo
1'77
1-715
2'17

5'10082
2"
7 0 '515
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lst. That in the emmetropie eye the centre of motion is situated
at a considerable distanee (1'77 mm.) behind the middle of the
YÏsual axis.
2ncl That in myopie individuals the centre of Dlotion is situated
more deeply in the eye, but also farthel' from the posteriol' sUl'faee,
and indeed so that in the eyes of such persons the relation between
the part's of the visual axis, situated before aud bfjbind the centre of
motion, is nearly the same as in the emmetropie eye.
3rd. That in hypermetropie eyes the centre of motion is situatec1
not so deeply, but rebtively very much closel' to the posterior
surface of the eye.
In the above tables a column),!, is assigned to the angle between
the axis of the cornea and the visualline. The subjoined figures,-Fig.
92, representing an emmetropie; Fig. 93, a myopie; alld Fig. 94, a
hypermetropic eye,-are intenc1ed 1,0 illusLrate the meaning of that
angle, and at the same time 1,he position of the eentre of motion d.
Fig. 93.

Fig. 92.

Fig. 94.

All are seen in horizontal sections, carried through the optie llerve, n.
I is therefore the innermost, E tbe outermost part of the eye.
The axis of the cornea, 9 a, cuts the cornea in the midc11e: to· this,
in fact, the apex of the ellipsoid of the cornea eorresponds. N ow
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this axis is by no means direeted to the object fixed, whieh, as sueh,
has its image in the fovea centralis of the yellow spot Z. A line drawn
from the retinal image of the fovea centralis towards its object is the
visual line t t', and this may be eonsidered to cut the axis of the
cornea in the united nodal point!c. The angle, t !c a, is therefore
the angle between the axis of the cornea and the visualline in the
horÏzontal plane. In the vertieal plane this is usually mueh less, and
has no special bearing on our present subject. N ow it appears that
iu the emmetropie eye the visual line cuts the cornea to the inside
of its axis. This had already been aseertained by Senff, and was
eonfirmed in a small number of eyes by Helmholtz and Knapp.*
We found it as a rule in more than :lifty eyes. 1 had, however,
previously observed i- that in myopie individuals the angle t' k a, is
less than in emmetropie persons, and that in the highest degrees of
M the cornea may be cut by the visualline, even on the outside of
its axis. The investigntion carried on with Dr. Doyer showed
further, that, eontrary to what was observed in M, the angle l' !c a
is in H partieularly brge.
Hence, now, it follows, that in lookiug at distant objects, while
the visuallines are parallel, the axes of the cornea iu emmetropie individuals diverge about 10", still more in those who are hypermetropie,
but leis in myopie persons, in whom they may even converge. This
gives, considering the positiQn of the eye in emmetropie subjeets to be
normal, in hypermetropies apparent strabismus divergells, in myopies
apparent strabismus eonvergens, whieh, when onee one is aware of
it, is very evident, and eontributes mueh to the peeuliar physiognomy
of myopie and hypermetropie persons.
Finally, as to mobility around a vertieal axis, proeeeding from the
position in whieh the axis of the cornea stands perpendicular to a
vertieal surface earried through the eelltre of motion of bath eyes,
the normal emmetropie eye ean in youth turn from 42° to 51° inwards and from 44° to 49° outwnrds. In myopie persons, as will
appenr, the movements are aften limited .
.. Knapp, Die JÜ'iimmung der Horn7tclUt, Heidelberg, 1859.
Vm'sla!len en meded. der I{oninl.l. Akademie, 1860, D. xi. p. 159.

t
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NOTE TO § 15.
In the investigation of the mechanism of the movements of the eye, the
knowledge of the position of the ccntre of motion is a primary requisite. It
may therefore cause reasonable surprise, that in the numerous and elaborate
researches carried on of late years respecting this mechanism, the determination of the centre of motion should have attraeted so little attention. If
ob servers started on the assumption, that the pObition of this eentre had been
determined by previous iuvestigations with sufficÏent aceuracy, they were
mistaken. In the :/irst plaee, as Ludwig, among others, observed, the
methods employed left mueh to be desired; and in the seeond plaee, the
inftuence of the length of the visual axis upon the position of the centre of
motion was wholly left out of eonsideration. Now if the latter was found, as
a result of observation, at a distance of from 11'9 to 14'1 mmo from the
cornea, it was certainly extremely arbitrary hence to assume it as proved,
that the centre of motion must be situated in the middle of the visual axis.
Some years ago I thought 1 had found, in the measurement of the displacement of a reftected image on the cornea, a simple and accurate mode of
determining the centre of motion.
In the first place 1 ascertained, with the aid of Helmholtz' ophthalmometer (compare p. 17), the radius of curvature in the middle of the cornea.
Subsequently I endeavoured, from the displacement just alluded to of a
reftected image, to deduce how far behind the centre of curvature the
ccntre of motion was situal.ed.
The reasoning was as follows : -if the centre of motion of the eye should
coincide with the centre of curvature of a spherical cornea, an image refl.ected
in the axis of this cornea would, on movement ofthe eye, undergo no change
of place whatever. H, on the contrary, the centre of motion, as was to be
expected, should lie behind the centre of curvature, then, on turning the eye,
the refl.ected image would be displaced in the same direction in apace as tbat
in which the eye was moved, and this displacement, as a simple construction
shows, is the sine of tbe angle of motion, described from tbe centre of motion
of the eye with a radius, equal to the distance between the centre of motion
and tbe centre of curvature.
From tbis reasoning it followed that we should have to measure only this
displacement at a 7cnown angle, in order, from the sine thus determined, to
find the radius, and with it the di stance between the centre of curvature
and the centre of motion.
Now the angle was ascertained, by looking successively towards two
sights (visieren ) in a horizontal surface.
It was, moreover, easy to measure the displacement of the reftected
image. Immediately before the opening, to whioh the eye, the head being
fixed, corresponded, a hair was vertically extended. H, on fixing tbe first
sigbt, tbe reftected image coincided witb tbe hair, it appeared, on directing
the eye to the second sight, to deviate therefrom, and this deviation was
measured by maldng the double images, seen with the ophthulmometer,
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to separate so far, that the second image of the bah coincided with the urst
of the refl.ected image. Further, by repeatedly looking alternately to each of
the two sights, the required distance of the double images could be still more
neady, and, indeed, very accurately, determined, while at tbe same time, the
infl.uence of slight movements of the head was excluded. The measurement
was accurate when, on quickly and alternately fixing the two sights, the
one image of the flame completely coincided alternately with the two bairs,
or deviated therefrom by an equal comparative quantity.
If the accuracy ofthis determination left nothing to be desired, there was
another difliculty. The cornea is not a spherical surface. lts curvature
approacbes much more nearly to the ellipóoid, and the eccentricity of the
ellipse, obtained as a horizontal section, seemed great enough, to exercise an
influenceupon the position ofthe refl.ected image. Professor van Rees had the
goodness to caiculate this in:fl.uence, and it appeared, that in consequence of
actually establióhed eccentricity of the elliptical meridians of the cornea, a
deviation arises, which, in the calculation, may produce, for the position of
the centre of motion, a dift'erence of 2, or even of 3'6 mmo Hence the application of the method was very limited. lndeed, the ellipse of the horizontal
section must always be determined, and this determination requires so much
time, that it is diflicult to appIy it to a great number of eyes. The method
is here communicated, because in those cases in which the ellipse is determined, it is not unsel'viceable in the control of other methods.
A similar method had, aS I subsequently learned, been previously proposed
by Professor Junge, of' Petersburg. His results, obtained in Helmholtz'
Jaboratory, were published by him in the Russian language. I became
acquainted with them from the manuscript of the German translation of his
valuable treatise. J unge's method depends, like that above described, on
the displacement of the refl.ected image of the cornea, in movement of the
eye. This displacement, however, he determined, by throwing the re:fl.ection
of the same :fl.ame, both with parallel visual lines, and at a certain convergence of these lines, on the two cornere, and by measuring the mutual distance of the reflected images, in the two positions of the eye just mentioned.
In order to be able to use the ophthalmometer for this measurement, the
images must, by reflection, be brought close to one another, for which purpose Junge made use of a sextant. He eft'ected the determination on uve
eyes with great accuracy. But the numbers obtained have not a corresponding value, because he neglected to ascertain the eccentricity of the elliptical
section, and tberefore could not apply the requisite correction.
Subsequently I succeeded in discovering a method, in using which the
form of the elliptical section of the cornea has not to be taken into consideration. In concert with Dr. Doyer, I have applied this method to a great
number of eyes. We were, in fact, not satisfied with knowing the position
of the centre of motion in the normal emmetropio eye; we wished to inquire
what differences in that respect myopie and hypermetropie eyes exhibit.
The method consists in this :-That we determine lww great tllO angles
of motion (with equal excursions on botlL sides) mItst be, in m'del' to mal.e
tlte two extl'emities of tlw measttl'cd horizontal diameter oj tlte cOl'nea
coincicle altemately witl! tlte same Jloint in ,çpace.
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The horizontal diameter of the cornea was measured with the aid of the
ophthalmometer. For this purpose the flame of a lamp was placed perpendicularly immediately above the ophthalmometer. The reflected image of
this flame in the cornea was seen through the ophthalmometer. A second
lamp, placed near the cornea, was covered towards the side of the ophthalmometer with a screen and served only to produce a bright illumination of
the cornea to be examined. By giving to the eye to be investigated a definite direction, by making the patient look to a sight (we eaU this, moreover,
the primary sight), which was movable along"a scale,* it was not difficult
to make the reflected image of the flame placed above the ophthalmometer
fall precisely in the middle of the cornea. If this reflected image was really
in the middle, the reflected images on both sides in fact, by doubling,
reached at the same time the margins of the corne::e now half covering one
another (compare Fig. 95; C the cornea,p ths pupil, b the reflected image).
The re sult of this :lirst investigation is
evident. The number of degrees read oft' on
Fig. 95.
the ophthalmometer, which was l'equil'ed to
make the reflected images fall on the margins
of the corne::e half covel'ing one another, corresponded to half the breadth of the cornea, or
rather to half the chord which subtends the
cornea.
A second measurement, in which the glass
plates were turned in the opposite direction,
served to verify the first, and at the same
time to avoid the error of collimation. In this mannel' we obtained, by
reading oft' the ophthalmometer, above and below, four measurements. Of
these four the average was taken.
A table expressly prepared now directly gave, from the ascertained
number of degrees, the corresponding magnitude, whereby, consequently,
the half-breadth of the cornea was known.
At the same time, the position of the primary sight on the scale showed
what angle the visuallinc made with the axis of the cornea, assuming that
this passes through the centre of the cornea.
In order further to determine the arc which the cornea must describe,
in order to traverse the leng th of its own transverse diameter in space, a
ring was suspended before the eye to be examined, in whieh a fine hair
was perpendicularly siretched. It was now merely necessary to try how
many degrees (starting from the position in whieh the axis of the cornea
was directed on the cross of the ophthalmometer) must be sighied at each
side, in order, while the head was immovably fixed, to make eaeh of the
margins of the cornea alternately coincide with the hair. The number of
degrees ascertained corresponded to the angle which thc eye had described
.. In front of the eye to be examined a horizontal graduated arc was
applied, with an arbitrary radius described from the cenire of motioll of tbe
eye. In the middle of this arc, in ihe direction in which the eye saW
the cross of the ophthalmoineter, was the zero of thc scale. Right and left
of this zero the degrees werc numbered.
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from the centre of motion. It very soon appeal'ed, that in narmal eyes, this
angle amounted to about 56". We therefol'e began each time with one
sight 28° to the left, to place another at as many degrees to the right of
the primary sight. The heacl was placed so, that on fixing the one sight,
the one margin of the cornea coincided with the hair j and it was t.ried
whether, on :fixing the second sight, the opposite margin of the cornea
corl'esponded to the hair. Only rarely was this exactly the case j but it
then, nevertheless, appeared, whether a graater or lesser arc must be described.
Accordingly, the two sights were removed from, Ol' approximated to each
other, by an equat distance, which was repeated until at length the exact
coincidence of the margins of the cornea with the hair was obtained. By
maldng the eye look a few times in rapid succession alternately towards
the one and the other sight, the infiuence of movement of the head was
with certainty excluded.
The knowledge of the half-bl'eadth of the cornea, and of the angle of
motion, whereby that dimension in space was traversed, was sufficient
to determine the position of the centre of motioll. The subjoined :figure illustrates this. It represents a horizontal section
F'Jg. 96 .
of the eye: 0 is the centre of the visual axis, or
rather of the axis of the cornea {J a; t is the yellow spot; ll' the visual line, which in the
posterior part of the crystalline lens (that is, in
the nodal point) cuts the visual axis. If we
now draw from the centre of motion IV the lines
IV y and x y' to the margins of the cornea, and,
moreover, the line y y' as ehord of the cornea, we
obtain an isosceles triangle, of which tbe angle
y x y' is known to us. The perpendiculnr x te
divides this triangle into two equal and uniform rectangular iriangles,
(the acute angle of which, and, moreover, the aide of the l'ectangle y u
the half-cbord of the cornea) are known by meaSUl'ement. The second
side of the rectangle x ~~ is evidently the distance from the centre of motion
to the base of the segment of the cornea. It is found by multiplying
the side of the rectangle y u by the co-tangent of the opposite angle
y x te. By addillg to this the height ~t a
2·6 mmo of the segment of
the cornea, we obiain tbe distance a x, that is, the position of the centre of
motion behind the anterior surface of the cornea.
In many cases, especially in myopic persons, the mobility of tbe eye was
too limited to make the cornea traverse the required space. In this case
we used a ring, provided with two extended parallel threads, whose mutual
distance was aecurately determined. This usually amounted to 3'02 mmo
The sights were now so placed that the one thread coincided alternately
with the inner margin, the other with the outer margin of the cornea. In
order to know the spnce traversed, it was now necessal'y only to substract
the distance of the threads from the previously ascertained breadth of the
cornea, and this value was further made the basis of the calculation.
The results we have comprised in three tables. The :first contains the
eyes of emmetl'opie individuals, the second those of myopie, the third those

=
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of ltype1'nwtl'opic persons. This distinction was made in order to exhibit
the influence of tno lengtn of the visual axis. Above (p. 181), a table was
given for emmetropie eyes; and, moreover, one containing the average of
the results obtained in E, M, and H.
We do not coneeal from ourselves, that aftel' this investigation, muoh
remains to be done with respect to the determination of the centre of motion
of the eye. In the first pince, we have not yet examined how far the
centre of motion may be l'egal'ded as a fixed, unaltel'able point. Our investigations extend only to horizontal motion, and almost always to an equal
amount. We ean therefore answer only fol' the aecumey of the direct
determination-tllat oj tlw distance between the base oj tlte segment ojthe
comea and the cent1'e oj motlon, in l'atlwl' extensive movements in tho
hOl'izontal plane.

§ 16.

ACUTENESS OF VrSION MODIFIED BY AGE.

With the increase of years, the eye undergoes a number of changes
of different kinds. Some of these are recognisable on mere external
inspection, as the diminished lustre of the cornea and of the conjunctiva, the smaller pupil, the changes of colour and less transparency
of the sclerotic and of the iris, the diminished depth of the anterior
chamber of the eye, the arcus senilis, etc. Some appear only on proper
anatomical examination: to these belong, among others, the warty
granulations of the structureless membranes, with secondary changes
of tlle retina, calcareous deposits in the posterial' part of the sclerotic,
the peculiar metamorphoses of its anterior part, changes of the
choroicl, atrophy of the musculus ciliaris, greater iirmness and a
yellower tint of the lens, followed by turbidity of some layers, and
lessened transpareney of the vitreous humour. :Even befare anatomical investigation ean exhibit any trace of turbidity, the comparative
ophthalmoseopic examination of sound eyes at different periods of life
shows, that with the inerease of years the perfect clearness and transpareney are lost, in virtue of which the fundus oculi of the child is
seen with such incomparable clearness.
With these anatomieal changes, different disturbanees of funetion
are combined. The principal of these are diminution of the accuracy
of vision and lessening of the range of aecommodation. Bath are to
come under our consideration : the accuracy of vision, because it is
not only the measure for the estimation of many morbid deviations,
but is also effectively diminished in most anomalies of l'efraction;
lessening of the range of aecommodation, because, although no
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anomaly, it requires the interference of the oculist. We shall speak
first of the accuracy of vision. Lessening of the range of accommodation shall be the subject of the next section.
We have already (p. 97) seen, that the determination of
the state of refraction must go hand~in-hand with that of thc
accuracy of vision. Wethere became acquainted also with the
test-types of Dr. Snellen, the utility of which has become more and
more evident to me. In the place alluded to, I have also illustrated
by examples, how, by means of these, the accuracy of vision may be
determined. The general formula is very simple. The letters bear
as number the distance D, at which theyexhibit themselves under
an angle of 5 minutes, and are recognised in normal accuracy of
vision. If we now determine the distance d, at which ther are seen,
we find the accuracy or 8/tal"jJne88 of vision
cl

S =D·

To this work is appellded a table of Snellen's, extending from XX to
00. If the room does not admit of making the examination at the
distance of twentyfeet, lower numbers must be added.* In order to
be able to estimate also extraordinarily good accnracy of vision, it is desirable even, that the number in the table should go somewhat lower
than the number of feet, at which the observation can take place.
S = 1 was assumed by Snellen as sufficient accuracy of vision. This
held good for young subjects. It was to be anticipated, and indeeu
was already lmown by experience, that even without extraordinary
defects, the accuracy of vision at a certain age begins to diminish. In
order to be able to use it as a standard in morbid conditions, it was
therefore necessary that the accuracy of vision proper to each penod of
life should beknown. This subject has been recently investigated byone
of my pupils, Dr.Vroesom de Haan.t S was determined in 281 persons
from seven to eighty-two years of age, by means of XX of Snellen.
" The tables are now publishec1 also with English tests, under the title of
Test-types for tlte Determination of tlte Aouteness of Vision, by Dr. Snellen.

These are to be had from Williams and Norgate, in London. Those with
French text may be procured from Germer-Baillière, in Paris; those with
German, from H. Peters, at BerIin; those with ltalian, at Turin, and all
these, with the Dutch, are to be had together from T. Greven, Bookseller,
at Utrecht.
The publication was designed for tbe benefit of the Netherlands Ophthalmic Hospital, and was therefore made a monopoly.

t

Onderzoe7~tilgen naar clen invloed van der leeftijd op de gezigtssoltm'jJto.

Diss. inaug. Utrecht, 1862.
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Placed at fust at too great a distance, the persons undeI' examination
approached until they correctly indicated V, A, C, and L. These
letters are the most easily l'eeognisable, and de Haan eonld eonfine
llÎmself to them} beeause he usually had to make on eaeh person
only one good trial, and therefol'e needed na great val·iety. Sub sequently I determined the relation between the distinguishing of all the
letters adopted by Snellen and of the foUl' used by de Haan, found
that it was as 5 : 6, and l'educed accorc1ingly the S found by de Haan.
It is to be found thus redlwed in Fig. 97. The lengths of the ordiFig. 97.
26: 20

24: 20
22: 20

I
I
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20: 20

~

IS: 20 I
16: 20
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12: 20
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nates l'epresent the acuteness of vision proper to the subjacent times
of life: 20 is the mean of from 15 to 25 years; 30 that of from 25
to 30, etc. The value of S is given at the side as il: 20, ft signifying the distance in feet at which XX is l'ecognised.
Astigmatism
lattel'

50

> 4~

far that M

and ametropia wel'e carefully excluded-the

> 5~ and manifest H >

At an advanced period of life, H

=

iö

;0

are not taken in.

was still admitted,

becau~e

it may iu gl'eat part be cOl1sidered as hypermetropia acquisita.
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each case tbe ametropia was corrected by a glass held close before
the eye. All eyes were carefully examined externally, many also
with the ophthalmoscope; all without exceptioll being so examined
in reference to which any suspicion of anomaly existed. If the
slightest defect were found, tbey were excluded.
In the fust place it was ascertained, that the individual difference
is very great. Oases occur in which, after reduction, S = 1'6 to 1'7 ;
in youth very few where S is < O·S. With this great individual
difference, it is not to be wondered at, that notwithstanding a rather
considembIe number of observations, the line drawn for the averages
of each year of life makes many jumps. It is not until calculations
are made for each decennial period that the course, as Fig. 97
shows, becomes more regular. Further, we see that at the thirtieth
year, S is still aImost unchanged; thenceforward, however, it
diminishes rather regularly, and at the eightieth year has descended to about one-half.
The degree of illumination is, in the determination, not without
influence. In order l'Oughly to estimate this, in his observations
made on different days, de Haan each time determined the accuracy
of vision in himself, andfound the limits to be 19'5 : 20 and 22'5 : 20.
As the observations for the different periods of life were divided
tolerably uniformly over the differences in mumination, the form
of the line of CUl'vature was ]lot perceptibly altered by a reduction
to uniform illumination. In general, in the experiments of de Haan,
the mumination was something better than it usually is in the oculist's study. It therefore appears that Snellen has, for practical use,
correctly selected the rule as S = 1, which in de Haan's observations is a littie exceeded for young eyes, Snellen's idea is this:
that when in youth S is = 1, we have no reason to suppose the
existence of an anomaly. Moreover, the method is quite satisfactory
where we have to do only with the determination of the relative
accuracy of vision,
The cause of the diminution of the accura,cy of vision with increasing age rests on a double basis: it is, on the one hand, to be
sought in the media, on the other, in the apparatus of t11c optic
nerve. The first gives rise to less accurate images on the perceptive
Iayer of the retina; the second renders perception and condnction
more imperfect.
As to the media, even examinaLion with the ophthalmoscope in
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general shows that with the increase of years they lose the great
transparency and homogeneousness in virtue of which the fundus of
the yOUl1g eye exhibits itself with such striking clearness. ~rhe
cornea indeed changes the least, if we exclude the arcus senilis,
which, on account of its eccentric position, throws but little djffused
light into the eye, and indeed less in proportioll as the pupil bccomes
narrower in advancing years. 'rhe crystalline lens, on the contrary,
by degrees reflects much more light, which, thrown anew 011 the
anterior surface of the cornea, returns partly into the eye: on focal
illumination, the separation of its sectors becomes more distinct,
its irregular astigmatism increases, the polyopia monocularis, in
imperfect accommodatioIl, becomes (notwithstanding the diminished
diameter of the pupil) stronger and more irregular, the colour of
the crystalline lens is yellower, and entoptic investigation exhibits,
over the whoie, more disturbance of homogeneousness. The vitreous
humour also loses some of Ïts perfect c1earness, at least at an
advanced period of life; it becOlues richel' in membranes collecting
into folds, in corpuscles and filaments, as both microscopic and
entoptic investigations have proved to me: in consequence of these
we have an increased number of muscre volitantes. Finally, the
diminishing transparency of the retinal layers comes under notice.
The very appearance of the optic nel've proves that changes of its fibres
are not wanting. However, with respect to direct vision, this has,
while the bulbs of the fovea centralis lie almost naked (compare
p. 4), but little importance. '1'he senile changes of the apparatus of
the op tic nerve itself have been but little investigatecl, and it is difficult
to estimate their influence. The best known is the formation ofvitreous
elcvations, globules and groups of globules (warty granulation), on
the anterior surface of the choroid, iu connexion with the limiting
structure1ess membrane of the same. The formation in question was
observed by Wedl, * then I accurately descl'ibed it, tand discovcl'ccl alld
reprcsellted the intrusion of the globules with pigment into the 10ca11y
atrophying retina. H. Muellert considers these formations as simple
thickenings of the structureless limiting membraue of the chol'oid.
Tbe function of the retina must suffer from them; they occur, however,
only to a sma11 extent in the region of the yellow spot, and sca:rcely
before the sixtieth yeal', aftel' which they soon bccome constant,
" Pathologisohe Histologie. Wien, 1853, p. 330.
t AI·ohivj. Ophthalmologie, B. i., Abth. 2, 1854, p. 107.
% AI'oMv j. Ophtlwlmologie, 1855, B. ii., Abth. 2, p. 1.
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Undoubteäly other less well-known changes in the retina, in the
optic nerve, auel in the brain itself, come under observation as causes
of diminished acuteness of vision at an advanced period of life.
All tbe foregoing has reference to direct vision, that is, to vision of
fixed objects. Outside the fovea centralis the acuteness of vision
rapidly diminishes. Even the surface, wbich at the same time is
seen witb peifect acuteness, appears to be so smalI, that its image
does not occupy the whole fovea centralis. The diminution of the
acuteness of vision in the parts of the retina remote from the yellow
spot, bas been investigated by Aubert and Förster.* At a certain
angle (12,°.5 to lWO), tbey found that acuteness neady inversely
proportional to the angle of deviation; at greater angles S diminished much more rapidly. Rather strange and unexpected is the
result, that smaller letters and numbers are indirectly distinguished
under lesser angles than larger ones: in other words, tbat in looking
at near objects, S is, in the peripheric parts of the retina, greater
than in looking at some distance.
In different morbid states the acuteness of vision diminishes by no
means in equal proportion, in direct and indirect vision. Not unfrequently the disturbance is confined to the region of the yellow
spot, with perfectly normal S in tbe peripheric parts of the retina;
in other cases indirect vision alone has suffered, and even in tbe
periphery limitation of the visual field may occur, without direct
vision having suffered. It is therefore of much importance to have
formed an opinion also as to the accuracy of vision in the lateral parts.
For practical purposes the observer possesses the power of comparison
with bis own normal eye. On closing one eye, the observed eye
looks to the left and the observing eye to the right, or vice ver8á,
at each other, and taking care that the observed eye does not deviate, the ob server now exhibits, about in the plane which is perpendicnlar to the visuallines, in the middle between the observing and
the observed eye, different objects-his fingers, cnt-out letters and
numbers, &c.-and thus by comparison in corresponding parts, he
soon estimates the degree of disturbance in the periphery of
the retina. In order to obtain accurate knowledge, we shonld be
able to follow the method of Aubert and Förster (Z. c.).-Limitation of the field of vision is determined by projection on a sheet
" Arcltiv j. Opltthalm., B. lIL, Abtb. 2, p. 1.
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of blue or black paper, as shall be more fully descl'ibed in treating
of M.

In the foregoing, the method was stated of determining the acuteness of
vision for practical pUl'poses. The formula S =

~ gives, however, neithel'

the absolute measure of the distinguishing power of the retina, nor mutually
comparable relative values. The absolute measure we shall learn immediately, when we come to speak of the determination of the acuteness of
vision as a pltysiological vaZue. That the relative values are not comparable,
Snellen (Z. c.) has already observed. If an image has double the magnitude, it has not at the same time double distinctness. This we should be
allo wed to infer only in case the acuteness of vision was equal over the whole
retina, in case the larger letter, used for testing diminished S, was at the
same moment equally accurately seen by the normal eye in all its parts. This,
however, is not so. Therefore, also, when the image must have double thc
magnitude to be recognised, we cannot say that the acuteness of vision is
really reduced to half. Perhaps it would be correct to assume that
the acuteness of vision is inversely proportional to the numbel' of percipient
retinal elements which are required, in a linear dimension, to the distinguishing ofthe image. But, on the one hand, this prejudges the question, whether
the accurncy of vision diminishing towards the periphery depends actually on
the greatel' distance from one anothel' of the several percipient elements; and,
in the second place, the principle could not be practically applied, in con sequence of the difficulty of determining the number of percipient elements.
Hence the method adopted appears to me to be the only one available. The
objection we made, baaed upon the unequal value of the parts of the retina,
on whioh a larger image is formed, is in great part got rid of when we
cODsider that this larger image is not seen with immovable eyes fued upon
one point, but is inspected conseoutively in its dift'erent parts by the fovea
centralis : the different impressions thus received by the most acutely
seeing part of the retina are then combined, in order thence to deduce an
idea of the form of the whoie. The physiological value of the acuteness of
vision being an angular distance, it is evident that the values of S are to be
calculated as inversely proportion:ü to the linear dimensions of the images required for the distinction, and, consequently, to the squares of their superficies.
In all times letters and numbers have been pret'erentially employed by
ophthalmologists in the investigation of the power of vision. A regulal'
system was, however, for a long time wanting. Stellwag von Carion* proposed very usefulletter-tests, on a good principle. Smee,1 too, in his often·

* Die AccommodationsjeMcl' des Auyes, in Sit~!lngsbedcltte der !.(liseI·,
liclum Akademie dOl' TVissenscluiftell. Mathem. naturw. Klasse. B. xvi.,
p.187.
i Tlte Eye ÛI IIealtli anc! z'1t lJisease, p. 70. London, 185'1.
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quoted work, adopted a series of letter-tests. Ed. van. Jaeger'*' con.ceived
that the ophthalmologist needs tests on a great!'r scale, and his well-known
Leseproben, although not based upon correct principles, were soon generally adopted. But the need of a better system, which should admit of
the acuteness of vision being expressed by a number, was still generally felt,
and Dr. Snellen has the merit of haviug supplied this want. Neither has
Giraud-Teulon been behindhand. He, led by about t;b.e same reflections,
has devised a similar system, which he lately laid before the Ophthalmologioal Congress at Paris.
I n contrast to thls determination of S, suitable for pr actical purposes, I
above placed thc determination. of S as a physiological value. In the Drst
place, the smallest angle under which the presenoe of any object is still recognised, has been adopted as suoh. Thus, as Buffont already remarked, and
as has appeared most evidently from the determinations of IIarting,t this
smallest angle is determined by the illumination. To illuminated points on
a dark ground thero are scarcely boundaries. Small as such a point may be, it&
image has, on account of the imperfection of the dioptric system of the eye, a
certain extent; and the question is now only whether this produces, on one or
more percipient retinal elements, a difference (-dm to -1.J) of illumination from
thc others sufficient to be distinguished. Small dark points disappear, on the
contrary, very rapidly through irradiation on a bright ground, precisely
beCaltSe the difference of illumination of certain percipient elements thereby
bccomes less, and, if the illumination is very strong, relatively muoh less
pcroeptible. The question as to the smallest angle under which any objeç,t
is still to be seen, is thus govel'ned compietely by the degree of illumination,
and in a physiological point of view it has therefore no meaning. Tt is a
very different thing to determine the influence of the illumination on the
indistinc.tness of ohjects, with which Jurin§ aud Job. Mayer 11 already
commenced. Nor is the investigation with a definite illumination devoid
of importance in a praotical point of view (microscopical investigation), from
which view Harting Cl. c.) espeoially has worked it.
The first exact appl'eciation of the physiological question we find in Hooke's
work. -J He investigates the angulal' distance required to observe two fixed
stars separately, and he founcl that, among a hundred persons, scarcoly one
is in a position to distinguish the two stars, when the apparent di stance is
less than 60 secollds. Subsequelltly, similar investigatiolls were carried
on by Maycr, Hand in our own time by Volkmann, i i nat ting, tt

.. Uebel' Staar mul Stual'operatiorwn, etc. Wien, 1854. The tests appended were subsequently published separately.
t IHstoil'e natUl"clle. T. lIl., p. 323. Paris, 1749.

t Het mikl"Os7~oop, desze1js gebruik, geschiedenis en tegenwool'd/:rJlJ toestand.
D. 1., p. 87. Utrecht, 1848.
§ Essay on Distinct mul Indistinct Vibion, 17:38.

COl1!ment. Goetting. ivo 1754.
Posthwnm!s TfT01"7~s, 1705.
*.. Comment. Goetting. ivo 175<t.
'ft Art. &hen, in Wagner's Hat/clwol tel'ouch dlJl' PhysiologilJ, Braunschweig, 1846, lIl., pp. 331, 335.
:L t l. c., \lp. 97 et seq.
11

~ Hooke,

2
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Weber, lil Bergmann tand Helmholtz,t for the most part with parallellines
or with gauze. It is evident that, for two minute points of light to be
seen separately, the centres of their images must lie farther (ab out one and
a-half times) from one another than the breadth of a percipient retinal
element: if the said centres fall at both sides precisely on the boundaries
of the same element, this middle element alone will then receive as much
light as the two adjoining elements together, while, in order to see two separate points, a less illuminated point must remain between two more illuminated points. In using stripes and wires, not only the interspaces, but also
the thickness of the stripes or wires come under consideration, and in the
calculation Helmholtz has therefore (Z. c. p. 218) assumed the angle, corresponding to the sum of a line and an interspace-that is, to the distances of
the central points of the two adjoining objects: the retinal elements must
then, at least, be less than the retinal images corresponding to this angle.
Rarting and Bergmann have same measurements in which the angle thus
calculated is less than 60 seconds. Almost invariably, however, it amounts
to from 60 to 90 seconds. By using the extremely thin cobweb filaments,
the angle in Harting's expcriments proved much greater (2 to 3 minutes)
than when metallic gauze with thicker filaments was employed. To this
cause, no doubt, it is also to be attributed that Volkmann, who made use of
cobweb filaments, found particularly high values. The cones in the fovea
centralis have, according to Schultze §, when shrivelled, a tbickness of
0.002 - 0.0025. in the recent state probably of 0.0028 mmo at the basis;
according to H. Muellerll, of 0.0025 - 0.003. An angle of 60 seconds gives
a retinal image of 0.00438. This is equivalent to the thickness of one and
a-half rods, and thel'efol'e completely confirms, in connexion with what has
been above remarked, the hypothesis from whicb we started, tbat each
cone of the fovea centralis can sepal'ately project the received impression ;
the peculiar llndulating curves, toa, represented by straight lines, before
becoming accurately recognisable, ~ are explicable from this hypothesis.
Hence it follows also that each cone has its distinct nerve-fibre.
For practical use in those labouring under affections of the eyes, the
method here laid down for physiological objects is not applicable. In
practice it is absolutely required tbat tbe person examined should give a
proof that he actually distinguishes, as is done by the naming of known
figures, letters, l1umbers, etc. I formerly endeavoured to attain my object
in this respect by causing the patient to determine what direction the
stripes had on a card, which was turned, behind the opening of a diaphragm,
around its centre. The distance at which the determination was every
time efIected with precision should, as I supposed, present a very simple
measure of the accuracy of vision. It appeared, bowever, that the inclina" Ve1·handl. dm' Saclts. Gesellsc7~, 1852. p. 145.
t Zeitscltrift f. 1'at. Medizin. 3c serie. I1., p. 88.
t Z. p. 217.
§ Sitzungsberz'chte dm' niedm·1'h. Gesellscl~. in Bonn, 1861, p. 97.
11 Natw·wiss. Zeitsclwift, B. 11, p, 217. WUl'zburg,lRG!.
Compal'e Hclmholtz, Z.
p. 217, Fig. 102.

c.,

,r

c.,
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tion of the lines had a great and insuperable infl.uence on the distinctness
of their direction, a faet undoubtedly eonneeted with irregular astigmatism. This circumstanee rendered the method useless.
The cause of the diminution of S with the advance of years, we have
sought partly in inereasing imperfection of the dioptrie system. We have
spoken of the entoptie method of beeoming acquainted with the changes
occurring therein. Of this method and its results it is the more important
that we should here speak, beeause in treating of the morbid changes of
the vitreous humour, eonneeted with extreme degrees of myopia, we must
again speeially revert to it. The inspection of objeets existing in our eye
we eaU entop#c obsm'vation (Listing). In ordinary vision, only obscurities
whieh lie close in front of the retina ean throw eireumseribed shadows on
that membrane. Under eertain eireumstanees, however, irregularities
remote from the retina beeome definitely pereeptible. This oeeurs, when
homoeentrie, and espeeially nearly parallel light, passes through the
vitreous humour. Sueh light we obFig. 98.
tain when, in .p', (Fig. 98), about 13
mmo from the cornea, a very small
source of light exists, a dioptrie or
eatoptrie image, or simply a very small
opening (of about 0'1 mm,) turned
towards the light: through the round
pupil rays penetrate, which form a
cylindrical and sufficiently homocentric
bundie of light in the vitreolls humour,
and eause an object B, to throw a shadow {3, upon the retina. Thus,
if we hold before the eye, at a distanee of ab out 1::> mm., a thin black
metal plate, furnished with a small opening of 0'1 mm., and if we look
through this opening towards the bright sky or the globe of a lamp, or if we
cause the dioptrie image of a f!.ame to fall into the opening, the retina reeeives a cirele of light of the form, and of about the magnitude of the pupil,
without inversion, and therefore inversely projeeted, on whieh all irregularities are represented. Partieularly shadows whieh are fOl'med, but also
diffraetion-lines are to be seen thereon, and the effect of the refraetion of
light by same corpuscles is also not to be mistaken. We ean distinguish:
1. The mueo-lachrvmal speelt'!em, dependent on tears, mueus, fat globules
and bubbles of air, moving on the cornea; on the edges of the eyelids
pushed before the pupil, whose lashes are also accurately represented, we
see stripes, dependent on the layer of moisture.
2. The spectrum of the Vit1'OOUS ltunwul'.-Par-tieulal'ly fol' the parts
situated eloser to the retina, the light needs less to be homocentrio, and it is
therefore advantageous, in order to be less disturbed by the speotrum of the
erystalIine lens (see 3), to take a somewhat larger opening. On an extremely
finely granular ground (optical efFeot of the granular layers of the retina
on the layer of rods?) every one sees with the greatest distinotness the
movable musca: volitantes. We distinguish, a. Isolated littlo circles,-some
with dark, others with pale contours and bright in the centre, mostly sur-
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l'ounded with a slender ring, from

2~ to 1~0

Ol~

VISlON.

mmo in diameter, from }

to

3 or 4 mmo f'l'om the retina. They appear partieularly, and, it would
seem, from the under side, on a rapid movement or the eye f'l'om beneath
upwards interrupted by a sudden arrest, and they tben again slowly deseend: in the horizontal direetion they have little, in the vertieal they have
1 t mmo or more mobility, and alter but little their distanee from the retina.
b. Pearly stj'ings, from 1 to 4 mm, in lengtb, by from

Js to 1!0 mmo in

lJreadth, the slightest close to, tbe broadest and darkest more remote from,
the retina, all oceurring at f'rom i to 3 mmo distanee {rom this membrane,
In the state of rest the same pearly string has for seventeen years always
existed unehanged in form nearly in the visualline of my right eye. The most
of them are, ho wever, in rest, retracted upwards (apparently downwards), in
order with the above-descl'ibed movement to appeal' again, twisting in val'ious
. modes. C. Cohm'ent groups of littte cij'cles of varioz!s sizes, some pale, soma
daj'ker, more opaque than tlle other forms: these m'e, in ordinm'y vision,
usuall!J observed as muscaJ volitantes. JyIanyare eonneeted with short pearly
strings, and move with these; some have the appeal'anee of eonvoluted
pearly strings. d. Plaits, under the form of' bright litHe bands, bounded by
two rather dal'k, but not aceurately mal'ked, lines. 'fhey exhibit themselves
either as twisted fi bres, or as parallellittle bands, connected to one anothel'
in some invisible mode, or as an irregnlarly rolled-upmembrane of constant
form. They hover and move chiefl.y in a vertical plane, at from 2 to 4 mm.
from the retina. Besides this form, extended membranes oceur, some
situated close behind the lens, with plaits, which attain a breadth of

2~ mm., some removed only from 2 to 4 mmo from thc retina, with slighter
plaits of 6~ mm, while at a distance of from 4 to 10 mmo from the retina,
none whatever are met with. They appeal' when the visual axis is moved
to the side, but especially on a powerful, suddenly-interrupted, movement
f'rom above downwards. Hereupon the membranes situated close behind
the lens appal'ently ri8e upwards, while, on the contrary, those situated
near the retina descend, so that in the visual axis they pass one another.
But we now often see the plaiied membranes become more and more indistinct, without its being evident ihat they recede from the field of vision,
and yet, on l'epeating the movement, they each time appeal' afresh distinctly. Rence follows what on accurate study is more fuUy contirmed,
that these membl'aues have only apparently an extensive motion, and that
what, on supel'fieial inspection, we should be inolined to look upon as a
movement of' the whole membrane, is merely the continuation of' the folds,
whioh on lUoiion ure fol'med at the periphery, and towul'ds the extremity
of ihe membranes lose their defined form. The oause of the differencc
in direction, in which the movement of the membranes and the propagutiOll
of the folds take place, is to be sought in the fact of location, in front of Ol'
behind, thc centre of motion.-If we look wiih the pupil al'tificially dilated,
or hold thc illumillating point close before thc eye, so that we can see tolm'-
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ably weil at the side of the visualHne, we ob serve that, particularly on
powerful lateral, suddenly interl'upted movements, still more membranes
appear tolerably close behind the lens, which rarely extend to the visual
Hne, and here terminate with irregular points, sometimes torn off in ray~.
These membranes inerease and beeome less tmnspal'ent in advaneed life,
especially where myopia exists.
Having, in the manner to be stated hereafter, determined the position in
depth of these different forms, I succeeded in fin ding, on microscopie examination, with Professor Jansen (Ned. Lancet, 2dc Serie, D. 11, 1843), some,
and subsequently with Dr. Donean, all forms in the vi~e'?H~~~our of the
human eye. _' In the investigation thevitreous humonr:lwa§>~§lq.l\~~lly,ith
the hyaloid membrane uninjured to a hollow glass; the1f.~.B.~}!~onr
soon becomès flat, and viewing it from different sides, we can; 'w~~9.~P,llJIi\Rly
strong lenses, search it all. Of the muscre volitantes, which evèrYl~~$!l.~n
see entoptically in himself, I have not here reproduced the represent~~~P.l~s.
They are microseopically perceptible in the vitreous humour: a. palCj'cells,
and débris of eeUs in a state of mucine-metamorphosis (Fig. 99 a, clös~ to
the visual ax.is in the posterior part of the vitreous humour; b, more laterally
in the vitreous humour). These eorrespond to the isolated circles deseribed
under a. (3. Fibres furnished with granules (Fig. 100), corresponding to the
pearly strings; we found them less generaily than the large number of
those strings should have led us to suppose. ')I. Groups of granules with
adherent granular fibres (Fig. 101), corresponding to the groups described
under c. O. (Fig. 102) membranes, situated chiefly to the side, close behind
Fig. 100.

Fig. 101.
Fig. 99.

'-,

,.
{
!\

Pig. 102.
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the lens, numerous in the vitreous humours of old persons, corresponding to
those described under d.
3. Tlte spect/'lt1n of tlte cl'ystalline lens.-For observing this, more perfectly homocentric light, and therefore a very small opening, is necessaJ'y.
The whole circle is then less illuminated, alld covered, as it were, with a
cl'ape (Fig. 103, my rigl!t crystalline lens in mydriasis). We find here: a.
Fig. 103

Peal'l.spots, tolerably round disks with accurately circumscribed darker
margins, but brighter internally, nearly universally occurring in every eye ;
the majority are situated tolerably close to the surface of the crystalline lens,
in great part eccentrically placed, and therefore appearing only when the
pupil is artificially dilated. Examining at different times, I on each occasion
found others; they may be developed in a few days, and sometimes continue a
year or longel' ; in general their number increases with the advance of years,
They are microscopically visible as large globules among the superficial fibrcs
ofthe lens, which they, as it were, push out from one anothel'. b. Black, 01'
1'athe1' opaque SlJots, usnally round, but sometimes of irregularly angular, or
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oblong form, not so common as the pearl-spots. I have also seen them, on
microseopic examination, rather superfieially, as white, granular, opaque corpuseles, almost always in the boundaries of the sectors of the erystalline lens.
They appeared not to be dependent on fatty metamorphosis. c. A radiated
figure, more or less regular, usually with ramifieations proeeeding about from
the centre; the rays exhibit themselves, sometimes as blaek, but ordinarily
as white lines with dark boundaries. If we remove the point of light from
the eye, these lines pass into the well-known rays, exhibited by a star
or point of light, for which the eye is not accommodated, and these correspond again to the manifold images, under which a point, for example,
a fine white granule (sueh as of white-Iead seraped oft' a visiting eard),
appears within the bounds of distinet vision upon a darker ground (for
example, on black velvet). These phenomena are conneeted with the eomposition of the lens of so-called sectors, whieh, as Helmholtz showed, can
be very weIl se en with the magnifying-glass, with lateral foeal illumination,
in the living eye. All these ÏI-regula1'ities of the lens increase witl~ tlte
time of lije, and partly explain tlte diminislted acuteness of vision.
Of all the entoptie objects observed, we can easily determine the position
in point of depth, aeeording to a method, to which 1 was led by those of Sir
David Brewster and of Listing. Instead of looking through one, we look
through two openings of 0'1 mm., placed at from 2'5 to 3 mmo from eaeh
other. Two eylinders of light (Fig. 104, a a', b b', and cc', d d'), eaeh in itself
homoeentric, then penetrate the eye, under sueh an augle, that the circles of
which a' 1/ and c' d', are the diameters, on the retina cover one another nearly
by half. We therefore see them as Fig. 105. In eaeh cirele the entoptie
Fig. 104.
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spectra are now to be seen. From a point 1, situated in the plane of the
pupil i i, the two entoptic shadows lie precisely in the middle of the two
cÎl'cles, in the cirele a' b', at (ll, in the cil'cle c' d', at b', and therefore precisely
as far from one another as the eentres of the cireles themselves: for eaeh·
other point, situated in the plane of the pupil, the mutual distance of the
two entoptie shadows, although now faUing in other parts of the circles, is
of course equal. On the contrary for a point 2, situated in the cornea, they
fall farther from one another, as 2' and 2"; for a point 3, situated behind the
plane of the pupil, they fall closer to one another, as 3' and 3H , as the lines
drawn from these points, parallel to the rays of the two cylinders, signify.
vVe now see also, without fm·ther demonstration, that the distance, d', of the
double shadows, is in the same proportion to the distance D' of the entoptic
objects from the retina, as the mutual distance dof thc centres of the two
circ1es, to the distance D from the plane of the pupil to the retina from 18
to 19 mmo We have therefore only to project the mutual distance d of the
two centres (= the breadth of the uncovered part of the ch'cles), and that of
the double shadows, d', of any object, in order to find for the same object, as

=

distance from the retina, D' = d'

~

19.

The measurement of the projeeted images is most easily effected by
the method à double Vtle, in usa in micrometry: looking through the two
small openings (which may for that purpose occupy the place of the objectglass in a microscope-frame) downwards on a mirror reflecting the light,
we CaU with the other eye project and measure the forms on an adjoining
sheet of white paper. In this mannel' the distanees stated above were
dctermined. In Fig, 105 we sec, in the two circles of light, half covering
each other, as c' and b', the centres ; as 1/, 1", the double images of the mucolachrymal spectrum; as 2', 2', thosc of pearl-spots j as 3/, 3 those of dark
spots of the lens j as 4', 4", those of the anterior, as 5',5", those of the posterior
folds j as 6/, 6", and as 7, 8, 9 and 10, those of smaller and smaller pearly
strings j as 11 those of greater, as 12 those of smaller, isolated circ1es.
Taking into account the distance at which we project, we also find easily
the magnitude of the shadows, which, both on account of the dift'ractionlines and of the imperfect homocentrieity of the light, prove somewhat
larger than the 0 bj ects.
In conclusion, a word respecting the history of our lmowlcdge of entoptic
phenomena. Deehales (Oursus 8. 1f1iendus lJ:[atlumwtz'ClIS, Lugduni, 1690,
T. lIL, pp. 393, 398, etc.), a Jesuit of the 17th century, saw, as being
highly myopic, his entoptic spectrum in the eirc1e of dift'usion of remote
points of light, and comprehended and described what he saw. He showecl,
on correct pl'inciples, that mUSCffi yolitantes, observed during ordinary
vision, must depend either on corpusc1e~ situated near the retina, or on
morbid pal'ts of the retina itself. The observation of the true motion of
mUSCffi volitantes by Andrcffi (Gracfe's und von Walther's Jotwnal der Olti,'.
~md Au.qenheilkllnde, vol. ,'iii., S. 16, 1825), Prévots (Mem. de la Soc. de
Plt,1js. et d'I:Iist, Naturelle de Genève, 1832, p. 244), Sotteau (Ann. et Bult.
de la Société de JJ[éd. de Gand, voL xi.livr. 9, 1842),and others, should have
been sufficient to solve the dilemma misec1 by Dechales j but, nevcrtheH

,
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less, the truths and errors, taught by Morgagni (Adem'sM'ia Anatomica, vL,
Ann.lxxv. p. 94, Lugd. Batav. 1722), were perpetually repeated. Since 1760,
as we read in Maekenzie (EdinolwgA JYIed. mul Slwgical JOlwnal, Jllly, 1845),
observers had begun to study the museffi volitantes both through a smaH
opening, and with the aid of lenses. Maekenzie himself gave a very creditable description of the muco-Iachrymal spectrum observed in this manner,
and of that of the vitreous humour, but without making use of Brewster's
method of determining the distance from the retina. Sir David Brewster
had previously, however (Tmnsactions oj the Boyal Society oj Edinoul'!Jlt,
vol. xv. p. 374), by using two points of light (the dioptric images of two
fiames, towards whieh he looked through a powerful dioptric system), as an
expm'imentum cl'uci. doubled the shadows, and thus given a direct proof of
the positioD of the objeets in the vitreous humour produeing mUSCffi volitantes,and even made a ealculation of the position of one of his museffi volitantes. This was followed by the tl'eatise of Listing (Bez'tl'ag ZUl' pltysiologisclten Optik, Göttingen 1845), who fuUy developed the theory, discovered
the spectrum of the erystalline lens, and dedueed the position of the objects in
the eye from their parallax in the motions of the eye: thus, as is easily conoeived, the shadows of corpuscles, situated in the plane of the pupil, on movement of the visualline, maintain their place in the circle of light, while those
in front of that plane thereupon exhibit a positive, those behind it, a negative
parallax, whieh parallax is greater as the distance from the plane in question
is greater. Listing's method is not very applicable to movable corpuscles,
That of Brewster presented diffioulties in the projeotion, and the ealoulation
was unoertain and troublesome, until I pointed out (Nede1'landsclt Lancct, 201 •
Serie, 1847, D, 11, pp, 365,432, and 537, aud Al'C/tiv f. pllysiologisclte Heil.
leunde, viii. p. 30, 1849), that the oentres of the two eh'cles are nearly proportional (the crystalline lens causes a slight modification) to the distance
between the pupil and the retina. In my method above described, I at first
projeoted on a white paper on whioh the sun shona, subsequently, with
Doncan (De cOI'por'is vz'tl'ci structlwá, Diss, inaug. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1854),
I used the methode à double vue. The oorpusoles in the vitreous humour I
had already partly found with my friend Prof. Jansen; subseq uently I had
disoovered all forms with Donean, who, under my direction, wrote his dis,
sel'tation on this subject; I have also repeatedly seen those of the orystallille
lens.-Elsewhere (Ned. Lancet, 2dc Serie, D. iv, p, 638), I have also described
how, hy means of a lens with a pupil (au opening in a diaphragm) plaeed
before it, and of two little lights in the fooal plaue of that lens, the phenomenu, whioh apply to our lllethod, oau be made visible on asoreen.
Sir David llrewster doses his paper with the folJowing striking words :
"Aud this is b~t one of numerous proofs, which the progress of lmowledgc is daily accumulaiing, that thc most abstract and appal'cntly transcendcnt:.tI truths in physical science, will, soonel' 01' later, add their tribute
to supply hUlllan wants, and alleviate human suffel'ings, Nor has science
.}lcrformed ono of the least important of her functions, when she cnables
us, eithel' in our own cuse, or in tl1at of others, to dispel tllOSC anxieties anel
fears, which ure the neeessary offspring of iguorance auel error." These
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words are drawn from life. Every oculist by experience knows their
truth. "Few symptoms prove so alarming to pel'sons of a nervous habit
or eonstitution as museffi volitantes, and they immediately suppose that
they are about to lose their sight by cataract or amaurosis." Often, alas!
this anxiety is even still kept up by ignorant practitioners. But nothing
is easier than to eonvinee sueh gloomy patients, who have usually already
acquired some knowledge of the eye, that the seat of the phenomenon is to
be met with in the vitreolls humour, and not in the nerve: they readily
comprehend the signification of the double shadows by comparison with
an experiment with two lights, which can give double shadows of an object
on a wall, only when the object does not lie against the wall. Under what
circumstanees eomplaints of mUSCffi volitantes may have a dangerous signification, shall be pointed out in treating of myopia.
1 formerly wrote a detailed essay (Ned. Lancet, 2° Serie, D. 11) o~ the
employment of entoptic investigation in the diagnosis of defeets of the eye.
Now that (thanks to the valuable invention of Helmholtz) the ophthalmoscope is in our hands, the importanee of the entoptie mode of examination for diagnosis is thrown completely into the shade.

§ 16.

RANGE OF ACCO:1I1:tlIODATION, MODIFIED BY AGE.-PRESBYOl'lA.

-H Yl'ERMETROl'I.A. .A.CQ,UISlTA.
The refraction of the eye, alla still more the range of accommoaation, beeome modified with the inerease of years. The diminution of the power of aecommodation fust takes plaee; it is perceptible
long before the refraetive eondition of the eye in the state of rest
has undergone any modifieation: for the distanee R of the farthest
point continues long unehanged, while P, that of the nearest point
of distinet vision, beeomes gradually greater and greater. Thus
the range of aecommodation ruminishes.
The progressive removal of IJ is a faet of universal experienee.
People are, however, generally of 0llinion that this retrogression
commences fust about the fortieth year. But this is an error.
Not until about that time of lire, under some cireumstanees, does
the retrogression of IJ make itself feIt as a distu1'oance in the normal
eye, and therefore attention is then first direeted to this so-called
weakne~s of the eye; but already in youth-nay, even before
puberty--p moves eonsiderably back. This change a:ffeets all eyes
without distinetion, as weIl the myopie (pl'ovided it be healthy) as
the hypermetropie and the emmetropie eye.
In the first plaee, it may here be asked, in general, how and from what
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cause it is, that at so early a period of life, while all the functions, and
especially that of the muscles, are in a state of progressive development, the power of accommodation, which depends upon muscular
act"ion, already loses in extent? As it must be admitted, that
the ciliary muscle has continued normal, and is therefore still in fuil
force, we come readily to the inference that, at least in the
fust instanee, the diminution is to be sought exclusively in the
condition of the parts, which in accommodation are passivelyaltered,
and by no means in the state of those whereby the change is actively
produced. Now the organ which is passively altered is the lens.
Is the early diminution of the range of accommodation

l

to be

explained from this? We know that at an advanced time of lire
the lens is firmer than in youth. I think I muy even assert that
the increase of firmness commences at an early period. N ow, it is
in consequence of this gl'eater firmness that the same muscular action
can no longer produce the same change in the form of the lens.
It is thel'efore very probable that the early diminution of

!

depends

thereon.
After the power of accommodation has considerably decreased, a
slight diminutiou of refraction graduaUy takes place. This appears
from the fact that now also r begins to remove from the eye, and
that, cOllsequently, the posterior focus is transferred to a greater
depth in the ol'gan, or even to behind the retina. But, as I have
already remarked, the diminution of refraction is not perceptible
until a late period of life. At the fortieth year, it has not at all, or
has scarcely commenced, and it is not until the sixtieth or seventieib
year that it is distinctly present in an originally emmetropie eye.
On account of the simultaneously diminished range of accommodation, the visuallines being parallel, the eye can then frequently not
be accommodated, even for remote objects, and a positive glass is
therefore required also for distance.
The doubt might be raised, whether the diminution in reu'action is
not only apparent,-whether in aU those cases in which, at a later
period of life, H is observable, an equal degree of latent H did not
already exist in youth. Ir this were so, the change should be referrible
exclusively to diminution of

l·

We are, however, justified in de-

claring this doubt to be unfounded.
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H is developed in relatively sa short a time, especially when
traces of obscuration arise, and, as it appears, also in glaucoma, that
there is no ground whatever to assume the original existence of tJle
same degree of H. Moreovel', I have in myopia also occasionally slttis:lied myself of the presence of a diminution of refraction. Finally, and
this in itself is convincing, at an advanced period of life H is much
more common than in youth. The question therefore is, on what
the mminution of refraction depends. Flattening of the cornea,
and lessened circumference of the eyeball, the visual axis of which
should thus have become shorter, have been suggested. It seems to
me more probable that the cause is to be sought in the lens. It is
generally kuown that, at a more advanced time of life the latter, together with the iris, moves forward, and this renders the cornea apparently flatter. But this dis placement of the lens should in itself have
precisely the opposite effect, and should move the focus somewhat
forward. 'l'here must consequently be another cause, which, in
spite of this iniluence, lessens the refraction. This, if I am not
mistaken, is to be sought chiefI.y in a more uniform firmness of the
several layers of the lens. Even Thomas Young remarked, and
it has been more fuIly demonstrated by Senff, Listing, and others
(compare p. 39), that with the laminated structure, with refractive
power diminishing towards the periphery, the lens has a short er
focal mstance than a lens of similar form, and composed wholly of a
substance of the refractive power proper to the nucleus of the lens,
would have. If, consequently, with the advance of years, the outer
layers become more solid, a greater focal distance must be the
result. N ow, the existence of this increase of so1idity is evident
trom the increasing reflection in advanced life on the antel'ior and
posterior surfaces of the lens, a reflection wl1Ïch is pl'oportional to
the difference in refractive power between the outer layers of the
lens and the aqueous or vitreous humour; and it is also capable of
being esi.ablished by anatomical investigation. But, in addition to
this, in advanced life the lens appears to become flatter, on which
account the l'adü of CUl'vature of its surfaces, and Ïts focal distance,
are increased.-I have satis:lied myself (see p. 89) that the cornea
does not become :Batte!', and Illave no reason to assume that the
visual axis should become shorter, except in the most extreme oid
age. I therefore believe that the cause of the state of diminisheü
ref'raction must be sought in the above-mentioned changes in the
lens. In favour of this view is also the circumstance that thc
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diminution of refraetion at last goes hand in hand Wlth the diminu.
tion of the power of aecommodation: indeed this points to a common origin, and we have above seen that the latter depends upon a
hardening of the lens.-The vitreous humour I have not compared,
with reference to its refraetive power, at different times of life. It
is self-evident that, as its anterior surface is concave, an inc1'ease of
its refraetive power must move the posterior focus of the eye back-

wards.
As I have above remarked, the changes in aecommodation and
refraction oceur in each form of the eye. We have here to subject
to a more accurate examination only those whieh take plaee in the
emmetropie organ.
Fig. 104 represents the course of the nearest p p, and of the
Fig. 104,
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farthest points l' r, nnd consequently that of the power of accommoclation in the emmetropie eye, at diflercnt pel'iods of life. The figure
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needs but little explanation. The numbers) ta the left, indicate, as
before, the distance in Parisian inches, for which accommodation can
take place; those, which are Iower than 00, have, as in the previous
figures, a negative significatian: they represent the distance at which
the converging rays, far which the eye is accommodated, come to a
focus behind the nodal point. The numbers placed above the figure,
indicate the age, expressed in years. On the lines Ji pand l' 'J' we
can) therefol'e, for each year of life) read off the nearest and the
farthest points of distinct vision, while, at the I:'ame time, the distance
between these two Iines exhibits the range of accommodation j the
1
distance between two transverse lines is again = 24 accommodation.
From the figure it directly appears, that) even from the tenth
year) at which the ouservation becomes possible) p approaches
the eye, and indeed with tolerably uniform rapidity, 80 tbat at tbe
thirtieth year

l has fallen to about one-half what it was at the

tenth year. From this time the descent appears to take place
somewhat more slowly, but nevertheless to proeeed ineessantly
to the most advanced time of life. The course of the farthest
point is quite different. Up to the fortieth year it remains at
tbe same height; but from that time an extremely slow descent
oeeurs, the emmetropie eye beeomillg, at the fiftieth year, somewhat hypermetropie, whieh H at the eightieth year amouuts to
from

;4 io'
to

This aequired hypermetropia may, finally, beeome

absolute, that is to say, that not onIy aceommodation for divergent,
but even for parallel, rays becomes impossible. I have not unfrequently met with this in persons at sixty years of age, who in
their youth probably exhibited no H whatever. This was inferred
when they did not before the forty-fifth year of their life, need spectacles in the evening for minute work.
The course of jJ in the emmetropie eye was deduced from a great
number of observations. In Fig. 105 each observation is indicated
by a point, and tbe position of tbese points shows at the same time
that the deviations of the mean course are not particularly great.
And still these must undoubtedly be in part ascribed to error in observation; in some a sllght degree of H mayalso increase the deviations.
In the preparation of this tabIe, emmetropie eyes were, for the most part,
used; but also eyes, affected with a slight degree of M ( = 1 : 40
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or 1ess), were' not excluded, These last even des erve to be prefm'red, Indeed, in these alone we have, without artificial ]Jfll'alysis
Fig, 107.
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of aecommodation, sufiicient security that the nearest point is not
infl.uenced by a latent lI, and we may safely assume that, with
these degrees of 1\1:,

~ is equal

to that of the emmetropic eye.

In

proportion to the M ascertained, f1 was of course reduced. Lastly,
I should observe, that when Ji appeared to lie at a greater distance
..;-than S", it was always calculated from a determination, made with
the aid of positive glasses. It was thus bl'ought to tbe distance of
about S". If this were not done, then, on account of the absence of
convergence,

l

\Vould, in advallced life, be computed too low.

On the diminutiol1 of refraciion just described, anel especially on
that of the accommodation, depends a cOl1ditiol1 11'hich huiS been
termed presbyopia, Pl'. Pl'esbyopia hus been set down us synonymous
with jàrsightedlless. By this we by 110 meuns ",ish to eonvey, thut

14
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the eye sees accurately at a great distance, for of this the young
emmetropie and moderately hypermetropie eye is also capable. We
wish only to express the fact, that it cannot see near objects accurately.
In Eke manner we cali a person near-sighted, not because he can distinguish small objects close to the eye,-for this too the young emmetropie eye enjoys in common with the near-sighted one, but beeause
he does not see wen at a great distance.
I will not, however, dweIl upon the incorreetness of the English
expression farsightedness, It is only the idea I would refer t~,
and this deserves to be more closely examined.
In this respect I would first observe, that only that farsightedness
is to be considered as Pr, whieh is dependent on the diminution of

1,

as the result of advanced life.

The very etymologyof the word,

eompounded of 'll'pérrf3v~J oId, and tJt, eye, indicates this. Were
we to term every impediment to the accurate vision of near objects.
Pr, paralysis of the power of aeeommodation should be plaeed in
the same eategory, Even H, so far as with it vision of distant, is
easier than that of near objects, should be comprehended under the
term, and we have made it clear enough to what great eonfu:;:ion of
ideas we should, by so doing, give rise. (Compare § 6), The

term pre81Jyopia is, the?'ifm'e, to be 'I'estricted to the condltion, 1'n
which, as the result qf the inm'ease qf years, the ?'anfJe qf aaaommodation is diminished and the vision q! nea?' objects is i?deife'l'ed with.
From this definition it appears, that Pr is really included in the
diminution of the range of accommodation dependent on advaneing
years. Still Pr is the norm al qualityof the normal, emmetropie
eye in advanced age. It is, therefore, properly speaking, no more
an anomaly than are grey hairs or Wl'Ïnkling of the skin. Wem it
an anomaly, it should be mueh less one of refraetion than of aceommodation,
But where are we to plaee the eommencement of presbyopia?
lf we consult the line pp' of Fig. 106, representing the emmetropie eye at different times of life, it appears that, from youth up to
extreme aId age, premoves with tolerabie regularity more and more
from the eye, and that, eonsequenily, the vision of near objeets
becomes progressively more and more difficult, A stop in the line
is nowhere observed.
Renee it follows, that in fixing a limit of Pr, we cannot
avoid being arbitrary. In the eye itself, na reason is to be found,
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for making a definite distinction between presbyopie and non.pres.
byopic. N ow, if the boundary be artificial, it must be conventional.
This, however, leads us to the question, whether it is necessary
to speak of Pr, and whether we should not rather confine oul'selves
to fixing

I,

in connexion with the degree of M or of H, where these

are found. Undoubtedly this mode would be scientificaIly satis.
factory. Nevertheless we should, in my opinion, meet with but
little response, were we to get rid of so genel'aIly known and extensively employed a word. I believe also that by so doing we
should confer no favoU!' upon practice. In practice, a word is
required, which may indicate the condition in which the eye, at an
advanced period of lue, must, for ordinary close work, use positive
spectacles, and this word is JI?·csoyoJlia.
However, with all tbis the commencement of Pr is not yet de·
fined. That this must be done, is evident.
Oul' social condition requires that we should often be engaged in
reading, writing, or other close work. It is plain tbat tbe average
magnitude of the forms employed in such work, is closely connected
with the accuracy of the power of vision, and with the distance of
distinct vision for the normal eye. The same is true of the pro·
ductions of art and of a number of trades. What the human
eye, in the fuIl power o~ life can do, has in general afforded the
standard for this. Befare the general application of spectacles the
standard was undoubtedly different. If these instruments were
na longer to be obtained by all, a larger type in general should
replace that at present in use. The comman employmeut of
spectacles has, therefore, exercised au influence on the limits of
distinct vision, with which we must allow presbyopia to commence.
The changeableness of these limits thus appears most prominently.
We have to investigate how long the eye fulfils the requirements
of the assumed standard. Even in the thil'tieth year the normal
eye dislikes the small print, which the near.sighted person pl'efers
and youth does not avoid. Still, in the fortieth year ordinal'y type
presents no diffi.culty whatever to the emmetropie eye. In the
forty-fifth year the notes, printed in smaller characters, are not uno
frequently passed over, and the book is in the evelling probably
somewhat earlier laid aside. We now soon begin to observe, that
an object, to be very accurately seen, is removed a little furthel'
from the eye; a clear light is also sought, rather for the purpose of
2
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diminishing the circles of difl'usion, in imperfect accommodation,
by narrowing the pupil, than of obtaining more brilliantly illumi.
nated images.
Ordinary occupations are, however, even in the
evening, still performed uninterruptedly without remarkable exertion. But where minute matter:;:, ",hich now and then occur, are
to be accurately seen, comes the complaint, however unwillingly,
from the lips, that our eyes are no longer WIl at they were. The
binocular nearest point P2 now often lies at about 8" from the
eye. At this point I have already placed the commencement of
presbyopia. I thillk too that I must now keep to it. In the
following §, 11owevp1', we shall see, that this does not always, and
intleed not even in generaI, involve the use of spectacles.
If we have agreed upon a definite disfance as the commencement
of PI', this may serve also to fix the degree of fhe presbyopia. This
is done in a very î'imple mannel' . If, that is to say, }J2 be situated at
n Parisian inches from the eye, then, assumiug the above meutioncd limit, Pr

=

~

- 1~ -

=!.H -

i

L
1b

6; if jJ2 lie at

Tbus, if P lie at 16 inches, Pr
2

~.W, Pr

=

~ - 2~ =

1
12' J!lor this

1- 1
'a, and'
glasses of about"8
'ft are reqUlre
, lil t I1e examp1es glven,
glasses of {6 and

l~, to

bring pz to S", and so to neutralise the

preshyopia. I say, about, for with the illcreased convergence,p2 has
somewhat approached the eye. But as, however, in presbyopia, the
rclative ranges of accommodation have appl'oachcd much more to
those of hypermetropia (Compare p. 126, Fig. 64), we may usually
leave this out of the calculution. To be quite accurate, we should
be able to determine the degree of Pr from the glass, with which,
by means of direct experiment, P2 is bl'ought to SH. But, it wiU
be seen still more precisely in the following §, that the detel'mination of the dcgree of PI' possesses only a subordinate vaIue, on the
one hana, because the commencement of Pr is conventional, on the
other, because the accommodation complicates the condition, and
this, as we1l as tbe accurncy of vision, influellces thfl practical
npplication: we shoulcl, thel'efore, take care to attach to the determination of the uegl'ce of PI' the great importance, which is connected with that of the degl'ee of Mand of H.
rrhllS far we have tl'ented exclusively of the PI' of the emmetropie
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eye. But the hypermetropie and the myopie eye are also subject to the
same. The first must be ealled presbyopie, so soon as in the nse of
glasses, whieh neutralise the H, .P. lies fal'ther from the eye than S'.
As to myopies, we hold to the definition given of PI', and therefore
let this first eommenee, when the distanee of.p2 amonnts to more
than SH. Henee it follows that it is only to the sEght degrees of M,
that PI' in the ordinary sense of the word, ean belong, that with M

=

~ it

is almost impossible, even with totalloss of the power of

aeeommodation. To this we must add, that in the slight degrees of
M it oeenrs mueh later than in the emmetropie eye. Berein the
myopie finds a eompensation for whut he loses, with referenee to the
vision of remote objeets. The advantage is not small. Up to the
sixtieth or even tbe seventieth yeur of our age, not to need speetacles, in order to see- aceurately whatever comes immediately under
our eyes, is a great privilege. This privilege belongs to a M of from

~o to {4' in which degree the eye is

not threatened with any special

dangers. With slighter degrees of M a good deal of this privilege
is still enjoyed. This is aeondition whieh may weIl be envied by
emmetropie eyes. 1 nevel' found a normal eye which participated
in the same advantage. Many persons, however, suppose that they
are so highly privileged. .A.lmost daily it oceurs that at fifty-ftve
years of age the distanee of..p2 lies at only from 8" to 10", and
spectacles are not yet thought of. Sueh people consider themselves a
lucky exception. Theyare extremely proud of their sharp sight. The
inq uiry whether they are near-sighted is answered in the negative with
a smile of self-complaceney. At a distanee oftwenty feet hang Snellen's
letter-tests: XX and XXX they do not recognise, XL not at all,
or scarceIy; Land LX are the first whieh are easily rccognisable to
1
or
3 6 do they weIl
them. Not until they try glasses of -

;0

distinguish XX, or at least XXX, with accurate contours. Reluctantly they acknowledge themselves beaten. They are consequently
somewhat myopic! It is true they had always attached a wholly
different meaning to the idea of M. For the oculist it is, however,
important to have proved the existenee of this slight degree of M.
He learns from it to reeognise the unehangeable, the legitimate
amount of the range of aecommodation attached to eaeh period of
life, and he eau sometimes also turn this knowledge to his advau-
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tage. Thus when we inquire into the hereditary nature of M, its
existence in the parents is often denied, yet almast in the same breath
it is added, as a proof of their excellent sight, that up to their
fiftieth year, nay even longer, they still read and wrote in the evening
without spectacles, aud-we know what inference is to be drawn.
If, on the other hand, a person comes to us, who in order to continue
ms close work, in his thirty-fifth or fort~eth year evidently has need
of positive spectacles, we shall almost always find, that a slight
degree of H lurks in him. If its degree were 50mewhat greater,
the difficulty would have earlier manifested itself more distinctly,
under the charader of asthenopia.
The more I investigate the subject, the more fully I am convinced,
that at a given time of life the range of accommodation is an
almost law-determined quantity. If there are no favourable exceptions, the unfavourable are connected with definite defects, the commencement of cataract or glaucoma simplex,* exhausting diseases, and
paresis of accommodation. Of this we shall treat fIom a clinical
point of view, in the following Section.

NO TE TO § 17.
As was above remarked, an eye, affected in a higher degree by myopia,
can never become presbyopie. It loses with the advanee of years in range
. of accommodation ; the nearest point recedes, and this may be the case even
with tha farthest point; the physieal changes which therewith go hand in
hand in the myopie eye, are similar to those of other ayes. But presbyopia
never arises : Po does not remove to more than 8' from the eye. Rence appears anew the arbitrary, the conventional nature of the idea of presbyopia.
At :/irst I was inclined to attach a more extensive meaning to the word presbyopia. I wished to express by it the senile change affecting everyeye. "The
chunge,"thus I reusoned, "indicated by definite anatomioal properties, occurs
in every eye without distinetion. It gives rise to disturbanee in vision,and,
indeed, in eaoh form of the eye, to one and the same disturbance, namely,
that the eye, whether unaided, or furnished with definite glasses, cannot, at
will, distinguish accurately at a great distanee and close at hand. This disturbance, peeuliar to old age, deserv6s the name of presbyopia."
From the scientine point of view this reasoning is perfeetly correct.
• See, on the menuing of Glaucoma Simplex, Bowman, in the B1'itislt
!fedicaZ Journal, October 11, 1862.
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Only so long as presbyopia was opposed to myopia, this extensive signification eould not be applied to the former term; indeed, so long myopia
must exclude presbyopia, and in old myopie individuals, whatever degree
the senile change may have attained, the term prcsbyopia coulcl not be applied. But now that this opposition has ceased, we readily see that the
myopie eye also may become presbyopie; and the idea of expressing the
senile change with diminished range of accommodation in every eye, without
distinction, by the word presbyopia, occurs spontaneously to our mind.
Moreover, its etymology is in favour of applying a more extensive meaning
to the word presbyopia; indeed, since farsightedness occurs generally in
aId people, it has been called presbyopia; still more eorrectly should the
latter term be eonnected with the state which is iDseparable from advanced
years.
On the other hand: verba valent usu. This has, :finally, weighed more
with me than the demands of logic and of etymology. I considered that
p1"actice has need of a word to signify, that without optical assistanee ordinary close ocoupations ean with difficulty be e.arried on, and I should be
unwilling to propose another word to designate this condition. I have
therefore retained the word presbyopia in its ancient signification. Only
the idea was refined. Strietly was everything eliminated from it which
belongs to hypermetropia or paralysis j the senile ohange, with diminution
of aeoommodation, was assumed as an essential requisite, and it was not
diffioult from this point of view to :fix the limits of the applieation of tbe
word presbyopia also to myopie and hypermetropie eyes.

§ 18.

TREATMENT OF PRESBYOPIA.

Diminution of the power of accommodation leads, as we have,
seen, to presbyopia. To this, at a cerlain time of life, the emmetropie eye is inevitably liable. In youth it sees small objeets, by
preference and without pereeptible tension, at a distanee of about six
inches. At a later period this distanee beeomes greater, in spite of
powerful efrort, in spite of more advantageous management of the still
existing aceommodation, even at relatively less convergence. ThllS the
time approaches that close reading and working are attended with
difficulty. Presbyopia thus announces itself. Seldom do we hear at
the same time that work fatigues. The eomplaint is rather that vision
is not accurate: the letters n and te are not easily distinguished; the
numbers 3, 5, and 8 are eonfounded; a stroke is seeh double, a point
sometimes multiple, etc. If we place small print in the hand of
sueh a presbyopie pers on, he begins by holding the book too close
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to his eye, and does not distinguish; he subsequently very pathognomonically moves the book forwards and the head backwards,
seeks a bright light, and - reads. The bright Hght is a principal
point, not so much because the retinal images are by it more
strongly illuminated, but because the pupil contracts, the circles of
diffusion therefore become smaller, and the retinal images less
diffused. Therefore, also the individual first perceives some difficulty in twilight, unless it be particu1arly strong. Inconvenience
would have arisen even earlier, if the diminution of accommodation
had not been accompanied with diminution of the diameter of the
pupil. Thus also the small pupil of the old man makes the 10ss of
the power of accommodation ligbter to him: to this he is indebted
for the fact that, even at distances for which he is not accurately
accommodated, he still distinguishes tolerably well. In fuU daylight, in the open air, a person can aften, even in advanced presbyopia, read ordinary type, and tl1is always succeeds on Iooking
through a smaU opening. But much earlier, even before the
presbyopia manifests any disturbing infiuence, the sman pupil is of
imporlance, because in reading and writing the accormnodation even
then leaves something to be desired. To this I would expressly
direct attention. The fact is significant, because hence it fo11ows
that in commencing presbyopia convex glasses are nseful less by
correcting the accommodation, than by increasing the sharpness of
the retinal images. The eye already puts its accommodation rather
strongly upon tlle stretch (still more powerful tension has no proportionate effect) without any hinderance or fatigue whatever. Aided
.by weak glasses, the eye continues the tension almost in the same
manner. The resu1t is therefore, that the eye now sees more
accurately: the letters become black, confusion ceases) and the
person rejoices in a distinctness of vision, of which he had almost
lost the idea.

The cOI'1'ection, oy nzeal1,8 qfpositive !}lasses, ilt the commencement qf
tlte ~fj'01·t, qf clilninishecl aCC1t?'acy qf vision qf nea1' oóJects, is tue
chamctm'istic ma?·k qf jJ?'esóyopia.
From this, it may be stated in one word, the vision of hypermctropics is evidentIy distinguished. These obtain perfect accuracy
of sigllt, but onIy at the cost of so great a tension as theyare not able
to maintain, and therefOl'e they obtain it only for a short time; weariness of accommodation (asthenopia) ensues. In the hypermetropie
individual convex glasses aid the accommodation, in the presbyopie
they at first rather increase the sharpness of the retinal images.
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130 800n -a8, uy (liminuti01~ qf accommodation, i1L ordinary work
tlte 1'equired accurac!J qf Vi8iolL begins to fait, tltel'e is need qf converr
1
1
gtasses. Tlte test i8, tltat witlt wealc gtasses iffrom 80 to 4 0' at tlte
:lame distanae as witltout gtasse8, tlte acauracy if vision is manifestZy
improved. The opinion is rather genera! that we should refrain
as long as possible from the use of convex glasses. But is it not
folly to weary the eyes and tbe mind together, without any necessity,
condemning ourselves to guess with much trouble at the forms,
which we could see pretty weil with glasses? We have here to do
with a prejudice which perhaps :!inds some support in vanity. It is
asserted: practice of accommodation is desirabie. Generaily speaking, this is perfectly true. To look alternately at distant and at
near objects, now to occupy one's self with smaller, now with larger
objects, developes and maintains the functions of the eye. But we
forget that we were obliged to practise more and more, as years have
roiled on, and that by these efIorts, increasingly necessitated by
the diminishing range of accommodation, the power of using, "ith
moderate convergence, a great part of the latter bas aIready been
acquired. The annexed 1!'igures, 108 of a man of four-alld-thirty
(Dr. Doyer), 109 of a man of four-and-forty (myself), 110 of an
emmetropic person aged sixty, compared with that of a person offifteen
(Fig. 111) demonstrate this most evidently. And is it not à
Fig. 108.
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Fig. 109.
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priori to be considered absurd, at nearly fifty years of age, to com-
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Fig. 111.
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mence a more powerful gymnastic system than youth was ever
called to?
Strangely enough! people have fallen also into the opposite
fault. Some have thought, by the early use of spectacles to be able
to pres erve their power of vision : they have recommended and
employed "conservative spectacles." If I am not mistaken, selfinterest had something to do with this recommendation. So long as
the eye does not err, and remains free from fatigue in the work
required of it, its own power is sufficient, and it is inexpedient to
seek assistance in the use of convex glasses. Light. blue spectacles
also, which have been sometimes recommended as (( conservative
spectacles," are, under ordinary circumstauces, objectionable for a
healthy visual organ. Most eyes find their soothing influence
agreeable, and people are therefore reac1ily inclined to employ them.
But, while they withhold from the retina the ordinary stimulus of
white light, they increase its sensibility beyond the normal, ana
create a permanent necessity for their employment. N ow a more
than normal sensibility is an inconvenience, and at the same time
predetermines to disease.
Easy as it is to decide whether a necessity exists for the employment of convex glasses, so diflicult is it to establish rules for ascer-
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taining the degree of convexity required. This must, however, be
tried here. It is well known, that at first, while as yet scarcely any
disturbance has manifested itself, glasses of about

io

are usually

swcient, and also that, in proportion as the time of life advances
and the range of accommodation diminishes, stronger and stronger
glasses are required. It was therefore natural to arrange convex
glasses according to the time of life at which they become necessary.
'l'his old custom has been ridiculed, and in some degree with justice.
It is true that eyes differ too much, to make age alone the criterion
in the choice of spectacles. But, on the other hand, the reguIar
diminution of the range of accommodation, already pointed out (§
17) shows, that, in the case of emmetropic eyes, the time of life
may in general be taken as a guide. Only, the many circumstances
which modify the indication furnished by the time of life, are not to
be neglected. Besides ametropia, which occupies the first place, diminished acuteness of vision and Il10rbid disturbance of accommodation
are to be noted, while, moreover, the nature of the work to be l)erformed has some infiuence. Of these circumstances we intend to speak
from a clinical point of view. But, in order to fuIfil a practical object,
we shall premise the empirical result: what glasses are required at
different ages in emmetropia, with normal acuteness of visioll alld
accommodation, for writing, alld for reading ordinüry type.
Glasscs rcquil'cd.

d

a
Agc.

48

50
55
58
60

62
65

70
75
78
80

b

C

In present E.

In orlglnnl E.

I

~il
I

'lij
I

I

l1il
I

'lil
I

:rii

~B

2:1

;ro

TIl

lil

I

I

I

I

I

I

14
I
TIl
I
lil

l:!
I
lil

~

0'5

ij

-;;'3

I

1
1

~

I

N

R..

14"
14"
14"
13"
n
13
13"
12"
10"

60"
40'
30"
22"
18"

Distinct VlsioJl.

1

9n

I

8"

I

7"

=I.i!

e

Distnncc of

14"
13"
10"

p.
10"
12"

12"
12"
12"
12"
1]"

10"

9"

9"

8"

8"

7"

7·

This table needs, perhaps, some explanation. Oolumn b glves
the glasses required fol' E, proved at the moment; c for E in youth,
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and therefore for H acquisita at the time of observation; in both cases
the diminished acuteness of vision belonging to the time of life is
taken into account; ti indicates the distance which is preferred JOl'
vision with these glasses; e, finally, the space through whieh they admit
of acute vision, that is, from R2 with the least, to P. with the greatest
convel'genee

(1 =

~ -

i)·

2

2

2

In general it should be observed,

that it is desirabIe to ascend but slowly with the numbers, to use
the nrst spectacles in the beginning, only in the evening, and to keep
these for day spectacles, so soon as stronger glasses are required
for the evening, and thus, every time that stroIlger glasses are
required, to continue using the former evening spectacles as day
speetacles-finally, that, while stronger glasses are necessary for read-.
ing, the weaker are often sufficient for writing, and are to be preferrecl,
since the person wearing them, being enabled to see at a greater
distance, can avoid the bent position, whieh is so injurious to the eyes.
The above table holds good for emmetropie inclividuals. If
ametropia be pl'esent, it must be taken into account. Therefore
always, without exeeption, we should begin by determining the
refraction, and at the same time S, aceording to the method deseribed
above (§ 9). With sufficiellt pl'actice, this requires only a couple
of minutes, The result obtained supplies the pl'eliminary indication,
which must then always be subjeeted to the control test. If the eye
be emmetropie, the control is effected with the glasses mentioned
above in column 0; we ascertain, at what distanee 2 and 2~ are
easily aud by preferenee read, and we determine the space of

l

by
2

causing the patient to re ad 1 or 1i- as close as possible, and largel'
type as far as possible, If we uow obtain about the results to .be
• found under ti and e of the tabIe, the glasses will usually answer. If
the distance be too short, the margin for distinct vision too small and
brought too near the eye, we must try weaker, and in the opposite
case, somewhat strongel' glasses.
If we find H, both this aud the Pr must be corl'eeted. Let, Dt

1

I

62 years of age, H be found = - glasses of 14,
. 14
illuicated,
1
20

+ ;JOI

+ 14I ' =

I
-7 arc

;0

at 55 years of age, iudicates glasses of

- 1 etc
- 12'
.

J ust as m E, we must then in this case

H"':"
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also further test, whether the glasses indicated are aetually suffieient.
It will be easily. understood that the rule here given for hypermetropie individuals, is applieable only to older hypermetropics,
that is to those who, when the H is neutralised, are presbyopie. It
is in great part H acquisita we have here to deal with; however,
also when H originallyexisted, the rule described is fully applicable,
provided the time of life have reaehed nearly fifty years, and, therefore, the range of accommodation, and especially the latent part of
the H, be reduced. If H originally existed, we usually find-at
least thus far I have found it so-that at a later period the eye has
continued to employ too weak glasses. In a couple of trials we then
reach the required strength. What glasses, under different circum-stances, young hypermetropics need, shall be treated of in the Ohapter
on H.
How far PI' is compatible with M, we have seen above (p. 213).

If M >

~,

Pr

IS,

per 8e, excluded; but in slight degrees

of M it occurs at a later period. From the foregoing table
it appears that in· emmetropic persons up to the 55th year

1

1

glasses of 40' up to the 60th year glasses of 22 are sufficient, ete.

N ow, if M. of 4~' of

i2' etc., exists, the neçessity of

spectacles will be thought of first in the 55th and 60th years
respectively: indeed the glasses sufficient for these ages communicate to the eye in emmetropie individuals the degrees of M just
mentioned. N ow where the myopia does not wholly eompensate the
more advaneed time of life, it must in eaeh case be subtraeted. If,
fol" example, at 65 M =

4~

exists, we shall, in plaee of ,glasses of

1as.m emmet
' persons, fi. nd g1asses 0 f 13
1 13'
rople

I
40

=

1 or
19

1:.. suffieient. Generally speaking, I have found that myopies re20
quire convex glasses at a still later period than the degree of M
should have led me to expeet, and that the glasses required for
emmetropics admit of a still greatel' reduction than that indieated
by the degree of myopia. In the above example, we shall often
1
1
have to give glasses, not of 2 0' but only of 3 0' The reason is,
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that, on the one hand, in persons looked upon as emmetropie, a
traee of latent H easily oeeurs, while, on the other, the limited
distanee (for example,

20 feet, representing 2!0)' at wbieh the de-

termination of M takes plaee, may make it appeal' somewhat too
slight.
.
We have now to estimate the eircumstanees, whieh, both in ametropie and in emmetropie persons, may modify the degree of the
glasses required. As sueh we mentioned

a. A 'j'a'Jtge qf accommodati01z not cO'l'resj!onding to the time qf tife,
Those who are oceupied almost the whole day in reading, writing,
or other close work, usually aeeompany their demand for speetacles
with the observation that their eyes have eertainly suffered much, but
that they have also èxaeted a great deal from them. I hasten to set
such people right, Comparative observation has shown me that
mueh close work does not essentially injure the eyes, at least those
wbieh 'are emmetropie, and that the range of accommodation
diminishes seareely, if at all, more rapidly under such eireumstanees,
than it does in agrieulturists, sailors, and othel's, who for the
most part look to distant objeets. It is true that eyes predisposed to M, are, by mneh reading and writing, easily rendered
more myopie, but these oeeupations have no influenee on the range
of aecommodation. The same is true of the frequent use of the microscope, or of a magnifying glass, as is required in the work of engravers and watehmakers: the regular course of

1

is maintained

despite of mueh or little tension. But there are morbid eonditions
which eause the range of aecommodation, and sometimes also the
amount of refraetion, to diminish more rapidly than usu al. In the
fust plaee, general debility, the result of exhausting diseases, is to be
noted. Premature old age, in general also deserves to be mentioned.
Of the influenee of glaucoma 1 have already spoken. If a person
has quiekly and repeatedly to strengthen hls glasses, we should
suspect the existenee of glaucoma simplex, and aeeurately examine
the tension of the eyeball and other points connected with this
affection. The eommencement of cataract also appears to hasten
presbyopia, probably through more rapid hardening of the crystalline lens interfering with its mutability of form. Emmetropie persons are then apt to complain that they eau no IongeI' accurately
distinguish near objeets, whieh is to be attributed partly to dimi-
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nished S, partly to more rapidly lessening

1,

11lld they seek the aid

of spectacles. The morbid condition, which especially interferes
prematurely with the vision of near objects, is paresis and paralysis of accommodatiou. This is not the place to enlarge upon
this subject, the last chapter of this work sho,11 be devoted to it.
Let it at present suffice to obserye, that ordinary paralysis may
occur at any time of life, but more particularly in youth, that it
usually sets in suddenly, alld that it is Dlrther characterised by a
tolerably wide, immovable, or sco,rcely movable pupil: it is, therefore, Imdly conceivable that it could be confounded with true presbyopill.
N ow where, from whatever cause,

!

is abnormally diminished,

stronger glasses are required than where

l

is normal.

This is

particularly true of a comparatively early time of life; but at a more
advanced age

!

is already, independently of special disturbance, so

reduced, that its action in the convergence, whereby the spectacles
pro duce accurate vision, has scarcely any influence, alld that in no
case has binocular vision, with the use of the required convex
glasses, a margin of any extent. The knowledge of what
glasses are necessary follows in this case, where we have not
to take the accommodation into account, directly from the refraction and from the distance, at which we desire to see. In order,
for example, to see at 12" (which is sufficient with tolerably
good S), the emmetropic pers on needs glasses of

1

111.

1

1~;

while with

1

M = 24 glasses of 12 - 24 = 24; wrth H = 24 glasses of 12

i4 - ~

are necessary.

+

It is another question, whetber these may

be used. To tbis we can in general ol1ly allswer, that the sole difficulty is when the morbicl conditioll is such as to prevellt tension of
vision. In incipient senile cataract there is usually no difficulty; in
paresis of accommodatioll, tension of accommodatioll is, when the
acute period is past, even desirabIe, and this is very nlUch promoted
by glasses, whereby the di stance of c1istinct vision remaills somewhat
greater than the patient would wi8h; but in threatelling glaucoma,
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prudence requires us to avoid ten sion of the eyes, and we are therefore recommended not to permit, unless exceptionally, the use of
spectacles with which the patient can read or work at near objects.
b. IJiminis!ted aeuteness if Vision.-The distance of distinct vision
at different periods of life, estimated to be necessary, and therefore
to be obtained by means of convex glasses, is in close connexion
with S. Oonsequentlywith the increase of years, to which diminution
of S is related, we find this distance lessen (compare the tabie). Where
morbidZy diminished S is concerned, we can take this also into
account in the determination of the glasses: we can cause the
retina! images to become greater about in the same proportion as
the acuteness of vision diminishes. This is to be attained simply by
means of stronger glasses. Not only do these bring the distance of
mstinct vision nearer to the eye, but they also make the angle, under
which the object is seen, increase in a still greatel' ratio than the
mstance mminishes (compare p. 152). They can thus render ordinary close work still possible with diminished S. The question
however, is : may this means be employed? We must admit that its
application is liable to great restrictions. In the fust place, in acute
diseases of the eye, with diminished S, all tension is injurious, and
the eyes may, in the hope of improvement, be allowed to rest. And,
as to chronic diseases and defects, even in these diminished Scannot
unconditionally be compensated by stronger glasses. In genera! it
is to be considered that the limits, within which compensation is
possible, are rapidly attained through too great proximity, and that,
in proportion as we approach these limits, the survey of objects
becomes less, and the necessity increases, of keeping . the same
distance unchanged, beyond, or short of which, with the range
of accoIDl11odation still diminished by glasses and the comparatively
wide pupil, objects cannot be properly distinguished. A peculiar
weariness, in consequence thereof, soon makes itself felt. Moreover
the bent position acts injuriously, which, if the distance of distinct
vision is very short, cannot well be avoided. Where the accommodation and refraction must be aided, convex glasses seldom give any
annoyance; but where the acuteness of vision fails, we IDUtlt, so far
as practicabie, rather meet the difficulty with laIger objects than
with larger images, by abnormally diminished distance of the
objects. All this, finally, renders the cases rather rare, in which
the annoyance of diminished Scan be met by the use of stronger
glasses. The latter is evidently unaclvisable in chrollic keratitis Ol'

15
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iritis, and even in apparent tendency to infIammation; in deeperseated congestive affections tension is even to be considered dangerous.
It is connected with the least inconvenience in chronic opa city of
the cornea, in uncomplicated incipient cataract; in congenital amblyopia nom unknown causes, and finally in disproportionately
rapidly diminishing acuteness of vision in advanced years-senile
amblyopia. We should, under these circumstances, recommencl the
use of large type, and in general, occupation with coarser work; but
if fine work cannot be avoided, the glasses required should be
strengthened so far, that tbe desirabIe degree of distinct vision should,
without too much effort, be obtained. That we must sometimes

*

* Cataract or opacity of

the lens is divided into primary and secondary:
the latter is developed secondarily, in consequence of diseases of the fundus
oculi (chol'ioiditis, retinitis, etc.), extending through the vitreous humour to
the lens. The first is considered to arise independently and primarily in the
lens. The secondary nature of cataract we may infer, when the preceding disease of the fundus oculi is recognised, or when the field of vieion
is limited or the power of vision has evidently suffered more than is
to be explained by the obscuration. To look upon all other cases as
primary is, howevel', an error. Where the characters, just mentioned, are
as to
wanting, the cataract is nevertheless often secondary. I will' go so
assert, that in comparatively young persons spontaneous primary cataract
very rarely occurs. Often we can, in the commencement, establish the presence of slight deviations in the fundus oculi; not unfrequently a180 we find
turbidity of the vitreou8 humour, and rarely are the phenomena absent
which indicate a congestive condition. The primary disturbance need not
therefore interfere much with the power of vision ; especially when it is
situated in the anterior part of the chorioidea, little or no inconvenience is
felt from it. But that in many cases some disturbance of the function of the
l'etina is connected with it, is shown by the improvement of S, which is very
often obtained in the commencement of cataraot, by therapeutio treatment,
-and even by the discharge of the .aqueous humour, without the opacity
of the crystalline lens (it has been very ingenuously admitted) undergoing
thc least change. A praotical observation may here be made :-Through
a oertain oharlatanophobia (sit venz·a verbo), which made charlatanism to be
seen where it did not exist, many have thought they ought to refrain from
all treatment in the commencement of cataract. Now this is certainly not
for the interest of the patients. To think of soJution or diminution of senile
cataract, appears to me, from a physiologioal point of view, au absurdity.
Other morbid changes of the lens give way a180 only in exceptional cases.
But bearing in mind the frequent complications, treatment is here often
desirabIe, and hygienic prescriptions are absolutely necessary. Therefore,
too, great caution is re<].l.lisite with reference te allowing the use of convex
glasscs.

W
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at a very short distanee, for the sake of binoeular vision, have to
eontend with the diffieulties of eonvel'genee, will immediately more
fullyappear.
c. The nature qf the wode to oe jJmfm·med.-Two points are here
to be distingnished. In the fust plaee, the minuteness of the
objeets, whieh renders it neeessal'y that the work should be performed close to the eye, and therefore with relatively stronger
glasses. For same work even the young normal eye is insufficient.
Minute drawing, engraving, watcb-making, and same anatomical
operations, require the constant use of the magnifying glass. In otller
work the eye must at least, with normal S, be still accommödated for the
distance of from 4# to 6". Hence convex glasses are even early necessary to render permanent accommodation for that distance possible.
But, apart from its minuteness, the nature of the work sometimes
requires a definite distance: in writing in large registers, in reading in
the pulpit, in the nse of certain musical instrnments, it is aften desirabie
that spectacles should bring the distance of distinct vision to one and
a-half or two feet, and therefore weaker glasses are necessary than
are given for writing, and particularly for reading. Gnided by
sound principles, we very soon find practically what glasses fulfil the
object: an insuperable difliculty springs only from diminished Sj
with this, as shall hereafter appeal', we have to contend most in the
c~se of M.
.
I have thus, I think, laid down the principal points which must
guide us in the ehoice of spectacles for presbyopic persons. Same
observations on the farm of these auxiliary glasses may here not be
out of place. In general, aval glasses in a frame, with wings resting
on the ears, placed at a eertain inclination, sa that in work the axes
of the glasses coincide nearly with the axes of vision, are to be prefen·ed. The nasal portion shonlc1 have snch a farm, that in lookillg
at a distauce, in the horizontal c1irection, t11e perSOll wearing the
spectacles should be able to look over the glasses j and if this should
be attended with any difficulty, the rings might be flattened above
(the pantoscopic spectacles of Smee). Same men, from l1auit, wish
for round glasses, which we may safely allow: they are usually
aId, quiet men, who, when they desire to look at distant objects,
simply take oif their spectacles. Others are not at all content with
looking, thus unaic1ec1, at distallt objects over their spectacles j they
pl'efer, as hypermetropics, wearillg spectacles insufficient to read
with, and they do not see accurately over theil' reac1ing-glasses; or
2
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they have at the same time Mand Pr, and desire with rapid alternatjon to read through their spectacles, and to see distant objects,
whether in t11eir office, or as teachers in a school, or in the theatre,
or elsewhere. This wish may be grati:Jied by means of glasses
à doubZe fO!Je?·. With these some express themselves satisfied;
in the case of others, rays fall at the same time through both surfaces of curvature upon the eye, and these give them up again. I
found these glasses most satisfactory for presbyopic painiers, who
require to look through the upper half, at a certain distance, at
persons or at nature, while the lower half is to bring the distance
of distinct vision on tJle canvass or on the paper. White Cooper*
states, that Sir J oshua Reyn01ds was much in the habit of using
such glasses when painting his inimitable portraits.
The stronger the glasses are, thc more attention must be paid to their
mutual distance. Great accuracy is seldom required either in Prwhere somewhat more or 1ess convergence of the visua1lines has so
little influence on the accommodation-or in youthful range of accommodation, which leaves a proportional space for the binocular. Therefore, it is usually sufficient to mention to the optician only when
either a particularly great or a particularly short distance of the
glass-bearing rings is necessary, and in the absence of such direction
to let the medium be used i in giving directions, let it be borne
in mind that the 1ess the distance for which the glasses are to be
used, the closer they must be to one another. But, so soon as
insu:ffi.ciency of the internalor extern al recti muscles in binocular
vision threatens to give rise to muscular asthenopia, it is of importance that the mutual rustance of the glasses should not aggravate
this, but should rather counteract it. N ow, less convergence of the
visua11ines is required when convex glasses are placed nearer to one
another, and concave further from one another, and vice Vel'8ct.
If, therefore, the internal recti muscles are insufficient, we should
take care that the axes of the convex glasses are closer to one
another than the visuallines; in this manner we can, where strongly
convex glasses are necessary, very much assist the internal muscles,
and the images obtained are not perceptibly worse than those we
get with a similar effect through prismatic glasses. Whether
spherical glasses alone are su1licient, and how great their mutual
distance must be, we ean aseerlain best with the frame of v. Jaeger
(compare p. 97). If they are insufficient, we should give the com~ On Naar Sigltt, etc. London, 1853, p. 20J.
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binations with prismatic glasses, or perform tenotomy according to
the inmcations laid down by von Graefe.* N early always, whcre
strongly convex glasses are required to make binocular vision
possible at a short distance, it is desirabie, by placing the glasses
comparatively near one another, to assist the internal recti muscles
of the eye. Where very short distances are concerned, the dissecting spedacles, constructed and recommended by Bruecke, t with
convex prismatic glasses, come into operation. Besides the spectacles, two kinds of l01"fjnettes are in use. Those ordinarily employed by ladies, where the glasses are at a fixed mstance, are
attended with no ill(;~onvenience when it is necessary to look for a
short time, or to do anything for which both hands are not required,
for one is occupied in holding the glass. But, for constant use, we
should at the same time give a pair of spectacles. The glasses of
the "lo1"gnette may be somewhat stronger: during the short time
they are used, no injury is experienced, and the advantage is gained
of being able, when necessary, to distinguish smaller things. In
the so-called nipping spectacles, used part~cularly by gentlemen, the
distance of the glasses, determined by the thickness of the nose, is
usually too short. Therefore, if the glasses are strong, the person
wearing them sees with too slight couvergence, uuless the short
mstance of the rings be compensated by the axes being placed to the
outside of the centre.
Reading-glasses, which magnify the visual angle, and are thus in
some cases useful, give at the same time to the rays proceeding from
a point a direction, as if they proceeded from a more remote point.
Myopics can therefore make use of reading-glasses only when they
come nearer to the object than the mstance at which their farthest
point lies. The l'ecession of the objects incl'eases with the increase
of the distance between object and glass. So soon as the mstance
is equal to the focal distance of the glass, the rays proceed in a
parallel direction, and the object appears to be at an infinite distance.
Thus far therefore emmetropics can, provided the accommodation be
totally relaxed, see through the reamng-glass, and thus attain the
highe st degree of magnifying power; simple presbyopics, who put
their accommodation little upon the stretch, always keep the glass
nearly at this rustance, because they soon see less accurately when
tbe glass approaches the object. At what distance the eye is ITom
~ A1'c7tiv, B. viii., Abth. 2.
i A9'cMv, B. v., Abth. 2, p. 180.
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the glass, is of little consequence: only the field of vision becomes
1ess, in proportioll as the eye removes. If the distance between the
object and the reading-glass becomes greater than the focal distance
of this last, the rays fall canvergingly inta the eye, and it is in this
manner that hypermetrapics, and especially hypermetrapic presbyopics, make use with much advantage of a reading-glass, and by
its means obtain a high magnifying power.
In the use of reading-glasses binocular vision is usually sacrificed :
the one eye looks through, the other close to "the reading-glass, best
with nearly parallel visua1lines; all account of their indistinctness
the images have na disturbing influence on the second eye, and the
spectator even fancit's that he sees binocu1arly.
If no great magnifying power be desired, we can a1so. see binocularly through one glass, for which purpose the latter must the!l be
held closer to the object. In daillg so less cGnvergence of the
visuallines, and at the same time 1ess tension of accommodation, is
required, than in looking at the same object without the intervention
of a reading-g1ass, and the object therefore appears, according to the
laws of stereoscopy, to lie further afl'. However, even in the commencement of presbyapia, the tension of accommodatian required is,
in 'reference to the necessary convergence, quite too great, so that
binacular vision through the same glass is possible ouly for yaung
persons, and for alder individuals, who are somewhat myopie. It
is best attained, even in iucipient presbyapia, when we begin by holding the glass at first near the object, and then gradually remave it.
In general, however, it must be stated, that binocular vision thraugh
a reading-glass is possible ta presbyal)ics only when they are, in aeldition, aided by weak convex spectacles.* Oonsequently these glasses
in general serve anly far monocular vision, and they are especially ta
be recommended for the purpose of magnifying minute objects of art.
Far reading their use is seldam advisable. They came, hawever,
under notice where c1iminished S renders a magnifying power nee essary, whieh is abtainable by means of spectacles anly far a short dis'" It may, in passing, be observed, that an emmetropie person (the myopic
and the hypermetropic, of course, also, when their ametropia is reduced) can
combine two figures stereoscopically through a l'eading-glass. The figures
must, however, lie closer to one another than for ordinary stereoscopy, and
as, with too strong convergence, we see the image situated to the right with
the lett eye, and vice veI'sa, the figures must a180 be ohanged, the left for
the right, and vice vel'sa, if we wish not to see them pseudo-stereoscopically.
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t::mce from the eye. For the special purpose of reading, broad
glasses, ground above and below, are the most suitable, and in particular bicylindrical convex glasses, with intersecting axes, deserve to
be recommended: the dioptrie action of these glasses (compare
AstigmatisJn) is nearly equal to that of spherical glasses; but they
are distinguished by thc fact that they have the greatest field of distinct vision in the direction perpebdicular to the axis of the surface
turned towards the eye, so that by turning the surface with vertical
axis towards the eye, we possess in reading the advantage of having
a good image over an extensive field in the horizontal direction.
No particular results are observed from the use of convex
glasses. It is, however, true, that when a person with still sufficient ..}
in ordinary work regularly employs them-in other words, renders
himself myopie, the relative

l

will change, aud be modified in the

same direction as in myopie individuals, and that, consequently,
although

l

should not subsequently be changed, he will have diffi-

culty in accommodating himself permanently fol' the distance of the
point of convel'gencè. Fol' this reason also, 1 gave my opinion
against 1he so-called conservative spectacles, that is, against the premature use of convex glasses: they then soon becomc a necessity,
and hasten in emmetropie persons the difficulty of seeing accurately
at the distance in the lJoint of convergence. Even aftel' a sillgle trial
Lhis may be observed, but of course it then soon disappears again.
In using optical instruments with one eye, we generally lay it down
as a rule, that in order to avoid injuring the organ, it must be relaxed to its farthest point. I have for many years kept this in view
in employing the microscope and in the use of magnifying glasses.
However, the idea of the proximity of the object easily produces a
slight convergence; and if I have, avoidil1g all tension of accommodation, continued this for same time, I experience difficulty, on discontinuing it, in accommodatingforthe point of convergence: this difficl1lty
continues langer, the longer I had, at a certain convel'gence, relaxed
my power of accommodation as mlwh as possible. I cannot, therefore, recommend to the emmetropie to totally relax his accommodation in using the microscope, the less so, becuuse by doing this, he
will soon find difficulty in applying, in measuring, the method à donOle
vne, which in so mnlly respects commellds itself to our adoption.
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Essential injuries to sight, whiah are aften, with sa much exaggeratiou, predicted, I have never seen arise, even from an undue use of
convex glasses. On the contrary, as will appear in the Ohapter on
M, an inconsiderate use of concave glasses may he very dangerous .
•
NOTE TO § 18.

I have thought it weil to exemplify the application of the precepts
I have laid down respecting the use of convex glasses, hy same cases
taken from life. The reader will excuse me if this, for him, is quite
superfluous.
1. Gommencement of simple presbyopia.-D., a elerk, aged 48, asks for
speetaoles, because he begins gradually to find greater diffieulty in distinguishing smaU writing in the evening, and sometimes makes mistal,es in

figures.

Ris work does not otherwise fatigue him. He has 8 =

;~

(he

sees No. XX at 20' distanee), is emmetropie (seea XX at 20' not so weU
through either

io or -

at 16" than at 10".

~o)' and

by daylight reads

1~ with greater ease

He receives glasses of ~O' whlch give a spaee of from

7" to {j', to use in the evening, and also by day in dark weather, and subsequently when he experienees difliculty, regularly. When the neeessity has
become constant, the period will have approached at which the advisability
of strengthening the evening glasses must be considered.-After same weeks,
he states that he ean na langer dispense with the spectaeles in the evening.
We readily believe him.
2. Moderate Pr, witlt a dosil'o to sce at m01'e tltan tlte usual d~·stanee.-Mi,.
1
R., aged 58, is emmetropie, has 8 = ~~ and uses speetacles of 16' which
give him in l'eading a binocular spaee of from 16" to 11 H• With these
speetacles he sees weU, with the baak in his hand; but hls handwriting,
whieh, whlle he is lecturing, lies at 20", he does not easily distinguish,
and his auditors are in a mist.

He gets periseopic glasses of

i4'

with

rings flattened above, which he finds to meet all his requirements. He may
use the same glasses in writing and for ordinary reading by day. For
reading small print in the evening, his glasses of 116 are to be reeoruruended.
3. Advanced Pr, witlt H. aeg. and dimims7wd 8.-1., aged 73, has
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1I =

3~'

S

= ~,
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is fond of reading (" the only thing which remained to

him "), and cannot do so correctly with his spectacles, particularly in the
evening; he is soon tired. He has glasses of

{o' which make Po nearly =

R 2 = 13'. He gets glasses of~, sees with them at 9", and is quite satisfied.
Large print is recommended to him. With the ophthalmoscope we see,
when the axes of vision are directed downwards, traces of radiating opacity,
which, however, are not the cause of the diminished S. I do not hesitate to
permit him the free use of the spectacles, nor shall 1 hesitate to give him
stronger glasses, when, with diminishing S and increasing H, the latter
shall be more agreeable to him.
4. Commencement of P1'esbyopia, with myopia.-Prof. S., aged 56, aannot
sufficiently praise the excellence of his sight. " I see admirably at a distance, read, write, and draw without difficulty, even in the evening." "Go
on," is my answer. Prof. S., aged 62: "I still usually see very well, but
the work is sometimes diffioult to me in the evening. Should I also need
spectacles?" He rcads I} by preferenee at 14", deciphers it still at 18",
and therefore has S

= about 1-5
1'.'>; on the oontrary, without speetaeles, only

~~, and with - 4~' to
He gets

6~'

his amazement,

~~.

"Was I then really myopie?"

with a recommendation to use them in the evening. " These

glasses magnify, and at a moderate distance, for example ~/, I see by no
means so weIl with as without glasses. " 1 answer: "That is unavoidable,
at 60 years of age we ean with no glasses in the worId see both distant and
near objects, but set the spectaoles somewhat lower, so that at pleasure you
ean see over them, or use rings flattened above."
5. Slight H, 1'equi1'ing convex glasses befo1'e tlw usual age.-Madame v. L.
eomplains: "I have done much work, and spoiled my eyes; lam only 36
years of age, and I can no longer see anything in the evening." "Not
re ad ? " "0 yes, but I can do no fine work, and reading also tires me; I
get terrible neuralgie headach, for which my doctor, and also Dr. K., the
homceopath, have given me all sorts of things in vain." She has S
with

3~ more

easily still S

= ~~, and therefore Dm = 3~'

rive beneHt from glasses of

3~'

= ;~,

She will de-

., Must I then use spectacles ?" "It is

desirabie, in deed necessary, even by day, particulal'ly if you wish to be free
from your nervous headaeh. Besides, by the proper use of spectacles, when
you are alone, you avoid fatigue, and you will now and then be able in
company to work at intervals withou.t glasses." "Ia it not the case that
I have spoiled my eyes?" "Not in the least; the form of your eye is the
original cause of your requiring spectacles at a comparatively early age.
Perhaps other instanees of the same are to be met with in your family P"
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"It is possible, but I had always such good eyes, and can see so faro
Can I do nothing to strengthen them?" "Often rest is the chief thing.
Cool them now and then. Rub, if you choose, a little eau de Cologne
over the eyebrows, but put nothing into the eyes, and depend upon it,
the speotacles will oure your nervous headach."
6. Pr, wz't!, M; 1'eading at more titan tl!e usual distance.-Madame U.,
aged 65, can in clear daylight still easily read good print. Mis suspected
1
18
1 .
and f\lund = 32' S 20 . She has speotacles of 24' but these tire her,

=

and the letters are not black. Ez is at the same time = 13', P 2 not
muoh less. Somewhat surprised at her statement, I request her to hold
the book in her Dsual way. She laya it fiat on the tabie, holds herself
quite straight on her chair, and is thus at a distance of nearly 16". Evi1
dClltly for such use the spectacles were too strong; ahe required 36' which
gave her a space of from 17" to 15". For very smaH type ahe would do
weIl to use the stronger glasses. "I never read smaH print," was her
answer.
7. Eapidly decreasing accommodatlon, wit!, incipient cata?·act.-Heer B.,
aged 45. Ris vision bas for some time been less accurate than it was,
particularly for near obj ects, and he has used spectacles only at his work.
I suspect the e:ristence of slight Ho It appears, ho wever, that the eyes are
emmetropie, with S

= ~~.

Without spectacles he oannot read even UI,

for whioh, with perfect accommodation for 1/ distance, only S =

~

would

be necessary. There is, therefore, evidently IJ. very slight power of aocommodation. The ophthalmoscope and focal illumination reveal radiating
opacity of the lens, particularly inferiorly, with extremely slight granulal'
turbidity.

Thus the diminution of S and of ~ is explained. The papilla

nervi optici is redder (capillary hyperoomia) than is proper to the time of
1
lüe; the fundus is otherwise normal. With 20 IH is easily read at ] 3';
1'. lies at the same time at about 18"; P2 at 10".
He must make only
moderate use of these glasses, avoid too much laterally incident light, beware of a bent position, and to this end mite atan inclined desk, take care
to keep his feet warm, avoid whatever can cause congestion of the head, cool
his ey-es often with cold water, frequently rub a spirituous fiuid strongly
over his eyebrows, report himself again at the end of six months, or sooner
if anything particular should occur. I say nothing of cataraot; "his eyes
are in a congested state."
8. Eapidly inc1'easing ptesbyopia with H acquisita, wit!, glmlcoma simplex.
-Madame K, aged 54, saw perfectly weU until her 47th year; in her 48th
year sbe began to use weak spectaoles for fine work in the evening; these
nnswered her purpose up to her 52nd year, she then got stronger glasses,
but now constantly requires still stronger, and even with them sha does
not see with facility. She complains of wearincss and a feeling' of pressure.
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At present ahe uses

1~'

and with them sees at 14', not much closer.

235
This

1
great distance is explained by H 36' which, in connexion with her accu1
rate vision at 47, is looked upon as acquisita. In any case, Aseems to he
very limited. However, Sis

= ~~, and is therefore very satisfactory.

On

handling the eyeball, it feels too hard (1"; on the right and T 2 on the left
eye, according to Bowman). This indicates glaucoma simplex. With the
ophthalmoscope commencing excavation of the optic nerve is recognised, and
on slight pressure with the little finger arterial pulsation ; there is no restriction, but in feebie light there is less certain distinguishing of the
fingers in the inner part of the field of vision. The iris, the size and mobility
of the pupil, the depth of the chamber of the eye, and the sensibility of the
organ, are still normal ; there are no coloured rings about the candles; the
subconjunctival vessels are perhaps somewhat dilated. I speak seriously
to her: "There is the commencement of a disease of much consequence, which
is sometimes rapidly, somctimes slowly developed. Art can, however, pre vent
it, for this I can answer. I shaH expect to see you again in a month. If redne ss or pain come on, come to me immediately, even ifyou are indisposed, for
by neglect, but by neglect alone, irretrievable blindness might be the result.
I shaH give you a few lines for your medical attendant. Meanwhile you
must spare your eyes. Reading I will not absolutely forbid, but use a large
print, stop aften, and immediately whenever you have any feeling of uneasiness " These words are the introdllction to the proposal of iridectomy, which
at the foHowing visit she has to expect. Humanity urgently requires, that
prejudice and ignorance should no longer oppose the use of iridectomy in
glaucoma.
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HYPERMETROPIA.. H.

§ 19.

DIOPTRIC DEFINITION
FORMS OF

OF 'fHE

DIFFERENT DEGREES .AND

HYPERlIfETROPIA.

THE refraeting system of the emmetropie eye has, as we have seen, in
the state of rest of aceommodation, its focus on the layer of rods and
bulbs of the retina: parallel rays, derived from infinitely remote objeets, refraeted by the media of sueh an eye, there unite in a focus
(Fig. 112 rp"). The farthest point of distinct vision r therefore lies at
an infinite distance, that is, at the limit of our neeessities.
Fig. 112.

From this ideal state the eye may deviate in two respeets and
become al1tet1·opic. The focus of the dioptrie system may be situated
infront of, or bekinà the layer of rods and bulbs. In the first case
the eye is myopie (Fig. 113), in the latter it is kypermet1'opic (Fig.
114).
Fig. 113.

~
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:M:yopia is a condition whieh has been long observed, and has been
much stuè\ied. Hypermetropia, generally as it oecurs, was, on thc
contrary, until quite recently (though melltioned by Ware), almost
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entirely overlooked, at least its nature and its results were not reeogFig. 114.

. .. -_..-"-~~

nised. But onee diseovered and understood, it speedily revealed all
its mysteries, and gave us the key to a number of phenomena, whose
origin had, until then, eontinued enigmatieal: thus the souree of
asthenopia and of strabismus eonvergens was found in this anomaly.
We have, in the frrst plaee) here to treat of it jn thjs seetion, partieu~
lar]y from the dioptrie point of view. From this point of view the
defrnition of H was given. It is also included in Fig. 114. Parallel
rays unite not on the retina, but in .p", that is, behind the retina. In
order to unite in the retina, for example in j, the rays falling upon the
cornea must already have aeonverging direction, as the dotted lines in
Fig. 1I4, whieh eonverge towards i. The point whieh has its image
on the retina, is therefore not a true point, but an ideal or virtual point,
situated behind the retina (for example in i). Sueh points we do not
see in nature.* ,From eaeh point of an object the rays always proeeed
in a diverging, or at most in a parallel direetion (when, namely, the
objeets lie at an infrnite distanee), never in aeonverging direction.
The eye therefore has no need to be able to adapt itself for eonverging rays. All requirements are fulfilled, when it ean bring tolerably
diverging rays to a focus on the retina, and at the same time can relax
itself to aeeommodation for parallel rays: If it ean go farther than
this, it oversteps 'the measure, and is .hypermetropie. It possesses
sQmething useless, and has thereby lost on the other side in what is
,useful. In order to see remote objeets, it must be aetively aeeommodated; and in bringing to a focus it yields, for equal range of
aeeommodati~n, to the emmetropie' eye.
. ,. Converging rays ean fall upon our eye only when dioptrie surfaces, fol'
example, those of a lens, stand between the point and the eye. Moreover,
the rays proeeeding from the fundus of a myopie eye, or of an eye aeeommodated ror finite distanee, when arrived without the eye, aequire aeonverging
direction. ' Therefore a hypermetropie pers on ean see with the ophthalmoseope
the fundus ofsueh eyes aeeurately, and an emmetropie individual, in order to
do the same, must make himself hypermetropie by maans of a concave glass.
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The degl'ee of H is easily expressed. It is equal to the quantity,
by whieh the relaxation of the eye can overstep the measure, and
this is found in the strongest positive glass, with which infinitely
remote objects can be aceurately seen. If this glass amoUllts to

2~'

11.
111
111
10' S' H IS also 20' 10' 8' or, more exaetly still, Hl' "9' 7' since
the glass was rerooved I" from the nodal point.
H may be divided into acquired and O1'iginat. Of the aequired
we have spoken so fal' (§ 17) as it is developed by the senile changes,
in the emmetropie eye. As in the latter, it begins aftel' the
50th year, the original hypermetropia must also, aftel' that period,
graduaUy increase; but only in the same slight degree in whieh it oeeurs in the emmetropie eye. Under the head of 'acquired H,' we must
here provisionally inelude aphakia, that is, the condition in which
the lens has disappeared from the eye, or at least from the plane
of the pupil. That with such a state a high degree of H must, in
the ordinary form of the eye, be combined, needs no proof. To
this subject I must devote a separate section of the present
chapter.
Original H we divide into manifest Hm, and latent Hl. In my
fust investigations respecting H, 1 encountered the difficulty of
accurately determining the degree of tbis anomaly. Thus an eye
sometimes at lh'st refused every glass stronger than }1'2/ while it soon
afterwards gave the prefel'enee to

l~

or even

;4'

~, and

subsequentlyagain chose

I assumed that hypermetropie eyes, obliged to put

their power of accommodation upon the stretch in order to sec
remote objects, sometimes involuntarily to a eertain degree kept up
the tension, even when the proper glasses rendered this not only superfl.uous, but undesirable for accurate vision. Therefore, from the
strongest glasses, with which the eye had, in different trials, still
seen accurately at a distance, the degree of H was deduced. These
should, as I supposed, completely neutralise the H. But when
shortlyafterwards, still stronger glasses were sometimes found adapted. to the same persons, I discovered 111yerror, and eomprehended
thai! those fust given had not completely neutralised the H, but
that in using Lhem the accammodation ta a certain degree continued
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in operation. This led me to inquire, what the refraetive condition
of sueh hypermetropie eyes should be, when by the instillation of a
solution of sulphate of atropia, the power of aeeommodation should
be paralysed; and to my surprise, it appeared that not unfrequently
in the trials with glasses, the greater part of the H had been suppressed. In slightly myopie, and equally in truly emmetropie eyes,
on the eontrary, R continues, aftel' artificial mydriasis, nearly nnaltered: the power of aeeommodation here beeomes, when the eye is

1

aeeommodated fou, aetually almost wholly relaxed j at most only 4.0
remains. Evidently, therefore, it is a peeuliarityof H, that wibh
the act of vision tension of aeeommodation is associated, and thus
the H is in part eoneealed. Henee it appeared that in H a manifest and a latent part are often to be distinguished. But it was then
also to be suspeeted, that slight degrees of H, in youtllful aeeommodation, might be wholly suppressed, and in eonfirmation of this
suspieion, experienee showed me that where, as in cases of asthenopia and of strabismus, H was with some reason suspeeted, without
being eapable of immediate demonstration, a not ineonsiderable
degree almost always in faet appeared, on paralysing the aeeommodation.
'1'he conclusion is: that H may be wholly latent, = Hl, and that,
where it oeeurs in the manifest form, as Hm, a latent part Hl may
still be supposed to exist. Therefore H = Hrn + Hl, and i!
Hm = 0, then Hl = H. N ow, is it also possible that Hl = 0,
and that therefore H should be entirely manifest Hm ? This is
aetually the case, when in advanced age the power of aeeommodation is wholly absent, either through paralysis or artifieial mydriasis.
But even already, .while it diminishes, Hm must inerease in referenee
to Hl, and experienee aetually shows, that even in the 40th year
Hl, in reference to Hm, is very slight, and that in the 55th, it
may be wholly negleeted. Henee it follows, that an originally
latent H becomes gradually more and more, and finally, just as the
higher degrees, altogether manifest. I have seen cases of Hl iu
children of ten or twelve years of age, where, in consequeuee

=

of paralysis produced by atropia, H appeared
Hrn

= ~;

others, in which

111

= from 16 to 20' gave place to H = 5' At twenty years of

age about alle-half of this, at forty more thau thrce-fourths will
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have become manifest, and at seventy we have to expect simple Hm,
in a still higher degree (on account of the supervening diminution
of refraction, as TI acquisita) than TI was originally present (compare, moreover, Fig. 117).
A further divislon of Hm is that into aÓ8olute, relative, and

jaeultative.
The a080lttte exists, when even with the strongest convergence of
the visual lines, accommodation for parallel or converging rays is
not to be attained: of this Fig. 115 gives an example. It shows
Fig. 115.
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us the boundaries of accommodation of Dl', de Haas,* one of the
strongest hypermetropics I have met with. It appears that Hm amounts
to

very

nearly

i,

aud, nevertheless, with strong convergence,

Dr. de Haas still attains to nearly the accommodation for parallel
rays. He has, in fact, the, for lus time of life, very considerable
1
range of accommodation of nearly 3' Some years ago, we may
safely infer, while

1

was still greater than it is now, his Hm was

not yet absolute. Hence we see that in youth absolute Hm is of
rare occurrence. Relative Hut, however, even then rather frequently
presents itself. Fig, 115, H" represents a case of it in a girl of 17.
The manifest farthest point 1'". lies about 7/1 behind the eye) the absolute nearest point p lies1 0/1 before the eye, so that, calculated from 1'""
1,
l a yet tle
1 I'me lh PdJ nowhere passes over t11e
A
IS = 4'12,-an
line of convergence K K'. This young person ean accommodate for
a real point i, but only upon condition of convergence of the visual
lines to a point, situated nearer than i to the eye. The H is therefore not absolute, but still it exists in relation to tlle convergence.
For example, in order to see accurately at a distance of 16/1, there
must be convergence to a distance of 12", that is, under an angle of
II 0 21'. But of this the person in question makes na use. She
does not do so even by covering one eye; consequently she now
never sees accurate!y, even monocularily, except with the aid of
1
spectacles, but has, perhaps, when at ten or twelve years of age .A.
was still greater, seen accurately even binocularily.
increasing years } shall be reducea to

~, this

When with

relative Hm will have

given place to the absolute form.
Facultative Hm I have assumed, when objects can be accurately
seen at oc both with ana without convex glasses. .A. case of this
kind is represented in Fig. 116. It is that of a man aged 28, in
whom 1',. lies 30" behind the eye, and P" with parallel visual lines,
20" befare the eye; he sees still accurately at a di stance as weU
Author of the Inaugurnl Dissertation, Over de Hypermetropie en lta/'e
gevolgen, Utreo1lt, 1862.
.je

16
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io'

1
with glasses of 30 as of -

Ris relative range of accommoda-

1
1
tion with parallel visuallines therefore amounts to 20 + 30

= {2.

At the distarlCe of 10'5, he ean for a short time still see binoeularly.
Fig. 116.
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Even before his 38th year this faeultative H will have given plaee
to relative, and about his 45th year, to absolute H. Does not even
the originally emmetropie eye end hy beeoming absolutely hypermetropie?
The distinetion here made is in all respeets justified. The distinetive character of H is: position of the focus 'P. behind the retina
in rest of accommodation. If, moreover, with the most powerful
tension, ~. remains behind the retina, Hm is aósolute; if 'PH can
reaeh the retina only with eonvergenee of the visual lines, Hm is
relative; it is, on the eontrary, faauZtative, when also with parallel
visuallines ~, can be brought into the retina. The definitions give
accurate boundaries. In referenee to vision the distinetion has, too,
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its important aspect, for with absolute Hm vision can never be
acute; with relative only monocular vision can be so (and indeed
exceptionally); with facultative, on the contrary, binocular vision
mayaiso be acute. But the mstinction loses much Ol its imp ortance, inasmuch as in fatigue and weakness, and also regularly with
the increase of years, the facultative passes into relative, and the
latter into absolute H. To this attention was already directed in
the description of the forms enumerated. A diagram (Fig. 117) may
Fig. 117.
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In the 10th year, with H =

i,

Hm is here

= 310' but with tension there is still, even without convex glasses,
acute vision to some rnstance from the eye (facultative Hm).
With the 25th year, Hm has, with unaltered H

=

i,

become

= 116' and while the absolute nearest poiut jJ lies at 30", a binocular
nearest point is no longer present: relative H has supervened.
Even in the 3lst year p here passes the line oc, that of the infinite
distance, and, therewith absolute H is given.

Further, while

1

gradually diminishes and finally at 80 years of age becomes = 0,
the latent part of H, the distance between r 1"", and 1'1 r't becomes
less and less, and at length entirely disappears, where the lines
2
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and 1't r't meet one another: at the same time the total H has
.
fIt 1
rlsen rom 6 0 4'5'

1'111 1"m

§ 20. FaRM,

POSITroN, AND NIOVElIIEN'fS OF THE HYPERlIIETROPIC

EU.-App AltENT STRABISlIf1JS.
In the preceding section we defined H, from the dioptrie point
of view. The question now is, on what anatomical deviation this
refractive anomaly depends.
A great variety of circumstances may, exceptiona11y, in this
respect, come into play. In the fust p1ace, absence of the crystalline lens (aphakia), by whatever cause pl'oduced-an important
condition, to which we sha11 devote a separate section. Moreover,
diseases of the cornea, attended with flattening, whether of the
cornea at large, Ol' of its central portion. Thus, 1 have sometimes
found, with central ulcer of the cornea, a high degree of H, which
gave way to E, Ol' even to NI, combined with irregulal' astigmatism,
.. ",hen by myc1riasis the lateral parts of the cornea also came inta
play in direct vision. In commencing glaucoma, too, the eye
appears to incline to H, which may be dependent on flattening of
the crystalline lens through tension of the zonula Zinnii, if not on
a higher coefficient of l'efi.'actioll of the aqueous, or especially of the
vitreous humour: at least the cornea, according to my measurements, does not become flaiter, as might have been supposed, frorn
the increased pressure, which appeared necessarily to make the
whole eyeball more spherical. Finally, protrusion of the retina
through firm chorioideal exudation, may give rise to some H, and
by detachment of the retina it may pro duce even a high degree of
the same, which, in that case, soon gives W',1y to blindness.*
The rule is, however, that H depends on a peculiar typical
structure of the eye, which may be called the hYJJe?'?lZetropic 8t1'UCtU1'e. The hypermetropically-formed eye is a 8malt eye; in all its
• According to Ed. v. Jaeger (Ucbe,. die Einstellungen des diopt,.. Appa,.ates, etc., Wien, 1861, p. 96) H is very characteristic and important as a
diagnostic symptom in many aif'ections of the central nervous system and of
the optie nerve (bluish eoloration eombined or not with phenomena of initation). H is said in such cllses aften to intermit, not unfrequently simultane;usly with the symptoms of irritation. Tnoreased ton sion would, nnder
these circumstances, be present.
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24,)

dimensions less than the emmetropie, but espeeial1y in that of
the visual axis. Immediately around the cornea, the selerotie has a flat,
slightly-eurved appearanee: the meridians have here a slight eUl'vature; at the equator, on the eontrary, the eurvature is mueh greater
iu the direction of the meridians than in that of the equator itself.
A section through the visual axis has the form of an ellipse, of whieh
the visua1 axis is the short axis (Fig. llS); on
the eontmry, a seetion perpendicular to the
Fig. 118.
visual axis, carried through the equator, is
a1most a cirele. The hypermetropie eye is in
general an i1nJJe~fectZ!J deveZoped cl/e. If the
dimensions of all the axcs are less, the
expansion of the retina a1so is less, to whieh,
ll1oreover, a slighter optie nerve, and a less
number of its fibres eorrespond. J!'urther, the
asymmetry in the several meridians (astigmatism) is, in this eye,
on an average, greater than in the emmetropie. Both these eireumstances exp1aiu the faet, at least in part, that in high degl'ees of H
the aeuteness of vision is usually below the normal. If, in addition,
the development of the cornea has been imperfect, whieh is eomparative1y rare, the hypcrmetropie structure passes into true mieruphthalmos.-The hypermetropie structure is ltel'eclital'l/: if one
of the parents suffcrs from H, we {iud the same anomaly usually in
one Ol' more of the ehildren; sometimes, too, several brothers and
sisters are hypermetropie, without the anoma1y being observable in
either of the parents. How far the strueture in questioll is also
congenitaZ, ~ have not inquired. Aeeordillg to van Jaeger's
ophtha1moseopie investigations,-X the eyes of most newly-born ehilren are, on paralysis of aceommodatio)}, moderately myopie; but
soon, on further development, these lose M, anel in the first years of
life mostly beeome emmetropie. The great differenee in the farm
of the eyes does not oceur until a later periad. However, van
Jaeger eliel not finel even in the first elays of life exclusively (78"/0)
myopic, but in 5/,0 emmetropic, in 17% hypermetropie eyes. 1t
may probably be saicl, thai, among these last espeeiaUy the hypermetropies of more advaneed age are to be found. At least I have
in the ruth anel sixth, anel sometimes even in the fOUl·th year,
demonstrated eonsiderable elegrecs of H, and have never seen these
elisappear at a later period.
.. I. C., p. 20.
o
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The shorter visual axis of the hyperrnetropically-formed eye,
whic11 is demonstrabie even in life, satisfaetorily explains, the form
and position of the refraeting surfaces being the same, the existence
of H. The question, however, is, whether we are right in assurning this similarity iu position and form. A J11'iori it might be supposed, and it has been not only supposed, but also asserted, tll::tt less
eonvexity of the eOl'nea and of the erystalline lens is peeuliar to tbe
hypermetropie eye. So far as i,he cornea is eoneerned, I arn justi:lied by the results of numerous accurate determinations, in denying the assertion. Even in high degrees of H, the radius in the
visual line (compare p. 89) is nearly equal to that in the emmetropie eye, and in the highest degrees, when the eircllmference of
the cornea is somewhat less than usual, I found the radius even less.
And if this be true for pO, still more must it hold good for P,' the
radius in the apex of the cornea (whieh alone is here eoueerned) ;
for the angle a between the axis of the cornea and the visual line
is greater in H than in E. However, it has really the appearanee
as if the cornea of the hypermetropie eye were less convex, whieh,
just as in presbyopia, is to be aseribed solely to the diminished depth of
the anterior ehamber of the eye, and to the relative smallness of the
pupil: a more anterior position of the iris and crystalline lens is part
of the peeuliarity of the hypermetropie stl1leture. The inBuenee of
the cornea is tl1Us excluded.-Whether a flatter crystalline lens
belongs to the hypermetropie strueture of the eye, is quite unknown.
It is tl'Ue that in some eyes the lens is thicker, in others thinner;
but, even if we admit that a shorter and longel' foeal distance eorrespond thereto (whieh is not proved), we have no right to plaee
this difference in eonnexion Viith H. We know that the cornea
'has sornetimes a partieularly long radius, but this is peculiar
rather to the highest degrees of M than to H; and accidentally,
too, the lens, whieh in the measurements of Knapp had a
partieularly great foeal distanee, belongs to a myopie eye. Indeed, it is evident that in order to be justified in eonneetiug a flat
lens with the hypermetropie strlleture, we must distinetly demonstrate
the presence of the same in hypermetropie eyes. 1 have tried au
indirect method. I have endeavoured to measure the length of the
visual axis of superfidally-situated hypermetropie eyes, turned strongly
inwards, and tl1enee, in counexion with the simnltaneously deter-
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mined radius of the cornea and the degree of hypermetropia, to
calculate the focal distance of the lens. But the measurement of
the visual axis appeared to be not sufficiently accurate.
N ow, in the absence of decisive determinations, we assume that
the cardinal points of the dioptrie system in the hypermetropie eye
have the same position as in the emmetropic. That the crystalline
lens in the hypermetropie eye is placed somewhat more anteriorly,
we leave out of account, partly for the sake of simplicity, beeause
the influence thereof is slight,-partly in order 50 far to meet those
who feel bound to contend for a flatter crystalline lens in the hypermetropie eye. N ow, the position of the cardinal points being the
same, we can apply those of the_ reduced eye, in order to. caleu1ate
what degrees of Hare conneeted with a given diminution in length
of the visual axis. Thus we find : With a diminution in length of 0'5 mm.,
"
"
1 mm.,
JJ
JJ
1'5 mm.,
JJ
JJ
2 mm.,
JJ
JJ
3 mm.,

=

1 : 21'43.
= 1 : 10'34.
H = 1: 6'649.
H = 1: 4'302.
H = 1: 2,'955.*

H
H

In a similar manner we can from the degree of the hypermetropia
calculate the· diminution in length of the visual axis, and thus the
actuallength. This has beeu done in the subjoined table, in which
a1so the position of the centre of motion (compare the method of the
determination pp. 185 et 8eq.), and the angle a are included. As
the basis of the calculation, the values of the reduced eye are taken,
and the aseertained diminution in length is deducted from the length
of the visual axis (= 22'231 mm., according to the diagrammatic
eye of Helmholtz).
" At p. 178 we found
j "

-

F"- F" F'

_FIf F'.

-/'-,1!'" or y- - , - '

,= --.

F" PI
Y
If the focus J (the retina) lies in front of 1>", as is the case in
hypermetropia, y and (; are both negative, because P" > j" and F ' > f:
even f becomes negative, so soon as i comes to lie behind lb. As C, we find the
distance of i behind ~'; we need that of i behind le, and ç - G' is therefore
the distance which we seek. We thus :filld
consequently:

1

.

H=,_G'

n which (; - G' must be expressed in Parisian inches.
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Lcngth of the Vlsual AXIS

No ofthe
l"lersuns

Agc

ElC.

1

23

D

2

21

S
D
S

3

22

4

34

[)

26

6

24

Average

D
S
D
S
D
S
D
S

Il,

1tIOtlOll

to thc PosterIOr

1: 16
1: 16
1: S-75
1: 8'75
1: 7'75
1: 7'75
1: 6-75
1: 6'75
1 :6-75
1: 6-75
1 :3-75
1: 3-75

I

I

Poo;;ibon of
thc CcntrC! of Ac

I

to thc Rcl1lla

bUl face of thc

21'57
21'57
21-06
21'06
20'93
20-93
20'75
20'75
20'75
20-75
19'77
19-77

22-87
22-87
22-36
22-36
22-23
22'23
22'06
22'05
22-05
2205
2107
21'07

13'22

22-105

bc1und tho
COnlca

SC1ClOt1.C.

,,
,,

14-67
13'90
12'95
13'12
12'32
12'4.0
12'58
1285
1381
13'40
13'2'1
13-39

I

13'22

,~,
~

!

•,

,
!
,I,
(

7
'

1

To the lengtll of the visual axis to the retina, found by calcu
tion, 1'3 mmo are added for the thiekness of the membranes,
order to obtain the lengtIl measured to the outside of the eyeh
N ow this, on an average, amounts in these hypermetropics
22'105 mmo; and the centre of motion, which is situateu 13'
mmo behind the anterior surface of the cornea, is therefore S-8
mmo before the posterior surfaee of the sclerotic: these distan(
13'22 aud 8'885, are to one another as 59'8 : 40'2, that is, nea
as 3 : 2. ThusJ as we have already observed, the centre of mot
therefore lies in hypermetropie eyes, although absolutely somew
less, relatively more posteriorly than in emmetropie eyes, 'I
position of the centre of motion, as already the shortness of the a
in itself, requires in movement little displacement of the optie ner
and it is consequently not surprising, tllat the excursions in hyt
metropic eyes are usua11y a little more: only in No. 6 did :
limitation exist.
In the table the angle a is also stated. Without exceptiou,
hypermetropics, the cornea is cut to the inside of its axis, by
visua} line, and, as we see, the angle 11l UIis hOl'izontal plane amom
on au avernge, to not less tilan 7°55. The maximum is 11
stated. as \)0, the minimum as (je; but in same eyes I have fOI
still greater deviatiol1, even up to 11°3- In the emmetropie
this ul1g1e amotmts on an average to only 5°082, al1d in the myo]
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where it may even lie to the outside of the axis of the cornea, and
thus become negative, we found it in general somewhat 1ess than 2°.
How intimately this angle is connected with M aml H, appears
espeeially from the faet, that the maximum in Mis exeeec1ed by the
minimum in H. Of this, as we have aheady remarked, the result
is, in myopies apparent strabismus cOllvergens, in hypermetropics
apparent strabismus divergens. Our judgment respecting the position
of the eyes is determinec1 by tlle direction of the axes of the cornea,
and these are, with a parallel position of the visua11ines, in hypermetropies more diverging than in emmetropics; in myopies on the contrary they are less diverging Ol' even converging. If we consider that
between the angle of the axes of the COl'llea, with parallel visual
lines, in the most extreme cases of M ana lI, a difference of 25°
may exist, we shall eoneeive that this angle is very charaeteristie of
the physiognomy of myopics and hypermetropies, and may indeed
suggest the idea of stl'abismus. We sha11 hereaftel' see what an
important part apparent strabismus plays in the production of the
true, how the apparent diverging promotes the development of true
converging strabismus, and vice Ve1'8r$; and the importance of
the angle a will thus become still more evident. Here it remains
only to treat of the question, on what the different values of this
angle depend. Fig. J 19 distinctly shows, that in the first place the
positiou of the yeHow spot Zin reference
to the'axis of the cornea determines this
Fig. 119.
angle. But in the second plaee, the disI
tance k (j, from the nodal point to the
retina, is to be taleen iuto account. It is
evident that, if in the hypermetropic eye,
where this distance is particularly short,
the yeHow spot Z is only at the ordinary
distanee from fJ (a point of the pl'olongec1
axis of the cornea), the angle a, under
which ll' and fJ a intersectone another ink,
becomes greater. In this, therefore, reaHy lies in part the cause of the
greater value of a in hypermetropie eyes; but for the most part this
greater value must stIll be explailled by the more external position
of the yellow spot. ThlS position is connected with the al'rested
c1evelopment, especially of the extel'l1al pOl'tion of the hypermetropic
cye. It is, on the other hand, as shall further appeal', precisely thc
extraoruinary c1evelopment and mOl'bid c1istention of tlle outer parls
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in myopics, which make the yell ow spot in them approach the axis
of the cornea, and sometimes even to pass it.

NOTE TO § 20.

It appears to me that the so-oaUed strabismus inCOllg1·UUS of Johannes
MüUer (Zur vergleiolwnden Pl/ysiologie des Gesiol/tssinnes, Leipzig, 1826,
p. 230), which has s~metimes been rather lightly disregarded, is nothing
else than tbe above-described apparent strabismus. It is true, Mueller has
not recognised the relation of this deviation to the anomaIies of refraotion,
nor has he expressly oonneoted it with the position of the yeUow spot. But
what else can he have in view when he says: "Moreover, this species of
strabismus is not rm·o, though in general it is but sh"gltt, so that tlw look being
otlterwise steady and tlte integn·ty of bot1! eyes being equal, there is littJe
striking with regard to internal changes?" He states that in these oases the
musdes of the eyes are quite sound. His definition, too, is applicable to
our apparent strabismus. "The kind of strabismus I refer to is," he says,
" oongenital " (which is oorrect, at least for the apparent diverging strabismus of hypermetropics) "and inourable; it depends on a difference in the
position of the identical points of the retinas of both eyes; so that these are
indeed perfectly identical in a subjective respect, but in j;he two eyes the
identity belongs to different meridians, that, for example, the central point
of the retina in the one eye corresponds to an identical point of the
other eye, which is removed from the central point of that eye."
He illustrates his meaning with a figure, from whioh it might be inferred th at, in his opinion, only in one of the eyes the visual line
(by him called "visual axis ") and the axis of the cornea (his "axis
of the eye ") would not coincide. -A partioularly well-marked oase
of this ldnd is desoribed by von Graefe, under thc name of "apparent
incongruence of the retiD!1, through anomalous entrance of the
optie nerve" (A1·chiv f. Ophtlwlmologie, Band I., Abth. 1, p. 435),
where the yellow spot, together with the optio nerve, was in one eye
strongly displaced inwards. The writer contrasts this case with another of
"true incongruence of the retinas " (Ibid., p. 105), in which the yellowspot is said to have occurred in one eye at the nasal side of the optic nerve.
I must observe that this last case appears to me somewhat problematioal; nor
have the cases recorded by Alfred Graefe, in his elear and able paper
(Kliniscl!e Analyse dm· JJfotilità'tsstörul1gen des Auges, Berlin, 185R, pp. 228
et seq.), convinced me. I see that Artllikewise still doubts the existencc
of the true strabismus inoongruus (Die Kl'ankheiten des Attges, B. lIL, p.
320). If we consider the imperfect aouteness of vision of the part of the
retina used in fixation, another explanation, whioh has occurred also to von
Graefe himself, may very weU be given. If I cannot therefore consider it
. proved, that other forms of inoongruenoe ooCU!" than those here desoribed
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under the name of apparent strabismus, I willingly apply to these the words
of von Graefe: "I would certainly attribute these not to incongruence of
the retinaa, but to asymmet1'ical development of the two halves of the bulb."
The development of the hypermetropie eye de serves to be more closely ex:amined. With it important questions are connected. It is certain, that in tho
lower orders of society H is more common, as in the higher lYI is more frequently met with. Now, hereditarily thus transmitted, these anomalies must
nevertheless undoubtedly have in the fust instance been produced, and must
still be promoted, by special practice. With respect to M this se ems to me
indeed explicable: the stooping position, probably also the increased
pressure in accommodation for near objects, may promote the distention of
the eyeball. But the same holds good also for H: there are compatatively
more hypermetropies among the lower orders, and these want all tendency
to become myopie. N ow, if H were based upon a :fl.atter lens, it would be comprehensible, that during the development of the lens want of accommodation
for near objects should make it remain :fl.atter, just as, by being subject in a
more convex: condition to the nutritive changes, it might at last retain a
more convex form. But just as little as a more convex lens is demonstrated in M, is a flatter one in R. N evertheless, I have asked myself
whether in the promotion of H, by want of accommodation for near objects
in childhood, there was not an indication that the crystalline lens in H
should be somewhat :fl.atter. But I must say that the indication is too
slight. Moreover other hypotheses present themselvea. For instanee, if
in accommodation for near objects, the :fl.uids of the eye are brought under
higher pressure, it can be understood how want of this pressure might
l'etard the development of the circumference of the eyeba11, and thus favour
the hypermetropie form.
These remarks may tend to direct attention to the investigation of the
development of eyes, espeeially of such as are hypermetropie, even in the
first years after birth; the merit of having made a begillning in this
direetion must be awarded to Ed. von Jaeger.

§ 21.

PHEN01rIEN.A., -

DIAGNOSIS. -

THE

VISION

OF

HYPER-

lIIETROPICS.

The diagnosis of H is attended with little difficulty. I have
already laid it down as our duty, systematically to examine the
refractive condition of every ophthalmic patiellt, and no case of H
wiIl easily escape him who does so. But hefore this examination
has been begun, hefore we have even tested the power of vision, the
extern al appearance will ofteu have made us already suspect the
presence of H. In the first place, we find an indication in the
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anatomical peculiarities, spoken of in the preceding' section. The
fiat anterior surface of the sclerotic, the strong curvation of its
meridians in the region of the equator, the shanow position of th.e
iris, the relatively smaU pupil, 1,he apparent diverging strabismus,
all these give a peculiar physiognomy to the eye. But there is
still more. In the form of the face, too, the existenee of H is not
unfrequently e:Kpressed. If I am not mistaken, the peeuliarity
whieh here prevails, de!Jends chiefly on the shallowness of the Ol'bit.
The mal'gins of Ole sockets are flatter, less eurved, the whole face is
flattened, with little relief.; there is little rounding in the cheeks,
because the anterior surface of the face quiekly passes into the lateral
flatness. Often, too, the no se is but slightly prominent, and the
upper part of its dorsum is sa lit,tle marked that it can scareely give
support to ordinary spectacles. The eyelids are flat and braad, the
eyes are far from one another; the same is true of the orbits, at least
of their outer margins, ",hose mutual distance is easily measured.
Otherwise,so far as the position of the hypermetropie eyesis cancerned,
it is sometimes very deep, sometimes superficial, sa that nothing is
to be inferred from it.-It must be observed, however, that the farm
here c1escribed is far from being constant. But that a connexion
does exist between the refraction of the eye and the form of the face,
appears most distinctly from the asymmetry of the bones of the latter,
incluc1ing the frontal bOlle, which almost without e:Kception aCCOIDpanies a great diiference of refracLion in the two eyes. IJl general, we
find in s11ch cases the eye on the hypermetropie side plaeed fill'ther hom
the root of the nose, and iogether with the whole side of 1,he face
sloping' backwarcl. It is as if the bones of the face on this side are
in generallcss developed. Thus the orbit also is less deep, and to
this corresponds a smaller eye, with a shol'tel' axis of visioll, whieh
again in its turn is connected with a shallowel' soeket. We shall
subsequently have ta devote a separate chapter to diffcrence in
}'efraction between the two eyesJ and we sha11 then revert to this
subject of the asymmetry of the skull and face.
If we filld the physiogllomy here described in a young perSOll,
who preseuts himself as a patiellt, without the external appearanee
of the eyes betraying any disease, we may with the g'l'eatest pl'obability infer the e:Kistence of hypermetl'opia. Ta the questioll: "Oan
you contll1tle to work long?" we obtain almost without exeeption
a 'negative answel', This rapieUy supervening fatigue, the most
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usual phenomenon of certain degrees of H, we shail study more fuily,
in the foilowing Section, under the name of astltenopia.
We have now in these cases, as weIl as in those where all indication is wanting, with the aid of glasses to ascertain more exacily the
true state of thiugs. It has already been stated that hypermetropia is
perfectly characterised, when with the aid of positive glasses the
vision of distant objects is acute; the strongest glasses, with
which the acuteness of vision still continues perfect, show us, in
the manner before described, the position of the farthest point, and
with it the degree of the hypermetropia. N evertheless, even with
such assistance we are stillliabie to error. In the fust place, as has
already been stated, the hypermetropia may be Zatent. .After the
twenty-fifth year, a part even of very moderate degrees of H is
llsually manifest; but at a very early period of life the strong power
of accommodation may completely suppress comparatively high
degrees, and such may therefore exist, even when weak positive
glasses already diminish the distinctness of vision at a distance. I
formerly supposed that whcn even with weak negative glasses, for
1
example, of - 4 0 or the patients asserted that they could

ia,

see as weil or even better than without glasses, we might infer, if
not the presence of myopia, at least the absence of hypermetropia;
but this opinion, too, has been corrected by experience. I have
found that young patients sometimes involuntarily suppress even
the hypermetropia increased by the negative glass, and that they
have such a fancy for the smaller forms of letters and of other objects,
that they imagine that they distinguish them as weU, if not better,
than with the naked eye. That they are mistaken iu this, is evident,
but it is not always easy to prove this; for hypermetropic persons,
with good accommodating power, 10se very little with negative glasses,
at all events very much less than myopic individuals gain hy them. If
the phenomena in other respects justify us in suspecting the presence
of hypermetropia, but do not fully demollstrate it, we musjj. have
recourse to a mydriatic, whereby the power of accommodation is
paralysed, and the hypermetropia, so far as it exists, is rendered
entirely manifest. Sometimes, in such cases, examination with the
ophthalmoscope is sufficient, without the employment of the mydriatic, to establish the existence of hypermetropia. In the passivc
conc1ition of the eye thus examined, in fact, thc power of accommo-
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dation not unfrequently beeomes more rel~xed than when the organ"
is fixed even with parallel visuallines.
In the seeond place, we must be especially upon our guard, if
the acuteness of vision S is very much diminished. In this case tbe
reeognition of objects depends less on the sharpness of the retinal
images, wmeh, nevertheless, are not acutely seen, than on the
magnitude of the images. We may imagine the retina in amblyopie
persons to be a "Very coarse eanvass, on whieh very small objects,
even though accurately mawn, are not sa weil distinguished as larger
objects, though bounded by less sharply-defined contours. Or we may
suppose very small images to be less accurately drawn on a finer texture, whereby the advantage obtained by increased magnitude readily
eounterbalauces the disturbance, eaused by a further 10ss of sharpness,
-in like manner as the strongest eye-piect'"s in microscopie examination, although they render the images more diffuse, often
place us in a position to recognise with greater certainty the form
of the smallest visible objects, than was possible with weaker eyepieces (with tbe same object-glass). We thus readily understand why
amblyopie patients, even when they are not hypermetropie, aften
choose positive glasses: the greater size of the images is particularly
serviceable to them. Where there is any doubt, in this ease also
ophthalmoscopic examination seldom fails us. In mydriasis, too,
positive glasses, on account of the now so much more rapid inerease
in magnitude of the cil'cles of diffusion, will not readily be chosen,
unless hypermetropia actually exists. In general, we must in sueh
cases attend to the magnitude of the pupil. I have seen some
instances of extraordinarily small, whether naturalol' artificial,
pupils, which, connected with a certam degree of amblyopia, on
account of the improved power of vision at a distance eaused by
strong positive glasses, incorrectly led tbe observer to infer the
existence of a high degree of hypermetropia. In very rare cases,
too, diseases of the cornea may lead us into error. A slight flattening, a.pd especially transparent uleers opposite the pupil, eause myopia
to disappeal', or rendrr the person hypermetropie, wbich altered
refraetion is removed ",hen the ulceration 1S healed, and often even
on dilatation of tbe pupil. Lastly, I must caution the reader
against makiug an examination with dirty or dull glasses. Of course,
if'tlle glass is dirty or grows aull before the eye, which very readily
happens with cold glasses, it will, although it corrects the existing
anomaly of refraction, be rejected. If we doubt wh ether this infiuence is in operation, we shoulc1 hold glasses of equalnegative focal
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distance before the positive glasses placed in the frame, in which
case the patient ought to see as weIl as without glasses. If care
has been taken to have the glasses clean, this method is very much
to be recommended, if we obtain confused answers, espeClally if we
think the credibility of the patient is to be doubted.
As to the functions of the hypermetropic eye, we, in the first place,
often find the acuteness of vision diminished. In the slight degrees
there is in this respect seldom any difference to be observed, but in
high degrees it is almost exceptional to find S = 1. It is evident
that with glasses which neutralise the hypermetropia, the acuteness
of visioli becomes greater, than it was without glasses: in fact by
the use of these, the nodal point is moved more forwards than when the
convexity of the crystalline lens, increased by extraordinary tension of
accommodation, brings the focus into the retina, and the retinal
images therefore become greater (compare p. 152). Even then, however, in high degrees of H, Soften remains below the normal. The
eause of this diminished acuteness or vision is to be explained partIy
from the structure of the eye. On account of the shorter distance
between the nodal point and the retina, the retina! images are smaller
than in the emmetropie eye, and this will in general continue also
with the use of convex glasses, unless strong glasses are required
aml these are held comparatively far from the eye. It is only if the
slighter optie nerve should possess an equal number of nerve-fibres,
and the smaller surface of the retina should contain an equal number
of percipient elements as in the emmetropie eye, that the smaller
magnitude of the retinal images would be whoIly, or at least partially
compensated; but we have no right to assume such arelation.
Moreover, as I have already remarked, the bypermetropie eye is, more
than other eyes, liable to asymmetry. In the Chapter on Astigmatism, it will be more fuIly explained in what manner the acuteness
of vision diminishes in consequenee thereof. Here I shaIl remark
onIy, that even after the correction of the astigmatism and of the
hypermetropia, the acuteness of vision usually remains rathe.r eonsiderably below the normal. In general it may even be said, that when
in high degrees of H, the glasses are also so placed befol'e the eye, that
the retinal images may be considered to attain the normal magnitude,
the acuteness of vision, nevertheless, in many cases, does not reach the
normal. The cause of this we know not. Probably an accurate
microscopical examination of the yellow spot would enable us to
account for it.-In addition to this diminutioll of the acuteness of
vision depending on congenital deviation, an acquired Olle frequently
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occurs in hypermetropia. Thus when only one of the eyes is in a
high degree hypermetropic, tms eye is usually but little used, and
this exclusion, with psychical suppression of the images, leads to
amblyopia. Ohiefly, however, when strabismus is developed in one eye,
to which precisely in hypermetropia a special tendency exists (compare
§ 24), the acuteness of vision rapidly diminishes considerably, and
indeed particularly in the region of the yellow spot. In t11is last case,
when the eye, moreover, on closing the other, no longer fixes, no
improvement of the acuteness of vision is to be expected. But if
there be no strabismus, or if the deviated eye, on closing tJle other,
still looks at least by preference directly, that is with the yellowspot, systematic practice with a strollg positive glass is almost
always capable of cOllsiderably improving the sight. It is then sufficient to practise the weak eye for eight or ten minutes three times
a-day, wmle the other eye is closed, and with the aid of the glass just
mentioned, in deciphering or reading a large type. A. gl'eat number
of cases justifies me in asserting that the practitioner will seldom
finc1 this plan to c1isappoint him.
What properly characterises the vision of hypermetropics, is not the
c1iminishec1 S, but the abnormal refractive condition, which requires
another use of the power of accommoc1ation. After all that has been
already stated, I have but little to say in reference to this point.
It is understood that the hypermetropic person begins his accommodation with a deficit. The emmetropic relaxes that power as much as
possible, and then sees acutely at an innnite distance; he converges
and accommodates as of his own accord for the distance of the convergence, in youth up to six, five, and four inches and less; everywhere
he moves about in the middle of the relative range of the accommodation, which belongs to the given convergence. On the contrary, the hypermetropic inc1ividual, in order to see at a distance,
must aiready brillg his power of accommodation into action : that is
his dificit. Oommencing with this, he has still for each convergence
to add as much range of accommodation as the emmetropic persOll.
It is true we may say, that his accommodation adapts itself to the
l'efractive condition : he learns, forced by necessity to practise, with
relatively little convergence to bring a relatively great part of his
accommodation into actioll, and can, finally, even no longer
omit the incl'eased tension ; but constantly, at each convergence, he finds himself still uearcr to the maximum of the
corresponding possible ten sion, anel both llis absolute anel his
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binocular nearest point lie farther from the eye than they do
in the emmetropic subject. Moreover all this holds good
for the facultative hypermetropia in youth: the actual disturbauce may here still be absent; the eyes may fulfil their
daily requirements; not a complaint may be heard. But with the
advance of years, while the absolute range of accommodation diminishes, the reIat.ive, for a definite convergence, falls too short: fatigue
now rapidly supervenes, and thus even in the sliglltest degrees of
hypermetropia premature presbyopia occurs, which has more of the
c11aracter of asthenopia, tbe higher the degree of the facultative
hypermetropia is, and the earlier the age at which di:fficulty in
working at near objects sets in.-The case is much worse in
relative hypermetropia. In it, as we have seen, there may still be
accommodation for parallel and even for diverging rays, but only on
condition that the eyes converge to a point, situated nearer than that
from which the rays proceed. Binocular vision and acute vision
thereby exclude each other. With one eye, unq,er excessive convergence, there might be acute vision ; but generally speaking, no use
is made thereof, and if this takes place, there is periodical, to be
followed by persistent, strabismus. In very young subjects relative
hypermetropia is rather unusual. It must be a very considerable degree
of that affection which, with

l : ;: } i,
or

might not for a short

time be overcome, and which even at a certain convergence should not
admit of sufficient binocular accommodation. But at a somewhat
more advanced time of life, even so early as in the twenty-fifth year,
many cases of Halready belong to this category. Visiou is iu these
cases unfortunately circumstanced. Properly speaking it is never
accurate either for distant or for near objects, and every effort to
distinguish anything, to which is united great knitting of the brow, is
rapidly followed by fatigue. Pers ons with snch hypermetropia are
always seeking the distance at which they distinguish relatively weIl.
They hold the book now farther off, then again closer, sometimes at
only two or three inches from the eye; but even if the print is large
and distinct, they quicldy end by throwing the volume away. Very
bright light is a great advantage to them, because with a small
pupil the circles of diffusion become less. They therefore endeavouI',
although less generally tllan myopic persons, to diminish the latter
hy other means, for example, by narrowing the space between the
eyelids. I have seen a boy of eight years, very weak and delicate, with

17
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amblyopia of the left eye, and with H

=-~,

and very little range of

accommodation of the right eye, who used his nose to diminish his pupil. When he wished to distinguish anything, particularly in looking at a distance, he turned his head to the
right, and looked with the rigbt eye directly along the nose,
which thus covered a portion of the pupil.-How inconceivably
happy we make such persons with proper spectacles, which
are a natural complement of theÏl' eyes, and have been so
long withheld from them, I need not say.-Absolute hypermetropia we scarcely ever nnd with the normal accommodating
power of youth. Only a couple of cases of this kind have occurred
to me: in the one the hypermetropia amounted to 2\7' in the
other ,to

3~'

My friend William Bowman has enabled me to com-

municate a case (see p. 290), in which glasses of 11t being employed
for distant visioll, the degree of H was = 1: 1'7, in fact, more than
enough to make it necessarily absolute. The cases of absolute, as
weil as those of the higher degrees of relative H, present almost
exactly the image of myopia~ eomplicated with amblyopia, with
whieh tbey are therefore confounded. Small print sueh hypermetropies eannot read-they appear, therefore, to be amblyopie,-and
larger type they can read only when it is very close to the eye-just
like myopie persons. From the latter they are distinguished by the
faet, that at a greater distance they see objeets comparatively
as weil, that is under equal angles, as near ones; and moreover by this,
that with positive speetacles they can reacl the same print at a greater
distallCe than without speetaeles. The enigma, why, while the eye is
hypermetropie. smail objeets are distinguished near the eye more easily
than at some distance, for example, at that of one foot, has been partly
solved hy von Graefe* by a simple calculatioll, whence it appears,
that in sueh eyes, on the approach of the object, the retinal image
increases more in magnitude than the eircles of diffusioll, (partly also
because we have to do more with polyopia than with simple circles
of diffusion), so that the form of the object can be better distinguished. Of the eorreetness of this, we can easily be satisfied,
by making ourselves strongly hypermetropie with negative glasses,
and then, without altering the accommodatioll, bringing large letters
" AI'cMI) f. Oplttl/Ctlrn., TI. ii, H 1, p, 181.
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at different distances before the eye. We shall thus distinguish
more easily near the eye, thau at the distanee, for example, of one
foot. We will, however, at the same time find, that in reeognising
objects we are far behind sueh hypermetropics, whose anomaly of
refraetion has the same degree as that whieh we produee iu ourselVes.
For this there are different reasons. In the first plaee the hypermetropie in tbis case aeeommodates as strongly as possible, in which
he suceeeds admirahly hy eonvergenee upon a proximate point;
consequently, too, his pupil beeomes narrower; moreover, by approximating the eyelids he diminishes still further the effect of the circles
of diffusion, and thus probably makes a single image come forth
more strongly from their polyopie surface ; in some cases a180
regular astigmatism plays a part therein, and, finally, he has by
praetice learned from imperfect retinal images to deduee the true
forms of the objeets. In this manner I believe we can explain the
eomparatively great degree of power of distinguishing very near
objeets p08sessed by persons strongly hypermetropie, without being
obliged to take refuge in a somewhat mysterious faculty of suppressing the circles of diffusion.
From the above it follows that the indieation of the existence of
slighter degrees of H is derived chiefly from the phenomena of
asthenopia, the most important result of hypermetropia, to the eonsideration of which we now proceed.

§ 22.

ASTHENOPI.A..

A peeuliar morbid eondition of the eyes has long attraeted the
attention of ophthalmologists. The phenomena of which it is eomposed are highly eharacteristic. The eye has a perfectly normal
appearanee, its movements are undisturbed, the eonvergenee of the
visuallines presents no difficulty, the power of vision is usually acute,and nevertheless in readiug, writing, and other close work, especially
by artificiallight, or in a gloomy plaee, the objects, after a short time,
become indistinct and confused, and a feeling of fatigue and tension
comes on in, and especially above, the eyes, necessitating a suspension of work. The person so aft'eeted now often involuntarily closes
his eyes, and rubs his hand over the forehead and eyelids. A.fter
some moments' rest, he once more sees distinctly, but the same
phenomena are again developed more rapidly than before. The
longer the rest has lastea, the longer can he now continue his work.
Thus, after the rest of Sunday, he begins the new week with fresh
ardour uud fresh power, followed, howevel', by new disappointment.
2
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If he is not occupied with looking at near objects, tbe power of
vision appears to be normal, and every unpleasant feeling is entirely
absent. If, on the contrary, he endeavours, notwithstanding the
inconvenience which arises, by powerful exertion to continue close
work, the symptoms progressively increase: the teusion above the
eyes gives place to actual paiu, sometimes even slight redness aud a
flow of tears ensue, everything is diffused before the eyes, and the
patient now no longer sees at :first weIl, even at a distance. After
too long-continued teusion, he is obliged to l'efrain for a long time
from any close work. It is remarkable that pain in the eyes themselves, even after continued exertion, is of rare occurrence.
At nrst this condition was considered as a sort of amblyopia. It
was called hebetuào visus, amblyopie presbytique, or amblyopie pa1'
jJ1·esbytie. By degrees the cause was sought more and more in the
organs of accommodation, at :first in the action of the extern al
muscles, subsequently in that of the internal muscular elements; and
in the same measure was the importance of the retina thrown into
the shade. Excessive tellsion of accommodation was looked upon
as a satisfactory cause of the troublesome symptoms which, it was
hoped, might be overcome by rest.
Evidently, however, when it was supposed that the origin of
asthenopia was thus eXplained, the facts were overlooked that
thousands in like manner, sometimes in a still higher degree, put
their power of vision upon the stretch, without being visited by the
troublesome phenomena of asthenopia or impaired vision, and that,
on the other hand, these phenomena not unfrequently occur in
men, nay, even in children, who had exacted but little from their
power of vision.
Since the same cause does not pro duce in every one the same
deviatian, writers are accustomed to take refuge in a peculiar p1'Cài8Jlosition. Thus the difficulty is set aside. But if the foundation
of this peculiar predisposition be dark aud obscure, pathogeny has
gained but little from the adoption of this course. I therefore
feIt called upon to propose to myself the question, on what
the so-caHed predisposition to asthenopia (so the condition was now
more generally called) might depend, and I saon became convinced,
that a congenital deviation, namely, a moderate degree of hypermetropia, is at the bottom of it. The hypel'metropia is here, however, more than predisposition. The asthenopia-I mean the tendency to fatigue in looking at near objects-is already wholly in-
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cluded therein. Every hypermetropia which, with reference to the
range of accommodation, has attained a certain degree, is at the
same time asthenopia. If the symptoms sometimes do not manifest
themselves until twenty-five years of age, or even later, this is to be
ascrihed merely to the fact, that previously the range of accommodation was sufficiently great, easily to overcome the existing degree of
hypermetropia. We should beware of confounding the exciting circum stance with the cause of the affection. The exciting circumstance
of the phenomena consists in continued ten sion in looking at near objects j the cause, on the contrary, is the hypermetropic structure of the
eye. In fact, asthenopia is not the fatigue itself, but the want of power,
through which the fatigue occurs. The distinction made here is applicable to other conditions. When a person going up hill is soon exhausted, the exertion is indeed the exciting circumstance of the
weariness, but the cause is to be sought in the slight energy of
the muscles with reference to the weight of the body. This disproportion exists at all times, although the person ascends no hills. By
practice it will even be partIy overcome, and only after repeated
excessive exertion, without sufficient intermission, does the fatigue
occur still earlier than before. Just 50 is the relation of hypermetropia to asthenopia: after each excessive exertion longer rest is required j
but total want of practice makes, on the first effort, the phenomena
follow still more quickly. The analogy is perfect.
I have already asserted that hypermetropia is usually at the hottom
of asthenopia. The truth of this assertion has been doubted. I
now, however, go a step further, and venture to maintain, that in
the pure form of asthenopia hypermetropia is scarcely ever wanting.
The doubts which were expressed are to be ascribed, on the
one hand, to insufficient investigation,- ob servers sometimes
found no Um, and neglected to examine whether the H was
suppressed hy accommodationj on the other hand, to confusion
with o~ler morbid forms. I readily admit, that many different
conditions were included under the name of hebetudo or asthenopia.
When inconvenience was feIt on continued exertion, this appeared to
some sufficient to justify the inference that asthcnopia existed. On
this account different forms of irritatioll, congestion in myopic eyes,
hyperresthesia of the eye, with increasing pain on exertion, different
affections of the retina and of the choroid, nay even the beginning of
trachoma, and foreign bodies in the sac of the conjunctiva, rnight
all be united under one denominatiol1. But I cannot concur in
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the adoption of sueh a primitive semeiotie method. It leads
inevitably to confusion of ideas alld of conditions. When I
asserted that asthenopia is the result of the hypermetropie
structure of the eye, I was thinking, not of a symptom, but of a
portrait of disease, such as has been drawn above, and in this sense
I can fuUy maintain myassertion. In general, if the portrait be
faithfully and perfectly copied from nature, we run little risk of findmore than one condition, to which it applies.
N ow that it has actually been shown, that asthenopia depends
on H, it appears to be so natural a result of the latter, that the inference evidently suggested itself à priori. Extraordinary tension
of accommodation is required by the ordinary employments of
young eyes. From yonth the eye adapts itself to these requisites,
sa far as it is able to do, so that the range of accommodation
alters its margin and the H becomes in part even latent. Bnt,
in spite of all this, it finally falls too short. The diminntion of
the range of accommodation with the time of life explains it satisfactorily. The asthenopia then gradnally sets in, at first only under
less favourable conditions of illumination, and extraordinary exertion
or headache, subsequently on all occasions and without exception
when close work is performed even for only a comparatively short
time. In general the symptoms of asthenopia show themselves the
earlier, the higher the degree of H is, on which they depend. I found
the year of life at which the asthenopia begins to be about equal to the
denominator of the fraction by which the degree of H is expressed:
with H

=

;0 we may expect the commencement of asthenopia in

the tenth year, with H
H

=

io

=

1
25

not until the 25th year.

With

it in the fortieth year nearly coalesces with the presbyopia.,

and the symptoms are then less characteristic. Finally where H is
absent, presbyopia is developed, as we have above seen (p. 215),
not with the complaint of fatigue, but with that of defective vision
for near objects. The cause of this is evident. Asthenopia,
namely, depends upon the fact, that not onIy at a distance
of 6, 8, and 10 inches, but likewise at that of 12", 16", and
20', and even at an infinite distance, acute vision takes place only
with special effort of the power of accommodation. In the
commencement of presbyopia in a normal eye on the contrary, vision
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at 8" is absolutely impossible, but at 12/1, or at least at 16", it takes
plaee without special exertion, and at a great distanee the weakest
positive glass has even an injurious effect. The hypermetropie eye
is therefore little or not at all benefited, by removing the object
some inches further; the presbyopie, on the eontrary, is thereby
relieved of all extraordinary exertion. The former is obliged to
eease working; the latter eontinues to work without trouble, provided the visual angle at the distanee of 16" is not too small.
While, even at the eommencement of the exertion, the presbyopie
eye sees distinetly only at a greater distance, the need of speetaeles,
to make vision at a snorter distanee possible, is evident. In the
hypermetropie eye, on the contrary, there may at first be very acute
vision for near objeets: the need of speetacles, whieh would in this
case serve to make vision at any distanee easim', was therefore often
overlooked.
For this differenee between presbyopia and hypermetropia, the
relative range of aeeommodation of the normal eye, in ineipient
presbyopia, suffieiently accounts. Beyond the binocular nearest
point, in ineipient presbyopia, the positive part of the range
in question rapidly inereases rather eonsiderably, while in the
hypermetropie individual it inereases only slowly, and at eaeh eonvergenee remains a very subordinate part. But neither in this also
is everything included. I started provisionally from the supposition,
that in the same eye, for traversing equal parts of the range of
aceommodation, equal exertion of the muscular system is required.
But this is, however, far from being perfeetly true. Both the
complieated mechanism and the mode of action of the effect obtained
render it almost ineonceivable, that this exact proportion should
ever exist. But partieularly in presbyopie persons, whose erystalline
lens has become firmer and has gradually shifted forwards, this
proportion is by DO means to be expeeted. The re sult theJ.:eof is
this: that in comparison to its magnitude, the positive part of the
relative range of aeeommodation in the presbyopie individual represents more muscular ten sion than the negative part, and that
therefore in the latter the reIation between these two parts may be
more unfavourable than in the youthful eye, and may yet not
produce fatigue so early.
The condition for the oeeurrenee of asthenopia may now be still
more generally formulized: it is the presence of a rather eonsiderabIe, but at the same time insuffieient, range of accommodation. N ow
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. in general this insufficiency is attributable to H, as has been fuUy
eXplained. But it may proceed also from want of energy. This
last occurs exceptionally, especially in general weakness, from 10ss
of blood or othel'wise, and in paresis. . In both these cm:iditions
there is this peculiarity, that a brief but rather powerful muscular
exertion is possible, but that the energy employerl is almost .immediately lost. We observe this in all mnscles, and it is true also of
those of the eye. A half-paralyzed arm is still raised with force, but
it immediately faIIs powerless: a single almost spasmorlic contraction
has, as it were, exbausted the muscular power, In like manner the
eye isaccommodated, for a moment, to a rather near point, but relaxation forthwith ensues, and persistent tension is impossible. We
now easily undel'stand, how under weakening influences, for example,
aftel' exhausting diseases, aftel' 10ss of blood, phenomena manifest
themselves, which have the greatest resemblance to those of asthenopia in consequence of H. These phenomena oceur with
especial rapidity and characteristically, when a sl1ght degree of H
exists, which on an energetic accommodation was hitherto still easily
overcome. The same is true of paresis of accommodation, as will
hereaftel' be explained. If in these cases the H be entirely absent,
the condition is distinguished, among other things, from ordinary
asthenopia, by the fact, that now at least vision at a distaIlCe is
possible without tension of accommodation, and therefore persistently. In H this is not the case. Of course, the phenomena are
developed the more rapidly, the closer to the eye the objects
must be seen, (for its proximate binocn1ar point even the powerfuUy aceommodating emmetropic eye is asthenopic); but even in
looking at a distance, the phenomena of asthenopia would in the
hypermetropie not be absent, if there were necessity to accommodate accurately for a long time uninterruptedly for distant objects.
I am. convinced that the asthenopie person, who states that he
experiences no tronble in ordinary life, and that he sees weU at a
distanee, in turns relaxes his accommodation, and is onIy thus preserved from fatigue. Accordingly some, as even Macke'nzie remarked,
state toa, that remote objects also on being fixed, sometimes become
indistinct. N ow this, I repeat, is inconsistent in emmetropia, even
when the power of accommodation has quite lost its energy.
There are still other morbid states, whose symptoms have some
resemblance to those of asthenopia. To these belong especially
insufficiency of the internal recti muscles, which von Graefe* has
" Al'cllivj. OplttTlalmologie, B. iii. 1, p. 308, and B. viii. 2, p. 311.
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sLudied with sueh excellent results, and to which I shall revert in
speaking of the movements of the myopie eye, where this insuffieieney
is more partieularly apt to oeeurl '1'his form was distinguished by
yon Graefe, nnder the name of asthenopia muscularis; from that
here described, whieh may be ealled the aeeommodative asthenopia.
-In astigmatism too, we shall find phenomena; resembling those
of asthenopia; I sha11 endeavour; in the proper plaee; to examine
how far special peculiarities eharaeterise eaeh of these morbid forms.
An emmetropie person ean easily form an idea of the vision of
the hypermetropie, and of the eonqitions and phenomena of asthenopia, by making his own eyes hypermetropitl, by means of the
negative glasses required for that plirpose. The only condition
necessary is, that he have a tolerably good aeeommodating power.
The tendeney to bring this into action takes place immediatelYi and,
as it were, involuntarily. At a eertain strength of the negative glass
he sees distinetly and aeutely by,' at eaeh angle of convergence,
inereasing his aeeommodatio)1 with the degree of the produeed :8:.
But fatigue will ensue; and he will easily satisfy himself of the cliffieulty of eontinuing to see accurately also at a distanee.-The young
myopie individual needs only to take too strong negative glasses, in
order to bring himself into the same state. If the myopie person
have somewhat exeeeded his fiftieth year, he' needs onIy to neutralise his myopia in order to observe in himself the phenomena of
presbyopia: for those of asthenopia he bas then lost tbe eapaeity.
It will have been evident to the reader, that the pbenomenu of
asthenopia proceed from nothing else tban from fatigue of the
museular system of aeeommodation. In what this fatigue consists
desel'ves to be more closely examined.
In roy investigations* respecting tue elastieity of muscles, I have
distinguished two forms of fatigue.
One form proeeeds from the aetual energy, t produced by the
muscle. The work consists in the moving of aload. The load
may be the body itself or some part of the body, which is moved,
, or, in addition thereto, an object extern al to the body.
Distinguished from this is the fatigue, ",hieh is the result of the
simple extension of an elastic muscle in a state of contraction.
'" See the preliminary communioation in Verslallen en mededeelin[!en del'
Koninklfjlce Alcademie van Wetenscltappen. 1859, D. ix., p, 113.

, t I use the terms of Mr. Ranldne, adopted also by Mr John Tyndall
(Heat cOllsidel'ed liS a mode ofrnoNon.

Loudon, 1863, p. 137.)
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This takes place when a burden is held, without being moved, as,
for example, when, with the arm bent at a right angle at the elbowjoint, the hand is loaded with a weight: the arm and the weight
remain in the same place, alld yet fatigue soon occurs. At the
moment when the weight was placed in the hand, same actual energy
(chemical action in the muscle) was indeed required to make the
arm continue in the same position: the muscles (mm. biceps et
brachialis internus) had to contract more strongly, in order in the
state of extension induced hy the weight, to remain as short as
before, and the actual energy (the chemical action) was thus converted into a potential energy (elastic tension) . Moreover, the muscular contraction gradually increases as much as the greater extensibiIity, accompanying the increasing fatigue of the muscles, requires.
It has, in fact, been proved that, accordingly as the muscle becomes
more fatigued, its extensibility increases, and this increasing extensibility gradually requires augmenting contraction, in order, under the
extending action of the same load, to keep the muscle as short as it
was. This is evident from the fact, that on the unexpected removal
of the load, the arm bends involuntarily, as aresuit simply of
the previous extension of the elastic contracted muscle,-the more
strongly, the longer the weight has rested on the hand; and in
that involuntary motion of the arm the potential energy of the extended muscle again becomes actual. Finally, also, there was continually some actual energy in the osciUations of the electric currents,
composing the negative defiection of the tetanized (contracted)
muscles and nerves, and most likely converted into heat. Tt was
therefore under more than one mode that, without external phenomena llaving been visible, some energy was actual, while arm and
weight, unaltered, occupied the same place. But that energy, in
its different modes, seems to be very small in comparison to the
often repeated lifting of tI1e same weight. I therefore thinl( the
fatigue proceeding from the performance of labour, must be distinguished from that arising from simple extension. According to the
law of the conservation of energy, we may, in the first case,
expect more mebmorphosis of matter in the organism. The
acceleration of the heart's actiou appeared to me to be the
measure thereof. I found, in fact, that when a weight is held
during some minutes resting on the hand of the bent arm, the pul.
satiou of the heart is much less accelerated than when, during au
equal space of time, the weight is alternately taken off by another,
and with extended arm placed again upon the hand, and now by
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flexion raised once more to the original height. The feeling of
fatigue in the muscle is, however, in the lattel' case not greater than
in the former.
In explanation of the fatigue, which is the result of the performance of labour, we may take refuge in an accumulation of produets of
metamorphosis of matter in the muscular tissue, which really goes
hand-in-hand with it. The fatigue, proceeding from extension,
under the influence of a loau not further moved, may, partIy at least,
have another source. Thus the extension might give rise to
pressure on the nerve-filaments in the muscle: in fact, without the
extension by aload, fatigue does not arise in the muscle, though
contracted in an equal degree. Probably, however, it depends partIy
also on an increase of the produets of the metamorphosis of
matter in the muscular tissue, produced not so much by an accelerated formation, as by retarded elimination. Indeed, in uninterrupted contraction the vessels are compressed and the circulation is
impeded, while in motion from muscular action the latter is excited
and accelerated. That accumulation of produets of metamorphosis
is co-operative, is, moreover, admissible, because in both cases the
coefficient of elasticity of the muscle decreases,-which coefficient
may, I think, he connected with the presence of some produets of
metamorphosis in the nutritive fluid of the muscle. But this is not
the place to enter more fuIly into this question. It is sufficient
to have directed attention to the distinetion to he made.
N ow, to which form of fatigue does that belong, which arises
from persistent accommodation for accurate' vision in the hypermetropie eye?
Evidently we have here to do with persistent extension of the muscle
in a state of contraction. The extension is the result of the resistance
exercised hy the parts involved in the accommodation, while their form
and position undergo a change. By virtue of elasticity they resume
their original form and position, so soon as the contraction of the
internal muscular system of accommodatión ceases. The latter must,
therefore, in order to pro duce persistent accommodation, be in a state
of permanent contraction. This permanent contraction causes
fatigue, and the fatigue, promoted hy extension, increases, as was
above remarked, the extensibility: in consequence of this law, the
contraction must be always increasing, in order to keep the muscle
equaIly short and to make it permanently exercise the same force
(in equilibrium with the resistance). Sooner or later therefore the
fatigue must pass into powerlessness. A moderate contraction,
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such as is required in the normal eye, may be kept up without fatigue
for almost an entire day. A degree of contraction is even possibIe, at which the recovering power of the muscle removes, pari pa88u,
the fatigue proceeding from contraction : the extensibility in that
case does not illcrease. This applies particularly to involuntary
muscles, consisting of fibre-cells, to which (at least in mammalia) the
internal muscles of the eye belong. But where hypermetropia exists,
such a degree of contraction is required, that increasing fatigue, at
length proceec1ing to complete loss of energy, cannot long be absent.
Thus all the phenomena of asthenopia are readily explained. It
seems to me that there is therefore no reason for resorting in addition either to the condition and the function of the retina, or to
pressure of the fluids, or to obstruction to the circulation.
To fatigue through work, as has been above said, the same law
is applicable : here, too, the coefficient of elasticity diminishE's; here,
too, the extensibility is therefore increased. Actual work is done by
the muscular system of accommodation, when the eye is accommodated alternately for different distances. This, however, need scarcely
ever take place to such a c1egree as to give rise to fatigue.
What are the results of continued excessive tension of accommo·
dation in asthenopia?
In former years, especially, the most fearful consequences were predicted from it. Asthenopia was considered to be the first stage of, or at
least to be intimately related to, amblyopia, and the latter, it was supposed, threatened the c1estruction of the asthenopic eye, if it was not
conc1emned to almost absolute rest. Precisely the mode of treatment of
oculists, in giving asthenopics no spectac1es or insufficient spectacles,
has placed me fairly in a position to satisfy myself of the unfounqed
nature of their fears. Illave seen hundreds of asthenopic patientsJ
who from youth up to their 30th or 40th year, some to an advanced
period of life, had every day anew, without spectacles, or with to~
weak spectacles, obstinately pushed the tension of accommodation
to the uttermost, and I have never seen a diminution of the acuteness of vision arise from such a course. Tt al)pears also, that in H
a certain immunity against many kinds of diseases, which Urreaten
the power of vision, actually exists; it is certain, tl1at by excessive
tension of accommodation the retina is not brought into danger.lu rare cases, perhaps in one in a thousand, I have observeu thai
on every effort to see near objeets, almost immediately violent pain
arose in the eye, evidently conneded with the contraction of the
lllusc1es of accollllllodation. This painfd spasm made it llecessary
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for the patient directly to refrain from work. Nor did the use of
sllectacles avail him, for in each case neal' objects were seen with
convergence, and the tension of accommodation connected with this
convergence, was sufficient to excite the pains. These remal'kable
cases, the cure of which was obtained by the regular instillation of
sulphate of atropia, which completely excluded the accommodation,
while strong glasses meanwhile rendered work possible, I shall
have to describe more fuUy in speaking of the anomalies of accommodation.
An evident proof, that neither the nature nor the eaus es of the phenomena
of asthenopia had been fully ascertained, notwithstanding many endeavours
to investigate them, is to be found in the host of names by which this condition has been designated by different writers. Theyare almost innumerable :
debilitas visus of Taylor, amblyopia a topica retinr.e atom'a of Plenck, ailaibTissement de la vue of Wenzei, Gesichtsschwäclte or hebetudo visus of Jungken,
dulness of sig7zt of Stevenson, debolle'Zza di vista per stanehez'Za di nel'vi of
Scarpa, dimness of vision of Middlemore, visus evanidus of Walther, impail'ed
vision of Tyrrel, amaurosis mU8cularis of J. J. Adams, affection of the retina
from excessive employment of Lawrence, Zassitudo ocularis or disposition à Za
fatigue des yeux of Bonnet, kopiopie or opltthalmolcopie of Pétrequin, Schwäche
der Augen of Chelius, amblyopie par p"esbytie ou p"esbytique of Sichel, languor
oculi of Arlt, slowly adjusting sigltt of Smee, impaired vision fl'om ovm'work
of Cooper, and perhaps many others still.
Dur knowledge of asthenopia commenced with that of the phenomena of
the affection. By degrees the description thereof became more true and
more accurate, and what did not belong to it was separated from it. Tt is
evident that in acondition such as this, constituting a part of the fioating
idea of weakness of vision, occurring with many complications, and presenting numerous varieties, according to the time of life and the use made of the
eyes, there was great difliculty in sketching a typical picture, so long as the
cause of the leading feature of the aff'ection, and therefore its nature, were
unlmown. So it was possible that although even Taylor* had given a
good sketch in the following words :-" dantur exempla, ubi statim ab
initio lectionis, et post eam, litterro confuse permixtro videantur, et hinc
legentes a lecLione prohibeantur, quod etiam acu subtili nentibus, ,el aliud
quodcunque negotium, ejusmodi longam axeos directionem certum versus
objectum quoddam requirens, tracLantibus, accidere Bolet," the well-def1ned
lineaments of the picture were again obliterated by unessential phenomena
and mixed up with those of amblyopia. According to this the cause of
the affection was now generally sought in the retina or in the chorioidea.
1'hat Plenckt was incHned to thisopinion, is atonce evidentfrom the name he
• TayIo!', Nova Noso,r;rapliia Ophtlmlmica, § 189, p. 151. IIamburgi et
Lipsire, 1766.
i Plenk, Doctrina dc mOl'bis oelt/orum, p. 188. Virnnre, 1 i92.
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gave it of ambl!Jopia a topica retinawtonia. Scarpa* sees in the aft'ection fatigue
of the nerves, especially of those which have direct reference to vision ; and if
the picture, sketched by Beert, was to be considered as sufliciently characteristic, we might sayalso of him, that he ascribes the disturbance to a weakness of the retina, or to a change in its structure. Without detel'mining the
nature of the affection, Lawl'ence! alao states, that this is to be sought in
the retina, perhaps primarily in the chorioidea, but still he clearly shows
that, while the acuteness of vision is perfect, it has been incorrectly classed
together with amblyopia, and Tyrrel§ endeavours, rather by Dumber than
by force of arguments, to prove that a preceding congestion of the chorioidea
is the primary cause of asthenopia, which congestion might even pass into
chorioiditis. At first Sichelll is yet farther from the truth: he looks upon
tbe affection as the beginning of amblyopia, "Ie premier degré d'amblyopie
ou Ie malade voit parfaitement ou prelJque parfaitement bien, mais ou la vue
ne supporte pas la moindre fatigue et se trouble, dès que Ie malade applique
les yeux pendant quelque temps ou même pendant quelques minutes."
Jüngken'lr still distinguishes his lIebetudo visns, of which he assumes not
less than ten varieties, fr om the proper amblyopia, and remarks very justly,
that it is distinguished from the amblyopias by the fact, that in the latter
"the power of vision has already suffered, that the patient in general can
no longer distinctly recognise objects, which in weakness of sight (asthenopia)
is by no means the case;" but he adds: "this latter may, however, pass
iuto amblyopia, and this is uaually the case, if its causes are not removed."
It is by Bonnet (Gazette médicale de Paris, 4th September, 1841), and
particularly by Pétrequin (Ann. d' Oculist., v. p. 250, and vi. p. 72, 1841 and
1842), that we :first find the retina excluded, and the primary cause of
asthenopia sought in the muscular Ofgans of the eye, especially in those of
accommodation. The external muac1es were by them put most prominently
forward, and being too much preoccupied with the idea of tenotomy, in order
to cure the asthenopia, they thought more of an injurious pressme of the
muscles than of fatigue. Mackenzie, ti!* too, comes, in his remarkable treatise,
to the conclusion, "qua ce sont les organes ou l'organe d'ajustement, qui
sont affectés dans cette maladie, et qui en sont probablement Ie siége
princip!l.l." Perhaps he would have ventured to exclude the retina; but
he thought he had observed, that myopics a1so are subject to asthenopia,
• Scat'pa, 1'1'attato delta p1·jncipale j}Ialattie deyti OccM, Vol. H. p. 241.
Pavia, 1816.
t J. G. Beer, Leh1'e von den Au.qenk1'anlc/teiten, Theil ii. p. 17. Wien, 1817 •
.t Lawrence, Treatlse on t/te Diseases oftlte Eye, p. 566. London, 1841.
§ Tyrrel, Practical TV01'l~ on tlle Diseases of the Eye, Vol. ii. p. 25.
London, 1840.
11 Sichel, Traité de l'opMltalmie, la catm'acte et l'amatwose, p, 646.
Paris, 1837.
'Ir Jüngken, Die Lelwe von den Att.qenk1'anldwiten, p. 780. Berliu, 1832.
..... 1JIémoi1'e S!t?' l'astlwnopie ou affaibli~'sement de la vue. AllIlales d'Ocul.,
Tome x. pp. 97, 165.
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and that convex glasses do not proteot the wearer against attaoks of that
affection. Elsewhere (Practical Treatise, 1854, p. 984, 4th edition), we read
again: "Were it entirely a. disease of the apparatus of accommodation,
looking through a smaH aperture, by making the use of the accommodating
power unneoessary for the time, would make vision distinct." It henoe
appeared perfeotly logioal, no·t to seek ~he seat of the affection simply in the
aooommodation. The observation was, however, inoorreot. The diffioulties
whioh myopics sometimes experienoe, represent another form of di se ase, and
moreover we have reason to believe that Maokenzie has inoorreotly supposed
the existenoe of myopia in some of his patients. As to the attaoks during the
use of oonvex glasses, we shaH see that Maokenzie was too timid to give
glasses of suffiolent strength, and asthenopia is, of oourse, not to be removed
hy the use of too weak glasses, and lastly, asthenopios really see, when they
are tired, oomparatively weU and easily through a smaH opening.
From this time we find fatigue of aooommodation mentioned hy different
writers, as at least a ooöperative cause of asthenopia.- Sichel '* had not yet
a just idea of aooommodation, hut he had nevertheless arrived at the conviotion that his amaurose presbytique, whioh he now himself identified with
asthenopia, ooourred only in presbyopic eyes, and this point he correoUy
maintains against Maokenzie. But, on the other hand, he keeps up the
connexion with amblyopia, and still thinks that this affection may very
easily pass into inourahle amanrosis.
With good result, the implication of the retina in asthenopia was by
Böhm1' set still further aside. He shows especiaHy, that nerves of motion
are muoh more liable to be affeoted with fatigue than nerves of sense, ancl
he consequently seeks the primary cause of the affection in the motor nerves
of the eye. It is true that Böhm's theory remains somewhat obsoure and
indefinite, in consequence of the part he ascribes to the external muscles of
tbe eye, and of his not very clear ideas of near- and farsightedness; but in
non-squinting asthenopics he recognises as the causa of the aff'ection, the
want of permanent power of accommodation for- near objects, and with
great satisfaotion he mentions that he has, by means of convex glasses,
delivered many asthenopic patients from their troubles. Böhm is, in truth,
the first who unconditionally reoommended the use of oonvex glasses in
asthenopia. As, however, he did not hit upon the principle for the determination of the required stl'ength of these glasses, those he presoribed
were in genera! far too weak (ia to

4~). from whioh, in deed, muoh oould not

be expeoted, and, more over, supposing that he had to do with an anomaly of
aooommodation, he still adhered to the hope of being able to cure the asthenopia. Böhm's theory was almost unconditionally adopted by Ruete. t This
sagacious author expressly states that the exoiting oauses are not known, and
.. Leçons cliniques das lunattes et des étatsl1atltologiques, consécuti/s à le~l1'
!lsage il'1'atiollnel. Bruxelles, 1848.
t L. Böhm, Das Schielen, p. 117.
t Ruete, Leerboek der ophthalmologie in het Nedm'duitsch bewel'kt en met
aanteekeningen voorzien dOOl' Professor Donders, p. 713. Utrecht; 1847.
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that the disease may be congenital and sometimes hereditary: thU5 he appears
to be upon the point of asldng what may be the organic basis of the affection, but he finally contents himself with the conclusion, that "the proximate cause, as Bohm has proved, is a wealmess of the motor nerve5 of the
eye." Thence a150 his hope of curing the disease.
Others have been less eireumspect in the assumption of exeiting causes.
The majority of these observers bélieved th~ causes they /lssigned to be
alone Bufficient to prodllce asthenopia. Among these causes, excessive tension of accommodation for near objects was especially mentioned. The very
names given by some to asthenopia, " .!ffection of the Retil1a from excessive employment" pf Lawrence, "Impaired Vision from overwork" of
Cooper,· show how much impQrtance was attributed thereto. By Carron
du Villardst we nnd asthenopia even deseribed as a peculiar forJl) of disease,
from whieh the embroiderers of Naney were s/lid to have p!J.rtic1l1arly
suffered, and soon after the same affeption was found among the lacemakers
of Brussels. 81Ohe1, too, thinks that particular callings d~velop this condition. Thus the circumstance undel' whioh the existing anomaly might
manifest itself by peculiar morbid phenomena, was considered to be the
cause ofthe anomaly itself. This cannot cause surprise, Up to the 16th,
the 20th, nay, even tothe 25th year, the power ofvisionhad continued norm al ;
no eomplaints were made; but gradually, precisely in persons who were almost
incessantly occupied with close work, the continuance of the latter had become more and more ditlicult, and if the work was for some time suspended,
implovement took place. Could it be otherwise than that the affection
should be eonsidered as a purely aequired eondition, and that the cause of
it should be sought in e~eessive ten sion 1-In addition, a long train of
eauses has been drawn up by Mackenzie and others from eircumstances which accidentally coincided with the development of the phenomena.
If we glance bacl, IJ,t what has been above stated, we find that asthenopia
at first lay concealed in amblyopia, that it gradually-although still referred
to amblyopia, whether as predisposition, whether as the commencement, or,
nnally, as a peculiar form of that affection-emerged from its obscurity, that
afterwards, wlthout the paI'ticipation of the retina being as yet denied, its seat
was sought more and more in the organs of aeeommodation, until at last the
retina. was almost completely exrluded, anel the eondition was looked upon
as a disease of the motor nerves alld of the ol'gans of motion of the es e.
At this time the souree of the power of aceommodation had not yet been
discovercd, mueh less had its mechanism been demonstrated. There was
alroost as much reason to assign the principal part in that function to the
extern al museles of the eye, as to the muscular system situated in the eye.
This led to the supposition that asthenopia was to be sought in a spasma die eontraction of some extern al muscles of the eye, and there were
practitioners who had the courage to cut through these muscles. 'l'his is
a melancholy page in the history of operative ophtllalmic surgery. It is
'" White Cooper, On Noar 'Sigltt, etc. p. 124.
t Annoles d'OcuZistique, Tome HL, Supplém. p. 256.
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the more sad, because thereby in general ignorance is exposed, so great, tbat
myopia, presbyopia, and asthenopia were not even distmguished, and because,
on the other hand, we find resuits communicated to which, to use no barder
expres sion, we will, with Mackenzie, appIy only the words of Scarpa:
" Istorie di guarigioni sorprendenti, e poco dlssimili dai prodigi."
Much may, howevllr, be alleged in exculpation. In the first place, history
shows that every discovery, and certainly also every new operntion, usually
leads to exaggeration. This is the result of an enthusiasm dpeply rooted in
human nature, and which has also its good side. Without it truth appears
to gain no victory in the domain of science. Moreover, in the operation for
strabismus, improvement of the power of vision was actually obtained, and
many now thought that this improvement was the re sult of a change of refraction: in tbe then position of science this was certainlyratherto be expected
than an even now unexplained improvement of the acuteness of vision. We
mayalso assume that, even when asthenopia existed without strabismus, the
rest which the patients had to observe for some time after the operation
caused the fatigue, on an endeavour to re ad, to occur less quickly. Besldes,
it is easy to understand, that when the musculus rectus internus was cut
through, stronger tension of accgmmodation, with convergence of the visual
lines to a certain point, became possible, just as may be eft'ected by means
of a prismatic glass with the refracting angle directed inwards. In any
case, we will not judge harshly of the operators of that season
of rage for operating. It is enough that for a time the cause of asthenopia
was sought in the external muscles of the eye, and that the results
obtained on division of the latter were supposed to furnish a fresh
proof of the "'correctness of the views of those who referred it to
them. Asthenopia was in these cases really the subject of discussion.
Although here Bonnet," for whom the priority of the application of the
division of the muscles in these cases is claimed by Phillips anel Guérin,1
as weIl as Cunier,! is spealdng of myopia, the cases communicated by
these writers leave no doubt respeoting the nature of the aft'ection. They
supposed that myopia existed, whenever anyone could decipher a certain
print better near the eye than at the distance of a foot, and they thought
that the myopia had given way, or was diminished, when sueh a person could
subsequently distinguish the same print at a greater distance, orcould continue
his work long er.
From this error even Ludwig Bohm was not completely free. After the
discovery of the principle of accommodation, nothing more was said of
abnormal pressure of the muscles of the eye, nor of dividing the latter
as a remedy for asthenopia. Sten wag von Carion § refers asthenopia exclusively to a diminution of accommodation, and, indeed, in partieular to

*

Annales d'Ocul., Tome vi., p. 73.
1 ibid., Tome v., p. 31.
t Ibid., Tome v., pp. 139, 173.
§ Stellwag von Carion, Die Oplttltalmologie vom nrdul'wisbenscltaftliclten
Standpunkte aus. Bd. H. Erlangen, 1855.

18·
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presbyopia. "In the majority of cases,"-thus he expresses his opinion,"normal vision passes under the phenomena of asthenopia into presbyopia, and kopiopia never cornes so remarkably under observation as in tbe
eyes of elderly people. It belongs quite especially to the later epochs of life ;
and if it is sometimes observed in youth as the precursor of presbyopia,
the attending circumstances are in general of sueh a nature, that a condition
of the mUBcle analogous to involution is highly probable." He could not
say more plainly that he considers asthenopia to be a lesion of accommodanon. Von Graefe" puts the question on as broad a basis as possible, by here
assigning to asthenopia only a symptomatie signification. 1'hus he demonstrates the existence of asthenopia rnuscularis, proceeding from insufficiency
of the musculi recH interni. Moreover, he brings asthenopia into eonnexion
with slight degrees of presbyopia. And when he further se es asthenopia
anse, "where the nearest point is but mtle removed, but where still thc
1'egion of pe1'l1wnent acc011l11lodation lies considerably farther from the eye
than is normally the case," he seems rea11y on the point of thinking of hypermetropia, In other respects, von Graefe attaches more importance to the
in:B.uence of the retina than 1 think ought to be assigned to it. Finally,
he observed asthenopia in consequence of "actual paresis of accommodation," and in truth the description of the latter may almost eompletely
apply to asthenopia, the result of hypermetl'opia.
Our knowledge bad reaehed this point, when 1t discovered the cause of
asthenopia in the hypermetropie structure of the eye. 1'he supposed anomaly
of aeeommodation then became an anomaly of refraction, tbe connexion of
asthenopia with the cireumstances under which fatigue is manifested was
made most elear, the necessity of complete relief hy spectacles was proven,
while at the same time the hope of a radieal eure of asthenopia was extinguished for ever.

§ 23.

TREATlIIENT Ol!' HYPERUETROPItl, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

'fa ASTHENOPIA.

The treatment of nsthcl1opin. haR always been called cc rational."
I l'emember the time '\1'hen this qualificntion was considered to be an
honour, and when he who in medicine stooel upon mere empirical ground, was regarded with disdain. .Fol'tunately, a change has
taken place in this respect. It has become more and more evident that,
even with perfect lmowledge of the nature of all anomaly, the final
decision must remaill with empiricism, and th at, with our defective
" A1'cliiv fib' OpMltalm., Rd. ii, Abth. i., p, 169.
t NedCl'lilndsch Tijilsclwijt fom' Gcneeslc. Jaarg.,, 1858, p. 4i3.
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and imperfect notions, science ean, with respect to therapeutics,
at the most, occasionally suggest what deserves, by preference, to besubmitted to investigation, and that her further duty is to endeavour
to explain what has beeu ascertained.
Asthenopia has been looked upon as the result of an enfeeb1ed
power of accommodation. Hence its "rational" treatment was
directed against the causes of debility, and demanded, above all
things, rest of accommodation. With this view, Tyrre11 prescribed
a systematic treatment. Now, rest was certainly most perfectly attainable by avoiding all work in which looking at near objects was
necessary, alld wh ere the latter could not be wholly dispensed wit.h,
it was thought that the same object migbt be attained by tlle usc
of convex glasses, although, on account of the tension of accommodation connected with convergence, this plan would necessal'ily be
less successful. This constituted the first period of the treatment,
in which the argans of accommodation should by rest be relieved
from their morbid state. Again on rational grounds, the seconc1
pcriod must follow-that of practice: the spectacles were gradually
weakened, and close work was permitted for longer and longer intel'vals, though with the strict injunction to suspend the worIe on the
occurrence of the least fatigue. Thus it was hoped that the asthenopia might be permanently overcome. Many a1so actually asserted-and in good faith-that they succeeded in this. But were
the patients not desired always to take care of themselves ? Dia not
the prescribed spectacles remain in their hands ?-and woulc1 not
many, c1esiring to be relieved from a long-continueu treatment, have
represented their state too favourably, and when they got worse, have
simply stayed at home? I am convinced that the great majority, if
they used their eyes as formerly, would be equally aft'ected by the
same troublesome symptoms.-On the supposition tlJat the retina
was in same measure implicateCJ in the affectioTI, Böhm and Rllete
thought it "rational" to recommend that the convex glasses should
be blue. Auc1, indeec1, this might, if, as usu al, the glasses allowed
were too weak, on account of the greater l'efrangibility of the blue
rays, even if the retina was not over-sensitive, be attenc1ec1
with some advantage, which caunot be said of the Lonc1on smo1ced
gtass recommended by Fl'onmüller, by the simply light-c1iminishiug action of which it is certain that few asthenopics would be
benefited.
All ophthalmologists did not, however, boast so much of the ex2
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cellence of their results, C( In many cases," says Mackenzie, treating
of the prognosis of asthenopia, (( it is our duty to decIare the
disease incurabIe. If the patient is a young Iad, bound apprentice
to a sedentary trade, and the disease, from its duration and its
mode of origin, not likely to 'yield to treatment, we may advise
him to turn shopkeeper, to appIy himself to country work, or to
go to sea: if a female, occupied constantly in sewing, to engage in
household affairs, or any other healthy, active empIoyment. Many
a paar man have I told to give up his sedentary trade, and drive a
horse and cart; while to those in better circumstances, and not far
advanced in life, I have recommended emigration, telling them that
though they never could empIoy their eyes advantageously where
much reading or writing was required, they might see sufficiently
to follow the pastoral pursuits of an Australian colonist."
What is the reason th at, befare taking sa decided a step in the
destination for life of a man, it has not been without prejudice inves~
tigated, what the effect would be of the qonstant use of stronger
convex glasses? Is it prejudice, in general, against the use of the
latter by young persons ? Or had the old apprehension that asthenopia might lead to amblyopia found fresh support in the experienee that, after the use of sufficient convex glasses, the eyes (as we
now know, in consequence of displacement of the relative regioll
of aceommodation) soon act in close work still less perfeetly thall
before? Oertainly the prejudice must be deeply rooted; for there
lay a very significant hint in the observation drawn by Mackenzie
from life: A child, the subject of asthenopia, engaged in learning
his lesson, complains he eannot see, aud repeats the complail1t so
frequently, espeeially by eandleEght, that his father or grandfather
at last says, (Try my glasses.' l'he cMlà 1WW 8ees peifectly, and
night after night the loan of the glasses is required before his task
can be fiuished," And yet he adds) (( It would have been better
had glasses been selecteel of the longest focus, whieh would have
enabled the child to l'ead, or, better still, he had been put to bed,
and the lesson left till daylight."
There is no doubt that
Mackenzie gave far too weak glasses, and therefore he concludes )"ith
the ullsatisfaetory worels : In some instances the state of asthenopia
is so very easily excited, that the patient is never able to apply
l1Îmself to any trade requiring the orclinary nse of sight. These
facts are sufficient to show the serious nature of asthenopja. It is
au infirmity .much more' to be dreaded than many disorders of the~
(C

t(
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eye which, to superficial observation, present a far more formidable
appearance."
It is a great satisfaction to be able to say that asthenopia need
now no longer be an inconvenience to auy one. In this we have an
example, by what trifling means science sometimes obtains atriumph,
blessing thousands in its results. The discovery of the simple fact
that asthenopia is dependent on the hypermetropie structure of the
eye, pointed out the way in which it was to be obviated. Could it
be otherwise than that, with the correction of the hypermetropia by
means of convex glasses, jts resulting asthenopia must also disappear ?
But here, too, science might mislead one. For it might appear
rational to det~rmiûe the degree of the total hyp~rmetropia, and to
neutralise this entirflly, and at first 1proposed this method. But I had
overlooked the fact, as e~periencfl soon taught me, that even in the
use of cOIQ.pletely neutralising convex glasses, the hypermetropia
remained in part latent, in conse'luence of which not ouly was the
vision of distant objects with these glasses indistinct, but also, with
moderate convergence, the eye was still always aCGommodated for a
too near point, '1'he unpleasant sensation connected with the relaxation to the minimum of the relative range of accommodation,
whereby in this case also vision at an ordinary distance was not
yet acute, caused the object to be brought closer and closer to the
eye, and thus we saw th~ patient fall from Scylla into Charybdisthat is, from accommodative into muscular astheuopia. My error
lay in supposing a neutraiised hypermetropie to be equal to an emmetropic eye, which, as I have above (p. 123) shown, is by no
means the case. Thus it is in general : science theorises; practicc
tests and rectifies her ,hypotheses, and of this rectification science
has, in order to restore herself, again to give account.
In the establishment of the ruies to which experience leel me, I
must distinguish between two series of cases: a, those which, with
normal range of accommodation, are exclusively depenelent on H;
h, those where eliminution of the range of accommodation, or waut
of energy, plays a more or less important part.
The great majority of the cases belong to the ji?wt category: hypermetropia is the cause, anel, ineleeel, the ouIy cause, why close
vision cannot be maiutaiued. It is self-evident that this farm occurs
only in youth, when, if the eye were emmetrolJic, the idea of the
existence of presbyopia could not yet be entertained. Indeed, as
I have already explained, a certain range of accommoelation be-
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longs to the conditions of asthenopia. Many announce themselves
as asthenopics at from the eighteenth to the twenty-sixth year of life,
1
1
1
when A has deseended to "5 or '6. The majority of these are
females. The canse of this appears to me to consist exclusively in
the occupation. He who is not constantly occupied with close
work acquires, even with a moderate degree of H, no symptoms of
asthenopia. N ow, in most female occupations, continued close
vision is undoubredly more required than in those of males j and in
certain ranks of society, where the man is almost wholly exempt
from special tension of accommodation, sewing and darning in the
evening, and often by bad light, fall, in addition· to her household
work, to the lot of the woman. In this alone, and by no means in
the more frequent oecurrenee of H, I think we must seek the cause
why the eomplaint of asthenopia is ofiener heard from women than
from men.
The .first thing we have to do in asthenopia is to determine the
degree of the manifest hypermetropia-in other words, to examine
what is the strongest convex glass with whieh the vision of mstant
objects beeomes acute. This glass is, however, seldom suffieient
eompletely to guard against fatigue in close work. The patient may,
nevertheless, be allowed to read with it at our consultation ; but it
is only when he ean do this without any inconvenienee, and wben,
moreover, with these glasses the binocular nearest point P2 lies but
a little farther from the eye than in the emmetropie organ at the
same age, we ean determine in favour of commeneing their use.
:But we often find immediate indication to give him somewhat
1
stronger glasses, for example, of 116 with Hm = 2 0: in very
young persons, in whom we may expect much Hl, and, more over,
in those who are somewhat more advanced, for example, at thirty
years of age, when the range of accommodation has undergone lUuch
diminutioll, glasses whieh correct only the Bm are scareely ever
suffieient. If the patient ean easily return, the glasses thought
suitable are given him, without any further direction than never to
work withont the spectacles, every half hour to interrupt his ",vork lor
some minutes, to avoid excessive fatigue, and in about eight days to
bring a report of how he .tinds himself. Almost invariably he returns with expressions of satisfaction and gratitude. He now ob-
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taills permission to use his eyes at his own discretionJ alld is roquested to return, if he feels any inconvenience-in any case after the
lapse of a year or two, when probably the Hm shall have somewhat
incl'easedJ and the use of stronger spectacles sha11 have become advisabIe. But it mar also appear that the glasses were either toa
weak or too strong. If toa weakJ the asthenapia has not been entirely removed; and we now aften find, especially on same fatigue J
a rather higher degree of Hm than befare : we also find that Pz,
defined with the glassesJ is further from the eye than it ought to be ;
-of course, we must then go up, aften even above the Hm now
ascertained, and bring the P2 nearly to the normal distance. lf
the glasses were too strong, the work had to be held toa near the
cye j acute vision was, indeed, thus attained, but a peculiar sensation of fatigue ensued (muscular astheuopia). This complaint, although rare, occurs sometimes, even when only the TIm has been
neutralised: the explanation of this is found in the too powerful
ten sion of accommodation excited each time, and depencling upon
habit, precisely at a convergence of from 10" to 14". Uuder such
circumstances; we must really begin with weaker glasses, and pass
over to stronger ones in propol'tion as the extmordinary tension
celses. In the other cases, the holding the book toa nea1' is combined with the complaint, that with the spectacles distant vision is
sa particularly bad. I may say that of late years it has seldom occurred to me, that the glasses chosen with attention to tlle above
1111es have not completely answered their purpose.
I very
seldom, also, :find it necessa1'y in asthenopia to have recourse to
the employment of mydriatics for the determination of H. It
is only in those cases where the asthenapia justi:fies us in
supposing the existence of H, and where, nevertheless, na
TIm is observed, not even on moderate fatigue)-further) when
the spectacles :fixed on and modi:fied on good principles, do not
answer,-perllaps, also, when we can see the patient only onee, that
the employment of a mydriatie is required in the interest of the
patient. But it is, however, perfeetly justi:fiable for the sake of
the more accurate study of the connexion between Hm and Hl, the
more so because, durmg myd1'iasis, if necessal'y, close work may be
very weIl pel'formed with stronger spectacles. If we now lmow Hrn
alld Hl, we give glasses which neutralise IIrn and about t of Hl: in
general they will answer the purpose either immediately, or aftel' a
few weeks.
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Hitherta, as we have seen, ophthalmologlsts endeayoureu, by the use
of progressively weaker glassès to obtain a radieal cure of asthenapia.
With the knowledge of the cause of asthenapia this endeavour is
eomp~etely reversed. We wish gradually to give stronger glasses,
anel therefore we investigate from time to time in our asthenopic
patieJ:1.ts, the position of the relative region of accommodation, or
perhaps only the Hm, and if the latter appears to be inereased, we
give according to the l'ules laid down, other and stl'onger glasses. It
is not until the H has almost completely given way to Hm, and the
relative region of aecommodation has on the whole aequired a nOl'mal
position, that we have, in the use of the glasses sa indicated, a
deeided guarantee agaiust the return of the asthenapia, and in youug
persons the same glasses are now adapted for elistanee and for near
objeets. With this strengthening of the glasses laymen have sometimes maele known their fears to me that, at last, no spedacles shoulel
be founel strong enough to accommoelate their eyes. To persons in
their situation this fear would certainly al)pear to be justifieel. We
may, however, quite set them at ease on this point. I usually take the
trouble to explain to them, that if onee the eleficient power of the
eye shall be entirely made gooel, the limit for the st.rength of the
glas~es is provisionally attained, anel that what the seni1e changes at
a more aelvaneed period of life in general demanel, can still very easily
be aeleleel. It is evielent that even under the most Ullfavourable circum stances, we callilot easily be obligeel to ri se to s1.1ch strong
glasses as are neeessary in aphakia. Ta these unfavourable
cÏreumstances belong amblyopia, anu especially eleficient range
of aceommodation. What has alreaely been saiel on these points
in speaking of Pr, may be here also the guiele of our
treatment. Rules for the management of the combination
of H with Pr are there given. I have in this place only to
mention, that in amblyopia of one eye, in consequence of exclusion, separate praetice of this eye with a reac1ing or magnifying
glass several times daily, for some minutes at a time, is indicateel.
So much for the use of spectacles for near objects. It is now an
important question, whether asthenopics should also in orelinary life
wear glasses for distant objects. On a superfieial view there appears
to be na objection to S1.1ch a plan. Why should a person not
remave t11e Hm, and thus make the acute vision of elistunt objects,
without extraorelinary ten sion, possible? Undoubteelly, if we could
make the glass all integral part of the eye, we should have no reason
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to hesitate. We should then even be justified in neutralising
almost the whole H, convineed that the relative region of accommouation would soon adapt itself to the new refractive condition. But
this is not the case: the glasses do not stand in the eye, but bq/ore
the eye, and are sometimes not even at hand. Hence it is of great
consequence, that the patient should be able to distinguish tolerably
welI also without glasses, and it is certain that if the hypermetropie
individual accustoms himself to wear correcting spectacles, he will
gradually lose the power of distinguishing without glasses. That is
the unfavourable side of the question of wearing spectacles, Even
in employing spectacles for Dear objects he loses in part the
advantageous use of his accommodation; but in this case an actual
necessity is in questioD, anel he has, therefore, na ehoiee. Not sa
with respect to looking at rnstant objects. With repeated strong
ten sion of aceommodation the power of vision, as we bave seen,
remains undistnrbed in hypermetropie individuals. From tbe tension
necessary to see distinctly witbout spectacles at a distance, which is
each time required only as for a moment, na injurious effect is certainly
to be expected. Therefore this may safely be required of the aceommodation. Consequently, when H is still wholly facultative, wh en
the persons can even say to us; « in ordinary life, I have no inconvenience, and at a distance I see exeellently,"-we should not press
spectacles on them io be worn constantly. At most we may say to
them, that, when they have become somewhat older (when the
facultative H sha11 have given plnce to rclatively absolute) they will
derive great advantage from the use of speetacles for distance also;
they eau then apIJly to the oculist, so soon as they observe that they
no longer distinguish satisfactorily at a distance.* But it is quite ano• Last year I had tbe good fortune to meet au English gentleman, eminent
in the seienti.fie world.

I observed that he saw with speetacles of

i

at UH

distanee, and eoneluded therefore that he was hypermetropie. "You do not
see weU at a distance," I remarked to him. "0 no!" replied tbe able
and vigorolls veteran, "I no longer recognise the characters of minerais,
as I formerly did, at a great distance, and if 1 wish to look at them before
my feet thl'ough my spectaeles, I stumble over them." "Go," I rejoined,
"and ask the optician for glasses of ~." On the following day he Wl'ote
30
to me: " I cannot teU you how grateful I am for the new sense you have given
me. I now see the eyes of the handsome gids, and the wrinkles of the
oId ladies as weU as when I.was a young soldier. "
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ther matter, wh en, even in youth, relative or absolute H exists j then,
notwithstanding every effort of accommodation, distallt vision is not
acute, and we need not now hesitate to assist it with glasses. The best
result attainable, under such circumstances, consists in this: that
the same spectacles, which arc not too strong for distance, should be
sllfficient for ordinary close \'Vork. With the usual range of accommodation tlris result is obtained in spite of the disadvantages
connected with the use of convex glasses (compare p. 145), so soon
as the relative region of accommodation has sufficiently slrifted, and
therefore the indication here is, by causing the patieut always to wear
spectacles (at first weaker on es) to promote this change of place.
With respect to the second category of asthenopia, I have here
but little to say. The cases contained in it are characterised hy the
fact, that the accommodation itself is disturbed or morbidly diminished, and tlle proper place to consider them is therefore where
in the Second Part I sha11 have to speak of the anomalies of accommodation. Here it may be in general remarked, that, when in
astheno]Jia either uo, or comparatively very slight, H exists, and
where, moreover, muscular asthenopia is excluded, we may suspect
the presence of disturbed or morbidly diminished accommodation.
To this point our investigation must then be directed. If general
weakness is exclusively the cause, recovery from the astht'nopia is
to be expected, if we succeed in restoring the strength. If paresis
of accommodation exists, without H, the asthenopia of course gives
way when the paresis is removed. In either case convex glasses are
meanwhile useful. Where painful accommodation exists a special
treatment is required.
What I have to say with respect to the treatment of H in general,
apart from asthenopia, is included in the foregoing. As to the
slightest degrees of H, which scarcely produce asthenopia, they
require merely, as has been mentioned while on the subject of
presbyopia, that the use of spectacles be permitted some
years earlier than usual. The most extreme degrees are in their
symptoms characteriscd by the fact, that very near the eye, the same
type is read comparatively better than at a distance. 1'he explanation of this apparent paradox has already been given. Since at a
distauce also vision is not acute, the suspicion of a complicatioll of
myopia with amblyopia readily suggests itself. Moreover, the
aggregate of the symptoms of asthenopia does not appeal' distinct:
from the heginning the difficulty is there, and results of fatigue
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do not so readily present themselves. Auel yet in this case
relief is also above all to be sought specially"'in the use of convex
glasses. They are necessary not only for the easy performance
of close work, they are desirable also for seeing at a distance.
Here we need not be afraid of obtaining, by their means, a less
desirable displacement of the relative range of aceommodation
(compare p. 125). The strength of the requisite glasses is deduced
from the degree of Hm and H. For ordinary wear the glasses must
completely neutralise Hm. In reading the spectacles fall somewhat
on the nose, and frequently the same glasses are now also
sufficient for that purpose ; if they are not, we give some a little
stronger, so that J!z comes to lie wjthin the desired distance of
distinct vision. .A ccordingly as Hm increases, we strengthen the
glasses. Where complication with presbyopia exists} the use
of two pairs of spectacles, one to wear generally, the other
for close work, is indispensable. When strong glasses are necessary,
the preferenee is to be given, among other reasons, for the more advantageaus position of the principal points, to periscopic glasses,
whose concave snrfaee must be tumed towards the eye.
Are we in H to hope for a radieal cure? The answer mnst be
in the negative. A J!1'i01'i, we should think, that, as the emmetropie
eye may become myopie, and as myopia may be progressive, H
might give place to E and even to M. In fact it appears possible
that H of the as yet undeveloped eye might disappear during the
years of development. But if the development have once taken
place, 1 have never seen H give way, in the healthy state I have
never seen it pass into E or M: this occurs only where there is
increasing convexity from disease of the cornea. On superficial
examination one may be deceived in this respect. A gentleman,
,. aged 54, had been obliged to use convex glasses sa early as in his
36th year, aud now he preferred working without spectacles. With
S = 1 he had M =

1~.

Had H in this case not given way to M?

I found that his power of accommodation was completery paralysed,
and that it had been so from his 36th year} and ophthalmoscopic investigation indicated progressive M. It therefore readily suggested
itself that at the age of 36 the puralysis of accommodation,
1
with M = 2~ or 3 0, had rendered convex glusses necessary, which
through the progress of M had become superfluous, and indeed
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inapplicable. Hence it is evident that the eye, when of hypermetropic
structure, has no tel'l.dency to M. And if a modification in tlns
direction does not sometimes spontaneously oceur, it is not to he
expected that art should in such a case be able to do anytbing.
How could we, witholj.t hringing the eye into danger, endeavoUl'
with any force to make tbe cornea more convex or the visual axis
longer? The cure of ordinal'y asthenopia hy division of the muscJes
belongs to the fables of the period of opel'ative mania, to which I have
in the course of my historical remal'ks more than ouce alluded. We
understand that tenotomy of the )Ilm. recti intel'ni interferes with the
convel'gence, and that therefore with certain degrees of the
latter in binocular vision more tension of Ilcco)Il.modation can
be associated. This tenotoIjly aets in the same manner as
prismat.ic glasses with the refracting angles turned in~
wards, from which asthepopic persons in fact derive some advantage. In two instances, where the action of the recti externi
was evidently very weak, von Graefe has* also actually put in
practice tenotomy of the interni, He adcls, however, correctly, that
this method, contrasted with the simple choice of spectacles, is more
intet'esting th:.m practical. And in truth the hypermetropia cannot
be diminished either by this or by any othel' operative method, and
the asthenopia will npt be permanently l'emoved. I may add that when
in developed strabismu!, convergens correcting tenotomy is pel'formed,
the use of the convex glasses is still often )lecessary, to pl'event
asLhenopia aud relapse of the strabismus. It is only where the
asthenopia depends on insufficiency of muscles, that the opel'ative
method can have its triumphs.
Some cases, which I sha11 now in couclusion l'elateJ will afford
me the OppOl'tu~ty of intl'odllcing a few additional practical hints.
H does not always cause disturbance, ana correction is theu
unnecessary.
I. An elegant bdy, aged 22, is under treatment for slight granulations.
At a distance her vision is acute, with negative glasses it is not so good,

with

~o

and indeed with

2~, it is

as acute as without glasses, but un-

pleasantly large: "men are like giants." There was consequently Hm = 2~,
and we may probably infer Ht =

1~.

N everthele~s she had experienced na

• A.1'chivf. Ophthalmologie, B. viii. Abth. 2, p. 321.
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kind of inconvenience. But read "she did not muoh," and of work she
"did nothing." Had she beeh obliged to do much close work, asthenapia
would not have been absent. Indeed, Bhe now remembered that she could
not see the finest things so accurately as other ladies of her age, and that
ahe had evenl in gazing at distant objects, sometimes observed a dimness.
She had a horror of spectacles. Perhaps, bein!5 weil able to comprehend this,
I ought not to have predicted, that with her 30th rear she would have need
of them; the recommendation to eaU in advice, whenever she should not
see near objects weU, would have been sufficient. lndeed for the moment
there was no indication for spectacles, wbich would only have produced an,
as yet, undesirable displacement of the relative range of accommodation.
On account of the existing H, stricter rest had to be enjoined, so long as the
granulations lasted, than is otherwise necessary.

We learn to distinguish, at first sight, au ordinary case of asthenopia,
the result of H.
It. Miss H., aged 19, is announced. She has a ftorid look, has clear eyes,
without a trace of disease, blue iris, mobile pupil, not a very deep globe,
fiat margins to the soeket, tbe visual axes appear to diverge. 1 suspect
asthcnopia. I make her read and bring the book to 6': reading becomes

difficult; at 5· it is impossible. There is either H or

dimini~hed

l.

My

eye falls on those about her, I see a brother with con verging strabismus.
This was decisive in favour of H. "You cannot persevere with your work."
She answers: "No." "On exertion you get a feeling of tension over the
eyes, press upon tbe part with the band, rub over the closed eyes, and
then it passes off, but only for a short time? h "Precisely," is the answer.
Confidenee is gained. "You }Iave no pain in the eyes?" "At a distance
you see wen?" "Yes." "Af ter a long rest you can continue your work
better ?" "Yes, yes."-With

1~ she distinguishes weU at a distance,

moving the glasses at the first moment not sa wen j with
aeutely as with

and

l~ not so

;8' with 2~ not more acutely; between the two eyes there

is littlc diffel'ence. Ophthalmoscopically all is weU. I learn further, that
for Bome years the inconvenience feIt in working has been always increasing ;
that formerly when weakened by fever, shc could for a time neither read
nor sew; that ahe once tried a pair of speotacles, but was strongly cautioned
against wearing them, &c., &c.

She gets spectaeles of 116 to work with, with

a recommendation now and then to pause for a little, and at fust not to do
much in the evening. At the end of a week she has forgotten her ailment.
Shc now works too with less trouble occasionally for a short time without
spectacles, whieh J advise her to do, though with the recommendation to
return to the use of the spectacles on the least traee, or rather befare the
OIlClurence of fatigue.
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Asthenopics have sometimes a sad past, ana live
future.

In

a gloomy

UI. The Rev. G. D., aged 52, looks dejected. "My good Professor," he
says, "I come to you, for I feel that 1 am getting blind!" For the last
twenty years he has thought that within a year he should be blind; and,
singularly enough, although he still sees, he continues to look upon every
year as the last! Such is the man! His life has been a struggle with his
eyes. Even as a child he read with difficulty. When a student, the least
exertion fatigued him, and he was compelled to learn more by hearing than
by his own study. As a preacher, he has been obliged to write his sermons
in a rather large hand, and still to get them off by heart. And, wbat was
the worst part of it, he never read nor worked without the idea that he was
thus hastening his blindness-interfering with the concentration of his
mind upon any dellnite object. Tbe same fear of blindness had restrained
him from a matrimonial alliance with wbich he believed his bappiness for
life to be connected. He trusted in art. He had faith in a person he consulted in Germany; and if the optician had sometimes given him spectacles
which had brought him relief, tbese were mercilessly taken from him again
by the oculist on the fust consultation, as a treacherous instrument which
must, in the end, inflict upon him the totalloss of his sight. At last he had
1
and he now uses 20' "Do you
in his fortieth year, got convex glo.sses of

:fo'

see with these spectacles at a distance?" was my fitst inquiry. "Sometbing better, " he replied, "but ~ti1l very imperfectly." I tried 1~: "Much
better" was his verdict ;-subsequently I gave him
a word, there was H

~: "Still bettel'." In

= f witb S = ~~, and, with his slight

accommodation, he needed glasses of
tbe distance of a foot easy. Re got

{/5' in order to

range of

make reading at

~ to wear. The man was grateful

as a cllild. He left me as one saved from destruction.-Such victims of
the prejudice against the use of convex: glasses are not uncommon.

Where H exists, paralysis of accommodntion may give rise to
disquieting symptoms.

!L,

I.V. E.
a boy ?~ ten years, son ?f Dr. K., remarks in the morning that
he IS not In a condltlOn to read. HlS father aees that the pupils are rathel
large and are immovable. Paralysis of accommodation occurs to him. but at
a distan ce also, the boy cannot properly distinguish objects: "there must conseq~~ntly be a lurldng a:ff:ction of the optio ner.ve or of the brain. '1 He brings
hlS son to me. I estabhsh the faot of paralySIS of the sphincter of the pupil
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in both eyes. Neither on convergence, nor on the ineidenee of strong light,
does contraction of the pupil arise: aeeommodative and reflex movements
are both absent. The inference that there is paralysis of accommodation
is thus justified. Why cannot the boy see even at a distance? A glance
with the ophthalmoscope clears all up: it appears I must accommodate about
}1 in order to see in the uninverted image the fundus oculi; and, as I am emme2
1
tropie, our boy has therefore H of ab out 1~. With 12 he then saw admirably at a distance; with ~ he read at the distance of a foot.

All fear of

an aJl'ection of the system of the optie nerve was gone. In spealdng of
the anomalies of accommodation, I shaH revert to such cases. Here it may
suffice to observe that within four weeks the paralysis had given way, the
H had again gradually become for the most part latent, and that in what
the boy had to do or to read, he now no longer eomplained even of fatigue.
In a few years asthenopia may be expected, and the use of tbe convex spectacles wbile working will then be indicated.

Pal'esis of accommodation in young pel'sons is scarcely distillguishable
from asthenopia through H.
v. H. J., a boy aged 14, is brought to me, eomplaining that for some
time he bas been unable to read. He looks pale and weakly. I suspect
asthenopia, whether in consequence of a slight degl'ee of H, with peculiarly
debilitating causes, or in eonsequenee of paresis of accommodation. The
pupiJs move weU. " Do you feel weak ? " "Yes, I ba ve not yet recovered
my strength aftel' an attack of sore-throat." The articulation of words is
imperfect, he speaks througb his nose, and the soft explosive consonants (b, d,
anu g) are, especiaHy at tbe end of the words, pronounced as eorresponding
nasals (m, n, ng) (paresis of the palate). These symptoms are eharaeteristic as the result of angina diplttlwl'iUca (better, diplttlw1'Ïna).
I therefore infer the existenee of pareRis, notwitbstanding the movable
pupils. At a distance S is = 1, and neither convex nor concave glasses are
borne: consequently we have to deal with E. The nearest point lies,
instead of at 3n, at gu, and can be maintained there only for a moment,
as by spasmodic tension. Tbe statement of the case is more accurately formulated as: Reading can be maintained only for a moment, vision at a distance is excellent. From ordinary asthenopia, in consequence of H, the
condition is distinguished by its rapid appearance (NB., about a fortnight
after tbe symptoms of angina had given way), by the eusy pel'11/anent
vision at a distance (this was not observed by the patient, but was found
on cxamination), and by the al most immediate occurrenee of fatigue and of
absolute impossibility of seeing near objects.

J\f uscular nsthellopia may be connected with H.
VI.

P. C., aged 20 years, comes with tlle ordinury complaint of asthe-
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nopia, which has existed from youth. Bm

io is established, and

H

2~

given to read, wherewith IJ comes to lie at 6". At the end of a week the
patient comes again; he can persevere somewhat, but not much,longer.
Paralysis by ab'opia discloses H

= ~.
]2

Glasses of

2...
are permitted, with
16

which, after the paralysis of accommodation has ceased, every distant
object is in a mist, and the patient reads by preferenee at only 8/1
distance, notwithstanding that 8 = 1 ; moreover, the unpleasant tension in
the eyes and in the forehead hecomes greater than before. Insufficiency
of the muscles now suggests itself. Thc movements are free in every
direction ; the convergence, on the contrary, is, on the approach of the
object, maintained onIy at 5", and behind the hand, the one eye
deviates much more rapidly outwards; on the contrary, there is at a
distance single vision, when a prism of 10° is held before the eye with the
angle outwards, for which a divergenee of the visual lines of ab out
5° is required (compare p. 132.) Evidently, therefore, the mmo recti
interni are insufficient.

1

Glasses of 16' placed very close to one another,

make the convergence required somewhat Ie ss, but render no assistance.
1
Permanent help is derived on!y from spherico-prismatic glasses (1 6 with a
prism of 5 0 ) . In this case we should have been justified in cutting through,
in one of the eyes at least, the tendon of the m. reetus externus; the con~
vergence would have become easier, and yet even at adistance there would not
have been double vision. "8ha11 1 then be able to read without spectacles? "
I was obliged to give a negative answer. Indeed, when the convergence
became easier, less tension of accommodation could be associated therewith,
and the existing H would therefore, still more than before, give rise to
asthenopia. Therefore, too, in the combination with a prism, the convex
glass must be rather strong (;()). My answer made the patient shrink from
the operation. The almost perfectly latent existence of the H was connected with the insufficiency of the mmo interni; the prism alone, without
combination with a spherical glass, made a greater portion manifest.

Strong H in a child bas bitherto been almost invariably regarded
as 1\1:.
VII. A girl, aged six years, is said to have very weak eyes.
If she
wishes to see anything, she runs to a bright light, and holds the
object directly before her eyes. Her anxious parents had taken much
advice respecting her j the child was generally considered to be near~sighted.
The faot that she sa particularly looks for bright light, in order to see auything well, makes me doubt the correctness of this opinion : in that case
considerable amblyopia would necessarily be combined with the m~·opia.
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From the extern al appearanee, I had seareely a doubt of the existenee of
H. A.t the distance of 3' the child saw, with her he ad aslant and her eyelids nearly closed, No. III of Snellen; smaller letters she did not sec;
with

i,

on the contrary, she saw II at 8": so the proof was supplied. S

was =~.

Probably astigmatism e4Ïsts, to be more fuUy investigated at a

somewhat later period, when the patient shaU be able to give a more
accurate account of herself. Meanwhile, she may provisionally use
learning,-if she chooses she mayalso wear them habitually.
would rather not do,"

Even with a slight degree of
be painful.

I!J

~ in

"This she

tension of accommodation may

VIII. Mr. X., a lithographel', aged twenty-one, has, until some months
ago, been able without tl'ouble to perform even his work. N ow and then, it
is truc, he got a pain in his eyes, but that he attributed to excessive exertion.
Of late, ho wever, the pains are so frequent, and rapidly become so violent,
that he is obliged to forego his work. A.bove the eyes he feels at most a
slight pressure ; in the eyes themselves the pain setties, and is at the same
time stinging and oppressive. Soon aftel' leaving oft' work the pain always
ceases, and if he refrains' from exertion, and from fixing his sight strongly,
it does not retJp.'n. Objeetively na mor bid change is llerceptible in the eyes.
The movements, too, are nOl'malj diver~ence with prisms held before the

eyes is impossible.

Examination indicates only Hm

mydriasis we obtain Hm =

2~'

= 3~'

A.fter artificial

Glasses of 3~ and of 2~ are of' na use. ln-

deed, at the patient's time of life, and with his range of accommodation
= 1 : 4'3, he would easily have overcome the existing H. Former cases had
taught me, that aU medication in this instanoe would be useless, except daily
repeatcd paralysis by atropia. To this 1 had in thc present case immediate
recourse, at thc same time prescribing glasses of

;4 for distant, and of ~ for

near objects. The pain forthwith ceased.-This case belongs properly to the
anomalies of accommodation, to which I sha11 levert more at length. I
have communicated it here, because I have observed sllch instances of paiuful spasm, on every tenslUU of accommodatiou, ouly wlwre IJ exists. lt is
true they are rare: altogether I have sceu but ihlee.
,

We must beware of mistaking apparent for true asthellopia.
..

IX. Mrs. N., aged thirty-three years, a nervous, weak little person, complains
that she canliot continue her work. She soon becomes tired and suffers vain,

Hl
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the eye begins to weep, and she Cl111not resume her occupation during tbe
entire day. In the evening especially she is obliged strictly to avoid all ex.ertion; occasionaTIy, too, some photophobia is present. I make her read: sbe
holds the book at about 10', and says she can still distinguish accurately
when I bring it 5 d nearer. Aiready I suspect that no H ex.ists. At a distance Sappeared only =

~; but while positive glasses diminish still more

the acuteness of vision, S becomes = 1, with the use of sequently M =

;6'

3~:

tbere is con-

Closer investigation of her case shows, that it differs

in many respects from asthenopia by H. Sbe has pain in the eyes themselves, which, properly spealdng, always continu es, and onIy increases
on exertion; the charaeteristic tension above tbe eyebrows is, on the eontrary, absent; moreover, to the last moment she sees acutely, and it is only
the pain whieh makes her give up work. With tbese symptoms there is
now a slight irritation of the eyes persistently present. Ophthalmoseopie
investigation reveals eapillary hyperremia of the optie nerve. Nothing more
is to be seen. Snch cases are not uncommon; they occur mostly with
myopia, but they are also met with in other eyes. It is a not weU explained
form of hyperresthesia, in connexion with symptoms of eongestion. Blue
glasses, resting the eres, stimnlating derivatives, &c., are only too often
tried in vain. To refer snch cases to asthenopia is to caIl two conditions
widely different both in essence and in symptoms, by the same name.

Absolute H of the highest degree simulating M with amblyopia.
(Case kindly eommunieated by Mr. Bowman to the author, compare p.
258.)
Mr. T., twenty-:five years of age, has very smaTI globes-as far as ean be
judged they would appeal' of th is size on a horizontal section (Fig. 121 a).
Fig. 120 represents about the size of cornea and
Fig. 120.
pupil. The antero-postel'ior diameter is too short,
but so also are the transverse and vertical, so tbat
the eye does not look too flat on a lateral view.
The anterior ehnmber is shallow (the iris near the
cornea)-the pupil has this range under varying
Fig. 121.
As to the presence of the lens, the patient
light

(0

cg.

was unwilling to have the pupil expanded by atropia; but I perfeetly satis:fied myself by the eatoptric
a
test that the lenses arc present-the reflexion from
the front being very distinct. The convex form of the
iris and the prominenee of the pupil are also evidently
'--.
due to the iris heing thrown forwards by the lens.
Wben I fil'st saw lIr. T., in 1856, he was at College,
aud had distiuguished himself by soholarship, but his sight had become
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lUuoh fatigued, and he accordingly consulted me. He was using for the
light eye a convex glass of

~

for distant vision, and when he held this

glass at 2 or 3 inches in. front of the eye, he could read a book held two
feet of!:". Without a glass he courd read the smalle st print (diamond
Jaeger No. 1) at about %of an inch from the eye.
He had up to this time always used the right eye, and attempts were made
to bring tne left eye into use, but without success as regards comfort, though
the vision of that eye improved under them.
In the summer of 1857 he had come to use the right eye in reading, without a glass, and holding the print very close. He could thus re ad with
tolerabie comfort.
In May, 1862, he had been some time in the habit of employing strong

=

convex glasses, viz.,

!. for distantvision, being then ab1e to see Jaeger, No.
l~

18, at eight feet; and

ij. for reading, being then able to see Jaeger, No. 2,

at 4H, with comfort, unless in. a strong light.

§ 24.

STRABISlIIUS CONVERGENS, THE RESULT OF

H.

Strabismus is a deviation in the direccion of the eyes, in consequence of which the two yellow spots receive images from different
objects. In strabismus the visual lines do not cross one another in
the point it is desired ta ob serve j only one of the two, that of the
undeviating eye, is directed to that point. Under this deviation not
only does the expression of the face suffer from the want of symmetry in its most eloquent parts, but the power of vision, at least in
one of the eyes, is usually disturbed, and the squinter always loses
the advantage of binocular vision.
Strabislllus is not an independent morbid condition ; as is COlllprised in the definition given, it is only a symptom. We may add,
"that it is a symptom, depenc1ent on very different conc1itions, and as
such connected with other very different phenomena. He who proposes to write a manual) and in it to treat systematically of all
defects of the eye, will more than once meet with strabismus, as a
more or less constant result of definite conditions. It will repeatedly
occur as a constituent of a compound anomaly, in which it is connected with the cause on which it depended) and with all the results
of that cause. But there will be na room for it as au independent
2
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form of disease. It is only in a book on semeiotics that we have to
treat of strabismus in general.
If this view has been long received, writers have not been faithful
to it. To asceJtain this, it is snfficieilt to consult the manuals. .A
special chapter is devoted to strabismus. In this everything which
has reference to this deviation is treated of; elsewhere strabismus is
only incidentally mentioned. Even in the investigation of its causes, all
forms, different as they may fundamentally be, are treated of alike. In
the monographs the case is sometimes no better . Is it, then, strange
that the pathogeny of strabismus is still sa very obscure? It is an
attribute of human nature to suppose for each phenomenon which
occurs an external cause~ and readily to assume as such the fust which
presents itself. From this rashness and credulity pathology has not
entirely freed itself. With respect to strabismus, the cause is, on
the authority of mothers and nurses, often sought in all kinds
of accidental circumstances, and thus the saurce of the abnormity, wbich ariginally consisted in the. farm af the eye, is averlaoked.
We now know that by far the greater number of cases af strabismus are connected with anomalies of refraction .
.Accarding to the direction of the deviatian, two forms of oblique
visian are specially to be distinguished; strabismus convergens and
strabismus divergens. The main result of our investigation may be
expressed in these two propositians , 1. St?'Ubi81n1tS convel'(Jens almost alwuys dep elzas upO?~ nyper-

'fJzetropia.
2. St?'ubis?nus dive'J'(Jens i8 usuuZZy the 1'esult if 11lyoJ)ia.
We have here to treat only of strabismus canvergens.
Experience, in the fh'st place, shows, that strabismus canvergens
is, in the great majority of cases, combined with H. In 172 cases
investigated by us, H was 133 times proved ta exist in the undeviated eye. In nine cases myopia existed, five times to such a grcat
degree that the farm of the distended, but little movable, eyeball,
admitted af no other condition ; in thirteen cases difference of refraction of the two eyes was recorded; five times in:llammatian was the
cause; at least five times paralysis had go ne before; three times
there was complication with cangenital cataract, twice with
nystagmus.-It is evident how greatly H preponderates: it OCCUl'S
in abaut 77 pel' cent. of the cases. And yet I am convineed, that
if we could investigate without distinction all cases af strabismus con-
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vergens which occur in a given population, H would be met with
relatively still more frequently. In the first place, ordinary cases
of strabismus convergens are seldom brought to the oculist, and
these are precisely the cases in wmch H is the only cause: if in:fI.amrnation, paralysis, or any special complications be present, the
patients do not delay to can in help; and thus, in proportion to the
whoie, a greater number of these exceptional cases comes to be
seen. Moreover, cases are included, which it is not usual to
refer to the head of strabismus convergens, as tolerably recent
instanees of paralysis of the abducent muscle; too strongly convergent, nearly immovable myopie eyes, &c. And, finally, some
ordinary certainly rather than extraordinary cases, whose pathogeny
was not wholly cleared up, have been neglected.-I therefore do
not hesitate to decIare, that it is exceptional, to find strabismus
convergens without hypermetropia.
In general, it is not the highest degrees of H with which strabismus is combined. Often even, at least in young persons, the
hypermetropia is completely latent: it was involuntarily neutralised
by tension of the power of accommodation, and appeared first on
Rrtificial paralysis of the accommodation. Where it was manifest, it
1
1
1
amounted to from 30 to 10' rarely to '1 or more. The total hypermetropia was, sa soon as it was manifest, usuany not examined,
but of course attained, especially in young subjects, a considerably
higher degree.

With

;0

manifest H more than 115 total H may in

general be assumed; for where, with complete want of manifest, the
total was defined under the in:fl.uellce of paralysis of accommodation,
1
the latter was seldom under 15'
Since in strabismus cOllvergens H in general erists, no other connexion is conceivable than that H is the cause of the devÎation.
H is, indeed, the primary anomaly, to be sought in the structure of
the eye, and originally proper to the organ; strabismus is the
secondary condition, which does not arise ulltiI same years aftel'
birth. In the fust pedod, in the commencement of the so-called
periodical oblique vÎsion, it can be proved that H already exists :
unquestiollably, therefore, it precedes the squinting. And if we
add, that the incipient strabismus again gives way, when the hypermetropia is neutralised by a COllYex glass, we readily illfer that H
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may produce strabismus. The only questiou, therefore, is, how it
ean do this, and the auswer is evident.
The hypermetropie individual must, in order to see distinctly,
aecommodate comparatively strongly.
This holds good for
all rustanees.
Even in looking at remote objeets he must
endeavour to overcome his hypermetropia by tension of aceommodation, and in proportion as the object draws near, he must still
add so mueh accommodation, as the normal emmetropie eye should
need on the whoie. The vision of near objeets therefore especially
requires extraorrunary tension. N ow, as we have seen (compare
p. llO), there exists a certain connexion between accommodation
and convergenee of the visuallines: the more strongly we converge,
the more powerfully can we bring our faeulty of accommodation into
action. A certain tendency to increased convergence, so soon as a
person wishes to put his power of aceommodation upon the stretch,
is therefore unavoidable. This tendency exists in every hypermetropie
person. An emmetropie person mayalso convince himself of this
by holding negative glasses before his eyes, and thus bringing the
latter temporarily into a condition of hypermetropia. He wiIl distinctly remark, that on the endeavour to see accurately, double
images every time threaten to appear as the result of inereased convergen ce, and that he soon has a ehoice onIy bet ween indistinct
vision and squint. Probably this conflict exists unconsciously in the
case of all hypermetropie persons.
Hyperrnetropia is a very widely spread anomaly. I arn convineed
thatit oceurs still morefrequently than myopia. Now, if strabismus
eonvergens is in general the result of hypermetropia, the latter
, evidently is very often met with without strabismus; we may even
say, that only in a comparatively small nllmber of cases of hypermetropia is strabismus devfloped. This, however, need not by any
means surprise us. In general, in fact, t11e necessity of seeing an
object $ingZe with both eyes together, is deeply feIt. The direction
of the visuallines is thereby forcibly determined. Of this I convineed myself, many years ago, in my experiments on the action of
prismatic glasses.* If we bring a weakIy prismatic glass, with the
refracting edge turned inwards, befol'e one of the eyes, the nxed
object is directly seen double, but increased convergence is immediately involuntal'ily pl'oduced, which makes the double images
til

Nedel'landsclte Lancet, 2" Ser., D. iii. p. 233. 1845.
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coalesce j and if, some moments later, we again remove the glass,
double images for an instant reappear, whieh, however, equally
rapidly disappear, in eonsequence of lessenillg the cOllvergence. N ow,
it is as if the double images, of their own aceord, again coalesce :
the movement made takes place so spontaneously, that the person is
not even eonscious of it. This abhorrenee of double images, or rather
tbe illstinctive adherence to binocular vision, preserves most hypermetropie individuals from strabismus. They sacrmee the advantage
of seeing aecurately, rather than to allow that on the two ye110w
spots different objects should form their images. In tbis, therefore,
we :find the reason, why not nearly all hypermetropies squint.
If one eye be covered with the hand, while it, as weU as the
other, is open, the visual line will, in m08t hypermetropics, rapidly
deviate inwards. The same thing takes pIace when an emmetropie
person holas a negative glass befare the uJlcovered eye.
The question which now suggests itself is: What eireumstunces
must coöperate to give rise to strabismus in hypermetropie individuals?
These circumstances are of a twofold nature: a, those whieh diminish the value of the binocular visioJl; 0, those which render the
convel'genee easier.
'1'0 the :first class belong:
10 • Gongenitat diflm'ence in tlte aCCU1'acy qf vi8ion, Ol' in Mte refi'active co?zditimz qf tlte two eye8.-In hypermetropia the aeeuraey of
vision is aften imperfect, whether in one or in both eyes. This is
in part attributable to astigmatism, in part to a still unknown imperfection of the retina.
the diminished aeeuracy of vision affects
only one eye, tben, all toa great convergence, the image of this eye
will not so much disturb visioll. The same is the case when the degree
of H in the deviating eye is greater, and the image in tbis eye is
therefore less accurate. In either case, eonsequently, strabismus
will more easily a!'ise. But the tendency doubly inereases whell botb
eireumstanee~, a higher degree of Hand diminished aceuraey of
vision, as is often the case, occur eombined in the same eye. If tbe
eye has long been deviated, thel'e arises a seeondary diminution of
the accuraey of vision, as a result of strabismus, to whieh I ahaH
subsequently revert. In that case, however, we can, with tbe aid
of the ophthalmoseope, aften demonstrate a still hig1m degree of H
of this eye.
.

n
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2,0. Spots on tlte co?'nea.-It is often remarkeel, that in oblique
vision the deviated eye, 01', ineleed, both eyes, exhibit opacity, or
spots on the COl'llea. Pagenstecher and Saemisch have recently
calleel attention to the frequent occurrellce of cOl'lleal spots in strabismus. It does not appear to meJ however, that spots on the
cornea should, in themse1ves, be capable of excitirlg strabismus.
Although the image of the second eye is 1ess perfect, experience
shows tllat even then the preference is given to binocular vision ;
nOl' is it explicab1e that one of the eyes should be inclined to deviate, merely for the purpose of making a quite djfferent, rather than,
it is true, an unequal, but still correspondÏng, image fall upon the
yellow spot. Ruete* has, upon good grounds, in this W'J-y decided
the contest between Beer and Joh. Mueller. But it is quite a different question whether, where hypermetropia exists, sl)ecks on the
cornea ànd other obscurities might not increase the tendency to
strabismus j whether the 1ess accurate image in the visual axis might
not make the image less disturbiug, and diminish the abhorrence of
au accessory second image. lam very much inclined to assume this.
At least, I find specks on the cornea much more comlllon in hypermetropia with strabismus, than in hypermetropia without strabismus. It is true, there may be still another connexion between specks
on the C01'nea and strabismus, to which Ruetet has already directed
attt'ntion: an in:fl.ammatioll, namely, which prodnces these specles on
tne cornea, may extend belleath the conjunctiva to some of the
muscles or their envelopes, and pro duce, first, a spasmodic, and
afterwarels a nutritive, contraction. Such cascs I have alreac1y
above mentioned. They are, however, comparatively rare; but they
may in part explain the preponderance of specks on the cornea
in hypermetropia with strabislllus.
In the second place, as I have remarked, the origin of strabismus
is promoted by circumstances wInch render convergence easier. Under
this head are to be noted:
1°. Peculiar st1'ltctwJ'e 01' innervation qftlte 11tuscleIJ; easy mooility
q( tlte e.1jeoatts inwa?'ds .-Not unfrequently a cougenital illsufficiency
of the musculi redi il1terni occurs. It may readily be assumed that
the opposite a180 may be the case; aud, in fact, some eyes converge
witl10ut any particular ten sion up to 3", nay, even up to 2", and

... Le7l1'b. der Oplttl!almolo[/ie f Am'zte unà Sttedirende. B. ii. p. 520.
Draunsohweig, 1854:.
t l. c. p. 537.
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less, from the eye. We may assume that form alld position of the
eye-ball exercise as much influence in this respect as the structure
or inuervatioll of the musclesl
Now, while in insufficiency of movement inwards we have a
guarantee against strabi<;mus eOllvergens, free motion in this direction
will inerease the 'tendeney to this form of oblique vision. By many
the latter ean, in a high degree, be easily produced at will-by
others, not at all, or only with great difficulty; anel when it is stated
that sueh volulltary squinting, often produeed for the sake of imitation, or of moekery, has, with some, given nse to permanent shabismus, 1 readily admit it, but on condition that hypermetropia at the
same time existed. Moreover, I have not been able to satisfy ·myself that a special tendellcy to strabismus may be hereditary. Let
me be understood. In a very high degree hypermetropia is hereditary. It is a rare thiug, with hypermetropie strueture of the eyes in
one of the parel1ts, not to filld hypermetropia also in some of the ehildren. But whether this hypermetropia in the parents was eombined
with strabismus or not, has, if any, eertainly only slight influeuce in
the development of strabismus in the hypermetropie ehildren born of
them. If in a family one or two labour under strabismusconvergens,
we may be neady sure that in some other member5 hypermetropia
will oecur; but that in the same family most of the hypermetropies
Sl10uld be affeeted with strabismus, has very rarely oecurred to me.

2°. Relation between tlte visua6 line and tlte amis of tlte comea.We have above seen (p. 182) that in general in hypermetropie individuals, in order to give a parallel direction to the visuallines, a more
than ordinary divergence of the visual axes is required. Thence we
have in so many hypermetropie persons apparent strabismus divergens. On the other hand; we know that most eyes ean with
diffieulty be brought to a state of divergence: a weak prism,
with the refraeting edge held outwards before the eye, produces
double images, whieh most people are not able, by divergenee
of the visual liues, to overcome. Even for the sake of single
vision, many do not sueceed in diverging some degrees more. It
is therefore naiural to assume, that when for single vision more
than ordinary divergenee of the cornealor visual axes is required,
the divergenee may very easi1y be insufficieut, and that, accorclingly,
as a maiter of course, for seeing at a shorter distance also, there
may reac1ily be too great eOllvergenee. What was treated of under 10
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facilitates convergence in an absolute manner. Comparatively, the
relation between the visual line and the axis of the cornea has, in
hypermetropics, the same result. N ow, if, in looking at a distance,
the requisite divergence of the axes of the cornea easily falls short, the
convergence will likewise, under the influence of the hypermetropia,
iu looking at near objects, be relatively too great. The condition
for the development of strabismus is thus given. In fact, it often
seemed to me that in squinters, aftel' tenotomy, a considerable degree
of divergence of the axes of the cornea was required to make tbe
visual lines assume a parallel position ;-often the eyes are apparently quite properly directed, and yet when, on fixing a remote
poirit, one and the other eye are alternately covered with the
hand, we ob serve that the eye just opened has each time to make an
extensive move ment outwards, to fix the remote point. Sometimes this is to so great a degree the case, that for binocular
vision, at a distance, a deformity by divergence would be required. This leads me to suspect that while in general the great
angle a prolllotes the occurrence of strabismus convergens with
H J an extraordinary magnitude of this angle pl'edisposes more
particularly to this form of strabismus. In ordcr to' test this
suspicion, the angle a was measured in ten cases of strabismus
convergens. Tbe measuremellts were in great part made by Mr.
Hamer, now house-surgeon in our Ophthalmic Hospital, according
to the method already described, with his usual accuracy. The
results are presented in the subjoined Table 1.
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Strabismus,
yielding on
mydriasis
Od.
0.025 Does not fix.
0.4
1

1.
0041

1

I

Hm.
H.

signifies Hypermetropia manifesta.
J'
".
totalis, after mydriasis.
a.
"the angle between the axis of the cornea and the visual
line.
S.
"
the sharpness or aeeuraoy of vision.
Stro C. ad.
Strahismus convergens oouli dextri.
"
Stro C. Os.
'"
"
"sinistri.
"
Stro C. Alt.
"
" a lternans.
"" Astigmatism.
As.
InH.
in the meridian of minimum of curvature (usually the
"
horizontal).
In V.
in the meridian of maximum of curvature (usually tho
"
vertical).
"
value not determined, or not accurately determined, or
P.
not to be determined.
In No. 8, permanent strabismus, was demonstrated, whieh, singularly
enough, on artiticial mydriasis of the sharp-sighted right eye, tempoJ'arily
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disappeared: the left eye was now properly directed, without the right
deviating in its turn.

This Table again shows what has already been seen, that the angle
a for bath eyes of the same person is in general nearIy similar.
Therefore for No. 4 Od. and No. I) Od., which on account of diminished S did not fix, a was, on calculation of the average, assumed
= a of the left eye. As an average we now obtained a 7°.63.
This but slightlyexceeds a = 7°.3, previously found as the average
in non-squinting hypermetropics; but in order to make the influence
on the position of the CE'ntre of motion appear strongly, particularly
high degrees of H were designedly selected, in consequence of which
a also increases. In order to have a better ground of comparison,
the angle a was therefore determined also in some cases of H, in
degree ab out equal to H of squinters. The results are comprised in
the annexed Table Il.
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-

Column H? gives the total Hypel'metl'opia, reduced by calculation to the
pel'iod of youth.
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N ow, in the :first plaee, we :find among these non-squinting hypermetropies a on an average = 6°.56, that is, 10.071ess than in squinters. In the second plaee, it appears further, tbat the degree of H
has an influenee upon a. Comparison with the average a = 7°.3,
found in higher degrees of H, at onee indicates this. But still more
distinetly does it appear in Table Il., in which the persons are
arranged aceording to the magnitude of a, and the suspected degree
of the total H, at 14 years of age, was ealeulated under H? It
immediately strikes the eye, that the latter keeps about equal pace
with a. In estimating H?, the ascel'tained Rm, and sometimes a1so
H, were made use of, the time of 1ife being borne in mind j the
estimate eertainly deviates little from the truth.
The result,
therefore is, that, with eq~aI degrees of H, high values of a
espeeially predispose to strabismus convergens. To this result
I attaeh the more importance, beeause it i1t genel'aZ proves, that the
greater angle a, proper to H, is not indifferent in its bearing on the
connexion between Rand strabismus eonvergens.
In the highest degrees of R, strabismus is rarely observed. This
need not surprise us. In such cases the power of accommodation
is, even under abnormally inereased convergence, not sufiiciellt to
pro duce accurate images, and such hypermetropies are thus led rather
to the practice of forming correct ideas from imperfect retinal images
than of, by a maximum of tension, improving the retinal images as
much as possible. We have already seen, that strabismus is met
with ehiefly in mean degrees of R. These belong to faeultative alld
relative hypermetropia : the eye ean adapt itself for parallel and even
for diverging rays, and can moreover maintain this aceommodation
for some time, yet often only with eonvergence of the visuallines to
a point, situated closer to the eye than the point whence the rays proceed. The minimum of H, at which strabismus oecurs, depends
undoubtedly on the angle a, and on the range of aceommodatioll:
the less the latter, and the greater a is, the less degree of H
be
sufficient. But diminished energy or paresis of aceommodation by
itself is as little liable to pro duce strabismus, as is the diminution of
the range of aceommodation connected with the increase of years.
As to e:rte1'1Ml eauses, we often finc1 mention made of the fixing' of
near, and partieularly oflaterally placed objects, as a feather ofthe cap,
the .!lume ofa candle, a toy or suchlike. From whathasbeensaid,itwill
have been seen that I attach but little influenee to these things. At
least, I am convineed that the emmetropie eye wiU not in this way

wm
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be led to squint. But I would not venture so unconditionally to
assert, that, for the hypermetropie eye, na eause'of strabismus might
be found therein. Particularly the fixing of laterally placed objects,
might have influence in this way. ]'01' under these circumstances
the fixed point ean be seen only by one eye, since the :field ofvislon
of the other is limited by the nose j aud if only the one eye sees
the object, the second eye wants the guide which directs its movements, and there is nothing to prevent toa strong convergence, for
the sake of distinct vision. It seems to .me that there is no ground
for denying, that in this mannel' the intern al muscles of the eye
might acquire a preponderance, which would promote the further
development of strabismus.
I have above remarked, that oblique vision differs in kind and
farm, according to its causes and to the nature of the aifection)
of which it is the result, and with which it occurs in one and the
same morbid type. This is quite true of oblique vision, proceeding
from hypermetropia. But as this is the most usual, the typical
form of strabismus convergens, it is very natural that what is described as strabismus in general, should be applicable precisely to
this form. I may be permitted to give a short sketch of it. In
doing so I must advert to some well-known matters, but I sha11
thus best :find opportunity to add what is still deficient respecting
the nature, the symptoms, and the pathogeny of the affection.
Converging strabismus, in consequence of H, we see to arise
mostly about the 5th year, probably because the effort to see accurately then begins to be developed; the range of accommodation is
now also suiliciently great, by means of somewhat increased convergence, easily to overcome the H. To ?'eports of its occurrence
at, or shortly aftel' birth, in consequence of convulsions or of other .
diseases, no credit is in general to be given. Exceptionally it
commences aftel' the 7th, extremely rarely so late as the 18th year,
unless special accessory causes exist. At :first the deviation is
transient, connected with fixing, that is with an efl.'ort to see accurately, sometimes only with the :fixing of near objects : it passes oif
again when the :fixing ce as es or the eyes are closed. This is the 80called periodical squint, by some described as a distinct period. Even
in this period, and when the strabismus is developed first in the 16th
or 18th yea1', we very rarely hear a complaint of double vision. This
is explained, in my opinion, by the fact, that the deyiation arises
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onIy on the effort to see a given object accurately. On that object
the attention is fastened. To it the one visualline remains directed.
Now the double image of it lies in the deviating eye at some distance
from the yellow spot, and must therefore appear indistinct, so that
beside the direct :fixed one, it is not easily seen as a seconrl image.
And on the yellow spot appears the image of a wholly different object, with which the observer is in general not occupied, and from
which it is therefore easy to abstract. But when the deviation,
before S is much diminished, occurs involuntarily, without a special
effort to see accurately, there is occasionally some transient double
vision. The periodical form of squint on looking at near objects, just
described, sometimes continues as such. Stoeber* and Artlt have
each described a remarkablé instance of this nature, the cause of which
was unknown to them. In most cases, however, the squint soon becomes constant. The rule is, that invariably one and the same eye
deviates (strabismus simplex); this held good even when the squint
was still transient: when it occurs under the form of strabismus
alternans, with H, other causes are often in operation. ~J.1he squint is
usually concomitant; the movements are free; the excursion normal
although with excessive mobility inwards, limited outwards, in both
eyes, even when the one constantly deviates, the other being steac1ily
properly directed; this is found also to be the case when the squint
is still periodical. Both the internal muscles of the eye are therefore
to be considered as' shortened. The shortening, at :first dynamical,
has in the constant stl'abismus become organic: it is the result of
excessive action, with relaxation of the antagonistic muscles j mOl'bid
structural change does not exist. That both intern al muscles are
shol'tened, depends upon the habit of keeping the :fixed object to the
side of the deviated eye, so that even in the non-deviated eye the
musculus l'ectus intel'nus is brought into relatively strong contraction. In this position the H of the non-deviated eye is best
overcome. Also when the strabismus has become constant, a comparatively stl'onger tension of the internal recti muscles is connected
with the :fixing of an object, whereby the angle of squinting is increased-of course in a less degl'ee where a great angle of deviation
already exists, because increased tension is then attended with less
motion : after tenotomy the increase of the convel'gence often again
appears very weU mal'ked in these cases on :fixing an object. This
increase of convergence on :fixing, ",hen a correct position has been
'" Ann. d'OcuZ., 1855, T. xxxiii. p. 177.
i' Z. c. T. iii. p. 312.
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obtained by tenotomy, is important in a double point of view. In the
first place, as it relates to adults, who state that they feel this convergence distiuctly, and at the same time perceive that they produce
it, as it were involuntarily, in order to see more accurately. More
direct proof that H may lead to shabismus, and how it may do so, could
certainly not be given. We have here, in a certain sense, a return to
the first period, with this dlfference, that the ueviation can now be
observed by the person himself in its oause alld in its signification,
whi1e, just as in the original first stage the commencement was to be
obviated hy means of convex glasses, which should neutralise the H,
the reZajJ8e is now to be prevented on the same principle.-The
practical indication, aftel' tenotomy in such cases, to give convex
glasses during \Vork, furnishes the second point, in regard to which I
called the phenomenon important.
In strabismus simplex the acuteness of vision suffers more and
more in the deviated eye. At first, on bringing the hand before the
fixing eye, the deviated eye directs itself properly to the object;
even when the hand is taken away, the originally deviated eye may
continue to fix, soon, ho wever, usually when movement is required
Ol' even on the first winking of the lids, giving way to the other.
The acuteness of vision in t1le deviated eye has then already diminished, but it continues still for á considerable time satisfactory,
may be recovered by practice, and improves a1most always immediately aftel' tellotomy. Aftel' some time, however, ou dosing the
fixing eye, the deviated eye usually directs its visual1ine no longel' to
the object; the line passes to the inside, so that the retinal image of
the object comes to lie also on the inside of the retina. When this
takes place, we may infer, that in the visual line and besides in the
field of vision common to the two eyes,· the acuteness of vis ion of
the deviated eye is much diminished, while, on the contrary, that of
the indirect vision, on the innermost part of the retina, in so far as it
has its own field of vision ana perceives objects, which are not represented Oll the retina of the other eye, has contiuued undiminishec1.
It is again von Graefe, who has first accurately investigated this 108S
of physiological sensibility thl'ough psychical exclusion. Anel this
is ineleeu a remarb,ble phenomenon! 'l'hat throngh attention we can
sharpen our senses, is an ac1mitteel facto How mpidly, on the other
hanel, a nerve may become bhUltec1, from whose impl'essions we wis11
mentally to abstract ourselves) the case here descl'ibetl supplies an
example important for physiology at large. Althongh no organic
changes of the retina are to be observed, no improvement of ally
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importance is to he obtained, if fixing no longer occurs under any
circumstances, either by practice or by tenotomy.
. But we must not too rapidly decide this point. There is a period
in which the deviated eye will not see large ohjects otherwise than
indirectly, and nevertheless, on using a convex glass, it will quickly
look directly, that is, use the yellow spot, to recognise comparatively
small 0 hjects, for example the letters of No. X and No. XX. In
this period we may by practice and by tenotomy sometimes still attain
a brilliant success.
A word still as to the practical application of what has been said.
I have already above stated, that sa long as strabismus occurs only
illtermittingly with fÎJ\:ing of an object, its development may be prevented hy wearing convex glasses, which neutralise tbe existing H.
This I first observed in a young man, who in his 18th year began for
1
the fust time to squint in fixing. He had Hm = 20' After he had

1

worn glasses of 20 for two days, he began to be no langer able, for the
sake of seeil1g accurately, to make one eye dèviate. He then saw
aIso at a distance indistinctly, and it was not until half-an-hour after
putting olf the speetacles tl1at he again sueeeeded in proc1ucing the
squint, and thereby c1istinguishing aecurately. By eontinuing to
wear the spectacles, the squint eeased to he produced, and the
tendency to it was completely lost.-If the squint sets in very eady
in life, wearing spectacles is of course atteneleel with eliffic111ties, and
particularly whell the patients are of the fe male sex, they are unwilling to be eonelemued to wear glasses during their whole life. In
sueh cases I generally confine myself to aelvising them to look twice
elaily for some minutes, with the deviatillg eye alone,'*' which practice
is sufficient to prevent the dimillution of the acuteness and the
limitation of the field of vision : at a later period, ",hen the strahismus is coniirmed, the operation of tenotomy is performed. Where
the patient preferred ohviating the strabismus by weal'ing spectacles,
I willingly consentec1 to it, anel almost inval'iabIy the object was thus
attained. Mooren, t too, has recently stated that, where a tolerabiy
high elegree of Hm existed, he has, in the first stage of strabismus, ,yith
" Mydriasis, by atropia, of the eye which is usually properly dil'ccted
immediately causes the other to be used, and is therefore sometimes l'ecommended in the case of young squinting children, on whom it is undpsil'able
as yet to opera te.
t Klinische lJlonatsbldttcl' f. A tt[Jenlleill~!mde, B. 1, H. I, 1863.

20
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good result prescribed the use of convex glasses. In compal'atively
great degl'ees of H the prevention of stl'abismus is, in fact, more
particularly desirabie, because subsequently, even after fuil tenotomy, the tendency to strabismus contil1ues, and, in order to prevent
arelapse, the use of convex glasses, at least for close work, is still
necessary. Moreover, I have observed, that when hypermetropies
with already confil'med strabismus, especial1y aftel' insuflicient tenotoroy, regularly wear convex glasses, the degl'ee of strabismus often
diminishes so much, that the deformity is almost entirely removed.
Ir we now inquire whether the cause of strabismus was ever before sought
in hypermetropia, this question may be answered in the negative. Indeed,
this could scarcely be otherwise. It is only a few years since hypermetropia was properly understood; and the forms which are wholly or in great
part latent, were overlooked, until I satisfl.ed myself of theÏr existence, and
immediately began to perceive their relation to strabismus. But to this
conclusion, what had been observed and recorded by my predecessors, in a
certain degree contributed. Not to mention some isolated observations,"
which aftel' the discovery of hypermetropia, clearly enough demonstrate the
existence thereof in strabismus, I must, in the nrst place, refer to Bóhm'st
investigations upon squinting, where it is plainly stated, that squinters
can distinguish a certain print with thc aid of convex glasses at a g/'eate/'
distance than with the unaided eye. In this observation of Böhm there is an
essential value. I t might have led to the discovery of hypermetropia, and
particularly of hypermetropia with strabisII,lus, if he, with a thorough
knowledge of dioptrics, had comprehended and properly explained the fact
he had observed. In pI ace, however, of thinking of a condition, in which
the retina lay in front of the focus of the eye, Böhm has re course to an
enigmatical connexion of "physical presbyopia" with "vital myopia."
And in any case he was far from seeking therein the cause of strabismus.
In investigating the origin and causes of the latter, he falls into the same
error as all his predecessors. He tries to find out the cause~, not of a
definite form of strabismus, i.e. of a true form of disease, but of a symptom:
strabismus in genera!. Conseql1ently, the càuses of wholly different eonditions were all investigated and studied together in heterogeneous connexion. That in this way the pathogeny of strabismus would not disclose its mysteries, might indeed have been anticipated. But there is more to be said
against the reasoning. WhereBöhm treats ofthe" origin of squintingfrom the
condition of the eye" (p. 5), and further speaks of "the etiology of strabismus,
originating from theeye" (p.16), the state ofthedeviatingeyeisandremftins for
him the principal point. He spenks here of" shol'tsightedness of thc one eye,
with norm al beha viouroftheother," of" Hebctudo oftheoneeye," of" weakness
lil Conf. de Haas, Gesrltiedlcundig onderzoek omtrent de hypermetropie en
ha/'e gevolgen, 1862. Diss. inaug., p. 61.
t Böhm, Das Schielen, Berlin, 1845.
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of vision of one eye," and always makes the eye affected with the anomaly
deviate. In this deviation he sees the endeavour to exclude this eye, but
by no means an efJ:'ort to improve the accuracy of the retinal images in the
non-deviating eye. What we have above assumed as one of the circumstances, under which the eye more easily aHows itselfto be withdrawn from
the binocular vision, is for him the all-decisive cause. Böhm was, therefore,
as far as any one else from comprehending the origin of converging
strabismus.
Subsequently, von Graefe" was certainly on the point of recognising the
cause in hypermetropia. He, however, did not treat definitely of the pathogeny of strabismus. He even asks pardon, when, in passing, some observations on the subject fall from his pen. But we value these observations as
so many useful hints, although, as it did not occur to him to include hypermetropia as an element therein, his efJ:'orts necessarily remained in great part
fruitless.
Von Graefe puts it prominently forward as a well-known fact, that persistent strabismus is very often, indeed generally ,preceded by an "intercurrent or periodical squint." Subsequently he remarks, that all cases of
intercurrent strabismus do not run into the persistently concomitant variety.
So long as this has not taken place, these cases must, with respect to the
question of operative aid, give rise to special observations. Therefore, von
Graefe proceeds to speak of them. But evidently he feIt that the phenomena, peculiar to these cases, had a particular value for the investigation of
the pathogeny of the affection ; for from the pathogenetio point of view, he
specially considers the three categories, distinguished by him :J. Patients who, with a careless glance, do not accurately fix: any
definite object, whether near or distant. Von Graefe considers that
a disturbanoe of binooular vision might proceed from the squinting eye,
and that therefore this image should be voluntarily set aside. That permanent strabismus might be thus produced is evident. But he does not
think that everything is thus explained. "When under particular oircumstances of the act of vision, namely, in aoute perception of the retinal
images," (thus we read, 1. c. p. 281), " a deviation takes place, but not otherwise, an aotive connecting link must eaoh time be sought between the act
of visionand the musoles ofthe eye." Further: "if it [the link] is not the disturbance of the stereosoopie retinaL images, the conditions of the accommodation next present themselves." In reference to the first quotation,
von Graefe, however, remarks, thatat every distance,even behind thecovering
hand, on fixing an object the one eye deviates, and while, with respect
to the latter quotation, he did not understand that hyp ermetropia might be
the cause of it, he could give no other than this somewhat obsoure explanation: "Every aotion of the organ tending to the elabo ration of visual perception, reflects the stimulus to the irregular contraetion upon the afJ:'eeted
musele."
2. Cases in which the visual axes are dil'ected with preoision to a definite
distance (eight inohes, one root, four feet), but where, at a gre ater distance,

" Archiv f. Ophtlta1mo1ogie, B. 1., Abth. I., p. 17.
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a deviation arises. These are almost invariably connected with nearsightedness.
3. Cases of which he says: "The pathological convergence occurs only
with accommodation for near objects." The phenomenon appears equally
on covering the squinting eye, and must, consequently, says von Graefe,
depend on the condition of aooommodation, "p!'obably on inorease of the
muscular resistance with the augmenting refraction of the eye." "The increase of the muscular tension, " he continues, " arouses in the affected muscle
the slumbering impulse to the irregular contraction." He refers further to
the singular cases, in which, in looking at both near and distant objects, strabis mus convergens arises, but where, at a medium distance, the vision is
binocular. He explains this partly from myopia, but he adds that often
hyperpresbyopies and presbyopics are met with in this group; sometimes
myopia appeared to exist in distance, etc .. etc. He, at last, formulises his
views in the following manner: "For all distances of the visual object
there exists, according to the natural inclination to tensiol1, a slight degree
of pathological convergence. If a higher refractive condition be taken,
whether through approximation of the visual object, or by holding a concave glass before the eye, the morbidly increased contraction arises; in a
medium or low state of accommodation, and with proporlionally large
retinal images, the prevailing muscular tendency is, in the interest of
single vision, counteracted; for a greater distance, with diminishing magnitude of the retinal images, this can na longer ta.ke place, double images
a.rise, which are again removed from one another by a mor bid muscular
contraction.' ,
Finally, Alfred Graefe* proposes to himself the question, in a case of
intermittent strabismus, not quite correctly called spasmodic, whether it is
the "conditions of accommodation," which "cause the deviation of the
right eye?" And when he answers: "Certainly not, for it has been expressly shown in the commencement of this chapter, that the deviation
always occurs so soon as an object is fi.xed, and that it is therefore completely independent of the actual state of the accommodation," it clearly
appears, that he did not think of hypermetropia, which required atension
of accommodation even for distant objects.
From all this it will be seen, that in literature hints were not altogether
wanting, which might lead us, aftel' the recognition of the slighter degrees
of H, to bring strabismus into connexion with the same.
Of H, as the cause of strabismus convergens, I have only cursorily treated,t
but I have long since, on different occasions, described the results I have
obtained. The subject I had not lost bight of. But I wished to take it up
somewhat more fully, and to inquil'e in general, with what anomalies of the
eye the different forms of strabismus a,re connected. It occul'red to me, that
;0 Alfred Graefe, Klinische Analyse eZel' lIIotilitätstöl'ungell des Auges.
Berlin, 1858, p. 214.
t- Amatl'opie, 1860, p. 45, and Al'clti/) j. Oplttlwlmologie, B. VI. Abth. 1,
p.92.
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such an investigation might tend to clear up the pathogeny of strabismus.
The investigation required the statistical method. In a great number of
squinters, therefore, everything was determined for both eyes, wbich appeared possibly to be the cause or the result of this anomaly, or to be capabIe of in any way explaining its origin: sex, age, and ordinary occupation
were noted; of each eye in particular were determined the refractive condition, the range of accommodation, the acuteness of vision, the extent of the
movempnts, these last in connexion with the variabIe or unvariable
angle of squinting; to these points were added the time and mode of origin,
the heredltary causes; finally, complications of various kinds and peculiar
disturbances in vision (limitation of the field of vision, double vision, etc.).
In this inquiry, several of my pupils, and in particular Dr. Haffmans, ably
and zealously assisted me. The registers relating to this subject embrace
280 cases. It is true that in very many instanees not all the determinations just mentioned were made, and the accuracy of other cases leaves
somethmg to be desired: he who knows by experience, how mnch time and
trouble are necessary, especially in children, or in unintelligent persons,
satisfactorily to investigate both eyes with respect to their function, wil!
very easily understand this. But this wil! not prevent many a qnestion
respecting strabismus from finding its answer in the facts collected. Here
I have been obliged to confine myself ohiefly to the pathogeny, and indeed,
in particular to that of strabismus convergens. In the foUowing chapter,
treating of myopia, 1 ahall have to speak of strabismns divergens.
After my· preliminary communication, the fact that Hoften exists in
strabismus convergens, was confirmed in different qnartel's. Special communications on this subject we have received fl'om Pagenstecher anu
Snemisch (Klinische Beobachtun.qen aus dm· A!tgenheilanstalt zu 'Wiesbaden, 1 st. Heft, 1861, and 2" Heft, 1862), and from Mooren (Klinische
JYlonatsblättm· f. Augenheilk!tndc, herausgegeben von Dr. W. Zehender.
Jahrg. 1863, pp. 37 etscq.), who, however, confined themselves to the determination of the manifest hypermetropia, and therefore found the proportion of H in strabismus convergens less than I did.

§ 25.

APIIAKIA.

1'he absence of the lcns in the dioptrie sysLem of the eye is iu
many respeets an important condition. It must, therefore, be eonsidered strange, that writers had neglccted to give it a name. I
have proposed to designnte it by the term nphakia, and this word
is beginning grndually to find acceptance.
Aphakia may be produeed by different causes. It oceurs most
frequently as the result of operation for cataract or of a wound,
which has given ri8e to gradual solutioll of the lens. When the
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lens has hy hncation or depression of cataract disappeared from the
plane of the pupIl, though it may still be present in the eye, it no
longer belongs to the dioptric system, and we are therefore most fuIly
justified, in speaking of anomalies of refractioll, in caIling the con dition, in this case also, by the name aphakia. Luxation of the lens
is usuaIly the resuit of a wound. Very remarkabie cases of spontaneous luxaiion of the lens are communicated by Bowman.* In the
writings of von Graefe 1 have seen it mentioned that he has observed congenital aphakia in many members of the same family.
Such cases have not occurred to me. Partial luxation of the lens,
causing the equator of the lens to correspond to the plane of the
pupil, is, on the contrary, very frequently met with, and is not uncommonly found in several children of the same parents. This shte
cannot, however, be considered as aphakia; it belongs rathe; to
irregular astigmatism.
In the condition of aphakia the eye is, complicated as it is in its normal state, the simplest imaginable dioptric system. In consequence
of the slight thickness, in fact, and the nearly equally curved surfaces of the cornea, we may safely neglect the slight difference in the
coefficiellt of refraction between the cornea and the aqueous humour,
and therefore suppose that the aqueous humour extends to the anterior surface of the cornea; and as, moreover, the coefficients of
refraction of the vitreous and aqueous hUIDours are equal, we have
in the aphakial eye only one refracting surface to take into account,
namely, the anterior surface of the cornea. Hence it follows that,
in order to find the cardinal points, we need know only the radius of
the cornea and the coefficient of refraction of the aqueous humour.
Now as the coefficient we have, with Helmholtz, assumed 1'3365; as
the radius of curvature, in the apex of the cornea,t we may, according to our measurements, take as the average 7'7 mm. We thus
obtain the subjoined system (Fig. 122. Oompare pp. 40 and 44).
F' = h, cp' (= 7'7 : (1'3365 -1) = 22'88.
F" = h, cp" (= 7'7 X 1'3365 : (1'3365 -1) = 30'58.
h, le'
F"-F' 7'7.
Hence it appears, that the visual axis, with norIDal curvature of

=

=

• Lectures on tlte parts conce1'ned in tlw operations on tlte eye. London,
1849, pp. 131 ct seq.
t The cornea is not spherical, but somewhat ellipsoidal, and, in faet, with
suoh eccentricity, that the spherical aberration is partially removed. In
the calculation the radius in the apex must form the basis.
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the cornea, should have a length ft, cf/'

311

= 30'58 mm., in order, in the

Fig. 122.

11

absence of the lens, to bring parallel rays to a focus on the retina.
N ow, sinee this axis is, almost without exeeption, mueh shorter, the
aphakial eye must in general be in a high degree hypermetropie. In
order to find tbe degree of this H, with a given length of the visual
axis, we need only calmllate to what point behind the cornea the
incidental rays must converge, in order, after refraetion by the cornea,
to unite on the retina. This is done aceording to the formula (see

p.44)

f

I

F/.!"

= F" f;;
in whieh f' is the length of the visual axis, and
sought bebind the cornea. We find
j"=

mmo
30'58

mmo
Cl:)

1'=

Par. inches.
00

29

420

15'5

28

248'3

9'2

27

172'5

6'3

26

129'8

4'75

25

102'5

3'75

24

83'4

3'1

23

69'4

2'6

22

58'6

2'2

f'

the point

H

-001
1
15'5
1
9'2
1
6'3

1
4'75
1
3'75
1
3'1
1
2·6
1
2'2

Henee it direetly follows, what glasses the apbakial eye requires,
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wit11 different 1engths of the visual axis, for acute vision at a mstRnce.
We need, indeed, to the ascertained distance /" to adel only
the distance :c between tbe glass and the eye (compare p. 144), in
order to find the focal distance of the glass required. If we establish
x = 0'5", we therefore need, withj" = 29 mm., glasses (15'5 + 0'5

=

16) of

1~; with.f =

24 mmo (3'1

+ 0'5 =

3'6) of 3~' etc.

On the other hand, we can further calcnlate the length of the
visual axis, when the focal distanee of the required glass is lmown.
If x be assumed = 0 '"5, glasses of
1 : 2'5 correspond to a length of the visual axisf" = 21'5 mmo

1 :3
1 : 3'0
1 :4
1:5
1 :6
1 : 10
1 : 00

"

"

"

"

/" = 22'9 "

/" = 23'9 "
./" = 24'6 "
.lP = 25'7 .,
/" = 26'5 "
in = 28'1 "
"
"
"
"
/ " = 30'58"
Experienee has shown, that in the majority of cases glasses are
/
required of from 1 : 3 to 1: 3'5, placed at 6 " from the eye. This
eorresponds to a length of the visual axis of from 22'9 to 23'9.
,[,his length coineides nearly with that of the emmetropie eye, But
if the eyc was myopie before the development of cataract, weaker
glasses are, aftel' the operation, sufficient. A case even occurreel to
me, in which the aecuraey of vision of elistant objects was incapable
of improvement by eiiher positive or negative glasses. In this instance the visual axis of the eye, emmetropie with aphakia, had
RetuRlly a length of rather more than 30 mm., and we may assume that sa long as the crystalline lens was still present, myopia
"
"
"
"
"

of ab out } had existed.

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

In a see011d case, in a woman, aged 36,

glasses of 1 : 133 were sufficient; in a man, aged 73, glasses of

~.

In this instanee there must have existed, before the oceurrence of the
cataract, a myopia of rather more than }, which had now given
way to H = 1 : 7'5. The patient llOW declal'es that he ean see
without spectacles better at a distance than he coulel in his youth
before the oceurrenee of the cataract j as the pupil is now smaller
than it formerly was, this is not surpl'ising. In the two other
cases mentionec1, the differenee must have been still gl'eatel'. The
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woman, aged 36, had only one eye (tbe other was atrophic); and
in that operated on by me there had remained from youth,
aftel' perforation of the cornea, a lateral leucoma with synechia
anterior. Notwithstanding, she declared that with this one eye she
now saw better for ordinary purposes than had ever before been
possib1e for her with both eyes. But for near \Vork she now required
spectacles of~, which formerly she had been able to do without.-It

is a very common case, that for seeing at a distance in aphakb, glasses
of

~

or

~

are sufficient, which, when the form of the cornea is

norm al, proves that the visua1 axis is longel' than usual. N ow, in
all these cases myopia has previously existed, and the connexion
between M ana length of the visual axis is thus in aphakia most
clearly brought to light (compare p. 88). Especially in cases of
congenital cataract have been able to satisfy myself of this. It
has appeared to me that this condition is usually connected with a
myopie structure of the eye. We know that under tllese circumstances not the entire crystalline lens is obscured, or rather, that
ordinarily only some laminre are obscured, whi1e the nucleus, alld
especially tbe peripheric layers, are transparent. N ow, if the transparency of these last is tolerably perfect, vision often becOlnes pretty
good on artificial mydriasis. It is thcn only rarely that positive glasses
are required for reading, etc., notwithstanding that the power of
accommodation is removed. The degree of the myopia is now a1so
still easily determined. In conllexioll with this NI we shall filld, that
when the operation has beeome llecessary, alld the lens is removed,

r

glasses of from

~

to

~

are in these cases usually sufficient for

seeing at a distance. Sometimes I have had the opportunity of
determining, in the same eye, the degree-of M before, and that of H
after, the operation. In the three eases which were most accurate]y
investigated I found :
AME'fnOPIA.

ncforc thc Opcmtion.

--..
After tbc Opcrntioll.

111=1:6
l'II = 1: (;'5
111=1:21

1T=1:ó-12
H=1:4.'5
H=l: 3-2

---

'---
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Radius of Clllculntc(llength
ofthc
Cm \ IltUf(' of
Vlsunl Axis.
thc Cornea.

7'6
7'92
8-04

2J-96
20'36
25'02
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It so happens that the radius of curvature of the cornea is in the
first case somewhat less, in the last two somewhat greater than usual.
Therefore the visua1 axis proves, in comparison to the degree of M,
in the last two cases particularly long: with M = 1 : 8'5 it is even
somewhat longer still than with 1 : 6. It would therefore be incorrect to assume, that with M =

2~

the visual axis is usually 25 mmo

long. That from the above observations the focal rnstaDce of the
original crystaUine lens, in a given positioD, may be caiculated, the
reader will, no doubt, have already understood. I hope to do this
hereafter for a greater number of cases.
Original H, too, makes its influence feIt where aphakia has supervened. In one case even of congenital cataract, H was found after
operation in the right eye = 1: 2'44, in the 1eft 1 : 2'43. These
eyes were evidently rather small (approacbing to microphthalmos),
without particularly marked curvature of tbe cornea, and the hypermetropic structure was in them not to be mistaken. Moreover it is
in general rare in aphakia to find H :> 1 : 2'5. Wbere I met with
H = 1 : 2'4 or 1 = 2-3, I could during life, the eye being strongly
turned inwards, very well satisfy myself that the visual axis was
shorter than normal, and calculation, after measuring the radius of
curvature of the cornea, gave the same result.
The existence of aphakia is, at the first glance, not very
easily recognised. Often the anterior chamber of the eye is
deep, and we find a certain degree of iridodenosis; but none
of these phenomena are oharaoteristic. The search for the re:fiected images of Purkinje is decisive (compare p. 11): the two
reflected images of the lens are absent. Moreover, the sectors
and the direction of the fibres of the crystalline lens are easily
seen on lateral illumination with light concentrated by a lens, particularly with the aid of a magnifying glass, as Helmholtz first remarked:
""here these are wanting, we may infer the existence of aphakia.
Finally, the degree of H, whether established by experiments with
convex glasses, or by ophthalmoscopy, in connexion with the farm
of the eye, cannot deceive us. When aftel' a blow or knook upon
the eye the power of vision has suddenly diminished, without very
manifest disturbances in the organ, we should specially bear iu mind
the possibility of the lens having disappeared from the plane of the
pupil, in consequence of luxation, and we should satisfy ourselves
upon this point in the mannel' above described.
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The acuteness of vision is in aphakia usually imperfect. The
cause of this is almast always to be sought in turbidity of the surface of the pupil.. Even aftel' the most successful operations for
cataract, where on inspection the pupil appears completely black, we
sha11, on examination with the ophthalmoscope, and especiaHy with
concentrated incident light, usua11y find some turbidity, depending
chiefly on a slight deposit on the inner surface of the capsule of tbe
lens. In consequence of this a portion of the ligbt becomes diffused,
and diminishes the sharpness of the retinal images. Slight as tbis
turbidity may be, it has great influence, as appears from the fact
that when even onIy a amaH part of the plane of the pupil is perfectly clear, vision immediately becomes comparatively very good.
The clearest pupils I have obtained in some cases of operation for
cataract hy solution, where moreover, on account of tbe largel'
retinal images produced by the use of convex. glusses, S was > 1.
2In other cases we may be content, when S = 3" or even only

~, which is sufficient for a]l practical purposes . .A. change in the curvature of the cornea, which gives rise to tolerabie regular astigmatism,
is, aftel' extraction, a1so not unfrequently tIle cause of diminished S.
This may, as will hereaftel' appear, be in great part corrected by a
certain inclination of the glasses.
That, on account of the high degree of H, without convex glasses
the power of vision in aphakia leaves much to be desired, needs no
proof. Vision will be tIle more imperfect, the larger tIle pupil is, to
which, for equal degrees of H, the magnitude of the circles of diffusion is proportionate. But even with the use of glasses a large
pupil has considerable disadvantages. The power of accommodation
is, in fact, as I shall more fully show, in apl1akia completely J;emoved,
and a glass, therefore, gives a distinct image only fOl" a definite distance. All points, which are either more or less remote from the eye,
are now of course seen with circles of diITusion which are largel', the
largel' the pupil is. With a narrow pupil the smallness of the
circles of diffusion even of objects, for whose distance the eye is not
accommodated, might lead one to suppose, as has often happened,
that the power of accommouation in aphakia is not removed. It
is on account of the great advantages for vision of a small pupil
in aphakia, that we caunot consider the performance of iridectomy,
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especially inferiorly, in tbe operation for cataract, as an indifferent
matter. We know that Mooren, Pagenstecher, Jacobson and others,
each in rus own way, have given their advice in favour of it. That
iridectomy, not only when the object is by numerous punctures to
cause a soft lens to be absorbed, but a150 in extraction, much diminishes the dangers of the operation, is fuUy established. For many
years I have observed this. For this reason I have, when there is
a tendency to prolapse, or when a portion of the iris lms suffered
much, advised the performance of iridectomy.* Moreover, foUowing
the example of von Graefe, I in general make iridectomy precede
operation by puncture. But this iridectomy is performed superiorly.
In this case the part which has suffered excision is almost completely
covel'ed by the uppel' eyelid, and the circles of diffusion therefore do
not become greater. It is quite a different matter when the iridectomy is performed inferiorly. Hence I cannot, even where there
is Ie ss danger of losing the eye, so unconditionaUy adopt the method
of Jacobson, wbo performs every extraction by flap-section inferiorly,
and at the same time cuts out a great piece of the iris. If this method
with the flap above gives au equally satisfactory result, I should be
rather inclined to follow it.
With respect to vision in aphakia, I have further to mention,
that the polyopia, dependent on the crystalline lens, the rays proceeding from points of light, and the streaks of light on entoptie
investigation are wanting (compare p. 200). On the contrary,
regular astigmatism of the cornea, as sha11 be morê fuily shown in
the chapter upon this anomaly, makes its appearance most distinctly.
In order to prescribe the most suitable glasses in aphakia, we begin
by deterIp.ining what glasses are required for distance: the best object for this purpose is a point of light. We now easily calculate
from the result obtained, what focal distance is necessary for near
objects.
In order, for example, distinctly to see a point, situated at the
di stance !J from the lens, the rays proceeding from it must, aftel'
having passed through the lens with focal distance Fa, converge i,Q
the same point as the rays proceeding from 00, aftel' having been

* See Ametropie en hare gevolgen. Utrecht, 1859, p. 85.
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refracted by the lens with focal distance F p Consequently,
1
1
1
-; =Fz - Fl'
With?l thc rustance from thc point of rustinct vision to the glass
lens is found. Let tV be the distance between trus lens and the anterior surface of the cornea, then in using the Jens with the focal
distance F z, the distanee from the point of rustinct vision to the
cornea / =?I + tV.
A few examples may illustrate this.
Let thc eye, in order to see distinctlyat a great distance, need a
glass of 1: 3'5 at f' from the eye; how far fr om the eye will the
point of distinct vision lie, if this lens be replaced hy a leJlS of ~ ?
This calculation is ;

1

1

1

j - 3- 3i
3 X Bi
?I
3!-3
?I = 21

=
l' = 21!"

And if the second lens has only 2!H focal distance,
1
1
1

;= 2t 9/ _

.'J -

?I

21.2 X
3~ 2

3i
3~
2

2~
~

= 8t

/'= 9!

With the lens of 3 focal distance vision will therefore be acute at
21!", with that of ~W' at 9!". With a lens of 2" this distance lies
onlyat MM,
If we wish to know the focal distance Fz required in order to see
acutely at a given distance?l, this is found from the formula :
H

!-.l+!
F2 -

Fl

1/

But the question is then, wh ether we 8ha11 have at our command
a lens of the calculated focal distance. The object may, however, in
case of auy ditficulty upou that point, be attained, as 5ha11 hereafter
appear, by modifying the distance of the lens from the eye.
With respect to the choice of glasses in aphakia, we should not
forget, th at, especiaUy in oId people, completely as the operation
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may have succeeded, tbe power of vision is seldom perfectly acute,
and that, consequently, iu order to read a smaller kind of tYFe, the
point of distinct vision must be brought rather near the eye. Not
unfrequently this rustance may amount to not more than 6". In
young subjects, in possession of acnte power of vision, it may be
considerably greater, the more sa becanse in aphakia tbe retinal
images far exceed in magnitude those of the same eye, befare it was
deprived of its lens. The dioptrie system is altered: instead of a
lens in the eye, a lens is now placed in front qf the eye, and consequently the united nodal point is moved forwards. If the lens be
farther removed from the eye, the nodal point wiU come to lie even
befare the cornea. Hence it appears that the retinal images must
be hrger, and tbat they increaRe still more in magnitude with the
removal of the glass from the eye.
This increase of magnitude, which, in using a weak glass held at
a great distance, becomes very considerable, is found by comparing
the magnitude of the retinal image f3 1 of the original eye with f3 2, the
retinal image of the aphakial eye, combined with a convex lens.
The subjoined table gives a view of the increase of magnitude, which
we obtained on calculation.*

Foclll Di,- Distnnce of
tancc of thc
this I.ens
Lens
from tbc

cmplorcd,

Cornea.

3

0'5

4
5
6

1-5

8

10
16

2'5
3'5
5'5
7-5
13'5

f31: 1-f32:

1'322
1'763
2'203
2'644
3'525
4'406
7'050

.. We should bear in mind, thatfor remote objects
f3 ]''f3 2-GH'GH_F,"P,'
I'
2 l'
2'
f31 G I 6 and F/ having reference to the originally emmetropie eye, f32' G2'
and F~ to the aphakial eye, in connexion with a convex lens.
In calculating the increase of magnitude, under the use of different convex lenses, we assumed:
Ft' = 0'5734,
in an eye, with a radius of the oornea of 7'7 mmo and a length of the
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= ~ a lens of 116

is held at 13'5" from the eye, the patient sees objeets rather more
than seven times larger than he did with the original eye, furnished
with a erystalline lens. This vision is about the same as that of the
emmetropie eye using glasses of 2\ would be, on looking through
glasses of 116 at 13/1'5 di stance.

The combination is, therefore,

equal to that of a Duteh or Galilean teleseope. In aphakia we
find it under the simple form of a lens of from 10" to 20/1 foeal distanee, while the hypermetropie eye plays the part of an eye-pieee.
Other strongly hypermetropie eyes, without aphakia, ean likewise
make use of the same.
In the above theory and ealeulation, we have assumed that in
aphakia the power of aeeommodation does not exist. It is an
important question whether we are jl1stified in doing so. For
if it ean be proved that in aphakia no trace of aeeommodative power remains, the inferenee would seem to be legitimate
that this power depends exclusively upon a change of form in
the lens. Hitherto this question has not been rigidly investigated.
It is trne that Thomas Young* had already in same cases of aphakia
examined the eye with referenee to its aeeommodative power; but
the eyes at his disposal were not partieularly weil adapted for the
purpose, and he moreover thought the result only tolerably satisfaetory in proving the absence of the aceommodating power. Von
visual axis of 22'9 mm., thus having, with aphakia, H

=

-.l.
2'5

Now we

found, with the use of different glasses,

F.' =

~: ~ F- x

(compare Helmholtz, Dioptl'il., p. 58), F being the

foeal distanee of the lens, F ' the anterior focal distance of the aphakial eye,
and x the distance from the convex lens to the cornea. In this case x must
always be = F- 2.IY.- We see from the above table, that f3 is proportionate to F, whieh may be at once deduced from the formula: the numerator
inoreases proportionately to F. On the oontrary F - x (in our case = 2'5#),
and with it the whole denominator, is an invariable quantity. Consequently if F'. increases proportionately with F, this holds good likewise
for (32' the value of which is proportionate to Po'
.. loc. cit., pp. 46 et seq.
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Graefe,* on the contrary, found that some accommodating power
remained. He remarks, however, that those who made the most
accurate, and, on repeated investigation, the most uniform, statements,
had the least range. Whatever e1se we find here and there noted
respecting the occurrence of considerable range of accommodation in
aphakia, proves only that the writers had na idea of the degree of
distinctness of vision, even in imperfect accommodation.

My investigations have Zed me to the aonviation, that in aphalcia not
the stightest traae qf aaaommodative power remains.

In oM people,
and with imperfect acuteness of vision, abservers sometimes think they
are able to prove the existence of a certain amount of range of accommodation; but in young persons, with perfectly clear pupils and great
acuteness of vision, in whom precisely we might still expect to find
some accommodative power, it is quite evident that the latter is
entirely lost. A youug person, of perfect, indeed of extra ordinary, acuteness of vision, who was himself interested in the
investigation, had sutfered from congenital cataract, and had
been operated on by me in both eyes with the most complete success.

With glasses of

i,

placed at 5'11 from the eye, he saw, at a

great distance, a point of light sufficiently round and perfectly defined.
A sight (vizier) was placed in the direction between one of the eyes
and the point of light, and when he now looked with convel'ging
visuallines towards the sight, the point of light remained ullclJanged
or became somewhat smaller and sharper, without changing its form.
If the lens was removed only f' more or less from the eye, the
distant point of light had ceased to be a defined, rounc1 point, and
was elongated in one direction, to the form of a line; now even with
the most powerful exertion, anel convergence in the point of the
sight, the line of light became only somewhat shorter, without however a point making its appearance, This shortening, as weIl as the
diminution of the acutely seen point, depended upon narrowing of
the pupil, which was, in deed, directly observed. The experiment was repeated separately for each eye, with a like l'esult.
Behind the black plate, w~ich i~ the .trial was placed befol'e
the one eye, the turmng of thlS eye, m lookmg towards the sight and
towarels the remote point of light, conld be observed. The force of the
experiment, therefore, leaves nothing to be desired. No accommo• A1·cMvj. Oplttltalm., B. H. Abth. i. p. 188.
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dation whatever existed. N evertheless in this case also a small margil1
of drstinct vision was, on examination with the optometer, observed,a proof that we cannot thence infer the existence of accommodative power.
In a second similar case, that of an intelligent young man, the
total absence of accommodative power was in like mannel' proved.
In this instance it was, moreover, established, that when a point of
light was acutely seen at a distance, through a given lens, the addition of a lens of
-

3~ or of

;6

1~0 or -

with -

1
1!0 (by the combination of 30 with

1
30) produced the well.known change in the

point of light: the patient constantly stated that by

1~0 in

light, was extended in the vertical, by -

1~0 the point

of

the horizonal direc-

tion to a short line. On the other hand, the convergence of the
visuallines, with the effort to see near objects, was not followed by
the slightest change of form; consequently there was no reason to
suppose the existence of accommodative power. I must add, that at
the moment when he directed his attention entirely to the sight, an
actnaI change in the sharpness of the point of Eght was still observed
immediately on unexpectedly pushing before him a lens of

-1~0 .-Subsequently I

io

or

have, at different times, tl'ied a similar ex-

periment, in which glasses of
with -

1~0

1
or of 6 0 with -

3~0 or of - 3~0

(a combination of :0

1
5 0) produced an evident change of

form in the image of light, while on val'ying the convergence and
endeavouring to accommodate, no change whatever took place. The
range of accommodation therefore amounts, in aphakia, even in a
youthful eye, certainly to less than

3~0'

and may thel'efore be

COll-

sidered = O. Tt may 11'('11 surprise us, that v . Jaeger, who is awal'e
of these investigations, still spe aks of accommodation in aphakia (t.

C., p. lll).
The complete want of accommodative power may l'eadily mislead
to the idea, that in aphakia glasses of different focus are necessary

21
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for each distance. Forlunately this is not the case. An accommoda.
tivé power remains, the mechanism of which is extremely simpIe.
The drawback is, that the hand ~ust in it perrorm the active part.
The power of accommodation to which I have alluded, consists in
the a1teration of the distance between the glass and the eye. The
leus p1aced before the eye has been substituted for the crystalline.
It can a1so take on itself the part of the accommodation. It cannot
do this by al tering its form, like the lens in the eye, but it holds to
the oM theory, according to which the power of accommodation was
made to depend upon displacement of the lens. I teach all sufferers
from aphakia to accommodate in this manne1'. I.Jet F I = t' rfl' (Fig.
123 A) be
Fig. 123.

J

•••.•...•.•.••••..•..•..............

'/1

~

c

the focal distance of the lens required for distant vision, and the
distauce tI lt be = :v: theu the rays ab anel (J d, which, 1'efracted at
lt, by the cornea (dotted lines), would meet on the retina, converge
towards !/lI' at F I - :v hehind the cornea. If the same lens be now
ti tz =:v' removed farther from the cornea (compare Fig. B), '1>1
becomes equally removed forwards to </>2 (</>2 j = Z2 tI = {IJ'). Now
we know that rays, in order to be brought by the refraction of the
cornea on the retina, must be c1irected to j (corresponding to '1>1 of
A). Consequently they must proceed from a certain point i situated at
a finite distance, whence the rays i' band iN cl are supposed to
diverge, and of which j is the conjugate focus. The distance
i t2 = Y we therefore find from

1

]i: -

1

1

FI + m' !/
In order to finc1 the distance Ol clistinct vision to the cornea,
we must ac1d to y, the distance t2 lt =:v + :v' from the lens to the eye.
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In the ordinary position the glass is about half-an-inch from the
eye, and the spectacles can easily descend au inch farther on the nose.
N ow if a person in order to see at a distance, requires glasses of
1 : 3k, placed at half-an-inch from the eye, let the spectacles be removed only half-an-inch more, ana the above mode of calculation
sbows that accommodation has taken place for the distance of 29";
let them be removed a whole inch more, and the point of distinct
vision lies at 17
If glasses of 1 : 3, placed at half-an-inch from
the eye, are necessary for distant vision, then, on l'emoving the glasses
to 1", the point of distinct vision lies at 22', on l'emoving them to
lf' it lies at 13f, ana some people then read exceedingly weil.
Notwithstanding this artiJicial power of accommodation, it is in
general advisable in aphakia to give two spectacles, one for distant,
the other for close vision. Each pair of spectacles can then take on
itself a part of the desired region of accommodation, and the necessary displacement may now be very sligbt. But in order to read or
write anything for a moment, the spectacles usually worn for distant
vision are simply displaced as may be necessary.
If, with good power of vision, aphakia exists in both eyes, we must
carefully attend to the mutual distance of the axes of the two glasses.
The greatest care is then l'equired, in order, under different circumstances, to guard against double vision. Sometimes I have been
obliged to have the glasses more or less ground on the outside, especially when the eyes stood particularly close to one another. Once
too, for near vision, insufliciency of the musculi recti interni occurred
to me, which was completely corrected by modifying the distance of
the axes. The knowledge of the generallaws must here be our guide
iu each particulal' case.
Finally, in altered curvature of the cornea, which is seen especially
after prolapsus iridis in extraction, an oblique position of the glass
is required, of which I shall speak more fuily in treating of
astigmatism.
A word, in conclusion, on examination with the ophthalmoscop(j
in aphakia. In general a high degree of H exists in this condition.
If the rays, in order to come to a focus ou the retina, must converge
in a point situated 3 behind tbe cornea, the l'ays proceeding in a
diverging direction from the retina win appeal', aftel' having been refracted on the anterior surface of the cornea, to proceed from a point
situated 3/1 behind the cornea. With myopia of nearly 1 : 3, therefol'e,
the obsel'ver can still examine the retina in the unreversed image.

r.

H

2
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We understand, moreover, that in order to see the fundus accurately
in aphakia in au ordiuary eye, an emmetropie eye must either remove,
or accommodate strongly for near objects, or make use of positive
glasses. We mayalso combine one plan with another. For the
oculist it is importaut, that he should be aware of each change in his
accommodative power, aud that he should, under all circumstances,
be abIe voluntarily completely to relax his power of accommodation.
With this total relaxation the emmetropie eye sees, with glasses of 1 : 5,
held at about 2 from the observed eye, the fundus oculi in aphaki3,
with perfect acutelless. The rays then appear to proceed from a point,
situated 3n bel1.ind the cornea, aud the eye investigated therefore rcquires glasses of 1: 3~. at f' from the cornea, in order to be
accommodated for parallel rays, that is, for distance. We can thus,
from the observation with the ophthalmoscope, deduce the strength of
the glasses required. This is not, however, attended with ally essential advantage. The patient himself states, more accurately than can
be deterwinec1 with the ophthalmoscope, the glasses which he requires
for distaut vision, and in general decides with great precision, at
what distauce, and with what inclination of the glasses, a remote
point of light is most acutely seen. But the observation is important in another point of view. In fact, it is known, that in the
emmetropic eye the whole curvature of the retina lies in the focal
surface of the dioptric system: with the ophthalmoscope we see, with
unaltered accollunodation, even the eccentric parts of the retina acutely
defined in tlle unreversed image; and in the eye of the white
rabbit, rernoved from the head, I saw sharp images of remote objects
glimmering through the entire sclerotic, so far as the lattel' beurs a
retina on its inner surface. Thomas Young connected the union of
the rays on the retinal surface with the laminated structure of the
lens. Tt is certain that this is not without influence upon it. We
can, in fact, satisfy ourselves, as might be à prim'i inferred, that the
retina, where aphakia exists, is not visible with equal accul'acy in all
directions through the same lens, unless the observer alters his
accommodatioll or his distance from the eye.
Another question is, whether the forms perceptible in the fundus
oculi a1so undergo a change, when we look into the eye under a
tolerably great angle with the visual axis. I have satisfied myself
that this is reany the case. If we dilate the pupil in cases in which
c1eurly visible, sharply-defined forms OCCU1' in the fundus oculi; for
example, where circumscribed deposits of pigment exist in the retina,
h
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we see the same figures, under the slight difference of direction, with
which they continue visible, becoming elongated and shortened in
various directions. It appears to me that thus also the form of an
eccentric image must deviate ITom that which is produced by the
same object near the axis of the eye on the l'etina. The direction of
the projection must be modified accordingly, while yet the objects
are seen also indirectly in their true form. N ow it deserves remark,
that in a case of pigmcntary deposition on the retina, in which the
lens Was extracted, tlris change of form, connected with looking in
different directions into the eye, was no longel' observed, or at least
was perceptible in only a very slight degree. We must therefore
assume, that indirect vision, in aphakia, has undergone a change, in
this sense, that the forms of the bodies are rlOW represented more correctly in the retinal images, but are even therefore less correctly projected. However, the importance of this ceases with the use of
tolerably strong glasses, which is almast invariably requil'ed; for
when such glasses are employed, na sharply-defined images whatever
can occm on the eccentric parts of the retina.

NO TE TO OHAPTER VI.
In the writings of the eighteenth century I have sought in vain for
proofs that H was observed and recognised as Buoh, or that the existence of
this anomaly of refraotion was even Buspected. It is not until 1811 that we
:find a case communicated by Wells (PltilosopMoal Tt·ansaott"ons, vol. ciii.
p. 380). It relates to his own eyes. At the age of 55 he remarked, that his
presbyopia was attributable to 108s (diminution) of aocommodation, and that
he required even glasses of 36 inches positive focn! distance, in order to see
aoutely at a dt"stance. This observation did not escape the learned Mackenzie (A Praotioal Tt·eatt"se on the Diseases of the Bye, London, 1830,
p. 729). "Although the eye," we read, "after middle life, loses the power
of distinguishing near objeots with correctness, it generally retains the
sight of those that are distant. Instanees, however, are not wanting of
persons of advanoed age requiring the aid of oonvex g]asses to enable them
to see distant, as weU as near objeots." As he, in addition, quotes the case
of wens, it follows from the above, that he considers the ooourrence of the
condition in question at a more advanced period of life as not unusua], and
Wens himself was of the same opinion.
The cases here spoken of have, however, reference only to hypermetropia
acquisita. If no other form occurred, hypermetropia would not be of o.ny
great importance. It would then really be coextensive with presbyopia,
and we should have been able to conour in the use of the term ltypcrpl·csbyopia, which Stellwag von Cadon, starting from suoh Q+ases, has given in
genern! to those eyes in which the focus lies behind the retina.
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On the 19th November, 1812, James Ware read before the Royal Society
his Obsm'vations ?'elative to tAe neu?' and dz'stant sigl!t of different pm'sons.
After ho.ving spoken of the senile changes of the eye, and having, in conclusion, quoted Wells' case of relative hypermetropia acquisita, he adds the
following remarkable words: "There are also instanees of young persons,
who have so disproportionate a convexity of the cornea or crystalline, or of
both, to the distance of these parts from the retina, that a glass of considerabIe convexity is required to enable them to see distinctly, not ouly near objects,
but also those that are distant; and it is remarkable, that the same glass
will enable many such persons to see both near and distant objects; thus
proving that the defect in their sight is occasioned solely by too smal! a
convexity in one of the parts above-mentioned, and that it does not infiuence
the power by which their eyes are adapted to see at distances variously
remote. In this respect such persons differ from those who had the crystalline humour removed by an operation; since the latter always require a
glass to enable them to discern distant objects, different from that which
they use to see those that are near" (Pl.ïlosoplzical TmnsacUons of tlte
Royal Society of London,fo1' the year 1813. London, 1813, p. 43). In these
few words James Ware entitles himself to be caUed the discoverer of hypermetropia.* In a youthful eye,'with sufficient accommodation, position ofthe
focus behind the retina and need of convex glasses for seeing distant objects:
the portrait is complete. But not perceiving the great bearing of his discovery, Ware confines himself to this brief communication, which was either
overlooked or not comprehended. Even Mackenzie (loc. cito 4th edition, p.
923) speaking of it in connexion with presbyopia can say only: "The cases
related by Mr. Ware, as occurring in young pel'sons, seem to partake more
of the charactel' of asthenopia than of presbyopia." Hence hls asthenapia
might, vice versá, have suggested to hlm the idea of hypermetropia.
With Ware our knowlcdge of H was lost. We next meet with Sichel
(Des lunettes et des états patlwlogiques, consecutifs à leur !~sage irmtionel.
Annales d'oculistique, Tome xiii. pp. 5, 49, 109, 169. Tome xiv. pp. 14,

193. Bruxelles, 1845), whose doctrines have long exercised a great infiuence.
Cases of an anomaly of such general occurrence could not escape so excellent an observer. As "une espèce d 'amblyopie congénitale compliquée
de presbytie et prise d'ordinaire pour un tres-haut degré de myopie," to
which he gives the name of amblyopie pl'esbytique congénitale, he sketches
a distinct picture of high degrees of hypermetropia. The nature

* While the above pages are passing through the press, 1 nnd that J anin
too was acquainted with H. Thus I read, in an article by Muncke, in
Gehler's Pltysik. Worte1'buclt, B. iv., 1828, p. 1309, the foUowing words:" 1'0 the singular phenomena belongs lastly such a condition of the eyes,
that neither near nor distant objeots can be distinctly se en without convex
glasses, as after the operation for cataract. Now Janin (11.fem. et
obse/·v. sU?' l'reil, Paris, 1772, 8vo., p. 429) has observed this defect, which
he attributes to toa great fiatness of the lens." I have not had an opportu'nity of perusing Janin's communication in the original.
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of the affection be did not, however, comprebend. He states, indeed, that negative glasses only incommode, tbat on the contrary, improvement is obtained by convex glnsses, "avec lesquels ils n'ont pas besoin
de rapprocher beaucoup plus les objets, et qui même, pour leur servir
efficacement, doivent être d'une certaine force."
But he was far from
believing tbat they really required these. " Il serait dangereux toutefois,"
he says, "de les leur accorder trop tot, ou de permettre qu'ils usent des verres
trop puissants : miet/x vaut les en 21river le plus longtems possible." - If
hypermetropics, who had already worn convex spectacles, resorted to him,
he did not hesitate to decIare that the use of the glasses was the cause .
why they could not distinguish witbout snch assistance, and already sawa
dangerous amblyopia looming in the distance. He therefore unconditionally
forbad the use of positive glasses fOl" remote objects. This he did even
in the case of aId persons. Nay, he blames Mackenzie in this respect,
who nevertheless certainly did not go too faro In this singular prejudic(\
against the use of positive glasses is contained the proof, that the nature of
tbe deviation remained a mystery to Sichel.
The same prejudice continued for a long time to be tolerably generally
entertained. Even 50 late as 1853, White Oooper (On Near Sight, Aged
Sigltt, and linpail"e!l Vision, p. 97) describes the case of a girl, aged eight
years, who used a convex glass, and with it was enabled to work at the
distance of a foot. He adds that hel' parents had both been obliged to
wear convex glasses at the age of thirty (hereditary H); and still he could
give the pOOl' child no bettel' advice than to refl'ain from the use of spectacles.
" There is góod reason to believe," he says, "that as she grows older, and
her eyes are more employed upon near objects, the distance of the point of
distinct vision will decrease."-So little was it suspected, that the structure
of the eye caused the focus to fall behind the retina, and that at any distance
corl'ection by means of a convex glass was therefol'e necessary.
When, aftel' the discovery of the operation for strabismus, this form of
disease had attracted sueh general attention, and in a short time became
the subject of a long series of essays, it followed, as a matter of course, th at
the power of vision of squinters should be speeially attended t~. Many of
these essays, howevel', do not bear the stamp of unprejudiced investigation.
Almost always a special desire was manifested to show that by the operation not only was the deformity l'emoved, but that the disturbance of vision
was also gotten rid of. In general we find anomalies of refraction and of accommodation mixed up and confounded with diminutionof aeuten8SS of vision,
while theories respecting the infiuence of thc extel'nal muscles of the eye
upon accommodation were made the basis of the explnnation of what was
observed, or even determined the observation. It is evident tbat a squinting
hypermetropie eye, whieh moreover usually suffers from diminishecl acutene ss of vision, amblyopia, ean distinguish an ordinary type only when near,
although even then with diffieulty,-better at leas~ than the same type at a
greater distance. M"eanwhile, this condition- was almost univel'sally considered to be myopia, and Baudens even ealls a ehild extremely nearsighted
oecause it could distinguish objects onlywith stronglyconvex. glasses. Ludwig
Uöhm (Das BeMelen mul der Selmcnsclmitt in seinen TVirkun[Jen auf
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Stellung und 8eltlcl"aft del' Augen, Berlin, 1845), as an ullprejudioed observer
proved, that in strabismus the vision of near was better than that of
distant objeots (therefore M ?), and that nevertheless the patient could, with
convex glasses, read at a greater distanoe (therefore presbyopia ?).
Thus he saw 'l}imself brought into a difficult dilemma, from which he knew
not how to esoape. Evidently he did not consider, that even without
accommC!dation for near objects, letters of de:!inite magnitude, espeoially
when amblyopia exists, are more easily recognised near the eye, than at a
greater distance, simply because the retinal images are largel', and th at
convex glasses, by improving the images, make it possible under those circumstances, to distinguish at a greater distance. But beyond this we seek in
vain for any proof from him, whence it might follow, that in any case he
had satisfactorily proved the existence of hypermetropia. Indeed he always
investigated only, with what oonvex glasses a distinct type of medium
magnitude was best recognised, and nowhere is it stated, that this distance
was greater than the focal distance of the glasses employed.
Among the cases of strabismus communioated by IUtterich (Das BeMelen
und seine Heilttng, p. 73, Leipzig, 1843), we find one recorded in which
the existence of H was demonstrated. "With a convex glass of No. 24,"
we re ad, "he saw (the subject was a boy of eleven years) both near and
distant objects bettei'." However, this condition was not more accurately
determined or appreciated, nor was the case further observed. A similar
case, described by FronmüUer (Beobachtungen auf dem Gebiete del" Augenlteilkunde, p. 54, Fürth, 1850), in which it is expressly stated, that "in order
to be able to see weU at a distance," the patient, who was twenty~two years of
age, and was ail:'ected with strabismus, was obliged to make use of astrong
oonvex glass No. 8 ; this oase, I say, was in some incomprehensible mannel'
confounded with the myopia at a distance of Kerst, whioh is nothing else than
a slight degree of myopia.
In order to ascertain whether earlier writers had any idea of H, we had
to search under the heading of presbyopia. Now in the works of many we
:!ind it stated, that some people early requil'e oonvex glasses for reading and
writing, and occasionally even very strong ones. Thus we read in Mackenzie (A Tl'eatise on tlte Diseases of tlw Bye, p. 728. London, 1830) "Young
men of twenty years sometimes caunot see to read or write without convex
glasses of six or eight inches focus, while persons of eighty years and
upwards are occasionaUy met with who are able to read even a smaH print
without assistance. • . • • . These, and similar diil:'erences, dep end
uJlon tl!e ol"iginal fOl'mation of tlw eyes, how they have been used, and the
general health and oonstitution of the individual." Thus Smee (T/w Bye
in Healt71 and in Disease, p. 33. London, 1854) also says: "Although far
sight occurs most commonly as a disease, yet I have been occasionally consulted by patients who have suil:'el'ed from this abnormal state as a result of
congenitnl defect. The patient in this case prefers to sit before a window
with the light falling directly upon the pupil, so that by its contraction to
a pin's point, only the central rays infringe upon the retina, and thus fair
vision may beobtained. Congenital farsight may exist with most perfect power
'of adjustment." These last words are of great importance. When the power
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of aeeommodation is perfect, and nevertheless near objects eannot be seen,
the condition can be none other than H. He adds: "the disease may be
determined with great aceuracy, instantly, by the optometer." But from
the tables, in whieh the results of optometrie observations obtained by
ealculation are collected, it does not appeal' that Smee was actually aware
of the existence of H.
Thus no progress was as yet made beyond the point attained by Ware.
He who knows by experience how commonly H occurs, how necessary a
knowledge of it is to the correct diagnosis of the various defects of the eye,
and how deeply it affects the whole treatment of the oculist, will come to
the sad conviction that an incredible number of patients have been tormented with all sorts of remedies, and have been. given over to painful
an."\:iety, who would have found immediate relief and deliveranee in suitable
spectacles. We may therefore look upon it as truly fortunate, that many
had recourse simply to ordinary empirics, so-called opticians, who endeaour to give men those spectacles which ren der their vision persistently
easier. Sichel's lamentation over the number of patients who had got
convex spectacles for distant vision, satisfactorily proves that the opticians
knew very well, that in some eyes distant vision is improved by convex
glasses. And still every day almost the same thing occurs. But what is
more, some of these opticians had more or less correct notions of hypermetropia. Thus we :/ind, so early as in 1842, concealed under a chaos of
confused ideas, a condition separately described and characterised by Mr.
J. A. Hess (Tlwol"etisch en pmlctisch handboe7c dm' mechanische ooglteelleunde, p. 216, Zierikzee, 1842) under the name of presmyopia (sic I),
of which he says: "the only certainty consists in this, that the
vision of these eyes at all distances is improved by the addition of
a convex glass," and thus H is evidently defined. Mr. Hess stated that
this condition occurs in different degrees, that the power of accommodation
(by him caUed extensibility and impressibility) may at the same time exist,
and thought that iu these eyes the lens is either whoUy absent or must be
partiaUy degenerated, and that there is much hope of curing slight degrees
of the affection.
At length in 1853, we find hypermetropia, for the :/ir st time, described in
a scientific manua! (Ruete. Lelwbuch del" Oplttltalmologie jÜ1' Am'zte und
Studi1'ende, Bd. i. p. 234, Braunschweig) in the following words, under the
name of ovel"st'glttedness (Uebe1'st'clitt'g7cet't): "Oversightedness is the condition in which, on account of a peculiar, and as yet not sufficientlyinvestigated, construction of the refracting media of the eye, neither near
nor distant objects are distinctly seen. The eye appears in it to
suffer from a total want of accommodating power, and to possess but a
very slight refractive power, This defect of sight is in general congenital,
or is at lt:'ast developed in very early youth, Vision is considerably improved by the use of convex spectacles, whose focal distance must, however,
vary according to the distance of the objects, so that those suffering from
this defect are able even to read." The description stillieaves much to be
desired; the state is not accurately characterised; moreover, it is incorrectly supposed, that the power of accommodation is in these eyes almost
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wholly wanting. But still in these few words lies the germ of further
investigation, and we thus see here also, as in many other points in ophthalmplogy, the impulse given by Ruete to our lmowledge.
Two years later, namelyon the 12th of April, 1855, Dr. Carl Stellwag
von Carion laid before the Imperial Academy of Sciences at Vienna, a
detailed essay entitled: die Accommodationifehlel' des Auges. (Sitzungsbm'ichte der Kaism'lichen Akademie dm' Wissenseltaften, :iYIatlwmatischnatw'wissenschaftliche Classe, Bd. xvi. pp. 187-281.) . In it we find a

correct definition in the following words: "the optical essence of oversightedness lies in this, that the focal range of the dioptric apparatus in
perfect rest of the accommodating muscle is greater, than the distance of
the layer of rods and bulbs [rom the optical centre of the refracting media."
Stellwag too has the merit of having satisfactorily indicated the method of
determining I' in cases of H. Slight degrees of H he appears, however,
scarcely to have recognised, the latent not at all (compare de Haas, loc. cit.) j
and on tbe whoIe, as the very name of hyperpresbyopia used by him shows,
he has not strietly enough distinguished hypermetropia from presbyopia.
OnIy a few months after Stellwag von Carion had brought forward his
investigations on defects of accommodation of the eye, we find in the
AI'cltiv jiil' Ophthalmologie (Bd. ii., Abth. i. pp. 158-186) a paper by von
Graefe, under the title of" Ucber Myopia in distans, nebst Betrachtungen
über das Sehen jenseits der Grenzen unserer Accommodation," in which
oeeurs a masterly description of the highest degrees of hypermetropia.
Stellwag von Carion had observed, that" the oversighted person," in order
to recognise an object, brings it very close to the eye, and singularly enough,
he seems to imagine (compare p. 269) that it then appears more illuminated.
Von Graefe has remarked the same, but has also, in part at least, indicated
the cause, by proving mathematically, that in the hypermetropie eye, on
approaching the objects, the angle undcr which they appeal' increases more
rapidly than the eircles of diifusion, and by imitating the effect on the eye
made hypermetropie by negative glasses. He shows further, that this
hypermetropie eye is cleady distinguishable in structure from the myopie
eye, by the flatness of its anterior ehamber and by the narrowness of the
pupil j but he has not, any more thau Stellwag von Carion, properly l'ecog'nised and appreeiated the slight and moderate degrees of hypel'metropia.
Iu my first eommunieation (Ncdel'landsch Tijdsclbl,ift vom' Geneesl.unde,
Jaarg, 1858, pp. 465-476. AI'cMv jÜ1' OpMlullmologie, Bd. iv., Abth. i.,
pp. 301-340), and lilH'wise in the dissel'tation by MacGillavry (Ondm'zoeMngen
ovm' de lwe{/I'ootheid dm' accommodaUe, Utrecht, 1858), soon after written
under my superintendenee, the condition under eonsideration was indeed
accurately distinguished from presbyopia, but the division into anomalies
of refraction and of aeeommodation, and the opposition of myopia and hypermetropia, were not yet apparent. It was at the meeting held at Heidelberg
in 1859, tbat I nrst showed, among other things, that prcsbyopia and the
so-eaHed hypel'presbyopia are, both in essence and in symptoms wholly
different eonditions, that the latter alone is opposed to M, that an eye may
be even very hyperpresbyopie without being in the least affeeted with presbyopia, etc. 1 argued that, eonsequently, the name of hypel'presbyopia must
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be set aside, and Relmholtz, who was at the meeting, immediately proposed
the term hyperopia. This coincided with the word" oversightedness" (Uebersichtiglieit) fust used by Ruete, and quickly found acceptance with some.
On more fuUy working out roy system, I thought, however, that tbe term
hypermetropia would be more in accordance with the nomenclature I had
already employed in the words ametropia and emmetropia, and this name
has since that time been most generally adopted.
My investigations respecting Hare to be found in Ametropie en hm'e
gevolgen, Utrecht, 1860, and in the Arcltiv filr Op1lthalmologie, Bd. vi.,
Abth, i., pp. 62-106, Abth. ii., pp. 210-243,
Since I published my researches, different writers have treated of the
anomalies of refraction; among others Hasner (Klz'nische Vort1'äge iiber
Augenlwilkunde, Prag. 1860); Giraud-Teulon (Pk!Jsiologie et lJatllOlogie
fonctionnelle de la vision binoculai1'e, Paris, 1861); Rappe (Die Bestz'mrmmgen des Sellbm'eichs und dessm~ Correction, Braunschweig, 1860), and
Soelberg Wells (On long, sltort, and weak Stgltt, and tlwir T1'eatment,
London, 1862), Our knowledge ofR has not, however, been increased by
these works, That of Professor von Jaeger, Junr, (Uebm' die Einstellungen des
diopt1'ischen .;1pparates im menschliclten Auge, Wien, 1861) has also been
fruitless in this respect. But the last-named writer has the merit of having
been the first to make an attempt to trace the changes of the refractive condition of the eyes in the normal development of childhood, I tbink tbat less
importance is to be attaohed in this respeot to his measurements of the eyebalI and of the crystalline lens aftel' death, than to his derminations of the
refractive condition of the eyes at different periods of life with the aid of
the ophthalmosoope, espeoially when previously to the investigation he paralysed the accommodative system with atropia, Von Jaeger, following the
example ofHelmholtz (Bescltreibung eines Augen-Spiegels zltr Untersuchung
der Netzltaut t'm lehenden At/ge, p, 38, Berlin, 1851), early recommended
the ophthalmoscope for the determination of the refraction of the eye ( Oester1'eicl!ische Zeitsclwiftfür]JraktisclwHeilkunde, No. 10, März, 1856), and he
has undoubtedly acquired great expertness in the use of this method. Ris
observations extend over more than 1600 eyes, The numbers noted by him
are the following :-Of 100 eyes of
Hypcnnctropie

lnfants, ft'om 9 to 16 days old, are,
•
.
Children, from an infant-sohool, of between 2 and
6 years of age •
•
•
•
.
Boys, in the oountry, between 6 and 11 years old.
Gids, in the country, between ij and 11 years of
age
•
.
,
.
Boys, in an ol'phan bouse, between 7 and 14
years.
.
.
,
.
Pupils, from a boarding-school, of from 9 to tG
years.
.
•
.
Soldiers (ItaIian), from 20 io 25 years

.

Emlllctropie

17

5

7a

8
11

30
46

62
43

10

34

56

12

3:3

55

2

18
57

80
42

1

In von Jaeger's table tbe degl'ees of ametropia are also statcd.
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CHA.PTER VII.
MYOPI.A.. M.

§ 26. DIOPTRlC DETERMINATION, DIA GNOSIS, DEGREl!JS, ÛCCURRENCE, HEREDITARINESS, DEVELOPMENT wrTH ADVANCING AGE.
l\hOPIA we have already eonsidered as the condition opposed to
H. In the latter, the focus of the dioptrie system lies behind, in M,
on the eontrary, it lies in front of the retina; in other words
Fig. 124.

--------\\1

7' -,-=;-==--=---:;;_:::::_:=-:::'=:':====_=
__~__

--------;".=--====:I-

parallel rays (Fig. 124, a a, b b), derived ITom infinitely remote
objeets, unite in the myopie eye in front of the retina in tJ/, and eaeh
infinitely remote point therefore forms upon the retina a eircle of
diffusion, (a' b') of rays, whieh have already intersected. Henee it
follows, that, in order to unite upon the retina in '1'1 rays must proeeed
from a point l' situated at a finite distanee, and must therefore faU
diverging upon the cornea (see the c10tted lines).
The above is true of the eye in a state of rest. By tellsion of
aeeommodation the emmetropie eye, and usually even the hypermetropie, ean bring its focus for parallel rays in front of the retina;
but it does not therefore become myopic. Even when hy spasm of
aecommodation the focus comes to lie before the retina, and relaxation to E is not possible, the eye cannot be said to be myopic. M
depends, just like H, on the strueture of the eye irrespectively of
aecommodatioll, or rather with actual relaxation.
In general M is easily recognised. The rule is, that near objects
are accurately seen, while at a distance vision is, on the contrary,
diffuse. So soon as letters of double magnitude are not recognised
j
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at double the distance, we are, in general, justified in assuming the
existence of M. The criterion consists further in this, that with con·
cave glasses distant vision becomes more acute. However, this is not
true of all concave glasses. In slight degrees of M, vision is even worse
with strong concave glasses than without glasses, and in the highest
degrees of M, the effect of wealc concave glasses is scarcely perceptibIe. The question is, therefore, with what glasses must we in a
particular case commence the investigation, in order to satisfy OUl"selves of the existence of M; and this is answered by the first trials
of the sight. From these trials we learn, namely, what is about the
distance R of the farthest point of distinct vision. Almost always the
myopie presents himself before us with the statement, that he can see
near objects wen, while he with difficuJty disiinguishes at a distance,
and if we then place in his hand a book with small type, for example
I or II of Snellen's Tests, the distance which he chooses itself
indicates about the farthest point. We now, however, make
remove the book farther off, until he reads less easily and sees even
somewhat larger letters less acutely, and we estimate the distance
at wbich this diminution of acuteness commences. If this be 6", we

mm

try at nrst glasses of - } ; if it is la', glasses of -

l~'

&c.

AI-

most invariably vision at a distance is now better : of the table with
00 to XX or less, letters wiJl be recognised at a distance, which
without spectacles are not distinguished, aud the existence of M is
thus proved. The matter is simpie: at 6", at 10', vision is distiuct ;
aud by glasses of -~, of -IlO' the parallel rays derived from remote
objects acquire a direction, as if they had proceeded fr om a point
situated at 6·, or at la· from the glass (compare p. 32), and distinguishing at a great distance llas thus become possible.
We now investigate immediately aud more accurately the cleg?"ee
of M j in other words, we determine R, the distance from r to k.
This is found by trying, what the weake8t negative (Jta88 is, with
which vision ls as acute as possible. In order quickly to attain this
object, we place the glasses supposed to be suitable in a imme, cause
the patient to look through them at the table already mentioned,
and now hold, while wê raise the frame somewhat with the fin gers,
glasses befare the eye, which are somewl1at weaker, and aak whether
with them vision is as good or even better : if he answers yes, we
then place these in the frame, and compare tbem, in like mannel', again
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with somewhat weaker glasses, repeating the trial until we reeeive
for answer, that vision is not so acute with the glasses last tri ed.
But we should even still try yet weaker glasses, and not he satisfi.ed
until we are told that vision is with them much less acute: experience has in fact taught me, that we cannot be toa cautious; for
with good accommodation the action of too strong glasses is easily
enough overcome, and since with slight differences in strength the
sight remains nearly the same, this equality may lead to its beiug
said that the vision is less accurate.
seen -

1

1

1

8" lJreferred to - 9 or - 10'

Thus I have with M = {6

1
although -16 :linally proved

to be sufficient.-Not unfrequently, however, tbe glasses first tried
are too weak, in which case, on comparison) the weaker are immediately
rejected. This we find to oecm especially with older myopes) who
prefer reading at a comparatively great mstance; while very young)
and still in the possession of a great power of accommodation, they
l'eadily bring the object within the distance of theÏr farthest point,
and so, on the fust trial, they cause a higher degree of M to be
suspected. If we have now found that, in order to atb1in the greater
acuteness ofvision, a stronger glass is necessary, we go on nntilfurther
strengthening na langer pl'oQuces an impl'ovement, and we then try
once more, wllether a somewhat weaker gla-ss is not equally satisfactory. Thns the object is at length attained.-We have already
observed, that the distance at wbich the glass is held fIom the
eye, has an influence upon its action. While a convex: glass, by
removal !rom the eye, acts more and more st1'ongly, the reverse
obtains with regard to concave glasses. The thing is plain: parallel
1'ays, refracted by a concave glass, appear to proceed from a point
placed as far oifore tlte gla88, as the focul mstance amounts to, and
that point lies still sa much fal'thel' fIom the eye, as the distance .
between the eye and the glass.

Thus a glass of -

~, held

an inch

fa1'ther from the eye, is equal to a glass of -~, but with this difference, that the images are smaller: therefore -~, if held an inch
closer to the eye, is chosen. N ow, of the infiuence of distance on the
action of glasses, we may often advantageously make nse, in order
to see quickly whether the glass tried is too strong Ol' too weak. If
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it is too strong, removing it a little is no disadvantage; if it is too
weak, the patient will hola it rather directly to the eye. However we
must not be toa sure on this point. Thus, the myope who has a
good accommodating power, will hold even a toa strong glass by preference close to the eye, because the retinal images are thus rendered
larger. Therefore when vision is equally good or even better on the
removal of the glass, we may infer that the lattel' is too strong, not
vice veJ'sá. In any case we shou1d never be satisfled, until we
have determined what is the wcakest glass which, held close before
the eye, is quite sufficient. By this the degree of M, and at the
same time the acuteness of vision are known (compare p. 97).The investigation may in general be undertaken with both eyes at
the same time: almast invariably the M is sufficiently nearly equal
in the two eyes, and what has been found for both eyes, may in a
moment be tested for each eye separately. But if we have reason to
suspect, àp1'iori, inequality of the M in the two eyes, or if we obtain
confused answers to the first tests of vision, we may fust try the one
eye and afterwaréls compare the other. We shoulél always begin
with the eye wmch the patient mmself caUs the best, the other
should be gently c10sed with the hand.*
Many will possibly find the above directions tedious and toa
minute. And yet they are in many respects incomplete; sa that, at
the risk of incurring the displeasure of my readers, I wiU take leave
to point out same additional sources of error. Let it be borne in
mind that an incorrect determination of the degree of M may highly
endanger the eyes.
In the jifSt place 80me {hink, altltOugá táe!! a1'e not neaJ'8~fJhtecl,

tltat Me!! see di8tant object8 more accu1'atel!! with concave fJlaS8e8:
the smaller élimensions of letters and of other farms appear to
them sa fiattering and agreeable, that they feel bonnd to baast of
their distinctness. Therefore we should never be content with the

* Von Graefe has lately (see })eutsollo Klim'!., 1863, p. 10) had an
optieal instrument made, whieh, by a simple meehanism, ean be BO modified
in its action as to represent lenses of very different fooal distances. It may
now, held before the eye, be so arranged that the ametropia is precisely
correeted, and thus the tedious determination with different glasses may
be dispensed with. Von Graefe praises it very mueh. I am sorry that I
have not yet been able to try it. It appears to me that ths influence on ths
magnitude of the images must give rise to some disturbance in the determination. In using this instrument, aaoh eye is separately investigatad.
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declaration: cc I see better ;" but we should satisfy ourselves of its
correctness, by making the patient name the letters.

In some cases obJects a1'e 1'eaZly better disti1zguislted by using concave glasses, altltouglt tlte eye is/reefl'01n M. We meet with this
especially in misty opacities of the cornea, when the narrower pupil,
which is the result of the tension of accommodation made necessary
by the concave glass, diminishes the diffused light. Particularly
when the turbidity is local, and is so situated that it disturbs direct
vision only when the pupil is dilated, constrictillg the pupil by using
a concave glass, pJ'oduces a very considerabIe improvement of the
power of vision. It need not be said that the existence of a sufficient
range of accommodation is here the sine qua non for obtainillg improvement by means of negative glasses.-Further, one should beware
of mistakillg spasm of the ciliary muscle, with which the accommodation cannot be relaxed to "El, although the vision of distant objects is
improved by negative glasses, for M. In speaking of the disturbances
of accommodation, I sha11 revert to this subject. Here it may suffice
to state, that the sudden occurrence of the disturbance, in connexion
with other phenomena (especially myasis), willlead us to suspecttl1e
existence of spasm, which is easily tested by paralysis by atropia.
We shall further see, in the disturbances proceeding from high
degrees of M, that a certain measure of spasm is not unfrequently
combined therewith, and makes the degree of M be too highly
estimated.
On the other hand, aetualty existing M is not always indicated on
ol'clina1'!1 investigation. This depends npon different causes. In the
first place, dimillished S is to be noted. If, as we have already seen
(p. 254), without the presence of H, a convex glass is sometimes
chosen for distance, because the advantage of magnifying the images
may counterbalance the disadvantage of diminished acuteness, a
concave glass, which diminishes the size and adds little ta the distinctness, win, under similar circumstances, where M exists, be
rejected. Always toa, in the highest degrees of M, a too weak glass
is preferred above a campletely compensating one, and often vision is
better with it: the cause of this lies partIy in the diminished S,
partIy in the fact, that the circIes of diffusion prove particularly
small in relation to the degree of the M still remaining with imperfect correction (compare the vision of myopes).-In the second
place, a smaller pupil is to be noted. The smaller the latter is, the
less disturbance do the circles of diffusion cuuse in imperfect accom-
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modation; and thus it is explained why, with incomplete atresia
pupillre, with very small pupilla artificialis, in either case with diminished S, nay, even with senile constriction of the pupil, neutralising
a certain degree of M in general yields no advantage, and the
neutralisation in sueh cases may therefore the more easily escape us.
We should take particular care that in trying the glasses the eyelids
be not squeezed together, as myopes are aeeustomed to do, and the
eircles of diffusion be so dimillished.
N ex,t to the examination with glasses is th at with the ophthalmoscope. Of this we have aiready spoken in general (pp.l 05 et seq.). If the
pupil be wide, the investigator ean determine high degrees of M in
the umeversed image; with a narrower pupil this is more difficult, and the examination in the inverted image answers better,
although the degree of M is not by it to be determined with aeeuraey.
The ophthalmoscopie investigation yields essential service in the
determinat.ion of the degree of myopia: 1°, when tbe eye is blind,
and the nature of the morbid pro ce ss may be connected with its
strueture. (Helmholtz* determined the M in sueh a case; it has
often oecurred to me to be able to give a favourable prognosis for
the second eye, beeause tbe ophthalmoscope showed me, that the
lost eye had been highly myopie). 2°, when, with dimillished S, the
ophthalmoseope is fust used, which now directIy gives us tolerably
accurate information respecting the existing ametropia: t at the first

*' Besclweibung eines Augenspiegels.

Berlin, 1851, p. 38.

t It is desirabie systematically to carry out the ophthalmoscopio investigation for each eye.

The emmetropio individual should combine with his

ophthalmoscope a glass of

1~' should look 10° or 15 to the outside of the
Q

visual axis directed on a given point, beginning at the distance of 10u, and
should gradually approach, so as consecutively to see the cornea, pupil, lens,
and vitreous humour ; he should, in the investigation of the lens, especially
make the patient look for a moment downwards (where the opaoity usually
begins) ; in the examination ofthe vitreous humour he should make rum move
the eye in different directions, and then suddenly stop at the originally fixed
point (so as to see fioating fiakes); he should again remove, in order, with
the interposition of a oonvex lens, to look into the inverted image; he should
then begin again in the original direction, so as to see the entranoe of theoptio
nerve; subsequently he should make him move slowly in different direotions,
and should look from different points, in order oonseoutively to pass through
the whole fundus oouli; above all, he should not negleot for a moment to
make him fix: the light in the mirror (in order to judge of the maoula
lutea); and nnally, he should examine, ie thore is illdiontion fol' it or if

22
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glance into the eye from a certain distance it is evident in strong :M,
that the inverted image stands before the eye; 3°, ",hen we wish to
determine the degree of M in indirect visiou, or to establish t11e
existence of 10ca11y exalted M, through 10ca11y increased staphylomatous distention : in either case the examination with glasses fails ; 4°, where simulated or concealed M is suspected; 5°, in children,
from whom correct answers are not to be expected.
The degrce of M is, as we have already seen (p. 91), expressed as

1

M =l~.

r

R is the distance from the farthest point 1· to the nodal point le'
in the eye, situated about

behind the cornea.

The position of

1·

is found by determining the glass, which neutralises the M: it lies
so far in front of this glass as the focal distance amounts to. If, for
example, the -required glass is

=-

glass, and if the glass stands

r r~
+

=

in front of le',

9·

;2' r lies 12" in front of the

41" before the eye, and therefore

lies 12r from le', and consequently

=

Ris = 12·5 and M 1: 12·5 (compare p. 32). We now understand
distinctly, that the distance r (that from the glass to le') signifies
little when the glass is weak: it is, in fact, nearly indifferent,
whether a glass of -

1

30 stands at

by whichit changes atmostfrom -

In

"2

more or less befOl"e the eye,
I

S;.5 to- Sl · Butf difference

in distance acquires much importance, when strong glasses are in
question; for example, glasses of-

~, which may then act as glasses

of - 2\ or -~. Therefore, in the maUllCr above pointed out, use can
be made for strong glasses of the difference in distinctness by difference in distance, in order quickly to find the glass required, and
therefore, where high degrees are concerned, in the determination of
stl'ong magnifying be desired, with a weak object-lens in the inverted image
and with the requisite glasses in the unreversed, or employ the method of
Liebreieh (Compare p. 367).
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the M, the distance required for the neutralising glass must also be
accurately taken into accouut. In order that it may appear from
the no te made, that attention has been paid to this distance, we are
accustomed to add it separately after a +, and to write, for example,

!

=3 r

M

which signifies that a glass of -

~

at

~P from

k' was

necessary to neutralise the M.
The strongest concave glasses to he met with in spectaclo boxes,
are

of-~.

With these we can at most neutralise M

= 1 : 2-1.

N ow, not unfrequently, still higher degrees of M occur, and in order
to determine these, we must place -

i

as spectacles before the eye,

and examine what glass must in addition be held in front of them,
in order to produce complete neutralisation. Let this second
glass

= -~,

then both combined give -

G+ ~) = -

1 : 1'2;

and to this we have still to adel the elistance a:fl'om the strongest glass
to lct,* so that, with

aJ

=~, M is, in the

case supposed = 1 : 1'7.

1
M occurs in the most different dcgrees from E to M = 1'3'
l)robably still higher. The llighest degl'ees are, however, the rarest.
For many thousand oyes of myopie patients who have consu1ted me,
the degree of M has been noted. The foUowing table thence calculated for one thousand eyes, gives a synoptical view of the relative
occurrences of the different degrees.
;. If great accuracy is desired, we must, in the calculation, also take into
acoount the distance between tbe two glasses, and l'eckon, for example, - i,
pJaced at t" before - !. only as 1: 3t. We may then furthel', with sufficient
precision, measure tbe distance to k' , tbat is x, from tbe middle of the mass
of the biconcave glass - !.

2
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Number
of Cases
in 1000.

Degree of the
Myopia.

16: 24

=

1: Ik

15: 24 = 1 :

1~ 1 :

14: 24 = 1:

1~

13 : 24 = 1 : li!}
12 : 24 = 1 : 2

3

}

11:24=1:2lT

5
13
}

j

10: 24= 1 : 2~

9: 24 = 1 : 2~ }

16
24

47

8:24=1:3
7: 24 = 1: 3~
6:24=1:4

} 49
}

68

} 83

: ::: : ::~ j110

149

: : ::

: : :2j171
169
1:24=1:24 }
85
0:24=1:00

At first, to begin with the highest
degrees, for each -b MIess, the number of cases increases. 'rhat the increase subsequently becomes slower,
and finally even gives place to diminution, depends solely upon the fact
that comparatively few of those aft'ected
with the slight degrees apply to the
oculist. N evertheless, I have endeavoured, in connexion with other observations, approwimativeZy to express
the relative occurrence of E and of
the different degrees of Mand H,
among the Dlltch population in general (Fig. 125). Along the figure
are given, from 1 : r:J;) , above, the degrees of M to M = 1: 1'3, and beneath those of H to H = 1 : Zi, heing
the highest degrees observed hy me.
The lengths of the transverse lines
correspond to the frequency of occurrence in the adjoining degrees, with
this exception, however, that the lines
1
Cf, and a' next to - must be supposed
CP

to be ten times longer. Since, therefore, the mutual distance of the
lines represents

9~' the length (multi-

being the line a, repre1
sents the number of cases from E to M = 96' the (simpie)

plied by ten) of the first line above 1 :

r:J;),

length of the second line t,he number of cases bet ween M =
and M =

1

is,

9~

the length of the third line the cases from

1

M = 48 to M = 32' etc.-Of equal degrees of H, the occurrence is expressed by the lines following under 1 :
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taken as temold). From the ngure it now appears, that in the slightest
Fig. 125.

1:.2 ~
;:f;2)g

1:3
!:.f. -

=

1:6
I:ft

1:12

-

l:b §
{~4 ~
f:;1

ê

f .. 2,%[

r:~

degrees H oeeurs more frequently than MJ while the eontrary obtains
in the higher degrees : M=2~ is already more frequent than H =

2~'

The highest degrees of both are so rare,that they ean be expressed
only by a point. From this ngure it is very clear, that the emmetropie
is the normaJ eye. If we bl'ing Mand TI in their almost impereeptibIe degrees ITom

9~ to E, E gives 1650 mmo length

in lines, while

all the other lines, representing Hand M, amount to only 350; and
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these are reduced to 200 against 1800, when we take Mand H at

1

48 under the :El.
On the distribution of M, positi~n in society has a great influence.
It is remarkable how much in the registers of my private patiE'nts
(the more wealthy) thc M,-in those of my hospital patients, on the
contrary, the H predominates. 1'0 be cOl'l:ect, I must say, that
among those in easy circumstances not much less H, but much more
M occurs. That, moreover, the inhabitauts of towns suffer more from
M than those of the country is a matter of general observation.
Ware*, upwards of 5 years ago, directed his attention to this
facto
cc I have inquired," he says, "for instanee, of the surgeons of the
three regiments of Foot-Guards, which consist of nearly 10,000 men;
and the result has been that myopia among the privates is almost
utterly unknown. Not half-a-dozen men have been discharged, nor
have a dozen recruits been l'ejected, on account of this imperfection,
in the space of nearly 20 years," In the Military School at Ohelsea,
among 1300 children, no complainL was made; three only experienced
same inconvenience, On the contrary, in the colleges of Oxford
and Cambridge a considerable proportion of myopes was met with,
in one college at Oxford, 32 out of 127, In all writers on the subject
we find the same thing stated. t I must, ho wever, remark, that in the
country and amongst the least civilized ranks, even the higl1est degrees
of Mare exceptionally observed in lJ!1rticular families, and I will here
add, that even among sailors, who never strain their eyes in looking
at near objects, I found a few cases of progressive M.
Further, I believe that M is not equally prevalent in aU countries.
It is certainly more specially proper to cultivated nations. Furnarit
teUs us that among the Kabyles no myopes occur, and among the
States of Europe visited by me, I, bath in gener al life and in the
cliniques, nowhere met with relatively so many myopes as in
Germany, It would be of great importance, to possess accurate
statistics of the ametropia occurring, at a given time, in a particular

°

" Obsel'vatz'ons l'elative to neal' anri distant sigltts of dijfel'ent jJeI'sons.
ltead bef'ore the l{,oyal Sooiety, ] 812.
t Oonf. Szokalski, Ft'ar/el' Viel'te?jalwsclwijt, B. xvii.; ,on Rasner, ](lin,
VOl'träge uebel' .(1.ugenlteilkunde. Prag. 1860, 1, p. 36.
l .t1nnales d'Oculistique, T, X., p. 145,
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category of men, especially, for example, among the students of a
university, in order to be able to compare them with the results of
repeated investigations at subsequent periods. If it were thus
found-and I can scarcely doubt that it would be so,-that the M
is . progressive in cuItivated society, this would be a very serious
phenomenon, and we should earnestly think of means of arresting this
progression. Not only is the myope not in a condition to discharge
all civil duties, not only is he limited in the choice of his position in
society, but in the higher degrees M leads tq disturbance of the
power of vi~ion, and threatens its subject with incurabie bliudness.
The distribution of M, chiefly in the cultivated ranks, points
directly to its principal cause : tension of the eyes for near objects.
Respecting this fact there can be no doubt. But the explanation
of it is not so evident. In tension of accommodation for near
objects the crystalline lens, as we are aware, becomes more convex:
now if myopia also depended ou greater convexity of the crystalline
lens, it might be considered as the permanent result of a frequently
repeated state, and tho M would thus be explained. But the M de·pends upon a prolongation of the visual axis, and this is not altered
in accommouation for near objects. How then is tlris prolongation
to be eXplained? Three factors may here come under observation:
la, pressure of the muscles on the eyeball in strong convergence of
the visual axes; 2,0, increased pressure of the fluids, resulting from
accumulation of blood in the eyes in the stooping position; 30 , congestive processes in the fundus oculi, which, leading to softening,
even in the normal, but still more under the increased pressure of
the fl.uids of the eye, give rise to extension of the membranes. That
in increased pressure the extension occurs principally at the posterior
pole, is explained by the want of support from the muscles of tlle
eye at that part. With the imperfect elasticity of fibrous membranes
we understand, moreover, that of each in itself imperceptible extension above the norma} limits a minimum each time l·emains. N ow
in cOllnexioll with the causes mentioned, the injurious effect of fine
work is, by imperfect illumination, still more increased : for thus it is
rendered necessary that the work be brought closer to the eyes, and
that consequently the convergence be stronger, and the tendency to
the stooping position of the head, particularly in reading and writing,
is a180 increased. To this it is to be ascl'ibed, that in schools,
especially in boarding-schools, where, by bad light the pupils
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read bad print in the evening, or write with pale ink, the foundation
) of M is mainly laid, which, in fact, is usually developed during
these years. On the contrary, in watchmakers, although they sit the
whole day with a magnifying-glass in one eye, we observe no development of M, undoubtedly because they:fix their work only with one
eye, and therefore converge but little, and because they usually avoièl.
a very stooping position.
The same causes, which give rise to M, are still more favourable to
its further development. I have always, with great care, watched the
course of myopia. 1 attach to it a special importance. The weIlknown fact that myopes, with little light, can recognise small objects, and especially the circumstance that at an advanced period of
life, they need no glasses to enable them to see near objects,
procured almost general acceptance for the prejudice, that nearsighted eyes are to be considered as particularly strong. Many
medical men even participate in tbis error. But the oculist has only
too often been convinced hy sad experience, of the contrary. I have
no hesitation in saying, that a near-sighted eye is not a sound eye.
In it there exists more than a simple anomaly of refraction. The
optical characteristic of myopia may consist in this, the anatomical
is a prolongation of the visual axis, and the lattel' depends upon
morbid extension of the membranes. If this extension has attained
to a certain degree, the membranes are so attenuated, and the resistance is so diminished, that the extension cannot remain stationary,
the less so, because in the myopic eye the pressure of the f1uids is
usually increased. In this progressive extension progr3ssive myopia
is included, which is a true disease of the eye.
From what has here been said, it will easily be understood, that
high degrees of myopia are Iess likely to remain stationary than
slight degrees are; at a more advanced time of life they even continue to be developed, with increasing atrophy of the membranes.
In youth almost ~very myopia is progressive; the incl'ease is then
often combined with symptoms of irritation. This is the critical
period for the myopic eye : if the myopia does not increase too much,
it may become stationary, and may even decl'ease in advanced age;
if it is developed in a high degree, it is subsequently difficult to set
bounds to it. At this period, therefore, the above-mentioned promoting causes should be especially avoided. On this point I cannot
lay sufficient stress. Every progressive myopia is threatening with
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respect io the future. If it continues progressive, the eye will soon,
with troublesome symptoms, become less available, and not unfrequently at the age of 50 or 60, if not much earlier, the power of
vision is iTI'evocably lost, whether through separation of the retina
from the choroià, from effusion of blood, or from atrophy and degeneration of the yenow spot. In a subsequent section I sha11 have
to treat of these sad results of M.
Tlle number of myopes most accurately examined by me, amounts to
more than 2500. Each time the degree of the myopia was accurately
àetermined and noted. If after months or years the myope consulted
me again, the determination was repeated. I thus eame to the conviction, that almost always the myopia is somewhat progressive, that
such is the rule between the 15th and 25th years, and that the
highest degrees often exhibit the greatest increase. I have never in
the periods of youth or manhood proved diminution of the myopia,
except in the rare cases in which spasm of the aecommodating system had temporarily increased it, and where, therefore, anomaly, not
simply ofrefraction, but also of accommodation was present. Even at
a more advanced time of life àiminution of the àegree of the myopia
selàom occurs. Undoubtedly in the near-sighted eye the dioptric
system undergoes the same change as in the normal (compare 204) ;
but when at the same time the visual axis increases in length, as is
very usual in near-sighted eyes, this change is whollyor partially
compensated, and the myopia may even continue progressive at an
advanced time of life.-All this is the result of direct experience,
which, however, with respect to the same persons, extends onIy over
some few years. In order, therefore, to get a satisfactory idea of
the course of the myopia through the whole of life, the reeOl"ded experience of many patients must be made use of. I have attached
especial importance to this when, by the production of such spectac1es as were formerly found sufficient for distant msion, their l'eport
was confirmed. The test has in sueh cases not failed.
When in this manner the ordinary course of the farthest point,
that is the degree of the myopia through all periods of life, had been
ascertained, it was not difficult to infer the course of the nearest
point, as has been done in Figs. 125, 126, and 127. For this it was
onIy necessary to know the range of accommodation J..>roper to rach
time of life. With respect to this, 1 have aTI'ived at the eonc1usiol1,
that in myopes it is about equal to that of normal eyes. In very
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high degrees only it is less; and here the whole eye, particularly
the anterior part, the m. ciliaris included, is extended, which may be
noted as a sufficient cause thereof.
'l'hese observations are illustrated in the sketches ofFigs. 126,127,
and 128, the meaning of which, after what has been said respecting
Fig. 104, needs no further explanation. They represent three categories of myopia, in its course of deve1opment, as it mostly occurs.
Fig. 126 is a stationM'!J, Fig. 127 a temporarily p?'o[J1'essive, Fig. 128
a permanently pro[J1'essive myopia. The course of the myopia is
shown by the line l' 1", which represents the farthest point, with
parallel visuallines. The range of accoromodation, proper to each
time of life, is expressed by the distance between l' r ' and fi p'. I
must allow myself to make some observations l'especting each of
these categories.
Fig. 126 is caHed stationa?'y myopia. Yet we see the myopia
Fig. 126.
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As I have ab ave remarked, such ascent is,

in the years of development, to be considered as the rule. Consequently if the ascent be not more reroarkable, the myopia may,
in contrast to the pl'ogressive, be caHed stational'Y. In gene-
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For this reason, a
H owever, on the one

hand, an originally high degree of myopia may continue stationary,
and, on the other, the slightest degrce may become permanently
progressive, and thus, finally, attain a very consic1erable height. This
last we ob serve especially, when in the parents or other members of
the family, a high degree of myopia occurs, while, moreover, the
mode of life, especially stooping and strong convergence of the
visuallines, promote its further development. In the most favourable course of the myopia (l!'ig. 126), it remains quite stationary
during the period of mauhood, anel may, on the approach of
old age, even diminish a little, as the figure shows. This, however, ,seems to occur but very rarely. The generally received
opinion, that with the increase of yeaJ.1s the degree of myopia usually
diminishes, is an error, based partly upon the incorrect idea, that the
degree of the myopia is determined by the nearest point, partlyon
the incontestable fact, that vision at a great c1istance gradually becomes
more distinct, which is, however, to be attributed l'ather to the increasing constriction of the pupil.
The temporariZ?I jJrogre88ive myopia is represented in Fig. 127.
Fig. 127.
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Iu this case the pl'Ogression lies mostly between the 12th and 25th
years. It is fortunate when tlle myopia becomes stationary at least
before the 30th year. In Fig ] 27 it ascends from the 13th to the
1
1
35th y~ar from 8 to 5"; from the 18th to the 22nd year the ascent
is the most rapid. Aftel' that it here becomes stationary. But,
in faet, it is only exeeptionally that, aftel' having once attained this
degree, it becomes perfectly stationary. High degrees of nearsightedness appeal' never to be congenital, unless we would refer
congenital buphthalmos to that head. I cannot even deeide whether,
when the nearsightedness is hereditary, it is also in a certaill degree
congenital. I scarcely believe it is. I have too often seen hereditary myopia which, in the 12th or 15th year was present in a very
slight degree, for example
to a high degree of

;6'

i i,
or

subsequently become rapidly developed

to think it impossible, that in the nrst

years of life it was not almost wholly absent. On the other hand,
I have extremely rarely seen near-sightedness arise aftel' the 15th
and never aftel' the 20th year in eyes, which were previously normal.
It is true it is aften supposed by the patients that sueh is the case,
hut this is only because the primitive slight degl'ee of myopia was
overlooked. In this primitive degree, tritling as it was, lay the
germ of the affection ; the complaints of various kinds are not
made until the myopia becomes progressive. The myopia is most
progl'essive when even in the 15th year it was rather considerable,
for example

= ~, as is assumed in Fig. 127.

The course repl'esented

in Fig. 127, is therefore stHl to be considered comparatively favourable. It now seldom becomes in manhood completely stationary;
still more rarely does it diminish in advanced aId age. Often it
continues to inerease, at least in same degree, and thus approaches

to the
PC1'Ina1tcntly .[J1'og?·e88ivc myopia, represented in Fig. 128.

In

the majority of cases belonging to this category, the myopia is C011siderflble even at the age of 15 years. Therefore it is here assumed

=~.

It ascends most rapidly to the 25th, in deed even to the

35th year, more sIowly at a more advanced period, incessantly, as
it appears, but still aften in jumps. The line 1'1" gives a view of this.
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The worst is then ta be feared.

Tt

Fig. 128.
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is rare at 60 years of age to nnd a talel'ably useful eye, with myopia
of 1 : 2! or even of 1 : 3. Diminution of such degrees of myapia at
an advanced time of lue, is not ta be thought of: the infl.uence
of the increasing distention of the eye in the direction of tbe visual
aris, is never overcame, and is even not compensated by tbe diminishing refraction of the lens.
From the progl'ession of the :M: it fallows, that the higher degrees
occur proportionat.ely most frequently at a more advanced time of
life. How far very yonng children are affected by it, bas not been
accurately investigated. A commencement in this direction was
made by Ed. v. J neger, who has aIso stated his intention of following the course of the refraction in the same persons through their
whole life. We wish him for that purpose a long life and faithful
patients. He should, however, not have neglected the value of the
methad, folio wed by me, of throwing some light on this subject.
If the above-mentioned causes are capable of giving rise to ly.f aud
of furiher developiug itJ the predisposition thereta is very different.
I have already stated that I have nevel' seen an hypermetropically
constructed eye become near-sighted. Even on many emmetropie
eyes, simple tension of accommodation for near objects has but little
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effect. In fact the predisposition is almost invariably congenital,
and in that case it is, moreover, nearly always hereditary. Beer,
Jüngken, Böhm, von Hasner, ana many others, have referrea to its
hereditary nature; I believe, even, that from time immemorial the
conviction thereof 11as been general among the peop1e. At least, at
present the patients are accustomed at ance to state, that their father or
mother was near-sigbtec1, anel that the same condition was fonnd
among brothers aDd sisters. I cannot, with anyaccuracy, give the proportion in which hereditary cases occur; but this I may say, that where
I found near-sightedness in one or more of the children, anc1 had all
oppartullity of examining both parents, I only exceptionally saw M
whollywanting in both, while, on the other hand, when one and equally
when bath parents were myopic, the predisposition almost always
passeel on, at least to some of tbe chiluren, ])erhaps more speeially
to the younger (v. Artha). Experienee shows further, that where
only a trace of M is present in youth, it inevitably beeomes further
developed, anel that tbe greatest care leads to nothing more than
limitation of the degree. In statements of its diminution in youth,
I have never met with accurate determinatiolls of the degree of M,
and we know how lightly assertions are in general made as to the
increase and diminution of M. A eonsideration of all these fa cts
leads us to the conclusion, that func1amentally emmetropie eyes seldom,
fundamentally hypermetropic eyes perhaps never, become myopic;
but that, having once occurred, the M is often transmittec1 as prec1isposition to posterity, alld under frcsh exciting eauses is developed
to its higher degrees. Thus the hereditary principle accumulates in
the posterity the effeet of the causes repeated in ever)' generation.
In same families the M therefore has attained a 11igh degree, and the
danger is the greater, because, aceorc1ing to experience, the hereditary
tendency manifests itself the mOl'e certainly, tl1e more the myopia has
already been transmitted through a number of generations, and has
assumed a typieal character.
A double distinction has been made iu iYI, in which I cannot agree. Two
classes ha. . . e been formed with respect to the degree and to the congenital or
non-congenital nature of the affection. As to the degree, siuce observers
had based their idea of hl upon the faet, that in it acute vision nould exist
only close to the eye, they were llllzzled. by those cases in which th ere was
distinct VIsion at a distance ot" 2, 3, aud 4 feet, and nevertheless at the distance of fl'om 15 to 20 feet letters of the mag'nitude of an inch couid na
langer be easily distingllished. They did not perceive that in snch cases
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in which ths farthest point lay at about 24, 36, or 18 inches from the eye.
At the distance of 15 feet the circles of diffusion are then already pretty
considerable, at least when the pupil is tolerably wide.
The confusion produced by an incorrect comprehension of these cases is
incredibly great. Dr. Kerst met among the young men who presented
themselves as pupils at the school of military surgel'y at Utrecht, some who
easUy read ordinary print at the distance of from 15 to 20 inches, and never·
theless at the distance of from 12 to 20 feet could not distingnish letters of
the size of 3 or 4 inches, He wrote on the subject to Cunier, and concluded
by asking, whether this condition was not a sort of myopia, although no
mention was made of it in the various wor],s on diseases of the eye, under
the head of myopia. Cunier communicated this letter to Sichel (Leçons
cliniques SUl' les lUl1ettes, etc. Bruxelles, 1848, p. 99), and the latter most
properly answered Dr. Kerst's question in the a.ffi1'lnative, However, as it
appeaJ's from the leng'thy reasoning of the writer, it was not clear to Sichel
that in sneh instanees we have to do simply with a degree of myopia, in
which the farthest point of distinct vision lies at from 15 to 20 inches.
Some years later Fl'onmiUler ü'eats, in reference to this point, of "a variety of short-sightedness," and gives to it the name of "myopia at a distance."
Sichel and Kerst, he says, first drew attention to it, However, FronmiUler
describes (Beobaclttlmgen au] dem Gebiete dm' Altgenlleilkunde, Fürth, 1850,
p. 54), as an example of his myopia at a distance, a case of hyperm«tr'opia-as
appears from the circnmstance, that with a convex glass distant vision was
distinct and easy, while concave glasses made vision at any distance more
indistinct, Fronmüller has, therefore, confounded a moderate degree of
hypermetropia, with which ordinary print could still be read at a distance of
10' (as is not unusnal), with tbe cases of slight myopia, to which Kerst had
directed attention, and has gi'l'en it the name of myopia at a distance.
Nevertheless, even Kerst himself subsequently applied the name of" myopia
at a distance" to slight degrees of myopia.
Finally, von Graefe (Al'chiv f. Ophtltalmologie, B, ii. Abth. 1, p, 158), not
knowing at the time, as he acknowledges, where and by wh om the name of
M at a distance was introduced into science, makes a rational use of it to
characterise those cases in whicll, with l'ofm'onco to tlw dogl'ee of 1I1yopia, tlw
distinglttshing qf l'emote oldects is ve/'y defcctive, He investigated and analysed a case of the kind with great accnracy, whence it appears that this
condition may depend on an involnntary action of tbe mllsc1es of accommodntion, which is spnsmodically combined with every effurt to see farther than
the naturally farthest point.
Such cases, however, are cerlainly of extremely rare occurrence. Among
more than a thonsand myopes I have not met with a single instanee of the
kind. 1'he too great indistinotness of remote ohjeots, with refel'enoe to the
degree of myopin, was always to be eXplained by a more than ol'dinal'y
siza of the pupil. 1'his does not pre vent vision being perfectly acute at the
distance for which thc eye is accommodated; but on account of the magnitude of tho circlos of dijfnsion increasing with the diameter of the pupil,
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it makes the observation beyond the boundaries of aooommodation very imperfeot. In this, toa, as we have seen, lies one ofthe causes, whymany think,
that with the ad vanoe of years their myopia has diminished, even when this is
not the case: their pupil has become smaller, and they eonsequently see better
at a distanee. If we cause the so-calledmyopes at a distanoe to look through an
opening with a diameter of 5 mm., the disproportion has disappeared. Let
us beware, therefore, of explaining every disproportion between the degree of
myopia and the observation at a distanee, by spasm of the musdes of aoeommodation. The size of the pupil will almost always aocount for it. Therefore, too, in my opinion, the term myopia at a distanee, whieh has already
given rise to so much confusion, may very weU be dispensed with in science.
Neither the slight degrees of myopia, which are as weil defined by

~

as the

high, nor hypermetropia, whieh is the opposite of myopia, deserve this name,
and the rare form of disease, distinguished by von Graefe, might be denoted
as spasm of the musdes of accommodation, produeed by an effort at relaxation.
With respeot, in the second plaee, to the origin of M, I have above stated
the result of my experience. It amounts to this, that M is almost always
hereditary, and is then further, at least as predisposition, congenital; but
that it is also, exceptionally, without special predisposition developed in the
emmetropio eye as the result of excessive tensioll of accommodation. This
influence of extraordinary accommodation neoessarily snggested the idea of
change of form of the lens. Eighteen years ago (Neder!. Lancet, 1845) my
argument was as follows: "Jl-l is the result of acoommodation for near objeots;
examine what M pel'manontly is, and you will know the change which the
accommodation eaoh time excites." By the diseovery of the cause of M in
a longer visual axis, and of the principle of accommodation in the greater
convexity of the lens, my expectation was disappointed. But I nevel'
lost sight of the possibility, that in myopia, especially in the acquired
variety, the lens should be really more convex. It would certainly not
be stl'ange that, especially during the periods of development, the infiuence
of much aocommodation for near objects should permanently affect the
farm of the lens, and that, vice versa, want of this aeoommodation might
lead to unusual flatness of the lens (compal'e p.246). I have, however,
in no way been abie to satisfy myself of this.-Moreover, in the faot that
.BI, almast without exoeption, is either connected with a peculiar posterial'
atrophy, or at least befare the fortieth year becomes connected therewith,
lies the proof, that at all events nearly without exception, another cause
is in opel'3.tion: this posterior atrophy is, namely, oonnected with a distention of the posterior part of the eyeball, which distention it either accompanies or rapidlyfollows. And in the rare cases in whioh this posterioratrophy
is wanting, I have mostly found, by direot measurement wiih the ophthalmometer, a mOl'biàly distended cornea, or I established the existence of morbid
distention of the anterior part of the sclerotic, with prolonged visual axis,
50 that finally, na cases remained in which I was obliged to take refuge in
extrnordinary convexity of the crystalline lens. (See further the Section
upon the anatomical changes in }I.)
Moreover, in aduIts, and even in young people, provided they are abso-
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lutely free from M, simple tension of accommodation is not sufficient to excite
M. Even wearing concave glasses does not give rise to it. Only in the
artificial H produced by concave glasses, as weU as in the natural, a part of
this H finally hecomes latent, that is, the eye accu stoms itself in distant
vision also to tension of the muscle of accommodation; but that no 01'gilllic change of form of the lens is in operation appears from the fact that
atropia, by paralysing the ciliary muscle, immediately suppresses tbe apparent
M. The displacement of the relative range of accommodation in the use
of glasses, which modify the connexion between con vergen ce and accommodation, temporarily gives dse to some difficulty. This is true also even
of positive glasses. Thus, after working with a magnifying glass, in which,
perhaps, without wholly parallellines, I am accustomed to relax my power of
accommodation as much as possible, it is at first difficult for me again satisfaetorily to aeeommodate at aconvergence, for which 1 otherwise find no difficulty, without, however, the absolute points pand r being at all altered. The
same is soon perceived, when, holding a weak prism with the angle inwards
before the eye, we wish to see singly at a distance, and thus, with convergence,
to accommodate for a distant object. The opposite is produeed by concave
glasses or by a prism with the angle turnedoutwards. Now, it is easilyunderstood that at least prisms, which do not at all modify the accommodation,
will exercise no permanent infiuence on the crystalline lens, and the effect
of convex and concave glasses, within certain limits, completely agrees
with that of prisms.
All the foregoing is most strongly opposed to the importance of the
crystalline lens in the production of M. But although there was no argument against the lattel', so long as it did not appear, from direct investigation, that by tension for near objects the lens permanentIy acquires
greater eonvexity. it seems an ignoring of the requirements of scienee to
admit a form of M based upon mere supposition, and to oppose this (writers
have even given it the special name of p1esiopia) as acquired M, to
the almost invariably congenital myopio structure of the eye. Ed. von
Jaeger (1. c. p. 28) says: "that in such individuals as are constantly occupied with tension of accommodation, fe wel' eyes do not in general occur with
normal length of nxis, than under opposite conditions, and that in those
classes of the population who are not usually accustomed to fatigue
their eyes by effOl'ts of accommodation, at least as many, nay, even mOl'e
individuals occur, who, in consequence of prolongation of the axis of the
buIb (Staphyloma posticum), are short-sighted, than in the u>pper ranks of
society." So far as the Netherlands are concerned, I can expressly contradict this assertion, and with all respect for the zeal of observation of von
Jaeger, I cannot admit its truth even for Austria.

§ 27.

ltEsuLTS OF TIlE OPHTHALUOSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF THE
MYOPIe ]]YE.

Since the ophthalmoscope has made the fundus oculi accessible to

23
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examination during life, our idea of the anatomical baRis of M has
undergone a complete modlfication, Ophthalmoscopic investigation
has shown that, almost without exception, even in moderate degrees
of M, changes, especiaUy in thc chorioidea, are to be observed; and
it has now fllrther been found, that these changes are the expression of atrophy of the chorlOidea, which, combined with atrophy of
the sclerotic, is, as weIl as the latter, dependent on a llistelltion of
the posterior part of the eyeball, Hyopia and Stuphylo1lZa postieu1lZ
have thus become neady synonymous,
Thousands of myopic eyes have been examined by me; of noL less
than 700 do I possess more or 1ess detailed ul'awiugs or sketches,
of some eyes more than one, with an interval of some years; and in
every case sex, age, degree of M, and in many Ïllstances accommodation, movements of the eye, acuteness of vision, hereditariness aud
accessory disturbances bave been noted, From these observations, which, communicated in exten8o, would form a volume, the
following description, and also the conclusions drawn, are in great
part borrowed: much of the same is, however, aIready to be found in
the writings of my predecessors. The principal changes are: at?'o-

phy of the ehorioidea, on the md8ide qf the ent1'anee 0/ the optie nerve,
when higilly developed, combined with ehange qfform if the 9ze?,ve8u~faee, a 8t1'aightened eoune ctf the ve88el8 if the ?'etina, ineomplete
dijfu8e atroplty of the eh01'ioiclea in otlter jJlaee8, and 1n01'óicl ehange8
i?t tlte ?'egion qf tlte yelloUJ 8J10t. I commence with a description of
the changes in general, and shall afterwards sketch theÏr development, in connexion with the degree of 1\1: and of the time of life.

1°, At?'ophy if tlte ehorioidea, p1'ineipaZly to the out8ide qf the
entranee qf tlte optie ?1e?'ve, The surface of the optic nel've of the
normal emmetropic eye exhibits itself as a nearly round, rather strongly
reflecting, slightly reddish phne, from which the retinal vessels set
out; aften an impression is to be seen on it, This plane is distinctly
bounded by the commencement of the pigment of the chorioidea, to
the inside of which we sometimes observe a thin, white, strongly
l'eflectiug line (the so-culled sclerotic-boulldary of Liebreich), to
which the faintly-defined nel've-substance then succeeds, To t11is
part of the fundus oculi we usually first direct the eye. At the
fil'st glance we l'ecognise in it with tolerably great certainty the M
(compare Fig. 129), distinguished by acrescentic, strong1y refiecting surface (e) between the outside of the nel've (n) aud the
boundary of the pigment of the chorioidea. l'hat surface is
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always pOOl' in pigment.

Still it may, if it be slender, when there is
FIG. 129.

nOl mal Ol' even diminisbed fulness of the vessels, be proportionately
red, but tbe colour is then also brighter than that of the rest of tbe
fundus and approaches sometimes to orange; almost always, however,
it 800n acquires a whiter shade, on which at first the larger chorioideal
vessels, extended in a borizontal or radiating direction, are visible,
often even more distinctly than on the adjoining parts of the chorioidea abounding in pigment. Between the 8traightened vessels tbe
remaining pigment of the stroma is recognisable as oblong brownishgrey little spots. The chol'io-caplllaris in this place now seems no
longel' to carry blood. At length all blood-cal'l'ying vessels may
disappear in the atrophied place, which now appears still grey or
marbied and, finally, perfectly white, reflecting still more strongly
than the nerve-surface itself, although the latter has a1so increased
in whiteness. However, even now some darkeI' pigment-spots (pigment-epithelium) occasionally still remain in thc atrophied place, especially near the margin, similar to those in the neighbolU'ing red tissue.
The atrophied surface passes sometimes without defined boundal'ies
into dIffuse atrophy, and through this into llormal tissue; in general
it is, however) limited by a 8harp, tolerably regttlarly clU'vec1 boundary
line (cil'cumscribed atrophy). This line is distinguished, at least
here and there, by an abundance of c1ark pigment, as usually occurs on
the boumlaries of morbid changes of the chorioic1ea, as well as on
2
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lts normallimits. Not unfrequently there is, at a certain distance,
a second dark lme, parallel to the boundary line, together with increased vasculanty of the adjoming chonoideal tissue, or on the
atrophied part traces of an innermost concentric line of pigment are
to be seen.
rThefomz* of the circumscnbed atrophy is almost always that of a
Cl'escent whose concave side eneompasses the outside of the nervesurface (ereseentic atrophy). In shght degrees searee1y to be
reeogniseél, sometimes only 10eally through a projeeting dark point
(Flg. 130), lt extends usually the farther around the nerve-substanee,
Lhe broader it is, that is, the longer the axis (a a' Fig. 132) of the
el'eseent is (eompare Figs. 130 to 132). On further development the

" I append some sketches merely for the determination of tbe forms of
the atl'ophic plaee. The above figul'es are taken. from partieular eyes.
No

Sc>.

Age

130
131
132
133
134

F.
F.

12
32
42
51
24
37
16
25
32
57
20
66
46
66
13
54
22

1I.

135 a

b
c
136 a

b
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

M.
M.
F.
F.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
F.
F.
M.
M.
F.

I

]Jre

DegreeoOI

Left
Right
R.

1: 7
1: 12
1:6
1: 9'6
1: 4'75
1: 2 5
1: 38
1 : 2'7
1: 2'14
1: 4
1.3'5
1 : ::l'1
J • 2'3
1: 3
1: 5'6
1: 7
1:3

R.
R.

R.

L.

H.
R.
H.
R.
R.
R
L.

R.

R

L.

Excellent lepresentatious of the fundus oeuli of the myopie eye are given
by many, alllong others by Dr. Ed. Jaeger (Reitl ([ge ZUl' Pathologie des
Auges, Wlen, 1855, Pl. 17 and 18; and Uebel' die Einstellungen des diopb'j
Appar., WIen, 1861, Tab. 11); and by LICbreieh (Atlas cl'opl!thalmo8copie,
P,nis, 1863, Tab. 111).
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atrophy assumes very different forms. If the axis is longer, without
proportionate extension around the papilla, the crescentie form passes
into the semi-elliptical, of whieh various modrfications occur (Fig.
135 a, b, c) ; if, on the contrary, the atrophy extends more around the
llerve-surfaee, without proportionate prolongation of the axis, the semiannular form arises (Fig. 133), and further, the annular (FIg. 134),
which, when more extended, deserves the name of elliptical (FIg. 136 a)
or circular (Fig. 136 b). In all these forms the ring is almost constantly broader on the outside than on the insic1e, where it is often

still slenderer than above and beneath.

Finally, t]le atrophy may

be very irl'egularly bounded, for example, it may have an angu-
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larIy curved form (Fig. 137), may present ramifications (Fig. 138),
sometimes in the form of a leaf of clover (Fig. 139), and mayeven
have completely separated atrophic Sl)ots around it (Fig. 140). Thus
the atrophy attains a considerable extent of three Ol' even six mmo and
more in different directions, in which cases still other parts of the
chorioidea are in various modes morbidly aft'ected.
In the emmetropic eye the yellow spot lies to tlle outsicle
of the nerve (from the middle of its sUl'face to a distance
of about 4 mm.), almost a1ways, however, somewhat 10wer. rrhe
axis of the atrophic cresceut has a similar, but usually somewhat
yet more clescendi.ng direction, and is therefore tU1'llecl towarcls the
yellow spot. (The figures 129-140 are all drawn with the image
inverted). Extremely 1'a1'e1y, however, even with the g1'eatest development of the atrophy, does it reach dil'ectly to the yellow spot, which
removes more and more from the nerve-surface; but it is very usual,
as we sha11 see, in high degrees of atl'ophy, to find the yellow spot
independently a"!fected. Deviations from the direction c1escribed
are, howeve1', on the whoie, not uncommon; the axis may deseenc1
mueh more dil'eetly (Fig. 141) and even be dil'eeteu eompletely clownwards (Fig. 142), Ol' it may be horizont al, and may even ascenc1 consic1erably (Fig. 143), but it is never direeted straight upwal'cls.
In rare cases the at1'ophia part is pal'ticularly sL1'ongly exauvateà,
as may appear on its outer margin from a eertain curvature of the
retinal vessels; in general, however, the curvature is eontil1ued tolerably uniform1y in the 110n-atrophied part.
2°. Phe 'IlerVe-8u1:faae ha8, in high àegree8 qf J.11, 1tnde1'(Jone a
partly appa1'ent, JJa1·tl!l tl·tte change hl fOl'nt.-As to the apparent,
the horizol1tal dimension aften appears comparatively smaller. The
reason of this is evident: in the emmetropie eye the nerve-surfaee
lies only a litt1e to the inside of the axis of the cornea, anel we
therefore look through the pupil nearly directly on it; on the contrary, in the highly-distendeel myopic eye (compare Fig. 55), in
whieh the nerve-surfuee is displuced more to the inside, the perpendieular to this surfaee is directecl more stl'ongly outwards, and this
causing us to look obliquely 011 the nel've through the pupil, it appears
shortened in the horizontal direction (Arti). But besides this apparent,
thel'e occurs a tl'ue change in form, whieh everyone ha(l indeec1 seen,
but to which, if I am not mistaken, Liebreich* was the fil'st ta direct
.. Al'oMv.f. Oplttltallllologie, vii. 2, 124.
1863, p. 6.
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attention : tlte ner1)e-Slt1face usually ltas, in e:xtensi1)e at?'oplty, t7te
(jreatest diameter i1~ a di1'eetion pel'pendtetdar to tlte a:xÎs 0/ tlte
atrophy. Von Jaeger endeavours to attribute this also in great part
to appearance; but the fact is true (compare the above figures). To
these, other changes supervene. In young myopes the nerve-snrface
is particularly red (capillary hyperremia), otherwise it is not altered;
subsequently, in high degrees, on the contrary, it is almost always,
,rholly or partially, strongly refl.ecting, not unfrequently it is locally
excavated, with a more distinct appearance of the (more superficilllly
situated) lamina cribrosa; also, perhaps, somewhat excavated over the
whole surface, apparentlyatrophic and sometimes passing, withont
c1istinct boundaries, into the strol1g1y reflecting atrophy. I have seen
cases in which a retinal vessel appeared to come from an atrophied
place, which we were therefore again inclined to refer rather to the
nerve-surface.-Of the true dimensions of the nerve-surface it is dim.cult to judge, beeause the myopie structure has a very complicated
infl.uence on the magnitude of the inverted image. In the note to
this section some fmt,her remm'ks will be found upon this subject.
3°. The 1'eti1wl vessels, which are depicted with incomparable
cleal'l1ess on the atrophic surface, are distinguished in high degl'ees
of M by their straight and little tortuous course; this is particularIy true of the most atrophied places. This straightened course is
evidently the result of the extension, which the retina also has undergone. In the calibre of the vessels there is seldom any great change.
4°. Much farther than the strongly reflecting and comp1etely
atrophied part we :/ind, in high c1egrees of M, proofs of e.1Jte1tsion
anrZ attcnuation qf tlte clt01'ioidea, bo1.h in the stronger reflexion
and in the straighter C0111'se, with greater mutual distullee of its
vessels. Not unfrequent1y, too, the stroma-pigment, whieh oceupies
the intervascular spuces, is in these parts evidently <.1iminisheel, anel the
epithelium of pigment-eells is unequally distributed. In the intervals
the surface is 110W sometimes dotteel with yellow or white, anel reflects
strong1y. We often fincl this eliffuse atrophy at the insiele of thC'
nerve-surfaee, but especially at the outside, and continuous with thc
complete atrophy, which is now less sharply defined. The l'egion of
the yeUow spot has now a1so often passec1 iuto atrophy.
5°, Circlt1J?scl'ibed changes qf the yellOlIJ SjJot a1zd q! tlte fovea
cent1'alis.-These interfere with direct vision, aud cleserve all our
aLtention. In high degl'ees of M we shou1c1 thel'efol'e nevel' neglect,
aftel' the investign.tion of the nerve ancl the pal'ts ul'ound it, a1so to
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examine the yellow spot, which we have in sight, when the observed
eye fixes the fiame l'efiected by the mirror. Tbe changes are connected with a continuation of the atrophy from the outsiele of the
optie nerve, or they exist independently and separately. They appear
as scattereel irregular granular pigment, lying or not on one or more
aval or angular brigllt-red spots, surrounded by diffuse pigment,
or as same largel' elark groups of pigmènt on a white gronnel or
alternating with white spots, or finallyas one singit', sharply-defined,
sometimes bluish and clevated spot, which may attain even the magnitude of the nerve-surface: this last farm is probably connectec1
with extravasation of blood, which I have sometimt's seen limitec1 to
a part of the yellow spot.
60 • The further changes in the func1us oculi, which, without belonging to the essence of myopia, are apt to supervene in the l1ighest
c1egrees of M, are cltorioiditis clissenzinata, distinguislled by white
and yellow spots of various sizes, with irregular deposition of pigment, scattered here and thel'e j moreover, spots of extravasated
blood in the retina, whether one or more largel', or numerous smaller
ones, which, finally, pass overinto pigment-spots,-and c1etachment of
the retina by blood, and much more frequently by exudation. A
movable, grey, slender, but tolerably long flake also sometimes extends

from the nerve-su'Iface to wltich it is adherent, into tlte vit?'eous hU1I1ott?'.
Lastly, we sometimes see, in the highly myopic eye, a particnlar
farm of glaucoma arise wiih the changes peculiar to the same.
70 • In the more fluid vitreous humolw, movaOle flalces are,
in the high degrees of M, among the most ordinary phenomena.
They are in part connecteel with the changt's described under 6°.
8°. In high degl'ees of M we see more than ordil1arily a commencement of obscuration of ihe lens. Where there is detachmel1t
of the retina, whether with Ol' without secondary iritis, obscuratioll
is aften l'apidly developed even in youih.
Of the changes just described the ahophic crescent on the outside of the nel've-surface is the most comman and the most characteristic. This ü:, the time of life being equal, in general more fully
develolled the higher the degree of Mis, and for equal degrees of
M it is more devcloped the more advanced ihe age of ihe individual
is. The subjoÎlled table exl1ibits the length of the axis (Fig. 132
a, b) of the atrophied lJal't, in relatioll to the age and the degree of
M, deduced from observations on 1400 eyes.
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LI:NGTII OF THE AXIS" OF TJI]] ATROPIIIC CltESCENT IN JlIILLIlI!ETRES WITII
Age in
years.

1
1
1
1
1
1
JlI=-to- M=-to - JlI=-to12 6
6
4
r:TJ
12

1
1
M= 4: to :3

1
1
M= -to Ö
2

10 to 30

0'1987 mmo

04255

05563

0-7431

]-25

30 to 50

0'2975

0-7035

0-9679

1'356

1-68

50 to 80

0·7059

1-046

1'183

1-795

2-127

The tabie exhibits most clearly the influence on the extent of the
atl'ophy, bath of age and of the degl'ee of the myopia. Even when
fol' Iess difference in degree and less difference in age the average of
a certain number of cases is taken, the same regularityis still apparent.
Neyel'theless the individuai obsel'vations differ very much, sa that as
minimum, in tolerably high c1egrees, only traces of atl'ophy occurred,
and the maximum may amount to 6 mmo and more. The incl'easc
of the atrophy with age appears to be placed beyond all doubt.
Taking into account that the degree of the myopia aIso, at least in
most cases, increases, we may even infer that the atrophy increases with age still more l'apidly than the numbers beionging to
the same column indicate. Probably we approach the truth by
reading aft' in the diagonal direction, and thus assuming that, when
the axis of the atrophy at twenty years amounts to 0'1987 mm.,
this at 40 years increases to 0'7035, and at 65 to 1'183.
Aftel' the simple announcement of the facts, I shall now endeavour to give a sketch of the development of the atrophy and of its
concomitant phenomena, as the ophthalmoscope reveals them in the
myoplC eye.
In a very young individual atrophy is, in moderate degrees of M,
vel'y rarely to be observed. Hasnert c1eclares, ho wever, that he has
seen it remarkably developed at four or five years of age, and Ed. v.
Jaeger has, from the examination of c1lilc1ren in schools, even come
• The axis of the atrophic part was determined by measuring the sketches
maàe of 700 cases of myopia. For actual magnitude the nerve-surface was
used as a scale, whose diameter was assumed = l'f) mmo In the annular
and in the cÏl'cular atrophy, the extent on both sides of the nerve-surface
was assumed as axis. Imperfect and undefilled atrophy are not iLlcluded.
t Klinischc VOl'tJ'ii[/c iibcl' Augen7wilkullde. Prag, 1860.
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to the eonclusion, that a partieular form of at,rophy, whieh sometimes led him to recognise one chlld as brother or sister of the other,
diifering in eaeIl of the two eyes, may be hereditary. Even in
nurslings and new-born infants of myopie mothers, he saw the
tendeney to atrophy of the same form. I too have seen, without
parLieularly looking for them, some cases of c1istinctly c1eveloped
atrophy at the ages of five and seven years, though in simple M the
intervention of the oculist is seIëlom invoked at so ra1'ly au
age. The rule is, however, that even in those, in whom we
may subsequently expect a high degree of M, during ehildhood on1y
slight traces of atrophy are at most to be seen. There first appeal's
either au irregular, small projection, rich iu pigment (compare Fig.
129), to the outside of the optic nerve, Ol' a little erescent, distiuguished from the aàjoining fundus by a brighter red co10111', its
boundary being somewhat darkeI' at the outside than the contiguous
fundus. In the fu'st case the atrophy extends directly from the
margin of the nerve-surface, while the pigment, in a certain sense,
removes outwards, and a white strongly refiecting line, which soon
assumes the crescentic form, appears along the nerve-sul'face. In
the second case the atrophy is, in a certain sense, directly terminated,
evidently from diminution of pigment, and its further development
consists at first rather in the becoming more perfect, than in the
extension of the atrophy. Often, however, we now see a second convex line of pigment arise at the outside of the origiual crescent.
While in adolescence myopia is graàually more and more developcd,
time not unfrequently set in troublesome symptoms of il'l'itation,
and on ophthalmoscopic examiuation we now often :/ind the most
externnl boundary of the atropl1y, as weIl as the nerve-surface itself,
in ::t congestive conc1ition. If the myopia seems likely to attain ooly
a slight degree, there occur iu adolescence but the first traces of
atrophy, and where this is the case, a great development of tbe same
is to be apprehended only from an impraper use of the eyes. But
w110re ll1yopia of

i i
Ol'

exists from the sixteenth to tbc twentieth

yeftl', we :/ind, almost without cxception, a very c1ecic1cd, almost llerfect
atl'ophy accurately c1efined under ihe form of a crcscent, whence it
sometimes appea1's that precisely this part is more highly coucave than
tbe rest of the fundus. Tbe pigment-epithelium has disappeared upon
this surface, the chorio-capillaris seems to be no 1011ger present, ihe
grcater chorioideal vessels are slender, cxtenuec1, sometimes they bave
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almost wholly disappeared, whilc only brownish-grey spots still indicate the intervascular space.-From a combination of numerous
observations we may very well de duce the development of the
atrophy; but I have in additiön, had the opportunity of examining
repeatedly in consecutive years many eyes, alld this has shown me
that the atrophy sometimes advances more rapidly at intervals, but
that it very rarely continues long, for example, for one or two years,
unaltered. Especially in youth, when the adjoining tissue of the
chorioidea is particulal·ly rich in blood, and long-continued ten sion
of the cyes is aUended with inconvenience, the deveJopment proeeeds
regularly. Apparently, the boundary of the pigment is thus displaced
outwards. In so far as the membranes at the outside of the nervesurface are extended, this is also really the case. But in addition we
must, in explauation of the proeess, assume that in the place where,
at the inner boundary of the hyperremia, iJl eonsequence of extension
the atrophy begins, the pigment is absorbed, and at the same timc
is more strongly formed on the hyperremic line extending outwards.
In general the stronger formation of pigment is due to hyperremia
of the chorioidea.* Now, if on the one hand, probably through a
more rapid course of the atrophy, the absorption of the pigment is
imperfect, and if black spots therefore remain in the atrophic part,
the hyperremia on the other, extends iu some points more outwards,
and here gives rise to increase of pigment. 'l'hus it would appear
too, that the spots of pigment existing at both sides of the boundary
of the atrophy may be explained. A real displacement of the pigment over the surface of the chorioidea, as it occurs in exudative
chorioiditis, seems here not to be admissible.-The direetioll, in
whieh the atrophy at frrst extends, is at onee conclusive as to the
form to be expeeted. This is indeed included in what has alreaely
been said. Here we may remark only, that in slight elegrees the
form is never annular, and that the annuJar and circular forms are
to be expected when the crescent mpicUy extenels far around the
nerve-surfaee, most of all, when also at the opposite insielc of the
nerve·surfaee a seeond smaller ereseent is early formeel.
The ai,rophied part is for a long 1.ime regl1br in farm, ancl beyolld it
seareely any change is to be seen in the fundus oculi: at most it may
be observed, whell astrong pigment-epithc1il1ln eloes not prevellt it,
that the chorioideal vessels are more separated, ::mel are in part more
* Compare Coccius. Uebm· Glaucom, Entziindlll1{; wlll Autoslwpie mit
dem AU[fenRpiegel, 1859, p. 36.
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slender than usual. But aftel' the five-and-thil'tieth, and particnlal'ly
aftel' the fortieth year, in high degrees of M, the changes above
described begin 11ere and there to aecm (eampareFigs.132, 135, and
139). Naw also the banndary line oftbe atrophy sometimes describes
a more irregular farm, or atrophic spots have formed next the original
ones, which by the extension of both may subsequently caalesce.
The most important change beyond the seat of the original atrophy
is the degeneration in the region of the yellaw spot, espeeially when
it occupies the fovea celltralis. It is true this may occur at any
age even in non-myopie eyes, and on Ioealised disturbanee of the
functian in the same place, with or without perceptible organic
change, a number of C!lses of ardinary amblyopia depend. But a
particular mor bid change, based upon extension and atrophy of the
sclerotie and choriaidea, whereby the retina here alsa becorues
secondarily disturbed in its function, is decidedly peculiar to high
degrees of myapia. .As we know that the yellow spot aften corresponds to the apex of the stal)hyloma posticum, and that in high
c1egrees the atrophy of the sclerotic and chorioidea is 11ere the
strongest, this ean by no means surprise us. In the first place, there
often arises, in]\l[ = i or more, in ac1vunced life, imperfect diffuse
atl'ophy of the chariaidea, in a belt passing from the outside of the
atl'ophy through the ye11aw spot, anc1 reeognisable by a dispropartionately white or ye11ow-dotted grey, sometimes strongly reflecting
almost glittering appearanee, with interspersed pigment; and where
this aCCUl's, tlle region of the yellow spot never altogether escapes j
but in additioll, at a comparatively 1ess advanced age, the abave-described loeal degeneration of the yellow spot not unfrequently supervenes on the original atrophic crescent, while the part situated
between this and the yelJow spot still deviates but little from the
normal. On one occasion I observed this in a patient aged fifteen;
under thirty years of age it is, however, even in the highest degrees
of M, still rare j aftel' the thirtieth year it recu1's with comparative
f1'equency in myopia of t or more, and at sixty the yellow spotJ and
even the foven. centralis, have in M of ij often, and in myopin. of 2t
and i, they have, I might a1most say, always suffered. l'his OCCUl'S
both when the origil1al atrophy is al1nula1' or circular, and when it
extends only ta one side, sometimes even when the axis of the atro})11y is still sllort, and is not directed to the yellow spot.
The above-described changes of the nerve-surfaee are distinctly
seen on1y in comparatively high degrees of myopiaJ for example, higher
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than ~, and in these degrees the straightened direction of the retinal vesseIs, especially at the side of the atrophy, is not to be mistaken. Particularly remarkabie in this respect are those cases where, in the same
person only the one eye is strongly myopic, or at least is much more
strong1y myopic than the other. On the whole the connexion hetween the degree of the myopia and of the different changes in the
fundus oculi, independentIy of the time of life, is in these cases most
strikingly brought to light.
Other deviations, to which higllly myopie eyes are liable, as effusion of blood, detachment of the retina, glaucomatous degeneratioll
of the nerve-surface and opacity of the lens, are not constant and not
su.fficiently peculiar to M, to justify their description here as the
simpie resuits of a further development of M. More correctly might
chorioiditis disseminata, to be treated of in the followillg section, be
referred to M.
Movable fiocculi in the vitreous humour are, on the contrary, as
I have remarked, but seldom absent in high degrees of M.
We have still, in conclusion, two important qnestions to treat of:
first, how far the atrophy, above described, is constant in myopia;
secondly, whether it occurs only in M, and is, therefore, characteristic of the latter ?
\Ton Graefe established that in ten cases of high degrees of M, the
atrophy alluded to (by him attributed to sclerotico-chorioiditis)
OCCUl'S at least nine times.
Ed. von Jaeger had perhaps eadier
arrived at a similar result, and all other observers agree therein.
According to my experience we may go still further.
As I have already remarked, slight degrees of myopia may exist
in young persons without atrophy, but whether the myopia have
remained stationary, or have been further developec1, in the fortieth
year traces of atrophy are usually no longer abscnt. Even aftel' the
thirtieth year Honnd with M

:> 112 the atrophy onlythree times wholly

1
• absent, and still with M;;;.. 2 0 it was present in every case but
five. We are therefore justified in saying that myoJ)ia clepencl8 on a
condition in w1l,ic1l, t1l,e development q! at1'ophy i8 includecl. In the
following section it will more fully appeal' that M mayalso exceptionally be l)rodllCed by some other changes of form of the
eyeball; but, singularIy enough, in those cases in which morbic1ly
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developed greater convexity of the cornea contl'ibnted to the M, the
atropl1y pecnlial' to staphyloma posticum is found only extreme1y
rare1y entirely absent.
As to the second question, we callnot consider the atrophy d~
scribed to be completely characteristic of M. We aften see, at least
in mature age, slight traces of atrophy at the outer margin of the
nerve-surface, sometimes even an annular or circular atrophy, without M being present; twice I have observeu it even with certain
degrees of H. We cannot assume that in all of these cases M has
existed at an earlier period, ana has disappeared in consequence of
seuile changes in the eye (compare p. 205). In the second place, a
peculiar form of atrophy not unfrequent1y occurs around the nerve.
surface in glaucoma. This is annular, and attains only a moderate
magnitude; evidently the chorioidea is here a180 atrophic, which
atrophy appears to me to be connected with the excavation of the
nerve-surface: probably in t.his case inflammation is a160 in operation.
NOTm TO SECTION 27.
The ophthalmoscopic investigation of strongly myopio individuals in the
non-inverted image, fol' which the use of a highly negative eye-piece is
necessary, requires a great deal of practice. Ed. von Jaeger thinks, however, that there is some advantage in this method, and in any case practice
is desirabIe, because, as we have already seen, we may in the glass required
:!ind an indication of the degree of the myopia. But for ordinary cases,
examination in the inyerted image is quite sufficient. Without the use of
an object-glass, the inverted image of the fundus oculi stands before the
myopie eye, at the distance for which the latter is accommodated. With

M. = ;, },

~,

it will, therefore, stand about 2, 3, n inches hefore

the eye, so that, in high degrees of M, removing somewhat more than usual,
we can, without the intervention of any glasses whatever, looking directly
through the opening of the mirror, see the image. But it is better to add a
convex object-glass to the observed eye, wherehy the field of vision becomes
larger and, hy movement of the glass in the vertical plaM, extends nlternately
in different directions. In the choice of this object-glass we Hnd ourselves,
ho wever, in a diffiolllt dilemma: if we select one too stJ'ong, the image becomes ~
quite too amaIl; if we choose one too weak, we obtain too small a field of
vision. The too smaH image we can partiaHy counteract, by combining a
pretty strong eye-piece with the ophthalmoscope, whereby the observer can,
without any effort, see the little inverted image very near, and magnified: in general, when the investigator is not myopio, such a convex glass
is to be recommended. Therefore a pl'etty stl'ong object-glaas, with whioh
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the magnifying is less, but the field of vision is greater, is advantageous,
and tbis is to be combined with a tolerably strong eye-piece.-Liebreich
(A?'cltiv jür Opldh., Bd. vii., 2, p. 130) has proposed a particular method of
.examining very highly myopie eyes. He uses no object-lens, but only a
strong eye-piece, and with this approaches tbe eye so muoh that the iris
lies neady in the focus of this lens, so that the iris, in a certain sen se, disappears and a very large field of vision is obtained. At the same time, the
inverted image must come to !ie between the ey~ observed and the lens, in
order tbat it may be seen through the lutter. This is to be attained in M

= ~n with a leus of nearly _1_.
n+ 1

Then we have real1y the advantage of see-

ing a large field of vision under astrong magnifying power.
In ophthalmosopic in vestigation in the inverted image, we look as through
a compound microscope, whereofthe dioptrie system of the obsel'Ved eye, with
the lens held before it, is the object-glnss, while the lens held befare the opening of the mirror is the eye-piece, tbrough which the eye of the observer
views the inverted image of the fundus oculi formed by the object-glass. Tbe
weakel' the objeot-glass is, the shorter ib the distanoe g" from the fundus oculi
TI to tbe resulting nodal point k', and the greater the distanoe rl from tbe
image (3 to the resulting nodal point kd.-Now, as {3 : B = r/ : ri', it appeal's
that tbe magnitying ~ of the inverted image is greater, the weakel' the
object-glass is. But in this it is further included, that the increased length
of the visual axis in M, as determining especial1y the magnitude of g', is
oo-operating cause of the slight magnifying of the inverted image. If,
indeed, a shorter radius of curvature of the EUl'faoe of the cornea or of the
lens, without any change in the length of the visual axis, were the cause of
the M, r/ would be less; and if now, wbile the inverted image was at the
q"
same rustance from the eye, r/' continued unchanged, the magnifying

f/

would prove greater.
If there was any object of known and constantly equal magnitude in thc
fundus oculi, it would be a problem from the size and position of its inverted
image to deduce the length of'the vlsual axis in life.

§ 28.

ANATOMY OF 1'HE MyOPIC

Eu.

In the pl'eceding paragraphs we have seen, that M depends
almost exclusively upon the prolongation of the vismll axis, cOllllected
with staphyloma posticum. We have therefore here little more to do
tl1all, in the first place, to describe the changes, which, under these
circumstances, occur in the eye, and in the seconu place to trace
their development. This will therefore form the subject-matter of
this paragraph. But if we cOlnprise all together, which may lead to
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M in the dioptrie sense of the word, that is, to a condition of the
eye in whieh the focus lies in front of the retina, we may distinguish
the following deviations : 1. More than ol'dinarl/ conve()Jity qf the comea.
It is evident that, when, all parts of the eye being equal, the cornea
is more convex, M must be the result. N ow, until the most recent
period M was therefore by many attributed to a greater convexity of
the cornea. Our measurements have, however, led to the unexpected
resuIt, that myopes have, on an average, a Ie ss convex cornea than
emmetropes (compare p. 89), and we may add, that in the most
highIy myopie persons, the cornea is the flattest. If, for examp1e,
we divide the 34 eyes measured by us into tIme classes: the iirst of
M= 1: 1'6 to 1 :4. j the seeom1 from 1 : 4 to 1 : 10 j the third from ;0

1
to 80' we iind :

in the first class, the radius in the visual1ine / = 7'93
JJ
seeond"
,.
JJ
"
"
pO = 7'829
" third JJ
"
"
JJ
"
pO = 7'867
In emmetropes I found on au average
pO = 7'785,
In the most high1y myopic individuals a long radius of the cornea
is, in fact, the ru1e. We had formel'ly measurec1 the following
cases : With 1\1 = 1: 1'648 ............ pO = 8'21
" = 1: 2'625 ............ pO = 7'885
" = 1: 2'66 .. , ....... pO = 8'06
" = 1: 2'83 ..... ' ...... pO = 7-68
" = 1: 2'875 .... , .. , .. , pO = 7'67

" = 1 : 3' 5
" = 1.3'75

.. , .. . . . . .. .
............
" = 1:3'75 ............
,,=1:3'75 ............
" = 1: 4
...........

o

=

7' 84
/ = 8'07

p

pO=7'97

.0°=8'02
pO = 7'96,
and subsequent 0 bservatious have eoniirmed our result. This particular1y great radius with very high M is connected 'with the
distended form of the eye j in ordinary cases we may say, that in
myopes similal' differences occur iu the radius of the cornea as in
emmetropes.-Nevertheless a 1Jtoroid condition of the cornea may
make the focus of an otherwise normal eye fall in front of the retina,
In the fust place, the inel'easecl eonvexity of the cornea oecu1'S as a
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result of inflammation, whereby the transparency is rendered imperfect,
and the CUl'vature is usually sa irregular that under the astigmatism
thence derived the acuteness of vision suffers. In the second place,
tliere is the peculiar morbid process known under the name of conical
cornea, of which I shall have to speak in treating of irregular
astigmatism. In the commencement this simulates an ordinal'y
M with amblyopia.
2. Short joeal distanee qf the eJ'!lstatli?Z13 lens.-Determinations
during life, with the aid of the ophthalmometer, and direct measurements after death, prove that, with respect to the crystalline
lens, as weIl as to the cornea, individual differences occur j but if it
has appeared that the cornea, except in its morbid changes, plays no
part in M,-of the crystalline lens, it is at least not proved, that it
should have a shorter focal distance in myopic, than in emmetropic
eyes. 80 far as measurements exist, rathel' the contrary has appeared
to be the case. Percyand Reveillé-Pm'ise (Hygiène oculaire, p. 32)
state expressly, that in myopes the crystalline lens is not more convex. The distinguishing a pa?,ticular fll'm of M, as has been
assumed by Stellwag von Carion and Ed. von Jaeger, as the result
of partial accommodation for near objects, we have formerly, as I
think upon good grounels, opposed (compare p. 353).
3. IJislocation qf the el'y8talline len8.-rrwo cases have occurred
to me in which partial laceration of the zonula Zinuii, the one the
result of concussion, the other of actual injury, gave nse to a slight
degree of M. The one case, in which the crystalline lens acquired
a somewhat oblique position, is described in the followÎllg Chapter,
treating of Astigmatism. These cases are in favour of Hflmholtz'
view that, under the influence of tension of the zonuIa Zinnii, the
crystalline lens is flattel'.

4. IJisplaeement

01'

mO?'e antel'iol' position

0/ the

e?'!)8taUine len8.

-'1'his might really give rise to a cel'tain degree of M. Eut we
know that in the hypermetropic eye the lens lies closer to the cornea,
while in the myopic it is, on the contrary, more remote from it.
Hence it is sufficiently evident, how litHe right we have to bring M
into connexion with it. Two cases may here be briefly related.
One is, that of luxation of the crystalline lens, in consequence of a
violent concussion of the eye, whereby it was fOl'ced thl'ough the
pupil into the anterior chamber, alld placed itself very regularly immediately behind the cornea. In this case M had actually m'isen,
in part probably in consequence of increased convexity. The man
24
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did not comply with my request to place himself at Ollce uuder
treatment, aud wheu he, not knowing what to do, appeared a couple
of months later, the eye was painful, hard as a stone, and had become blind in consequence of the supervention of glaucoma. The
lens was removec1, but the eye continued, of course, bliud.-The
second. case was that of a considerable degree of myopia, with rather
soft eyeball and extraordinarily deep chamber, with the iris highly
concave forwards. Aftel' this state bad been, long observed, without
any known cause, in the course of twenty-four hours an altered
position came on: the concave surface of the iris became convex
anteriorly, whereby ie came to lie, together with the lens, very close
to the cornea. The myopia must therefore have somewhat increaseu; but in consequence of the slight accuracy of vision it was
not possible to determine this with certainty. In the last positiou
the eyeball had become firmer, and evidently the vitreous humour
must now have been again secreted under higher pressure than the
aqueous humour: tbe reverse had previously abnormally existed and
the iris with the leus had been pushed backwards.

5. Modijications i?t tlte coejJicient qf ?'efmction of tue dWerent
media are indeed, rather hypothetically, assumed as causes of M.
6. Injlarmnatio?t qf tue antertor part qf the sclerotic, often corribined with so-called kyklitis, may have given rise to extension of
the anterior part of the sclerotie, and thus to prolongation of the
visual axis, of which M is the result.
7. Spasm qf accommodation, and therefore the several organic
causes of this spasm, render the emmetropic eye myopie. 'ro this
head belong the cases of so-called intermitting M. Here an anomaly of accommodation, not of refractioll, is in question.
Aftel' this ellumeration of unusual deviations, which may form
the basis of M, I now pass over to the consideration of the
typical form of M, the eye with staphyloma posticum. It occurs
under two varieties. There arc, namely, cases, in which the eye is
uniformly enlarged in almost all its axes, and in which its condition
thus approaches to the congenital buphthalmos. In true buphthalmos we found a flat cornea and extensive atroplly in the fundus
oculi, in a case with still tolerabie power of vision, but with an extraordinary degl'ee of M, so that the pel'son who had buphthalmos on
one side, had considered the eye so affected to be blind, until I
showed him that at the di stance of 1 he was able to read with it.In by far the great majority of cases, however, the visual axis has

r
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inereased mueh more in length than the other axes, and the eye
exhibits a tolerably regular ellipsoidal form, as has already been
represented by Searpa.*
I here append the aseertained lengths of the different axes in
some myopIe eyes.
Visual axis.
Horizontal axis.
Vertieal axis ..
33·0
26·8
25·6
24·7
31·7
26·0
31·0
26·5
26·0
30·0
27·5
25·4
28·5 .
24·3
24·0
Von Jaegert has also measured a great number, in whieh, too, the
prolongation in the visual axis was always the most remarkable. Ju
most cases the apex of the sclerotie ellipsoid eorresponds about to
the axis of the eornea,t and from the relaxation of the membranes
in this plaee it appears, that the atrophy has here attained the highest
degree; sometimes along with thp original distel1tion a seeond is here
present, wh ere apparently the membralles have offered stillless resistanee tothe pressure. While, therefore, theapex eorresponds more or less
perfeetly to the region of the yeliow spot, which hl1S approaehed the axis
of the cornea, t1Ie optie nerve hl1S l'emoved more thall orc1inarily towards the inside (Oompare Fig. 144). In other
Fig. 141.
cases the apex lies farther from the axis of the
cornea, and indeed in different direetions, but
espeeially inwards, whereby it may eoineide about
with the optie nerve. Sometimes the latter is
said to be here implanted as on a seeond distention. I have never seen this; but there
rather oeeurs at the base of the optie nerve, from
yielding of its external fibrous sheath, a thiekelling to 8 mmo and more, whieh suggests the
idea of a seeond distention of the selerotie (compare Fig. 146).
Von Jaeger says he has found the apex of the enlargement even to the
inside of the optie nerve.
In high degrees of staphyloma postieum the eye when taken out
rapiclly becomes soft and fiaeeid; and near the posterior pole the
membranes are sa thin and transparent, that there the well-known
'" Traz·té pmtique des mala dies des yeux. Traduit par Leveillé. Paris,
chez Bertrand, 1807, Tome H., p. 190.
1 l. C., P 262.
t Compare also Dr. Josef Ritter von Hasner, Klim·sclle VOl·träge iibm·
.i'jgenlteilkunde, Prng, 1860, p 19.
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bluish appearance occurs which is peculiar to staphyloma scleroticre
anti cum. Turning the distended part to the light, we see tlnough the
pupil the fundus oculi quite clearly illuminated. Even in life, when
the cornea is strongly turned inwards, the bluish colour of the stapbyloma posticum is sometimes visible; and a case occurred to me,
in which the whole visible sclerotic had, through general attenuation,
acquired a very disagreeabie uniformly blue appearance.
In order now to examine the eye further, we make, either in the
fresh state or aftel' hardellillg in a solution of chromic acid, a section
in a plane passing through the middie of the cornea and of the
optie nerve, taking care that it does not pass the apex of the
staphyloma. It now appears that the 8clm'otic has everywhere
become thinner, alld indeed increasingly so towards the posterior
pole; that it is in general more attenuated at the outside of the
globe of tbe eye than at the inside, and that near the apex of
the ellipsoid it is, in the highest degrees, not much thicker than
a sheet of paper, llay that in same lJoints its fibres are even
separated from one another. In the second place, we observe that
the i1,is and the lens are moved more backwards. The same is
true of the jJl'ocessus cilia1'is, and more than once I have seen that
the 17lUSCUlU8 cilia1'is also, with prolongation and attenuation of
the vitreous fibres, which, derived from the membrana Descemetii,
serve as origin to the muscle in question, commenced farther from
tlle cornea than in the normal eye, and was at the same time
longer, flatter, and more or less atrophic, This we find decidedly
"hen the antel'ior part of the sclerotic also is considerably
attenuated, which is, 110wever, by no means the rule. In like manlier, in ordinary cases, the anterior part of the clto1'ioiclea is almost
quite norm al, and is only towal'ds the back part progressively attenuated and discoloured. In general the chol'ioidea can with tolera·
bIe ease be separated from the sclerotic, but in proportion as we
approach the atrophic parts, it must be removed with the greater
care, because the membrane, while it increases in thinlless and fineness, beeomes at the same time more homogeneous ana more easilytorn.
On all sides we can, however, recognise and isolate the chorioidea,
atrophic as it may beo V on Jaeger has found this to be the case in
numerous eyes, aud even iu 1856 I saw it, in the collection of Stellwag
von Carion, illustrated by excellent preparations. The chorioidea
usually exhibits the greatest attenuation illmediately at the optie
nerve, from which it is now easily sepal'ated; the sclel'otic, on the con·
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trary, is thinnest at the posterior pole. According to von Hasner,
the retina is more intimately connected with the chorioidea at the
margin of the atrophy.-We view the chorioidea on its inner surface,
aftel' having carefully removed the vitreous humour and the crysialline lens together with the retina. It is se1dom that in the eye
hardened anteriorly any pigment continues adherent to it; but, on the
other hand, in two eyes examined by me, a part of the outer layer of
the retina remained connected with the pigment, especially in the
region of the equator of the eye: they were taken from a woman
aged 66; in other eyes examined by me, I have not seen this. In
this woman occurred a180 the well-known elevations (compare p. 192)
on the vitreous membrane of the chorioidea, which, where the chorioidea is not yet very atrophic, can always be easily isolated. If
we now bring under the microscope, a long slender portion of the
chorioidea, extending from the ora serrata to the optic nerve, isolated from the sclerotic aud cal'efully treated, so that no pigment is
lost, with the inner surface upwards, we can study the transitions
from the normal condition to the most perfect atrophy. In the first
place it appears, that the pigment-epithelium is less uniformly
co1oured, and that the ceHs are large!', and perhaps also flatter thall
in the normal eye; outside the high1y reflecting atrophic crescent,
where they are actually wanting, they form, however, a perfect layer.
If the atrophy be diffuse, transition forms occur, and we observe
that the ceUs graduaUy disappeal', leaving only pigment-granules
more or less collected in groups. The dark black spots, which we
observe with the naked eye Ol' with a magnifying glass, particularly
in this diffuse form, scattered here and there, exhibit no regular
ceUs, but perfectly black, irregular, angular, mutually coherent
masses, between which, and also around which, we sometimes nnd
colour1ess atrophic chorioideal tissue. Grey spots, on the contrary,
surrounded by similar black pigment, I saw resting on normal chorioideal tissue, which glimmered more feebly through them.-If the
ceU membranes disappeal' from the pigment-epithelium, while the
pigment-granu1es remain, the reverse holds good with respect to the
pigment, belonging to the st1'oma qf the cho1'ioidea. This is observed
most distinctly when the pigment-epithelium has been washed away
with a pencil. In the first place ii then appears that, even in cases of
circumscribec1 crescent, the stroma has already got remarkably pale,·
where it was still sufficiently covered with pigment-epithelium; and
in these decolorized parts the ramified pigment-ceUs of the intervas-
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cular spaces are equally distinctly visible, but are poor in pigmentgranules, which towards the atrophied side progressively diminish
anel !inally disappear, while the ramified cells themselves, nevertheless,
continue present, In HlC darkeI' places, on the contrary, where the
chorioidea also has maintained about its regular thickness, the pigment-ceHs appear perfectIy normal.-The la?"!Je vessels of the outer
layer of the eho?'ioidea I found in the normal and little atrophieu parts
very highIy congested with blood, more so than is usually the case
under ordinary circumstances in lJormal eyes. In consequence of this
the membrane had a red, striped appearance. The same sanguineous
cOllgestion was exhibiLed in the same place in the most remarkable
mannel' by the chorio-cêLpillaris; but in proportion as we approached
the atrophied part) the blood diminisheel in the vessels, and at length
wholly disappeared. Here the thin membrane which remained from
the chorioidea gradually acquires such homogeneousness, that it is
di:ffi.cult to suppose that the vessels S110UId have retained any calibre,
although, with astrong magnifying power, we can still very weU perceive the large vesseIs, and sometimes even tbe chorio-capillaris,
surrounded with granular matter. Besides, the largel' chorioideal
vessels long continue to carry blood, when the chorio-capillaris is
already closed. I am sure that pn the white reflecting crescent, on
which we often still see some largel' chorioideal vessels running, the
chorio-capillaris is wanting, not only because it was not lilled on a
very successful injection, but a1so because we do not see it in life.
If there be a red or dark background, it is invisible when magnified
by the ophthalmoscope on account of the transparency and the slight
reflecting power of the tbin layer of blood; but if the background
be white, it ought to manifest itse]f by a reddish tint, and even to be
visible as a neLwork.
'1'he foregoing description has, in gcnera1, reference to ihe highest
degrees of staphyloma posticum, in which the c1efined atrop1w, perceptible with the ophthalmoscope, has already visihly connected
itself with a diffuse atrophy. It has, however, seellled to me, that
diffuse atrophy occurs also whel'e, on account of the tolerably perfect
pigment-epithelium, it appeal's during life onIy fr om the great mutual distance ofthe still bIooc1-cal'l'ying larger vessels ofthe chorioidea.
In stapl1yloma posticum the ptace wltere the optie ?lerve entm's the
.. eye is important, Some yeul's ago r investigated this place in the
normal eye,ol:- It then appeared to me, that the t?'u?zlc of the optie
~

A1'cltiv fil!' Oplttltal., Bd. i. h, 2, pp. 82 et seq. 1855.
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nerve is already divided by fibrous tissue into the numerous small
bundles into wbich it at onee separates on issuing as retina, and
thus differs essentially in its structure from other gradually l'amifying
nel'Ve-trunks; that it possesses a double fibrous slteath, an extern al
and thieker one, a (Fig. 145), whieh is eontinued at cf into the
Fig. 145.

11

r:

most external part of the scleroticJ and.an internal one b, which envelopes the trunk as far as the ehorioidea d, is eonneeted with the
latterJ and bends close to it into the there pigment-eontaining sclerotic
b', while at the same time tIle lamina eribrosa {J for the most part
pl'oceeds therefrom, and is only to a small extent formed by the eho.
rioidea. Between the two fibrous sheathsJ a and b, is a thill layer
of loose conneetive tissue, the aomzeative-tissue-slteatlt a, consisting
of a network of sharply-defined faseieuli, ",hieh ascends to a' close
to the lamina eribrosa. Even beneath the lamina eribrosa at lt the
nerve-fibres, as Bowman* first statcd, 108e their medulta?'!J sheatlt,
wl1ereby the ncrve becomes thinner ana at thc same time transparent .

.

* Loctul'es on tllo pal·ts conceI'ned in tlte operations on tlle Bye. LondoD,
18<19, p. 82.
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These thinner fasciculi now pass through the so-ealled lamina eribrosa, which may be regarded as a strengthening of the neurilemma
of the separate bundlesJ and of whieh a fine continuation ean be
traeed between the bundies of the fibrous layer of the retina. The
c1wrioidea appears to terminate abruptly at the margin of the nerve,
beeause the pigment, whieh is here largely aeeumulated, aetually
eeases, nor are the ehorioideal vessels eontinued flU'ther; but its
tissue nevertheless surrounds the faseieuli of the optic nerve, and
thus really eontributes to the formation of the lamina crïbrosa. So
the cltorioidea, both through its connexion with the internal sheath
b' of the optie nerve, and by its prolongation among the nerve-tissue,
is here firmly attaehed. Almost directly at the plaee, where its pigment eommenees, the elements of the deeper retinallayers begin to
show themselves, over whieh the nerve-layer now expands.-If with
this we eompare the seetion of the entrance of the optie nerve in
highly-developed staphyloma postieum (Fig. 146) it will appeal'
l?ig 146.

cl

that the ea:ternal sheath, a, escapes near the sclerotie from the nel've,
that a small part, a', here turns inwards, but that the greatest part, ad,
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inclines outwards towards the sclerotic j that, on the contrary, the inner
sheath, b,continues closely to surround the nerve j near the nerve-surface f forms the lamina cribrosa, and now passes at b' outwards into the
sclerotic, running to meet the fasciculus, a', of the outer sheath turning inwards. This thin fasciculus, a' b', bounds the loose connective
tissue, c, which here, d, has acquired a great breadth, and is therefore
evidentlyverymuch extended. 'J.1l1e sclerotic consequentlyhere consists
almost exclusively of a thin fasciculus, a' b', derived from the two
nerve-sheaths, and this is covered anteriorly by the completely atrophic pigmentless chorioidea, d'. It appears, that the nerve, which
here exhibits superiorly a perhaps accidental thickening, after its
:6.bres have lost the medullary sheath, is still thinner than in
ormnarycases, and thus goes inwards, through a smaller opening in the
chorioidea, sometimes in an oblique direction, in order immediately
as retina, n n, to spread itself over the anterior surface of the atrophic
chorioidea. In the instructive drawings given by von Jaeger,* alle
of which I have here copied (Fig. 147), the sheath of connective
tissue has for the most part not only extended upwards, but an extremity of it also stretches between the layers of the sclerotic. Von
Jaeger further remarks, that the internal extremity of the nerve, with
early bending and spreading of its :6.bres, appears as it were drawn
within the eye: in Fig. 147 (after Jaeger) the lamina cribrosa and
Fig. 147.

the place where the nerve-:6.bres lose their medullary :6.b1'es, really
appear to have approached nearer to the retina.
'rhe 1'etina has in general a normal appearance. It is hard to say
whet11er it is more or less attenuated in one place Ol' another j but
thus much is certain, that the atrophy in this membrane cannot be
• Ueb01' die Einstellun!Jen, etc.

Wien, 1861, Tab. i. and ii.
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compared with that in the sclerotic and chorioidea. The extended
course of the vessels, ulready ophthalmoscopically seen, can be easily
proved: how far the proper tissue is altered, it is difficult to say.
Coccius,* who often examined the retina in staphyloma scleroticre,
in consequence of chorioiditis postica, found, with the exception of
some empty places on the posterior Iayer (the layer of rods and .
bulbs), no changes in it. H. Mueliert thinks that in one case he
found the tissue looser; but 4e himself adds, that it is necessary to
be particularly careful in one's judgment on this point. In my
notes I find, that in isolating the retina, the nerve-substance on the
nerve-surl'ace very easily separated from the lamina cribrosa and
remained connected with the retina; that in the toierably fresh eye
the yellow spot was sometimes scarcely visibIe; that the plica was
formed as usual; that the fibrous layer appeared normal ; that on
sections of hardened retinas the different Iayers, with the exception
of that of the rods, were apmirably to be seen; that at the edges
radiating fibres "\vith adherent granules from the two grauular layers
occurred already isolated; that in the region of the yeliow spot the
different ceIl-layers were distinctly visible, and that viewing the
recentIy removed retina on the outer surface, a toierably good image
of the layer of rods and bulbs, wl1Ïch cOlud be isolated in the
ordinary way, was usually obtained. But, what here has partiClllar
-bearing: how far morbid changes occurred in these percipient
elements, how far they were more separatecl than in the norwal eye,
how the bulbs in the yel10w spot, and particularly in the fovea
celltralis, are circumstancec1 in high degrees of atrophy-on these
points I cannot speak with certainty.
Respeeting the vitreous humour I have onIy to state, that in high
degrees of staphyloma postieum it is fluid aud not perfectly elear.
The flocculi present in it have a fibrous, grauular nppearanee without
any distinct strueture.

If we now endea.vour, from the facts which have been observed,
to form 811 idea of the development of stal)hyloma posticum, the
optie nerve with the membranes of the eye and the nerve-surface
itseIf, will, in the first place, attract OUr attention. According to
ophthalmoscopic examil1atiol1, we have in these parts to seek the
.. Uebel' Glaucom, etc. Leipzig, 1859, p. 40.

t Ve1'lwndlwl[Jen del' pltys.-med. GesellsclUljt. Würzburg, B. ix. S. liii.
1859.
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eommencement of the affection, and in many instanees anatomy at
least does not oppose this view. We have then to suppose that in
these cases the disposition consists in this, that the sclerotic near the
optie nerve is more extensible, partieularly to its outside, and that by
this extension theouter sheathof theoptic nerve is soon a little removed
from the latter, and t11e sheath of eonnective tissue is so extended (eoIDpare Figs. 145 Cl and 146 Cl). So soon as this happens, the thin layer
of sclerotie tissue, bI, situated in front of the sheath mentioned, must
be very mueh attenuateel, and the same is true of the chorioidea, dl,
eonneeted therewith, and forming, with the fibrous layer mentioned,
the so-ealled lamina eribrosa, between the nerve-fasciculi. At the
siele of the nerve-surfaee, therefore, the retina now rests on an extended
and attenuated ehorioidea and se1erotie, whieh posteriorIy further lo~e
all support. It is not until we eo me somewhat more ouLward that
we :!ind the external sheath of the optie nerve, a, strel1gthel1ing the
sclerotie. With this extel1sion, in the immediate neighbourhood of
the optie nerve, the origin of the atrophie erescent seems to be
really connected: the chorioidea, dl, is here united with the nerve,
both immediately through the fibres, wllich are continued between
the fascielili of the nerve, anel mec1iately through their COI1nexion with the inner sheath of the nerve. At the borders of
this attaehment its vessels cease; on ally extension, therefore,
obstruction to the circulation in the extreme terminatiolls of the
chorio-capillaris must easily arise, and thus the conc1ition fol' il1cipiel1t
atrophy is suppliec1. We :/iud something similar in the origin of
emphysema of t11e lungs from atrophy of the most distendec1 pulmonary vesicles, which thereby also finally lose both their capillal'y
network and their pigment. Now, if the excessive extension has here
on ce begull, and the resistance is thus eliminishec1, it is more ulllihly
that the condition sllOuld become stationary, than that it shonlc1 be
progressivcly developed; and it aetually is the rule that the atrophy
of the chorioidea advances more and more, without the visual axis,
in slight elegrees of staphyloma, necessal'ily becoming persistently
longer and longel'.-The extenRion at the margin of the optie nCl've
takes place often only at one siele, anel illdeed prineipally at tbe
outside, with which thc atrophie cresccnt keeps pace at the same
siue. The number of my observations is not suffieiently great to
ellable me to form a positive opillion,- but it appears to me very
likely that, if the apex of the staphyloma faUs !learly in the optie
nerve, the outer sheath has given way at all sic1es of the nerve,
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and that to this the annular and eireular atrophy of the ehorioidea
then also eorrespond: in the eye, from which Fig. 146 was taken,
the atrophy was reaUy eircular. If, as is usually the case, the apex
of the staphyloma is situated at the outside of the optie nerve,
atrophy of the ehorioidea is also found espeeially at this side, and
even the faet, that the yellow spot, to whieh the apex of the staphylom a often eorresponds, is situated at the outside of and a little beneath
the nerve-surfaee, and that the axis of the atrophie ereseent usually
extends in this same direction, indieates most distinetly, that there
is a connexion between the apex in question and the direction in
whieh the atrophy of the chorioidea advances. Whether the
sharply-defined atrophyof the ehorioidea does not reaeh fUlther than
over the extended eonucetive tissue, bi, I eannot deeide. Von Jaeger
does not admit even auy suelt intimate connexion, and he asserts
that the direction of the atrophy does not at all eorres}Jond to the
side where the sheath of cellular tissue has given way. As to the
n:1rrowing of the nerve-surfaee in a dil'ection perpendiculal' to the
axis of the el'escent, observed with the ophthalmoseope, I ean give
no satisfactoq explanation.-Now, in the ol'dinary cases, where the
optie nel've does not lie iu the apex of the staphyloma, it may be a
question, whetller the extension does not eommence rather in the
region of the yellow spot, and only seeondarily beeome eommunicated
to the outside of the optie nerve. This view is the more admissible,
not only beeause by it the position of the optie nerve at the inside
of the ellipsoid would be eXplained, but a1so beeause in very young
persons, with eornparatively high degl'ees of M, the creseelltie atrophy
of the ehorioidea is still often absent, or at least is very slight. We
ean also very easily imagille, how extension in the regiou of the
yellow spot gives nse to the atrophy. In the yellow spot the
ehorioidea, whieh here abounds in pigment, is more intimately eonneeteu with the sclerotie. If the membranes here give way baekwarels, the extensiou will be equal on all sides, aud the ehorioielea
will, moreover, the more easily mailltaill its eonuexion with the selerotic, beeause pl'eeisely here it is more illtimately eonneeted with it.
If now the selerotie too gradually extellds in the dÏreetion of the
optie nerve, the el1orioidea becomes very tense over this part, for
we may assume the yellow spot anel the outer margill of the optie
nerve to be two fixeel points: at the attaehment, therefore, to the
outside of the nerve-surfaee the ehorioic1ea is pal'tieularly strong1y
drawn, and cOllsidering that the ehorioideal vessels termillate pre-
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cisely at this boundary, the production of atrophy by extension cannot surprise us; according to the direction of the tension which
takes place it is even easy to understand why the atrophy should
assume the crescentic form. The atrophy at tl1Îs place will now
certainly be stIll promoted, so soon as also in the immediate neighbourhood of the nerve the sclerotic is extended, and thus the
outer sheath of the optic nerve gives way outwardly. This giving
way can almost without exeeption be demonstrated, and it is attended
with the necessary eonsequence, that the arterial circle, lmown even
to Zinn, occurring in the sclerotic around the optie nerve, as Jaeger *
has shown, is removed from the nerve. On the whoie, the outer
llalf of the sclerotie is extended in a higher degree than the part
situated at the inside of the nerve: there it is consequently also in
general thinner. With tros is connected the fact th at, as we have
already seen (compare p. 182), the yellow spot removes towards the
inside, so that it may even go beyond the axis of the cornea, whercby
the visual line cuts the cornea to the outside of its axis. That in
this extension atrophy does not occur at the outside of the yellow
spot in the anterior part of the chorioidea so readily as at the insic1e,
is easily explainec1 from the great extensibility of the chorioidea in
this direction. It appears, more over, grac1ually to move a little
over the surface of the selerotie: thus, at least, I think the retrogression of the iris, of the ciliary process and of the chorioidea
itself, with the ciliary muscle must be eXplaincd, in those cases in
which the anterior part of the sclerotic has retainec1 almost its nOl'lllal
thickncss. However, there exists everywhere more Ol' 1ess extension
of the chorioic1ea, and that this gives rise to diffuse atrophy and to
c1imÏnution of the elastic resistance, needs no proof. 1'0 the elastic
resistance of the chorioidea, I think essential importance must be
attached. If the membrnnes of the normal eye be all cut through
together, the chorioidea is seen to retract, leaving the scIerotic bare
at the edge. This proves that the chorioidea may be displaced, anel
moreover, proves its tension. During life, in eonsequenee of the
vessels being fuIl, of the tone of the blood-vessels, and of muscular
fibrest scattel'ed here and there, the tension of the chorioidea is U11-

• z. c. p. 52.

~ lT. l\Iuller (VOI·handl. del' phys.-mecl. Gesellsaltajt, Wurzbul'g, n. x.
p. 179) ho.s pointed out these museu1ar fibres, o.nd 0.150 go.nglionie eeHs in
the ohorioidea, of the pl'esenoe ofwhioh Kollikel' satisfied himself, in lUuller's
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doubtedly still greater. By vü'tue of this tension it bears a part of
the pressure of the fluicls of the eye, which now does not act elltirely
upon the sclerotic, alld it is evident that where an atrophic conditioll
. has set in, and tbe chorioidea has given place to a tlun, brittie membrane, tbe fuD pressure comes to bear upon the already extended
sclerotic. Consequently a tolerably advanced staphyloma does not
easily become stationary, the less so because the pressure of the fiuids
in the myopie eye is in general somew bat increased. Therefore, also,
in staphyloma the blood-vessels and the inequalities of the chorioidea,
as well as the elongated, but not easily atrophied, ciliary nerves,* make
deep impressiolls on the inner surface of the atrophio sclerotio. More
than once this has attracted my attention. Various circumstances
may, moreover, contribute to cause tbat, in one instance in one part,
in another in a different part, the extension, and with it the atrop].1y, is
particubrly great. Especially i?t the ?'egimt rf tlte yellow SJiot it frequentlyattaius a maximum, because, from whatever cau;;e it may be, the
apex of the ellipsoid is usually often found here. On this excessive
extension the above-described local changes mainly depend, whereby
the function of the retina comes to suffer. It is easy to see, although
it has not been proved by accurate microscopie investigatiou, that
under such extension the outermost layer, which consists of radiatingly
placed very small bulbs, must suffer; that these bulbs at least must
be separated, irregularly distributed and made oblique, and that they
must easily be actually destroyed. In other parts, too, of the retina,
the rods aud bulbs, as we have seen, appeared to be more separated.
'l'hat, on the contrary, in the fibrous layer little or no disturbance
occurs, will not appeal' strange, when we consider ho'1 weIl the
structure and function of nerves in general resist extensiou by morbirl
tumours or from other causes. Whel'e there is vital metamorphosis
of matter, change of form mucll more readily takes place under the
molecular change, without disturbance, than in solid fibrous parts,
anel in this respect the retina has a great advantage over the sclerotic.
The changes in the vit?'eOZt8 h,76nzOU?' may have a different origill.
':f.1hey may depend upon ext,ravasations of blood, which, perfect as
the absorptiol1 may be, never leave behind them all absolutely clear
vitreous humoUl'. Solution of the as yet so badly eXplained COI1nexion of the vitreous humour, gives l'ise to tUl'bidity, as is seen in
prepurations. Sohweigger's prepurutions ulso nppeured to me io be conclusive .
.. COll1pul'e ulso Heymnnn, in Al'cldvf Oplttltal., ii. 1, 131.
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traumatic injuries, and where foreign bodjes are present: a slight
thread of india-rubber carriecl with a needie in the region of the
equator transversely through the eye of a rabbit, strongly extended
by pulling the ends, and while in the extended state cut oir at both
sides close to the eye, contracted (in an experiment by my assistant,
Dr. Brondgeest) to a small body, visible with the ophthalmoscope in
the centre of the vitreous humour, and around it a cOl1siderable
tmbidity was developed, while the little wound of the membranes
regularly cicatrised. N ow the considerable distention of the vit.reous
humour in staphyloma posticum probably also causes laceration, at
least syncllysis, alld some turbidity is consequently to be expected.*
Finally, in some cases, an irritative or inflammatory condition of the
retina and chorioidea is also certainly in operation.
We have now approached an important point. The question is,
how far staphyloma posticum is connected with inflammation. It is
known that von Graefe at first thought the practical idea of scleroticochorioiditis posterior applicable to it; but that he in vain sought, in
two eyes which he had the opportunity of examining anatomically,
the pI'oofs of preceding inflammation. Von Graefe's opinion was
disputed in various quarters. Stellwag von Oarion adhered from the
heginning to another opinion, and Ed. von Jaeger soon followed him
in the same. According to them staphyloma posticum is only the result
of a congenital conditioJl, and the atrophy connected with it increases,
accordillg to von Jaeger, even with the eyeball itself) until at a certain
point it often becomes stationary. There is, indeeel, some truth in
this statement. Thus much is certain, that the staphyloma posticum
cannot be considered as a simple result of sclerotico-chorioielitis, and
that without the disposition, and that usually of an hereditary llature,
it is not easily developed. Moreover, it must be aelmitted that wiLhout
symptoms of irritation or inflammation staphyloma posticum may
attain a tolerably high degree. But, on the other hanel, there is no
doubt that the morbid distention very often leads to irritatiOJl ana
infiammation, anel finds therein, with softening of the membranes, a
condition of rapid development. It appears to me to be an error not
to consider the eye with staphyloma posticum, combined with simple
atrophy, as morbiel, anel a still greater error to overlook the fact, that
when higllly developed, this condition almost without exception induces
symptoms of irritation, which still further threaten the integrity of the
power of vision. V on Jaeger' s doubt, whether chorioiditis dissemi'" OompalC', 011 this subject, o.1so von Hasner, Z. c. p. 21.
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nata occurs more frequently in highly myopie eyes than in others,
indeed surprises me. In high degrees of M this inflammation is at
a certain time of life the rule. In the course of the morbid distention
inflammation is readily developed, which cannot be considered as a
new condition, but usually makes itself known, at an early period, as
more or Ie ss distinct irritation. Even in youth, as Hasner also observes,
symptoms of irritation are usually present even in slight degrees of
M, and ophthalmoscopic investigation now reveals to us capillary
rcdness of the nerve-surface, and, what is remarkable, sometimes
only over the half of its extent. Probably there is in this case, in
consequence of tension of the chorioideal ring and of the lamina
cribrosa, some mechanical irritation, perhaps even pressure on the
small fasciculi of fhe optie nerve. Subsequently, as the extent becomes greater, and the disproportionate tension is augmented, the
phenomena of irritation increase, and at the boundaries of the circumscribed atrophy hyperremia exists, showing that the chorioidea
before atrophying, here also passes through a period of irritation.
rrherefore I cannot admit the existence of well-defined limits between
the further development of the crescent, and the occurrence of remote
atroprued spots, which last exclusively von Jaeger considers as products of inflammation. Even the abundant deposition of pigment
on the bouudaries of the crescent, again absorbed in the progress of
the atrophy, in order to be anew deposited. more externally, is in
favour of a state of irritation. At a later period the subjective phenomena, also, become more characteristic, and in different parts of
the fundus oculi atrophic spots are fOl'med, preced.ed by inflammatoryaction : chorioiditis disseminata, I repeat it, is in the highest
degrees of M at a more advanced age, connected with its normal
development. Our conclusion is, therefore, briefly as follows :-that
almost without exception tbe predisposition to the development of
staphyloma posticum exists at birthj that it is developed with symptoms of irritation, which in moderate degJ.'ees of staphyloma do
not attain any great clinical irnportancej but th at in the higher degrees
an inflammatory state almost always occurs, at least at a somewbat
more advanced time of life, as aresuit and as a co-operative cause of
the fm'ther development of the distelltion and of the atrophy.
This conclusion is certainly not inconsistent with the fact, that after
c1eath so few produets of inflammation :lre to be met with. For these
products pass, as well as the normal tissue, into a state of atrophy.
In this way false membruncs, as we see in the synechia of the
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in adhesions between the pleurre, and in other plaees, beeome
atrophied and absorbed when extended. Even on the capsule of the
lens sometimes nothing el se remains of the in:fl.ammatory produets of
iritis than some spots of pigment. In staphyloma posticum the inflammation exists almost as the transition period to atrophy. That
in general no adhesion of the membranes is met with is a180 easily
reconcileable to this view. Adhesions are, however, sometimes
found, and it is questionable, whether, in general, the sepamtion
wowd be so easily obtained if the chorioidea before passing into the
atrophic form, had not been imbibed with parenchymatous exudation.
Moreover, as H. Mueller* states, the tissue of the chorioidea in the intervascwar spaces exhibits in staphyloma posticurn, groups of cellular
bodies, which he considers to be also in favour of the pre-existence
of inflammation. Finally, the analogy with staphyloma anticum,
wl1Ïch is evidently the result of inflammation, is not to be denied.
Another important question is, in what the predisposition to staphyloma posticum may consist. It appears to be as yet not satisfactorily solved; at least I have no decided opinion on the subject. The
relative number of adults in whom we ean ophthalm08eopically perceive more or Ie ss atrophy, is much greater than that in children. Von
Jaeger is eertainly quite right in asserting that something of atrophy
is oecasionally to be seen in young ehildren; I even readily admit, that
he has himself found defined crescentic atrophy in newly-born infants,
both during life and in the dead body; but the rwe is, that we see
nothing of the kind, although atrophy at a later period makes its
appearanee, and though in all probability there was an heredital'Y tendency to it. This leads us, I think, to the eonclusion, thai ü] these
cases, the resistance at the outside of the optie nerve was originally
less than in the unpl'edisposed eye. Now, this predisposition has been
brought into connexion with tbc history of the development of the eye.
If we look at the drawing given in the A1'altiv jÜ1' OplttltaZnzologie
(Bd. IV. I. 39) by von Ammon, of the pfotube'l'antia 8alerali8, described by him thil'ty-five
Fig. 148.
years previously, as existing at a eertain period
of the frotal eye, whieh is here reproduced as
Fig. 148, the form of staphyloma postlCum is
at onee suggested to the mind. Von Ammon
states, that in an early period of frotal existenee
the sclera is still open at the eel'ebral side j
lXlS,

" rel'ltandl. dm·lJl/ys. med. Gescllscl!aft, Ed. ix.

B.

lUi. 1859.

25
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that it then has the form of a cup, and is connected by an oval
opening with the anterior cerebral cell. This opening is closed by a
tissue proceeding from the margins, and as the cye becomes larger,
the supplemenfary tissue forms the protuberance in question,
which is, according to von Ammon, directed at fust downwards,
but subsequently backwards and outwards, as it is here represented. Von Ammon adds, that the difl:'erent membranes close
the said opening nearly at the same time. In the first place,
there is bronght into connexion with this mode of development
the coloboma chorioidere, which as a defect of the chorioidea, proceeding from the nerve-snrface, extends inferiorly, whether over only
a small extent, or over the whole chorioidea, and may now unite
even with coloboma iridis.* We have here, therefore, an ordinary
a1·rest qf development. Alld as snch Stellwag von Carion alld Ed. von
Jaeger also consider the disposition to staphyloma posticum, and in
a certain sense staphyloma posticum itself. The arrest of development is here only much less, and might be limited even to a slight
remnant of the protuberantia scleralis. The direction of the atrophy, indeed, corresponds to that of the already fully-closed protuberantia scleralis.
As I was aIready ab out to ob serve, I am nnable, for want of personal investigation, to give any opinion upon the subject. I, however, feel myself called on to remark, that it appears to be chielly
this idea which has led Stellwag von Oariou and von Jaeger to considel' acqnired myopia as auother conditiou, and to start from the
supposition that congenit!ll myopia is in no way conuccted with
the use of the eyes, and that it should be equally distributed among
all classes of society. Against this view I have aIready raised difficulties (p. 352), and I shall again revert to them. In this place I
cannot avoid observing, that if the connexion with the protuberantia
scleralis reaUy exists, and if congenital staphyloma posticum, as weU
as the predisposition to the same, may be considered as an arrest of
developJP.ent, this view does not invalidate my statement, that the
undue use of the eyes promotes the occurrence of staphyloma posticum. Indeed, it is cel'tain that if, with slight predisposition, the
eyes are mnch used for close work, the staphyloma becomes more
fuUy developed, and direct experience as weU as analogy shows, that
• Compare Liebreich, ArcMv jlh- OpTttltalmologie, Bd. v. ii. 241, and
Atlas d'Ophthalmoscopie, Tab. xii. Fig. 5"; and Nagel, ArcMv jilr Opltthalmologie, Bd. vi. i. 170.
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in such a case the probability of transmission to posterity, even in a
higher degree, is greater than when the staphyloma was not brought
under promoting circumstances to a state of further development.

§ 29.-THE

VISION OF MYOPES.

The vision of myopes, without the aid of spectacles (of which aione
I am here speaking), is characterised by comparatively less acuteness for remote than for near objects. We are already aware that
this depends upon the circles of diffusion formed upon the retina by
the rays proceeding from remote points. Myopes have a farthest
point of distinct vision, and the rays proceeding fràm a point
situated there, can unite upon the retina into one point; with
respect to more remote points, the circies of diffusion become
greater, and vision consequently becomes more indistinct, the greater
the distance is. In slight degrees of M this indistinctness is so
trifling that the persons affected with it have not observed it, and it
is not until they employ a weak concave glass that it appears that
theyare thus enabled to see more distinctly at a distance, and are
consequently myopic. In these slight degrees myopia is attended
with no inconvenience. Against the disadvantage, that at a great
distance vision is not perfectly accurate, is the advantage that, the
range of accommodation being equal, very small objects brought
closer to the eye, and tberefore, under a greater visual angle, can be
better distinguished, and that when at a more advanced period of
life the range of accommodation is diminished, ordinary work can be
still longer performed without spectacles. Even with a myopia of

lIs' in which, at the distauce of eighteen inches, accurate images' are
still obtained, the anomaly is, in most kinds of work, attended with
no inconvenience. In somewhat higher degrees myopes have, at
least in youth, with perfect accommodation, a tendency to approach
closer than is necessary to the lobjects, and thuSJ particulady at
sedentary work, to assume a stooping position. If the myopia
amounts to IlO to

~,

or more, this occurs without exception; of

course, to a greater extent, the higher the degree of the myopia is.
With increasing myopia, too, the fancy increases of oCCUpyillg oneJs_
seH with small objects: persons so affected read by preference small
2
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print; they accustom themselves to small handwriting, and as mueh
as possible avoid long lines. It is evident that in doing so they are
able to see more at once, and, for example, in reading, they need not
move the eyes and head so much as when they have broad pages and
large letters before them. It is not until the objects diminish in
magnitude in proportion as the distal1ee beeomes less, that myopie are
on a par with non-myopie individuals, and with equal acuteness of
vision distinguish those objeets equally well. However, as we sha11
hereafter see more fully, in the highest degrees of myopia the acuteness of vision is imperfect, and although those labouring under them
ean distinguish very small objects still better thau non-myopes, these
must in reference to the distance be reany somewhat larger; it is,
moreover, a very great inconvenience, that a bent position, and, if
binocular vision is not saerifieed, particularly great convergence, are
not to he avoided, an inconvenienee whieh is attended with aetnal
injury, inasmuch as the further c1evelopment of the myopia is thereby
promoted.
Much greater still, in these high degrees of M, is the inconvenience of indistinct vision at a distance. The emmetrope ean
form an idea of it by holding before his eye a strongly convex glass,
and he wiII be surprised how guietly myopes usually submit to their
fate. But at the same time, many peculiarities developed in myopes,
unless they early accustom themselves to the use of spectacles, wiII no
longer be an enigma to him.
The circles of diffLlsion in vision at a distance are the greater,
because in myopes the diameter of the pupil, as even Porterfield and
Jurin were aware, is in general larger than in non-myopie pel'sons,
and to this magnitude the eircles of diffusion are proportionate.
Therefore myopes under mydriasis see very badly at a distanee.
With a bright light they see remote objects much more distinetly,
and therefore also at a more advanced time of life, the degree
of M being unchanged, they distinguish better at a distance, which
often makes them incorreetly infer that the degree of the myopia
is diminished. l\fyopes now also distinguish much more accurately beyond their fal'thest point, when they look through a small
opening, and in the highest degrees of myopia} as will hereafter be
seen, even practical use may be made of this facto The Oalabal'
bean} too, wllic11, dropped in solution into the eye, has the remarkable propel'ty of constl'icting the pupil, is thus serviceable to them :
on very slight action of this agent the pupil becomes naITOW, without
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inereasing the myopia, and when the remedy acts more powerfully,
the farthest point, whieh had at fust approaehed the eye, after an
hour returns to its normal condition. Among the earIy scholars many
myopes were to be found. In this number was Dechales,* a Jesuit of
the seventeenth century, who has with wonderful aeeuracy described
many peculiarities of myopic vision. In ehureh he saw very remote
little f1ames as rOlmd eircles of ditfusion, and thereupon studied his
entoptie spectrum, which 11e perfeetly understood. He was also
aware, and eXplained the faet very eorreetly by the diminution of tbe
eircles of ditfusion, that myopes distinguish more aecurately through
a small opening, and with respect to the influence of the approximation of the eyelids he communicates same partieulars, which are not
to be met with even in later writers. Thus, regarding this point, he
observes, that, properly speaking, only the vertical dimension of the
circles of ditfusion thereby disappears, sa that horizontallines are better
seen, but tha~ also the horizontal extension of verticallines is somewhat
divided by the cilia, so that a number of images are seen close to one
another, of which one is usually distinguished by particular clearness.
Many myopes have so very much accustomed themselves to approximate the eye1ids that it actuaUy belongs to their physiognomy, and
that they persevere in doing so, even ",hen the use of concave spectacles makes it superfiuous: this reminds us of the involuntary tcnsion of accommodation, sometimes even combined with strabismus, of
young persons whose H has been corrected by a convex glass. In
strong myopia the imperfect vision l1as, even at a short distance,
peculiar results. Tbose atfected with it seldom :fix the persons to
whom they speak, because they imperfectIy distinguish their
features; they have in general no correct idea of the impression
which their person and their words make upon another, and, according to their original disposition, a peculiar freeness and toa great
self-confidence, Ol' else, what is rarer, a more than ordinary bashfulness,
are thence not unfrequently developed. In their bearing, and often
also in their gait, a certain awkwardness is frequently manifested, hy
which same are recognised at a distance. Finally, much more of what
passes in the world escapes them than they themselves are aware of,
and with respect to a number of things their knowledgo is less correct, because they :fill up what is deficient through the operation of a
brisk imagination. Cardanus asserts that myopes are particularly
amorous, because that not observing defects, they look upon human
,. Clll'SUS s. m!mdus matllematic!Cs, T. lIL p, 393,
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beings as angels. The starry heavens they also see in extraordinary
splendour.
In point vi acuteness of vision myopes are in general inferior to
emmetropes. In low degrees of M the difference is extremely slight,
but in. the higher degrees it is, at least in advancing years, considerabie, even without the myopia being combined with unusual morbid
changes.

Where M is

>~,

S is often imperfect, unless the myopia

is congenital, and the individual is still very young. In myopia >
imperfection is the ruIe j in myopia >

i

~ it is the rule probably with-

out exception. Especially in high degrees of myopia S decreases
with the increase of years much more rapidly than in E. Where

M

= ~ or~,

than

1

3'

S at suty years of age usually amounts to not more

The cause of diminished S in myopes is evident.

In M

the retinal images, indeed, are larger for equal angles, under which
the objects are seen, because the distance from the nodal point to the
retina is greater; but, on the other hand, the surface of the retina is
also larger, and therefore in a given plane comprises fewer percipient
elements. Where there is perfect compensation of these two factors
an equal number of percipient elements could now, the visual angles
being equal, be impinged upon, and S may thus remain equal. But the
extension affects especially the posterior pole, also occupies principally
the region of the yellow spot, and for direct vision, therefore, perfect
compensation is not tdbe expected, even when the extension produces no further disturbance in the function of the different elements. We had here in view the determination of the acuteness of
vision applied to objects situated within the farthest point of rustinct vision. The determination with the aid of objects situated at
a greater distance, and seen with correcting glasses, proves still more
disadvantageous, because le" thereby approaches the retina.
With the increase of the myopia, the same objects at an equal rustance are undoubtedly seen by degrees with a smaller portion of the
percipient elements. As this has occurred gradually, the eye has,
during its occurrence, accustomed itself to it, and the magnitude of
au object is uow also, even on the fixing of a single point, iuvariably
correctly estimated, and the finger, when it is wished to touch it,
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goes right to its boundaries. The extension has, more over, had this
result, that the original connexion between the amount of the muscular action required and the number of percipient elements, which
thereby consecutively receive the image of a certain point, is modified,
and nevertheless the harmony has been preserved, so that on movement of the eye no apparent movement of the object is seen. We
cannot therefore, properly say, that the myope, who sees the same
object at an equal distance with fewer percipient elements, actuallyp,'o}ects it smalle?' in appea-rance outwa1'ds; he undoubtedly se es it less
acutel?!, but the idea which he forms of the magnitude is not determined simply by the number of affected percipient elements, but is
the result of a very complicated psychical process, to which a number
of factors contribute. In any case we are justified in coming to
the l'emarkable conclusion, that in consequence of slowly progressive displacement by extension, a point of the retina is projected
outwards in a direction different from that originally belonging to it,
and we hence infer that the direction of projection is not absolutely
congenital, but that it has been developed in connexion with other
means of observation.
That myopes are possessed of a normal power of accommodation
could be overlooked only by confounding the region and the range of
accommodation. Some early writers have fuIly comprehended this,
aud even in Smith * we find it expressly stated. It is also satisfactorily seen when we neutralise the myopia, whereupon young myopes see near objects perfect]y weIl, distinguish acutely at a few inches
from the eye, and are at the same time in a condition to see remote
objects accurately. We have, too, aIready remarked that the range
of accommodation of myopes appears to be equal to that of emmetropes; bnt in the highest degrees, in which the musculus ciliaris and
sometimes also the nervi ciliares are atrophied, the power of accommodation diminishes and is at last wholly annihilated: this, however,
happens at an age when, moreover, this power has been almost quite
lost. We have, too, aIready calculated what range of accommodation,
with difference in length of the visual axis, corresponds to a certain
change of the crystalline lens, and we found that myopes, on account of
tlleir longervisual axis, are in this respect somewhat in the background
(Oompare pp. 95, 96). On the other hand, the use of concave glasses
has an advantageous infiuence, aud therefore has a compensating effect.
Such small quantities are here, ho wever, in question, that this cannot
• Complete System of Opties, Combl'idge, 1i3S.
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appeal' in practice. Of mnch greater importance is the difference in
the relative range of accommodation between emmetropie and ametropic eyes, which I have fully explained (pp. 119, et 8eq.). Under a
somewhat different form it may here be briefly remarked in reference to
this point, that myopes (contrary to what we find in hypermetropes)
with slight convergence can manage a comparatively small part of
their power of accommodation; but are therefore also in a better
state, with convergence for their farthest point of distinct vision, to
omit all tension of accommodation: their effort was of course always to
keep the binocular farthest point removed as far as possible from the
eye.-In myopes, more over, the range of accommodation diminishes
with age in the same manner as in emmetropes. A glance at Figures
125, 126, and 127 shows this directly. True presbyopia, which we
made to commence when Pz lies farther than 8" from the eye, can of
course occur only when M is

§ 30.

<~ .

COMPLAIN'l'S AND DISTURBANCES IN l\t!YOPIA.

Slight degrees of M give rise to no complaints. In youth the inferior acnteness of vision at a distance passes almost unobserved, and
at the fiftieth, sometimes at the sixtieth year, when the narrower
pupil makes remote objects more distinct, we hear only boasting and
praise of the excellent vision for near objects. Myopic eyes have
consequently acquired the reputation of strength and excellence,
whicll, on unprejudiced examination, they cannot maintain. A. slight
degree of M may have its advantages for men engaged in study or
minute work, high degrees are combined with disturbances which
often make themselves only too plainly feIt at an advanced period
of life. Tbe condition itself, in youth may be very tolerabIe j the
prospect is often gloomy.
But even in youth many myopes complain of inconvenience from
continued tension. There is then a state of irritatioll which appears to
be combined with 11yperremia, both of the external eye and of the
intern al parts. At a later period, especially when the eyes are very
prominent, and probably, in conseqnence of tension of the extended
muscles, are somewhat IUlrder than is normally the case, snch a
state of irritation may become habitual, and may even be combined
with a troublesome irl'itation of the eyelids. Especially wllen t}le
myopia in a certain period rapidly attains a higher degree, pain and
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fatigue of the eyes, particularly by artificial light, are much complained of.
Where high degrees of M are in question, there is added to this
state of irritation a certain spasm of accommodation, so that now a
still higher degree of M is met with, which on the yielding of the
irritation, especially after a Heurteloupian abstraction of blood, and
a stay in the dark, again gives way. Professor Junge, of Petersburg,
has called my attention to this fact, and I have, in different instanees,
found it confirmed. In other cases the myopia gradually attains a
very high degree, without the occurrence of any other disturbance
than imperfect vision at a distance. lndeed, when we consider the
changes which the fundus oculi has undergone, we are often sur~
prised at the slight disturbance connected therewith. The explanation of this is to be sought in the fact that when important structural changes of the chorioidea arise slowly, the retina undergoes hut
little disturbance, and that, moreover, diminished acuteness of sight ,
on indirect vision is not apt to cause much inconvenience. Even
with the marbIed atrophic white and yellow-speckled appearance,
extending in a girdle from the outside of the crescent through the
region of the yellow spot, direct vision sometimes still retains its
normal acuteness, and the imperfection of indirect vision is scarcely
observed. However, in extensive diffuse atrophy beyond the
crescent this is exceptional. But the disturbance of vision is
much greater when, as is often the case, the existing tension and extension give rise to a state of general irritation of the retina. This
is the proper amblyopia of myopes. It sometimes attains in a óllOrt
time a tolerably high degree, and is again capable of improvement
on the employment of suitable treatment. Von Graefe* considers
the prognosis in this form of amblyopia to be even comparatively very
favourable, and I quite agree with him if our object be limited to
obtaining a temporary improvement. But in high degrees of
myopia, relapse and eventual aggravation of the affection are always
to be expected. Besides the diminished S, the rapid supervention of
fatigue, a feeling of tension in the eye, sometimes pain on pressure,
and moreover photopsia and musere volitantes are connected with
this condition. These last two phenomena often in myopia constitute a permanent souree of complaint, even when no particular
state of irritation and no extraordinary diminution of the sharpness
of vision exist. Ordinary musere volitantes, as I have already
* A1·CltiV J. Oplttltalmol., B. ii.
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explained (pp.197 et 8eq.), are not attended with any essential inconvenience: they are dependent on microscopicaUy small bodies, which
in every one float in the vitl'eous humoUl'. Myopes are, howevel',
troubled with them more than others. In the cirdes of dilfusion of
smaller surfaces of light, they exhibit themselves with extraordinary
distinctness, and in general the more diffuse uniform aspect of the
objects is a condition under which they appear more distinct. In
non-myopes they are seen indeed a1so mostlyon uniformly illuminated sarfaces, while no other forms are depicted on the retina.
Therefore, to~, myopes :/ind a diminution of this symptom from the
use of concave glasses, which remove the uniform diffuse appearance
of the objects. But often the complaints continue, especially when
the patients are uneasy about the symptom, and have once accustomed themselves to attend to it. I have seen instances in which
anxiety ab out muscre volitantes amounted to true monomania,
against which all reasoning and the most direct demonstrations were
in vain. This is especially the case when morbid changes in the
vitreous humour have supervened. We must admit the existence of
morbid changes so soon as we can with the ophthalmoscope perceive
turbidities in the vitreous humaur. Ta these a rea1 patho1agical importance is to be attached. The ol'dinal'y corpuscles are too small to
be ophthalmoscopically visible, and therefol'e whenever forms appear,
we must admit the existence of abnormal products, the origin of which
has been above explained (§ 28). In inflammatory irritation they
are certainly almost always to be considered as the results of exudation.
8ueh forms, also, al'ise and disappear, independently of myopia,
in eonseguence of kyklitis and ehorioiditis anterior; in myopia they
are usually situated more deeply in the vitl'eous humour, somet.imes
even in connexion with the surface of the optie nerve,* and they
seareely ever disappeal'. In order to see them, the observed eye should
be direeted downwards, and suddenly raised to the point at whieh we
again look thl'ough the plane of the pupil, in which case we usua11y
observe them rapidly floating past. The depth of theÏr position eau
be detel'mined from the glass with ",hich theyare seen, and from the
distauee from the eye at which the observer must phce himself.
Usually, they are long alld :/ibrous, Ol' granular, sometimes also
<I! In refel'ence to this situation, I have occasionally ihought there might
be a l'emnunt of the Ul'tery running in tbe frotal stute to the capsule of the
lens, which hus been seen by some, but thc bl'own fluke did not extend far
in the vitreous body.
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perhaps membranous.-The second complaint we mentioned was
photopsia. Tros in general accompanies the more acute amblyopic
symptoms of myopes; but sometimes it continues constantly present
in high degrees of myopia, and yields to no treatment whatever.
Ophthalmoscopically we then usually observe diffuse atrophy, combined with white spots and so-called pigment-maceration, the origin
of which is also not unconnected with in:fl.ammatory actiol1.-N ervous
persons are sometimes -rery mllch depressed by the constant phenomena of light, which are still more troublesome in the dark than in
the daylight. I believe, toa, that they must be looked upon as an unfavourable sign, because they in every case indicate persistent irritation from increasing tension and distention, or from in:fl.ammatory
action ; but still I have found that the power of vision may with
them long remain tolerably uniform. The principal point will be,
how far the atrophy extends in the region of the yellow sp~t.
Besides the amblyopia dependent on supervening irritation, the
acuteness of vision is in general, as we remarked in the preceding
paragraph, diminished in high degrees of myopia; but on this point
little complaint is made. As myopes can hold objects sa much
closer to the eye, and thus look under a greater visual angle, they
can still very long sufficiently distinguish them, and from distant
vision they have never required much. In general, therefore, they
do not apply to the oculist, nntil a disproportionate disturbance
takes place in direct vÏsion. They then complain of obscurity in
reading and writing, of a dimness or glimmering which lies over the
letters, of t.runcated letters, or of total absence of others; of total
inability to see correctly what they fix. Often this is preceded
by the curved appearance of lines, which indicates a disproportionate
displacement Ol' transposition forwards of a part of the percipient
elements. Where these complaints arise in myopes, we always Dnd
also one or other of the above-described changes in the yellow spot.
In this region there are almost invariably to be seen whitish spots,
little accumulations of pigment, and other proofs of atrophic
degeneration, even befare any complaint is made. Usually tbe
degeneration of the yeHow spot sets in much earlier in one than in
the other eye; but while we see it tolerahly complete in the one,
precisely the changes just mentioned appeal' in the sec011d eye, and
foretell but toa certainly, that aftel' a few years direct vision will
here also be lost. Against the progress of this degeneration we can
by hygienic measures do comparatively little, and by proper medical
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treatment nothing whatever. It is true that even now the acuteness
of vision sometimes improves j but in this case we must suppose that
the disturbance was dependent rather on irritati9n of the retina,
supervening on the atrophy: the atrophy itself runs regularly
through its course, and combating the attendant symptoms of irritation can at most retard this course. The dimness which was complained of, s.ometimes continues for a long time a1most unchanged,
until in a few days or weeks reading becomes whoUy impossible. This
does not always indicate a really quicker development. Tbe latter,
indeed, occurs, and sometime~ even alocal eifysion of blood in the
yellow spot puts an end at once to direct vision ; but in general it is
only tb y extension to the fovea'centralis, which so rapidly injures the
acuteness of vision. In fact, there have been almost always long
before numerous little blind spots scattered here and there in the
retina, and particularly around the fovea centralis. They sometimes
even extend into a part of the fovea centralis, which in another part
still continues available. Peculiar phenomena may be produced by
these groups of scotomata: thus I have seen cases in which very
small print was more easily and more quickly read than a larger one,
because of the latter a who1e word was never seen at once, and even
larger letters were only partIy visible. The glimmering complained
of is entirely due to the fact, that in slight movements of the eye the
letters form their images alternately on sensitive and insensitive parts,
and thus each time come and disappear, sometimes with change of
form, according to irregular displacement of the percipient elements.
80 long as the fovea centralis still fixes, the patients can themse1ves
very weU project their scotomata on a surface, for example, on a
sheet of paper, and fixing a given point, can circumscribe the
boundaries of the blind spots with a strongly-contrasting object. In
this manner we can satisfy ourselves as to the existence of these
groups of scotomata in the region of the yellow spot, without the
fovea centralis being as yet affected and reading having become an
impossibility.
The scotomata in question are little limitations of the field of
vision. We should suppose that they must exhibit themselves as
black spots. This, however, they do not: a1most invariably they
are seen only more or less distinctly as grey spots. They approach
in this respect the undeftned non-visio?Z, the hiatus in the field of
vision, which is projected through the nerve-surface, ana tlris is, in
fact, to be compared with the portion of space lying beyond our
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field of vision, for example, behind us; we do not see it black, we see
it not. That, bowever, local scotomata of the retina also should not
appear black, is certainly strange, the more so because that with
respect to them, we cannot think of subjective action, which must
exhibit itself in the dark or in closed eyes as light.
In connexion "rith scotomata, it seems fit here to state some
facts with reference to limitation of the field of vision in general. Even long ago some knowledge existed on this subject.
Mariotte uiscovered the blind spot named after him, which
discovery attracted much attention at the time, and gave rise to
various theories. Latterly, too, it has aften been treated of. Determinations of its magnitude and position might have led to the
inference, that it corresponds to the nerve-surface, before I had
shown that a little image of a Hame, thrown with the ophthalmoscope
upon this surface, actually does not become visible to the eye under
examination, until it passes the bounds of the nerve-surface. It was
known, too, that the field of vision is sometimes parUy lost, and
hemiopia and visus dimidiatus were spoken of. Bnt I believe I am
correct in stating that the systematic investigation of the limits of
the field of vision in amblyopia was first introduced into practice by
von Graefe.* Dr. Snellen subsequently applied himself to show,
that in many cases of amblyopia, without actual limitation and
without scotomata, particularly where ophthalmoscopic illvestigation
exhibited no morbid changes, direct vision is almost always very
mnch dimillished in the whole region of the yellow spot: the
boundary where the duller vision begins, is in these cases often
tolerably accurately indicated on the projected field of vÎsion.The limitation of the field of vision is in general examined in
the way in which Mariotte demonstrated the lacuna discovered
by him. However, the projection takes place at a shorter distance (which in myopes is indeed necessary), in general at the
distance of a foot, unless a high degree of myopia requires still
greater proximity. In order to be able to pres erve tbe result
obtained, we, on each trial, make use of a separate sheet of paller, of
a dark-blue colonr, 70 celltimetres (27t English inches) in breadth,
alld 60 (23~ English inches) in height, which is fixed in a frame "
alld is thus hung up vertically. On this a little wllite cross is now
drawn, and a smal! piece of clean white chalk fastened in a long,
dark handle (the colour of the paper), is then moved in all direcArcllÎI' !Ül· Oplttltalmologie, B. ii.
<11
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tions from the periphery of the field of vision, with a slight shaking
motion, towards the fixed cross, and the point is marked where the
chalk seems to disappear. If a blind pI ace is thus found, we proceed
with the chalk in all directions from it, and mark the points where
the chalk begins to be seen. These points we connect with a line,
which now indicates the boundaries of the limitation. The ascertained
field of vision is then copied on a small scale in the record of the
patient's case, and the blind part is blackened. If a part of
the field of vision is found to be inFig. 149.
8ensible to the white chalk, but not to '
stronger impressions of Jjght, for example,
to those of a little flame, this is indicated
by streaks (compare Fig. 149, being the
projection, consequently the inverted
image of a right eye with M =

i, s

= ~ 6, and limitation of the field of vision
by detachment of tbe retina,-the projection reduced for a distance
of about 18 mm., and therefore the distance between the noaal póint
and the retina being assumed to be equal to 18 mm., of the natural
size, at least for the central parts): the little cross signifies the
fixed point, that is, the projection of the fovea centralis ; 'It, the
blind spot of Mariotte. Tt is evident that in the method described
the most extern al part of the field of vision is not examined. In
general, this is done with sufficient accuracy, accoraing to the mode
stated at page 193.
As limitations more properly peculiar to myopia, we have, in addition to the above-mentioned scotomata, still to mention chiefly those
"hich occur as amplifications of the spot of Mariotte j as weIl as
those which depend on atrophic spots developed with inflammatory
symptoms j on detachment of the retina, in consequence of exudation
and sometimes of extravasation of blood; on extravasation of blood
also in the tissue of the retina; fi.naUy, on glaucoma.-As to the
spot of Mariotte, von Graefe states that a magnifying of its surface
in the sclerotico-ehorioiditis (the staphyloma posticum) of myopes can
always be demonstrated. Von Hasner and others state the same.
Von Jaeger attributes this to the c1isplaeing inwards of the optie nerve
assumed by him, with whieh, of course, the pereipient layer must be
defective at the margin of the chorioideal opening. My investigations have shown that with a slight develolJment of the ereseent, as
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we can observe ophthalmoscopically with a little image of light, thc
perception of light is not deficient there, but that in high degrees
with complete atrophy it really wholly, or almost entirely; disappears
(compo.re Fig. 148 n): sometimes even we find again tolerably accurately in the projected form that of the crescent. It is also in a
physiological point of view not unimportant, that even in thosC'
cases the conduction of the more peripherically received stimulus
of the retina is not deficient over the atrophic cresceut,-whence
it appears, that the fibro'us layer of the retina, through which this
conduction must take place, has not essentially suifered.-Respecting the smaller and larger scotomata of the atrophic spots, we
have no more tp say j it is enough that those, too, do not interrupt the conduction from more peripheric parts.-Detachment of
the retina is one of the worst morbid forms, to which the myopic
eye is much more liable than any other; it is met with chiefly in the
lowermost half, which according to von Graefe is to be ascribed to
the fact, that when it occurs in high parts, it may, by sinking of the
flnid be trani1mitted downwards. Sometimes it is only to a slight
extent, and the retina is but little removed from the chorioidea. In
other instances a great part, nay even the whole retina, may be
detaehed, and it then, according to the very correct expression of
Arlt, assumes the form of a convolvnlus-flower, whose stem is the
optie nerve. When the detaehed portion is of moderate size it projects
far enough into the vitreous humour to be seen, even in considerable
M, not inverted, without a negative, Ol' even with a positive glass. We
recognize it at once by its grey colour, and by the moveable folds of
the membrane, on which the retinal vessels are very distinctly visible,
at first even with differenee of colour of the arteries and veins. It
is remarkable that the perception of light has then not yet ceased, so
that we must suppose that the Iayer of rods has separated with thc
retina, and may in this state continue sensitive to the impressions of
light. A striking case of this kind occurred to me. A girl, ageel
Meen, with M ..:....

9\. in both eyes, on a suelden cried out with joy

"'2

that s11e eould see the people at the other side of the street before
the winelow, and conld even recognise them. Her joy was, however,
of short duration. Three elays later the eye was quite blinel, anel I
discovered a eletachment of the l'etina, extending through the yeUow
spot, whereby the latter was pushed forwarel almost into the posterior
focus of the eye. Whether, in general, in eletachment of the retiua,
the disturbance is very iml)ortant, elepends chiefly on its seat: if the
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yellow spot is implicated, the eye is to be considered as nearly lost;
if it has remained free it is nevertheless often deranged in its function, espeëially when the detachment extends into the vicinity of
the spot; but this disturbance may, under proper management, again
in great part give way. Not unfrequently, however, the detachment
sooner or later extends still further. Von Graefe thinks he has observed that this takes place chie.fly when, with staphyloma posticurn,
extensive atrophy exists in the fundus oculi, and I believe I must
agree with him in that opinion. But still I have seen a few cases,
where, with advanced atrophy, a partial detachment of the retina
was for many years stationary, and tbe acuteness of vision in the
yellow spot was maintained. Well-established cases of recovery by
the spontaneous replacement of tbe retina are very rare. I have
seen only one, in whicb, too, arelapse occurred, and Liebreich also
bas described one.* Tlris melancholy result certainly justified the
attempt to effect an improvement by means of operation, and such
has really in some cases been obtained. If the detacbed retina has
once become atrophic,-and this is pretty aften the case, as is apparent
from the disproportionate loading of the vessels, with perceptibly
metamorphosed blood, the presence of pigment spots, the 10S8 of
colour and a certain transparency,-discharge of the fluid, or section,
can have no other object than to prevent, so far as possible, the further extension of the lesion. Almost ahvays the fluid situated behind
the retina is of a serous nature, more or less tUl'bid, and subject to
further metamorphosis. Such fluid will here occur, when it can be
exuded from the vessels under higher pressure than that to which
the vitreous humour is exposed. The condition for its formation we
know not, but it is certain that when the retina is detacbed the bulb is
usually soft. It is very p1ausible to assume that the extension which
the retina undergoes in staphyloma posticum may canse it to
be more easily separated from the chorioidea, and it seems certain
that increasing staphyloma must promote its further detachment.
In this state now the limitation of the field of vision is and continues
to be the principal phenomenon. In the commencement especially
the limitation is still more extensive than the detachment, and often
it seems that direct vision is ahnost destroyed, wlrile, nevertheless, it
subsequentlyappears that the yellow spot is not involved in the
process. Exceptionally, too, efi'usion of blood is the cause of detachment of the retina. This is true, not only of myopic, but a1so of
• A,'eMv f Oplltltalmologie, B. v. ~. p, 251.
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other eyes. Occasionally one or more relapses of hremorrhage of thc
chorioiden. occur, with perforation of the retina, aftel' wmch the
blood effused in the vitreous humour, each time in proportion as the
eye has meanwhile become softer, appears in greater quantity, to be
each time again more or less perfectly absorbed. Finally, on a rresh
relapse, the blood remains now also bebind the retina, and separates
it rrom tbe chorioidea. At the same time it may partly be again effused
in the vitreous humoUl'. In general, the detached retina cannot
be distinguished so weIl when blood OCCUl'S behind it; and when
there is simultaneous effusion into the vitreous humour, the diagnosis is at first often very uncertain, and the investigation, in
wbat directions perception of light has remained, is, on account
of the opacity of the blood accumulated in the lower parts of
the vitreous humoUl', very deceptive. - The hremorrhages here
spoken of, certainly OCCUl' more frequently in myopic tban in
otber eyes, and it is easy to understand that while in atrophy
the largel' bloodvessels of the chorioidea continue long filled with
blood, the disposition to laceration through further extension must
exist. However, on account of the frequent occurrence of detachment by aserous fl.uid, precisely in myopic eyes, the separation of tbe
]'etina is in them comparatively still more rarely the result of effusion
of blood, than in other eyes. To effusions of blood in the retina
itself, and rrom the retinal vessels, the myopic eye is also very much
inc1ined. The circumscribed extravasation of blood, sometimes to
be seen in the yellow spot, and in same measure elevating the latter,
is certainly derived from effusion from a chorioideal vessel; on the other
hand, we not unfrequently see in the retina itself a number of smaller
extravasations near the retinal vessels, and apparently derived fl'om
the latter. Of some larger retinal sanguineous infiltrations it is also
more than probable that they took their origin from retinal vessels.
The chief symptom in these cases is the scotoma, or the interruption
of the :field of vision, which is always more remarked and more
troubles 0 me, the closer it is to the yellow spot.
With all these morbid changes in the fundus oculi occur, to a
greater than ordinary extent, changes in the vitreous humour, which
in general give rise only to :flakes fl.oating before the :field of vision,
but, nevertheless, in some in stances, especially when they are of a
membranous nature, vel'y essentiaIly interfel'e with the power of
vision ; and with these changes of the vitreous hUmOlIT is combined
the disposition to opacity of the lens, which, undoubtec11y, is @reater

26
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in myopes than in emmetropes. It is remarkable that in the commencement of cataract myopes imagine that it is only their myopia
which is increasing. As they see objects at a short distance from
the eye uuder great augles, they do not so immediately experience
much inconvenience, for example, in reading. Therefore, they remark at most that with respect to distinguishing at a distance they
are retrograding, and they are surprised only that their myopia, which
ought to imprave with years, as it is said, is on the increase.
In connexion, finally, with high degrees of staphyloma posticum,
glaucoma is not unfrequently developed, especially at a more advaneed period of life; this, ho wever, in its typical farm, belOllgs
rather to the emmetropie and to the hypermetropie eye. When
combined with high degrees of M, it appears as if it ought, even in
its origin, to be considered as a distinet form of disease, having for
the most part, in common with ordinary glaucoma, only increased tension of the eyebaU and excavation of the optie nerve. It is glaucoma
simplex in so far as the ordinary inflamllatory symptoms proper to
glaucoma are wanting, but beyond this it is distinguished from ordinary glaucoma by less hardness of the eyebaU, oblique direction of
the excavation, unusual limitation of the field of vision, and the
absence of other symptoms; while, moreover, we cannot in these
cases reek on sa certainly upon the results to be obtained by ll'Ïdectomy, as in the ordinary cases of glaucoma.-Lastly, we have still
to observe, in connexion with this subject, that in apparent strabismus
convergens (the result of displacement of the visualline) the mobility
of strongly myopie eyes is often somewhat limited, that especially
sufficient convergence for binocular vision is not attained, so that
perseverance in the attempt to effect it leads to muscular asthenopia,
and therefore those who are highly myopie usually read only with
one eye, and that not unfrequently relative, alld at length absolute diverging strabismus is the result. Of this I think it more
convenient to speak in a separate paragraph.

§ 31.

INSUFFIOIENOY OF TITE INTERNAL MUSCLES AND DIVERGING
Sl'RABISMUS, BOTH RESULTS OF

M.

Diverging strabismus is in genera! combined with M. In the
commencement of my statistical investigations, I had become aware
of the connexion between hypermetropia and strabismus convergens ;
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but I was far from suspecting that myopia stands in almost as close
arelation to strabismus divergens. Systematic investigation fust
brought this to ligM.
The nature of the connexion is not, however, in each case the
same. If hypermetropia pro duces strabismus convergens, this takes
place in fact in virtue of the ten sion of accommodation required in
consequence of the anomaly of refraetion. If strabismus divergens
arises, in connexion with myopia, the anomaly of refraetioD, as such,
is not indeed wholly without action, but the anatomical element has
the ehief causal iniluence, I mean the distention and the altered
form, qf the eyeóaU: therefore where myopia exceptionally depends
on other causes, consequent strabismns is not to be expected. In the
ordinary forms of M, the greater dimensions in general in themselves interfere with the mobility of the eye, but still it is chie:fl.y the
ellipsoidal form, which, in turning round the short axes in a cavity
of similar shape, in eonsequenee of the required change of form, gives
rise to great resistanee. Besides, the eentre of motion has removed not
ollly fr om the anterior but also·from the posterior surface of the eye.
Besides its positionis in general not unfavourable. Investigations made
in concert with Dr. Doyer showed, namely, that it is situated behind
the middle of the visual axis, alld indeed in sueh proportion, that the
part in front of the eentre of motioll is to the part of the visual axis
behind this eentre as 57'32 : 42'46, that is about = 15 : 11. But
almost the same proportion was found also in the longer visual axis
of myopes: it is in the latter on an average even somewhat 1ess
favourable, namely, = 56'83 : 43'17. The annexed tabie, in which
the angle a IS also introdueed (compare p. 181), contains the results
of observation in detail.

2
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Length "};1;.e Vibu.l
No.

.A.ge,

Eye,

M

,

- - --I
I

2

32
26

"3 27
"
"
4" 35
5
6

t8
26

"7
8

"
49
19

4"
9
10

"
35
18
23
9
23

11

10

D
D
S
S
D
D
D
D
S
D
D
S
S
S
S
D
D

1: 16
1: 10
1: 10
1: 9'25
1: 0'25
1: 6'25
1: 6'25
1: 5'25
I: 5'25
1: 4'75
1: 4'75
1: 4'75
1; 4'25
1: 4'25
I: 4'25
1: 3'75
1: 2'25

To tlle
:Retina,

22'96
23'43
23'43
23-[;3
24'24
24'24
24'24
24'69
24'69
24'99
24'99
24'99
25'39
25'39
25'39
25'91
29-56

Position of tbc Cen tre of
l\IoUon

Bchind tbe
nafore thc
Ta thc
Antcrior Sur~ l:lostcrior
Postcrior
Surfnceoftl1e f.\ce ofthe Surface <lfthe
Cornea..
Sclcrotic.
Sclcrotic.

a

13'49
13'49
13'59
15'22
14'19
13'18
14'97
13'77
14,78
14'90
14'64
14'52
13'79
15'52
15'97
14'91
15'86

5 0 '00
4°'00
5"'25
4°'00
4°'00
-1°'50
4°'75
1°'50
1°'00
-1°'25
-1°'00
-1°'00
1Q'75
4°'50
2°'00
2°'00
-1°'50

24'16
24-53
24'53
24'63
25'04
25'04
25'04
25'39
25'39
25'59
25'59
25'59
25'89
25'89
2.5'89
26'31
29'76

10'67
11'04
10'94
9,41
10'85
11'86
10'07
11,62
10,61
10'69
10'95
11-07
]2-10
10'37
9'92
11'40
13'90

The table shows that, with a single exception, the centre of motion
in the myopic eye is absolutely farther from the posterior surface of
the sclerotic than in the emmetropic (= 9'99 mm,), and in general
the more so, the higher the degree of 1\1 is; and almost invariably, too,
the 1'elative position in the visual
is more unfavourable. Moreover the angle a (between the axis of the cornea and visual line) is
particularly smalI, and in five cases is even negative, that is, it is
situated to the outsiae of the axis of the cornea.
As a result of the greater distance from the celltre of motion to
the posterior surfaee of the sclerotie, the excursions are in these cases
greater for equal degrees of rotation, and turning is therefore necessarily limited. This limitation would be still greater, if the entranee
of the optie nerve was not, in consequence of disproportionate
extension of the externaZ posterior part of the segment, usually
transferrec1 more inwards, and thus removed eomparatively Ie ss from
the eentre of motion. Besides, the greater distance between the
centre of motion and the points of insertion of the muscles, to
which distance the arc of rotatioll, obtained with a given shortenÎ11g
of the muscles, is inversely proportional, may contribute to produce
limitation.
Meanwhile, apart from all this, the longer eyeball, as such, su:fficiently accounts for the existing limitation. Tlris is true of move-

ms
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ment both inwards and outwards. In myopes it is so general, that
of the seventeen eyes nine feil so short, that in the determination of
the centre of motion our method (compare p. 185), requiring an
excursion inwards and outwards of not more than 28°, was not applicable without modification. The limited movement outward has, in
the first place, no other re sult than that the Iateral excursions for
distant binocular vision are less, and that turning the head more
rapidly must supplement it, which besides is necessary in wearing
spectacles. But the insufficiency of the turning inwards has other
and more important results, which we have consecutively to con sider, in order to arrive at the occurrence of absolute diverging strabismus, as its ultimate effect.
In8ujficiency Qf the i?~warà movement we assume, when the visual
lines cannot be brought to intersect at a distance of 2/1'5, at which
they cut one anot.her under an angle of about 51 0 • In high
degrees of myopia this insufficiency exists almost without exception.
For this a double cause may be assigned. In the fust place, the
mobility is, as we have seen, actually diminished by distention and
modification of form, and the insufficiency is so far to be considered
ab8olute. But, in the second place, in order to bring the visuallines
to intersect at the distance of 2"'5, the angle a being small, the axes
of the cornea must be bl'ought under still 8t?'onger convergence than
in emmetropic eyes. We thus llllderstand that even wbere the inward movement does not fall absolute]y too short, it must at least
relatively do so. _
N ow the insufficiellcy of which we are here speaking, leads in some
instances to fatigue in vision, when the work requires a cerlain convergence to be maintained for a long consecutive period (a8thenopia

'fIzuscula?'is) ,
Cases have occurred to me, in 11'hich thel'e was at fil'st vision with
both eyes, but where, on fatigue, the one eye gave way, and the work
was then attended with less difficulty; others where precisely that
giving way caused tl'ouble and Was complained of, '1'his lattel' state
I met with where the degree of M was comparatively slight, ancl
where, t.herefol'e, besides the resistance of the eye, a certain weakness
of the mus des (not only insufficiency of movement, but true in8ufficlenc?! qf the 1Ituscztli ?'ecti intenzi) must be understood : a conditioll,
Wllich in moderate degrees of M, I llave found to be hereditary, with
the phenomena just described. With this giving way 011 continued
tension ?'elative àiverfJing stmbi81JZ1t8 is already admitted: at a
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greater distance the visuallines are properly directed; in close work
only one eye is used.
Relative diverging strabismus is here represented as the re sult, in
some sense as a further development, of the insufficiency of the inward movement. To a certain extent this is correct. But if we
endeavour to define this relative strabismus, it appears that it is
inseparable from high degrees of M, and that TI the movement were
not at the same time limited, the strabismus woulcl nevertheless be
present. Relative diverging stl'abismus, in fact, exists, so soon as the
proximity reqnired for acute sight excludes binocnlar vision. In unlimited convergence aIso it therefore occurs, so soon as the farthest
point of distinct vision has approached to within the point of convergence of the eyes. Taken in this sense, relative diverging
strabismus is, for example, with M

> 2~

necessarily present:

always indeed (cases of strabismus convergens excepted), when there
is acute vision without glasses, the one eye has deviated outwards.
In the foregoing it is included that relative diverging strabismus may arise: on the one hand, where there is considerable
insufficiency of the mus culi recti interni, without any myopia; on
the other, in high degrees of myopia, without any insufficiency. In
fact, it occurs in its most important forms, when Mand insufficiency'
are combined in a moderate degree. Myopia must here be our
starting-point. If the myopia be absent, the illsufficiency usually
pro duces only muscular asthenopia, and is seldom developed to strabismus divergens. If M be present, a number of causes coincide, to
produce strabismus divergens, at least relative, and precisely thus
to prevent asthenopia muscularis.*
The formula is simpie, and has already been given above iu reference to insufficiency : myopia requires more convergence of the visual
lines, because vision takes place closer to the eye, and precisely in
M the convergence is for two reasons more difficult, :/lrst, on
account of the impeded movement, and secondly, on account
of the altered direction of the visual lines (tl1e smaller angle a).
0;0

Thus we read also in yon Graefe (A?'chiv j. Oph. B. viii. p, 343):-

" Tt has been already mentioned that myopia supplies an important, but not
absolntely preponderating contingent (in muscular asthenopia). The latter
wouIa indeed be the case, if thoso who aI'O h(qMy myopie did not pass
tlwou,qh tlw pOl'iod of asthonopia into stl'abismus divel'f}ens, muelt moro
,rapidly than hypermetropes and emmetropes."
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That relative diverging strabismns occurs preferentially in M, follows
from these facts as a matter of conrse. And tros is still more the
case beeause the need of binoeular vision an.d the aversion to double
images, here afford no important counterbalancing power. It is
almost always a smaH object that the myope wishes to see acutely:
he approximates it to the eye that he wishes to use, and the other is
meanwhile directed to remote objects which, on account of tbe myopia,
supply very diffuse, and therefore but very slightly disturbing images.
If now vision onee takes plaee with deviation, there can be little
tendency to make the tellsion required for convergence ;-the less
so, because at the same time the distance R (that of the farthest point
of distinct vision) would become smaller, and the object should
therefore be held still closer to the eye. Precisely when c1i:fficulty
in convergenee begins to be experienced, does the associated tension of accommodation become particularly great.
In progressive myopia we often observe how binoeular vision
attempts to maintain itself against the relative diverging strabismus.
It is, however, usually obliged speedily to give way to the fatigue
arising from the tension. Reading, for exampIe, is at first binocular,
but after some time one eye yields, involuntarily and unconsciously,
so that the complaint is made that one page moves over the other.
We can now establish numerons transitions. If an object be approximated more and more to the eycs, the convergence increases to
nearIy its maximum. If the object remains here, one eye yields the
more speedily, the ne arel' the object had approached to the maximum of convergence. It immediately gives way when the object
is bronght to within the maximum of convergence. This happens
likewise directly when in strong convergence the one eye is covered
with the hand. If the covering hand is now removed, the yielding
of the convergence nevertheless continues. Even when the object was
approximated to the eye, while before the other open eye the hand is
held, the eon vergen ce is seldom su:ffi.cient: the endeavour to maintain the binocular vision commenced at a greater distance, was
the absolute condition under which the convergence was cleveloped;
in perfectly established relative divergillg strabismus, even undel'
that condition, it is absent. The greatest di:ffi.culty is always experienced when the eyes are directed npwards. As a trallsition we
ob serve, that in fatigue there is no eonvergellce, while the latter
appears after rest has been elljoyec1.
On the boundaries between alternutillg a11(l confirmec1 relative
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diverging strabismus lies a pl'actically important condition, to which
I formerly directed attention.* The condition is this: there is sLill
tendency to convergence, tlris is seeu on approximating an object:
but even before the distance of distinct vision is attaiued, or ai
least soon aftel', the one eye deviates. If we now give concave
spectacles, which bring the binocular farthest point to 8 Ion, or
12/, vision again takes place with both eyes. Often, howevel', complaints are now heal'd of the occurrence of fatigue, and examination
shows, that not the tension of accoromodation, but the convel'gence
required, slight as it is, is the cause thereof. Oonsequent1y,
asthenopia muscula1'is is in operation, so that, in order to make
binocular vision possible, a combination of the concave with a prismatic glass is required. In these cases it is especially evident, that
the cause of the relative diverging strabisrous is to be sought solely
in the impeded movement inwards, whiJe the tendency to co-opel'ation
of the two retinas for the sake of binocular vision may continue undisturbed. It is only in absolute diverging strabismus that that
tendency is, as sha11 hel'eafter appeal', not uufrequeutly removed.
We have above seen, how in progressive M binocular vision for
near ohjects usually in vain endeavours to maintain itself. To tlris
there are, 110weve1', exceptions. « A powerful simultaneous action of
the recti interni" even belongs, according to von Graefe, t to a
cc relati ve normal shortsightedness." He goes so far as to assert, that
it is to be considerea as a pathologicaZ conditiO?t, « when the increase
in the power of tension of the interna1 rouscles of the eye does not
continue in harmonic development with tbe increase of the l'efractive
conditioll (of the myopia)." lndeed, even in high aegrees of M,
whet11er on account of a favourable size of the eyeball, or of an
original or acquired preponderance of the internal recti muscles, tl1e
visuallines may sometimes be properly directed in close vision, and
may without effort be kept in that direction. But this in many
cases is obtained only at the expense of the mobility outwards.
Limitation of the latter is, in such instances, rarely absent, ana. it
may now attain to that degree, that the visua11ines callIlOt in distant
VjSiOll be brought to parallelism, which constitutes relative converging
stl'abismus. Ana if wit11 incl'easing M in these cases the convergCllce for near objects a1so becOlues insufficient, we have the singular combinatioll of l'elative diverging strabismus, in vision for neal'
objects, with relative convel'giug strabismus in distant vision, while
H
,

* Arcltiv jUl' OpTttltal1ll. B. vii. A.bth. 1, p. 83.
i Al'cln'v, B. m., 1, p. 309.
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at a medium distance a certain margin has remained for binoculal'
VlSlOn. Tt reminds us of tbe combination of M with presbyopia.However, as I have observed, this is all exceptional. 'l'he mIe is,
tbat the facility of convergence does not keep pace with the development of the myopia, and that the tendency to relative diverging strabismus rapidly becomes remarkable. I satisfied myself by investigation, that, proceeding from the visual lines, in M tbe mobility
inwards is in a great number of cases very soonlimited,* while that
outwards is in no way impeded, nay, that under the influence of a
prism, the visuallines can generally be brought even under greater
divergence than in non-myopes. It appeared, indeed, to be in favour
of the more ready convergence of myopes, that, as my determinations
of the relative range of accommodation showed, certain degrees of
convergence are possible, without proportionate tension of accommodation. This, however, furnishes no absolute pro of. From this we
learn only that, by practice, tbe association of accommodative tension
may, up to a certam degree, become independent of the efl'ort at convergence, without preventing its reappearance when the efl'ort is stronger.
The absolute diverging stmbislnus is distinguished by divergence
of the visuallines in distant vision. In close vision the divergence
sometimes l'emains unchanged; generally it dimillishes, or even gives
place to a certain degree of convel'gence, but not being sufficient,
binocular vision is still cxcluded. In a few cases, however, J
observed, that in looking to a great di stance divergence existed, but
tbat, on looking to the distance of some feet or some inches, this gave
way to suJficient convergence, which was then, however, not to be
maintained. The fact is remarkable. The explanation may be, that
bmocular vision is much more important for the estimation of near,
than for that of remote, objects.-.A.t fust, diverging strabismus
exists usually in a slight degree, and only 810wly inCl·eases. Sometimes
it contimles in but a slight c1egree during the whole of life. I have,
indeed, found that precisely the highe st degrees of diverging strabismus not unfrequently have another origin than simple myopia.
It is commonly the bustom to appIy the term squint exclusively
to the absolute form. In this sense it is less frequent tban
strabismus convergens. Ancl if, nevertheless, a certain numbel'
,. On this subject still further investigations have been made by one of om
students, Mr. Schuerman: the mobility of the eyes, the maximum of couvergence, the relation to prismatic ginsses, &c., hnve been, in connexion with the
nxis of the cornea nnd the visunlline, with determinntion, nt the snme time, of
the position of the centre of motion, investignted in eyes of different l'efrnction.
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of cases, about equal to that in stl'abismus convergens, is to be
explained by primary distnrbance of the mnscles (paralysis, inflammation, spasm, complicated congenital anomalies, &c., a blind eye
also often deviates outwards), myopia cannot occupy the same prominent position as an etiological element, that hypermetl'opia does
in reference to strabismus convergens j nevertheless, in about twothirds of the cases of absolute diverging t'-tl'abismus, myopia was
met with. But if, on the other hand, we take ?'elative diverging strabismus also into account, the diverging form is as frequent, if not
more frequent than the converging ; and now, moreover, the extraordinary causes, originally proceeding from the muscles Ol' from blindness in one eye, faU into the background: therefore in at least 90 per
cent. of the cases of ?'elative diverging strabismus we fiud l\L-It
is often remarked that while strabismus convergens usually occurs
in childhood, stl'abismus divergeus is most frequently not developed
until a later period. The observation is correct. The fact is connected with tlle cause of its occurrenee : Jl?'o[J?'e88ive ??t!Jopia.
N ow if, in general, absolute diverging stl'abismus proceeds from
relative, it is far from being the case, as appears even from the
l'elations described, that the relative should always be followed by
the absolute form. This appeal's to be rathel' the exception. We
here meet with a like relation to the caut'-e as in converging strabismus. Thus, as most hypermetropes are spared from the latter
affectiou, we certainly fiud mauy myopes with relative diverging
strabismus, without the absolute form bcing developed from it.
Here, therefore, the question also arises: What accessory circumstance causes the true absolute diverging strabismus to occur?
Pel'haps we may be able to invert this question, if we first consider why, in generaI, the relative deviation predisposes to the absolute. The result of this consideration may be thus formulised:Relative diverging strabismus gives dissimilar images on the two
yenow spots, particularly in close vision. r:ehe need of equality of
impressions, the effort at simple binocular Vision must, in general,
be consequently weakened. A commencement of deviation, having
arisen where much advauced convergence was required, immediately
attains a tolerably high degree, by simply yielding to the natural tension of the muscles,-partly also, perhaps, although unconsciously,
in order to make the double images more remote from each other,
or to exclude tlle teusion of accommodation associated with diffi-
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cult convergence, and tbus to remove tbe farthest point of distinct
vision from tbe eye. In general, when, for example, with blindness of one eye, the internal recti muscles are no longer for tlH'
sake of binocular vision of near objects stimulated to contraction, they
SOOD, through diminished energy, become ineffectual, and strabismus
divergens is the usual result thereof. Relative diverging strabismus
now leads to similar inaction, likewise followed by diminished energy.
Thus two important factors coincide: slight resistance to double
images, and diminished force of the internal muscles. It can, tllerefore, not be a matter of surprise that, in distant vision also, the action
of the latter soon fails. And this must occur the sooner in myopes,
because the angle a is particularly smal1, and therefore distant
vision requires a slighter divergence of the corneal axes than in emmetropes. N ow, if t.he action of the internal muscles be once
weakened, the effort to overcome the tendency to divergence wi1l
easily make the farthest point of distinct vision approach the eye,
will thus render the retinal images of remote objects still more
diffuse, and instinctively this effort will therefore not occur, or it
will be removed.
Thus, undoubtedly, the origin of absolute diverging strabismus is
satisfactorily explailled. If I am not mistaken, we must now really,
as I foresaw, invert the foregoing question. We ask no longer:
What accessory circumstancc, where relative diverging strabismus
exists, leads to the development of the absolute variety? Wc
rather inquire: What is the reason that not every relative diverging
strabismus is followed by the absolute form?
In the fust place, 1 remark that absolute diverging strabismus is,
as I :find more and more every day, in high degrees of myopia very
general, much more general tban is supposed. Slight degrees pass
unobserved, because, although the visual lines diverge, the corneal
axes exhibit no particular divergence, often certainly still less than
in non-squinting hypermetropes: it is not until the properly directed
eye is covered, that it appeal's that the visualline of the other was
directed too much outwards. But I repcat the question: What is
the reason why not eVe1'Y relative diverging strabismus is followed
by the absolute form?
The cause of this lies partly in the maintenance of binocular
vision. Although, in consequence of l'elative diverging strabismus,
the attempt to obtain equal impressions on the two yellow spots and
on further corresponding points is weakened, it is not extinguished.
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This attempt alone sometimes restrains the deviation. In many the
Olle eye actually turns out'l>ards behind the hand, to reassume a
proper direction when uncovered. And where this giving way does
not take pI ace, it is sufficient to hold a weak prismatic glass, with
the refracting angle towards the nose, before the eye, to satisfy ourselves of the attempt at binoeular vision : we immediately see a convergen ce set in, eorrecting tbe action of the prism. Only in the
highest degrees of myopia, where even no strongly-murked object
forms comparable images, is the convergence absent in this experiment. It thus also appears that acute sight is not an absolute
eondition for, if possible, maintaining single vision.
Further, we seek the cause of the absence of absolute strabismus
in limited mobility of the eyes. Turning the great ellipsoidal eyeball of IllJopes is impeded not only inwards, but sometimes also
outwards. This obstruction may go so far tbat, as I have above
remarked, relative converging strabismus in distant vision may be
eombined with relative diverging strabismus in near vision. But
even if it does not aUain this degree, it really hinders an excessive
deviatiou outwards, especially when it is allied to the neeel of binocular vision.
Thus then, just as in converging strabismus, different impelling
and rcsisting forces contend with one another, and it is in fact difficult to say under what conditions the first acquire the preponderance.
Experience diel not at least immediately reveal them.
Undoubtedly, however, there come uncler observation: a, eÏl'eumstances which promote movement outwards; b, sueh as deprive binoeular vision of its value. Among the :first we inelude an original
preponderance of the eXLernal rccti muscles, more thun ordinary displacement of tlle visuallines, in eonsequenee of myopia (extraordinarily slight or even negative value of the angle a), further a
favourable form for outward movement, and superficial position of the
eyeball. Among the lattel' may be reckoned, diminished aeuteness
of vision in the one eye, and espeeially a difference of refraetion in
the two eyes. rfhis last oecurs as an influenLial factor. If the
drfferellce of refraction is great, the one eye highly myopic, the other
scarcely so Ol' even emmetropie, the rule is perhaps that in distant
vision the myopic eye has deviated outwards. These cases furnish a peculiar form of strabismus divergens, which certainly deserves
to be thoroughly investigated and separately described. Sometimes,
especially at first, the squint is intermittent, and manifests itself only
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either on fatigue or under certain states of mind; in other cases it
may, even when highly developed, be overcome by the will, particularIy for near objects, fol' a short interval, although not without
rapidly supervening fatigue, alld at all events without essential
advantage to the sight. Not unfrequently, too, the one eye is used
in distant, the other in close vision. Usually each eye projects and
judges correctly, while it sees independently, alld notwithstanding it
is declared that the same object seen with the one eye appears largel',
with the other smaller. More that is remarkable stIll remains to be
mentioned, and especially to be investigated, on this subject. As to
its pathogeny, with which alone we are, properly speaking, at present
concerned,-it is easy to see th at, in the fust place, binocular vision
in these cases has not much value; secondly, that, particularly in
distant vision, the double images of ordinary objects are scarcely
observed, and the patient thus easilyabstracts from the impression of
the strongly myopie eye; thirdly, that the limited mobility in this
case affects onIy the one eye, and á relative deviation outwards must
therefore meet with less diffi.culty; and finally, that so soon as any
tension of the musculi recti interni is required, in order to prevent
divergence of the visual lines, this tension will therefore be absent,
becanse the weakly myopie or emmetropie eye seeillg toIel'ably
aeutely at a rustance, in consequellce of the accompanying tension
of accommodatioll, immediately perceives less perfecily.
It is weIl known that Buffon (fhw la cm/se du strabisme ou des yeux
louclws, in jJIemoÏ1'es de l'Académic, 1743,-to be found also in Buffon,
Histoi/'c, &c., Supplém. iv., p. 416, Paris, 1777) sought the principal cause
of squinting in a difference between the two eyes. That dift'erence he calls
rather indefinitely, "une inégalité de force dans les yeux." Evidently he
had in view in his definition a difference in refraction; but in his eÀamination of squinters this is sometimes confounded with a difference in acuteness of vision. Buffon especially endeavours to show, that unequal impressions of the same objects on corresponding palts of the retina are more disturbing than those of wholly different objects. The one eye would therefore instinotively deviate where there is a great ditterenoe between the eyes.
In this he has had in view chiefly, I should almost say exclusively,
strabismus convergens ; but at the close of his essay he speaks also of
some oases, "where one eye is used in looking at distant, the other at
near objects, while the unused eye deviates either inwal'ds or outwa?·ds."
Besides, Buffon thinks that, sa far as the regions of accommodation for
the two eyes coincide, even when the boundaries of those regions differ,
both eyes may l'eceive sharp images of the same object, and that thus the
tension of accommodation in each eye, independently of ihe other, can
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regulate itself according to the distance of the object. On this error a great
deal of his demonstration rests.
Joh. Mueller (Vergl. Pltysiologie, etc., p. 228), admitting the fact, is not
satisfied with Buffon's explanation. He gives us another, remarkable
chiefly because in it a disturbed connexion between convergence and
accommodation is assumed. We miss in Mueller the distinction between
presbyopia and bypermetropia j nor does he ask whether strabismus convergens or divergens is to be eXplained, and a clear insight into the cause
of the affection could not thus be acquired. But we find the expelÏment
stated in wbicb, by holding a concave glass before one of the eyes, strabismus convergens is excited, so soon as this eye is used for acute vision,-an
experiment which explains the exceptional cases of strabismus convergens,
where the properly-directed eye is hypermetropie, the deviating eye less
hypermetropie, or even emmetropie, but originally amblyopie. Had Joh.
Mueller held a negative glass before each eye, it would not have escaped
him, that thus also a deviation inwards is readily produced, and probably
his clear glance would at once have penetrated the charaoter of hypermetropia and its connexion with strabismus.
Some (compare Bohm, Das BeMelen, l. c. ; Artl, Die Kranklteiten des
Auges, B. iii., pp. 306 et seq., Prag, 1856) attach too much, others (compare Ruete, Leltrbuclt der Oplttltalmologie, B. ii., p. 524) attach too little
value to difference between the two eyes, whether in acuteness of vision or
refraction, in reference to the origin of strabismus. I think I have shown
that the differenoe mentioned does not ocour as the immediate cause of
strabismus, but that it may be the reason why, with certain determining
conditions, to be sought in the non-deviating eye, strabismus is produoed.
The connexion, too, between myopia of the two eyes, and strabismus
divergens was formerly not completely overlooked. Joh. Mueller (Vel'gleichende Pl!ysiologie, p. 237) even describes a strabismus myopum. "lt
is known," thus he commences the explanation of the mode of development, "that shortsighted people look at very near objects only with
one eye, while the other eye, whioh is also nearsighted, completely turned
away and directcd to a distanoe, sees indistinotly or not at all." Tbis is
the state whioh we have called l'elative divel'ging st1'abismus. lt has been
desoribed by Buffon, as oocurring in hls own eyes. In his own case he introduces the difference of the images in the two eyes into the explanation ;
but in general he finds in the extraordinary convergence required by
myopes, the reason, " that the sight is fatigued and less distinct than in
looking with a single eye." Mueller assigns the fust place to the same
ëause, but in addition points to the increasing refraction pl'oduoed by the
convergence. However, in explaining why the visual axis subsequently
deviates permanently also more or less from the normal direction, he thinks
only of the neglect of one eye resulting from the deviation, nor do we
then read that this deviation takes plaoe positively outwards.-Ruete, too
(l. c., B. i. p. 226), speaks of the connexion between myopia and stro.bis mus. We saw, that, while in general relative diverging stra.bismus and
a tendency to absolute are connected with high deg'rees of progressive myopia, the cOllvergence in close vision is exceptionally maintained, though at
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the expense of parallelism in distant vision. N ow this exception, whereby
converging strabismus-relative, if we will-is combined with progressive
myopia, was recognised by Ruete, not the diverging strabismus, which is the
rule. Even of the existence of relative diverging strabismus he could not
satisfy himself, undoubtedly because he sought it in too slight degrees of
myopia, where it is usually wanting.
On the whoIe, little satisfaction is obtained by consulting the more recent
copious literature on strabismus, with reference to its causes. Strabi,smus
divergens, in particular, is very imperfectly treated of. A distinction of
the causes, according to the different forms, is not to be met with, and
whel'e the causes of strabismus in general are spoken of, the writers have
evidently been :filled with the idea of strabismus convergens. I have yet
onIy to refer to the writings of von Graefe, with respect to the insutliciency
of the internal recti muscles, in the numerous modifications of which the
gradual transition to strabismus divergens is to be sought, and where it
certainly has been sought for by von Graefe. "We may in general "-thus
we read in his latest essay (Archiv j. Opl!t7~., B. vüi., Abth. 2)-" de:fine
the insufliciency as a dynamic outward squint, varying according to the
distances of the object, which is at tlte time overcome by the attempt at
single vision." If we reflect that, even according to von Graefe, this effort
must in myopia often give way, it is as if we, under certain conditions,
already see before us the development of absolute diverging strabismus.
Our investigations have thus led us to a striking re sult, which may be
expressed in the following antithesis :-

Hype1'1net1'opia causes accommodative astl1enolJia, to be activcly OVe1'C01Jle
by strabismus convel'[Jens.
Myopia leads to muscula1' ustltenopia, passive!!! yieldin[J to stl'ubismus
divcl'fJcns.

§ 32.

H YGIENE.-1'R'EA'fMEN'f .-SPEOTAOLES.-hLUSTltATIVE
CASES.-HISTORY OF MYOPIA.

The cure of myoJlia belongs to the pia vota. The more our knowledge of the basis of this anomaly has been established, the more
certainly does any expectation in that direction appear to be
destroyed, even with respect to the future. So long as it was
thought thai the cause of myopia might be found in increased convexity of the cornea, the endeavour to resto re the latter, by pressure,
to its norm al curvature (Purkinje* and Ruete) appeared perhaps not
altogether to be rejected; but the idea, that the extended, attenuated,
• Nette Beiträge z. Physiologie des Seliens in suqjectivet, Hinsicht, p. 147.
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atrophic membranes in myopia, might be brought back to their
natnral coudition is simply absurd. We should not even be able to
approve of thc practice of those, who, in order to compensate for
the excessive length of the visual axis, endeavoured to bring the
arching of the cornea below the normal. Systematic pressure is au
excellent auxiliary in preventing a staphylomatous prominence of the
cornea in morbid softening during the process of recovery j but,
leaving out of the qucstion, whether a heaUhy cornea would be
affected by it, we should rcmember, that no more is to be expected
from a compensating f1attening thun from a negative glass: the
peculiar morbid process, on which the myopia depends, and which in
high degrees threatens the destruction of the eye, would remain
unchanged. Treatment is, alas, partly a matter of fashion. Thus discharging the aqueous humour from the anterior chamber of the eye,
is IlOW the order of the day. Some have even spoken of applying this
method in myopia. If it be intended thereby to make the cornea flatter,
the object willnot be attained in this way, which is the less to be
regretted, because, as I have aheady remarked, the myope would noi
be bene:fited by it: besides the paracentesis referred to is not always
itself equally harmiess. We formerly lived under the rule ofthe myotomists, l\endered rash by ignol'ance, some have actually employed
thei]' operation for the relief of myopia, and have even persuaded themselves that they had thus aceomplished a eure. The truth is) that they
in general subjected not myopic, but mtller hypermetropic, eyes, which
they Il1Îstook for myopie, to the operation, and that even in these the
latter was inel:fective. However, in another point of view, where
myopia really exists, tenotomy may sometimes be applicable. If the
muscles are, as a result of extension, permanently too much upon
the stretch, and if the bulb is consequently harder, the displacement
backwal'ds of the insertiolls by tenotomy might diminish the pressul'e,
and thus one of the cOllditions for furthel' development might be
removed. Division of the telldon of the rectus externus) is, as we
saw in the preceding section, not unfrequently indicated for promoting
convergence in high degl'ees of myopia, and by that division the bulb
also acquires less tensiOIlj now it has been proposed to divide the
tendolls of the rectus internus and rectus externus, in order ta
diminish the existing tension, and in some cases this lIas actually
been done. Further experience must decide as to the value of the
plan.-Lastly, the l'emoval of the crystalline lens has also been
suggestcu. When in a case of highly myopie stl'ucture of the eye,
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a lens affected with cataract has been successfully extracted, and a
nearlyemmetropic condition has been obtained, the operator has been
exposed to the temptation of endeavouring, by the abstraction of a
normallens, to remove the myopia. A patient, who was an amateur
in dioptrics, endeavoured to induce me to perform this operation !
But I need not say, that such a momentous umlertaking, doubly
dangerous where a myopie eye and a transparent lens are concerned,
without that, even in the most favourable case, any real advantage is to
be expected, would exhibit culpable rashness. Not only would the
staphyloma posticum continue eqnally threatening, bnt we should
also have sacrificed the accommodation-an advantage which that of
somewhat larger images than would be obtainable by neutralising
glasses, could by no means connterbalance.
From the above it follows, that the idea of curing high degrees of
myopia with developed staphyloma posticum must be abandoned.
The question is, whether slight degrees can really be cured. That,
throngh senile metamorphosis at an advanced period of life, they may
give way, we have alreauy seen. In young persons, on the contrary,
I have never established the fact of any diminution of the myopia.
Where the latter appeared, on superficial observation, to have taken
place, spasm of accommodation had been in operation. It has, however, often been asserted that slight degrees of myopia have yielded
to the employment of suitable measures. Some years ago Berthold*
proposed the use of a certain desk, called rltYO.Podi07·thoticon (I) by
which the myope was compelled to remain at a great distance from
what he was reading, while this distance was systematically increased.
Burowt, however, shows clearly, that no diminution of the myopia
is to be expected from this plan, as the accommodation for the
fart11est point is only a passive, and not an active operation, and he
supplies the proof from the experience of his own eyes. Berthold's
desk was a1so tried in vain at Köningsberg; and according to von
Hasner theattempt at Praguewas attended with no better result. However, the last-named writer expressly states, that myopia depending
upon slight degrees of staphyloma scleroticre, may, particularly in the
commencement, be again diminished by restraining the eye from
looking at near objects. Respect for Hasner's accuracy cannot prevent me from doubting the correctness of this assertion. I have,
~tnder aU circumstances, found steady increase of M in young indi'" Das l\'IyopodiorthoticoD, 1840.
t 7. c. p. 49.
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viduals; its diminution I have never observed. Many cases quoted
here and there lose all value as proofs, because it does not appear that
fhe farthest point of distinct vision, on which our judgment in thls
instance depends, was determined with the requisite accuracy. Even
in presence of the case quoted by von Hasner, where the myopia is
said to have given way aftel' typhus, I cannot abandon my scepticism. Had spasm, perhaps, previously existed, whlch was now
removed? Had myosis followed, which now made reading at a
greater distance possible ?-However this may be, we may safely
doubt the diminution of the staphyloma postiCUID, and require convincing observations from those who assert the contrary.
Tbe task of the oculist in myopia resolves itself into the followmg:1. To prevent the further development of the myopia, and the
occurrence of secondary disturbances.
2. By means of suitable glasses to render the use of the myopic
eye easier and safer.
3. To remove the asthenopia muscularis by the use of glasses or
by tenotomy.
4. To combat the secondary disturbances of the M.

1. In the exposition already given lies, I think, the proof, that
where predisposition exists, continued accommodation for near objects
promotes the development of staphyloma posticum. Where this
predisposition occurs we must be aware of it even from youth. We
have remarked that accommodation, as such, is not in this case in
operation, for in it only the form of the crystalline lens is changed,
and in M the latter has undergone no change. In a mediatc way,
therefore, through accessory circumstances, it must be, that accommodation for near objects promotes staphyloma posticum. Of such circumstances two especially come under observation: strong convergence
and a stooping position. As to the fust, in order to see acutely,
myopes must bring the object within the region of accommodation,
and where M is somewhat advanced, binocular vision under these
circumstances requires astrong convergence. Children alld young
myopes, with great power of accommodatioll, are even accustomed,
particularly in bad light, to bring the objects much nearer to the eyes
than the degree of the myopia, properly speaking, requires. This
strong convergence increases the tension of the eyeball by pressul'(~
of the muscles, perhaps also by pressure against the surrounding
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tissues, and increased pressure promotes the staphylomatous rustention. Especially when commencing insufficiency of the mmo recti
interni renders the convergence difficult, the latter is combined with
great tension of the eyeball. N ow strong converg~mce may be
avoided in various ways. In the fust place we cause the patient to
look much at a distance. But we cannot absolutely forbid looking
at near objects, and we therefore give spectacles which bring the
farthest point, 1·, to a sufficient distance; for example, to from 16 to
18 inches. At the same time the patient is to be strongly recommended not to look at a shorter distance than 16" or 14", to ",hich
young people have the greatest tendency; a ruler of this length may
serve as a measure to parents and masters as weIl as to t.he myope
himself. Moreover, it is desirabie that often (for example, every halfhour) work should be ruscontinued for a couple of minutes.-In very
high degrees of M, only one eye is usually employed in vision, and
thus convergence is excluded. This appears to me to be often a desirable condition : in strong M binocular vision loses its value, and the
tension which would be required for it cannot be otherwise than injurious. N ow, in such cases, for reading no spectacles are given; in
the :lirst place, because the acuteness of vision has usually somewhat
uecreased, and the diminution of concave glasses is now troublesome ;
iu the second place, because with the retrocession of r injurious efforts
at convergence and at binocular vision might be excited. In any
case the spectacles should be so weak as to avoid these results.
A stooping position was also mentioned as a promoting cause of
M. This position of necessity leads to accumulation of blood in the
eye: under the infiuence of gravitation, the affiux of blood takes place,
in fact, under higher pressure, and until the effiux, too, more pressure
remains in the veins; and with the augmented pressure of blood the
tensÎon of the fiuids in the eye increases. The symptoms of irritation
connected with hyperremia, which in young people usuallyaccompany progl'essive myopia are, 1 think, for the most part also to be
ascribed to the cause just mentioned. Even in non-myopes an unpleasant feeling of pressure in the eyes speedily occurs when the face
is held horizontally. N ow the increased tension of the fiuids certainly
promotes, as such, the development of staphyloma. But in yet another way the accumulation of blood is still more injurious, namely,
by promoting, perhaps even by exciting, the infiammatory affections
under whose infiuence the staphyloma is so rapidly developed. In
the hygiene of myopia, therefore, the very nrst point is to guard
2
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against working in a stooping position. While most work takes
plaee in a horizontal plane, myopes are onIy too much inclined to
it. Such a habit is usually opposed on the supposition that
the thoracic organs suffer from it. Without denying this, I think,
however, that it must be forbidden c11iefly -for the sake of the
eyes. In general everything will be useful for this purpose which
was recommended for the avoidanee of strong eonvergenee: to keep
objeets removed as far as the degree of myopia permits; to intermit
work frequently; by suitable glasses to bring j' to a sufficient distanee. But we mayalso add: to read with the book in the hand,
and in writing to use a high and sloping desk. '1'0 this last I
attaeh mueh importanee. Reetilinear drawing on a horizontal :mrface is decidedly very injurious to myopes. Again, with respect to
the thoracic organs, many think that in writing a standing position is
to be recommended. For that I see no particular reason. It is
suffieient that the height of the desk suit the height of the head, and
that the inelination be as great as eireumstances permit: in writing
the limits are when the ink no longer flows from the pen, but even
then a pencil may be used.-Further, those who are highly myopie
must be earnestly dissuaded from everything whieh gives rise to inereased aotion of the heart, and to tendeney of blood to the head,
with a view both to limit tbe progress of the myopia, and to prevent
the occurrence of secondary affeetions.
Il. The preseribing of speetacles for myopes is a matter of great
importanee. While emmetropie and hypermetropie eyes do not
readily experienee any injury from the use of unsuitable glasses, this
may in myopes, partieularly on account of the morbidly distended
condition of the eyeball, and of the tendeney to get worse, be very
dangerous.
There exists in general a dread of the use of too strong glasses.
It is laid down as a rule: rather too weak, or no glasses, than too
strong. In tbis rule the neeessary distinetion is lost sight of. Toa
strong glasses make hypermetropie eyes myopie, and myopie eyes
hypermetropie. The rule, therefore, eannot be equally true for both.
In faet, it is in general mueh less injurious to produce a eertain
degree of myopia than of hypermetropia, in wbieh last particularly
much is required of the aecommodative power. The rule would
therefore be more correetly stated thus: in nypermetropia we must
beware of giving too weak, in myopia of giving toa strong, glasses j a
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rule the seeond part of whieh we should especially insist upon. But
even by this little is gained. Not using glasses, or using too weak
glasses, mayalso be injurious to myopes. All the circumstances must
therefore be studied, which ean exereise an influence on the choice
of glasses. Tt is difficult to reduee these to definite rules. But to
attempt to do so is our task.
On a superficial view, we should suppose that we have only completely to neutralise each degree of myopia, in order to obtain all
the advantages connected with the emmetropie eye. The case is,
however, quite different. If in neutralised myopia the eye is equal
in its farthest point to the emmetropie, with respect to the relativc
limits of accommodation for caeh convergence there is a great
dilferenee, and in aeuteness of vision, toa, it usually fails. These
differenees alone would in themselves be sufficient very mueh to
limit the indication for perfect nentr:tlisation, and we sha11 beeome
acquainted with other circumstances still, whieh positively forbid it.
'l'he indication exists only:
1 0. 7fT!te1~ the glasses a1·e used exclusively for distant visio1t, for
example, in a double eye-glass, whieh is only at intervals held before the eyes. Evidently, in loóking to a great distance with snch a
glass the accommodation is in a state of rest, and its nse can therefore never eanse any injury. But sa soon as the same glasses are
nsed for shorter disLanees in looking at drawings, plate$, &c., the
exeeptions; of whieh I shall hereafter speak, come under observation.
2°. Whe1t the nzyopia is slight i1t 1'iferenee to the 1·ange if aeeomnzodation, and the eye is otherwise heatthy. In this case, neutralising glasses may be worn as speetacles, and may be nseu even in
reading and wrjting. I think it is even desirabie that this shonld
be done. When persans with moderate degrees of myopia have in
yonth accustomed themselves to the use of neutralising speetacles,
the eyes are in all respeets similar to emmetropie eyes, and the
myopia is, under snch eirellmstances, remarkably little progl'essive.
I am aequainted with numerous examples of tllis even amang thase
of my friends, who have passed their lives in study. Glasses of

- ;0'

adopted at seventeen years of age, are often still sufficient at

forty-five years, both for seeing acutelyat a distauce and for ordinary
close work. Not until the age at which emmetrapes need convex spectacles, and often even same years later, do the ncutralising spectacles
became rather too strong for close wori" and it is dcsir:tblc to procure
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somewhat weaker ones, which, with the narrower pupil peculiar ta
that time of life, are now nearly sufficient for distance also. At a still
more advanced age, according to the degree of the myopia, su:ffisciently correcting spectacles may be WOrD, and laid aside for work.In order to obtain all the advantages of concave glasses, the myope
must begin early with them. If the myopia amounts only to a
fourth or a third of the range of arcommodation, we may immediately wholly neutralise it. If it amounts to more, we must usually
begin with weaker glasses, and replace the latter at the end
of six months with stronger. If we have, without the necessary
transitions, givell toa strong spectacles, this may be immediately
evident from toa great a distance of the binocular nearest point,
but in any case it will be manifested by the occurrence of fatigue
(asthenopia) in close work. In this respect great individual differences exist, chiefl.y dependent on the position of the I'elative range
of accommodation. If this be unfavourable, we must more slowly
increase the strength of the glasses. The effect of wearing glasses
is, in fact, that the relative range of accommodation is displaced,
becoming gradually the same as the position proper to emmetropic eyes, aud therefore tlle binocular farthest point approaches
the eye, while the absolute farthest point 'r by na means does
so.-The myopia thus neutI'a1ised is less progressive, because
bath too strong convergence aud a stooping position are avoided.
But if the tendency to these is sa great that they still occur
in neutralised myopia, the use of glasses is dangerous, aud must
be discontinued, sa sa on as it appears that the myopia is particularly progressive. In this case it is necessary for a time to
forbid all close work.-Besides, if in the cases mentioned the nse of
concave glasses is desirabIe, it is not so necessary that we should
always be compelled to adopt them. Wamen particnlarly have a
right to be allowed same liberty in the matter.
Man!) Ci1'cu?nstances fm'bid the cO?nplete neutmtisation qf the
?n!)opia. They are connected with:
I

a. The de!J1'ee qf the ?JZ!)opia.-In very slight degrees, from

6~

to

1

IR' we may leave the myope to himself; in hig~er degrees tlle
nentralisation, as I eXplained under 2°, is desirabIe.
degrees, from

~ upwards, perfect
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close work, because, with regard to the usual diminution of the acuteness of vision, the images become too small. We should then rather
bring r to 12 Ol' 16 inches,*and letthepatientwearthesespectacles,
with which a lorgnette with glasses of - 11 ,- l~' respectively, is
2
also given, which may for distant vision be held before the spectacles.
The idea that there is anything injurious in this combination is au unfounded prejudice. We mayalso, with weaker spectacles for working, give stronger to be worn; but completely neutralising glasses
are not pleasant for a constancy, because the myopia is usually less
in indirect than in direct vision. If in general too strong glasses are
to be carefully avoided in myopia, the dangel' to be apprehended
from their use is greater the higher the degree of the myopia is.
b. The 9'ange qf accommodation.-If the range of accommodation
be, as is usually the case, proportionate to the time of life, the proper
mode of proceeding is included in what has been said under 2°. In
saying this, however, we take for granted that nearly neutralising
glasses have been used from youth. If this has not been the case,
the peeuliar position of the relative range of accommodation is attended ,vith difficulties. Moderate degrees of myopia, for example of

1~' we

can no longer completely neutralise at thirty-five years of

age. So long as only mstant objects are viewed with neutralising
spectacles, all is tolerably weU; but even in speaking with people
we hear c01llplaints of the tension required in order to see the eyes
and face aeutely, and work is, on the whole, not to be maintained
with them. We should then cantine ourselves to glasses, which
bring ~. to ab out 24H, giving, if necessary, still weaker ones for
working, and at the end of six months or more, we should examine
whether we can increase a littIe, without causing asthenopia.-Of
the optical aids in actual disturbances of accommodation, I shall
treat in speaking of the anomalies of accommodation.
o. Áouteness qf visi01t.-This has a great influence in the choice
of g1asses. We know that in the highest degrees, the acuteness of
vision is usually mminished, and therefore we must be very careful.
.. To bring r, instead of to

!..n weaker

00,

to n inches, we give glasses which are

than those required for complete neutralisation of the myopia.

Ir strong glasses are in question, the distance from the eye is also to be
taken into account in the cnlculation.
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Van Graefe has forcibly insisted on the great danger of giving strong
glasses for near objects, where the acuteness of vision is diminished.
The objects, especially letters in reading, then appear smaller, and
from the need of seeing them under a greater visual angle, such
shortsighted amblyopes, in order to be able to bring them neal'er,
put theu' accommodative power with all their might upon the stretch,
aud both 1,hl1s, and by the accompanying convergence, promote the
existing staphyloma. But, on the otlter band, witllOut glasses, the
convergence is still stronger, and tbe tendency to tbe bent position
is still greater. We thus find ourselves in a sad dilemma, wbich is
to be avoided onIy by, in great part, forbiddillg close work. The
most favourable circumstance is when in near vision convergence does
not take place, and thus only one eye is used. Less injury is then to
be expected from reading without spectacles, with the book in the hand,
but writing must be avoided. In the same cases we may permit older
persons to wear partially neutralising spectacles, and with these
spectacles, aided by a reading-glass, occasionally to peruse sometlring, which may in this way be done at a greater distance (compare pp. 229 et seq.). Smee advises that his amplifier should, under
these circulllstances, be used. In any case we Rhould insist upon
moderation in reading, and on the selection of large print, although
the latter is also attended with particular difficulties.-For the purpose of distinguishing pretty weIl at a distance in the highest degrees
of myopia with diminished acuteness of "ision, there is no other
meallS than the use of a double eye-glass, or of the very portable
glass-col1US of StcinheIl* for a single eye. In such cases, a wholly
neutralising concave glass makes the distant images appear so smal1,
and tbe objects so remote, that vision is by na means satisfactory.
Imperfectly neutralising glasses in a stenopreic frame, which limits
the remailling circles of diffusion, answer still better.
d. Age.-The influellce of age is, for the most part, comprised in
the dimillutioll of the range of accommodation, and of the acutelless
of vision. At a very advanced time of life, we need attend less
to the future than to the prese11t. We may therefore, i11 order
with diminished acutelless of vision to make reading still possible,
.. A. simple solid conus of glass, about one inch long, the base convex, the
opposite surface oonoave, with a smaller radius than the convex. It aets us
a Galilean telescope: parallel rays, refl'acted Qn the convex sUl'face, are
con verging in the glass, and, refraeted ugain on the concave surtace, obtain
a dh-erging direction, and can also unite on the retina of a corresponding
myopie eye. Thc mngnifying power increuses for the glass-eoni, required
in high degl'ees of myopin. Sn eh coni Ule to be had of Steinheil, Mnnich.
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in the slighter degrees of myopia, even with convex glasses, hrillg l' '
to 6", 5', and even c10ser to the eye. We should give only snch a
form of glasses as the patient can easily see over. aid people seldom
know how to derive mnch benefit from glasses à double fO?Je1·.

e. 1Yte 1zatUl'e qf the wade, aJzd the distariCe at w~ie!t it is ta be
jJe~fo1'Jned.-He

who in yonth lleutralises his myopia, can, if his
sight be otherwise gaod, also, later in life, perform mdinary work at
any distance required. He who, on the contrary, either could not
or would not wear spectacles, retains the relative range of accommodation peculiar to myopes, and now, when for any particular object
vision is l'equired at a somewhat greater distance, he cannot use completely neutralising spectacles. The rule is with the glasses, therefore,
to bûng the farthest point precisely to the distance at which acute
vision is needed. The necessity for this is feIt most in ladies, for
the reading of music, when l' must he brollght to from 18" to 24".
Meanwhile, they can, for distant vision, use a neutralising eyeglass.
It is also in general desirabIe in writing (in reading it is less necessary), in order to prevent a stooping position and strong convergence, to bring l' to from 14/1 to lW', sometimes even to 18/1, to make
ledger-work possible. Lustly, in order to see the writing in lerLul'rs,
especially in the pulpit, tJle farthest point must be brought precisely
to the requisite distance. Particular attention is necessary-even
though spectac1es were always worn-in the case of elderly IJeople,
who have lost their power of accommodation, and have not perfect
accuracyof vision,-in general in those whose myopia cannot be
nentralised. More especially where there is diminished acuteness of
vision we meet with difficulties, whieh by dimini~hing the distance as
much as possible, and giving proportiol1ately weaker glasses, we
cannot always overcome. Persons sa circumstanced are not satisfied.
They reacl the smallest writing at 3" or 4 distance, and are surprised
that they cannot with spectacles see much largel' writing at 18".
They do not consider that the distance is from four to six times
greater, and that by the concave glasses the images are still further
dimil1ished. Oonsequently there is nothing to be done, but to write
particularly large.
8

We have, in a separate section, treated of the vision of myopes.
We have also examined the direct infiuence of glasses on observation,
and on the estimation ofwhatis observed (pp.143 et seq.),and we need
the less to return to the subject, because many points bearing upon
it came agllill under our notice in spellking of the indications and
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contra-indications of concave glasses. As to the indirect influence
(the result of longel' use), we became acquainted with the displace~
ment of the relative range of accommodation, and the approxima~
tion of the binocular nearest point. We may still add that the at first
incorrect estimation of magnitude, distance, and form, is tolerably
quickly lost. It is l'emal'kable how myopes, when using spectacles,
immcdiately begin, nnconsciously, to wl'ite largel' than before, and
how, aftel' some time, they involuntarily resnme their smaller handwriting, nnless with considerable energy they resist the tendency to
do so. Another result of wearing spectacles is, that by being accustomed to look nearly through the axes of the glasses, the eyes
gradually limit their movements. Aftel' the removal. of the spectac1es, too, this limitation continues, and the movements of the
head especially provide for the necessity just mentioned, giving
a ppculiar bearing to myopes who are accustomed to wear glasses.
IIl.-We have already seen that in high degrees of myopia the
internal recti musc1es are often insu:fficient, and that this insu:fficiency
may be developed through different degrees to relative, and even
to absolute diverging strabismns (§ 31). The insufficiency first
makes itself known by asthenopia muscularis in binocular vision for
near objects. Sometimes we find (at least temporarily) the proper
remedy for tIl is state of things in concave glasses, which bring 1'2
to from 12" to 14", and we may try these, if there is no contraindication for other reasons against them. In using them we may, if it
seems necessary, somewllat diminish the mutual distance of the
glasses, by which less is reqnired of the internal muscles (compare
p. 167). In other cases the use of spectacles may itself give rise to
asthenopia muscularis. Thus, in very high degrees of myopia relative diverging strabismus is a very common occurrence: for the short
distance, at which vision is distinct, the convergence is, in fact, insu:fficient, and therefore only orre eye is used, while the other deviates
outwards. When, in snell cases, 9' is by concave glasses brought to a
greater distance, the effort at binocular vision sometimes returns i and
the musculi recti interni are then obliged to exert themselves so powerruily, that asthenopia mnscularis is unavoidable. N ow this is not
only troublesome aud fatiguing, but it is also injurious, as it affects
the further development of the myopia. If the one cye, so saon as
it is covered, perceptibly deviates outwards, and ou removing the
hand again tUl'llS illwards, in order to resume its former direction,
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we may expect the occurrence of asthenopia muscubris. It is aften
uifficult enough to decide what is to be done in such cases. For
tbe ruIes applicable to insufficiency of the interna1 muscles in nonmyopes, by no mc>ans hold good in tlle asthenapia muscu1aris of
myopie individuals. In the former the coudition referred to is, in
the first pIace, free from danger, and :it is even allowabIe to try by
systematic practice with prismatic glasses to excite the energy of the
interna1 rouscles. In myopia, on the contrary, cure of tbe insufficiency
of the internal recti muscles is not to be thought of. Once begun,
the insufficieIICY develops itself more and more, in double proportion,
when, as is usual, the myopia is progressive. Often no other result is
possible, than the exclusion of the one eye, with diverging strabismus.
In the worst cases the mobility is even sa limited, tbat it is insufficient both inwardly and outwardly. Both tbese conditions have
been distinctly enough put forward in the preceding paragrnph.
Seeing the danger connected with strong action of the musculi recti
interni, and the prospect of not being ah1e to prevent the progress of
the insufficiency, I have often askeà myself, whether we must not
simp]y subm:it to the tendency to outward ueviation, which removes
the asthenopia muscularis by the intervention of relative strabismus
divergens. Von Graefe* is of opinion that we shou1d decide upon
this sacrifice only in excessive myopia, in oruer to avoid asthc>nopia.
A middle course may, howevel', also be adopted: we may all ow
reading without glasses, that is with the exclusion of one eye; but
for writing and other \Vork, which, to prevent a stooping position,
must be pel'formed at a somewhat greater distance, we should give
prismatic-concave glasses. The concavity of these sllOuld be such
as to bring the fartbest point to from 12" to 10", and the angle of
the prism shou}(l be sa great that in looking to a distance of from
12" to 16", co vering one eye 8110uld na longer be followed by any
outward movement. Von Graefe is a great advocate of this combination, wllich, if it is arranged with strict care for individl1al cases,
rc>ally renders binocular vision, without asthenopia, possible. If" e
are particularly successful we may allow these glasses to be used also
in reading; if the difficulties are not altogether l'emoved, their nse
must be limited to writing, but even in this moderation must be observed; and if, aftel' repeated efl.'orts, the patient continues to C0111plain, we shou1d not hesitate to sacrifice the one eye.
t( The proper principal remec1y," says von Graefe,
is above all
t(

'*

Areltiv jül' OpMlialmologic, TI. viii . .A.bth. 2, p. 314.
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tenotomy of the musculus rectus externus." Even where myopia
is the cause of the affection it may sometimes yielcl excellent results.
In such cases it is, however) comparatively rarely adopted, so long
as there is merely simpie insufficiency of the recti muscles, without strabismus divergens. The cause of tbis is the limited mobility
of the eyes in the high degrees of myopia, the basis of which we
have already indicated. It will, in fact, in genel'al be admissible only
when, aftel' the operation, no permanent converging strabismus iu distaut vision, even in looking somewhat towards the side operated on,
is to be expected. Von Graefe has from this point of view established
the indications with great accuracy. The condition, 8ine qua nOtt, for
tenotomy is this : that under the attempt at single vision, a sufficient
tlivergence of the visuallines should appeal' to be possible. This should
be tried (aftel' neutralisation of the myopia by concave glasses placed
at a proper distance from each other) with prismatic glasses; we should
investigate, with what prismatic glasses, held with the refracting angie
ol1twards hefore the eyes, single distant vision is still attainable. The
strongest glasses thell, which cau still be overcome, give the measure of
the possible divergence. It is allowable now so to perform tenotomy
that this possible divergence sha11 be completelyremoved. Even convergence of from 1 to l! mmo mayat fh'st, in looking straight forward,
ue obtained, which, aftel' cicatril;ation, again gives way. When, without the employment of prismatic glasses, in distant vision divergence
of the visuallines aiready exists, there is not the slightest difficultyin
the way of tenotomy, although we should still even then endeavour to
dctermine the effect ta be obtained by the maximum of the prisms ta
be overcomc. But we must not suppose that with the reruoval of the
possibie divergence, we have ahvays made binoculur vision for near
objecis easy: when deviatiau of 1.hc eye behind the hand, at the distarlCe at which binocular visioll is desired, is much greater than the
utmast divergence which we are allawed to correct by tenotamy, we
shu1l, aftel' thiscorrectian, retain all insufficiencyfal' this distance, which,
with bitlOcular visioll, if it is not wllolly absent, will still give rise ta
asthenopia. We must, therefore, in such cases bear in mind that
aftel' tenotomy, the corl'ection must be supplied by prismatic-concave
glasses. Hence, therefore, it also follows, that when in distant visioll
only comparatively very weak pris1I18 ean be overc()me, the operation
certamly effects almost nothing, aud where it appears that no divergcnce
is pObsible, tenotomy is absolutely contra-indicated. Oertain rules for
regulating the e:!fed of teuotomy accol'ding to the degl'ee of the
deviation, are laid down by von Graefe. Personal experience is,
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ho wever, aIso necessary. In generaI, I found in strongly myopie
individuals the effect of tenotomy to be less.
IV. Therapeutie Tj·eatment.-For myopia, as sllch, there is no
therapeutic treatment. Myopia consists in an anomaly of form
capabIe of no improvement, and of which only hygienic measures
must, ti possible, prevent the further developmellt. But it is not unfrequently compIicated with symptoms of irritation and inflammation,
and with other pathoIogical deviations of different kinds, which partly
proceed from it, partly promote its further development; and with
respect to these it is the duty of the therapeutist, to the best of
rus ability, to interfere. It is not part of the plan of this work to
enter into detailed discussions respecting therapeutic questions.
WhiIe it treats of anomalies of refraction, it must make known the
dioptrie remedies which counteract them; but it cannot treat i1/, extenso
of complications, which neither necessarily belong to the essence of
these anomalies, nor are characteristic of them-much less still of
theÏr treatment. Oonsequently, only brief indlCations are to be expected here, respecting treatment, in connexion with some prognostic
hints.
In the foreground appeal' symptoms of irritation at the period of
puberty, characterised by capillary hyperremia of tbe nerve-surface
(and of the retina), and by fatigue and pain in the eyes, especially
on exertion in the evening. Under such circumstances we should
be particularly strict with respect to the hygienic directions (compare p. 408), which are in themseIves in many cases sufficient. It
is aIso of great importance to keep the feet warm. Often, too, a
douche on the closed eyeIids is agreeable. If the symptoms do not
give way, we may, with avoidanee of a stimulating diet, combine
some derivation on the intestinal canaI, and we mav in addition
recommend the application, to the frontal and temporal regions, of a
stimulating embrocatioll, composed, if there be any coexisting external
irritation of the eyes, rather of non-volatile ingredients. At the
same time, especially when it appears that the myopia is rapidly progressive, all tension must be avoided. So far as work is permitted,
this must be accomplished in slight degrees of myopia without spectacles, and in higher degrees IJ' must be brought accurately to twelve
inches. If fatigue or pain should occur, worI, must in either case
be suspended; alld if the use of spectacles appears more rapidly to
cause fatigue, we should not lay stress upon their adoption, but tali:e
care 0111y th at, the paLient maintains a proper position in whatever

.
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work he still performs. If it be suspected that the symptoms of
irritation have excited spasm of accommodation, as often occurs in
high degrees of myopia in youth, we should employ sulphate of
atropia, partly to test the truth of the supposition, partly fo remove
the spasm and to prevent it returning on each effort to see. We
may then even continue this application for some days, whel'eby
the myope becomes accustomed to look at the greatest distance
of distinct vision ; unnecessary convergence is thus prevented, and
fl'om this plan no iujury is to be apprehended, provided we cause
the patient to avoid strong light, Ol' to moderate it by means of grey
glasses. In case of a relapse of tbe symptoms of irritatiou, with
spasm of accommodation, the application of Heurteloup's artificial
Ieeehes to the tempIes, fo11owed by twenty-four hours' stay in the
dark, with gradual transition to light, bas been found very useful.In spite of all efforts, ho wever, these symptoms of irritation in some
coustantly recul'. H, moreover, the myopia, is rapidly progressive,
the patient's state is serious enough to make it necessary to warn him
against choosing an occupation in which close work would be constantly required ; above all, such myopes should not be office-clel'ks.
But sueh cases are rare: with few excelJtions the iuconveniences disappeal' before the twelltieth year.
At a later period of life, the acuteness of vision sometimes
tliminishes in high degrees of myopia in a few months in a mallner
to cause considel'able uneasiness. In these cases the hypel'remia at
the borders of the atrophy often leads us ta suspect the existence of
progl'essive myopia, while to this state of things other signs of
irritation ar~ usually added. H, in sueh instances, no organic
changes are ophthalmoscopicaUy to be observed in the region of the
yellow spot, we ahnost always obtain, within a few weeks, a considerable improvement of the acnteness of vision, by the weekly abstl'action of blood aftel' HeUl'ieloup's method, by keeping the patient
in a moderate light, and by making him avoid tension of the eyes,
combining this plan, according to circumstances, with the use of
the douche and of a stimulating embrocation, with derivation hy the
intestinal canal and stimulating pedilnvia. Even when there are
pel'ceptible morbid changes in the ye110w spot we need not despair,
sa long as subjectively a defi.ned scotoma does not remove direct
vision.

In persons of 60 years and upwards, with myopia of ~ and

even of ~, I have, by following the above dil'ections, seen the acute-
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sufficient for writing and reading. It is quite a different thing when
a circumscribed scotoma, ophthalmoscopically perceptible in the
yellow spot, is also perceptible to the patient. This indicates a profound disturbance in the seat of direct vision. Blindness is in general
not particularly threatened thereby; but improvement of direct
vision is not to be expected, and if both eyes are equally affected,
the patient must prepare himself for the impossibility of reading,
writing, or performing minute work.-In cases of accessory chorioiditis disseminata the same directions are to be observed. In such
we must expect repeated improvement and aggravation of the affection. After many years, however, the result usually becomes so
unfavourable, that ordinary work can no longer be performed.
Motes are at the same time often present iu the vitreous humour; of
the cause of these I have already treated. Especially under tllese
circumstances it is usual to prescribe a long course of small doses of
preparations of iodine or mercury. I too, have repeatedly done this,
but I would not venture absolutely to assert, that I have seen favourable results from it. Many patients give themselves more trouble
about these motes than they deserve. If no c1efinite mOJ'bid changes
threaten the yellow spot,' we may give a comparatively favourable
progn<;lsis; we should advise that the attention should be as much
as possible withdrawn from them, and the attempt to do this
should be seconded by causing the patient to wear nearly neutralising glasses, made so as at the same time to moderate the light,
and thus to make the shadows of the motes appear less deD.ned.*Oomplaints of persistent photopsia are yet louder, but are fortunately
rarer. It occurs chiefly in diffuse atrophy, and indicates a state of
irritation of the optic nerve. I have, iu addition to the abovedescribed treatment, tried numerous remedies against it, among
others, narcotics, but, so far as I recollect, always in vain. The
complaints were, in some cases, especially in nervous women,
lamentable, and it has often surprised me, that, with such signs of continual irritation, the acuteness of vision was, in the course even of some
years, but slightly diminished.-Against the most melancholy complications of myopia, effusion of blood, and detachment of the retina,
" Opaque membranes in the vitl'eous humour cause more distul'bance.
The most recent experience of von Graefe raises the question whether some
results are not in these cases to be obiained by operation..
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treatment is almost powerless. In cases of ef!'usion of blood in the
vitreous humour, we may expeet absorption, leaving behind it some
opaque motes and membranes. The metamorpllOsis, under which the
absorption takes plaee, is a spontaueous proeess, whieh treatment eannot promote, and the physician has therefore to confine himself to
hygienie rules, and to sueh derivative or constitutional treatment as
may appeal' to be adapted to each individual case. Pressure, by means
of a bandage applied at inter vals, might probably favour absorption,
but when the bandage is taken of!' the ten sion of the fluids is
diminished, and, as appears on ophthalmoscopic investigation, tlle
vessels are distended, whereby the dan gel' of fresh ef!'usion must necessarily be increased. .Aftel' repeated relapses, the vitreous humour
remains opaque, and the fundus oculi is sometimes wholly invisible.Occasionally, aftel' repeated ef!'usion of blood in the vitreous humour,
local detaehment of the retina occurs, in some cases certainly in
consequenee of blood accumulated between the retina and the
chorioidea. Partial absorl)tion is here also to be expected, bnt the
detaehed portion of the retina never again resumes its functions.
The prognosis in detachment of the retina by aserous fluid, such as
often occurs in high degrees of myopia, is somewhat less unfavourable.
Irritation of the chorioidea and diminished connexion by displacement of the retina over the disproportionately extending atrophy of
the chorioidea, must tend to promote this. In very rare cases absorption may occur, which many endeavour to promote by means of
all kinds of remedies (mercurials, preparations of iodine, derivants,
sudorifics), very problematical in their actionj but in general improvement of the sight depends upon the fluid sinking to beneath
the seat of direct vision, or upon a diminished mOl'bid condition of
the parts of the retina bordering upon the detacl1ment. Rupture of
the retina is so far advantageous, as the dan gel' of further detachment appears thereby to be lessened. This fact it Was which chiefly
suggested the idea of dividing the detached part by incision. Sichel
had already at an earlier period advised the discharge externally of the
ef!'used fluid, by punctnring the sc1erotic in the seat of tl1e detachment.
This is attended with no difficulty whatever ; but it does not appeal' that
any advantage is obtained by it. The incision of the detached part was
performed chiefly by Adolf Weber and by van Graefe, t with a two-

*

" Liebreich gives a good representation of it, Atlas d'Oplttl!almoscopie,
Tab. vii. Fig. 1.
,. Compal'e Arcltiv f. Oplttltalmologie, B. ix. p. 815 •

•
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edged ncedle, carried from the inside through the vitreous humour.
In this manner a communication was established between the fluid
accumulated behind the retina and the vitreous humour, with 1"hich
it mingled ; and the difference of pressure, which plays a part in tlw
origin and further development of the affection, was thus removed.
No injurious effect resulted from the operation; in some cases, at
least at first, some improvement was observed; but experience llas as
yet by no means decided, whether, and in what cases, permanent
benefit is to be obtained hy this method: hitherto it has been employed almost exclusively in old and nearly hopeless cases. It has, indeed, appeared, that in staphyloma posticum the danger of extensioll
of iucipient detachment, and consequently of increasing destruction
of sight, is greatest. This t.herefore justifies the practitioller in more
bolclly attacking precisely these cases in the commencement.-In all
cases of recent detachment of the retina, in addition to the ordillary
hygiene of the eye, jolting, vibration, &c. (iu carriages and on
railways), as weli as violent exertion in fatiguing work, are to be
strictly forbidden.
For the sake of illustration I will, in conclusion, endeavour to
sketch, inafew lines, the most frequentIy-occuuing types of myopia.
Slight degrees of myopia escape the observation of the patient
himself.
I. Mr. S. brings me his son, a boy of 15 years, who has been rejected for
nearsightedness at the Military Academy. " The Iad is not nearsighted, he
reads the smallest writing still farther tban he ean reaeh." At twenty feet
1
he sees only No. 60, with - 2 2 No. 20, with- ')1 na better, with -.!.. and
_0
24

partieulal'ly with - ;6 1eS5 aeutely. He has therefore M =

2~' and the rejec-

tion is legitimate. Ophtha1moseopieally seareely a trace of atropby is found,
but the papillm are red. He has latterly worked very hard, in the evening,
too, with moderate light, in order to pl'epare himself for his examination. In
doing sa he found no inconvenience. He bad indeed last year observed, tbat
he could not recognise people so far oft' as befare, but he did not attribute
this to neal'sightedness, beeause he eould see tbe nncst object sharply at the
distanee of two feet.
l'I{y opinion is: that the rnyopia will increase a Iittlc. To prevent it increasing much, let him work by good light (by prefel'ence by daylight),
holding up his head, at the distanee of from 14K to 16K , on an inclined plane,
with intervals of some rninutes every half-hour. I add, "Be of good

2R
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cheer, my young friend, you can be whatever you wish, except a soldier ;*
1
towards your eighteenth year (with M about = 16)' you will get spec1:acles
to wear and to work with, and you will put these off for work ab out the
age at which others begin to wear glasses..,

In higher ëlegrees young people must forthwith accu stom tht:'mselves to the use of sp<"ctacles.
H. comes in his eighteenth year to tbc University. He is nearsighted,
and would now, if allowed, gladly wear spectacles, in order to see better
Il.

at a distance.

On examination, I find M

= 1~' S = ~~,

a slender cres-

cent at tbe optic nerves, good range of accommodation, and also in other
respects, sound eyes. With -111 he sees acutely at 4", and reads, undcr mv
inspection, for a quarter of an hour without, trouble. In order, however,
with certainty to avoid asthenopia, when reading for a longel' time, he gets
1
for tbe present only - 16' with which he is quite content, and a year
1
later, - 11' Aftel' three years he thought he did not see at a distance so
acutely with these glasses. I now found M = ]10' and did not hesitate to
give him glasses of -

]~. Under no circumstances does he, in using these

glasses, experience any inconvenience to his eyes, and I venture to prognosticate that his myopia will not increase much more.

With diminisheël range of accommodation the myopia can no
longer be neutraliseël.
lIl.

Dr. L., aged 37, with myopia =

~

and otherwise sound eyes, has

for the last twelve years, now and th en, worn speciacles, which corrected
about from 1 to ~ of his myopia, but he has always read and written without glasses. The degree of the myopia has at this time somewhat, but certainly not much increased. Not long ago he consulted an optician, who
l5ave him -

~

to wear, with the adviee to continue to work without

spectacles. Dr. L. immediately found that these glasses were disagreeable
to him; walking and looldng at a distance, he found all very weIl, but at
the distance of two feet he could not see acutely without an effort, which
inconvenienced him at tabie, in speaking to people whom he wished to look
at, and under many other circumstanees. He asked me what he was to do.
My answer was: " If you had commenced in your twenty-fifth year with neutl'alising spectacles, or if you had, at least, used your weaker glasses also at
your work, you would now find no trouble with neutralising spectacles with
.. In

l~ngland,

;\I does not dlsclualify an officer.
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convcrgence at two feet, and even at one foot, in accommodating for that distance. You are now obliged to keep to weaker glasses, for examplc, -

1~

with which you still see perfectly sharply at three feet, and also sufficiently weU at a great distance. You are taU, and are therefore inclined to stoop forward, and it is consequently desirabIe that at work you
should accustom yourself to spectacles, which, however, must certainly for
the present not he stronger than -

2~;

by degrees their strength may be

somewhat increased, and perhaps you may succeed, within a couple of
1
years, in accustoming yourself to - 12' without their use being attended
with symptoms of asthenopia, in which case you may, without any injury,
1
easily keep the same glasses of - 12' under all circumstances, for half a
score of years,"

When symptoms of irritation occur, myopIe eyes have neec1 of
rest.
IV. Miss v. D., aged 18, is much addicted to reading, and not less so to
working, and has in bath respects fuUy indulged her inclination, even
when her eyes were tender and rather intolerant of light. She now, particularly in the evening, on exertion, quickly gets pain in the eyes, and she
has applied for advice. I establish the existence of M
-71, of S
18, of
20
eapillary hyperromia of the optie nerves, of a small, doubly-contoured, halfatrophic crescent, with very red edges, and, externaUy, of same injeetion of
the subconjunctival vessels; the lateral movements of the eyes, as weU as

=

=

Her mother has M =~. The young
4
lady remembers to have formerly had much more acute vision for distant
objects, and particularly during the last two years to have lost ground in
this respect.-She must for the present neither re ad nor work; she must
avoid strong light; she must get spectacles with round, blue glasses, and
must, three times a-day, for five minutes on each occasion, apply a douche
upon the closed eyelids; she must sit up straight, take care to keep her feet
worm, go to bed early, and avoid all stimulants. A month later the symptoms of irl'itation seem to have yielded. Upon her own authority she lays
aside the spectacles and again begins to work, with the result, that in a couple
of days the pain reappE'ars. After a fresh period of rest she gets leave, on
condition of steadily observing the other direations, and of using glasses of
the eon vergen ce, are ample and free.

- !., with which she

sees acutely at 18", to play thc piano for two hours
11
rlaily, the music being plo.ced at precisely 18",-but on the further condition
that every quarter of an hour she rests for some minutes. Aftel' the lapse
of a month, she may grndually begin to re ad a little. Fine work is permanently forbidden, ond writil1g is very much restricted, the more so he2
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cause she will not use spectacles, and therefore must always strongly converge, and be inclined to stoop forward. She was strictly enjoined to
hold every object at the greatest distance of distinot vision.-A year subsequently she again presents herself. The myopia is increased to

~j

now

and then some sensibility had stimulated her to astricter observance of the
directions, and more severe symptoms were thus prevented.-Moderate
reading, with the book in the hand, and piano-playing, with the use of the
spectacles, are the only indulgences at present permitted; for distant vision
a glass of -

~

is given her.-With great care, the inconvenience will gra-

dually lessen, but it is to be expected that at flfty years of age the myopia
will have increased to

i, and that at a more advanced period tbe acuteness

of vision will have more than ordinarily diminished, while her eyes will be
liable also to other accidents.

Spasm of accommodation may supervene upon the symptoms of
irritation.
v. T. W., aged 17, was nearsighted from childhood, and has for some
time been unable to continue working, in consequence of rapidly-increasing
pain in the eyes, which are also permanently sensitive. I found myopia of
2\' somewhat stronger still in the left eye; moreover, capillary hyperremia
of the optic disc j at its outside a pel'fectly atrophic, white, sharplydefined crescent, 0.8 mmo broad in the transverse direction (the axis),
straightened retinal vessels, no trace of chorioiditis, rather sm aH pupil,
easy convergence of the visual lines up to 2!/I (he then also read binocularly), scarcely any subconjunctival injection, no prominence of the eyes,
eyelids healthy, but a tendency to approximate them, not merely in order to
see better, but also on account of some intolerance of light. He showed me
spectacles of -

!,which he had worn, and had also used at work, but by

the advice of others, he bad afterwards laid them aside, and he had since
not gat on better. The acuteness of vision amounted to only

;~.

ThiR

latter circumstance chiefly induced me to prescribe a Heurteloupian abstraction of blood * from both tempIes, and to make him remain for twenty-four
hours afterwards in tbe dark. Aftel' gradual transition to the light, the
deg ree of myopia was again, with the aid of glasses, determined in the most
accurate manner, and was found =

3~;

at the same time the aouteness of

.. B eUl'teloupian abstraction of blood is accomplished by means of an artiflcial leeoh making a circular wound, and yielding much blood on exhaustion by means of a glass cylinder. (The instlument is to be had at Luer's,
Paris. lts price is flfty francs.)
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Instillation of sulphate of atropia now brought

the myopia to 3\' The patient was still kept some days in a half-darkened
apartment ; subsequently the double abstraction of blood was again had
re course to, and the hygienic rules which have al ready been repeatedly
mentioned, were strictly enj oined. Thus at the end of a month the acuteness of vision had risen to
now got spectacles of -

~~, and

the myopia was established as

;'6'

He

~, both to wear and also in order occasionally to

read and write for a quarter of an hour, which coltld thus be done at thc
distance of about 10", and therefore mitst be done. From time to time
slight attacks of pain still occurred, which disappeared on strict rest. The
1
spectacles were subsequently strengthened to - 4'5' These glasses, held
close to the eye, brought the farthest point to 14', which was quite sufficient.
-The strong convergence and bad position, not completely corrected by the
glasses of -

~ previously used, had, with original highly myopic structure,

been followed by congestion of the optic nerve, with diminished acuteness
of vision, spasm of accommodation and other symptoms. They yielded to
the rather energetic treatment, and by avoiding strong convergence, &c., with
the use of suitable spectacles, they did not return with equal violen ce. It
is, however, to be anticipated that the myopia will continue permanently
progressive, and that at a more advanced age, the acuteness of vision will
suffer. The eyes must therefore always be watched, and a position in life
is to be preferred which will not require much close work.

Even in youth a very high degree of myopia may produce profound disturbance.
VI. Miss S., a little deformed personage, aged 27, has prominent eyes,
with considerable enlargement of all axes (buphthalmic form) , apparently smaH cornea, somewhat bluish sderotic, with widely-open eye-

lids, with myopia =

1~8;

vision at a distance of only

and, on correction of the myopia, acuteness of

1~0'

Even in her twelfth year the nearsighted-

ness was inconvenient, and it constantly increased until now she cannot
attempt writing, and can read only comparatively large print, held close to
the eye, of course onIy with one eye, without convergence; she complains
also of motes floating before her eyes, and of "/iashes of light, particularly
in the dark. Ophthalmoscopically we find an apparently smaH optic
di sc, of a white colour, with irregularly bound edlmIf-elliptical atrophy,
straightened retinal vessels, n light-red fundus, here and there somewhnt spotted with yellow and grey, with separate chorioidenl vessels. The
employment of Heurteloup's nbstractions of blood and strict hygiene of the
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eyes produoed soaroely any improvement. '1'he patient does not Wibh to waar
spectacIes, which, in comparison to the diminution, add but littie distinctness
to the objects ; she al~o finds it equally fatiguing' when she endeavours to read
large print with spectacIes, and she finally consents to cantine herself to
coarse work, whioh she ean perform by feeling. Some words she reads
without spectaoles, with one eye. For distant objects she finds a stenopreio
eyeglass of -

;5

the most satisfaotory.

In this unfortunate condition

nothillg but impairment is to be expeeted, the l'rogress uf which may, by
the known rules of oeular hygiene, be indeed retarded, but not prevented.
If the symptoms of irritation increase, Henrteloup's method of abstracting
bloou may still oocasionally be useful.

1'he OCCUlTence of fatigue during work inuicates the existence of
insnfficiency of the musculi recti interni.
VII. Miss v. R., aged 18, has for some years been constantly obliged to
suspend hel' work, in consequence of a feeling of fatigue and tension. She

has in vain tried various spectacles. I establish}tI

= ~,, S = 1, with the

oruinary crescentic atrophy; Lhe eyes are otherwise sound and thc
eyelids healthy. I suspect insuffioiency of the recti interni. While she
reads at 6" with both eyes, I bring a smail screen before the left, and
observe it deviate outwards behind the screen. On removing the screen the
eye again converges sufficiently. Having made some inquiries, I find that,
aftel' having read for half-an-hour, the left eye is always drawn outwards,
that this gives her an unpleasallt sensation, and that the eftart to overcome
the deviation fatigues her still more. Thus, she had herself already remarked
the insuffioiency, without having been able cleady to account for it, and with-'
out having spoken of it. On approximaiing an object, she eonvergIls up to 4",
aftel' which the left eye rapidly and strongly deviates. However, on lateral
movements the excursions appeal' normal ; towards distant objects the eyes
are also properly directed, and they maintain this direotion when one eye is
covered; a prism, too, placed befure one of ihe eyes, with the angie upwal'us,
gives double images of a remote light, without lateral deviation, alle of
the images being almost direotly above the other; while a prism of 6Q , with
thë angle outwards, gives intersected double images, which do not disappear. Thus it is evident that our patient ean divel'ge little more than
normally, alld yet that she has cOllparatively much too great diffioulty in
1
conVel'gillg. With glasses of from - 12 to - ~ she can, looking at from13" to 16", maintain the convergenee llluch longer, but yet not sufficienily :
the eovered eye now always deviates also, still dil'eetly outwards. By
eombining -

1~

with a prism of 8° the difficulties appeal' to be removcd,

and the now eovered eye actually scarcely any longer alters its direction.
Besides such glasses, she l'eceives a double eye-g-lass with simple g-lasses of
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- 7'

With this she is exceedingly pleased, but the prismatic corubina-

tion wearies hel'. She would willingly undergo tenotoruy, which was
spoken of, but as, undoubtedly, even iu looking straight, and particularly
in looking to the left, double images at a distonce would remain, I do not
think the operation indicated. :E'inally, I give her glasses of -

~, with the

axes closer to one another than the axes of the two eyes; and if she has
to work only one hour, she gives the prefel'ence to these, above the pl'ismatie corubination. She has to be particularly cal'eful not to use these
spectacles in luoking at remote obj ects; on account of the position of the
glasses she would in doing so be compelled to diverge sOlllewhat, which
eould not act otherwise than injuriously upon the po wel' of thc recti
intemi.

The insufficiency may sometimes be completely corrected by'
tenotomy.
YIl!.

MI', C" a mechanic, with M =

~,

has, except the ordinal'y crescent,

sound, shal'pseeing eyes. Yet his work fatigues him aftel' a óhort time,
aud he thinks it not well to continue using his sight. Ris looldng at a
distance did not exhibit the ordinary apparent convergence, but rather gave
the impression of divergeucc, This immediatcly sugg'ested to me the idea
of insufficieney of the l'ecti interni. On examination, it appeared that in
unconscious distaut visiuu he had the tendency to divergence, which was
1

nb sent when he saw acutely through glasses of - 8; that he, however,
aided with -

~-, fur the sake of single vision, could overcome a prislll of

12 0 with the angle outwards, and consequently could considerably diverge.

When, in reading at a distance of 8", a screen was brought before the one
eye, this evidently deviated outwards, to turn agaiu inwards on the l'emoval
of the soreen, and it appeared that this movement was scaroely gl'eater thun
that which was observed after the removal of the prism of 12°, in louking
at a distance, Consequently the insufliciency with a cel'ta.in cónvel'gence,
made itself not muoh more stl'ongly feIt than in distant visioll, 'l'enotollly
was thel'efore indicated, It was imlllediately perful'med, D.l'st, on the left
eye, the effect of which was ótill uDsatisf'actory; then also on 1,he l'Ïght eye,
when it was at tir'st too graat, so that l'emote objects appeal'ed single only
in the dil'ection to the right of the middle line; but forth with COl! vergence
to 8" took place, with the greatest ease, and aftel' some weeks the double
images oeased also at a distance, The success was complete. Fatigue was
no longer melltioued, particularly not aftel' our lJatient, hy my advicc,
had begun t~ wear glusses of

-16' and to use thelll at his work,
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Even in elderly people myopie amblyopia may, in a great measure,
yield to suitable treatment.
n::. Mr. !Il., a banker, aged 63, has spent his life writing, " has," as he says,
" carefully refrained from thc use of speclacles, and has, nevertheless, by degrees nearly lost his sight." For a long time he had still been able to read
with the left eye, but some time ago tbis became worse than tbe rigbt. I
establisb in tbe left eye, M =
S

=}.

! with S = 1~; in the right, M= 5~5'

The latter eye had a1so

50

with

much opar.ity of the lens, that without

it the acuteness of vision wou1d still have been pretty good; in the 1eft
eye, on the contrary, rather well-marked diffuse atrophy, with an atrophic
belt thrcugh the region of the yellow spot, was to be seen. I stated my
regret, th at both defects did not exist in tbe same eye; but, at the same time,
my hope that in the left eye, in which within some weeks the sight had so
'very mllch diminished (without effnsion of blood, without detacbment of the
retina, ana. without local scotoma of the yellow spot), improvement was still
to be obtained. I gave a stimulating liniment, to be applied above the eyes,
pediluvia with mineral acids, rhamnns to keep tbe bowels open, ordered
rest of the eyes, avoidance of strong light, prescribed grey glasses, and had
a Heurteloup's leech applied to the left temple every week. At the end of
three weeks the acuteness of vision had risen again to

!' and

it subse-

quently attained, nnder a continuance of the tl'eatment, with abstraction of
blood every fortnight, nearly to }, so that he could again very weU rea(1
ordinary print. He was forbidden to write. He read without spectacles,
with the book in the hand, at the distance of 5", while the right eye deviated
outwards. For distance he got a double eyeglass, with a glass of - -}' to
be used sparingly. He had lived so far without using spectacles, and I
found no indication to give them to him in his sixty-third year; otherwise
he could, without inconvenience, have worn glasses of -

~; bnt with the

diminished acnteness of vision he ought not to read exeept without spectaeles, andJ'ortunately convergence did not then take place. .

Sèotomata in the yellow spot makr. reading and writing impossible,
but do not tlueaten blindness.
x. The Consull\1., aged 47, presents in his whole bearing the characters of
a highly myopie }Jerson: stooping neek, ciosely-knit eyelids, large eyes, of the
longaxes ofwhieh wecan easilysatisfy oUl'sel ves. His myopill has existed from
youth, and is of hereditary origin. He has always read and written mnch,
us~ally with eomparatively weak spectacles. In the rigbt eye tbe myopia
,
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i acuteness ofvision; in the left the myopia is

not less; but it cannot be accurately determined on account of a scotoma
in the yellow spot. In the space of two months this had developed itself, so
that he could not see what he fixed. He was in a sad state of mind, and put
the question to me." Must I become blind?" Ophthalmoscopically I found
in the Ie ft eye a tolerably extensive circumscribed crescent, here and thera
traces of diffuse atrophy, and in the yellow spot a pale granular fold;furnished
with, and partly bounded by, largel', irregular, sharply-defined, dark pigment-spots. In the right eye, too, the crescent was about equal to that in the
left; and in the yellow spot the pigment was slightly granular, and was irregularly distributed upon a paleI' ground. I could nowanswer him : "Do not
fe ar blindness, but abstain from all exeriion of the eyes. Con fine your reading
and writing to what is absolutely necessary, and let them be continued only
for a few minutes occasionally. I cannot conceal from you that the left
eye is for ever useless for fine work, the right eye would become so by exertion." I am accustomed unreservedly to state the danger of the patient's
state, only when he has to act accordingly. This was the case in this
instanee. But nevertheless, I did not attain my object, "his circumstances did not permit it." There was no reason to add that, in my opinion, even if he left oft' all work, the further development of the scotoma
in the right eye could not be permanently arrested. Dissatisfied with my
opinion, the patient repaired to a foreign oculist, who promised him, and
also made him believe, l.hat he would eure even the left eye. A full year the
patient spent with him, allrays in hope and confidence. But when the
seeond eye commenced to refuse its service for reading, his confidence
began to waver. Two years later he paid me a seeond visit. On the right
eye, also, a scotoma was now so far developed, that he could scarcely
decipher a single word. He appeared dissatisfied with himself for not
having followed my advice. I gave him the ordinary hygienic directions,
and I was able to comfort him with the hope that his condition would not
become much worse. lt is, in fact my opinion, that he will permanently
continue in á state to move about fl'eely and to distinguish large objects.
He recei ves spectacles of -

3\'

In looselling of the retina the prospect is very gloomy. •
XI. l\fr. S., aged 43, was, as weIl as his father, extremely nearsighted
from youth. In his thirty-second year he lost in a great measure the power
of vision in his right eye, in which cataract became developed. Extraciion
was foIlowed by atrophy of the eye. Sight now suddenly became obscure in
the left eye also. The following day he oaHed upon me. I ascertained the
existence of detachment of the inner part of the retina, extending into the
neighbourhood of the yellow spot. Large letters he could stilll'ead, but at
one moment mllch better than at another. I perceived that loosening of the
retina must, at an earliel' period, have existed in the right eye also, followed by.

.'
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secondal'y cataract, upon which, misled by the l'emaining pel'ception of light,
lIis medieal advisers had opel'ated-with what result, has already been seen.
Blood was immediately abstraeted by Heul'teloup's method, rest in the horizontal position was enjoined, and deri vation by the intestinal canal and lower
extremities was prescribed. The abstraction of blood was again twice
repeated, and by these means the patient was able, aftel' the lapse of a week,
to read satisfactorily ; the limitation, however, still continued. By degrees
he resumed his plaee in society; blood is still from time to time abstracted;
he leads a very regular life, avoids fatigue, over exertion, riding in jolting
earriages, and tra vels, if necessary, in the cana}-boat; but he continues to
re ad his price-current and other more necessary matters, and prefers not to go
out with grey glas~es, "bellause with them he eannot see by the way." There
really exists some torpol' and more limitatioll in weak light. At the end of
six. months the detaehment has, by gravitation, removed farther downwards;
and at the same time the limitation has altered its place; it still, ho wever,
at the illside directly adjoins the fovea eentl'alis.-After the lapse of a year
reading is more difiicult, and is but little improved by the employment of
artificial abstmction of blood. Now, nearly two years aftel' the OCCUl'rence
of deiachment of the retina, distinet traces of cataract exist; motcs in the
vitreous humour had already been seen at all earlier period, without lacemtion of the retina having been pereeptible. The progress of the cataract is
certainly not to be prevellted. When it is fuUy developed our duty will be
to try extraetion (by preferellee with Waldau's spoon), at least if it does
liOt appeal' that thc detaehment has extended roueh fal'ther. We must, however, at the same time, give an unfavourable prognosis. We can scarcely
hope that absolute blindness can be permanently avel'ted.

A defined detacluuent of the retina may for a long time remam
stationary.
XII.

Mr.

Y.

d. W., aged 23, has M=

i

in bath eyes, with smaH, sharply-

uefined, completely atrophie crescent. For years work has been difiicult
to him, and he did not 1ike his spectaeles. Some months ago his right eye
became much worse, and he can scareely read with it. I here fillU a red optie
dlse and lP smaH, roundbh, eircumscribed, plaited alld roovable pl'ojection
uf the retina of' a Uluish coloul', with a corrcópollding limitatioll. By arti11cial leechillg to the tempie, and strict ocular hygielle, the acutCll<:lSS of
vision illCl'baSeó within a month from
to rathel' more

thUll~.

~ to~.

In the other eye it amounts

I earnestly represellt to him that it is only by a

regulal' life and a sparing use of his eyes, that he can retaill his sight. I
permit him at most to read four times a-day for half~an-hOllr each time,
which'he

doe~, binocularly, with glasses of - 110' The same glasses he may

'\rear permallently, Buperadding for a moment for distant
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glass with glasses of - l~' A.t the end of two yoars he returns: his condition is not altered. Shortly afterwards thc question is put to me by parents
whose daughter he had asked in marriage, whether there is danger of blindnesa. l\Iy answer, which I stated that 1 would give only with the patient's
consent, amounted to this: "1111'. v. d. W. is rather highly myopic. In connection wtth this nearsightedness a defect has arisen in the right eye, which,
if further developed, might destroy the power of vision. It has, however,
been stationary for two years, and we may hope that it will very long, perhaps to old age, remain stationary. The left eye presents no defect ex cept
tlle nearsightedness; but experience shows that with detachment of thc
retina in OM eye, the other, when it is equally nearsighted, is not unfrequently attacked by the same defect. Considering the existing degree of
the nearsightedness, and its stationary charaoter, it is, ho wever, not probable
that, if the directions given be faithfully followed, the left eye will in this
case become affected."-Six months later 1I1:r. v. d. W. presented to me his
young wife. I once more impressed upon him how necessary it was that he
should ~'n every j'cspect take care of himself. Rather more than se ven years
have elapsed since that time, and his state is in general stationary; the
myopia, too, having but very slightly increased.

He who, with model'aLe myopia, trcats his eyes faidy, has JloLhing
to fear at a more advanced time of life.
XIII.

]\{r. M., aged 52, who reads and writes much, has for many yoars

used in doing sa spectacles of

-~,

with which his myopia is exactly

neutralised. For distant objects his acuteness of vision is at. the same time
1. Hitherto he has a150 seen every near object he requirtld with his
spectacles; it was only when he wanted to distingubh anything whcn it
was half.dark, or for which others would need a magnifying glass, that he
put offhis spectacles for a few minutes. Latterly, he ob serves that he involuntarily raiseb his glasbes to look sharplyat small!:'r objects when near.
" Do you still work in the evening without trouble with your spectacles P"
As I expected, his auswer WilS, " Only in good light, and when thc print. is
not too smal!." "Then the time is approaching," I replied, "for diminishing
the concavity of your glasses in proportion to the degree of the convex
glasses which, at your age, you wonId reqllÎl'e, if you were not myopie.

=

Take, therefore, in the evening -

l~' and soon glasses somewhat weaker,

and you. will be content perhaps also to wear the same glasses habitually,
thongh you wiU not see distant objects quite so aeutely as witll -~. When
you are an old man, you will use two spectacles, -

2~' to wOl'k with, and -

8

to wear habilually, and, finally, you will read without spectacles, and you will
probably, when the acutenoss of vision diminishes, come even to convex
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glasses: your myopia will, in faet, diminish somewhat, perhaps to
Then
may you, as a very aId, but strong and healthy man, feel yomself stiJl
quite satisfi.ed in wearing spectac1es with glasses of - 116 or - l~'

NorE TO CRAPTER VII.
We are indebted to Kepler for the earliest knowledge of the nature of
myopia. He laid the foundations of dioptrics in general, and in particular
of physiologieal dioptrics. The influence which spectacle-glasses have exercised in this direction is extremely remarkable. We have already alluded
to these glasses as among tbe most illdispensable instruments for man (p.
170). Their great importance in the history of' scienee was demonstrated in
the observation that they had lcd to the invention both of the microscope
and of the telescope. After perusing the works of Kepier, I go still further,
anel thillk I may maintain that the development oi' physiological dioptrics
has proceeded from spectacle-glasses. Alhazen showed about II 00 (Opticce
thesaurus: Basileoo, 1572), that tbc eye is not the source of light, but
that the light proceeds from visible objects and enters tbe eye. With
respect to tbe f'ormation of pictures in the eye, he conceived wholly incorrect ideas. It is still stranger that we must say the same of Johannes
Baptista Porta, who, although he compal'ed the eye with the camera obscura
invented by him, was of opinion that the pictures were formeel on the anterior surface of the lens (see his Jfagia Nalul'alis, 1558 (P), and his work,
de Rejl'actione, oplices pal'te, libri novem. N eap. 1593). Ris contemporary,
lIburolycus (Plwtis1l!i de lumine et wnbrél, Ven. 1575) arrived at more correct conclllsions. This writer comprehends tb at the crystalline lens is to
be compared with an orelinary convex lens, looks upon it as more convex
in myopes, flatter in presbyopes, cxplains tbe action of convex and concave
glasses, but neV'ertheless gives, in order to avoid thc inversion of thc
images upon tbe retina, a totaUy confused idea of the action of the lens,
and makes the images faU on the plane of the optie nerve, without mentioning the retina.
It was in 1601, Kepler himselt informs us, that D. Ludovicus L. B. a
Dietriohstein, put the question to him, why fal'sighted people distinguished
near ohjects better through convex glasses, while nearsighted people saw
distant ohjects more distinctly with the aid of concave glasses. Kepler
was not acquainted with the work of lYIaurolycus. The only answer
which he was at first able to give was, that convex gJasses magnified near
objects. But von Dietrichstein, not content with th at, rejoiued, that
the qllestion did not relate to magnitude, hut to distinctncss: for that
concave glasses, which make objects smaller fol" all eyes, could otllerwise
assist no one. When, aftel' thl'ee years' study, Kepler is at Iengtb in a position to give an answer: "responsum," he says, "si non satis clarum et
.'

.
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indubium, satis certe tardum," his thankful tone testifies of the stimulns
which he had received from the question of the man whom he eaUs,
" Moocenatum meorum pl'oocipuus." That answer we find in rus Pm'aZipomena ad Vitellionem qttibus Astronomice jJars optica traditur, etc., Francofurti, 1604, p. 201. But we find more here. It is evident, and Kepler
himself says it, that he could not at first answer the question proposed to
him, because he had no correct idea respecting vision. Here, now for the
first time, we find the formation of inverted images upon the retina (some
years later demonstrated in the curious cxperiments of Scheiner), contended
for upon good grounds, and explained by the meeting of the rays, proceeding from each point of the object, again, in one point, upon the retina, in
consequence of refraction by thc cornea, and cspecially by the crystalline
lens. Kepler knew aIso, that in order to form a shal'ply-defined image upon
the retina, the object must be at a given distance (Propositio XXVIII); and
with this is connected the answer respecting the action of spectacles, namely :
that,-while in nearsighted persons the cones of rays, derived from eaoh point
ofnear objeots, unite upon the retina, in farsighted persons, on the contrary,
those derivedfromremoteobjects,-the rays of each cone, refraoted byooncave
glasses, acquire a direction as if they had proceeded 1:1'000 a near pC/int, and
inversely, as if from a more remote point, aftel' refraction by convex glasscs.
The explanation, as we see, Ieaves nothing to be deslred.-The Astronomice
pars optica is caUed by Montucla "un ouvrage plein d 'idées neuves ct digne
d'un homme de génie, mais dans Iequel il ne faut pas cherchcr cette précision
qui caracterise ceux de notre siècle." This last cannot be said of KepJer's

Dioptrica seu Demonstratio eorum quce visui et visibilibus pl'Opt01' Gonspicilla
non z'ta pridem inventa accidunt. Augustoo Yindelicorum, 1611 ,-a work, as
it seems, less known,-I found it quoted neither by Montucla nor by Priestley
(The History and Present State of Discoveries relating to Yision, Light, and
Colours, London, 1772),-but in which dioptrics, and especially physiological
dioptrics, are treated of with conciseness and clearness. For the first time we
here find the necessity of change of form in accommodation demonstrated.
"It is not possible," thus runs Propositio LXIII, "that the retina maintaining the same position in the eye should receive a defined image both
from ne ar and from remote objects," and aftel' this statement we read as
Propositio LXIV: "Some see remoie objects distinctly, naar objects confusedly (presbyopes); others see near objects distinctly, remote objects
confusedly (myopes); others see near and remote objects confusedly (morbid
conditions); some, finally, see both distinctly," Of these last he says:
"Oculum et sanum habent etfigw'a mobilem," that is, they accommodate for
different distances by altering the form of the eye. " Qui vero alterutra, "
thus he continues, "solum distincte vident, oculum habent sanum quidem,
sed jam indurescentem, adsuefactum et quasi senilem." This he applies both
to myopes and presbyopes. He places both in one Hne. He has thus,
although himself myopie, overlooked the accommodation of myopes. Kepier
developes his idea respecting the mode of origin still more funy in the following manner: He who in youth practises himself for distance and for near
objects, in old age, becomes presbyopie, because practice diminishes with
advancing years, and the parallel condition of the visual axes is the most
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naturaI; "but he who is from childhood occupied with study or fine work,
speedily becomes accustomed to the vision of near objects, and with the
ndvance of years this increases, so that remote objects are more and more
imperfectly seen." Thus in RepIer's view nearsightedness consists in the
condition of accommodation for near objects baving become unalterable
through partialor one-sided practice (oculus indurescens, adsnefactus et
q nasi senilis). And wh at does he suppose tbis condition to be? He explains
the accommodation by the retina changing its place and approaching to or
removing from the crystalline lens, and be must tberefore bave supposed
that in myopes the retina was at a greater distance from the lens.
Thus we see that Kepler looked upon myopia and presbyopia as opposite
conditions, and this was in bis position perfectly logical, for he admitted no
accommodation in eitber state.
This vision of myopes was still farther investigated and eXpIained by
Scheinel' (1625, see his work entitled Oculus), and subsequently, especially
by Dechales (compare p. 389 of this book). But still Repler's error always
remained, or, if we choo~e, the hiatus left by him con~inued: observers were
not aware of the accommodation of myopes. It is a1most incomprehensible
that, with the distribution ofneutralising spectacles, for which rather correct
clirections were given, oculists should have overlooked the aecommodation in
young people ; but yet I have not been able to satisfy myself that any writer
of the seventeenth century directly mentions it. It is by Robert Smith (see
the Atdltor's Remm·'.s, p. 2, at the end of his Complete System of Opties,
Cambridge, 1738, vol. ii.) that we first find it clearly expressed. He not only
remarks that a myope sees distant and near objects aeutely through the same
glasses, but he also shows that no more aceommodation is required for that
purpose than for the short range which the myopie eye possesses without
speetacles.-With the demonstration of the accommodation of myopes, the
apposition of myopia and presbyopia should at once have disappeared (compare p. 80).
The most important point which remained to be investigated was the
organic basis, the effieient cause of myopia. With respect to this we nnd
among the earlier writers no definite idea. Evidently they did not attach due
importance to it. Therefore they neglected to investigate the point, and contented themselves with enumerating all the deviations, which if they existed,
would give rise to myopia, but the existence of which was not proven·. Among
the abnormities more prominently mentioned, we nnd a thicker lens, a more
convex cornea, and a longer visuaI axis; altered coefficient of refraction and
unusuaI position of the lens are a1so spol,en of, and when not merely the physicists, but also the oculists began to take part in the discussion, thickening
of the posterior surface of the cornea, increased coefficient of refraction of the
vitreous humour (whioh ought to produce precisely the contral'Y), a wide
pupil, and even a turgor vitalis were added to the list. Of all these arbi.
trary opinions history has no further notiee to take. Only so far as they
were based partIy upon observation, do they deserve to be remembered, and
this was not altogether wanting. Thus Boerhaav·e (1708), in his lectures de
MOI·bis OCttlO1"ltln,p1"celectione8 publicce, editio aItela, p. 211, Göttingoo, 1750,
pulJlished by Hallel· from manllscripts of different hearers, said: "Infinita
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sunt in oculo, nee unquam explicanda qure hos effectus (myopiam) facere
possunt, duas vero saltem srepissime obse1'vatas causas hic proponemus," and,
as such, he names: 10 • Nimia oculi lonrlitudo ; 2°. ComeaJ convexitas nim ia.
These two were in deed more than a mere optioal fiotion. Deceived by the
greater depth of the chamber of the eye, observers thought th at, viewed in
profile, they saw amore convex cornea in myopes, And oertainly it was
also a matter of observation that in highly myopic individuals the eyeballs are often large and pr,ominent. We find this fact already mentioned by
muoh earlier writers than Boerhnave. By others, following him, mf'ntion is
m:trle eveu of the ellipsoidal figure (jig!we "07!ale") ofthe myopic eye (Gend1'on,
Traité des jlfaladz'es des Ye!IX, Paris, 1770, tome ii., p. 359). But still this
canse was in general not sufficiently put forward, and until a few years
ago no decided opinion whatever was aàopted. Von GraE'fe e\'en acknowledges that previously to his examination of eyes with staphyloma posticum
(A1'cltill f. Ophthal., 1854, B. 1., H. 1., p. 399), he thougbt tbat the cause
of myopia was te) be sought in the vitreous humour. We notice also thnt
Mackenzie, in 1830 (A P1'actz'cal Treaüse on tlw. Diseases of the Eye, lst
Edition, p. 718), informs us, that "preternatural elongation of the eyeball"
belongs to the "efficient causes of myopia," "and has even been regarded by
some as the oniy acZmissible cause," but I lmow not who are meant by these
some.
Now we are aware that it was an advance wben, putting aside other causes,
writers adhered to tbe increased length of the visual axis. Suoh an elongation was anatomically first found (compare p. 371) by Scarpa (1801), in
two femnle eyes, and was described by him under tbo name of stap1tyloma, because it appeared to be a mm'bicZ clistcntion. This was perhaps the reason why it did not occur to Scarpn to bring the deviation
he had established into connexion with myopia, for observers were
at that time far from suspecting that an atrophic condition was conneoted with myopin. Subsequently, van Ammon remarks (Zeitsclwift
fiir Ophthalmologie, 1832), that the staphyloma posticum of Scnrpa is
not of suoh rare occurrence as had been supposed, nnd tbat the distention is usually greatost at the posterior pole,-alwnys without seeking a connexion with myopia. The first who states that he had found
in the dead body the eye of a nearsighted person pea1··shapecl, is Ritterich
(1839) j but it was in ths dissections of Arlt (1856), WllO, in \'arions eyes
of myopes, found au evident elongation of tbe visual axis, formed at the
expense of the posterior waH, that the great importance of this distention
with respect to myopia was studied and generally recognised. To this it
certainly contributed much, tbat aftel' the invention of the ophthalmoscope,
the peculiar changes in the fundus oculi of myopes were discovered in different
quarters (von Graefe, loc. cit.: J neger, Sitzungsbcn'cltte del' Al~adcmie,
2ïth April, 1854), which ohanges were unmistakably conneoted with the
posterior distention of the bulb. Von Graefe, too, had even already
examined two eyes (Al'chiv fil!' Ophthalmolo{/ie, 1854, B, T., p. 394), in
whioh the peculiar atrophy (" sclerotico-chorioiditis posterior") was reoognisable with the ophthalmoscope, and where the length of the visual axis was
found to be 29 and 30'5 mm.-Then.,the question arose, whether myopia
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must in every case be attributed to elongation of the visual axis. In the
highest degrees of thc affection no doubt oould exist upon this point. Von
Graefe forthwith stated, that, of those who Deed glasses of from -

~ to - ~,

to neutralise their myopia, at all events 90 exhibit the peouliar ohange in
the fundus oouli. Others confirmed this frequent ooourrenoe, or found it
independently of von Graefe. I very soon even thought that the proportion
is muoh nearer to 1000 / 0 , It appeared to me, in faot, that, rare oases of
mOl'bid distention of the cornea excepted, the atrophic crescent is not
absent in higher degrees of myopia, and that when in moderate degl'ees
the atrophy may in youth still be wanting, it is developed, even without incl'ease of the myopia, at a more advanced time of life, which
leads to the infel'ence, that in these cases also the longel' visua1 axis
was originally present. In this way it became very improbable that
cornea or lens had auy part in myopia. That the oornea has not, Was
now proved by numerous measurements (oompare p. 89). That the lens
should have it, or tbt a pal'tioular form of acquired myopia (plesiopia)
should be dependent thcreon (Stellwag von Carion, von Jaeger), appears to
be still very problematical (p. 352). Thus much is certain, that the typical
myopia depends upon elongation of the visual axis.-Äs to the mode of
origin, von Graefe oonsidered it at nrst to be the result of distention by
inflammation. Stellwag von {;arion (Dz"e AccommodativnsjeltZer des Au{/es,
Wien, 1855, in the Sitzun.qsbel'ichte del' kais. Akademie, B. xvi.), showed that
it may depend up on a cOl1genital defeot in form. The sscondal'y morbid
changes were seen and recognised simultaneously by many.-l'he position
of the centre of motion in myopic eyes I determined with Dr. Doijer
(Conf. §§ 15 and 31).-1 had previously se en, and brought into connexion
with the position of the eyes (p. 182), the change in the direction of ths
visualline by displacement of the yellow spot (p. 381).-1'he movements of
the myopie eye, and the connexion of myopia and asthenopia muscularis
were investigated by von Graefe (A1'cMv, 1862); to the connexion of' strabismus divergens 1 also gave some contributions (§ 31). Lastly, ths inve8tigation of the relative range of accommodation in myopes was commenced
under my direction by Mac-Gillavry (0/l81' de hoegrootheid van liet accommodatie-vermogen, Utrecht, 1858), was continued by me and .!tpplied to the
indication for spectacles.-Of the anatomical examination of myopic eyes,
to which Al'lt and Ed. von Jaeger have made important contributions, we
still ha.ve grsat need.
%
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§ 33.

DEFINITlON ffi' ASTIGMATISM. -

REGUL.A..R AND IRREGULAR

ASTIGMATISlIL

comprising the lesions of refraction, is resolved" accordil'g
to § 6, into two opposite' canditions :: myo-pia anel hypermetropia.
Every lesion of refraction belongs to one of these two. Sometimes,
however, it happens that in the several meridians of the same eye
the refraction is very different. In one meridian the same eye
may be emmetropic,. in the other ametropie; in the several meridians
a difference in the degree and even in the form of ametropia may
occur.
The asymmetry, on wmch this difference àepends, is proper to all
eyes. UsuaUy it exists in so slight a degree, that the acnteness of
vision is not essentially impaired by it., But exceptionally it becomes considerable, and occasions an aberration of the rays of light,
which interferes with the sharpness of sight.
This aberration, dependent on au asymmetl'y of the eye, may be
designated as astig/Jlatisnl. Ta make it clear, we must glance at the
aberrations of light in general.
Rays of light which, sufficiently prolonged, all meet at one side
in the same point, form hOnlOCe1tt1'ic* light: they have a common
centre. The diverging light, emitted from a point of any object, is
therefore homocentric; a bun dIe of parallel rays, derived from a point
situated at an infinite distallce, is also homocentric. Consequently
the rays of light, proceeding from any object, and received by
the cornea, form cones of homocentric light. anIy when the rays
between the object and the eye are by some cause or other more or
less divel'ted from their course, do the cones of light cease to consist
of homocentric light.
In general, we may say that homocenhic light, refracted by a
spherical surface, continues homocentric: that, namely, the rays
behind the refracting surface either unite again into one point, or
ÀMETROPlA.,

.. Listing, Beitrag

ZIt/' physiologi~chen

OpM. Göttingen, 1845.
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proceed in a direction as if they all were derived directly from a
point situated befare the refracting surface.
The homocentricity has, llOwever, not continued perfect. The
rays, in fact, are na langer directed precisely to one point, but are
only nearly so. To this deviation from homocentricity the name of
"aberration" is given; and we distinguish two aberrations of
different origins: the ch1'O?lZatic and the 8p!tm'icat. 'l'he first depends on the nature of the light, the sE'cond on the form of the
refracting surface.
Chromatic aberl'ation is the result of a diiferel1ce in refrangibility
of the rays of light. Rays whieh were originally parallel to the
axis of the light-refracting surface, and at the same time at an
equal distance from that axis, undergo no aberration in consequence of sphericity, anel should therefore remain directed exactly to
one point, if they were all of like nature. Rays of unlike nature, on
thc contrary, find their focus in the axis, at different distances from
the refracting surface, the violet and blue rays at a shorter, the red
at a langer, distance.-The dioptrie system of the eye also necessarily
presents this chromatic aberration. Under ordinary circumstances,
however, the latter scarcely interferes with the sharpness of vision.*
I shall not dweIl further upon it, as it has na esseniial connexion
with our subject.
Rays of light of equallength of undulation, and as such, of equal
refrangibility, farm homogeneous light; the light is also of similar
colour, and is therefore called 'lIzonocM01natic. If such rays faU
parallel on a spherical surface, and at the same time at an equal distance from its axis, they are refracted in an equal degree from or
towards the axis, and thus continue directed to one point: the homocentricity is perfect. But if, although parallel to the axis, they
strike the surface at different distances from the axis, they cease to
be directed exactly to one point: the farther from the axis they
strike the surface, the nearer to the surface do they cut the axis.
This deviation is called 8p!te?'icat aberration: it is the monoe!t1'omatie
abe1'rati01t (that is, the aberration of rays of like colour) belongillg to
refraction hy a spherical surface,
The dioptric system of the eye also has a monochromatic aberra-

* Helmholtz,
Pl~ysik,

Pl~ysiologisclw Optilc, in Allgemeine Encyklopcedie der
herausgegeben von Gustav Karsten, Leipzig, 1856, 1 Lief, pp, 137

et 8eq,
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tion. The latter is in it even rather eonsiderabIe, and is highIy eomplieated. For our purpose it is to be distinguished asa. An aberration, whieh has referenee to the rays refraeted in one
and the same meridian.
b. An aberration, dependent on the differenee in foeal Iength of
the different meridians of the light-refraeting system.
'1'he first represents i1're(Jttlar astigmatism. It is dependent ehie:fl.y
on the strueture of the lens, and its Ieading phenomenon is the
polyopia unioeularis. Morbid deviations mayalso produce irregular
astigmatism. Of these I shall speak in the last seetion of this
ehapter. The seeond gives rise to 1"e(Jula1' astigmatism, whieh is
capable of correction. It is the prineipal subject of this ehapter.
The Rev. Dr. Whewell has, as Mackenzie (A Practical Treatise on the
Diseases of the Eye, London, 1854, p. 927) informs us, designated the defect,
described by Airy as existing in his 1eft eye, by the name of astigmatism.
This word is derived from apriv. and unyp.a, from UTL(6), pungo, and
signifies that rays, derived from one point, do not again unite into one point.
'rhe entire monoehromatie deviation in the eye we may therefore eaU astigmatism, and this meaning I have given to the term in question. Whewell
had applied the name on1y to the regular form. Ey the word astigmatism,
used without more precise definition, regular astigmatism wiIl, in the sequel
of this work, be understood.

§ 34.

REGULA.R AS'l'IG1tfATISlIf IN TUE NORMAL EYE.

If we determine successively the farthest point, at whieh fine
horizontal and fine vertieal threads or strip es are aeutely seen, we
obtain unequal distanees. The g.reat majority of eyes discover a
shorter distaIlCe for horizontal than for vertieal stripes.
A similar differenee is met with in determining the nearest point
of distinet vision. The difference then, however, eomes out too
great, beeause the two determiuations are not made under similar
convergence, and with greater eonvergenee the eyes aeeommodate
more strongly.
Two threads, whieh cross in aplane, the one being vertieal and
the.other horizontal, are not seen with equal sharpness. If we see
the horizontal one aeutely, the vertieal thread, to be distinetly seen,
must be removed from the eye; if we aeeommodate for the vertical,
the horizont.al must, in order to obtain equal sharplless, be brought
nearer to the eye. A similar differenee is maintaiued with each
degree of tension of aceommodation.
2
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These experiments prove, that the points of the refracting meridians
are not symmetrically arranged around one axis. The asymmetry is of
such a nature that the foeal distance is shorter in the vertieal meridian
than in the horizontal. In order, namely, to see a vertieal stripe
acuteIy, the rays, which in a horizoutal plane diverge from each point
of the lille, must be brought to a focus on the retina: it is not neeessary that those diverging in a vertical pl::l11e should also previously
converge into one point, as the diffusionpimages still existing in a
vertical direction cover one another on the verticaI stripe. On the
other hand, in order to see a horizontal stripe acutely, it is necessary
only that the rays of light diverging in a vertical pIane should unite Ül
one point upon the l'etina. N ow horizontal stripes are acutely seen, as
I have remarked, at a shQrter distance than vertical ones: consequently rays situated in a vertiçal plane, wmch are refracted in the
verticalmeridian of the eye, are more speedily brought to a focus
thau those of equal divergence situated in a horizontal plane; and
the vertical meridian, therefore, has a shorter focal distance than
the horizontal.
The correctness Qf this view appears further from tbe form of the
diffusion-images of a point of light, In accurate accommodation the
diffusio:n-spot is very small and nearly round, while a nearer point
appears extended in breadth, and a more remote one seems to be
extended in height.
The signmcation of this phenomenon must be clearly understood,
and appears, therefore, to demand more partiçular explallation.
Let us suppose the total deviation of light in the eye to be produced by a single convex refracting surface, with the shortest radius
of curvature in the vertical, and the longest in the horizontal meridian. These two are then the principal meridians. Through a central
round opening, Fig. 150, v Vi h hf, let a cone of rays, proceeding
from a point situated in the prolongation
Fig. 150.
of the axis of vision, faU UpOll this surface ;
of this cone let us consider only the rays,
situated in the vertical plane v Vi, and the
rays situated in the horizontal plane h)I,
whereof respectively the points v Vi and h hl
}LI---n:ar----I,
are the most external. Aftel' the refraction both approach the visual axis (which
perpcndicular to the plane of the drawing
passes through a), v Vi does so, however,
,more rapidly than h hl. Before union they therefore lic, in the
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e11ipse A, as in Fig. 151, and where 1) v' meet in one point B,
h h' have not yet come to a focus. Thereupon we now find in
Fig,151.
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succession v v' already intersected, 7t h' approached to one another,
0, D, and ]TI; further, h h' united in one point, and v' v aftel' intersection more widely separated, F; finally, both intersected, G. The
focus of v Vi therefore lies most anteriorly, that of h h' most posteriorly,
in the axis. The space between these two points, where rays of different
meridians interseet, may be called focal interval (intervalle focaZ, or
B1'emzstreclce of Sturm).
From the above figures it is now evident, what successive forms
the section of the cone of light will exhibit. In the middle of
tbe foeal interval, D, it will be nearly round, and anteriorly through
oblate E'llipses, 0, with increasing eeeentricity, it willpass into a horizontal line, B; posteriorly through prolate ellipses, E, it will eome
to form a vertiealline, F, while before the foeal interval a largel' oblate
ellipse, A, and behind it, a lnrger probte ellipse, G, will be found.
To this, as we have seen, tbe ditfusion-images of the eye in general
eorrespond. They thus find their explanation, when the dioptrie
~ystem of the eye is eonsidered as a single refraeting surface, with a
c1ifferenee of radius of r,urvature in its several rneridians, and it will
more fu11y appeal' that we are justined in so considering it.
JVIorcover, through the fcrIn of the c1iffusion-images, in refraetion
by sueh a surface, what I have stated respeeting the differenee in the
distanee of distinet vision of stripes of different direction is fuUy
explained. Horizontal and vertical strip es, namely, are aeutely seen,
when the c1ifl'usion-images of all the points of the stripe farm respeetively horizontal and vertieallines, whieh cover one another in the
stripe; and this will be the case when the beginning ana the end
of the foeal interval eorrespond respeetively to the pereipient
surfuce of the retina.
To make the c1eseription easier, we have thus far assumed that the
maximum of eurvature eoincides with the vertical, the minimum with
the horizontal meridian, Ana the rule in fact is, that they nearly
do sa. But to this rule there are llUmerous exeeptions. N ot unfre~
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quently the deviation from the ordinary direction is very considerable ;
and it even occurs that the maximum of curvature coincides nearly
with the horizontal, the minimum with the vertical meridian. Sa
Thomas Young, the discoverer of astigmatism, found it in his own
eye, and I toa have met with some cases of this nature.
In general there is no difficulty in determining the direction of the
principal meridians (those of the maximum and minimum of curvature). The mode of doing so is included in
Fig. 152.
the experiments above described, in proof of
the existence of astigmatism. Were we
so perfectly conscious of OUl' accommodation that we could accurately state, what
lines in tbe annexed figure are seen quite
sharply at the maximum, and what at the
minimum of augmented ten sion, the directions of the maximum and minimum of curvature would at the same time be known. 'fhat consciousness
is, ho wever, seldom very accurate.
A more certain mode of determination is supplied by the direction
in which the diffusion-images of a point of light appeal' extended on
this, and on that side of the distance of distinct vision. With the
head perpendicular, the eye brought by glasses to a state of myopia of
ab out

~,let a point of ligllt (for example, a very small opening

in a

black plate, turned towards the sky Ol' towards thc globe of a lamp)
be brought in a horizontal plane successively S/t01·t qf and be!Jond the
distance of distinct vision : it will exhibit itself in these two positions elongated in opposite directions, the longest dimension
corresponding in the first position to the clirection of the minimum
of curvature, that in the second, to the direction of the maximum of
curvature.
The l'esult is often surprising when the eye, made sEghtly myopie
1
(for example 6 by a glass (whose axis must Coillcide with the

0)

visual axis), is made to look towards a l'emote point of light (a
small round opening in a black screen turned towal'ds the light),
and a negative glass ( for example the eye and taken away.

3~)

is alternately held before

The difl'usion-image then is extended in
1
each time two opposite directions-with the addition of - 3 0 in the
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meridian of the minimum of curvature, 'witbout this addition in that
of the maximum of curvature. 13y quickly pushing the glass to and
ira, the two images are (in consequence of tbe persistence of the
impressions) persistently and simuUaneously seen, and in same then
exhibit the farm of a cross.
The estimation of the direction may sometimes be doubtful in
the experiment just described, when the irreguZar astigmatism is
extraordinarily c1evelopecl, and the diffusion-images are consequently
highly complicated. We then, however, attain certainty hy giving
to ft weak cylindrieal glass, for ordinary cases of

:0'

sueh a direction

that letters or ot11er sman figures are most acutely seen: in the
most advantageous position we obtain only the dijference of the astigmatic effects of the cylindricallens and of the eye; in the most disadvantageous, on the contrary, we obtain the 8Unt. The glass is
placed with its axis directed vertically, in a ring, wbieh turns in a
secolld ring fixecl on a plate: on this plate the position of the
axis chosen can be read aff in degrees. By this experiment we can
satisfy any one that his eye is not f:ree from astigmatism: if it
were sa, the vision of compound figures would be interfered with
equally in every position of the axis. But this is by na means the
ease: most peopIe even find an improvement of vision when a certain direction is given ia the glass.
The cause of regular astigmatism is to be sought partIy in the
cornea. N umerous measurements have shown, that the cornea in its
several meridians has a different radius of curvature ; and what holds
good for the dioptric system of the whole eye, namely, that tile maxi
mum of curvature usually lies closer to the vertical meridian than to
the horizontal, is equally applicable to the cornea, taken by itself. It
is thus establishecl, in the D.rst place, that the cornea on account of
its form produces astigmatism; in the second place, t1lat even if the
crystalline lens has an influence, the direction given to it by tIle
cornea in general prepondel'ates.
On the lens depends irregular astigmatism; to it polyopia uniocu1aris, to it the rays of the diifusion-images of a point of light owe
their origin. The direct proof of this is furnislled by tbe fact, that
in the condition of aphakia, when the lens is wholly absent from the
eye, all these phenomena of irregular astigmatism are l'emoved. In
numerous cases I have satisfied myseIf of tbis. The boundaries of the
focal space, and the tl'ansition-fol'ms of the diffusion-image (~lig.
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151) are, when aphakia exists, exhibited with an accuracy ana
definition, which satisfy the most rigid requirements of the
theory.
However, the crystalline lens .modifies also regular astigmatism,
whether in virtue of the form of its surfaces, or through oblique
position. Therefore the regular astigmatism of the whole system
corresponds exactly neither in lIirection nor in degr.ee to the form
of the cornea.
Astigmatism, the result of a positive cylindricallens, may be removed by a second of equal focal distance, either by a negative,
whose axis is parallel to the first, or by a positive, whose axis
stands perpendicular to that of the first. Thus., also, the astigmatism
of the eye may be corrected by a cylindricallens; and, according to
the principle laid down in § 6, for the determination of the degree of
anomalies of refraction, the focal distance of the cylindrical lens
required for this purpose defines the degree of the astigmatism: it
is inversely proportionate to the focal distance of tbe correcting lens,
expressed in Parisian inches.

80 long as astigmatism does not essentiaUy diminish the acuteness
of vision, we eaU it normaL It is abnormal so soon as disturbance
1
occurs. If it amounts to 4 0 OT more, it must be considered as
abnormaL The l'eason that Dr. Knapp found no disturbance with
higher degrees wo:uld apppar to be, that he deduced the degree from
the determination of the nearest points, whereby toa high values are
obtained (see p. 451).
The asymmetry of the dioptrie system of the eye was first observed by
Thomas Young (Philosopltical Transactions for 1793, vol. lxxxiii., p. ] 69,
and Miscellaneous Worlcs of the late Thomas Young, edited by Peacock,
London, 1855, vol. i., p. 26), in his own person. The distinguished natural
philosopher, who se brilliant merits in the domain of physiologioal opties
were first duly estimated by Helmholtz, was himself nearsighted. In relaxation of the eye, consequently in determination of the farthest point, he saw
in his optometer, held in a horizontal position, the double images of the
thread intersect one another at seven inches from the eye, on the contrary at
ten inches, when in a vertical position. This indioates, on reduoing the
English to Parisian inohes, an astigmatism of about

~ j and it is therefore

strange that Young, as he Mmself remarks, had experienced no disturhance
from it. The optioian eary, to whom Young oommunioated his disoovery,
.stated to him that he had hefore often found that nearsighted people dis-
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tinguished objeets mueh more aeutely, when tbe glasses suited to them
were held in a partieûlar oblique direetion before the eye: now by tbis
manoouvre, at least when strong glasses are necessary, a certain degree of
astigmatism may be corrected.-Young, too, had aIready studied and delineated tbe form -of the diffusion-spots. The souree of astigmatism he
sought in the -crystalline lens, because it continued when he plunged his
oornea into water, and replaoed its aotion by that of a convex lens. He
now assumed an oblique position of the crystalline lens as the cause,
and even thought that f'rom the diffusion-images of a point of light it might
be dedueed, that the two surfaces of his lens were not centred.-In a double
point of view, therefore, Young's eye presented an exception: the refraetion
was stronger in the horizoutal than iu the vert,i~al meridian, and the came
lay prineipally in the lens.
Fiek (Zeitschriftf. ,'ation. lJIedizin. N. F. VI., p. 83.) founa in himself au
astigmatism of

3~;

HeImholtz (Plt'!Jsiol. Optik. 1.

C.,

p. 145.) of

1~9'

Brueeke, as I believe, eould not observe anything of the kind. In my right
1 m
. - my 1ef t t 0 95'
1 Sharp eyes have generally not morE'
eye 1't amounts to 100'
to.!.. If it amouuts to mere, the power of vision will
140
60'
be under some eircumstances (comp!11'e the following §) already distul'bed.
The theory of refraction by asymmetrieal surfaces was developed many
years ago by Sturm (Oomptes renilus df} l'Académie des Set'enees de P(wis,
t. xx., pp. 554, 761, 1238, and Poggendorff's Annalen B. 65. 116. Compare
Fiek, ]rfediz. Ph'!Jsik, p. 327, whence tbe accompanying :6.gure is borrowed).
He showed that when a homocentrie bun dIe of light falls on I!. very smaH
eireularly-defined portion (Fig. 153, 0) of a convex asymmetrical surface, aftel' the refraction it no longer eontinues FIG. 153.
homocentric, but that the refraeted fasciculus of l'ays
forms a eertain skew surface (surface gauche), which,
exeept through tbc smaH opening 0, is bounded by
two right lines h h' and v Vi, intersecting in the space, ann
which do not lie in the same plane: if h lt ' be supposed
to be in the pIane of the figure, v Vi is to be considered
as the projection of a perpendicular line standing on thc
same. The spaee bctween h h' and v v' is tlle focnl interval of Sturm.
1 bave above remarked, that the forms of the diffusion. iJ'1ages of the dioptrie system of the eye in general eorl'espond to what the foregoing theory would require, excepting peeuliar complications. It needs to be furthel' investigated in what the asymmetry of the system eonsists.
In the first plae!', then, the cornea is asymmetrieaJ. It
may, as numerous measurements prove, be considered as
the top segment of an ellipsoid with three unequaI axes. The
long axis eorresponds to the visual axis; the two short
axes lie in general nearly horizontaUy and vertically. All
meridional seetions, carried through the long axis, are nenrly ellipses,
than from

_1_

(ftj

ftri
\
\
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but of unequal eooentrioity and
unequal radius of onrvature (oonf.
Knapp, Z. c.). The maximum and minimum of radius of ourvature oor re·
spond to the prineipal seetions whieh are earried through the long axis and
one ol the sb ort axes, the maximum usually eorresponding to the horÏzontal, the minimum to the vertieal principal seotion. Now, to such an
ellipsoid tbe theory of Sturm is applicable. That a fooal spaoe thus arises,
and what form its perpendicular sections have, i~ above eonspiououslyrepresented (Fig. 151). I think it neoessary here to introduce a fuller explanation, after Helmholtz. In Fig. 154, let tbe line fJ b be au axis of the
Fig. 154.

ellipsoid, in the prolongation of whioh at p is the lloint of light. Let the
plane of the diagram be ft p1"incipal section of the ellipsoid, sa that a secO/ul
axis .'/ h lies in this plane. The norm als of all points of au ellipsoidal plane,
whioh are met by a p"incipal sectl'on, lie likewise in the principal seotion
of the ellipsoid. And as a refraoted l'Ily remains in the plan!.', in which it
lay with thc norma], 80 rnys, incident in a prinoipal seotion, also remain
aftel' refraction, in the principal sectiou. When therefore a ray from p
falls upon the point c, the l'efracted ray remains in thc plane of the diagram
(iu which the rlty and the plnmbline d a lie), and cuts the axis b.'/ in one of
its points q. The refracted ray is thel'eby 111')I'C nOI'llmtely drfined through
the oonditiou that
1
sin a c q must be
sin p c d,
wherein n signifies the coeffioient of refraction. This coudition is the same
as for symmetrical or rotation surfaces. The almost perpendioular rays
incident at b have therefore a common focus in the axis, whose distance
depends on the radius of curvatme, 1', ol 1,he (lUrved line bch in b. lf P lies
at an infinite distnnce, the posterior focal length for the given principal
seotion is

=n

F/I=~.
n-l

The rays which, pl'oceeding from p, run in the other principal Beotion,
wbich is determined by b q nnd the third axis, are in all respects similarly
related j only the radius of ourvature in the top of the plane has another
value T", and the fooal distance in this second prinoipal seotion is
n 1"
n-l'
The ray 11 q is thcl'efore cut by the rays, wlnoh in the plane of the dia-
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gram border immediately upon it, in a point, for example in q; on the contrary, by the rays bordering thel'eon in a plane
Fig. 155.
situate perpendioularly to the plane of the dia'/f
gram, not in the same point q, but in another
"l
point, for example, in s.
7v-- 7i
It is now evident, that, in the point q of the D
axis, the rays, lying in aplane, perpendicular to
V'
the diagram, have still a linear extension in that
plane; that, on the other hand, the rays, lying
11
'Ir
f
in the plane of the diagram and uniting in q,
S I
having arrived at the point s of the axis, have
again acquired a linear extension: in q and s
therefore lie the limits of the fooal interval.Pram the representation above given, all this
may have been already ascertained. But now,
for the first time becomes evident, what was S
above designed1y 1eft out of view, that in this
considel'ation only the rays, coincident with the
two prineipal seetions of the tri-axial ellipsoids,
'IJ'
are included. For only in these principal seotions
IV
do the normals pass through the prinoipal axis; D
71---7{
in all other meridional sections the norm als do
\
not interseet the axis, oonsequently the incident
'11'
rays are not refraoted in a plane, in whieh the
'IJ'
prineipal axis lies, and the rays therefore do
not intersect in a point of the axis.-Hence it D
h---h'
appears, that we eannot assume that in the fooal
interval a series of foei should lie on the axis.
This obtains only for the beginning and end
VI
of this interval. The fasciculus is, as Stul'm
h _ _ 11,'
taught, contained in 11 skew surface, and hence S
it is to be deduced that all the rays refraeted in
the different meridians cut one anothel' in the
two intersecting !ines, bounding the beg inning
and end of tbe focal interval, and that the aboveVII
described transition-forms of the sections of the $ V'\
7~---1/
bundie of light are found in the focal interval.
v'
In a reoently Pllblished essay, Dr. J. H. Knapp
(A1'CltiV j. Opht7/almoloyie, B. viii. Abth. 2,
V"
p. 108), led by a remark of Professor Kirchhoff,
that by simple analytical ge ome try of space we
"h
can prove, that a bundie of rays refmcted by asym11'
7",
metrically cnrved surfaces, must pass through
two right lines, has mathematical1y determined
'IJ' - - vI
the form of the whole refracted bundie of
D
rays.
hl
The form of the cornea lends us to expect, that
it in itself must produce an astigmatism, completely agreeing with that here

\

j

v

/

S~
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described, This 1 have, on investigation, found cOllrirmed, j<'or this purpose
I have chosen cases in which, in congenital cataract, the lens had been
absorbed after numerous punctures (so that the question of an alteration of
form of the Cornea in consequence of operation could not be entertained), and
where the pupil hadremained quiteround, Without exception, the limitsof the
focal interval were by these eyes quite accurately defined as fine lines, and
the changes of form of the diffusion-images were also given, agreeably to
the theory. From the direotion of the lines bounding the fooal interval, the
maximum and minimum of curvature of the oornea were immediately deducible, Fig, 155 indicates the direction found in cases of aphakia in young
subjects; D represents a right, S a left eye; h 7/ is the diffusion-image at
the anterior, v v' at the posterior boundary of the fooal interval. It henoe
appears that only onee (IX) was the radius of ourvature greatcr in the
vertioal meridian than that in the horizontal, onee, while h h' alld 1} v' both
form an angle of about 45°, nearlyequal to it (VUL), and that in
the seven other cases the vertioal meridian evidently had a shorter
radius of eurvature, and four times even nearIy eoinoided with the shortest.
To a similar re sult did the radii of -Ourvature of thc oornea in a horizontal and in a vertioal plane, carried through the line of vision, asoertained
with the aid of the ophthalmomeier, lead, The following Table may be
oonsulted :Observers, hor, rad, v(,rt, rml.

1

".

2

3

4 ..:

6 :~

6 0
7 A
-d
8 >=I
9 ~
10 ~

7-42

U"g

7-49
7'49
7'817'75

12 ~
13
14

15
16
16
17 P.. (
18 it
19 ~
:l0

mm.
7'ï4
8'20
S':'H
7'23
8'27
7'ï3
8'1.5
8'08
8'02

\

mm,
7'74
8'12
8'19
7'23
8'30
7'69
7'94
1-81
7'92
7'80

7-51

7'[,5

7'45
7'46
7-33
7-53
7'60

7'80
8'07
7'23
7'22
7'74

8'26
7'385
7'08
7'71

7-60

7-91

F" hor,

As

F" vertic,

=

I:

In Parisian inches,
r~~~~----~-----,

1'1356
1'2031
1 '22:.l7
1'0608
1'213'1
1-1342
1-1958
1'1855
1'1767
1'0887
1'0987
1'0987
] '15D3
1'1371
1'1151
H078

1-1445
1'1840
1'0608
1'0593
1.1356

!
1

1

1

i

1'1356
1'1914
1'2107
I' 0608
1'2178
] -1283
1'1650
1-1457
1'1 (j26
1'0711
1'1019
1'0931
1'0946
1-0755
1'1048
1'1151

76
50
-280
160
16'9
H'9
89
-127

1-1605
1'2120
1'0835
1'0:>88
1-1313

- 62
-40
- 38
40
220

co

88
85
co

-

250
160
34

29

In the secontl. oolumn the radii of curvature fonnd for the horizontal, in
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the third those found for the vertical plane, are indicated, expressed in mmo ;
in the fourth aud flfth columns the posterior focal distances, FR, of the cornea
in the two planés are contained, calculated according to the formula
_1/

tI

11 1==;--r_

",-1

n being assumed = 1'3365. They are expressed in, Parisian inches, and
thence, accoruing to the formula
1_
F' .f;'
j - f' f"
thc focal distance is calculated of a cy-lindrical len,s which, applied to the
horizontal meridian, should in this make the posterior focus coincide with
the focus for the vertical meridian. In this formula, F' (= F" : n) is the
anterio1' focal distance of the cornea in the horiz,ontal plane, f" the posterior
focal disLance in thc vertical plane, l' the distance from the plane of the
cornea to a point in the axis, to which the rays in 0, h.oJ:Ïzontal plane must
be directed, to nnd thei!' point of u,nion in the focus of the vertical sar face.
lf the radius of curvature in the horizontal plane be greater than in the
vertical, then is f" < F", and consequently f is negative"which signifies
that the rays must converge towards a point, ~itu,ated behind the cornea,
and that the cylindrical lens m1l:st therefore be a positive one. If the
radius of curvature be greater in the vertical plane, the revel'se is the case,
and the cylindrical lens must in this instance be negative. Theref'ore if j'
be negative, a positive lens is necessary, and '1J(ce VeI'S(l, The negative
sigu is placed in the Tabie, where a negative lens was necessary. Moreover,
we /ind on calculation that (the lens being supposed to be immediately at
the cornea) a negative lens, which sha11 alter thc focal distance of the
strongest curvature into that of the weakest, must have the same focal distanca as a positive lens, wbich can do the opposite.
From the Table it appears in the fu'st place, that among the flfteen cases
examined by us, only three times was a shOl'Îer mdius found in the horizontal planl:l than in the vertical, anu that each time thc diff'erence was
extremely slight. Among the five rases of Knapp (the last five)"on the
coutrary, it happens that not less than three occur, in which the horizontal
plaue has a shorter radius of curvature than the vertical.
In general the calculated astigmatism is slight. At the same time it is
also to be observeu, that No. 14, with an astigmatism of the cornea of
1
14 '9' had considerably diminished sharpness of vision, capable of improve-

ment by a cylindrical glass, and that this probably was the case also with
some others. No. 13, the 1eft eye of the same person to whom No. 14
belongs, is an eye in which, with much astigmatism of the cornea, the whole
system (on account of compensation by the lens) exhihited onlya slight
degree, which did not interl'ere with the aeuteness of vision.
I· have not endeavoured in these cases to compare the astjgmatism for
each eye in particular, proceeding f'rom the COI'nea, with the total astig-'
matism of the dioptrie system. No useful result was to be expected from
doing SQ. In order, in fact, to be ab1e to calcnlaie wh at nstigmatism the
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crystalline lens possesses, the direction and degree of astigmatism for the
whole system, and for the cornea the radii of curvature in its axis,
and indeed in tlw meridians of maximum and minill11im, must have
been known. Now we may admit that tbe radii of curvature in the
visual line deviate little from those in the axis of the cornea, and the principal meridians usually approach to the horizontal and vertical directions,
80 th at, in general, from the measurements made it can be cstimated, how
much astigmatism proceeds from the asymmctry of the cornea; but still I
considered the deviation too great to allow of our determining the sligllt astigmatism of the crystalline lens (as difi'erence between the total and that
found for the cornea) by simple 8ubtl'action,
A more accurate investigation, formerIy promised (Astigmatisme en
cylindl'ische glazen, p. 68, Utrecht 18(2), and now accomplished with the
zealous eo-operation of Dr. Middelburg (de Zitplaats van !tet astigmatisme,
Utrecht, 1863), has shown, indeed, that sneh substräétion is not admissible.
Hitherto the radius of curvature was determined only in the visualline,
and principally in the horizontal plane'(see, for the method followed, p, 18,
comparing Fig, 75, and for the results obtained, p, 89) ; and in order to nnd
the radius in another plane, for example in thc vertical (as for the above
Tabie), the he ad was simply held to the bide. It is !1vident that in this way
no reliable results were to be ohtained. In the first place, it is certainly
extremely diffioult, if not impossible, with any aceuraoy, to give the head
preeisely the desired degree of inelination, and, in the second plaee, the
visual line was always direoted simply towal'ds the ophthalmometer, and
was therefore, properly speaking, not measured in the plane of a meridian,
for the meridians do not cut the visualline, but the axis of the cornea.
A proper system of measurements seemed therefore to be obtainable onIy,
if it were possibleto make the lights themselves turn, in a vertical plane, round
a point on which the common axisof the Cornea and ophthalmorneter isdil'eeted,
in order by so doing to make the lights shine consecutively in the different
meridians of the cornea, while a eorresponding inclination is given to the glassplates of the ophthalmometer. To attain this object, a vertically-placed ring,
.Fig. 156.

R, to whose centre ths axis a' a of the ophthalmometer stands perpendicular ,
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and around whioh ring the lamps 1, 2, 3, here represented as lying in a hOl'i.
zontalline, can be turned, was steadily fixed on the oblong table (Fig. 156,
TT), between the ophthalmometer Mand the investigated eye, O. This
ring, more accurately represented as Fig. 157, rests upon a pillar, S, which,
:Fig. 157.

•
by means of its bending, does not impede tbe turniug of the lamps, and is,
by a broad foot-piece, v, firmly placed upon the tabie. The centre of the
ring, c, is situated at one metre (= 3'28 English feet) from the eye; the
diameter of the ring, measured to the outer margin, amounts to 388 mmo
(15·27 English inches). On this ring turn two copper-plates P Pi, which, at
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the contact of two bent rims, r r, with the outsides of the ring, lie in the
direction of the radii of the ring. To one of these copper-plates, P', a lamp,
la' is attached at the outside; to the other bar, P, are fastened two similar
lamps, II at the outside, l2 at the inside (indicated in Fig. 156 as I, 2, and
3); each lamp is covered by a cllaphragm, d, in which is an opening, a,
5'5 mmo large, and is movable in a hoop, so that in each position of the
plates it assumes a vertical direction, turning round an axis, which passes
exaetly tl,lfough the middle of the openings mentioned. The lamps are
:filled with oil, and have a fiat wiek, the fiame of which dompletely illuminates
the, whole surface of thc {)penings, seen from O. Now, in every position of
the lamps the illumiuated openings maintain unohangeably the same cllstance, namely, from 0 to 0'
1445 mm., and from 0' to o'
343'5 mmo
Of course the two plates mllst always be diametrically opposite to' each
other, for example, Pat 120°, and P' at 300", as in Fig, 157. In order to
keep the fiame steady, cases open in front are brought around the lamps,
al).d when the latter are in a vertical position, a fiat screen i~ h,eld, horizontally above the two lower ones, in order to prevent too great heating and
the ascent of the current of air.•
As has already been remarked, the axis of the ophthalmometer is directed
to th8 centre, 0, of the ring, and at the same time to the centre of the opening,
in front of whioh the observed eye is. In taking the observation th8 axis of
the cornea must also coincide therewith: therefore the_ first thing we have to
do is to inquire what point the visualline must fix. From former ooservations it appeared that the axis of the cornea corl'esponds nearly to the centre
of the cornea; we now seek the centre first in the horizontal meridian, by the
method followed by Dr.' Doijer and myself (compare p. 186). }'or this
purpose a light is placed directly before the centre, 0 (Fig. 157), of thé ring,
aIi-d the point is sought, which lllUst be fixed in order to make the Jefiected
image of this light correspond precisely to the middle of the cornea. In
order to find that point, a fiat copper arc, who se centre of curvature is
situated in the nodal point of the eye 0 (Fig. 156), and to which a sight,
v, is movably attached, is fastened on the oblong table in o. Now if for
the horizontal meridian, the required position of the sight is found, the
ophthalmometer is turned 90° round its axis, and it is thus determined with
what direction of the visual line, above or below the horizontal plane, the
edges of the cornea doubled in a vertieal direction, respectively above and
beneath, reaeli simultaneously the refiected image of a fiama placed in the
horizontal plane next the axis of the ophthalmometer: the, direction. is determined by moving the sight, which has the form of a slender cross, as
mueh as necessary upwards or downwards.
In the position of the sight thus found, in whose fixation the axis of the
ophthalmometer coincides with the axis of the cornea, the radius of curvature
is in the first place determined; and to ascertain whether the radius, thus
mensured, actually corresponds to the apex of the ellipsoid of the cornea, the
sight is moved, conseeutively in the horizontal and in the vertical plane, an
equal number of degrees (usually ten), alternately to eao~ side. And if
it now appeared that in the two planes with equal deviation in two opposite
dit'eetions a similar radius of curvature was found, it was assumed that the

=
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axis of the cornea was really properly direct ed. But if the difference
amounted to more than was to be explained by error of observation, another
direction was given to the sight, until repeated measurement proved the
correctness of the position. lt now appeared, that in the horizontal direction, the axis of the cornea usually passes thrûugh the centre of the section
of the cornea, but th at, when placed vertically, a deviation in this respect
not unfrequently occurs.
With thls determination of the axis of the cornea, the radius of the
curvature at OQ and at 90 Qis already found.
While the point of sight continued the same, and the head was held in a
vertical position, at least five measurements were now further made in each
of the meridians, at intervals of 15 degrees. This was done simply by giving
the required inclinations simultaneously to the three lamps and to the ophthalmometer.
The magnitudes, which corresponded to the degrees found on the ophthalmometer, had already been previously empirically determined, and thence
the radii of curvature were now calculated.

30
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A

I

B

No. \ Name.

C

Sex.

Age.

D

13

Eye. Refrnction.

----1
2

I liL
H.

3

H.

m.24 L. Mt.J
m.25 R.
E
m.25

L. 1I'IJo
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4 v.D. m.26 R.

E

L.

E

6 P.G. m.36 R.
7 P.G. m.36 L.
8
O. m.16 R.

E
E
E

5

Radius of Curmture (in MU1imetres) of tbe Apex of thc Cornea in
Mcridian

v.D. m.28

0°

7.96 7.84 7.66 7.70 7.73 7.71 7.90
8.02 7.99 7.96 7.98 8.11 8.05 8.09
8.14
8.17 S.16 8.13 8.22 S.09 8'06 8.07
8.10
8.03 7.85 7.77 7.89 7.84 7.07 7.90
7.89 7.89
7.92
8.12
8.01
7.89
7.88
8.02
7.91
8.08 8.0ii
8.01
791 7.91
8.35
8.25
8.02
8.39
8m
8.14
8.33
813
8.47 8.41 8.36 8.35 8.33 8.24 8.18 8.14
7.93 7.88 7.62 7.56 7.63 7.63 7.8~ 7.76

7.94
822
8.1S
8.14
8.16
8.13

S.

m.50

L.

Hi.!

Observers.

Me.

Mo.

/

1350

7.97 8.08
8.03
7.92 7.84
8.01 7.95
8.01 8.09
8.13 8.09
7.84 7.96

7.98
8.06
7.85
7.83
8.03
8.15
7.88

8.14 /
8.13
8.16
7.99
8.14
8.23
7.98 /

8.26
8.02
7.89
7.83
7.96
7.90
7.98

8.11
7.98
7.88
7.'ll2
7.93
7.84
7.96

8.12
7.88
7.77
7.80

8.09
7.88
8.01
7.82

8.06
7.84
7.73
7.89
7.94
7.84 7.97 7.86 8.02
8.05 8.10 8.10 7.98
8.05
8.09
7.84
7.92
7.85

8.14
7.91
7.93
7.99

8.13
8.01
7.99
7.91

8.12
8.00
8m
8.11
7.96
793 8.00 8.03
7.90 7.82 8.00

8.30
8.14
8.00
8.00
7.97
8.03
7.96

660

8,41
8.16
8.09
8.11
8.04
8.13,
7. 9i

l

f
/
/
I

\

I

'-

/

I

120 0
120°
550

/

1200

I

?

?

As = J.
= J.

92~0

As

87 2°

As =

~

1020

\

105°

80 0
75"
75°
55 0

72°

\

I

,!

8.36
8.19
808
8.06
8.07
8.09
7.97
8.02

15

Itemarks.

8.01 7.98 8.08 8.13

R. Hl;;u
R. E
R. E
R. E

m.50 R. Hob

Asccrtnincd
Directton of

90 0
55°

10 Gr. m.32
HIv. R. f.28
12 v.H. f.21
f.18
13 W.

S.

Estfmnted
Direction of

I

7'92 7.91 7.87 7.85 7.78 7.62 7.68 7.62 7.53 7.48 7.63 7.68

14

X

7.86 7.82 7.85 7.88
8.09 8.22 8.24 8.31 /

L. HJo

O.

I

- - ---- -------- - - - - -

m.16

9

H

150 ?OO 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 135Q 150° 165°

-- -- -- -

0>

G

F

17°
62°

/
I

95°

I

90°

/

As=<r.hi
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S= 20
90° A,.,
<llro MiddelbUl"g.
30
s= :m
72(1

....

_2°
172°

~

I

As=<-rk

97° AS=<lk

Hamer.
Middelburg.
Donders.
Middelburg.
Donders.
Middelburg.
Hamer.
Middelburg.
Hamer_
Middelburg.
Middelburg.
Middelb=g.

93°

Middelburg.
Middelburg.
Middelburg.
Middelburg.
Hamer.
Middelburg.
Hamer.
Middelburg.

0)
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en
j

o
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The results thus obtained with ] 5 eyes, are to be found in the foregoing
Table. The latter requires some explanation. The direction of the meridian of maximum of curvature for the cornea Me, communicated in column G,
was estimated from the observations coniained in column F. Before the
number in degrees we have for each eye indicaied its direction by a short
stroke: while the broad intervening line represents the nose, the direction of
:à'Ie in the right eye is indicated before, in the left behind, the said line,
by the slighter short stroke. In column H we find indicated the d:rection
of the meridian of maximum curvature determined for the dioptrie system of
the whole eye, Mo. For the determination of the direction we use, according
to the method above pointed out, a very weak cylindrical glass, whose required position was accurately noted. It is more difficult to establish the
degree of the astigmatism, where this is very slight. In column I, we
have indicated this for some eyes, in which we were convinced that sufficient
accuracy was attained.
From the Table it now appears :10 • That of fifteen eyes the radius of curvature is in thirteen less in the
vertical meridian thanin the horizontal, while in two eyes, Nos. 14 and 15,
both belonging to the same person, this is uncertain. The measurements in
No. 14 were made by Dr. Middelburg, and in the absence of decisive results
with respect to the position of the principal meridians, I desired that Mr.
Hamer should make a system of measurements upon the same eye: now
these do not entirely agree with those of Dr. Middelburg; but the direction
of Me is still as far from being determined. Moreover, on the left eye of
the same person, No. 15, numerous measurements were made at 0° and VOo,
in which the average varies so little, that for this eye also we cannot
with certainty decide in which of these two positions the curvature is
greater.
2°. In harmony with 1°, we find on calculation Me always approaching
more nea1'1y to 90" than to 0°. Only in No. 3 did we find 135°, which is
the medium between 90° and 0° (or 180°). The directions here found for
Me, show plainly enough how little right we have to seek the maximum of
curvature exactly at 90'-'. We here find a deviation in each direction,
about such as I found for aphakia, where the direction of the sole remaining astigmatism, that of the cornea, could be determined so accurately by a
point of light (compa1'e Fig. ] 55).
3°. The direction of the astigmatism for the whole eyr, Mo, was found
a1so, in most cases, nearer to 90° than to 0°; only Nos. 5, 13, aud 14 present exceptions in this respect:. In No. 5 and No. 13, consequently, Mo
has quite a different direction from Me; for No. 14 Me could not be
determined. Meanwhile, where Mo and Me were both neare1' to 90°
t.han to 0°, their directions still often differ considerably, namely from 3°
(No. 12), to 58° (No. 6.).
Hence it now appears, tho.t we ho.ve no l'ight whatever to consider Me
and Mo as coincident. Moreover, apart from the degree of Me, in 1'eference to Mo, it follows that, in normal astigmatism, the crysto.lline
lens, too, plays a very decided part. When the directions of Mo alld
Me are opposed to one another, as in No. 5 and ·No. 13, the crystalline
.)

"
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lens must have the strongest influenee. Haa we wished to caleulate this,
it would have been neeessary, from the measurements in twelve meridians
for eaeh eye, to ealoulate, aecording to the method eornmunieated in treating
of abnormal astigmatisrn, both the values Me and As~; furthermore,
with the greatest aceuracy not only Mei, but also As~, in order finaIly, by
rather complex formulre, to be communicated in speaking of abnormal astigmatism, to caleulate what direction of M! (meridian of maximum curvature
of the crystalline lens), and what degree of As! (astigmatism of the crystalline
lens), should be eapable of modifying Me and ASe to :lYro and Aso. But we have
thought weIl to omit this caleulation, beeause our data in the slighter
degrees of normal astigmatism do not possess sufficient accuraey to
give mueh confidence in the re sult of the ealculation. We need now
scarcely remark, how far we are from being able, by 8ubtracting the astigmatism found for the cornea, from that of tbe wbole eye, both only in the
horizontal and vertical direetions, to find that of the crystalline lens.
If the crystalline lens takes part in regular astigmatism, it may do 50 in
either of two ways. In tbe first place, by t~e form of the surfaces of curvature : these might very weU be ellipsoids with unequal axes, of which the
maximum and minimum ueed not coincide with tbose of the cornea; respecting this, however, nothing is with certainty known. In the second place,
by an oblique position of tbe lens, which would have a corresponding infinence.
That this infiuenee sometimes exists, at leasl, in higher degrees of astig.
matism, is, as 8haH bereafter appear, directly proved. And that it obtains
in the crystalline lenses of my own eyes, the study of the diffusion-images of
a point of light have convineed me: before and behind the central part of
the foeat space the intersection of the fasciculus of rays, derived from a point
of light, bas precisely sneh divergent forms as take place, in an oblique
position of a convex lens, upon a screen; and with this is partly connected the
faet, that the eye, in reduetion for a point too near (not by aeeommodation,
but by lenses, so th at tbe pupil in both cases maintains an equal diameter),
sees much more accurately, than in reduction for a too remote point: in the
fh'st case, although the diffusion-image is extended, many rays continue for
a long time to form a much clearer nucleus. PartIy, too, spherical {tberration may be the caUse of it (Conf, irl'egulm' astigmatism).
It would be instructive to be able to receive rays, refracted at the
top of an elllpsoid w!th three unequal axes, on a screen. As this is, however,
not a rotation-body, it will ~carcely be possible to grind it of sueh a form.
But we may obtain nearLy the same by combining with an ordinary spherical lens a cylindrical one of mueh greater focal distanoe.
Such combinations are to be found in the boxes made at my suggestion
by N achet and Son, of Paris, for the investigation of astigmatism.
The light should first be aUowed to fall on the symmetrical sphericallens,
separated from the cylindrical one by a diaphragm with a round opening,
As a cylindricallens we should use a combination of two piano-cylindrical
lenses, a positive aod a negative of equal focal distance (lens of Stokes), one
of which can turn found the axis of the case. We thus obtain the effect of
a single cylindrical lens, who se astigmatic power is = 0, when the axes of
the cylindrical surfaces .of eurvature are parallel) and on turniog to 90°
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gradually ascends to tbat of the sum of the two lenses. By thus connecting
the combined oyli:o.drical with the spherical lens, we can communicate to it
all the degrees of astigmatism. It then' appears, on moving the screen, that
the foeal interval is greater, that the lines bounding it are longer, and tbe
sections of the fasciculus of light in the course of the focal interval are
greater, aecording 'as the cylindrical lens is stronger, that is, as the as tigmatism is greater. If the latter be slight, we still obtain in the 1'oe01
interval toler!1-bly good images, whiob, in proportion as it becomes greater,
gives way to suoh as are more and more diffuse. The whole farm of the
refracted bundie of light is very strikingly seen in tobacco-smoke, when
the solar image is used as object.
Sturm assumed that the foeal interval, whioh is the fesuit of q.symmetry,
should make any aeeommodation of the eye for different distanees superfluous. This opinion no longer needs refutatio~. lts inaeeuracy becomes
at onee apparellt when we refleet, that the focal interval for the dioptrie
system of the eye would be mueh too smaH, to contain in itself the whole
range of q.eeommodation, an4 that, 'fere it long enough, the acuteness
of vision would suffer considerably by the great diffusion-images, as in
a high degree of astigmatism is actually the case. But thus far is there
truth in Sturm's idea, that objeets, whose distanoe from the eye durers so
little, that their foeal intervals still fall within one allothel', al e se en with
nearly equal distinetness. The aceommodation-Itne of Czermak, which has
been ineQrreotly eonnected with the length of the rods, is to be explained in
this way: it depends upon the asymmetry of the refraeting system of the
eye, and is a functioll of the length of tbe foeal interval.
that the posteriol' focus in the
I have indieated as an effeot of asymmetl'y,
I
meridian of greatest curvatul'e is least remote from the cornea, in that of
slightest curvature is most sa. To this evidently corres)Jonds a difference
in position of all the cardinal points. In treating of high degrees of astigmatism, we aha11 revert to this faat ana. to its conse<].uences with :respect to
vision.

§ 35.

DIS1'URBANCES AND PHENOMENA IN HIGH DEGREES OF
AS1'IGMATISM.

We have seen that a eertain degree of regular àstigmatism oeClU'S
in all eyes, and therefore eallnot be eonsidered as abllormal. We do
not eall it abnormal until it attains to sueh a degree that the aceuracy of vision perceptibly suffers from it. ]'01' equalleugths of the
foeal interval, this is the case sooner, in proporiion as tho pupil is
larger. Our observations should tlterefore be made with au average
size of the pupil, under sufficicnt illumination.
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1. The disturbance manifests itself first, when stripes of different
directions lying in the same plane have to be distinguished. If these
stand far from one another, tlie accommodation usually regulates
itself almost involuntarily, in order to see them acutely alternately,
and the disturbance may still be unobserved. If they are close
together, tbe diffusion-images of the one direction faU over the defined images of the other, for which the subject is accommodated,
and confusion ensues. In most capital Roman letters this soon
occurs.
Now in the most accurate accommodation, with or without spherical glasses, the eye never has, with abnormal astigmatism, in determination with letters, S = 1. It not unfrequently c1escends to
S i. If S =.. 4 the disturbance is already the source of considerable inconvellience.
2. There exists a cel'tain indifference for spectaclf-glasses of nearly
equal power, It is impossible to make a definite choice, Glasses of ~
and of ~ are found to be equally good, In c1iminished acuteness of
vision, proeeec1ing from other causes, this inc1ifference does not exist,
or at least it is present in a much less degree. This phenomenon
led me long ago to suspect that the dimillished acuteness of vision,
often peculiar to hypermetropia, might be dependent on abnormal
astigmatism. The phenomenon fillc1s its explallation in the long
foeal interval, whose sectiolls as diffusion - images are nearly
equally disturbing, anel in \\ h08e range, with moderate c1ifferenee of glasses, the retina easily maintains its position (compare
p.453),
3. The eliff'usion-image of a point of hght alters, in moc1i:fication of
accommodation, not only in size, but also in form. Only when the
middle of the foeal space corresponds to the plane of perceptioll is the
image neady round; in every other state of accommoc1ation it is extended in one or other direction. This is already the case in the
ordinary degree of regular astigmatism, as we have seen, but at high
degrees thereof it is particularly striking. In such we' soon Hnd a
f1pherical glass, with which a point of light at a dü,tance exhibits itself
:IS a stripe of light, and at the sume time a modifying spherical glass
(whether positive or negative), which, placed before the fu'st, makes
the stripe of light assume a precisely opposite direction. In the required
strength of this modifying glass we possess a meallS of c1etermining
the degrce of astigmatism. By the altCl'ation of direction of the stripe
of light, on alternately placillg the second glass in front, astigmatics

=
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are especially impressed.*-He who has sufficient control over his
accommodation, without using a modifying lens, can voluntarily
pro duce similar changes of form of the diffusion-images.
4. The influence of the direction of strip es on their distinctness
is exceedingly great. The strongest contrast is aH'qrded by stripes
corresponding to the direction of the lines of light described under 3,
which rarely deviate much from the vertical and horizontal. It depends upon the state of refraction in the different meridians, which of
these shall exhibit themselves most distinctly at a distance; but it is
easy to fiI1-d the positive or negative spherical glass, whereby either
the first or the las~ are accurately seen : the greatest inrustinctness of
the strip es will correspond to the opposite direction. It is now
also eas] to find a modifying lens, with whieh these last become
defillec1, and the first attain the highest dcgree of indistinctness. The
higher the degree of astigmatism is, thc greater will be this indistinetness, and the stronger must be the lens. The alternating distinetness of the stripes of opposite directiolls, on applying and removing
the modifying gIass, is very striking even in slighter degrees, wIllie
on a line, whieh cuts the two opposite stl'ipes at an angle of 4.5°, it
has seareeIy any influenee.
.
5. If the :::tripes of different directions consist of short lines as in
tbe anncxed Fig. (158), these at a
Fig. 158.
eertain distanee coalesce for aU e!/es,
and we therefore see only the principal stripe. On drawing near, the
strongly astigmatic eye obse1'ves the
transverse lines lUnch soone1' in 1,he
stripe which is most feebly seen, than
in the clearest.
6. Lines of equallength in the two
opposite directions do not appear
equally long, and this gives rise to the
inco1'reèt estimation of th~ form of 1,he
objeets: a square exhibits itself as an
mI'!
oblong.

11I1IIIIII1IIII

------

", The strijJes follow the latel'al inélination of the head-a fl'esh proof thát
the vertieal meridinn of the eye assumes the same inelination as the head,
and by no means remains vel tieal, in eonsequenee of turning round tbe
visual axis, as formerly assumed by Hueek. l'his we cnn likewise observe in
the lines of the cldt'usion-illluge of a point of light (Vm'sla,qen en JJlededeelingen van de Kon. Acad. van WeteJtbCltappelt, 180J, .IJL x. p. 192).
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Here two difl:erent causes come into play. In the fust place, in
accurate accommodation, succesi:lively for erect and recumbent lines,
those situated in the meridian of greatest curvature (in general the
erect IDies), for equal lengths, form longel' images upon the retina.
The cause is to be sought in the position of the no dal points, or
rather of the seeond nodaJ point, The farther this point (relatively
to the optical eentre) lies from the retina, the larger will the
retinal image be, and as the cause of astigmatism consists chiefly in
a difference of curvature of the meridians of the cornea, the nodal
point lies more anteriorly in the meridian of greatest curvature.
In strong astigmatism this dijference may amount to more than one
mm.) that i1') about h of the distance between the second nadal
point and the retina.
In the second place, diffusion is to be taken iuto consideration.
If a vertical line be acutely seen, a horizontal line present~ a diffused appearance: it seems broader. N ow the superior and inferior
bonndaries of a square may be considered as horizontallines : consequently, when the eye is accommodated for the verticallimits of the
square, the latter appears larger in the vertical dimension. As,
moreover, on account of the difference of position of the nodal points,
the distinet image is in this direction already greater than in the
horizontal, so, in aecommodation for the vertieal boundary of a square,
must the latter for a double reasou appeal' higher, and the diiferenee
betweeu height and breadth becomes eonsiderable. On the other
hand, when the eye is accommodated for the horizoutal boundary,
diffusion makes the square appeal' broader, and may thus compensate
for the effect of the difference in position of the nodal points.-The,
effect of diffusion here described obtains in looking at a clearly
illuminated square upon a dark ground; it is inverted iu the case of
a dark square, observed up ou a brightly illumined ground.
7. The acuteness of vision is very considerably improved by looking
through a slit of from one to two millimètres iIl breadth. In
these experiments the stenopreie apparatus may be employed, the slit
of whieh ean be narrowed and widened at pleasure (p. 129). ~'he
improvelllent in the power of vision is greatest, when the slit is
held in the direetiou of the maximum or minimum of curvature,
",hieh may have been aseertained from the direetion in whieh the
diffusion-image of a point of light is drawn (compare No. 3). The
slit then Coillcides with a principal sectioIl, passing through two
axes of the ellipsoid. -~'he improvement of the acuteness of visioIl, in
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looking through a slit, is a very significant phenomenon. It affords
a direct proof that the Tays, refracted in the meridian of one of the
principal sections, unite nearly in a point, and that consequently the
existing disturbance of vision depends on asymmetry. What is
more, we ean determine the difference of the state of refraction in
the meridian of the maximum and minimum of eurvature in the way
described, with the aid of spherical glasses, as shall be more particularly described in tbe following chapter.
It is a180 instructive that, in looking through a slit, not coincident with one of the principal sections, the objects are drawn out,
partIy because circles of diffusioIL still easily remain) which are
elongated in the direction of the slit, partIy because all the normals
of a meridian, laid through only one axis, do not lie in one plane,
and consequently all the refracted ray~ dq not continI!-e in the same
plane.
8. In high degrees of astigmatism the phenomena of dispersion
are very peculiar. Helmholtz* observed that, ju general they
are much more distinct when, instead of white light, such light
is employed in the investigaLion as consists of only two prismatic
colours of the greatest possible difl'erence in refrangibility. Such
light is most simply obtained by cm;tsing sunlight to pass through
dark violet.coloured glasses. These glasses absol'b the middle rays
of the spectrum tolerably perfectly, and transmit only the outermost
colours, red and violet.-In expel'imenting with the light of a lamp
or of a wax-candIe, a dark blue cobalt-glass, which transmits only
the extreme red, with indigo and violet in large qnantity, is quite
sufficient. A more or less violet tint is, 110wever, also preferable. Professor Dove showed me an excellent thick piece of glass of this nature;
the glasses I had hitherto been able to procurc must all give way to il.
On Iooking with slight myopia (or accommodation for a near point)
through such a cobalt-glass towards the flame of a candle, its edges
are blue, and the centre reddish; in slight hypermetropia a beautiful
red border is seen aroUlld the candle and the centre is blue. t On
looking thl'ough a violet-glass at a small opening in a dark screen
turned towards the daylighL, we see, in accommodation for the violet
rays) the opening :mrrounded by a red, in accornmodation for the
" Physiologz'sche Optik, 1. c. p. 127.
i Slight degrees of ametropia are immediately distinguishable by this
menns. In high degrces the diffusion-imnges are too large, to enable us to
observe the difference of coloul' with equal distinctness.
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red we see it surrounded hy a violet margin t in the latter case
the violet rays have not yet come to a focus in the retinal image, in
the fOJlmer the ted have already intersected, and are tllerefore on the
outside; a square opening is skirted in like manner. IfJ on the
contrary, an astigmatic person sees such an opening as acutely as
possible~ and if~ on the violehglass being then pushed hefore his eye,
blue margins appear at the superior and inferior, and red at the two
vertical edges, the subject is shown to be myopic in the vertical, and
hypermetropic in the horizontal, meridian. If he se es the point of
light dl'awn out to a line (see under No. 3 of this Section), the
extremities and middle of the line are of different colours, and on
altering the direction of the lines of light by the modifying lens, the
colours also change.
All the above phenomena we may obseJlve in ourselves. The only
thing necessary for this purpose is to make the eye astigmatic, and
this is effected by holding a cylindricallens before it. The axis of the
cylindrical curvature should by preference he placed horizontally if
the lens be po~itive, vertically if it be negative: the observer then obtains in his eye the sbortest focal distanee in the vertical meridian,
1
just as astigmatics generally do. A cylinder-glass of ;0 or - 2 0
P

(20 focal distance, positive or negative) is sufficient. We may
therewith, by adding or not adding spherical glasses, combine every
degree of ametropia; the astigmatism always remains (apart from the
1
originally existing asymmetry)
20' To obtain in one's own per-

=

son a simple and often-occurring case, we should make the horitontal
meridian hypermetropie, with emmetropia of the vertical. An emmetropie individual needs to this end only to hold. befare the eye a
cylindricallens of -

1

2 0 with the axis of the cylinder perpendicular.

But it is useful, subsequently to experiment a180 with ametropia
artificially produced in bath meridians.
It appears superfluous to give further indÏcations for the tri:l1s to
be made. A.ll the above-described phenomena the ob server wil! be
able without trouhle to repeat. Two remarks only may be added :
the dispersion has appeared to me to be greater in such art:üicial
astigmatism than in the natural, and the difference in the size
of the retinal images in the two principal meridians is more COll-
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siderable. The explanation of the first of these facts would lead me
toa faro The reason of the second is evident; the cylindricallens is,
in iact, at same distance from the cornea, and its action here exer~
cises more influeuce on the position of the nodal points, than if
by modification of the corneal radius, the posterior focus had been
equally displaced. Objects are therefore seen more drf.l.wn out, than
in natural astigmatism of like degree.
Where regular astigmatism cxists, it is requisite, in order to answer a
number of questions, to determine the cardinal points in the two principal
meridians, as if they formed two different systems. In the following I shaH
try this for a given case. Let us suppose an instanee where the cause of the
astigmatism lies exclusively in the cornea, the radius of curvature of which
in the vertical meridian is, as not unfi:equently occl!Is, 1 mm, shorter than
in the horizontal. Let us take, to keep to a given case, No. 6 of the Table
in my fust treatise on astigmatism, where the radius in the vertical plane
amounts to 7'38, that in the horizontal to 8'38 mm. : let the section in
the vertical plane be v, that in the horizontal, H.
For the refracting surface of the cornea alone the cardinal points are
casily dctermined: the principallJoint, h, lies in the apex of the plane of
curvature, the nodal point, Tc, in the centre of' curvature of the apex (respectively 7'38 and 8'38 mm. behind the apex); whüe the positions ofthe anterior
focus <p', and of the po~terior focus rp' are calculated, accordillg to the forlllula-

7t 1/>' or F '

= n-l

119/ orFP

=n
~~,
-l

by wmch, n being assumcd

_1'_ ,

= 1'3365, wc Hnd

FI =2490
[ F" = 33'28
F'
21'93
for v { F
29'31.
Thus the distances 1t 1/ and 11 tI>" are found. In Fig. 159 (in wmch c is
fol'

H

H

=
=

Fig. 159.

the cornea) the ascertained positions of the cardinal points are represellted.
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A simple calculation, given at p. 461, shows that in this case an infinitely
thin cylindricallens of ~, with a vertical position of the p,xis placed im6'8
.
mediatf3ly a~ the corllea, c~I). make thc ca~dinál points in ~he two Il!-eridians
coincide.
"Vith this cornea let us now combine a symmetrical crystalline lens (that
Qf the ideal eyf' of Helmholtz at rest) with focal distance ~ 43'707 mm., re.
ciprocal distance of its two principal points = 0'2283, and distance of the&e
principal points fr om the apex of the cornea = 5'7073 and 5'9356. The
çalculation of the combined Systelll gires for the position of the cru:dinal
yoinis, 'reckoni~g from the apex of tlte ~ornea, in phe two pl'ipcipaJ mel'i·
d,ians Hand -y, the f0l!-Qwmg results : H.

v.

Anterior focus - - - • - - ",' -13'2743 -12'2967
1'9937 ~- 1'9443
First principal point 7t'
2'4359
Second principài poinp
2' 2297
7'1321
6'735~
First nodal' l?oint - 7'021:j
7'5743
Second nodal poÎnt
- k~
Postedor focus _l _ _ , _ _ ",'I
21'2623
22-8423
" ,
CQn~flquently,
'the posterio~

focal distalj.ce FP _ lt" pH 20'4064
19'0326
"anterior"
" F ' = h' p'
15'268
i 4'241
In order to l'epresent the systems di.agramati~allYI I here add Fig. 160,
showing, for II and y :I. The cardinal points of the cornea;
II. Those of the crystalline lens;
lIl. The p.nited dioptric system;
and Fig 161, in which No. III of II and y stand one }lnder the other, of
double size, :md are more easily ~ompared.
The }olOwledge of the cardinal points places us in a position to be able
to investigate the 'I'ision of aspigmatic individuals in more than one respect.
In the fil'bt plaae, as concerns the aqlteness of .''Îsion, in H rp" lies 1'58
mm. bebind 'P" of v. Therefore, if j.'ays proceeding from a given point have
come to a focu~ in v, in II ther ure still 1'58 mm. ft'om their focus. It is
evident, that the acuteness of vi~ion must thence suffer veJ'y much. A more
definite representation of this is obtained from the magnitude of the
diffusion-images. We have them calculating (compal'e Helmholtz' method,
Z. c. p. 98), at an average size of the pupil of 4 mmo (co1'l'esponding to a
4'23 mm.), and a position of the
magnitude of its lenticular image
plane of the pupil at 3'6 mm. (that of its lenticular image 3'713) behind
the apex of the cornea. If the retina lies, in p" of v, at 21'26 mm. bebind
the cornea, parallel incident ra~s, converging in v, come to a focus on the
retina, while those con verging in II reach the retina at 1'58 mm. before
their point of union. For thcir diffusion-image on the retina we found a
length of 0'3494 mm., eorrcsponding in this meridian to a vibual angle of
1 0 24"2.
If the retina lies in rp" of II, at 22'1423 behind the retina, theu the rays
convel'giug in v have ah'eady intcrsected at 1'58 U1111. in ft'out of the retina,

=
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and in thc diamctcl' and position of thc pupil assumcd above, thc

(liffu~ion-

Fig. 160.
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image is then
0'3808, corl'cs}?olláing' ih this meridian to a Yisual anglc of
1°25"7.
FinallYl when the retina lies at 22'018 mmo behind the apex of thc cornea,
the linea1' diffusion-images in Y and Ir are equal, amounting to 0'18222 mmo
In this position, therefOl'e. the 1'etino. l'cceives thnt part of the focal interval
"here the diffusion-image is hearly a ci1'cle. Thc diameter thereof exhibits
itself in the horizontal meridian under nn I1ngle of 41"8, in the vertieal undcl'
an augle of 43"4. If we bear in mind that in perfect acuteness of visioll
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letters are reeognised under an angle of ;)', we ean form an idea to what an
extent the circles of diffusion mentioned must interfere with correct sight.
IVe shaH obtain a still better point of eomparison by ealeulating the aee9mmodation required to make "," of H fall where, in the eye at rest, "," is
found in v; in other words, to see with acutenelis altetnately vertical and
horizontallines.
Let us suppose the eye emmetropie in v (the retina lying at 21'2623 mmo
behind the apex of the cornea) and eonsequently hypermetropie in rr, and
let us find that, to neutrnlise this degree of hypermetropia, a lens (standing
in the air, its nodal point eoineiding with k' of rr) of 176'8 mm.
6'53"

=

foeal distanee is required, eonsequently that there is hypermetropia of
eapable of being eounteraeted by an aeeommodation of

6'~3'

6~3'

But now the

same aeeommodation neeessarilytakes plaee in v, whereby for this plane F'
beeomes
12'857 mm. and F"
17'183 mm., and horizontal lines appeal'
distinet at the distanee of 176'8 mm.
6'53·. vVhile, therefore, by

=

=

=

accommodation of ~, H beeame emmetropie, V assumed a myopia of ~3'
6'03

6'5

Henee it lIIay be dedueed j that in an aeeommodation of about 113 the retina enrresponds to the middle of the foeal interval, the diffusion-image
being a cirele of diffnsion of about the same magnitude as a symmetrieal
eye, accommodated for 00, pcrceives of an object plaeed 13" from the eye,
or, when aecommodated for the distanee of 13", sees of infinitely remote
objeets. By looking at distant objeets, while the eye is by glasses rendered

.!.
myopie or hypermetropie (and in the latter case refraining from tension
13
of aeeommodation), we ean observe in ourselves the disturbanee proeeeding
fi.·om the eircles of diffusion already mentioned. Obtained in this manner,
it appears, however, to be somewhat greater than in astigmatics, whieh is
partly to be aseribed to this, that the latter by some play of aeeommodation
can make the diffusion-images alter their form alld combine th!? vertical
alld horizontallines thus alternately more distinctly perceived. Mor('over,
the light is less uniformly distributed in the diffusion-images of astigmatie
individuals, and, in faet, more advantageously in the posterior part of the
foeal interval. In general, too, the diffusion-images, on account of their diseontinuity (the result of the irregular astigmatism of the erystalline lens),
may cause less distul'ballce thall should be the case if they were homogeneous.
As has been aboye remarlred, the retinal images are, for like dimensions of the objects, not of equal magnitude in a horizontal and vertical
direction. If the projection eOrl'esponds in all meridians to the magnitudes
of the retinal-images (whieh is doubtful), lilm dimemions of the objeets
do not appeal' equally large in the opposite meridians. The magnitude of
the retinal images is, now that we have bccome nequainted with thc position of the em'dinal points, easily eompared. As the distance of the objects
is very considerabie, relatively to the reciproeal distmlees of the nodal points
and to the distanee Je' ~', we may assume that tllE' mngnitudC'R of the retinal
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images, in alternate accommoelation in t)1e two principal mericlians, are
proportionate to the distances le" 1'" in Hand in v. Supposing that the
retina lies 22'8432 mmo behind the cornea, the clistances liP tp" in the two
systems will be 14'241 anel 15'268, therefore == 1: 1'0721. In this it is
assumeel that k" in the accommoelation continues bound to its plaee, whieh
is not indecd exactly correct, but yet inyolves no inaccuraey of importanee.
The differenee, therefore, in the two principal meridians, of the magnitude
of the retinal images fot equal dimensions of the objects seems, in accurate accommodation, to be considerable. That with this the change of the
magnitudes, another depending on the diffusion-imagel:! may be combined
(either increasing or compensating the clifference), has been already above
sufficiently explained.

§ 36.

DUGNOSIS OF ABNORlIIAL ASl'IGlIfATISlII, ÁND DETER!lfINATION
OF lTS DEGREE.

In the phenomena, of which the precemng section gave a review,
the magnasis of astigmatism, and even the determination of its
degree, is already included. It appeared to me, however, not super:!iuous to examine the methods of investigation thence deducible,
with refel'ence to their value and utility, and to indicate the course
which leads easily and certainly to satisfactory knowiedge.
In the anomaly under consideration, the subjective examination
first presents itself. In the acuteness of vision under different conditions, we find the desired indication. Of this 1 Sh311, therefore, in
the first place treat. Finally, I shail briefly point out the objective
signs, which may cause thc existence of astigmatism to be suspected,
or even diagnosed with certainty.

A.. Sub/cctive investigation.-..A.ósel1ce qf tRe ?lm'mal acuteness q(
vision supplies the first indication. If tbe disturbance has existed
from youth, alm ast unaltered and in equal degree, without striking
variations, there is reason to suspect that astigmatism is the cause.
It is even exceptional to find thls sllspicion refuted by investigation.
If the practitioner choose, a few questions may be put, as to the
distinctness of horizontal and of verticallines, at a greater Ol' less
inclination of the head. Much time should not, however, be lost in
doing so, but reCOlme should be had to the systematic investigatiou.
1. In every diminution of acuteness of vision, we begin by determinillg its degree (see p. 188). W~ must remember, that in high
degrees of myopia, for more than one reason, perfect acuteness of
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vision is usually not met with. A certain amollnt of imperfection in
myopia, therefore, affords less reason to suspect abnormal astigmatism. Nevertheless the trial should be made.
2. Let then imperfect acuteness of vision be found. We mU8t
nowji?'8t dete1'11~ine, in wltat di?'ectio?i tlte jJl'inci;palnle?'idian8, that i!;,
the 'I1ZaxilÏ1ullz ancl minimum qf cU1'Vatul'e, al'C 8ituated. For 1,his purpose We make use of a Temote point of light, In my consultationroàm one ,of the window.panes is of dun glass. In front of the
centre of this glass is a black bOal'd, 35 centimètres (13'77 English
iuches) square: in the middle of the board is a perforated metallic
plute, before which a diaphragm cau be pushed, with openings of
from ! to 10 mmo in diämeter. The patient should now be directed
to look towards au opening of from 2 to 4 millimètres in diameter,
at a distance of from 10 to 15 feet, while by means of glasses we
cause slight myopia to alternate with hypermetropia (compare p.
470). Even in the normal eye, an extension of the diffusion-image
is, on this examination, usually observed in two opposite directions,
indicating the maximum and minimum of curvature. But in abnormal astigmatism this is particularly ;;triking.-Subsequently I
found, that we obtain a still better result by deternáning in what
direction of the axis of the most neutralising eylindrical glass the
patient sees best.
3. We have thus ascertained the direction of the principal meridians. We should now examine, whethe1' thc 1'a:;8, belonging to the8e,

f01'm m01'e aCCU1'ate image8 than tho8e 11'0111, the 1vhole ?'if1'actin!J
8It~face.

For this purpose, we should hold, suecessively in eacIl of
the priocipal meridians, the slit of a stellopreic apparatus, set to the
breadth of 1 or 2 mm,) and ascertain whether the acuteness of
visioD be thereby increased. If not, we should then try the addition
of ordinary positive and negative glasses, for the employment of
which we sha11 already have found opportunity, in the examination
mentioned under 1. If, even with the aid of these, na greater
acuteness of vision be obtained, than existed without the use of the
slit, it is almost certain that astigmatism is not to be considered as
the cause of the disturbance. Only when the degree is slight, the
aeutelless of vision still amounting, for example, to ~, ean the result be
Ul1certain; on the one hand, because looking through a slit in itself
pro duces some disturbance, on the other, because in this experiment
the astigmatism is not completely removed.
4. Let there be improvement of acuteness of vision ; the existence
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of abnormal astigmatism is thereby proved.

N ow the question is :
wltat is tlte state if 1·ifraction in eaclt if tlte prineipaZ meridians ?
This appears from the strength of the positive or negative glass,
with whieh in eaeh of these meridians the greatest aeuteness of vision
is obtained. We usually filld for both a eertain degree of ametropia.
It is now of importanee, accmately to determine this degree. By
this determination our object is attained. The degree of astigmatism is included in it. The determination is unattended with difficulty,
when a certain degree of myopia exists in both principal meridians :
the weakest negative glass, with whieh the greatest aeuteness of
vision is obtained, is in that case a sufficient measure of it. But if
hypermetropia be found in one or both meridialls, it is, at least in
the case of young persons, probable, that, by the simple proof, the
degree is not accurately shown. For involuntary, almost spasmodic
tension of accommodation conceals in part the existing hypermetropia,
and causes the indication of a too weakly positive glass for total correction. Were the tension unaltered in the subsequent determination
for the two principal meridians, at least the difference of refraction,
and therewith the degree of astigmatism, would be known. But this
equality of tension is not to be expected. Moreover, it is not sufficient to know the degree of astigmatism, it is also necessary to know
that of the hypermetropia in the two principal meridians. N ow this
knowledge is certainly and accurately obtained only by repeating the
experiments dming artificial paralysis of accommodation produced
by means of a mydriatic: the hypermetropia can then neither wholly
nor partially remain latent; it necessarily exhibits Ïtself entirely as
manifest hypermetropia.
5. In reference to astigmatism we desire to know : a, its existence;
b, the direction of the prineipal meridians, those of the maximum
and minimum of refraction;
c, the refractive condltion of the eye in each of these meridians;
d, the degree of the astigmatism.
Respeeting a and b, we obtained illformatioll under 3, respecting c
under 4. It remàins further to show how d is thence to be deduced.
The matter is simpie: tlte de[Jree qf a8tif}mati81n i8 joltnd .trom tlte
d~ffe1·ence ofrifraction in tlte two lwincipal 1ne1·idian8. 'l'his shall
be illustrated by some examples, in eOilnexion with the tIme forms
of astigmatism which, from the point of view of refraction, must, I
think, be established.

31
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I.-Myopie a8tigmati8m, to be clistinguished into :a. Simpte Am, with M in the one, E in the other mericlian.
Thus let there be :In the prineipal meridian !T, emmetropia.
"
"
"
v, M = 1,
then there exists simple myopie astigmatism
Am =

1

1

1

'6 - oc; = 6'

0. Compound myopie astigmatism, or myopia with astigmatism,
M + Am, M existing in both principal meridians.
Thus let there be :
In the prineipal meridian !T, M = ~,
"
"
"
v, M = -lu,
1
we then have M = 20 1

And moreover, Am = iu - .Ju .::.:.. du' to be written as :
1
1
M = 20 + Am 20'

n.-Hypermetropie a8tigmati8m) likewise to be distinguished as :
a. Simpte Ah) with H in the one, E in the other prineipal
meridian.
In v let there be E.
In H let there be H = b,
then there exists simple hypermetropie astigmatism
1 1
1
Ah == "8 - 00 8'

=

b. Compound, being H with astigmatism, H
the two principal meridians.
In H let H =~.
In v let H = is.
We thus find H =-Is.
and moreover, Ah = J - is = ~,
and therefore write,

I

1

+ Ah, H existing in

H 18 + Ah 9'
III.-Mixed a8tig11tati811~, with M in the one, H in the other meri.
dian.
Of this we may distillguish :
a. Mixed astigmatism, with J)l'edomi1~ant myopia, Amh.
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In v let M = -b.
In H let H
~~.
Thus we find,

=

1

Amh

= M 12 + H

1
24

1

= 8'

b. Mixed astigmatism, witlt p?-eèlominant ltypermet1'opia, Ahm.
In v let M
;b;
In H let H = b..

=

Therefore,

=

1

1

=

1

Ahm
24 M + 12 H
8'
The above is in general sufficient for tbe diagnosis and determination of the degree of astigmatism. The method recommends
itself by its simplicity and facility of application. In general it
deserves to be preferred to any of the following modes. Only the
control described under 8 must not be omitted. This is, properly
speaking, nothing more tban trying wh ether the glasses employed
in the investigation, described under 4, are really suitable. If the
control proves accurate, the investigation in the condition of artificial paralysis may, even wbere hypermetropia exists, for the most
part be omitted.
The methods still to be described, come under consideration in
particular cases. They cannot be passed over in silence, least of all
that of Stokes, which, for its ingenuity, deserves to be known, and
also sometimes yi~lds good service. Employed as a con trol, it certainly affords the most accurate indication.
6. 1110dijied metltod qf Y oung.-Young determined the distance
at which the double images of the wire of his optometer, in accom·
modation for the farthest point, held alternately vertically and horizontally, appeared to interseet. The method may be applied in
myopie individu als, but gives too high a re sult (conf. p. 451).
Moreover, the directions of the principal meridians must fust be
found, according to the method described under 2, in order to admit
of the determination of the inclinations of the optometer, at which
the observation is to be made.
7. J.l1etltocl qf Airy.-This is applicable only where a tolerably
high degree of myopia exists in the two pl'incipal mel'ic1ians, which
was the case with Airy. As point of light a small opening in an
opaque disc is employec1, turned towards the light of the sky, towards a dull glass or 'the globe of a lamp, and this is moved alollg a
2
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graduated scaIe, fol' example, that of the optometer. Wethen find
a greatest distance, at which the point of light appears as the most
slender line, and a shortest distance at which it again becomes a thin
lino, perpendicular to the first. The distances then give about the
degrees of myopia in the principal meridians.
If it be c1esired to appIy this and the preceding methods to nonmyopie subjects, the eye must be rendered myopie bya suitable convex glass. In this, ho wever, the dIi:liculty presents itself, that, if
the axis of the lens does not accurately coincide with the visual axis,
the astigmatism undergoes a modmcation.
Moreover, in both cases the accommodation must remain at rest.
This can, however, scarcely ever be accomplished, and therefore
in the majority of instanees, this method leads to incorrect l'esults.
8. Modijied 11zethod of Airy.-In order to meet the last difficulty,
the accommodation may be paralysed by means of a myelriatic. In
strong myopia Airy's method then affords tolerably fair l'esults.
But if no, or if only slight myopia, exists, a l'emote point of light
deserves the preference. Thereby we avoid the trouble connected
with the use of strong lenses. To obtain a more accurate result,
I made use of a very small point of light; produced by the re:fiexion
of an illuminated little rounel opening upon a convex mirror. In
some cases it was then satisfactorily ascertained, with what spherical
glasses the point of light appeared as the slenderest streak, successively
in two opposite directions. In the majority of instanees, on the
contrary, this remained undecided. The cause of this lies in the
irregular astigmatism, which excilldes defined lines as diffusionimages. Usually, secondary lines rapidly shot out, even before the
principalline had become slender, in different directions, preventing
an accurate determination of the glass required. Only in absence of
the crystalline lens, whereby the irregular astigmatism was removed,
die! the results attain perfect accuracy.
lnstead of a very small reflected point of light, we may employ an
opening of from 1 to 2 mmo in diameter, such as is to be obtained
by means of the board, described at page 45. Cases of aphakia excepted, the results thus obtained are not inferior to those where tlle
reflected point of light is used.
9. Investigation wit'" cylinrl1'ical lenses.-While at a distauce
letters without or with the best chosen spherical glass, are being seen
aR distinctly as possible, we take a positive cylindrical glass of about
Jcr, and turn it round before the eye. Ir astigmatism exists, it is
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observed that, in a definite position of the glass (while the curvature
of the cylindrical glass coin,cides with the meridian of strongest curvature), the acuteness of vision gJ;eatly diminishes, but that in a position perpendicular thereto, it, on the contrary, increases. The
acuteness of vision now often becomes still greater on approximating
the object: the oylindrical glass may, in correcting the astigmatism,
have rendered the eye myopie, We may now further try, with what
strength of cylinc1rical glass, always held in the most advantageous
position, the greatest acuteness of vision is obtained, which must
always be tested by difference of distance of the letters, or by
combination with spherical glasses. We then, however, obtain at
last, with the sacrifice of much time, only a moderate resllit.
The method, although thus in itself objectionable, is very weIl
adapted ta control the results obtained by that described under 4. The
latter shows from what combination, of spherical and cylindrical glasses
the greatest acuteness of vision is to be expected, and we should never
Ileglect to try thi.s, nor omit a comparisoll with slight modification
of the lenses. We sha11 thus always be able to congratulate ourselves on a more complete improvement of the acuteness of vision,
t,han was obtn,ined hy the use of the slit, which, if it be too narrow,
takes away much light and is obstrnctive by difi'raction, and if it be
too wide, very imperfectly corrects the astigmatism,
10. JJlethocl qf Sto!.:es.-The c1istinguished Secretary of t.he Royal
Society had very well seen that Airy's method could lead to satisfactory results only when, together with thc successive determination
of tJle farthest points of distinct vision in the two principal meridians, the condition of accommodation of the eye underwenL no
change. By his method this difficllity is removed. He proposes to
detine the degree of astigmatism, by means of an astigmatic lens,
the action, of which can be reglllatec1 in a manner as simple as it is
ingenious, so as to make it aSSllme precisely the degree by which the
astigmatism ofthe eye is corJ;ected, I have had such lens es prepared,
and give the description of the instrument, with the arrangement
which appeared to me most advantageous: the principle is precisely
that of the astignzatie lens of Stokes, which name mayalso be
given to the instrument. It consists (Fig. 162B, exhibitillg a
section) of two cylindrical lenses, the one plano-convex Zof ia, the
other plano-concave t' of - ia. The first is fastened into a broad
copper ring, K, the last into K', which rings at ai are fitted to one
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Fig. 162 .
.A.

another, and can turn past one another around their axis. At the
same time, therefore, the lenses t ti also rotate past one another;
they are turned with their flat surfaces towards each other, leaving
a very small interspace. J!lg. 162 A, represents the instrument,
seen on tJle outer sUl·face. It will be observed that on K an index i
occurs, on IC' a graduated scale. If the index points to 0° or to 180°,
the axes of the two cylindrical lenses are parallel: the section of
the lenses appears then as in B, so that when united, they may be
regarded as a concavo-convex cylindrical lens, with equal radius of
curvature of the two planes, whose action is about = o. If the
index points to 90° or to 270°, the axes of the cylindrical glasses
stand perpenc1icular to one another. At the same time the system
has its maximum ?n of astigmatic action ; a plane of parallel rays
of light, coinciding with the axis of Z, will undergo no deviation
through ij but through t' will be made convergent to its focus, situated at 10'; on the contrary, a plane of parallel rays, coinciding with
the axis of l', are made divergent through t, as if they came from a
point, situated 10' in front of the lens, and through l' do not deviate further from this course. In the one meridian we thus obtain
an astigmatism of io, in the opposite of - ta' and the astigmatism
m of rays, refractec1 in this position of the lenses, therefore amounts
to!. It thus appears, that by turning round from 0° to 90° the
astigmatism ascends from 0 to }, and by a simple formula,
As = m sin a,
we can calculate the astigmatism for each angle a, which the axes of
the lenses make with one another. For the sake of convenience dennite
degrees of astigmatism are directly given upon the instrument, rendering the calculatioll unnecessary.
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It is easy to see the use which may be made of this instrument.
If any one fails to obtain, with the most satisfactory lj.ccommodation
or reduction for di stance, the normal acuteness of vision, and if we
suspect the existence of astigmatism, we set the instrument about at
the degree of astigmatism, which the disturbance of vision leads us
to suspect (rather somewhat too weak than too strong), and cause it,
while the eye is steadily fixed upon the distant letters, to turn round
before the eye. If improvement be now observed iu a particular
position, the action of the astigmatic lens can be increased or diminished in the manner above described, uutil the maximum of distinctness is obtained; but this change requires again another position.
We showd not, however, imagine that our object has been thus
altogether attained, The eye is now seluom properly adjusted for
the distance at which the letters are. The astigmatic lens makes the
eye in the meridian of ma"Jtimum of curvature incline as much to
hypermetropia, as it does in the meridian of minimum of curvature
to myopia, and emmetropia (distinct vision at a distance) will therefore be obtained only when the eye) without the astigmatic lens, had
selected a glas:; whereby it was reduced iu its two principal meridians
to an equal degree of ametropia (either myopia or hypermetropia).
Sometimes this is completely accomplished, and the object is then
immediately attained. But experience shows that this is the exception. In general, in correcting the astigmatism a s1ight degree of
ametropia remains, and this again suggests the question, whether
the astigmatism has been cOl'l'ected as perfectly as possible, or not.
lf any myopia remains, this can immediately be demonstrated by
npproximating the object; and if the latter be now more acutely
seen, the action of the astigmatic lens can be more accurately set and
arranged: however, when in this manner, after a long search, an
accurate reswt is obtained, a tolel'ably dctailecl calculation is still
necessary to deduce, from the spherical glass used, from the astigmatic
action of the lens and from the greatest distance at which, with this
system, acute vision is obtained, the ametropia in the two principal
meridians-a knowledge which we need. But if hypermctropia remains, thel'e is, unless the accommodation ]Jrovide for it, no distance
discoverabie, at which suificiently acute vision is obtained, perfectly
to regulate the astigmatic action of the lens, sa that in that case the
addition of a second spherical (positive) lens is required, to bl'ing
acuteness of vision at a distance to its maximum.
From all the fOl'egoing it appears, that the meLhod is not very
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applicable in practice. Tt answers best when the eye is by spherical
glasses reduced to a certain degree of myopia, and it is then tried for
near objects, with what action of the astigmatic lens the person can
best read. In this, howevel', it is more difficult to take care that
the lenses be held perfectly centred before the eye; mOl'eover, the
opinion as to the acutelless of visioll is not quite certain, and at all
events we have leal'ued only the degree of astigmatism, but hy no
means tbe refmction in each ·of the principal meridians.
For all these reasons i110 method described under 4. deserves tbc
preference, and tbe astigmatic lens of Stokes is principally available
only as a means of control. If, fDr example, we have deduced from
the results obtained, by what spherical glass the refraction in the
two principal meridians i~ reduced to equal degrees of ametropia
(either myopia or hypermetropia), we can, with the aid of the astigmatie lens, with great accuracy determine the degree of the as~ig
matism, and at the same time the instrument presents the advantage
of enabling us in a simple manner to regulate it in its action. lts
precision will even enable us to discover alld counteract little inacouracies in the result obtainet1 by the above-mentioned methods.
This is the plaoe to reminà the reader, that above (p. 468) nse
lIas already been made of tbe astigmatic lens of Stokes, in the con~
struction of all instrument designed to make the phenomena of
astigmatism in very different degrees visible upon a screen. What
was th ere said will have fonna its explanation in the statement here
glven.
E.-We have now to treat hriefly of the objective 8ign8 of
astigmatism.
They are so far inferior to the subjective, that they usually do not
exist with equal certaillty, and never show accurately the degree of
the asymmetry. But they aerive a special value from the connexion
in whicl1 tl1ey stand to the cause of the affection. They have partly
I'eferellce to the form of the eyeball. Examination with the ophthalmoscope supplies a second series of objective signs.
1. Astigmatislll OCCUl'S mostly in hypermetropie inàividuals. If
diminished acuteness of visioll exists in such persons, asymmetry is
generally in operation. Hence the objective signs of hypermetropia
are alreacly not without value (compare p. 252). Eut the cornea
often aft'oras more deeisive signs. Sometimes its asymmctry is
immediately reeognised: it is either shorter than usual in the
vertical measurement, Ol' it extends farther baekwards (as the result
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of greater curvature), so that the section between the cornea and the
sclerotic does not 1ie in one plane. In other cases, the difference in
magnitude of re:flected images in tbe vertieal and in tbe horizontal
direction attracts attention. A square, for example the board,
above mentioned (p. 480), is represented with a greater transverse
dimension. The asymmetry of the cOl'nea is then thus proved,
and that of the entire system nsua1ly cOl'responds to it. Even in the
farm of the sclerotie we again fiud tbis differenee: we sha11 aften be
ab1e to convince ourse1ves even in the living subject, at least in
hypermetropie individuals, that the vertieal axis of the eyeball is
eonsiderably shorter than the horizontal.
2. Examination with the ophthalmoseope affords likewise in hypermetropie individuals the most eertain indieation of the existence of
astigmatism. In a normal eye we see (unless the observer be himself astigmatie) the vessels, proeeeding in different directions from
the optie dise equally distinet with equal effort of our accommodation.
In an astigmatie eye this is no langer the case. Wethen ob serve
that, in order to see accurately in succession the vessels running in
different directions neur the optie disc, we must alter the state
of aecommodatioJl of our eye. The rule is, that the emmetropie
individual, in relaxation of his accommodation, observes aecurately
vessels running horizontally; Oll the contrary, to see vertieal vessels
distinctly, he must in duce tensioll of aecommodation. The explanation of this difference is evident. The vessels running vertically are
not aeutely seen until the rays tbenee diverging in a horizontal
plane are brought to a focus in the eye of the observer, and if t11e
observed eye be hypermetropie in the horizontal meridiall, the rays
belonging to this plane maintain outside the eye a diverging direction, so that tension of aceommodation is required on t1le part of the
observer to bring them to a focus. On the contral'y, the rays proeeeding from horizontal vessels in the vertical meridian wi1l, in emmetropia in this p1ane, outside the observed eye be parallel, and these
vessels wiIl, therefore, without tensioll of aecommodatioIl, appear
distinct.-In the inverted image of the fundus oculi the difference
is aiso inverted, but, for more reaSOllS thall one, is less perceptible:
omitting the slighter difI'erenee of requil'ed accommodation, it is
too mueh iufiuenced by the dil'ection of the axis of the lens held
before the eye, which even may correct the dilference.
At the meeting held at I-leidelberg in 18Bl, Dl'. Knapp ealled
attention to a secoud phenomenoll in tbe fundus oculi in astigmatic
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persons1 I refeF to the variaQ1e form of the optie di~c. In the
direction of the meridian of greatest curvature t4e ilimellsion, in
examining the non~inverted image appears more, in that of the
meridian of slig4test çurvature it appears 1ess, magnified; the reverse
obtains in examining the inverted image, If, t4erefore, in examination by these tW9 methods, the optie dise is e10ngated in 0l)posite
Pireetions, t4e existence of ~s iSl as Scbweiggel'* remarked, p.raved,t

§ 37.

G4USE 4ND BEAT OF AB:rrOlt~.A.L
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Abnormal astigmatism ii;i ta be considered as a 4igher degJ.lee af
the same asymmetry~ whieh belangs ta narmal eyes: similarity af
seat and canfarmity of direction of the pqneipa1 mel'idians, in the
twa cases, afl'ard the praof thereof:
..1\.S to the norm al, the cau~e is in general far the most part to be
saught in the cornea; and the dil'ection of tbe principa1 meridians,
for the whole dioptrie system, as weIl as far the cornea in particular,
is af that nature, that the meridian of ll1aximum of eurvature usually
approaches to the vel'tical, that of minimum, ta the hori~ontal.
Fol' abnormal degl'ees of asymmetry the same mies obtaill, What
is more, they here present still 1ess of exception. If in normal
astigmatism it is llothing ul1usual for the meridian of the maximum
of eurvature to make a smaller angle with the horizontal than with
the vertieal }11ane, in abnormal degrees I have faund onIy a few
examples thereof. And, as to the seakifwe leave out of eonsidcration a few cases of evident eetapia of the lens, to which I shall
revert-eaeh disturbing degree of astigmatism was cambined with an
extraordinary asymmetry of the cornea, Precisely the high degree
of this asymmetry explains, why it prepandel'ates over the infiuence
of the lens.
The subjoined Table contains OUl' fh'st results of observation .
.. A1'clu"v f. Ophtltalrnologie, B. i:x:. p. 178.

t lIIy friend Bowman l'ecently informs me, that " he has been sometimes
led to the discovelT of l'egular astigmatism of the cornea, and thc direction
of the chief meridians, by using the mÎl-ror of the ophthalmoscope much in
the same way as for slight degrees of conical cornea. The obaervation is
,more easy if the optic disc is in the line of sight and the pupillurge. The
mirl'or is to be held at 2 feet distance, and its inclination rapidly val'ied, so
as to throw the light on the eye at small angles to the perpendicular, and
from opposite sides in succession, in successive meridians. The al'c:a of the
pupil then exhibita a aomewhat linear shadow in same meridians l'athel'
than in others."
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No. Name.

Sex.

Eye.

1.
rad.
hor.

-

mmo

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

I

VI.

F.

R.

"
VOo

H..

"
Rl'.

"
M.
"
M.

Rl'."Jr.
Fr.

"
M.
M.

"
Pg.
Rm.
Im.

"
M.
M.
M.

"
Vg.
Dr.

"
M.
M.

"
And.

"
M.

"
Ren.
Sch.

"
M.
M.
"

"

L.

L.

R.

L.
L.

R.

L.
R.
L.

!{,.

L.
L.

R.

L.

R.

L.

R.
R.

L.

8'00
7'80
8'29
8'14
8'32
8'38
g'44
8-72

8'40
7'93
8'74
7'96
8'28
8-29
7'69
7'84
8'19
8'16
8'l1
8-91
8'81

n.

I

V.
lIl.
IV.
As
u
vert. F"horiz.IF vertic. =1:
!'ad.
mmo

7'29
7-48
1'56
7'67
7'30
7'38
7'69
7'13
7'25
7'50
8'04
7'34
7'33
7-69
7'25
7'26

NO

743
7'23

7'82
7'96

,

In }Jnrisul11 inches.

1'1737
1.14-14
1'2163
1'1943
1'221
1'2295
1'2383
1·2794
1'2325
1'1635
1'2814
1'1679
1'2149
] '2163
1'1283
1'1503
1'2017
1-1973
1'1899
1-3073
1-2927

,

l'OG95
1-0975
1'109
1-125
1071
1'083
1-128.3
1'0461
j '0637
H004
1-1797
1'0770
1'0755
J '1283
1'0637
1'0652
1']004
1'0902
]'0607

1-1474
1-1679

10'78
20'04
9'43
14'51
6·374
6'800
9'504
4'293
5·811
1518
11'02
10'35
7'013
11'67
13'90
10'77
9'767
9'118
7-310
7-019
9'051

It is made of like data, alld calclliated in the same manner as the
Table occurring at p. 460, and referring to normal astigmatism.
We find here 21 cases colleeted, in whieh diminishecl aeuteness of
vision existed, as the result of abnormal astigmatism.*
The Table reguires little explanation. Of the five columns of
figures,
I. Contarns in millimètres the radius in a horizontal plane, carried
through the visuallille,
Il. In millimètres the radius in a vertical plane, cnrried through
the visualline.
" In the majority of these cases the measurements which are required for
the calculation of the elements of the ellipse, were made both in the
vertical and in the horizonial section. I pass them over here as being
less pertinent to the matter in hand. I shall observe only that the eccontricity of the elliptical seetion in the vertical mel'idian usually proved
particuIarly smalI. It also deserves to be mentioned that, especially
whcn hypermetropia was in play, thc visual lille almost always made ,a
great angle (7 Q to 9°) with the axis of the cornea, which must appear
the less strange beeause, as nllmel'OUS measurements, made in connexion
with Dr. Doyor, have shown (Verslagen en J1Iededeelingen van de Koninkl.
Akademie van rVetenscltappen, 1862), the angle between the visual line
and the axis of the cornea is in general, in hypermetropie subjects, considerable (eompare p_ 299).
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lIL In Parisian inches, the posterior focal distance of the cornea
in I.
IV. In Parisian inches, the posterior focal distance of the cornea
in 11.
V. In Parisian inches, the focal di stance of the cylindrical lens,
which, in the requisite c1irectioIl, placec1 immediately before the cornea
would make the focal distances lIl. and IV. equal. The drgree of
astigmatism, proceeding from the ascertained asymmetry of the cornea
is therefore 1; 10'78,1: ~O'04, &c.-R. signifies the right, L. the
left eye. In some persons both eyes, in others only one, are measured.
M. stands for the male, F, for the female sex. On the whoIe, I have
found the asymmetry more in men than in women; of the latter,
however, comparatively fewer were submitt(ld to measnrement.
Tbe eye discovers at a glance that in all the cases the radius of
the cornea in the vertical plane is considerably less than that in the
horizontal, that therefore the form of the cornea, without exception,
accounts not only for a high degree of astigmatism, but also specially
for an astigmatism with shorter focal di stance in the vertical meridian,
-quite in accordance with what, likewise without eJl:ception, was
observed with respect to tbe whole dioptric system.
The great importance of the asymmetry of the cornea is particulady striking on comparing theTable to be found at p.4BO, containing
the results of observation of normal eyes, with sufficient acuteness of
vision : tbc maximum of ai3ymmetry occurring here is still below the
minimum mentioned in the Tabie, in cases of abnormal astigmatism,
if we leave out of view No. 2 of the abnormal, which had a relatively
slight distm'bance (8 = fr), and No. 14 of the nQrmal~ which, on
closer examinat.ioll, yielded no perfect acuteness of vision (8:;:: ~).
Another question is, how far tbe crystalline lens also has influence.
In my original Essay upon Astigmatism, I was not in a position to
give a satisfactory answer to this query. The investigations recently
carried out with Dr. Middelburg, according to the method above
described (see p. 462), have supplied me with the proof, that with a
higlt rlegl'ee 0/ asylltmet1'!} qf tlte comea asylitmetJ'!} fif tlte cl'ystattine
lens exists, acting in such a cli?'ection, tltat the astigmatisl1t JO?' tlte
wltole eye is nea?'l!! alwoys less tltan tltat jJ?'oceerlin(J Jrom tlte cornea,
The subjoined Table (compare that at p. 4<93) contains the results
of observation and of calculation, obtained for fiJteen eyes, some of
wbich were determined by more than one observer. The observations show:
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i 0. That the degree of astigmatism for the whole eye (column
Aso) wM in general not so high as had previously been found by Dr.
Knarp and lllyself. It was ou the present occasiou ascertained by
determination with the stenopreic slit, with cylindrical glasses, and
with Stokes' lens, the avel'age of the l'esults obtained by these three
methods being taken. These results, \Vhen the acuteness of vision was
not pl1rticularly slight, usually differed but httle from one another.
2°. That almost invariably (column D) hypermetropia existed in
both meridians (the sign minu8, placed before the numerical values of
the refraction, signifies H).
3 d • That the direction of the meridian of maximum of curvature
(column G) is far from nniform, but yet in twelve cases deviates
less than ~WO from the perpendicular, and only in two cases is nearer
to 0° than to 90°. (The determination was eft'ected from the direction
of the correcting glass required, according to the method described
at p. 455, which is more accurate than thatformerly used).
4°. That, in connexion with the most commonly otJcurring direc~
tion of Me, with the exception only of No. 13, the radius of curvature of the cornea iu 90 eis less than in oe (column E), and even in
five cases the maximum of CUl'vature is found very near 90 e •
5°. That the average of the measurements; in each of the meridians
obtained through intel'vals ofl5 degrees (column E), No. 14 excepted,
exhibits a very regular sequence in tbe ascertained values of the
radius of cnrvature. (The lesser regularity found for the cornea
with normal astigmatism (compare Table, p. 466), is undoubtedly
to be ascribed to errors of observation, which, with the slight dift'erence of the radius of curvature in the measured meridians, must of
course be mach more evident in the relation of the numbers.)
From the observations of the radius of curvature in the different
meridians, it was now in the first place calculated, to what meridians
maximum and minimum correspond .and what are the values of
maximum and minimum; whence, further, in a simple manner
(compare p. 461) the degree of astigmatism caused by the cornea
(see column F, under A.se) was then found.-In the second place, it
was now calculated what the degree and the direction of the asymmetry
of the crystalline lens must be, in order, in connexioll with the values
ascertained for the cornea, to elicit the c1irection and the degree of
the astigmatism for the whole eye. In column H the results of this
calculation for the lens are inserted. They will be found to be in
accordance with the general re sult formulised at p. 492.
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In particular, we still remark, that only in two cases does the
meric1ian of maximum of eurvature of the erystalline lens, MIJ approadh
more to the vertieal than to the horizontal clirection. In eleven cases
it deviates even less than 10° from the horizontal direction: Tt thus
appears that the maximum of eurvature of the leus is still more constantly governed hy the horizontal, than that of the cornea is hy the
vertical direction. N ow with this is further connected the fact, that
the astigmatism of the cornea is almost invariably greater than that
of the whole eye. But at the same time it appears; that we should
be far from the truth, if we made the compensc1ting action of the
crystalline lens equal to its aetual astigmatism, and therefore assumed

AS

j

= AlSc -

Al. The direetions of the axes have too gteat an
So

infiuenee, as a single glance at the lines, hy whieh they are indieated,
at on ce makes evic1ent.-We ean therefore attach no partieular
value to the Table given by Knapp, * the less sa, beeause the determmations of the astigmatism for the whole dioptrie system must by
his methad eome out toa high (see p. 451)~
I have ealled the astigmatism of the cornea greater than that of
the erystalline lens: but, in faet, the astigmatism of the erystalline
lens is greater than we have here found it. The ealeulation was
made as if the erystalline lens were a single refraeting surfaee,
plaeed at an infinitely short distanee from the anterior surface of
the cornea; and we ean easily understand, that the deeper position
of the crystalline lens must diminish its infiuenee in astigmatism.
I have thought a more accurate calculation on this point superfluous.
Lastly, the question still arises, whether, when asymmetry of
the cornea exists, the radius in the horizontal meric1ian is greater, or
that in the vertieal is smaller, than that of the normal symmetrical
eye. In the first IJlace, I ean to this answer, that that in the horizontal
meridian is usually considerably greater. In measuring 120 eyes of
men with perfect accuracy of vision, 1 found r/ in the horizontal
meridian on an average 7.858 mm., the maximum heing 8.396 alld
the minimum 7.291. Among these were many myopie and hypermetropie eyes, up to the highest degrees j hut they exhibited na
difference of importance. The 21 asymmetrical eyes of men, collected in the T"ble (p.491) give, on the contrary, r O on au average
8'291, that is, nearly equal to the maximum found in symmetrical
.. Al'chiv f Opltt1!almolo[Jie, B. viii. Abth. ii. p. 221l.
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eyes, and among them ocCUt not fewer than five, which even exceed
that maximum, namely, (Jo
8'44, pa
8'72, pQ
8'74, r/ =
8'81; and (Jo == 8.91. As to (Jo in the vertical meridiau, this is
in the asymmetrical eyes shorter than in the symmetrieal, but tbe
difference is here less considerable. On an average we found for the
first (TabIe p, 491) (Jo vertic. = 7'439, Of ~overtic. in symmetrical
eyes I possess no determinations except those given at p,460, which
elChibit an average of 7'695. It therefore appears that, in asymmetry of the eye, pa in the horizontal meridian usually ascends
more above the normal, than pa in the vertical descends below it.
The same is to be deduced from the Table given at p. 493.
Besides congenital malformation of the cornea, various acquired
conditions may give rise to abnormal astigmatism. These deserve
separate cousideration, and shaU be spoken of in § 39, ,vjth the
clinical forms, under which astigmatism occms.

=

=

=

I here append the möde of calculating the part playetl by the crystalline
lens in astigmatism, as it has been established, aftel' consultation with my
friends Professors Hoek and Buys Ballot.
In the fi1'st place it is necessary to establish for all the detl'rminations
made in twelve meridians a relative infiuence on the direction of Mand me,
as well as on the radius in JJfc and me. From the observatious must be calculated:1°. a the angle, wbich tbe borizontal plane makes with the pIane mof
t11e greatest radius of curvature,
2". R, the least radius of curvature and r t11e greatest radius of curvature.
For t11is purpose, let the twelve observations be divided into three groups,
and of the ct, r aud R, calculated from each group, let the mean be taken.
Let Po be the radins of ourvature in the borizontal meridian, therefore
making an angle ct 0 with m, thus P", makes with m the angle ct + tp,
We thus obtain:
. , a +1- SIn
.• a,
-1 = -1cospo R
l'
to which another form is easily given,

+

2 (1-+-1) + ( -_1 1) c082ct(1)
-=
po
R l'
R r
2 = (1H. +r1) + (1ll--r1) oos 2 (a+
. tp).

P",

The difference is
2(

2.. _..!. ) =

P<!>

Po

(k - ~) [
r

cos 2 (ct

+ tp) -

oos 2

ct

J.

The difference of the two cosines, expressed by tbe product of two sines,
we obtl1in
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1
(1R - -1).
-po1 - prp
-=
sm (2
r

a

+ rp) sm. rp

(2)

+ rp) sm. rp

(3)

and likewise
1
I
1
1)
- -= (R--cos (2 a
P45
prp + 45
r
Now the quotient of these proportions is:
1
1

io

+

~rp = tan (2 a rp)
----;
P45
prp + 45
and if we assume rp = 90", the simple formulas come

(4)

~ _ 2- = (~ _

!-)
cos 2 a
r
I - -1- = _ (1-_-1).sln2a

po

Pl5

Ptt>

(2*)

R

pep + 45

R

1

(3*)

r

1

(4*)

P45

prp

+ 45

If we apply this formula to the fourth line of the tabIe, we find:
For the first combination of Po poo and P45 Pla5
1 __
1
.
_
-00107
8·01
8·76
- - - =-cot2a
1
1
- 0·0007
8·37 - 8·42
2a = - 3° 44'
a=-1°52'.
For the second combination of Pl5 P105 and P60 PIIiO'
1
1
_ 0.0092
&07 - 8-72 ____ = _ cot 2 (a 15 Q )

+

1
8.14 -

1
6.47

+ 0·0056
2 (a+ 15°) = 31° 20'
a
40'.

For the third combination Pao Pl20 and P75 PlG5'
1
1
_ 0.0063

s:6Q-m

1
1_
+ 0·0079
8·02
8·56

- cot 2

Ca + 30)

+ 30) =

51 0 26'
a
= - 4° 17'.
As the mean of the three combinations, we now obtain:
0
0
a
1 52' + 40' - 4 17'
10 53',
3
whioh signifies that 'In lies at 10 53',
14 at 91 0 53'.
In the second place we find Rand r from tho determinations of
2 (a

=-

=_

32
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1

1

1

1f - rand R + f'
For the nrst combination we find :

...!.- + ! _
R

r -

(~+ ~ )
Pc>

p[J()

+ (_1 + _1 )_
P45

2

P135

= 0'2387.

For the second combination :

_]R + .!r -_

(1+

1)+(1+

p-;;;

Pl5

p;;

2

1)

p;

=

0'2402.

For the third combina.tion:

1)
1 1) (1
.!.-+! _ (r; + p; + p; + ~ =
R

2

r-

0'2102.

And

~

~ is found as (2 *),

-

1
1

1

R-

r=

1

po - P;.
cos 2

ct.

This gives for the first combination,
1
1
0'0107
- - -r = cos 3°44' = 0'0107.
R
For the second combination,
1
1
0'0092
cos 31 Q 40' = 0'0108,

R-r=

For the third combination,
1
1
TI, '"-

0'0063

r = cos 51° 26' = 0'0101,

By adding the values obtained for R! -

~

R

+.!.,
we obtain the value -l~' aud
r .

value Rl

+:r thevalue of~.r
~ =

0'2387

!r

to the corresponding values of

by subtl'acting them from the same

In the fust combination

+ 0'0107 =

0'2494.

second combinatiou = 0'2510
third

"

= 0'2503

6

= 0'7507

H.
1

R
1'1,
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2

- = O'238i - 0'0107 = O'228()
l'
seoond oombination = O'22!J4
third eombination = 0'2301

~ =

0'6875

l'

1

- = 0'1146
l'

=

l'
8'73.
In this manner now both Me and the radius in Me and in me are fouud,
and entered in the Tabie. The asoertained values of the radii in Me and
me are reduced to Parisian inches, and thence the posterior foeal distanees
FP in the maximum of cnrvature and fP in the minimum of curvature are
calculated, whenee, further, f' was found (see p. 461).
We thus obtain:
ASe = ~.

f'

Now, if the direction of Mo be kuown by direet determination, that of Me
by calculation, and if the values of Aso and ASe have also been found, these
may be considered as the foeal distances of two positive cylindrieal lenses,
the direction of whose axes is perpendieular to Mo and to Me' Hence,
therefore, MI can be found as the direction of the axis, and ASI as the
strength of the cylindrical lens, which, added to Me and ASe, gives for the
resulting lens Mo and Aso,
The following is the question ;If of two infinitely thin cylindrical lenses, I and lIl, are given the fooal
distances, or the radii 1'1 and ra and the directions of the axes,-what is then
the focal distance or the radius 1'2 and the direction of tqe axis of a lens
1I, which, added to I, has III as resulting lens?
Let po = R of the cylindricallens be ('J) (therefore in the direction of the
axis),
Poo = t' the least radius of curvature, a, (3 the azimuths of tbe plane
of the axes for each of the cylindrical glasses,
y the azimuth of the axis of the lens to be added, then, as in an angle rp
with the axis
!. is al ways = .!. cos2 rp !. sin2 g),
po
lt
l'
' d
. 2 rJ) all(1 -1 = -1 COb-" rp
f or th e eyl 111
er i=l
- sm

+

p,)

po

l'

\'

and therefore in an al'bit1'a1'!} azimuth a, that makes the angles a-a with
the axis of the first, f3-a with the axis of the seeond, y-a with tbe plane
of the axis of the third lens,
sin2 (,,-a)
sin' U3-a) _ Si1l2 (y-a)
(1)

+

+...!

1"

cos2 (,,-a)
--1"--

1'''
2

-

(f3-a)

+ --1',,-- =
COb

1''''

cos' (,.-a)

--1"11--

lt

+ R1

(2)

lt always tbe radius of the sphel'e, which must be added to Lhe lens y, in
order wholly to comprise ihe system tL and f3,
(2) minus (1) gives, on account of
cos' </) - sin2 rp = cos 2 ,/>,
2
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cos 2 (a-a)

+ cos 2 ({3-a) _

cos 2 ("I-a)
(3)
r"
The azimuth a is arbitrary, for in eaclt azimuth it must be quite the same,
whether we take a or {3, or,,/ into the sphere.

r'

r"

This we express in the following manner ;cos 2 (a-a)
cos 2 a cos 2 a siu 2 a sin 2 a.
If we do thus with the other terms, and write the one under the other
what is muitiplied with cos 2 a, and also the one under the other what is
multiplied with sin 2 a, there results (3)

=

+

+ sin 2 a sin 2 a
r'
a + sin 2 f3 sin 2 a
ril

cos ~ a cos 2 a

+

r
cos 2 (3 cos 2
r'
cos 2 'Y

(4)

sin 2 "I . 2
- - -rIl
e o s 2 a - - -rOl
S l U 0=0
In order to express the arbitrariness of 8, the coeffieient of cos 2 a and
that of sin 2 0 must eaeh separately be equal to zero. Thus (4) falls into
(5) and (6).
cos 2 a + cos 2 {3 _ cos 2 "I
(5)
r'
r
r'"
sin 2 a
sin 2 {3 _ sin 2 "I
(6)
U

+

r'

-

ril

-

rMl

(6) divided by (5) is :-

and (5)2

+ (6)2 gives
I _

1

r"Hl -

1'2,

_1

+ l'~

+ 2 cos 2 (<<-13)
r' ril

11

Thus rRl and 'Y are found.
If r' or r N and Cl or {3 to be found, while r" and "/, and more over rJ or r' and
{3 or a are given, we write (5) and (6) thus:
cos 2 Cl
cos 2 "/
cos 2 f3
(9)

=

1"

sin 2 a
r1

=

1'''

1'111

sin Z "/
r NI

sin 2 {3

( 10)

-~/-

10 .

9" glves:
sin 2

r

bin 2 (3
1'''

1'"

_

tau 2 « = c-o-s"""'Z,--y--c-os-.~2--;-;f3 of

~-=-2~

rIl

r2 [

12u

pI

1'''

sin 2 'Y -

ril cos 2 'Y -

+ 1",,, -

2 ril

1,1/'

sin 2 f3

1',;, 005

I'dI

2

f3

cus 2 ({3-y) ]

rp 1'",
f =='7='7=7,==~;i=====;=o===:
or,
V 1'2
r"IJl - 2 r " r" cos Z ({3-y)'
If

+

'.
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According to these formulre MI (= a) and r' (and with them Asl , as proportionate to them), are now found and JiHed into the Tabie.

§ 38.

ÜYLINDRICAL LE:NSES,* AND GENERAL RULES FOR TREIR
EMPLOYMENT.

Regular astigmatism may, as has above been remarked, be produeed by adding a cylindrieal to a sphericallens.
The aetion of a cylindrieallens can, in its turn, be counteracted by a
second such lens of equal focal distance. If these cylindricallense~
are bath either positive or negative, the axes of the cylindrical snrfaces
must, in order to neutralise each other, stand perpendienlar to one
another; if, on the contrary, one be positive, and the other negative,
the effect is attained with a parallel state of the axes. Of the
latter case the astigmatic lens of Siokes furnishes an example (conf.
p. 486) : its action is, in a parallel state of the axes, = O. The first
we find represented in the so-ealled watchmakers' lenses, which have
two convex cylindrical surfaces of equal focal distance, whose action,
by the intersection of the axes of these surfaces, nearly coincides
with that of spherical biconvex lenses. If the two cylindrical surfaces be similar anel concave, they give the action of a negative
spherical lens, with remaval of the astigmatism, when their axes
interseet.
Now as the action of one cylindrieal lens may be destroyed by
that of another, regular astigmatism may be cOl'rected by means of
a cylindrical lens. In order to farm a good idea of the correction,
experiments SllOUld be tried with one's own eye. A cylindrical lens,
for example of -k, produces astigmatism, and gives rise to peculiar
di~iurbances in vision already described. A second cylindrical lens
of - jij, with a similarly directed axis, completely neutralises the
action of the first, so that the presence of glasses before the eye is
now scareely observed. If, on the contrary, the second r.ylindrieal lens, as weIl as the first, is a positive lens of -k, the asiigmatism is corrected, if the axes of the cylindrical surfaces be directed
perpendicularly to each other; but the eye has then at the same
time beeome myopic, ancl that to sueh a degree, that the farthest
.. To be had, among others, Ïrom Nachet and Son, Paris, and Paetz and
Flohr, Bcrlin, on giving thc formulre to be hereafter communicated.
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point of a previouslyametropic eye (tbe distance from tbe glass to the
eye not being taken into account) comes to lie at 10" (M = M.
The glasses required for the coneetion of the different forms of
astigmatism, may be reduced to three kinds.
Sinzple cylindrical glasses (Fig. 163). Just as tbe spherical
these have either a positive (A., B, 0), or a negative foeal distance
(D, E, F) ; the first we caU simply positive, the second negutive. lf
both the surfaces are cylindrical, their axes are parallel. To give a
correct idea of their form, they are represented both in a section perpendicular to the axis (Fig. 163, I), and in a section, carried througb
the axis (Fig. 163, II), the surfaces being distinguished as u, the
anterior, and p, the posterior.
u. To the positive belong:1. The bi-convex: (Fig. 163 A.).
2. Tbe plano-convex (B).
3. The concavo-convex or positive meDÎ!5cus (0).
ó. To the negutive belong :1. The bi.concave (D).
2. The plano-concave (E).
3. The convex-concave or negative meniscus (F).

r.

Fig. 163.
A

1 Q

c

B

D

E

F

a

;

1
§

~

Practically the same is true of tbe cylindrical as of tbe spherieal
glasses: the plano-convex and plano-concave produce the greatest
aberration, the bi-convex (provided it be not too powerful) and the
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bi-concave are in general very satisfactory, and the menisci have the
advantage of being periscopic.
Of the simple cylindrical, glasses from io c to i c, and from - 3h c to
- i care necessary, that is glasses of from 50 to 5 Parisian inches
both negative and positive focal rustance. That this focal distance
obtains only for the surface perpendicular to the axis of the cylindrical curvature, and that, in a surface caITied through the axes the
focal distance is infinite, need scarcely be remarked here: they therefore leave in this last direction also, the focal distance of a dioptric
system, wherewith they are combined, unaltered.
To express their nature and power we make use, as will have
been seen, of the same formula as for the spherical glasses, with the
addition of c.
Ilo Bi-o/jlinckicaZ glasses (Fig. 164).-These have two cylindrical
surfaces of curvature, whose axes are directed perpendicularly to one
another (I a and IIp). If the two surfaces are cylindrically ground,
but their axes are parallel, they belong to the simple cylindrical,
whether to the bi-convex, or bi-concave, or to the menisci, which have
been already described above (Fig. 163, Á, C, D and F). Of the
bi-cylindrical one surface is in general convex, the other concave, as
the two sections, taken in each of the two axes (Fig. 164, I a, II p),
Fig. 164.

Fig. 165.

A
1 a

J3

I

J(a

show. Such bi-cylindrical glasses, thereforc, make parallel incident
rays of light, after refraction, convel'ge in the plane of the one axis,
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and diverge in that of the other: Their action may be expressed by
tbe formula for each of the two planes, connected by the sign of a
A bi-cylindrical glass of 12" positive focal distance
right angle
in aplane, perpendicular to the axis of the convex cylindrical
surface, and of 24" negative focal distance in aplane, perpendicular to tbe axis of the concave cylindrical surface, is therefore expressed as:
1
1
12 er - 24 e.

r.

lIL Bplterieo-e!Jlinit?'ieaZ glasses.-Of these glasses the one surface bas a spherical (Fig. 165, land II a a), the other a cylindrical
curvature (I and IIpp). Only those are used who se two surfaces are
eitber convex (A) or concave (B). These lenses may be considered
as the combination of a plano-cylindrical with a plano-spherical
lens, and we act.ually obtain both by cutting aSpherico-cylindricallens
in aplane, perpendicular to the axis of the spherical surface. N ow
the action of a spherico-cylindrical lens is similal' to that of the
combination mentioned, and it may be expressed bi the formula for
each of the refracting surfaces, united hy the sign of combination
:::::;. If the spherical curvature, as a plano-convex lens, gives a focal
distance of 12:, the cylindrical curvature, as a plano-convex: lens, a
focal distance of 24 we write:
N

,

1

____ 1

12 s '-" 24 e,
signifying that the positive focal distance, in a section throngh the
axis of the cylindrical surface, amounts to 12', in a section perpendicular to this surface, to (T~ + ~\ =~) 8". If the spherical
Imrface, as·a plano-convex lens, represents -

i~' the

cylindrical, as

1

9' the combined spherico-cylindrical

a plano-cylindrical lens, lens gives:

1

,-..

1

- 18 s '-" - 9" e,
in which lens the negative focal distance, in the axis of the cylindrical surface, a1nounts to 18", perpendicular to this axis to Us + b
-- a1) 6"•
•
It is now easy to see what cylindrical glasses remove the different
forms of astigmatism (cornpare p. 482). Suppose our object to be
to correct the ametropia at the same time with the astigmatism, that
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is, to bring the farthest point of distinet vision to an infinite distanee
(R = 00). We then :/ind:
1. Simple myopie astigmatism is eorreeted by a simple negative
eylindrieal lens (Fig. 163, D, E, F) of a foeal distanee, eorresponding to" the degree of astigmatism :
1
Am=6
by glasses of -

5~ c,

plaeed at

i" from the nodal point.

2

2. Compound myopie astigmatism requires a negative spherieo-

eylindrieal lens." Thus, not taking the distanee from glass to nodal
point into account,
1
1
M 20 + Am 20
is correeted by
1
- 20 8 C. - 2~ 0 (compare Fig. 165, B).
3. Simple hypermetropie astigmatism, Ah, is eorreeted by simple
positive cylindrical glasses (l!'ig. 163, A, B, 0), corresponding to the
degree of the astigmatism. For
Ah = l,
"
8
a glass of
1
8~ c
is therefore required, placed at f' from the Dodal point.
4. Compound hypermetropie astigmatism requires positive spherieo~
cylindrical glasses:

is correded (the distance from the glass to the nodal point not being
taken into account) by:
-

1

-.1 c.

8'-"' -

18
9
5. Mixed astigmatism, lai:ltly, yields to bi-cylindrical glasses:
"
1
Amh
S'

=

composed of
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by:

1
1
--c,
-cr
24
12

and

~hm

1

= 8'

composed of

by:
1
- c.
24
These short examples will form a guide in the choice of glasses, when,
with the astigmatism, ametropià is at the same time to be corrected.
But it is not always desirabIe to attain this double object. Whilst
by correction of astigmatism the power of vision is UIlder all circumstances benefited, and we almost unconditionally can attain to it,to reduce the eye at the same time to the state of emmetropia, is
often not indicated. A.s to this reduction, the same mIes apply in
compJication with astigmatism, as are applicable to ametropia in
general, and which we have stated in detail when treating of hypermetropia (~ 23) and of myopia (§ 32).
It therefore only remains for us to show, how to find by calculation the necessary glass, in complication with astigmatism, when it
is established to what distance R must be brought.
In the determination of the astigmatism, we proceeded from investigating the refraction in the two principal meridians. Hence the ametropia common to both meridians was dec1uced, and the degree of as tigmatism was added as a separate value. Thus we found the formllla for
tbe compound astigmatism both hypermetropie and myopie. If we
now revert to the two principal meridians, tbe method of finding the
glasses which, neutralising the astigmatism, give the desired value
to R in all meridians, is extremely simple. Giving to R a value of
40", 20", 12" signifies nothing else than communieating to the eye a
. 0,f or re d
' the eXlS
. t'mg myopm
. to, 40'
1 20'
1 12'
1 We
myopm
ucmg

have therefore from thê ascertained refraction in the two principal
meridians only to deduet the desired degree of myopia, and if we
give the glasses wbich completely correct the then remaining ame-
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tropia in euch of the meridians, precisely this degree of myopia
remains.
The following examples may serve to illustl'ate the foregoing :1. L~t there be found :
In the principal meridian :p:, emmetropiu,
1
JJ
JJ
V, M = 6'
and let us desire to bring R to lS", then we obtain by deduction :
'
emmet
ropla
- MI
18

.

III H,

.

m v,

MI

'6 - MI
18

= Hl18'

= MI9";

and to COlTect this a bi-cylindrical gl'ass is required of:
1
IS

ar - 9"1 a.

2. Let there be in the principul meridian
JJ

H,

V,

JJ

1
M = 20'

M

=

1

10;

aud if we de sire to bring R to 20", we find, by deducting M 'ltr,

.

III H,

MI
'
20 - MI
20 = emmet
ropl3,

in v, M Ilo -

1
M 20 =

1

j\I[ 20 ;

so that the object is attained by a simple cylindrical glass of -

3. In H let H
in v let H

'1'0

c.

= '6'1
= lIS;

if we desire, for reading, writing, &c., to bring R to 18", we find by
deducLion:
in

H,

H

i

M lIs = H -

in v, H 118 - M lIs

~,

= H - ~,

which (compare p. 505, under 4C ) is corrected by:
1
1

9"

8

:::::::

'9

a.
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4. In a case of astigmatism let there be:

.

M

.

H=

III V,
III H,

1
= 12'
1

24'

And if we desire R at 24', wé obtain by deduction,

.

u~-M~
=M~
12
24
24'

In V,

lV.I:

.

Hl

m H,

MI

24 -

24

= Hl12 ;

sa that to obtain the proposed object, a bi-cylindrical glass is
required of

1
12 c

1

r-

24 c.
The ratlIer complicated method here described may in all
cases be adopted, but this is not always necessary. For when,
together with compound myopie astigmatism, a high degree of
myopia exists, which we wish partly to maintain, the myopia need
only be reduced to the desired degree: for exampIe, if in M ~ +
Am i~, we wish to retain M ~, this will be attained by subtractiug M fg, aud thus correeting M b + Am ~ by - b 8
:::::: 1~ c. In like manner we have in compound hypermetropie astigmatism only to increase the hypermetropia whieh is to be eorrected
by so mueh as corresponds to tbe dcsired value of R. Thus, in
1
1
H 18 + Ah 9
8

R is to be brought to 18 by

1

9" 8

,...... 1
'-"

9" c.

In all these caleulations we have, for the sake of simplieity,
omitted the correct.ion proeeeding from the distance between the
glass and the nodal point: illdeed, if particularly st rong glasses are
not required, its influellce is sa slight as to be in practice scarcely
perceptible.
In the employmellt of cyIindrical glasses, it is of the greatest importal1ce that the axes of the surfaces of eurvature should be situated
in the prilleipal meridians of the dioptrie system of the eye. Even a
slight deviation eauses, especially when strong glasses are used, a very
perceptible disturbanee. The proposed end is now best attained by
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setting circular shaped glasses in a framework with rings, so that by
turning round the glasses, the proper direction ean easily be given io
the axis of the cylindrieal surface. By slightly moving the whole
arrangement, we soon observe in what direction the glass is to he
turned; and the pro of that it has acquired precisely the right direction consists in the correction becoming less perfect, the power of
vision less acute, on gently inclining it to one side or the other.
When Ollce the correct direction has been found for the round
glasses, we can, if it be preferred, still maintaining the directions of
the axes, have them ground into oval glasses and placed in another
framework. That in the use of cylindrical glasses, it is above all
ihings necessary to take care to have a well-adjusted and hut slightly
movable framework, is included in ",hat has above been said.
The correction of regular astigmatism hy means of cylindrical glasses i~
incapable of absolute perfection. Apart from the amb1yopia, wbieh, independent1y of the light-refracting system, complieates many cases of ustigmatism, thc acutencss of vision must, evcn with the most accurate correction,
leave sometbing to be desi.red, because the usymllletry of the ustigmatic
eye cannot be complete1y counteracted by tbe presence of a cylindrical1ens.
Moreover, the correction is on1y of that natm'e that the posteriol' focal
points for the different meridians are brought together without the same
being true of the other cardina1 points. The absolute coincidence of
the no dal points in the different llleridians is scarcely attainable. If they
lie in the principal meridian of slightest cmvatm'e more posteriorly, correction with a bi-convex cylindricallens brings thelll more forward, than those
in the meridian of greatest curvatme, and vice veI'sa if they be situated
more unteriorly, on correction by a bi-concave cylindrical lens, they ure
moved more buckwurd. In this is implied that the form of bodies, on correction of ustiglllutism, is elongated in a direction opposite to that in which,
before correction, clongation existed. This too great dióplacement of the noda1
points becomes less, the closer the cylindrical glasses are to the cornea, and
for this reason a1so it is dcsirable, in the Ube of spherico-cylindrical glasses,
to turn that surface towards the eye, whereby the noda1 point of the cylindricu1 surface lies c10sest to the organ. If both be convex or concave, the
one of lcust curvatme should be tmned towurds the eye; if one be com'ex,
the other concave, thc concave one should be tm'ncd towurds it.-Thc
change of forlll, wbich is the resu1t of cy lindrical g-lasses, is aI80 the cuuse,
why, in looking for glusses of thc rcquired strcngth, we cun less advantugeously make use of the chunge in ucuteness of vision 011 ulteril1g the
distunce between the gluss and the eye, than wheu sphericai glusscs ure iu
question: almost always the glass, both the convex, though it be too
weak, alld the concave, though it be too strong, is desired close to the eye.
1\1oreove1' it is eusily seen that, especially in using bi-cylindl'icul glasses, thc
distance frolll the eye ought to be short: indeed, in pl'oportion us the dis-
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tance increases, the images become in one direction smaller and smaller,
in the opposite larger and larger, and uuder this double influence the
change of form must make itself strongly feIt. Furthermore, it is to be
observed, that in some movements of the eye, wWch ure connected with an
obliquity of the vertical meridian, the direction of the axes of the cylindrical surfaces no longel' coincides perfectly with the principal mericlians,
and the correction is therefore imperfect; whence it follows that in nsing
cylindrical glasses the eye, in order to maintain the acutencss of visi.on, is
somewhat limited in its movements. However, every spectacle-glass, as
such, necessarily causcs limitation, and, in fact, experience shows that in the
use of cylindrical glasses this is productive of no particular incollvellience.
Finally, to omit nothillg, I shall briefly state, that the accommodativc
changes in the astigmatic eye, especially aftel' correction of the asymmetry.
do not represent absolutely coincident ranges of accommodation in both
principal meridians, so that the cOl'l'ection by definite glasses cannot be
equally perfect in all states of accommodatioll. This djfference is however
so slight, that neither can it give' rise to any practical clifficulty.
As I have alrcady stated, Airy was the fh'st to discover abnormal astigmatism, in fact in hls own left eye. At the same time he conceived that a
cylindrical glass might correct the asymmetry, wWch he actually found to
be the case, the distUl'bance of vÏsion being corrected by such a glass.
The fOl'mofhis astigmatism was the compound myopic. Airy conceived that
if he had two concave cylindrical sm'faces grouncl, with axes directed perpendicularly to each other, each eOl'l'esponcling rcspectively to the degree
of myopia to be correcte cl in the principal meridiOons, the object should be
attained. But he correctly gave the preference to a nl'gative sphericocylindrical glass, whereof the concave spherical surface was to eorrect the
common myopia of tho two pl'Ïncipal mm'Ïdians, the concave eylindrical
the still remaining simple astigmatism. And, in truth, bi-cylilldrical glassca
(with intersection of the axes), of which both surfaces should be either
convex or concave, are never necessary: they may always be advantageously
replaced by spherico-cylindl'ical glasses. '1'he bi-cylindl'icallenses use(l in
Swiizerland, and gellcmlly to be founcl with the watchmakers, whose convex
sUl'faces, together with intersection of the axes, have a similar curvutUl'e,
in thcir action closely l'escmble bi-convex spherical g-Iasses. '1'be watchmakers assert that they have a more extensive field: the truth is, that the
field is wider in the (fu'ection of the axis of the surface tUl'lled towards
the eye, but narl'ower in the opposite direction, so that the form of thc
distinct field of vision is au oval, which follows the movements of the
lens in rotation. These lenses can the less vie with periscopic spherical
glasses, as with them the farms of objects seen laterally appem' in a pecuHar manilC!' distortecl.
That astigmatism is, to a ccrtaln cxtCl1t, capable of corrcction by convex
and concave sphel'ical glasses, when their axis is held before the eye
at a certaiu angle ",ith the visual lino, was already lmown to Young and
Cary. (Sce the quotation at p. 456.) It appears that others, especially in
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high degrees of myopia, have also made use of them. Thus we read in
White Cooper (on Nem' SigM, etc., London, 1853, p. 199), that cases sometimes occur, in wllich, in consequence of a peculiarity in the form of thc
refracting media, or in the sensibility of the retina (?) the improvement
caused by glasses is considerably increased "by sloping them or holding
them obliquely," and that he had seen a striking example of this in a
myopie patient. He adds, that in order to give the desh-ed position to the
glass, Carpenter and Westley made it turn in a second ring, contained in
the ring of the spectacle frame. This means of correcting astigmatism is,
however, capable of application only when relatively strong spherical
glasses are required to neutralise the ametropia, and then, too, a more perfect correction will be attainable by cylindrical curvature of one of the SUl'faces. Only in aphalda can we advantageously, in my opinion, in order to
correct a certain degree of astigmatism, make use of an oblique position of
the glasses. Almost always it appears that when we give a certain inclination to the strongly convex glass, the acuteness of vision is improl"Od, and
the necessity of attending strictly to this point in every case of aphakia, is
generally 1'ecognised.
Lastly, we must not omit to obso1've, that regular astigmatism might also
be corrected by operation. Iriddesis, an opel'ation brought into vogue chiefly
by Critchett, would be serviceable in such cases, especially double iriddesis in opposite directions, as practised by Bowman and others in keratoconus (compare Critchett and Bowman, in Reports qftlte Lonclon Opltthalmic
Hospital, 1859 and 1860). The pupil is thereby, in fact, changed into a nar··
row slit; and if the direction of this slit corresponds to one of the principal
meridians, the aberration dependent on asymmetry would certainly be almost
entirely excluded. 'l'he indication of this dm/bte h'iddesis in keratoconus
I cannot admit: in this case the causc of thc loss of acuteness of vision is
not the diffcrencc of curvature in the various meridians, but rathel' the
conical curvature in each mericlian; and, in connexion with that, Bowman
has proposed some modifications of iriddesis (comp. the treatment of irrcgular astigmatism). But where there is only difference of curvature of thc
several meridians, that is in regular astigmatism, the narrow slit obtainecl
by double h-iddesis would undoubtcdly vcry much promote acutcllcss of
vision. However, considerillg that wc have it in OUI' power to obtaill thc
desired correction by means of cylindrical glasses, 1 am, looking to tho
greater or less dangel' of the operation, and not less to thc deformity which
is the result of it, far fr'om recommendillg its applicatioll.

§ 39. N OSOLOGY

AND OLINICAL STUDY 01<' AS1'IG:M:ATISJlI.-HISTORY

OF OUlt KNOWLEDGE OF l'IIE SUBJEC1'.

Astigmatism is eithel' congenital Ol' acquireà. In the grent mujority of cases it is congenital. If it be acquireà, it is to be looked
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upon clinically as another form of disease, whose practical importance
has become more and more evident to me, and of which I sha11
separately treat, after having :first considered:1. CongenitaZ astigmati8t1Z.-This anomaly is of frequent occurrence. I am as yet without satisfactory statistics ; but I certainly
do not exaggerate when I assert that in forty or Mty eyes, one is,
in consequence of astigmatism, disturbed in its function.
Boundaries between normal and abnormal astigmatism do not
exist. When it attains the degree of :lû, I have called it abnormal,
because the disturbance of vision is then of that nature, that cylindrical glasses are desirabie for its improvement. But otherwise it is
evident, that the limit I have fixed upon is rather arbitrary. With
much slighter degrees the acuteness of vision is no longer perfect.
Thus I Vfas formerly of opinion, that an astigmatism of about ,-k,
such as exists in both my eyes, under no circumstances interfered
with the distinctness of the images, and was therefore not capable of
correction ; and yet I found that Jo e (the weakest glasses 1 possess)
held with the axis perpendicular before my eye, unmistakably increase the distinctness of the images, while, vice ve?'8á, with the axis in
a horizontal position, the same glasses produce a pretty considerabie
disturbance. The improvement which is produced by the addition
of :lu e, with a vertical axis is now most striking. Hence, we see
again, that too high a degree has been considered as normal by Dr.
Knapp.
The cases which have occurred to me, presented an astigmatism of
from

4~

to 4\'

In the majority it amounted to more than

llB,

not unfrequently to more than -lu.
Astigmatism is often hereditary. Not unfrequently one of the
parents labours under the same defect. But more frequently still
it happens, that difl:erent children, born of the same parents, exhibit
tlris anomaly, and mostly in the same form; in this case we are
equally justified in calling the condition hereditary, as when it occurs
in one of the parents.
In the majority of instances both eye8 are affected. Often, however,
one is completely or ahnost completely free. Mr. R. had in both eyes
Ah between ~ and +; in his brotller, Ah existed = D~ of precisely
the same farm, ouly iu one eye: his left eye was almost perfectly
free from astigmatism. It is remarkable that, with such a difference
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between the two eyes> the uppel' part of the face likewise is usually
asymmetrie. Also, when a high degree of ametropia oeeurs only on
one side, asymmetry of the bOlles bounding the Ol'bit is a very
eommon phenomenon. This is eonneeted with the peeuliarities in
the form of the face in myopie> anel espeeially in hypermetropie, individuals,-animportant subject, which has already long engagedmy
attention, but on whioh Jeannot here further dilate.
Thus far I have met with many more cases of abllormal astigmatism in men than in women. I do not, however, feel justitied in
assuming that tbis is not partIy aeeic1elltal. This point must remaill
for future c1ecision.
As to time of life, it is evident that this can have no infl.llenee.
So long as tIle power of aceommodation remains active, the disturballce of vision from a moderate degree of astigmatism is, however, produetive ofless ineonveniellee. Slight cases, therefore, usually
first present themselves, when the range of accommodation (about the
thil'tieth year) is already perceptibly diminished, while in high degrees of astigmatism the disturbance is early remarked, alld the
ophthalmic sUl'geon is not unfrequently consulted even before the
patient has attained his seventh year. On the other hand, at au
advanced period of life, in consequellce of the c1iminution of the pupil,
a certain degree of astigmatism produces 1ess rusturbance. With all
this the astigmatism certainIy maintains about its origillal c1egree.
The disturbance of vision, conl1ected with this anomaly, is very
peculiar. It is neither to be eomparec1 with that proceeding from
defects of the retina (amblyopia), nol' with that from obscuration of
the media, nol' even with that whieh is the result of ametropia. In
the ordinary forms of amblyopia, the projectiol1 into the field of
vision is nncertain and not accurately circumscribed; in obscurations
the diffuse light scattered over the retina prodllces a mist before the
eye, whieh diminishes the contrast between light anel shade of the
objects j in a state of refraction not corresponding to the distance
at whieh the objects are, each point is repl'csentec1 by a circle of diffusion, and by the mutual overlying of these numberless circles, the
contours of the objects are, as it were, effaced. In astigmatisill, on
the other hand, in contrast to amblyopia, the projection in the field. of
vision is as yet perfectly accurately defined, and is correctly described :
thus the astigmatic individual will state, to tIle minutest lJarticulars,
under wbaL partly blaek, partly grey lines, afigure, for example the

33
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compound roman letter W, appears. But the retinal image itself, placed
in au unaltered shape before the eyes, by the projeetion, deviates in
form and in distribution of light so much from the object, that he is not
in a position to reeognise the latter from it, at least wheu the images
of different adjoining objects cover one another, and the component
lines, in all directions and with different degrees of distinctness, cross
one another. Clearly also irregular astigmatism here plays a great
part: it causes, that in the meridian wherein the refraction deviates
most from the required condition of accommodation, double images
ar1se, whieh may exeeedingly magnify the eonfusion. It is now easy
to uuderstand how, in the endeavour to guess at the form of objeets,
from the alternating images whieh appeal' in the agitation of ace ommodation, psyehical fatigue is soon ereated, with which, nnder some
cireumstances, as the result of the exeessive tension of accommodation, phenomena of asthenopia are combined. It is therefore na
wonder that astigmatic persons sbould feel sa exceec1ingly pleased at
the correction of their anomaly, and shoulà manifest their pleasure
in a more lively mannel' than ordinary ametropie individuals.
It has already been shown, that regular congenital astigmatism
generally depends upon asymmetry of the cornea, while the cases in
whieh the lens plays the principal part, are among the rarest exceptions .
.A..-Of congenital 1'egula1' a8tig17Zati8n~ qf tlte cornea we have,
from the point of view of refraction in the two prineipal meridians,
distinguished three forms (eompare p. 482) : the myopie, the hypermetropie, and the mixed. Eaeh of these has its pecnliarities, which
will best appeal' by deseribing, aftel' a short introduction, one or more
cases of each form.
1. MyoJlia a8tigmati8m,-Of this we have two forms: a, simple
myopie astigmatism, Am, when ernmetropia in the one principal
meridian is eombined with myopia in the other; b, compound myopie
astigmatism, M + Am, when myopia exists in both the prineipul mendiuns, but in a different degree. Ta this lattel' form belongs,
among others, the case of Airy.
A.t first I supposed that myopie astigmatism oceurs only exceptionally. 'rhe first cases which I saw, all belonged to the hypermetropie farm, a few to the mixed. Subsequently, the proportion
ehunged, and now I think it may be established, that in eight cases
of astigmatism nearly alle belongs to the myopie fOl'm. In genel'al,
however, it is only,

.
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c/,. Sinzple myopie a8tigmati8m.-..A.bsolute emmetropia in one of
the principal meridwns is a condition not easily met with. Strictly
speaking, therefore, cases of 8impZe myopie astigmatism scarcely
occur.
But shall we, where the slightest trace of myopia exists in the
second meridian, cOllsider the anomaly to be compound myopie, or
wllen combined with the least trace of hypermetropia, to be compound
hypermetropie astigmatism? This woulu, it appears to me, not be
practical. To the idea of simple astigmatism a certain latitude
must be allowed. M = .Ju in general requires no correction, nor does
H = ~~ in young persons : a simple cylindrieal glass is then quite
sufficient. Only it will appe"r, that in proportion as correction by
a simple cylindrical glass leaves a little H or M, as accommodation
c1iminishes, respectivelyearlier or later than usual, combination with
a convex spherical surface will be required for near objects.

CASE I. Sünple myopie astigmatism.-Mr. 0., student in divinity, now
twenty-one yeurs of age, consulted me three yeurs since. 1 diagnosed myopiu ubout
tij, complicatcd with amblyopia. 1'he degree of myopia
was, however, not strictly definuble, on account of the diminished acuteness
of vision. The latter, in fuct, umounted to scarcely ft, so thut the putient
conld distinguish ordintlry print onlyat u short distance, in which the ex·
isting myopia was very serviceable to him.
He had large prominent eyes, clear media, only a trace of atrophy of the
membrunes, on the outside of the optic disc,-moreover, this disc was
redder than is nOlmully the case, without bcing redder thun it usually appears in young myopie persons, who re ad and write mueh. He thought
tho.t his power of vision had Io.tterly diminished j but he had nevel'
had easy sight, and had never been able, po.rticularly in the evening, to
continue long at a time engaged in close work.
Such 0. distm·bance is very common in myopes. But in them it has
usually developed itself at a definite time, and as the result of continued
work in a stooping position, while the power of vision had previously
been quite suflicient. I have therefore doubted, whether in this case the
cause of the amblyopia was to be sought therein, and moreover, derivative
means, artifieial leeches, cold douches to the eye, &c., were employed in
vo.in. Finding no impl'ovemcnt, the patient ceased his visits.
Some weeks ago he again presented himself. His power of vision, he
ótated, was so defcctive tho.t he feo.led he shoulcl not be able to continue
his studies. He was allxlous, before fillally makillg up his mind, to consult
me once more. My former notes were referrecl to. I immecliately suspected that astigmatism, previously overlooked by me, must exist in thlS
case.
2

=
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In favoUl'able light he sawmth both eyes, and with eaeh eye separately,
No. I at the distanee of from 2~" to 3'. At a gl'eat distanee the aeutcness
of vision was, fol' the right eye, == {, for the left eye, =
Negative
glasses improved the sight, but eomparatively little : and yet he preferred a
strong glass, ab out io, with whieh the acuteness of vision rose to~. 'l'he
existence of astigmatism had thus become probable.
We thcrefore proeeeded to the trial with the point of light (compare p.
454). The right eye sawthe point of light as a line /, inclining nearly 30°
outwards, and to it, armed with iü, the line appeared still longel' anel
slighter; with Ju and with Jû it was, on the other hand, at the same time
broader and eomplicated with secondary lines. With fl'om -:io to - b,
the image was nearly rOlmd, with - ! it was spread out in a direction
perpendicular to its primary one. It was, however, mther changeable, so
that the glass with which the most slender horizontal image was obtained
was difficult to define, the more so, as this image was liot a pUl'e line, but a
rathel' compound figure extended in arecumbent position. The eye was
now armed with ~ij and a negative glass was alternately placed before the
positive one, on which the opposite directions formed a cross, which, when
1
the negative glass was -6 , consisted of the slenderest lines.

*.

l'

The direction of both principal meridians was thus ascertained. Through
, held in the direction of the horizontal prina slit, 1~ mm. wide
cipal meridian, the acllteness of vision rose to !; positive and negative
glasses held in front of the slit produced no further improvement. The
same slit, held before the vel'tical principal meridian, produced no essential
advantage; on the addition of - io the acuteness of vision rose to~. As
to reading at a short distance, this was only slightly improved by looking
through the horizontal slit, on the contrary it was very considerably improved by looking through the vertical slit.
A glass of ~iJ c, the axis of the surface being held in the dil'ection of the
vertieal meridian, caused No. I to be easily read at nearly double the distance, irc, and bc at mOl'e than double the distance; on the contrary, when
tbe axis of the cylindl'ical surfaces coincided with the horizontal prillcipal
meridiall, even No. IX could no longel' be deciphered. At a distance
- io c, the axis coinciding mth the horizontal principal meridian, was found
exeellent: with it the acuteness of vision rose, under favourable cu'cumstances, nearly toi.

The patient had nevel' before had an idea what acute

vision was, and feIt uncolllmonly happy.
Black lines, inclinillg 30° outwards, were pretty acclll'ately seen at a
distanre without glasses, while lines, perpendicular to these, were scarcely
1

recognised as lines. When a glass of - 10 was held before the eye, tht'
gl'eatest sharpness of the latter was obtained, and the first could only with
tension of accommodation be tolerably satibfactol'ily seen.
Time did not admit of the radii of curvature of the cornoa beulg measul'ed.
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That asymmetry existed in this coat could, however, be inferred from
the farm of the reflected image of a square surface inclining 30°.
'fhe atrophy of the membranes, obse!'vable on the outside of the optic
disc, had increased since the first exammation. The retinal 'vessels,
running in the d4'ection of the vertical principal mel'Ïdian, were in
th(' non-inverted image !lccurately recognised by- an emmetropic eye; in
order to see those running in the direction of the horizontal meridian in
the non-inverted image, a negative glass 9f about -

110 was required, In

the inve1.ted image it was difficult to establish the difference in distance of
the variously directed blood-vessels.
The ll[/t eye presented a l'emarkable correspondence with the light.
Here, toa, Am existed about = 110' and the vertical principal meridian inclincd about 30° outwards \. A mOl'e accurate description appears th(lrefore
to be quite superfluous
Epic1'I'sis, Ol' cl'itical I'C'lJlarl.s. "-The case here described is on(l of the
thousands, in which astigmatism has been looked upon as amblyopia, and
has been treated as 8uch, If the aimless and energetic treatment was only
vexatious to the patient, his joy, when he found ms sight at all distances
improved by 8uitable glasses, was indescribably great. He wa~ accustomed
alway~ to hold even large print at a I'ery short distance from thc eye,
partly in ol,'der by lookillg under a greater angle to malçe amellds for his
dimini5hed acuteness of vision, partly, as an associatod lllovement, with the
convergence and tension of accolllmodation, to contract his pupil, and
thereby to diminish the diffusion-images, On thi~ excessive tension of accommodation l'equired fol' more accurate dcfinition, depend the phenomena
of asthenopia, "Ilsually observed in astigmatic person5. Probably the amblyopia l'emaining aftel' correctioll of the astigmatism, is likewise aresult
of the excessivo strain connected with the strongly stooping position so
injurio\ls to the eye,-It will have been observed that the patient saw better
at a distance with tolerably strongly-nogative spherical glasses: this, toa,
appears attributable to the fact, that the tension of accommodation required
in the use of these glasses, gave rise to constriction of the pupil, and thus
to diminution of the diffusion-images.
1 prescribcd for the patiellt pl'Ovisionally, only glasscs of -

{o c, with

which he saw bothdistant and near objects satisfactorily. His rangc of accomlllodation allloullted to neady ~, and as he had accustomed himself to strain
his power of accommodation, it cannot appeal' strallge, that he at first reql1ired na other spectacles for reading alld writing, However, it is to be
expected, that tho excessivc tension of accommodation will 800n cease, and

*' '1'his term, employed in the origil1al, ought to be intl'oduced into our
medical vocabulary; it has the sanction of Galen fol' its use-~ TroIJ l!tà
- 7rElpa~
,
,
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should continued wOl'k then cause some inconvenience, I propose to reeom~
mend him the use of bi.cylindl'ical glasses of
ia e
-h e,
whereby the astigmatism shall be corrected, and a slight degree of myopia
in allmeridians shaU be produced, Should the aeuteness of vision become
perfect, of which (now that excessive tension in a stooping position is no
longer necessary) there is some prospect, he will not require these latter
glasses until a more advanced period of life.

r-

b. Compozenét m!JoJ)ie astigmatisnt, :M:

+

Am.-Of compound
myopic astigmatism I have seen only a few cases. It occms under
the form of myopia, complicated with amblyopia. It is easily
recognised according to Airy's method. This accounts for the fact that
this form, notwithstanding its rarity, was the first to be discovered.
Eyes so af!'ected see near comparatively better than distaut objects;
'and by spherical llegative glasses, which correct the myopia in thc
principal meridian of greatesL curvature, the acuteness of vision
of disiant objects is, particularly iu young persons, improved. Per~
fect acuteness of vision at a distance is, howevel', attainable only
by means of negative spl1erico.cylindrical glasses, while for near
objects, when, as occurred in most of the cases observed by me, the
myopia is slight in the principal meridian of weakest curvature,
simple negative cylindrical glasses are in general the best.
CASE n. Compound myopie astigmatism.-While these sheets are passing
through the press, a Cltse occurs to me, remarkable enough to justify its
insertion here. Mrs. F., nearsighted from youth, and having in neither
eye perfect aeuteness of vision, complaiued same years ago, of oeeasionally
reeurring fiiekel'Ïngs before the right eye, followed by a very trausitory
disturbance of vision. About sh: months sinee these fiiekerings returned,
but on this occasion the distUl'bance of vision was permanent. At first
tll.ere was a considerable scotoma, in whieh the yeIlow spot was included,
while, mOl'eover, the superior half of the field of vision in general nppeared
fainter. Aftel' numeraus slight modifications in form, dUl'ing the first
weeks aftel' it set in, a smaIl, eircumscribed seotoma finaUy remnined, in
part absolutely, in part relativelr, inseusible, with a defined boundary,
projectillg almost immediately nbove the point af direct "ision ; in the
higher parts also of the field of "ision a sligllt degl'ee of torpo!' l'emaincd.
The eye reads, howeve1', but not without trouble, while the line above what
is read is in g'l'eat part imisible.
The ophthalmoscopie illvestigntion is negative. Certainly nothing abnOl'mnl is to be seen in the pal'tion of the retina cOl'l'esponding to the seotoma (borderingillferiorly upon the yellow spot), and whether the smooth,
glittering appearance of a part of the optie disc is to be eonsidered as
due to atrophy, is at lenst very doubtful.
The left eye gives Iv! about = 1\' but at the same time possesses acuteness
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of vision of only ft. OphthalmoscopicaHy, no abnormity was found. Suspecting astigmatism, I turned, while the eye was armed with - A, -1. c
round before the eye, and thereupon, the axis being horizontal, the acuteness
of vision immediately rose to i, to descend, when it was perpendicular,
below -b. Trial with the point of light gave, with the addition of a weakly
positive glass, an extension in breadth; with a negative glnss of - ~ or
more, scarcely any extension in length. Much irregular astigmatism
exists.
With the aid of the stenopreic slit I found :
in v, M =th;
inH,M
~,
lndicating an astigmatism of (b - Th) about ;ho
At a distance, horizontal strokes are seen better than vertical; with A
thc horizontal are perfectly defined, and at the same time the vertical ones
have become more distinct, attaining perfect distinctness, however, first
with- b.
'Without glasses No. I is recognised at the distance of ab out 5". With
l~ c, the axis being horizontal, w hereby in all meridians M = ~, No. I is
read at 8" : the greater acuteness is very striking; the patient emphatically
distinguishes between simple recognition and acute vision. The l'ight
eye is found to be aH'ected by the same form, and by almost the same
degree of As as the left.-For both eyes I prescribed,
(1.) - -ks ::::: - -1. C, as a double eye-glass for dist[tllt objects, whereby
R= co,
(2.) ;h c, wherehy R is brought to 9",-yery weIl adapted for seeing
~ute objects accurately, and
(3.) - 2," s ::::: -;h c, whereby R is brought to lie at 4~ feet; these glasses,
specially destined to look at the moelel, which is painted, mig-ht, at pleasure, be worn as spectacles.
I shall, moreovrr, have a. glass grouud, in which the cylindrical surface
shall represent - 2~' anel the spherical surface shaH have two foei (vel'res
à dOliMe foyer), acting', namcly, in its upper part as - .'ij' in its lower as
.J; or as - ~ij. By this the astigmatism will be removed, aud the farthest
point, seen tlu'ough the upper part of the g'lass, will be ·brought to 4à
feet, through the inferior, to 15" or 20" l'espectively.
'
Rema1'7.s.-I have alreaely (p. 60) stated, tbat in almost all the cases of
abnormal astigmatism observcd by me, without exception, the principal meridian of maximum of curvatUl'e approximated to the vertieal position. In the
case here described we filld the confirmation of the rule: that there is no
rule without an exception. Here, in fact, just as with Young, the maximum
of curvatul'c coincides nearly with the horizontal mcridian, the minimum of
curvature with the ·vertica!. 'I'he patient had not been aware that she saw
less acutels than other people. I therefore think it probable that YOUllg
also, whose astigmatism was of about the same degree, incol'l'ectly ascribed
perfect acuteness of vision to himself j and should many of hi~ accurate
observations be adduced us proofs of the contrury, I would state, on thc
other hand, that my patient drew and painted very respectably. '1'his up-

=
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parent enigma is easily solved. Myopie persons are aeeustomed, in order
to see more acutely, to squeeze their eyelids close together: the narrow
slit thus produced diminishes the eU'cles of diffusioll in the vertical mmension. If astigmatism eocxist, a narrow slit has a doubly advantageous
effect, as it allows only thc rays to enter, which fall in meridians of nearly
equal radius of eurvature. Henoe it follows that, while ordinary myopcs,
from narl'OWillg the slit, derive advantage only in looking at renlOte
objects, situated beyond the distance of distinct vision, astigmatics find their
power of vision improved also for near objects. A very slender slit almost
entu'ely l'emoves the disturbanoe dependent on astigmatism, alld the aeuteness of vision would thel'eby beeome nearly perfect, if the disadvantages
of diffraction and diminution of light did not inten'ene. My patient undou btedly also made use of narl'Owing the slit, even in looking at nCUl' 0 bjccts, aud the question is whethcr Young did not also do so, Meanwhile she
was loud in her eommendation of the advantagc obtaiued ft'om a eylindrieal
glass: littJe pietUl'es especially were with it seen mueh more aeutely.
And by holding a eylindrieal glass before the eye, non-astigmatie persons
ean easily convince themselves, how rapidly t1).e definition of a picture
suffers from that defect.
N al'l'owing the slit between the eyelids, so universal in myopia, does not
belong to astigmatism in genera!. Espeeially in hypermetropie astigmatism
it is almost always absent. This would appem' to have its explanation in
the fact, that in this instanee, in the horizontal meridian a lrigh dogree of
hypermetropia exists, which, not being overcome by the accommodation,
leaves great diffusiou in this direetion, and therefo1'e affo~'ds no advantage.
Could the eyelids ndmit of a verticnl slit, hypermetropie astigmatics would
undoubtedly have made use of it.
'l'he scotoma whieh exists in the right eye of my patient, is in 110 way
oonnected with the astigmatism.
Respeeting the glasses preseribed, little remains to be said: only a word
in referenee to the glasses à double foyel'. In old people, with nequired
hypermetropiu, I have often npplied them with mnch advalltage, for example, positive glasses of do in the upper, of.fo to k in the lower part.
Moreover, iu painters, who in the upper part desu'ed and also really needed
R = IJ.J, Ul the lower part = 24" to 12". My patient used - -h, in order
to see at u distanee; and in pninting, lookod over her spectaeles. At the
same time narrowing the slit, she had hor farthest point at only 9". This
distance, in one sense too short, mmle good on the other hand the want of
aeutenoss of vision. I thought, t11e habit onee formod of painting at so
short a distanee, thnt the farthest point might be brought to not more thun
15 or 20'.-80 far I had never yet combined a cylindrical surfaee with u
spherical onc, à double foyel' Such a eombination cannot, however, in my
opinioll, pl'oduce uny ineon veniellee.
U

2, II!lpe1'met1'opic astigmatis1n.-:M:ost Cases of abnormal astigmatism belang to tbe hypermetropie form. In genera) experienee has
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shown, that in hypermetropie eyes, even when the astigmatism eontinues within the limits of the norroal, the asymmetry is greater than
in myopie and emmetropie eyes j and it is therefore not surprising
that preeisely tllOse eyes are also most subject to abnarmai, and
indeed to the highest degrees of astigmatisrn. We shall certainly not be far from the truth in assuming, that of six hypermetropie eyes, one suffers from abnormal àstigmatism, and that
the imperfect aeuteness of vision sa aften combined with hypermetropia is, in one-half of the cases, in a gr~at measure attributable to
astigmatism.
'rhe majority of cases belang to SinlJlle hypermetropie astigmatism.
While, namely, in the horizontal meridian the hypermetropia is considerable (from .Jo to i and more), we find in the vertieal if not
emmetropia, at least such slight degrees of myopia or of hypermetropia, that the limits of simple hypermetropie astigmatism are not
surpassed. However, I have also seen numerous cases of compound
hypermetropie astigmatism, rising even to H? in the prineipal
meridian of strongest curvature with H} in that of weakest.-In
young persons hypermetropia in the meridian of maximum of curva·
ture appears fust on artifieial paralysis of the aceommodation.
As to the farm of the eye, I would remind tbe reader, that in
hypermetropie astigmatism the radius (>0 of the cornea in the horizontal meridian is aften unusually great. Moreover, we can, in
extensive movements of the eye, aften satisfy ourselves, that the
visual axis is short, ani! tlJat the vertieal axis of the globe is
less thall the horizontal.
'1'he function of the eye charaeterises the condition as H, with di·
minished acuteness of sight. With this a great degree of asthenapia
is connected. For a short while large print can still be read, but soon
fatigue, and sometimes even pain, oeeurs. One of the patients (with
Ah = M aged 26, reeorded the following :-"My oecupation is that
of a clerk. The first effort to work was the most painful. Thereupon dazzling soon followed, obliging me to sImt my eyes, and to
keep them closed for same time. Aftel' that my work went on somewhat better, but I fouud it impossible to work all the forenoonj I
was constilutly obliged io leave oft'. At the end my eyes were painfuI, and I feIt best when I walked for a considerable time in the open
air, out of the SUIl. In the evening, by gaslight, my work went on
at first pretiy weU, but soon red dazzling came on. I was then
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obliged every time to leave off, and with fatigued and painful eyes 1
l'eturned home!' He got ~s 0 to \Vork with and to wear. Thereupon he eommunieated to me :_U On using the speetacles I found,
even on the fust day, an ineredible improvement (his aeuteness
of vision was, in faet brought from ~ to i). N ext day I experieneed no painful affection, and I found it easy to ivork uninterruptedly the whole morning. I saw everything in:fi.nitely sharper.
In the evening I experienced not the slightest ineonvenienee from
the light.-In the open air, too, when 1 walk without the speetaeles, I am free from pain. Speetacles whieh I had before tried
(ordinary spherieal glasses), bad been of no use to me."
In hypermetropie astigmatism tbe vision of distant objeets is
improved by positive glasses, particularly in the compound form;
but even wh en the aeeommodation is rerpoved by a mydriatie, it
appears to be impossible to determine with precision the degree of
H. This eÏrcumstanee in itsclf leads us to suspect astigmatism.
HOl'izontal stripes are, moreover, seen at a distallce more distinetly
than vertieal ones. Some have of themselves observed this; some
even mcntion it unasked. In this respr.et we have here, therefore,
preeisely the opposite of what we ob serve in myopie astigmatism:
in the latter, vertieal lines alone are distinet at a distanee. EspeeiaUy in the simple rorms Am anel Ah, this contrast is strongly
marked. By means or a spherieal negative glass we ean change
Am into Ah; and by a positive, Ah into Am, the elÏreetion of distinetly seen strip es being at the same time inverteel.

a. Si1llpte hY1Je?'nzetTopic astignzatisnz. - Of this I observed a
case.
CA.SE lIl. Am Û~ tlte 1'igltt, witlt Ah in tlte lift eye. - Mr. R. M.,
burgomastel' at 0., aged 38, could in earliel' years, at intel'vals, read
and Wl'ite, though only with great exel'tion. Latterly this has become
almost impossible to him. In vain he endeavoul'ed hy means of
spectacles to remedy this state of things. Vory strong light still
avails him most. The left eye has, at a distance, acuteness of vision of
j, the l'ight of l,. He exprcssly states that the lcft ere at a distance sees
double, and that the lines of adj oilling letters cover one anothel'. I Ïlnmediatcly sl1spected astigmntism. 1Vith ta c, tllrneclround hefore this eye, the
ncuteness of vision was, in the hOl'izolltal position of the axis, diminished
to -h, in the vertical it was brought to pel'fectioll = 1. The same glass pl'Oduces no improvement whatovcr before the right eye: ho wever the glass
may be tlll'lled, evol'ything at a distance l'emains indistinct. And yet it
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was with this eye he eould re ad bettel'. That in the left eye about TIU Ah
existed, was aseertailled by the above experiment; what was deficient in
the right eye was not yet evident. Strokes having- been fixecl at a dibtanee,
he stated that with the left eye he saw the horizontal ones distinetly; but
he now at the same time discovered, that with the right eye he saw the
vertieal oues almost quite aeutely, while, on the eonirary, he eould disting-uish little or nothing- of the horizontal. I now pereeived that in the
rig-ht eye Am must exist, and with - iu c, the axis being held horizontally,
he saw with this eye at a distanee almost quite aeutely. Heneo it followed at the same time, that with io c, in a vertieal position of the axis, he
should read admirably, and, in faet, with it No. I was seen at the distanee
of a foot: the aeuteness of vision was perfect. He now stated to me, that
objeets appoared smaller to the unaided left eye than to the right, and on
strict inspection it was not to be mistaken, that the left eye was less prominent.
Thus, by an unusual mode, I had immediately aseertained, tolerably
clearly, the eoudition of both eyes. The systematie inve&tigatioll,
was, howevel', not neg'lectecl. The rig-ht eye saw the point of' light
as a vertical, the left saw it as a horizontal stroke; by - iu the fu'st
was ehanged into a horizontal, by i;; the seeom1 was ehal1g-ed into a vertical stroke: the prineipal mel'idians did not perceptibly deviate from the
horizontal and vertieal planes. Through a slit I! mm. wide, held in a vertieal dil'eetion, the left eye had, at a distallee, S k, with g-lasses of.Ju something still to be improved; the rig'ht only !, with - TIg rising' to ff. N ear
at hanel, on the eontrary, the rigut eye re ad very easily throug-h 'the slit
held vertieally, the left, under similar eireumstanees, read with diffieulty.
Through a horizontal slit the right eye hael, at a distanee, aeuteness of
vision of ff' whieh was not to be improved by g-lasses ; while the left eye saw
at a distanee very imperfeetly, and required glasses of from iu to h. That
through the horizontal slit the left eye ean seareely read at all, the right
eye only imperfeetly, is in aecordance with all the foregoing.
From the above experiments we now deduced:
Ri[J/it eye, in v, M = 'g;
in H, E;
Lelt eye, in v, H
J~ ;
inH, H =-h.
In the right eye there was thel'efore Am io without eomplieation. In
the left, properly Ah = -h - Jo
i7'
"Vith f.r c on the left, and - is c on the rig-ht, there was g-ooel vision at
a distanee, and spectacles furnisheel with these glusses wcre wom with
mueh satisfaction. 1'he same speetacles were quite insuffieient for reaeling',
It appeured that there was only slig-ht aecoIl1moelatioll. Consequently it
was thoug'ht necessary, for near work, to bring the farthcst point H. to from
18 to 20". This was accomplished by placing befare the rig-hteye a simple
cylindrical g'lass of fg c, before the left a spherico-cylinelrical,
2t 8 :::::: lIg c.

=

=

=
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.RemadC8.-The above case serves to show how astigmatism may sometimes be discoyered by a more direct method than the systematie inycstigation . Examination with the ophthalmoscope mi~ht also have led directly
to the same resul~: on :relaxation of aeeommodation I saw in t4e left eye
only the hOl'i~ontal, in the l'ight only the vertical vessels well-defined, However, to save time, it is better for those who have IlOt examÏned maIly
astigmatic patients, to keep to the l'Ules laid down. But in cases where
perfect emIDetropia exists in one of the meridiaD~, wc may attain Oul'
object mO~\l quickly by the trial ,yith cylindrical glasses; sueh çases are,
however, exceptional.
On a subsequent visit of this patient, I caused him to look through dal'k
violet glasses, towards a square illuminated opening (compare p. 473 ).
\Vhat I expected, took plaçe: with thç l'ight eye he saw the uppel' mal'gins
blne, with the left the outor marglns red; ana on hQlding bëforc his eyes
glasses of - Jq, the upper margills appeared to the right eye blue, the
outer margÏns red, while for the left eye both were revCl'sed.
It was above remarked, that objects apperu:ed smaller to the left eye than
to the right. This does not depend upon astigmatism. Astigmatism
caused the vertical dimel1sions of objects to appear greater in both eyes
(eOlupare p. 471), and this, too, was actually tlÏe case. On the other hand,
that objects were apparently greater to the right eye than to the left, was
the result of the longer visual aris in the fu'st eye. In both the cornea
had the same form, most pl'obably the same was truc of the lens, and the
only diffel'ence betwl:'en the two eyes would therefol'e be the diffcl'cnee in
the length of the visual axis, Now where this differenee exists, the
secol1d nodal point lies in the right eye fal'ther from the retina than in
the left, ancl the retinal images are therefore greater in the fil'St. If no
extension of the retina be combined therewith (atro:phy of the membranes was not seen with the ophthalmoscope), the greater retinal image
is also proj ected greater.
By this the differenee in magnitude, exhibited by the objects in the two
eyes, is explained. On eorreetion with glasses, the magnitude of the objects is altered: with positive glasscs the nodal point moves forward, with
negative, baekward. Nearly always we shaH find, that where the eyes are
unequal, the plaeing of R at an equal distanee for both, produees an
inversion in the magnitude of the images: the eye, whieh required the
strongest negative Ol' the weakest positiye glasses, IlOW se es objects smalle~t. If the difference be great, it may cause disturbance, and the lattel' must
often be avoided at the sacrifice of distinctness of vision in one eye. Hy
plaeing the glasses very close before the eye, and by correct calculation of
the euryature of the surfaees of' the glasses, whereby their nodal points, at a
similal' foeal distance, acquire another position, we can partly counteract this defect.
In the case under considcration, the difference in magnitude of the objects before both eyes was llearly corrected by the eylindrical glasses, provided they were held close in front of thc eye. At least no inconvenienee
proeeeded from it. Only when the glasses were not close to the cornea, did
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the difFerence in magnitude of the images become rather confusing. The
canse is to be sought in the fact, that the hypermetropia of the left eye
was not completely corrected by the glasses, and on this side, with the
glasses intended for reading, the farthest point continued more remote
from the eye. Certainly a slight degree of latent hypermetropia was also
present, and, more over, I gave .Ju s in place of -AT 8. In reading, the left eye
saw less acutely with the glasses than the right.

0. Compound hype1'metl'opic a8iifJmati8m has, with a high degree of
hypermetropia in the horizontal meridian, usually a relatively slight
degree of it in the vertical. In the latter I have rarely found the
hypermetropia greater tlian -b; several times about 21g, while in
the horizontal mèridian the hypermetröpia may amoullt to ! and
more. It thus appears that the compound hypermetropie astigmatism often keeps very close to the simpIe.
It is remarkable, that in general the disturbance of vision was less
than should have been expected from the degree of the astigmatism.
Usually we find the disturbance of vision not proportionate to the
degree of the astigmatism: the size of the pupil, its position
in reference to the axis of the cornea, its constriction in accommodation, the farm, too, of the curvature in the different ineridians, the
complication, finally, with irregular astigmatism; exercise; all combined, a great iufluence.
CASE IV. Compound ltypel'metroplc astigmatism.-Mrl R" aged 18 yeurs,
hus nevel' seen ucutcly; he states that he obsel'ves a shadow along the
murgins of objects; at hls work he hus always sought for strong light, and
hus nevel'theless soon perceived symptoms of asthenopia. Notwithstanding
this, he has applied himself pretty closely to study. Some years ago he
had consulted au oculist, who had refei'red the distUl'bance to congenital
amblyopia, and had therefore considered it to be incurabie. This opinion
found the more acceptance, as his brother (with a normal condition of the
right eye) had in the left a disturbance, corresponding to that in the two
eyes of our patient. In his parents, and the other children, the acutcncss of
vision is satisfaetory in both eyes.
Having been attacked by a slight conjunctivitis, the patient called upon
me. This soon g'avc way; but it appeared that the acuteness of visioll of
the left eye was Ollly ~; of the right, for near objects, it was i, for distallt, A·
Ophthalmoscopic examination showed, in the first place, that the optic
discs were as red as the fundus oculi in general, - which capillury
hyperoomia, in consequence of great strain, with the head in a stoopillg position, is frequently dcveloped, cspeciully in young people. But
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at the same time I observed that, while the horizontal retinal vessels, in
slight tension of accommodatioll, were easily seeu, the vertica! exhibited
themselves most distinctly with a lens of A. This held good for both eyes.
Consequently there was no doubt of the existence of astigmatism. On
being asked whether he saw horizontal and vertical strip es at a distance
equaUy weU, the patient immediately answered, that he had formerly remarked, that he could distinguish the verticallines on a target acclU'ately,
only when he inclined hls head quite horizontaUy.
The radii of curvature of the two cornere were measured, in the first
place, in the horizontal plane (H), exactly in the visual lille pO, 10° to the
nasal side pn', 20° to the nasal side pn", 10° and 20° to the temporal side,
pt! and pt N ; and in like manner in the vertical plane (v), :fi.rst in the visuallille pO, and subsequeutly 10° and 200 upwards ps', ps·, aud 10° and
20° downwards pi' and piN. In each place tbe mean of su observations was
taken. The calculated results are as follow :
InH

8'32
8'24
8'61

In V
8'04
pi' = 7'47
po = 7'30
ps' = 7'08
ps" = 7'82

8'58
8'38
8'30
8'57

pi" = 7'59
pi' = 7'43
po
7'38
ps'
7'21
ps" = 7'55

Right eye, pn" = 9'80
pn' = 8'76
po _
pf/
ptN

LeJt eye,

=
=
= 10'38

pnP
pn' _

po
pf/

ptt!

=
=

=

pi/I

=

=

=

Rence it appears in the first place, that the cornea exhibits a hlgh degree
of astigmatism (the difference of the radii of curvature in the YÎsual line
gives for the right eye, As = 1 : 6'374, for the left eye, As = 1 : 6'8) ;
secondly, that the eccentricity of the vertical elliptical section, especially in
the left eye, is very slight; thirdly, that the form of the curvature deviates
considerably from the ellipse; fourthly, that the visual line cuts the
cornea in a point, which is situated very much to the inside of, and at the
same time very much beneath, the apex of the cornea.
In the right eye, the accommodation was paralysed by sulphate of atropia. Thereupon the acuteness of vision diminished considerably, and improved comparatively little by positive glasses iB to ~. The diffusionimages of a point of lig'ht showed, that the vertieal prineipal meridian inclined ab out seven degrees outwards, the horizonial an equal llumber of
degrees outwards and downwards. With ~g to:h the most slender horizontal line was seen, from which, however, numerous aceessol'y lines proceeded; with i. the diffusion-image was a horizontal rhomb <:>, with ~

=

it was a vertieal rhomb

0, with bit was a very il'regular square figure, bent

in at both sides, whlch, with

%

changed into a vel'tieul line, thlckened in

I
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the centre and with ramified extremities, and was slightest with !, held
at in from the eye. Evidently, therefore, there was much irregular astigmatism; the regular appeared to amount to l~~ - ~B = 1 : 5'36. However,
we fouud on examination with the ophthalmoscope, and on trying the cylindrical glasses, a slig-hter degree, namely ab out ~. Manifestly no accmate
result was to be obtained with the linear diffusion-images. The application
of the method of determining the refractive condition in the two principal
meridians, with the aid of a slit, I had not yet leal'lled. Moreover, I still
possessed only one cylindrical glass, and that of!. Thls glass, held at most
1d from the eye, improved the sharpness of vision from ~ to j. The question is, whether with ample choice of glasses no greater acuteness of vision
would have been attainable. Probably, in orderwhollyto excludeasthenopia,
this ere would, for proximity, require a spherico·cylindrical glass, while pro~
visionally, a simple cylindrical glass is sufficient for distance: for in the
range of accommodation of youth, the then rcmaining total hypermetropia
of ~B is easily enough overcome.
Of the left eye it is noted only, that it likewise is hypermetropic in the
two principal mericlians, that the acuteness of vision at a distance amounts
to ~,with ~ increases to ~, moreover, that glasses of Ac produce a considerable improvement.
On other phenomena 1 think it unnecessary to dwell. From what has
preceded we are in a position to predict them without fear of being put to
shame by the result. A recapitulation and analysis would be only repetition. I prefer recording some points n'om
CASE v.-relating to the brother of the above patient, Mr. R., Jr.
In the fust place, as to the radii of curvatme of the two corneoo, we
found:In R
In v
Ri[Jltt eye, pnd == 9'10
pid == 8'42
pn' == 8'38
pi' == 8'10
po == 8'11
po == 8'10
pt' == 810
ps' = 8'27
pt" == lHO
ps" == 8'04

Lejt eye, pn"
pn'
po

pt'
pt"

== 9'74

pi" == 8'06
pi' == 7'98

== 8'78

== 8'44

= 7'69
ps' == 7'85
ps' == 7'63

po

== 8'61

== 8'77

A glance at these numbers shows, that the left cornea has a much smaller
radius of cmvature in the centre of the vertical section, than in the centre
of thc horizontal section, while for the right cornea the radii of CUl'vature
ure equal in both directions, In uccordunce herewith, the acuteness of
vision in the right eye is perfect, and fol' the left amounts to only Th, und
at the same time the large letters of the sume line which are stillrecog-
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nisod do not appeal' to stand regularly in a straight lino. Fmther, the eurvature of the eomea is in both eyes very irregular: in the fil'st place the
radius 20" above the visual line is still shol'ter than in that line-an
anomaly whieh I had never before met with, either in sound or in
astigmatie eyes, and, seeondly, in the horizontal meridian of the right eye,
the radius of emvature towards the temporal side appears to remain unaltered throughout a great extent. It is evident, that from the aseertained
valuc, thercfore, no ellipses are to be ealeulated. Fmther, it deserves
attention, that the form of the astigmatism of the left eye quite agrees with
that observed in both eyes of the patient;s brother. An hypermetropie
astigmatismj probably with hypermetropia in both meridians, prevails in
this instanee. Ir without g'lasses a point of light be seen as the most
slender horizontal stroke, and with ~ as the most slender vertieal stroke, it
is to be expeeted that with artifieial mydriasis a wea1dy positive g1ass
shollld be required to see the most slendel' horizontal stroke, and a ghss
stronger than ~ to flee the most slender vertieal stroke. 1'he direction, too,
of the prineipal meridians, nay, even the peeuliar form of the diffusionimages agrees in both cases, so that lleither did the irregular astigmatism
present any remarkable differenee,
1'he nearest points at whÎeh vertieal and horizontal wires were aeutely
seen, were determined comparatively for the right and left eye of this person: these ilistanees lay, for the right eye, respeetively at 9~' alld 6~n, with
glasses of } at 3lt· and 3b'; for the left eye, with glasses of ~ at 8 and
at 3i inches. The !Leemaey with whleh these distanees were obtained, left
nothing to be desu'ed; but evidently the clifference of asymmetl'y was also
reficcted in these numbers, and it even appeal's from them, that in the vertieal meriilian the two eyes did not differ mueh ftom one another. That
the right eye, even in the vertiealmeridian, has some latent hypermetropia,
is, with the great distanee of the llearest point of ilistinet vision, Beareely
to be doubted,
"
With a cylindrical glass of ·h c the ilistm'banee of vision of the left cyc
was al most entirely eorreeted, and vice Vei'sti, a glass of - ir c (with
opposite direetiou of the axis) produced a eonilitiou iu tbe right eye,
nearly agreeing with that of the left. The experiments tried in this respect
were remarkable. In partieular, in alternate production and oorreetion of
the astigmatism in eaoh of the two eyes tbe difference in form of the objeets
aud in distinetness of the strokes of different direction, were as satisfaotory
to us as they were surprising to the patient. ""hat has been above said
respeoting the apparent magnitude of tbe different dimensions of 11 square,
before and aftel' the Cl'roeotion of tbe astigmatism, was jn this instanee also
fuUy eonfirmed.
•
I had reeently an opportunity of again examining Mr. R., and noted
the following:
In the perpendieular image the emmetropie illdividual sees, with relaxation or his accommodation, the horizontal l'etinal vessels of the left eye;
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with strong tension, or with glasses of Tb, he se es the vertical. The optic
disc, se en in the inverted image, is extended in breadth, which is particularly striking on comparison with the optic disc of the right eye.
Examination with the stenopreic slit gives for the vertical meridian
II =:k, for the horizontal H = -/0. With the vertical slit, the acuteness
of vision rises at a distance from -/0 to ft, and a remote point of light is
with it seen as a point. The horizontal slit produces, as such, no improvement, but, with the addition of -/0, it causes the acuteness of vision to rise
to t.-The patient prefers holding the slit at from 1" to 1 ~fI from the eye.
- With :k s ::::::: rIB c the acuteness of vision becomes about ~, with -h c it
becomes about -/0.

3. Mixed .Ástigmatis1n. -Amh and Ahm. We have remarked,
t1Hlt most cases of myopie, and espeeially of hypermetropie, as tigmatism, differ little from the simpie; the same may be predieated of
the mixed, whether we find a 11igh degree of H in the horizontal
prineipal meridiau, eombined with a slight degree of 1\1 in the vertical,
or a high degree of M in the latter, with slight hypermetropia in
the horizontal. The oeeUl'renee of nearly egual degrees of the two
forms of ametropia in the opposite prilleipal mel'idians is an execption. To tbis the subjoined case most nearly approaches, in whieh,
however, the degree of asymmetry was not eonsiderable.
VI.-Amh in tlte left eye.-Mr. V., aged 59 years, has in the l'ight
eye S = !, in the left S = ti. The 1'Zght eye is neal'ly emmetropic: improvement of vision at a distance bYat is doubtful; - JiJ acts injul'iously.
E1i.periments with the point of light affol'd no proof of abnormal l'egular
astigmátism, but indicate a highly-developed irregular astigmatism.
From youth, the patient has been unable to use his lejt eye; however,
there exists neither 0 bscurity nor ol'ganic change in the fundus oculi.
Positive and negative spherical glasses produce no improvement. The reftected images of the cornea had suggested the idea of asymmetry. Examination with the ophthalmoscope afforded. the proof of it: in the non-inverted
image I, as an emmetrope, saW, with some tension of my accommodation,
vertical vessels of the retina perfectly acutely; horizontal vessels, on the
contrary, appeared, on tension of accommodation, very faint, and on perfect
1'elaxation were not well defined. I hence inf'erred the el\istencc of lllyopia in
thc vertieal, and of hnel'll1etl'opia in thc hol'Ïzontal meridian. On examination with the point of light the prineipal meridians seemed to deviate littlc
from the vertical and. horizontal planes; the most slender vertical line was
seen with ~~, ths most slender ho1'Ïzontal with - nb. The diagnosis was:
mixed astigmatism
ll~, composed of
OASE

=

M Jo

+ H:h.

1'he cornea more than fuUy accounted 1'01' this: the radius of ourvatul'e in

34
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the visual line amounted, in the horizontal plane, to 8'29 mm., in the
vertical = 7'69,-indicating an astigmatism of 1: 11'67. While (at least
by the method with ths point of light) only Amh ~g ~as found, the
orystalline lens appeared to compensate in part for the astigmatism of the
cornea.
Q,uite in accordance with the ametropia in both principal meridians,
the left eye sees at a distance vertical lines a little better than horizontal.
With :h horizontal lines are still more indistinctly visible, while vertical
lines are aeutely seen. Vice "Cj'siÎ, with - :Jo horizontal linea are vel'y
weil seen, verticallines, on the contrary, are only faintly perceptible. The
astigmatic lens of Stokes, brought to the action of 2 X :h = t~, makes the
acuteness of vision at once four times greater, by bringing it from io to ~.
With is a, combined with - Ju s, it rose above ~, and was therefore still
better than in the light eye.
For distance a fiat glass was prescribed fol' the right eye; for tbe left a
bi-cylindrical glass of :ft c r - Ju IJ, For close work, I was anxious, the
acuteness of vision not being perfect, to bring R to 12". This was effected
by means of a spherico-cylindrical glass of ~IO s 8 is a: with do, in fact, R
-&) beoomes
12", and with is a.R in
in the vertical meridian (:10 do
the horizontal is made equal to R in the vertioal. Rereby the right eye
now aoquired simply f.I 8. The images were of nearly equal magnitude, and
the vision was with both eyes at the same time very pleasant. Vision with
the left eye was more acute than with the right.
Remar1~s.-This oase was, notwithstanding the slight degree of Rin the
horizontal meridian, referred to mixed astigmatism. I feIt justified in this
beoause, with the very slight range of acoommouation belonging to the
patient's time of life, the hypermetropia oould by no means be overcome.
The lat ter must, therefore, necessal'ily be oorreoted, and this would have
been servioeable also even in a young person, although the latter should,
wiih - TIg c, have seen aeutely at a di5tance, and even in reading -should
have experienoed but little inconvenienoe.
The liouteness of vision of the left eye was, in comparison with the degree
of astigmatism, very imperfect. One might have been inclined to oonnect
the important disturbance with the singular oircumstanoe, that the asoertained degree of astigmatism was the resultant of a double asymmetry,
namely, of a greater asymmet1'y of the cornea, and of an 0pl'osite and
slighter asymmetry of the o1'ystalline lens; but, were this supposition
oorreet we oould not, in my opinion, have expeoted the conaide1'able improvement from cylindrioal lenses, which we have indicated, Raising the
acuteness of vision from -lo to above ~ mar be considered extraordinary.
The diminished acuteness of vision of the 1'ight eye also appears to me
somewhat enigmatical. It is indeed true that at 59 years of age it is only
exoeptionally still perfeot J but it is equally rare to nnd it fallen to~,
without any peroeptible anatomical change, J\lIoreover, it is the rule, that,
in astigmatism of the one eye, notwithstanding the most perfeot oorrection,
the aouteness of vision of the astigmatic eye oontinues inferior to that óf the
other. In this instanoe the opposite was found. I am thel'efore strongly
inolin~d to assume, that in the right eye also astigmatism was present in a

+ =
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degree which interfered with the acuteness of vision. No accurate investigation was made on this point; nor were the radii of curvature of the
cornea measured.
The spectacles intended for seeing at a distance could aft'ord the patient
no great advantage, commensurate with the trouble of wearing them; but
neither was there any objection to allow their use, if desired. Spectacles
for near objects were much more important. Leaving out of consideration
even the advantage of stereoscopio vision, reading with two eyes is much
pleasanter, and, if the acuteness of vision of both eyes is imperfect (provided
there be no obscuration), alsD much easier than with one eye: the acuteness
of vision is even perceptibly increased by it. In order to distinguish small
objects, still stronger speetacles might be allowed : in that case, in the combination of the spherico-cylindrical glass, fg c remains constant and f.J 8
needs only to be increased.

We have seen that ",hen the cornea, by itself, produces an
abuormal degree of congenital astigmatism, the lens may increase,
but commoDly dimiuishes the same. In the latter case, the astigmatism of the cornea continues to predominate j in the former the
action of the lens is weaker, and is therefore to be considered only
as accessory. But in a few cases it occurs, on the other hand, that
the existing abnormal degree of astigmatism may be said to be
dependent on the crystalliue lens; and a very remarkable case of this
nature is described by Dr. Knapp,* in which the peculiar form of
the crystalline lens was the cause of an astigmatism, in great part
regular. Less rarely, an abnormal position is the cause. This
condition may, in the first place, be congenital. N umerous cases
have been kllOwn in which the lens was situated so eccentrically,
that the equator passed through the plane of the pupil, and thus a
portioI~ of the plane of the pupil remained without a lens. In this
case, then, astigmatism exists in a mauuer to pl'oduce great disturbance, but it is of an incgular nature, and cylindl'ical glasses are
incapable, in this instance, of producing any improvement (see Irregular Astigmatism, in § 40). Some cases, however, occur, where
the displacement of the crystalline lens is so slight that the latter
still ~ccupies the whole plane of the pupil, but at the same time has
so oblique a POSitiOll, as to give rise to a considerabIe degree of
tolerably regular astigmatism. Some years ago, before I was
in the habit of investigating the disturbance of function in asymmetry
with the requisite accuracy, a case of this nature occurred to me. I
shall here merely communicate what was noted at the time.
B.

* Al'cltiv f.

Oplttltalmologie, B. viii. Abth. 2, p. 229.
2
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CASE YII.-Astigmatism, jl'om congenital eccentl'icity qf tlte Cl'ystaUine
lens.-Jacob D., aged 20, aalled on me on the 24th of April; 1860: he had
myopia = i in both eyes, S = ~ in the 1eft, S == ~ in the right eye. Ey
holding the negative glass obliquely before the right eye, the acuteness of
vision eould be brought nearly to~. Long visual axis; on the whole
large eyes. In neither, however, was there atrophy of the ohorioidea, but
in the left was a white irregularly eireumscl'ibed spot, narrower than
the optie dbe, beneath which it was, and concealing the vessels of
the retina. The ehambers of the eyes were shallow i at the ~ame time
there was a very marked iridodenosis, partieularly at the inferior portion
of the iris; there was good refleeting, but little aecommodating, movement

of the pupils.

The total range of accommodation of the left eye was 8\ ;

..

nevertheless, when the myopia was neutralised by

1&, placed at !" from the

=

nodal point, the nearest point in the left eye lay, R b;ing
OJ, at 17'.
'l'hrough the aotion of sulphate of atropia, the pupils acquire an apparent diameter of 8! mm. The iridodenosis at the same time continues.
Now it appears, that a oertain space exists between the iris (dispineed, it is
true, very much forwards) and the crystalline lens, and at the same time
that this last lies eccentrically. On examination with the ophthalmoscope, we see on the butside, a narrow, scythe-shaped red margin around
the equator of the crystalline lens; this bright margin becomes broader
when we look a little from within outwal'ds into the eye, but if we pass
still more inwal'ds, it rapidly becomes again nalrower, and in the right eye
even altogether disappears. Evidently, therefol'e, the outer margin of the
lells displaced inwards and upwards lies mOre forward than the upper and
inner margin, particularly in the right eye. The refiected image of the anterior surface of tLe lens is faint in both eyes, difficult to see, situated very
neal' the re:flected image of the cornea, and on movement of the flame moving
more than the last. 'l'he reflected image formed by the posterior surface
of the crystalline lens stands at a tolerably great distance, aud considerably higher than the corneal image. With the phacoidoscope* (conf. the
method in NedtJ1'l. Lancet, 3rd Series, Part IIL, p. 242), looking from the
outer side into the left eye under an angle of 30° with the visual !ine,
while the fiame stood in the line, which on the other side made an angle
of 30° with the visual line, the distauce between the reflected corneal
image and the posterior leuticular image amounted to 3A mm., and the !ine
uniting these images made an angle of 35° with the horizontal plane, in
which the visualline, the fiame, aud the eye of the observer wel'e.
On examination with the ophthalmoscope in the inverted image the
vessels exhibit in and near the optic dise, with the ordinary movements
of the objective lens, in the 1eft eye scarcely auy, in the 1'ight eye a very
cOllsiderable parallactic movement (the direlltion of which, in connexion
with the movement of the lens, is not noted).
The corneoo, measured in aplane, ca1'l'ied horizontu.lly through the
,. The author's instrument for measUl'ing the change of shape of the lens
in accommotlation (see p. lG).-THANSLAl'Oll.
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visual line, gave, as pO, in the visual line, as pn' and pnA, 11 0 23" and
22° 46' on the nasal side, and as pt' and pt', 11 0 23' and 22'1 46' on the
temporal side of the visUlll line, the followiIlg results (eaoh number being
the Plel\n of four measurements) :

f.,ejt Bye.
8'87
8'16
8'10
8'17
8'50.

:f.l(q7tt eye.
pn' = 8'70
pn' = 8;16
po = 8'14
pt' = 8'~n
pt" = 8'61

Hence it appears, that the oornere have a great radius, tllat the eHipsoidalourvature in the horizontal plane is very regular, and has a slight
eooentrioity, and finally, tbat the axis of the OOl'nea and the visual line
nearly ooinoide.
Remad~s.-I wish qnly to est~blish more fqlly, that the crystalline lens,
partioularly in the right eye, had I\n oblique position1 oausing tts axis to
deviate very muoh from that of the oornea, a,nd that at the same time a
diminished acuteness of visio~ existed, admitting of imprqvement by meana
of an

obliqu~ position of

the negative lens of -

~r

whereb! the myopia

was oorreoted. 4st~gmatism therefoj.'e existed. And although we must
regret, that neither the direction, nor tp.e degree of the requisite inolination
of the axis of the negative lens were noted, and that thel'etore the direotion
and degree qf the existent astigmtttism thereby oorrecteq. l}re unknown,
and although we should, moreover, have been glad to know the ourvatnre
of the oornea in the vertical plane, in order to exolude the corne!!> as a oause
of the astigm1tti~m, I nevertheless feel justified in ascribing the observed astigmatism to the oblique position of the cl'ystalline len~. Tbc ~xistence of
this category of Ilstigmatism is thus proved, and this may fol' the present
suffioe.~The different re8ults of measurement, wbich I ha.ve commmiicated,
may subsequently, when it sha11 be thought desirabIe for the comparison of
more of sueh oases with one f\.nothel', be employed in caloulatio~.
It also deserves mention, that three elder brothel'8 and one sister of the
patient have normal cyes, but that a yo~hger bfother, and perhap8 aI80
the mother, suffer from the same defeot.
II.-AcQ,UIRED REGlJLAR ASTIGlI1ATISlII.

J)epenilin!J on t1te Co?'nea.-In all the foregoing, acquired
ustigmutism has scarcely been mentioned. I must acknowlec1ge that,
until a short time ago, I thought it of little impol'tance. Very
seldom does it depend on an oblique positioll of the cl'ystalline lens
causec1 by partialluxatioll; alld if c1istlll'bances of the cornea be its
cause, il'l'eglllar astigmatism is almost without exceptioll to be
expectec1. I therefore supposec1, à jJ?'im'i, that cylinc1rical glasses
would in this case but little or not at all remeuy the disturbance of
A.
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vision. The result has, however, in many instanees proved the C011trary. In a case of a central speek upon the cornea, I performed
iridectomy, and obtained a weil-formed pupil, only in the centre
admitting some diffuse, but otherwise regularly refracted, light
through the cornea. N evertheless, the acuteness of vision was very
1
imperfect: while the eye had 3 0 hypermetropia, No. VI could not
even with glasses of IlO' be read.

The letters had astrange form ;

in an obliqua direction they exhibited an irregular prolongation. On
ophthalmoscopic investigation, the movement of the objective lens
appeared to pro duce a considerabIe parallax. I tried the combination
of a convex with a cylindrical glass, and the acuteness of vision was
nearly doubled. Ordinary print could now be read.-The matter
is, à postm'im'i, evident enough, The existing astigmatism may be
resolved into a regular and irregular astigmatism, and aftel' correction
of the regular, the irregular causes less disturbance. I have found
that in 'l1Za1zy cases in which, on account qf oJlacity qf the cornea,

i1'idedo1nY, 01' iriddesis is Jle~f(m7Zed, g1'eat advantage may be obtained
by a cyZin(lricaZ g/ass. Let it be tried only, whether a cylindrical
1
glass of, for example, 3 0 c, turned round before the eye, will not
produce alternately increased and diminished acuteness of vision ;
and when the required direction is thus ascertained, it remains only
to find out in these cases, to what strength of cylindrical gIasses thé
preference is given. By the more indirect methods above described,
this object is, in general, less easily attained. After the erdraction

qf cata1'act, too, the cornea riten acquÏ?'es a fm'm, 20hich gives g1'eat
vaZue to the combinatimz witlJ, a c?JlindricaZ glass.
Oylillclrical glasses are also often very useful in acquired modifications in the form of the cornea, without the necessity of performing
any operatioll upon the iris.
CASE vn,-M, Kr" a girl aged 14, has, some years ago, lost the left eye,
in consequence of perforating ulcers of the cornea, with subsequent atrophy,
On the Iower and inner part of tbe right eye, too, remains a cicatrix from
destruction of tissue and prolapse of the iris. 'fhe pupil is thereby drawn
downwards and inwards, but it is otherwise unaitered, and onIy Iittle
dift'used light enters the eye. Nevertheless, the acuteness of vision leaves
much to be desired, and is scarcely improved by the tatal cutting oft' of the
diffused light. Moreover, there exists a toierably great degree of myapia,
with which, therefore, amblyopia 8eems to be combined. Supposing that the

•
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form of the cornea might be the cause of the diminished acuteness of vision,
I made an examination, and found, in faet, that a point of light was se en
with - ! as an obliquely vertical, with - ~, removed somewhat further from
the eye, as an obliquely horizontal line. By the use of the slit, held in
one of the two directions, the acuteness of vision was very considerably impl'oved. With - Jo a minute work could now be performed close to the eye,
which without cylindrical glasses was altogether impossible.

I shall communicate, somewhat more in detail, a case which
certainly an extremely rare one.

IS

OASE vrIT.-Aaqui1·ed regulm' astigmatism oj tlte aomea.-J. F., brigadier in the army, aged 31, complains that for the last two years his sight
has become worse and worse. Perfect acuteness of vision he never had. The
cornere exhibit, particularly on focal illumination, a slight general opacity,
stated to have remained as the result of purulent inflammation which set in
three days aftel' birth. In the right eye, moreover, the boundal'Y between
the cornea and the sclerotic is, in consequence of peripheral spots, not to
be determined; in the centre of the anterior surface of the lens there is also
a smaH, sharply-defined, not elevated white speck. Neither had formerly
prevented his entering the service. N ow, however, the acuteness of vision
had fallen in the right eye to ,'ij, in the left to t, and the patient was no
longel' in a condition properly to discharge his duties.
The existing opacity of the cornea did not fully explain the disturbance
of vision. Moreover, without any fresh inflammatory attack, the power of
vision had become more and more distul'bed. It appeared to me that the
curvature of the cornere was abnormal,-a supposition which was fully confirmed by ophthalmometric investigation. The results of the latter were as
follow:InlI.
In v.
pin
= 9'69
Rigltt cye, pnn = 9'64
pO = 8'72
pO = 7'13
n
psn = 7'38
pt = 7'77

Lejt cye, pnn = 10'97
po =
pt"

=

pi" = 7'59
pO = 7'25
psn = 7'17

8'40
8'45

Evidently the radius of curvature is much longel' in the horizontal plane
than in the vertieal. Therefore, although in the form of the curvature much
irl'egularity was observable, and the experiment with the point of light
afforded no result, improvement was in this instanee to be expected from
cylindrical glasses: and in fact with a glass of Aa, the only one which I had
at the time at my disposnl, the acuteness of vision was mised to t. With a
more extensive choice of glasses still further improvement would doubtless
have been obtained.
I regret that au opportunity did not later present itself of examming the
patient more particularly by different methods.
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.Remarks.-The cause of the abnormal curvature of the cornea existing in
this case was not very clearly ascertained. We may, however, with tolerable probability assume, that the ophthalmia neonatorum had left behind
it some change of form, and that this, combined with unequal resistance,
whether in conseguence of modifiedintra-ocular pressure, or under the infiuenee of attendant, almost imperoeptible, changes of nutrition, had gradually
increased. Manifestly the curvature was very irregular. In both eyes the
curvature was particularly great in thc horizontal plane towards the temporal
side, and in the vertical plane at the upper pOl'tion, in part it was stillgreater
at 20° from the visual line than in the line of vision itself, although the
latter, as direct determination showed, deviated in the horizontal planc only
3~o from thc oentre. But, notwithstanding this irregularity, the great dift'erence of ourvature for the vertical and horizontal meridian was most striking ;
and therefore also much advantage was to be expected from oylindrieal glasses.
In connexion with this subject, it is remarkablc thlLt thc cornea, if it
originally possessed an average curvature, had both in the horizontal meridian acquired a longer, and in the vertical a shorter radius.
I have said that thc case is rare. Usually, in fact, in aCfJuired alterations of form of thc cornea, whether on account of conical curvature, or of
absolute irregularityor inequality of the surface, eX!1mination with the
ophthnlmometer is unattended with any satisfactory re sult, and it can only
empirically be determined, wheiher cylindrical glasses are of any use or
not.'
B. Acqztirecl regula?' astigmatisJn, seatecl in the lens.-Either the
aequired or the eongenital displl1eement of the lens (of whieh I have
spoken at p. 531) may be the eause of regular astigmatism. Often the
lens is thereby so much displaeed, that it IlO longer eorresponcls to
the entire plane of the pupil, with whieh a high degree of irregular
astigmatism is then combined. But if the lens assumes an oblique
direetion in the plane of the pupil, regular astigmatism must be the
. eonsequenee, and the use of eylindrieal glasses will then pl'oduee
improvement. A not unimportant example of this is affol'ded byCASE IX.-J. S., aged 42 was, four years ago, successfully operated on for
cataract in the left eye. Rather more than a year later, he received a blow in
the right eye from a bent branch. Up to this time he had had acute vision at
a distance with this eye. Now everything appeared to him misty. On examination, I found iridodenosis in a high degree, quivering movements of
the lens (cstablisbed on every strong movement, both in the reflected images
and in the lens itself, by lateral focal illumination), and, moreover, a slight
degree of myopia. When a glass of - .Ju was held before the eye, the patient declared that he saw as weU as formerly. I could not satisfy myself as to
the existence of an oblique position of the lens. I therefore regarded his
condition as myopia, in consequence of laceration of the zonuia Zinnii,
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and saw in the myopia a reason for Helmholtz's explanation of the mechanism of accommodation. To the quivering movements of the lens a
quivering of the objects, aftel' each strong movement ofthe eye, corresponded.
These quite agreed with those which oocurred on little shaking movements
of the neutralising positive glass before his lensless eye, and were thus explained.
A few months ago the patient applied to me again. The acuteness of vision
in the rigbt eye was then diminished. Even with the aid of his spectacles,
he cC/uId no longer see acutely at a distance. I supposed thq.t the somewhat hlXated lens was passing into a state of opacity. This was found not
to be the case: the lens had continued quite transparent. But I had at once
perceived that, since the first examination, the pupil had deviated to the
nasal side, so that on this side only a slender margin of iris remained.
This slender margin lies deeper than the outer Ill-lJ.rgin, and hl1s a convex
curve forwafds: the pupilla1'Y marg~n is directed backwards; thenoe the
curve is formed, and the marginal portion deviates again in sueh a mannel'
backwards, that it is most probably somewhat prolapsed through the lacerated ;1:onula.
To this relation of the iris an oblique position of the lens corresponds. On
the temporal side, the latter is almost in contact with the iris; on the nltsal
side it must therefofe 1ie much deeper. Aftel' instillation of sulphate of
atropia a considerabie dilatation of the pupil occurs upwards) downwards,
and to the temporal side, so that the lens comes to 1ie more in the centre.
Looking in an oblique direction into the eye, we can, however, nowhere succeed in seeing the equator of the lens. The centre of the vortices also appears
to correspond nearly to the centre of the COrnea.
With the oblique position therefore there is no, or only slight, lateral
displacement of the lens.
The acutene;;s of vision is only !J.bout =~. This diminution is ascribed to
the oblique position of the lens, and consequently to astigmatism. Numerous experiments were performed, which also establjshed this point. I shaH
mention only soma of them. With - -tJ the patient sees, at a distance, vertical, with - do horizontal lines most accurately. Even with - du the
horizontal lines are tolerably weU d\lfined, but the vertieal exhibit a
shadow, which nea~'ly disappears when the naE,al portion of the pupil is
covered.-The point of light under no circumstances appears as a line of
light, but is, on the contrary, always double. With - -A, each of the double
images is smallest, With - do they lie above one another, with - -6, close
to one another.
The astigmatism is, on account of these experiments, estimated at rt 1 _

;ro -

1

no'

Remal'l.s.-In the observation of this case no cylindrical glasses availed
me. It may, however, be inferred, that with a spherico - cylindrical
glass of - lIJ s:::::: -:/0 c (the axis of the cylinder having a vertical direction) l't in all meridians should be about = 00. Such a glase might be
usel'ul as a spyglass. For near objects it would not answer, because the
range of accommodation, which at the time of the fOl'mer examination was
still tolerably considerable, was now reduced almost to nothing. For reading,
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R must therefore be b1'ought to ab out 12°: this would be e:tfected by
placing Ju c, with the axis directed horizontally, before the eye.
The cause of the astigmatism in this instance lay clea1'ly exclusively in
the lens, the measurements of the cornea even revealing an unusual symmetry.
In H.
In v.
pnfl
pn
pU
pt'
fl
pt

= 8·64
= 7'94
= 7-74
= 7'74
= 8'09

p~"

pi'
po
pH'

ps"

= 8·aO
= 7'98

= 7-71

= 7.76
= 8'09

The visualline deviated 5" iuwards from the apex of the cornea.
It is remarkable, that the astigmatism dependent on an oblique position
of the lens gave rise to diplopia, which in ordinary cases depending on
asymmetry of the cornea, is not so expressly indicated. The diplopia appeared most distinctly in looking at a point of light. We have to suppose
that the seotors of the lens formed four images olearly distinguishable,
which, in looking with the naked eye, had already decussated. With - ;/0
they were situated over one another, with - -h those adjoining one another
were brought to a focus. In the first case the acuteness of vision was imllroved, when the inner or outer half, in the latter when the superior or
inferior half of the pupil was covered.
In former years it often occurred to me to observe, p articularly in myopes,
that of a point of light two or three images were seen, which with too weak
and with too strong glasses, stood in opposite directions in one line. In these
cases no other stripes were acutely seen, than those corresponding to one
of the two directions. Evidently, as agrees abo with the above observations, the manifold images must cover one another in the stripe, if the
latter is to be acutely seen. Whether in these cases the astigmatism
depended on a congenital oblique position of the lens, I did not at the time
investigate. I hope to find opportllnity to do so.
On many remarkable points, peculiar to this case, I will not dilate. Only
with respect to the myopia I would observe, that this seems to have arisen
as the result of laeel'ation of the zonuIa Zinnii, notwithstanding that the
falling baekwal'd, as sueh, of the erystalline lens, must have given rise to
the opposite, that is to hypermetropia. On the nrst examination, when no
oblique position of the crystalline lens had as yet occurl'ed, I had not bep.n
able te diseover any atrophy of the ohorioidea; and the patient stated that
with the aid of a weakly negative glass, just as before, he could again see
quite aeutelr at a di stance. Now, however, a narrow atrophio meniscus
had beoome visible at the outside of the optie disc, whioh in any case is
strongly in favour of the view, that a slight degree of myopia had.originally
been present.
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NOTE.
HISrON.Y OF OUN. KNOWLEDGE OF IlEGULA.N. .Ä.srWMA.rISu.

In Maokenzie's justly-oelebrated book (A Practical Treatise on the Diseases
of the Eye. Lonàon, 1854), and still more oompletely in the exoellent
Frenoh edition by Warlomont and Testelin (Traité pratique des :Maladies
de l'ooil, par Maokenzie. Paris, 1856), we really find almost evel'ything
comprised, which science, up to the dates of the publication of those works,
possessed upon the subject under consideration. Fl'om them I have fol'
the most part become acquainted with its literature, and whenever I had
no opportunity of consulting in the original the works mentioned in them,
my friend Mr. Hulke, of London, with great readiness and in the most
obliging manner, consulted them fol' me, and sent me accurate extracts
-from them.
It is remarkable that we iind the subject treated of almost exolusively
in English literature. In the nrst place we meet with two men, of whom
England may weil boast: Thomas Young, who discovered normal astigmatism, and the Royal Astronomer Airy, who first recognised and described
the asymmetry of his own eye as a defect.
Respecting Young's observation, I have above (compare p, 456), already
stated what is necessary, in connexion with other investigations relating to
the subjeot of normal astigmatism.
•
Airy's oase (Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, 1827,
vol. ii. p. 267), on the contrary, described in a mannel' worthy of the
great master, must here ocoupy us more fully. It relates to a high degree
of compound myopic astigmatism. Thus, aooording to his method, Airy
could deterllline the farthest point of distinct vision in the two prinoipal
meridians, and at the same time the dir€ction of the latter : in the vertioal
(with an inclination of 35°) R was = 3'5', in the horizontal, R = 6".
Hence he oaloulated the glass required for oorrection, and also stated the
reasons, why a negative spherico-oylindrical glass is to be preferred to a
negative bi-oylindl'ioal one.
]l,fany years later he again described hls state (Id., 1849, vol. viii.
p. 361). At this time, the farthest point lay in tbe vertical meridian
at 4-7", in the hOl'izontal at 8'9". Ris myopia had tbel'efore decreased in
both meridians, and at the same time the astigmatism appcared to have
undergone some dilllinution,-from

~ to

8:}

11.
0

But Airy himself supposes,

that the farthcst point in the vel'ticallllel'idian might lie somewhat neal'el'
than 4'7", and he is inolined to infel' that his astigmatism had oontinued
ullaltered. With a man like Airy we may assume, that he obsel'ved fol' his
fal'thcst point with unaltel'd accommodation; othel'wise we should venture
the supposition that, in his earliest observations, in consequenoe of acoommodation on the approach of the point of light, the myopia in the vertioal
meridian had tUl'ned out too great, whereby the reces sion of the fal'thest
point with thc increase of years (which oertainly with the €xisting degrec
of myojlia is extremely rare), should only appal'ently have taken place.
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Airy's observation 8eems at first to have attraeted attention only at Cambridge: to Stokes (Tlw llep01't qf the B1'itisl! Association f01' tlfo Advancement oj Sciencejol: 1849, p. 10), namely, we are indebted for the astigmatie
lens for determining the degree of astigmatism, and Dr. Goode (i1fontMy
Journal oj lIIodical Science, Edinb. 1848, p. 711,-and Tl'ansactions ojtlte
Camb. P1tiloso~l~. Society, vol. viii. p. 493), who stud~ed at Cambridge,
first communicated some fresh cases of this anomaly. Just Fke Airy, he
, had astigmatism in one of his eyes, to which his attention was direoted by
the observations of the Astronomer Royal on the subject. From the cpmplicated çhanges of form, which, according to his accurate description, a point
of light underwent at different distances from his eye, it may he inferred that
the asymmetry was combined with a high degree of irregular astigmatism. As
to the regular, the distances of distinctness in the two principal meridians
lay about at 6'13 and 25 English inches. Chamblant, the opt1cian at Paris,
prepared for him a plano-cylindrical lens, the cylindrical surface of which
was ground with a radius of 9' poncave. Goode states that, )VÏ.th tbe aid of
this glass he saw both neaF and distant objects acutely.
In a second case a point of light appeared as a horizontalline at 37 centimètres (about 14t Enghsh inches), without at a greater di stance being
replaced by a vertical one. Horizontal stripes were not seen distinctly at
37 cent. or upwards; vertical stripes at no distance whatever. A planocylindrical glass, with 2tO radius of the oonvex cylindrical surface, was too
strong, with 3' radius it was too wea).. A bi7cylindrical concavo-convex
the convex
glass, with intersected axes, the concave surface having
4~P radius of curvature, would probably have answered the purpose.
In a third pase a point of light appenred at 35 centimo as a transvel'&e line, and at a greater èlistance was indisti.nct. At a similar distance
horÏzontal stripes were acutely seen, and a little further off a vertical
stripe. A plano-cylinèlrical concave lens of 16" radius produced a considerable improvement.
Goode found three other gentlemen in thc University of Cambridge,
whose astigmatism in one eye was improved by a plano-cylindricallens of
12" radius.
These cases, much as we value tbe communication of them, show that
Airy's method was illsuflicient, accurately to determine the farthest point in
the two principal meridians, and in general the degree of astigmatism. The
seat, too, of the latter was unknown to Goode. Even in the highe st degrees
of astigmatism he could not satisfy himself as to the asymmetry of the
cornea, and he was therefore inclined to seek the cause iu the crystalline

nl/,

.

~~.

A case of abnormal astigmatism was almost at the same time communioated hy Hamilton iu the same journal (lIIonthly Jotwnal, 1847<1 p. 891).
In this in stance, torpor of ihe retina existed as a complication, as it appears,
without limitation of the field of vision. As to the astigmatism, it was
characterised by distinctness of horizontal, alld indistinctness of vertical
lines. If I understaud the case aright, vertwal lines were acutely seen
at a shorter, horizontal lines at a greater, distance, and a plano-concav&
cylindrical lens, placed before ths eye with a vertical position of the axis.
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produced an improvement. Dr. Thompson found the vertical diameter of
the cornea somewhat greater than the horizontal, and he thought, more over,
tha~ the horÎzontal meridian was somewhat more highly curved.
Further, the cases are known which are appended by Hays to the American
edition of Lawrence's work (Lawrence On Diseases of tlze Bye, edited
by J. Hays, Philadelphia, 1854, p. G69). The first is that of a clergyman,
w~ose description affords an excellent picture of simple myopie astigmatism.
"Vith the naked ere he saw vertical, with a concave glass horizontal lines
distillctly. That he did not perceive both hnes equally acutely, escaped
him, until, by the use of negative glasses, the distmctness was inverted.
After an able analysis of his case, the patient came to the éonclusion, that
he should need a spheroidal or cylindrical glass for correction, but he did
not venture to decide whether it should be convex or concave. Hays' note
states merely that M'.Állister, the optician, ground for him a plano·cylindrical
(positive or negative?) glass, and that vision was remarkably improved
by it.
,
" We have," continues Hays, "within the past year seen two cases in
whÎch this defect of vision existed.
"The subject of the nrst was a lady, sixteen years of age, who consulted
me in consequence of her vision being so defective as to rqaterially interfere
with her education. I accompaniedher to Mr. M'Allister's, and found that;
with the assistance of a double concavc lens of high power, she could read
sufficiently well with her left ere; but none of the ordinary glasses, either
concave or convex, would enable her to distinguish ordinary-sized letters with
her right eye. I then instituted some experlments to ascertain, if possiblej
the cause of this defectî.ve vision. Having drawn two bold dark lines of
equal length, crossing each other at their centres, at l'ight angles, and
shown them to the patient, she was able to see them sufficiently weIl to
state that the perpendicular line appeared to her longel' than the horizontal:
lIr. M'Allister furnished me wÎth some mathematical diagrams, which j
being shown to the patient, she státed that ciJ cles nppeared to be ovals, the
circles appearing elongated perpendicularly. Various other trials were
made, all, hawever, tending to show that objects seemed to hel' to be elongated in their perpendicular, and shortened in their trnnsverse diameters.
Mr. l\l'Allister, having fortunately some lenses, pinne on one si de, and with
a concave and cylindrical surface on the other, I soon found one which
corrected the distortion. I had prepared for hel' spectacles with a double
concave lens of the proper number far her left eye, with a plano-concave
cylindricallens far the right eye, with which she can re ad ordinary print
with either eye, and still better when using both eyes.
" The second case occurred in a gentleman, abaut :lifty-ti ve years of age,
who consulted me fol' an inflamed eye, about which he was very anxious, as
he stated it was his best eye, the other having been always ~o defective as
to be nearly useless. On examining jnto the nature of this defect, I found
that it was similar to that in the preceding case, except that objects were
elongated in their horizontal diameter."
B~sides the abave cases, ooly one more lIas been recorded, which was
observed on the Continent of Europe. It was described by Pastor Schnyder,
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of Menzbul'g (Switzerland, canton of Lucerne), who discovered this anomaly
in his own person (Ann. d'Oculistique, t. xxi. p. 222. Bruxelles, 1849-taken
fl'om the Yàltandlungen der Schweizerischen Natzwjol'scltenden GeseUscltafl
-to which 1 have not an opportunity of referring). He was nearsighted for
vertical, farsighted for horizontal lines. For correction he used bi-convex
cylindrical glasses, combined with bi-concave spherical. I find no record of
what the focal distance ofthe glasses was. Mr. Schnyder had no other means
.. of discovering the defect than the fact that horizontal and vertical wires were
not accurately distinguished at the same distance. In order to deterrnine
what glasses were required, he seems to have tried which he needed, in order
to see acutely horizontal and vertical mres, placed at the same distance.
I might here close the history of our lmowledge of astigmatism. At least,
no other facts have co me under my cognizance. lt, however, occurs to me
that something further should be stated as to what has been assumed or suspected by different writers respecting the seat of the anomaly.
As might be expected from Airy,-in the absence of satisfactory reasons,
he has wisely refrained from expressing any opinion as to the seat of the
asymmetry. He appears also to have used no effort, to attain to certainty
respecting this point. Goode, on the contrary states, that in a case of highlydeveloped astigmatism, he in vain endeavoured to satisfy himself, from the
form of a reflected image, of the existence of peculiar asymmetry of the
cornea, and he justly adds that he was therefore inclined to look for the
seat of the defect in the crystalline lens.
In the case described by Hamilton, Dr. Thompson examined the cornea,
whose vertical measurement he fOllDd somewhat greater than the hOl'izontal,
"being shaped somewhat irregularly, and the diameter projecting slightly
upwards and inwards." Hamilton adds, " Dr. Thompson thought he perceived a somewhat more mal'ked curvature of the Cornea in the transverse
diameter." According to what method the examination was made, is not
stated. The result, however, renders it probable that the cornea was concel'lled in the asymmetry.
.
Whal'ton Jones (Manualof Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery. 2nd :Edition, London, 1855, p. 352), and Wilde (Dublin Journalof Medical Science,
lst Series, vol. xxviii. p. 105) go still further. Without more accurateinves·
tigation, they assume, that the foundation of astigmatism is reafly to be sought
in the cornea. Both put it prominently forward as an established fact, that the
cornea, in its vertical meridian, has a shorter radius of curvature than in the
hOl'izontal, and they explain Airy's case (they themselves observed no cases) by
a peculiar development of that difference. What W. J ~nes (Cycloprodia of
Practical Surgery, A.rt. Comea, p. 832) describes as" a case of cylindrical deformation of the cornea, produced by injul'Y," does not appIy here. Whence
thoy derive th~ pro of of the fact put forward by them, is a puzzle to me. So
far l\S I know, previously to the date of the communications of Jones and
Wilde, thc radius of curvature of only one cornea was determined in the vertical and in the hOl'izontal meridian,-viz., by Senft' (conf. Volkmano, Art.
Se1te!.~, p. 271, in Wagnel"s lIandwö1'tel'o!wh del' Physiologie, 1846). In this
instance the radius was found scarcely shorter in the vertical meridian. How
little importance, moreover, was to be attacheu to one observation, appears
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from the investigation of Knapp, who found in the maj ority of his meaSUl'ements the radius longer in the vertical meridian. I t was, therefore, not until
aftel' the numel'OUS measurements made by us, that we ventured to assert, that
the horizontal meridian usually has the longest radius.-A little work, however, which I found quoted in more than one place, 1 have been unable to
consult: I mean Gerson (De f01'ma CQ1'neee, Göttingen, 1810). Mackenzie
(Z. c. p. 926) borrowed from it the fact, that Fischer could not at the same
time distinctly see horizontal and vertieal lines. Here, therefore, astigmatism is in question. This circumstance, taken in connexion with tbe title of
. the work, leads us to suppose, that Gerson sought the seat of the defect in the
cornea. Might we perhaps find in it reasons for the assertion of Wharton
J ones and Wilde? It seems to me that it is not to be supposed that the
form of the cornea was satisfactorily determined by Gerson,-and still less,
that subsequent writers would not have mentioned it. Wharton Jones gave
his explanation only as a supposition. Wilde, on the contrary, says expressly, " It is weIl known that the cornea is not a correct surfaee of revolution, but that the curvature of its horizontal plane is less than that of its
vertieal. When this exceeds the normal extent, it gives rise to irregular
refraction, causing a circle to appeal' an oval," &c., &c. Wilde was so convineed of thc correctness of this opinion, that he did not hesitate to replace
the name of cylindrical eye, chosen by Wharton Jones, by that of 'cylindrie al cornea.'
That, with some exeeptions, Wharton J ones and Wilde approached the
truth, has appeared from our investigation. But do they des erve credit for
this? In my opinion, Young's observation on his own eye should rather have
led them to look for the seat of the defect in the crystalline lens, and 50 long
as the asymmetry of the cornea 'was not satisfactorily ascertained by
measurement, it appeared more philosophical to keep to that view. Their
assertion was therefore a very bold one. 'vVe see that in science also the
quotation is sometimes applicable, that " audaces fortuna jw;at."

§ 40.

IRREGULA.R AS'l'IGlIf.A.TISM.

Irl'egular astigmatism may, as weU as the l'egulal', be divided into
nOl'nzal and abnOl'lilal.
The norm al form is connected with the
structlU'e of the lens; the cornea does not participate in producing,
it. 'l'he abnormal degrees, on the contrary, which considerably
disturb the power of vision, may depend upon irl'egularities of the
Cornea as weIl as up on those of the lens.
We commence with ltOl'maZ il'l'cgulal' ast-i(j1Jlatis1Jl. The principal
Fhenomenon attenmng this icregularity is known under the name of
polyopia monoculal'is. With same attention ally one can observe
this polyopia in himself. Eyes in which, tlle lens being present,
it should be entirely wunting, are undoubtedly rare exceptions. The
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following experiments will be sufficient to satisfy us of its exisLence
and of its imporümce;
P: Let a small blaak spot, on a grel! or wltite ground (as .), be
gl'adually brought nearer to the eye than the distance of distinct
vision : most people will then observe that the black spot passes into
a circle of greyish spots, which, ",hen the spot is removed from t11e
eye, again approach one allather, and, at the distance of distinct
vision, coalesce to farm a black spot. It is desÏl'able in this and in
the following experiment to keep our eye, without alteration, accommodated for the farthest point, in order that the magnitude of
the pupil may contil1ue the same; we must tltereforeJ if not myopic,
arm the eye with a positive glass, say of %- -k, in order thus, while the
eye continues relaxed, ta be ab1e to bring the point to either side of
the distance of distinct vision. If we subsequently carry the spot
béyond the distance of distillct visionJ and for the greatfr correctness
of comparison we may for the greater distance, take a proportionately
larger point (as .), several spots usunlly again appeal'; but in this
case a central darker spbtremains, around wllich the other paler spots
are more or less regularly grouped. '1'his central spot was absent
when the black spot was neal'er than the distance of distinct vision :
on this account with equal deviation of accommoc1ation we distinguish
better (the diameter of the pupil being assumed to be unchanged),
when the eye is accommodated for a too near, thall for a too distant,
object.
2. o. We may repeat this experiment with a wltite spot on a blaak
ground. As white spots, we may make use of small grauules of
whitelead, got by scraping an ordinary visiting card, and spread
upon b1ack velvet. Among these granu1es we find a great val'ie/'y
of sizes. If we take one of the latgest, of about IJ mmo in diameter,
the experiment will yield nearly the same results as were obtained
with the black spot. It win then, however, more distinctly appeal',
that each spot is radiatingly elongated, and exhibits dispersion,with the blue turned towards the centre, when the spot is nearer than
tbe di stance of distinct vision, with the red towards the centrc, if the
point lies beyond it.
3°. Let the experiment be repeated with one of the smallest
granu1es. The radiating1y e10ngated spots have now given \Vay to
slender rays, which, when tl16 granule lies nearer than the di stance of
distiuctness, do not run togetl16r in the middlc, and which, on the
contráry, havc a white spot in t11e centrc, when the object is beyonu
the distance of distinct vision.
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4°. Let the observer look at a little point of light, for example,
at a small opening turned towards the light, but still better (in
order to avoid diffraction), at a small image of light formed by refiexion. The phenomena are then observed, in proportion to the
magnitude, precisely as they have been described under 2° and

3°.
By these experiments we have now learned that polyopia, in
looking at a smaU object, is the same phenomenon as that of the rays,
under which at a distance a bright star or light appears, for which
the eye is not accommodated. To each principal ray corresponds one
of the marginal spots,'"under which the black dot appears. Therefore, too, those have the most dis tin ct polyopia, who in a point
of light perceive a comparatively small number of distinctly separated rays.
50 • Let a small point of light, a little refiected image or an
opening of ! mmo (0'00492 of an English inch) in a metal plate,
turned towards the sky, be gradually brought near the eye. Having
arrived nearer than the distance of distinct vision, the point of light
divides into a certain number of bright rays, and even, when it has
reached the anterior focus, the circle of diffusion in the retina being
as large as the pupil, the rays are still visible: they are the lines of
light of the well-known entoptic image (compare Fig. 103, p. 200),
which oecurs in most eyes under this farm. The transition of the
bright rays into the lines of light of the entoptie image is very easily
observed. While the light in the entoptie luminous eircle, attaining on the retina the magnitude of the pupil, has been more
uniformly divided, the few very bright rays, of which the image of
a star almost exclusively consists, are therein only faintly represented by the said lines of light. The number and direction, however, remain precisely the same.
From these experiments it appears, that polyopia uniocularis, mys
of stars, and radiating lines of light in the entoptic spectrum are
dependent on the same cause, rest upon the same peculiarity in the
s~ructure of the eye. If, therefore, we have ascertained the source
of one of these phenomena, we know that of all.
N ow we have already, in treating of the entoptic phenomena, seen
that the lines of light of the entoptic spectrum (compare Fig. 103)
are to be sought in the crystalline lens: on moving, in fact, the eye
behind the point of light, no parallax is perceptible, and their cause
therefore lies nearly in the plane of the pupil, and consequently in
35
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the lens. Hence it follows, that both the rays emerging from points
of light and the polyopia, have their ol'igin in tlle lens. This is more
decisively proved by the circumstance, that all these phenomena are
wanting when the lens is absent from the eye (aphakia). Moreover
we can now further show that the cornea has no essential part
therein. In the first place, in examining the reflected images of
the cornea, if such irregularities were here present, as are required
. for the explanation of the phenomena in question, they must have
been apparent. And, in the second place, I have excluded the
action of the cornea by plunging my eye into water in a little bowl,
bounded by a convex glass replacing the cornêa, and the phenomena
have then continued under the usual form.
If the cause be thus situated in the lens, the question suggests
itself, how these phenomena are to be eXplained by it. In the first
place we ob serve, that tbe farm of tbe rays, under similar cÏl'cumstauces perfectly constant for each eye, immediately reminds us of
the peculiar structure of the lens, namely of the radiating figure
from which its fibres praceed. Those of the anterior surface we can
observe in any one in the living eye, by lateral focal illumination
(Helmholtz), especially by employing a lens, and better still with the
aid of the phacoidoscope (compare p.16). The lines of the posterior
surface differ in form and in direction. Meanwhile the crystalline
lens is by those mles divided into irregular sectors. N ow the
explanation of the polyopia is tbis, tbat each sector forms a separate image. The proof of this I have given twelve years ago, by
moving a rather small opening (about J mm., or 0'01968 of an English inch, in diameter) before the pupil, while the multiple image of
a point of light faIls upon the retina. We thus see a simple image
when the opening corresponds to a giveu sector, and when by shilling
the opening we come to the boundary between two sectors, two faint
images appear, of which, on further displacement, that first seen disappears, while the one wmch has supervened remains alone and brighter.
On more rapidly moving the opening it appears as if the little image
of light jumps, which really happens in the transition from one sector
to another.-In proportion as we accommodate with more precision,
the multiple images approach one another, and finally coalesce into
one image. However, even with the most perfect accommodation, they,
do not exactly cover each other. In the first place, regular astigmatism, and in so far the cornea a1so, here plays a part. This regular
astigmatism manifests itself precisely by the fact, that the Images
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placed opposite to each other more speedily reach each other in one
direction tban in the opposite. The result of this is, that a point
of light always appears somewhat angular, and even a black spot
undergoes a peculiar change of form on a slight play of accommodation, without at the same time ceasing to be black. But even
when we completely correct the regular astigmatism by means of a
suitable cylindrical glass, all the m~ltiple images do not meet precisely in one place: in one rurection or another a single one projects
beyond the rest into the centre, and accurate consideration of a point
of light shows that aU have not even their focus exactly in tbe
same aXIS.
In this, therefore, lies, in the first place, an element qf irregula1·
a8tigmati8m. A 8econd element we find in the image of each sector in
itself. It is very difficult byexperiments to get a correct idea of the
image of each sector. The impression of light on each point is, in fact,
not proportional to the strength of the light, and consequently we obtain a different result with respect to the distribution of light, in proportion to the brightness of the light with which we experiment. On
repeating the experiments above stated we had abundant opportunity
to satisfy ourselves of this. While, for example, a bright fixed star
(Sirius I have often taken as the object), with slightly hypermetropic
arrangement of my right eye, gives seven or eight extremely fine
bright rays, partIy ramifying towards the periphery, and terminating
at a short distance f-rom the centre, a less bright lurninous point
appears rather as a circle of spots, with comparatively very strong
illumination in the periphery, about agreeing with the circle of spots
under which, with a similar arrangement, we see a black spot. The
mIe, however, remains with each illumination, and also in experimenting with a spot of a certain extent, that each image is elongated
in the direction of the rays of the whole circle of di.ffusion, so that
we can in it distinguish an outer and an inner margin, which last is
turned towards tbe centre of the circle of diffusion. We can now
further satisfy ourselves:1°. That the image of each sector is astigmatic. Through an
opening of about 0·5 mm., held before a given sector, a fixed star,
which under the greatest magnifying power remains a point, forms,
WitJl the most perfect accommodation, an image on the retina, which,
were it accessible to our investigation, would certainly be very perceptible. The light of a lantern, seen at a great distance through
a single sector, is nearly as great as if we had appl'oachcd it by half
2
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the distance. By using monochromatic light, the astigmatism of
ench sector remains unmistakeable.
2°. That the image has an aberration, agreeing with the spherical
aberration. In the circle of diffusion, formed by a spherical lens
from a monochromatic point of light, the light is not uniformly distributed. Before the focus of the rays (as both construction and
direct experiment readily show) the illumination is strongest at the
outside, behind the intersection, in the centre of the circle of diffusion.
N ow the same is true of the light, refracted by one of the sectors.
Therefore a point of light, and even a little luminous spot, seen
through the whole lens, is more strongly illuminated in the centre or
at the circumference, accordingly as the eye is accommodated for a
shorter or longer distance than that at which the spot is. We have
already remarked that, consequently, the magnitude of the circles of
diffusion being equal, the acuteness of vision suffers more wllen the
retina lies behind than when it lies in front of the focus.
We have thus inrucated two causes qf 'lZO?'nzal irregular astig9natis9n, namely, the imperfect coincidence, even after accommodation,
of the images of the different sectors, and the astigmatism proper to
the image of each sector in itself.
In the image of each sector we ean, moreover, easily recognise the
cllromatic aberration. In front of the intersection each image is red
at the outer, and blue at the inner margin ; behind the intersection
the outer margin appears blue, and the centrallight is reddish. N ow,
if we examine the multiple images of a thin line, the lateral images
have also coloured edges, and only the central image is uneoloured.
It is very instrucLive, as Helmholtz has done, to combine a line with
a point, placed near the extremity of the liue. We now see, with
imperfect accommodation, especially with adjustment for a greater
distance, different lines close to one another, and we can satisfy ourselves that these, in each direction of the line, correspond to the
multiple images of the point of light to which they are directed. It
is now evident, that the edges of the central line will be colourless,
because the radiating elongation of the sector-image, whence it arises,
lies in the direction of the line, and the co1oUl's thus fall over one
another. We obtain the sharpest, brightest, and most achromatic
line, by giving the line such a direction, that two opposite radiating
sector-images cover one another on the line. On the contrary, the
lateral images of the line have coloured edges, and are at the
~ame time fainter and broader: their section is equal to the longitudinal .section of the elongated image, to which they correJ
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spond.-The phenomena here descl'ibed mayalso be observable at
the boundaries of brightly illuminated surfaces, with imperfect accommodation, as the transition nom the bright to the dark takes
place through two or three degrees. Even with perfect accommodation, some can satisfy themselves by the fact, that they
see the bright ma on as images covering one another. I was particularly struck with the distinctness and well-defined boundary, over
the whole surface of tbe round images covering one another, of an
opening, through which the nearly homogeneous light of the .aame
of alcohol containing salt was seen. But more especially when the
accommodation is not perfect, we see in that experiment a number of
circles, for the most part covering one another, and by covering a
portion of the pupil we can never make one of these circles jJm'tZy
disappear-cut a segment oif it: the circle only grows faint, to disappeal' suddenly and completely, when the whole sector of the lens
belonging to that circle is entirely covered. It needs scarcelj to be
remarked that, on covering the pupil, the figure, as a whoie, disappears on the same side, when the eye is accommodated for a nearer
object, but on the opposite side, when, on the contrary, it is accommodated for a more remote point.
'
In the foregoing the cause of the peculiar distribution of light of
the circles of diffusion was found iu the crystalline lens, and was in
general terms brought into connexion with the radiating figure, from
which the fibres of the lens proceed. The perfect explanation is,
however, not thus attained. The multiple images of a point were
seen so carlyas by de la Hire.* Thomas Youngt examined the
circles of diffusion of a point of light at different distances, even
delineates them, and said respecting their cause: (( The radiating
lines are probably occasioned by some slight inequalities in the surface of the lens, which is very superficially fllrrowed in the direction
of its fibres." Listingt discovered that, in many persons, in the
entoptic spectrum of rays of light, which, proceeding from the anterior focus, run parallel in the vitreous humour, some bright lines,
mostly iu the form of an irregular sbr, occur with some off-shoots,
which he looks upon as the image of an umbilical body with suturelike and elevated ramifications, derived from the separation, in the frotal
state, of this part of t.he capsule from the inner surface of the cornea.
• Mémoi1'es de l'académie de Pm'is, 1694, p. 400.
t Pltilosopltical Transactions for 1801, i. p. 43.
t Beitl'ag ZUl' physiologisclten Optik. Göttingen, 184.5.
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In examlUlDg the entoptic phenomena I found * that multiple
images, lines radiating from points of light and the entoptic star of
Listing pass imperceptibly into one another, and therefore have one
and tbe same origin; but respecting tbe proper cause in the strncture
of the lens I could farm na satisfactory idea, and even now I
have not been sufficiently successful in my attempts, to make known
their result. ]'urther investigation on this point appears to me to be
necessary.
The astigmatism, of which we have thus far spoken, may ~e considered to be norm a!. The acutel1ess of the power of vision suffers
very little under it, and least of all when we look with both eyes
together, and when these' have ab out tbe same refraction. We never
fil1d the astigmatism of buth eyes exactly equal. The images of thc
same point, formed on the two rctinas, tllerefore, deviate a little from
one another. Both, however, coalesce in idea, anJ the correetness
of· the judgment respecting the form of a point or of a v~ry small
object, sometimes gains considerably thereby. Thus the acuteness
of vision, apart from the stereoscopie effect, is greater with two eyes
than with one: if vision takes place with only one eye, the form of
the retinal image is, at least in the vicinity of . the yellow spot, projected with greater accuracy; in vision with two eyes, on the contrary, the object is more correctly estimated.
If the acuteness of the power of vision, in rnonochromatic light,
suffers little by ordinary astigmatism, the achromatism of tbe eye,
with imperfect accommodation, may even' gain thereby, as different
coloured images faU over one anather, and are thus partiaUy
neutralised. '1'his also is especially tbe case in using bath eyes.
H. Abnormat i?'j'egular astigmatism.-This has its seat eitller in
the cornea or in the lens. As to the cornea, the kerato-eonU8 or eornea
conica first comes under observation. High degrees strike the eye at
once. Slight degrees, on the contrary, are often enough overlooked.
The disturbance of the power of vision fTequently suggest,s the idea of
amblyopia, combined with myopia. Three cases have already occul'red
to me which were long treated as amblyopia. That in this instance an
anomaly of refraction, alld iudeed astigmatism, is the cause of the
diminished sllarpness of sight, is evident. A complete theoretical development woulc1, even did we know precisely the sUl'face of curvature,
~vhich is to be ascertained 0111y by examination with the ophthalmo./ineter, be very difficult. In high degrees, the mere inspeetion of the
.. Nedm'landscl! Lancet, 1846-1847, D. ii. p. 432.
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curvature and profile at once satisfy the observer, that the radius of
curvature in' tbe centre of the cornea is mnch sborter, so that the rays
failing tbereon from each cone of light must much sooner unite.
Especiaily in reference to these rays tbe eye is myopic. There must,
however, be not only a difference in focal distance, but the foci are
also imperfect even for sma11 portions of the refracting surface, and
moreover, certainly do not a111ie in tbe same axis. The high degree of
astigmatism connected with this state, therefore, needs not to be
further proved.-It would be very troublesome if, in order to recognise slight degrees, we should be obliged to have recourse to the ophtbalmometer, in order to determine tbe radius of curvature in different
parts of the cornea. Fortunately, we bave a more practical auxiliary.
The already long-existing disturbance of vision leads us to resort to
the ophthalmoscope, chiefly with the idea of finding the cause in the
fundus oculi, and unexpectedly we mscover tbe anomaly of the
refracting surface. This has happened to me more than once.
Sometimes the degree was still so slight, that even after the discovery
of the true cause, the observer, on taking a profile view, could not
satisfy himself as to the state of things, so that fun certainty as to
the existence of the anomaly was attainable' only with the ophthalmometer. How the ophthalmoscope exhibited it is very simpie. In
the inverted image, where there is a tolerably wide pupil, we over~
look, at the same time, a rather large portion of the fundus oculi;
the image, therefore, of one part or other, for example of tbe optic
disc, remaius in the field of vision both on moving the head of the
. observer, and on shifting the lens held before the observed eye. At
the same time, however, the rays, which, proceeding from the optic
msc, strike tbe eye of the observer, pass each time tbrough other
parts of the cornea: now if its curvature is irregular, the result is,
that the form of the dise each time alters, that it shortens in
this direction, extends in that direction, and, moreover, is never seen
acutely in its integrity. In somewhat higher degrees, too, the side
of the conical projection opposite to the incidence of the light is
dar1cer,-as if shaded.
TLat it is '~mportant to recognise these slight degrees of conical
cornea, and not to treat them as amblyopia, is evident.
Where tbe form is favourable and the position advantageous,
stenopreic spectacles may produce cOllsiderable improvement. If
this assistance be not sufficient (the field of vision too small, the
spC'ctacles all annoyallce), all improvement by opm'ation may be
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attempted. The chief object of the operation is easily stated: we
desire to place thc pupil befare that part of the cornea, whose
curvature is most uniform and approaches most nearly to the
spherical, in order that a sharper image may be formed in the visuul
line, and especially that direct vision may be improved. .A priori
it will be evident, that this object will be more easily attained
by a smaU pupil, not only because the circles of diffusion are
thus rendered smaller, but particularly because we may expect the less
difference in the radius of curvature, the smaller the portion of thc
cornea is, which l)articipates in the formation of the image. Bowman * has made tbe pupil slit-like by double iriddesis. t Von Graefet
confined himself to iridectomy. Both obtained favourable results
with respect to the acuteness of vision. Van Graefe proposed besides to procure diminution of the pressure in the eye, which result
of iridectomy had in his hands obtained such brilliant and useful
application in glaucoma: he hoped thus to oppose the further
development of tbe conicity, if not to lessen the existing degree of it.
Bowman, on his part, has actuaUy seen diminution of the conicity
take place after iriddesis. The results of the latter operation upon the
power of vision are still more favourable, sa that at present iriddesis,
by which we also obtain a srnall pupil, seems to deserve the preference. Theoretically, however, the slit-like pupil, obtained by double
ireddesis, appears to me, narrow as it may be, not the most favourable: when the direction of the slit is horizontal, the diffusion for verticallines will still be considerable, and though for honzontallines the
eye will have little diffusion, it will be 11ighly myopie. It certainly
seems better, by simple iriddesis, to exclude the apex of the cone.
By means of stenopreic spectacles (with artificial mydriasis) the
most suitable place and farm of the pupil can be discovered, anel
perhaps also the seat of most favourable curvature may be sought
with the ophthalmometer; and when by this or any other mode we
have ascertained where and in wl1at form the pupil must act most
advantageously, the further task of operative surgery is, to appIy the
means 50 as to realise what is found to be desirable.§
'" Op1ltltalmz'c Hospz'tal Rep01·ts, etc., No. ix. 1859, p. 154.
t Compare, upon this operation, aIso Critchett, Oplttltalmic Hospital
Rep01·ts, etc., No. ix. 1859, p, 145.
t A1'Cltiv f. Oplttltalmologie, E, ivo H, ii, p. 271.
§ In this respeot, very ingenious proposals have been made by Bowman,
the object of whioh is to hring the pupil hy means of a second iriddesis on
the, same side, proceeding from the margin of thc pupil obtained hy the first
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To be classed with conical cornea, though usually producing less
disturhance, are partiaZ bul!Ji?z!JB or flattellings of this memhrane,
which, in cOllsequence of suppuratioll or of softelling, not unfrequently occur. These are often accompallied with so much opacity
as to render the displacement of the pupil hy iriddesis or iridectomy
desirabIe. But the astigmatism is not thereby removed, since the
clear part of the cornea has lost its regular curvatUl'e. Von Graefe
has remarked, that after iridectomy the form of the cornea * gradually
improved-and I have repeatedly found this confirmed. Moreover,
it appears, that in these cases improvement is often to he ohtained
by cylindrical glasses, the asymmetry being partIy reducible to regular
astigmatism.
To tbe very ordinary causes of altered, and consequently irregular
arching of the cornea, belongs the extraction qf cata1'act. Especially
when prolapsus iridis or threatening prolapsus has existed, whereby
the pupil has lost its central position, or where, with forward projection of the flap, the wound-surfaces do not perfectly correspond, we
seldom obtain a completely normal arching of the cornea. If the
deviation is slight, the power of vision may still be quite sufficient;
but on accuràte investigation it now appears that the acuteness is
defective, and the astigmatism is in this instance also partly calJable
of correction by giving an oblique position to the convex glass, or
by combination with a cylindrical one.
A common cause of irregular astigmatism we find further in sjJots
on tlte cornea. That slight spots cause mucn more disturbance by
scattering diffused light in the eye, than hy reflecting and cutting off
a part of the light, has been shown many years ago, and hereupon the
indication for stenopreic spectacles was subsequently founded. Even in
my first communicatiou I had referred to the irregular refraction of
light, connected with spots. flow much effect this has, the ophthalmoscope aftenvards taught me. Through a rather transparent spot we
distillguish the fundus oculi with tolerabIe accuracy; hut, while, in the
mode described above, the rays are brought consecutively through
different parts of the spot to the eye of the observer, he is surprised
iriddesis, still nearer to the edge of the cornea. He has also proposed
to try, by means of a glass with cOl'responding curvature, still further to
improve the astigmatism fol' this place, at least for the stationary eye.
<I In the acute process of softeniug Ol' suppuration it is a matter of 1'ecognised importance, to keep the form of the cornea as perfect as possible.
To atto.in this object, repeated experience shows that timely support by
means of a bandage cansing pressure, cannot be sufliciently recommended.
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at the extremely irregular displacement, shrinking and distortion of
the forms, connected with a peculiar glancing,-very characteristic for
any one who has once seen it. Spots, whose existence was no~ perceived on superficial inspection, sometimes, on examination with the
ophthalmoscope, produced in a remarkable degree the phenomena
just mentioned. Thus by ophthalmoscopic investigation we are led to
examine the cornea with foeal illumination, and then we find, in a
seareely perceptible opacity, the cause of 1,he astigmatism, and at the
same time of the diminished acuteness of vision, which had at fust
suggested the presence of other causes.-U nder these circumstances
the surface of the cornea is often not perfectly smooth, as readily
appears ITom the irregular images of a flame reflected on the opaque
part. This occurs chiefly when superficial ulceration of the cornea
has existed. But this inequality is not necessary to pro duce astigmatism, and therefore local change of the coefficient of refraction,
with condensation of the corneal tissue, seems equally capable of
taking part in its production.-If we have not examined the astigmatism .with the ophthalmoscope, we 8ha11 often think we ûnd a
disproportion hetween the degl'ee of opacity and the disturhance of
the acuteness of vision, which must be explained partIy hy irregular
astigmatism.
Finally, in some acute affectio?t8 cf the cOl'n,ea, particularly with
tl'anspa1'ent Ulee1'8, a high degree of irregular astigmatism coexists.
So much with respect to the cornea. As to the crystalliue lens,
irregular astigmatism may by it in two ways attain a high degree, namely, hy a change i11 the lens itself, and by displacement
of the lens. With reference to tbe change of the lens itself, my
friend Bowman recently wrote to me as follows: "I have often
thought that some defects of v:ision may depend on physical alterations of the lens, sometimes independent of cataract, sometimes
attending the earlier stages of cataract; making the changes of shape
of the lens under the same action of the ciliary muscle more or 1ess
incomplete." To these l'emarks I give my fun adhesion. Even independe:p.tly of the changeability hy accommodation irregularities are
developed in the lens, which when the eye is still in a state of rest manifest themselves as irregular astigmutism. Usüally, as Giraud-Teulon
ohserved, t11is astigmatism increases at a more advauced time of life,
especially when opacity of the leus is superadded. Even Mackenziesays:
. (( Uniocular diplopia is sometimes a precursor of cataract," and Ruete
very correctly explains, how radiating opacity of the lens may give rise
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to diplopia. We hear the latter complained of mostly, when one eye
no longel' takes much part in vision, which is very easily explicable
on the principles already laid down (p. 550).
Besides, it very seldom occurs, that multiple images proàucing any
disturbance remain, when by the assistance of suitable spectacles the
accommodation has been made as perfect as possible. In youth the
phenomena of irregular astigmatism may, both without and with tension of accommodation, be almost wholly absent.-The irregular astigmatism which depends on displacement of the lens, produces much
more disturbance, especially when the lens has only partially remained
in the plane of thp, pupil, and the rays, therefore, in part, l'efl'acted
solely by the cornea, penetrate to the retina. This may take place
in incomplete luxation, whether spontaneous, or proàuced by external ülJury; but it appears to occur more frcquently as the result
of congenital edopia of the lens. Of this I have seen remarkable
cases, three of which belongeel to the same family. In such instanees
the power of vision is very imperfect. J ust like highly hypermetropie
individuals, the patients see near objects comparatively bettel', though
still very defectively. Even wh en the lens occupies half of the plane
of the pupil, they comport themselves as hypermetropes. This led
me to infer that convex glasses would be beneficial to them, and it
appeared that in thi~ I was not mistaken. The gIasses required were
similar to those inàicated in aphakin. On accurate examination with
the ophthalmoscope and with focal illumination this result cannot
appear strange. If the lens even in the normal eye is less homogeneous near the equator than near the axis, this is especially true of
the abnormally situated lens. The reflection is, moreover, very
strong, particularly when the lens lies obliquely. At the side ofthe lens
the fundus oculi is seen perfectly clear; through the crystalline lens it
usually appears less clear anel acute. This we observe especially in
examining the inverted image, as we can then see tbe optic disc in
two closely adjoining pictures, one larger and brighter by the side
of the crystalline lens, the other smaller and less brilliant, formed by
the co-operation of the crystalline lens. 'rhus, also, the image, formed
by the medium of a glass lens on the retina, is clearer, more perfect, and at the same time larger than that proc1uced through the
cdge of the naturallens ; anel, on the other hand, the distUl'bance from
the 1'ays, which form no sharp image Oll the retina, must in tlle
latter case be greater than in the first. A stenopreic apparatus, by
which either the rays entering the eyc through the crystalliue lens,
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or those passing in beside it, are ent oif, very much improves the
acuteness of vision. In a still youthfullad, labouring under congeuital ectopia of the lens, cataract was developed; in proportion as the
lens became more opaque, the sight improved. I had absolutely na
inducement to operate on this cataract, even after it had become
ripe, although the diffuse light still continued somewhat inconvenient.
'rhe literature and history of our knowledge of irregular astigmatisUl have
been suffieiently dwelt upon in the foregoing. I 8ha11 here add only that the
literature of normal irregular astigmatism, with a brief statement of its
eontents, is given by Helmholtz (I. c., p. 14.6), and that the cases of normal
irregular astigmatism which have occurred, are communicated in Stellwag
von Carion's monograph (Denksclwijten del' k. k. Akad. v. 2, p. 172. [Iebel'
doppelte Breclwng und davon ab7tängige Polarisation des Lic7/tes im menschliclwn Atlge (on Double Refraction and Polarisation of Light dependent
thereon in the Human Eye), pp. 19 ct seq., Wien, 1853) as diplopia (polyopia) monophthalmica. The theory of Stellwag von Carion, which is evident
from the title of his work, is refuted by Gut ([leber Diplopia monoplttlutbnica, Zurich, 1854).
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IX.

DIFFERENCE OF REFRACTION IN THE TWO EYES.

§ 41.

OCCURRENCE, PHENOMENA, RESULTS.

LIJm the organs of animal life in general, the eyes present a great
symmetry between the right and the 1eft side. The statement sa
often made, that the right and the 1eft eye usually differ considerably
is an error, or, more strictly speaking, an exaggeration. In all
respects, similarity is rather to be met with. This extends, not only
to the magnitude of the eyebal1, the diameter of the cornea, the colour
of the iris, the size of the pupil, and other extern al properties, even
some congenital morbid eleviations, such as microphthalmos, cataraeta
congenita, il'idemia, and acquired changes of form, such as cornea
conica, often occur in both eyes in about the same way. The same
is found to obtain with respect. to the refractive condition of both eyes.
Even the elegrees of progressive myopia in most cases differ little in the
two eyes. We have already seen that the majority of eyes are nearly
emmetropie, and this generally holds good, in fact, for both. This
emmetropia is the result of the convexity of the cornea, of the position
and of the focal distance of the crystal1ine lens, and of the length of
the visual axis, each of which may in itself differ considerably in tIle
normal emmetropie eye, anel then mutually compensate each other.
But the similarity in the same individual usually goes so far that, as
numerous measurements have shown me, the radius of cJrvature of
the cornea coincides almost perfectly for bath eyes; whence we may
infer that for two eyes of the same individual the crystalline lens
and the 1ength of the visual axis approach more nearly to each other
than they do for emmetropie eyes in general. .A certain ]lUrmony
also unmistakeably exists in general in the course of the sub conjunctival blood-vesse1s, in many peculiarities of the optie disc alld its
blood-vessels, in the entoptie figure of the lens, anel in the positioll
of the yellow spot (angle a). Even in the asymmetl'y of the cornea
there exists symmetry betweell the right and the 1eft siele.
All this is the rule. Exceptional1y it oocurs that both eyes c1ifl'er
much ol'iginally from each other, particularly with respect to theil'
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refraetive condition. Thus, as we have already remarked (p. 252),
this asymmetry of the eyes is usually eombined with asymmetry of
other parts, espeeially of tlle orbit, and of the bones eomposing
it, so that the differenee of the eyes is refleeted both in the
form of the forehead and of the face. Sinee my former observations on tlus subject, I have taken much pains in endeavouring to
discover :/ixed rules on this point. In this, however, I have not
suceeeded. I ean only in general maintain, that ~t the side where
the strongest refraetion, or rather the longest visual axis oceurs, the
orbit (and with it the eye) is situated closer to the median line, whilé
its surrounding edges are placed more forward. If the left and
right half differ in this respect from one another, there exists also in
general a differenee in the refraetive condition, and vice versá.
Hence there is evidently a connexion between the two. But that the
connexion is not absolute is not strange, for just as with differing
form and position of the orbits the two eyes may be emmetropie, it
must be possible that equality of the eyes should coexist with
difference of the orbits of the same individual. Though homo dexter
aud 1/,Omo 8Ïniste1' may be dissimilar, they may both be emmetropie
or equally ametropie.
The differences oceurring in refraetion may be divided into congenitat and acquired. We shall speak fust of the congenitat, whieh
are the more important. Among these must be reekoned the differenee in myopia, though in youth this is often but slight. The predisposition was original and the further development was included
in it: where both eyes beeome highly myopie, that high degree of
myopia was not present also in youth.
All imaginable combinations of refraetion oeeur in faet. With
emmetropta of the one eye, the other may be either myopie or hypermetropie; hypermetropia or myopia may oeeur in very different
degrees in the two eyes; lastly, tlJe one eye may be hypermetropie
and the other myopie. It is remarkable that, when astigmatism
oecms only on one side, there is in general in other respeets harmony
of refraetion on both sides; that is, with H of the one eye, we :/ind
hypermetropie astigmatism of the other; with M of the one, myopie
astigmatism of the other; with emmetropia, the astigmatism is
mixed.-When with differenee in refraetion of the two eyes, the
eornere have nearly equal radii, this is to be eonsidered as aeeiden tul : in general, under these eireumstanees; tbe difference is as
great as is usually the case in eyes of different individuuls. The
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same may be admitted also respecting the crystalline lens, since the
length of the visual axis for each eye is connected with the nature
and with the degree of the ametropia.
As to the use of the eyes, with difference of refraction, this is
possible in three ways: 1°. oinocular vision, 2°. vision with each of
the two eyes alternately, 3°. constant exclusion of the one eye.
1. Simuttaneous vision wità two eyes, even when the eyes were
similar, was formerly doubted. It was asserted, that, although
both eyes are properly directed, only one eye sees at the same time,
and that in this the eyes relieve one another. This assertion has
long since been refuted. But it certainly is true, that we usually
abstract from the one eye more easily than from the other. If any
one causes the sight to be directed to a remote object, it appears, on
subsequent closing of the left eye, almost always, that the right eye
has been used. If a distant object be covered with the extended
finger, this covering will by most people be effected for the right eye.
N ow where there is difference in refraction that eye is used, with
which, at the required distance, vision is most acute and easiest.
But if the ordinary observation of an object be in question, there
may be binocular vision even with unequal eyes, within the Iimits of
easy convergence. This occurs in many cases, even where th ere is considerable difference in refraction. Experience, in fact, shows that in
spite of the unequal magnitude alld unequal acuteness, the images of
the two retinas assist one another in observation: not only are the
solidityand the distance more correctly estimated, but even acuteness
of vision and the facility of reading, writing, &c., may gain thereby.
'.1'his, indeed, cannot surprise us. In the first place, even for normal
and equal eyes, there are no absolutely identical or cOl'l'esponding
points, and it is certain that such are much less still to be 'expecied,
when, from original inequality of the two eyes, the condition
for connecting these points by practice more and more perfectly in a
symmetrical position, has been wanting (compare p. 165). In the
second place, as will more particularly be seen, the feebIe tints of
diffuse images forthwith disappear, when the acute image of the
second eye is combined with them. In speaking of irregular astigmatism, I have ah'eady alluded to a remarkable co-operation of two
unequal images (compare p. 550). How unequal in magnitude and
acuteness the two retinal pictures of a near object, viewed laterally
by both eyes, often áre in equal eyes! In truth, the second eye is
rarely disturbing to vision, uniess, in consequence of an opacity, it
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admits much diffused light to the retina; and that even then tbis
disturbance is by no means the rule, is proved both by the rarity of
the deviation of an eye a:ffected by cataract, and by the possibi1ity of
the deve10pment of cataract in one eye being totally unobserved.
To satisfy ourselves, whether both eyes take part in vision, we
cover them alternate1y, having fixed an object, by putting the hand
before them. Whichever eye we cover, that which has remained
uncovered must continue to fix without movement, and if the
covered eye had deviated behind the hand, it must, on removing the
latter, immediately again occupy its former place. If the result of
this examination 1eaves any doubt, we place a weak prismatic glass
with the angle inwarc1s before the one eye, whereupon, if vision is
binocular, double images arise, which are overcome by a distinct
moveroent inwards.
Wben there is a difference in refraction, we can determine the
farthest and nearest point of each eye separately. If the acuteness
of vision is sufficiellt in both, we usually :!ind the ranges of accommodation also equal. And if these are greater than tbe difference
in refraction, they fall partlyon one another: the nearest point of
the least refracting eye lies at a shorter distallce than the fartbest
point of the most refracting eye. But still we should be very much
c1eceived, if we supposed, that in binocular vision the distance for
which accommoc1ation takes place could be equal. Buffon helc1
this opinion, but we have caUed it an error. Even a slight difference
in refraction we are not ab1e to adjust by accommodation, if this has an
equa! range in both eyes, so inseparab1y is the tellsion of accommodation in one eye connected with that in the other. Of this we can
easi1y satisfy ourselves. Let any one who has equal eyes, hold only a
weak negative or positive glass before the one eye, look at any object, and then close alternately the one and the ather eye. Experiments of this nature are really important. We perceive in the fust
place, that we continue to accommodate acutely with the one eye,
and indeed by preference with the eye, which, with less tension of the
relative accommodation, farms the sharpest and largest images. I
myself, for example, read the :!inest diamond type for hours together,
without fatigue, in the evening, without spectacles, but if 1 bring a
glass of

2~

before one eye) I nevertheless, by preferenee use this

eye for looking at near objects. Now it further appears, that
with the unaided eye we have in this case a diffusion-image. By no
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tension whatever can we succeed in getting a sharply-defined image
for both eyes together. Finally, we ob serve, if we now again open
the assisted eye, that the feebie parts of the diffuse-image a1most
entirely disappear, whi1e the darker parts coincide with those of the
acute image. Witb glasses of

~8 I

expericnce na disturbance what-

ever; with those of 2~ there is something misty, which disappears on
covering tbe eye which is not properly adjusted; but in spite of that
mistiness, bath the solidity and the distance of objects are more correct1y estimated, and with the stereoscope a stereoscopie image is
obtained. Undoubtedly the advantages of binocular vision extend
much farther, if the difference in refraction existed originally, tbe
reasons of which have already been given. Besides, just as in the
experiments with artificial difference by means of glasses, the one eye
in this case also accommodates shurply, at the expense of the other,
rather than by average tension of accommodation to obtain half acute
images in bath eyes. This, however, does not prevent the acuteness
of vision, when it is imperfect in bath eyes, being renc1ered greater by
the assistance of the 1ess correctly accommodated eye : this I have observed especially in disturbance, tlle result of astigmatism. But even
when in consequence of too great difference in refraction, the second eye
no longer assists, it at least pro duces na disturbance. I recently made
the acquaintance of an optician of great merit, who told me, that he
was emmetropie in one eye, while in the other, he had M = 1 : 5'5.
The eyes were properly directed for any distance. In ordinary
vision he experienced IlO disturbunce aud used his emmetropie eye.
Wit,h the emmetropie eye a smalllight at a distance appelwed to
him to be, in fact, very small; with the myopie eye it presented
a large diffused image. But if he now opened the emmetropie eye,
the di[used image diminished to one-half. He asked me for the explanation of this facto I found it partIy in t.he diminution of the pupil
of the myopie eye, on opening the other, partIy in the circumstance
that the most extel'llal and fainter portion of the diffusion-image
actually became invisible; the outermost part was fainter, because
the eye was accommodatec1 for a nearer point.
Not uufrequently it has occurred to me, that the patient has
thought that with one eye he coulc1 scarcely c1istinguish anything,
notwithstanding that the acuteness of vision was still tolerab1y good.
I have found this in high degrees both of myopia and of 11yperme-

36
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That the power of vision of a strongly hypermetropie eye,

which requires glasses of

~,

or even of

~,

in order to have defined

images on the retina, has been overlooked, eannot surprise us; but
it is singular that clever and well-inforrned men have so ofteu
continued ignorant that they still see satisfactorily with their strongly
myopie eye, when they only bring the object near enough. In
these cases the unused eye has often deviateu somewhat, and indeed
almosL without exeeption in the outward direction. This rurection
I have even met with, when the deviated eye was sLrongly hypermetropie, provided that myopia, or at least ernmetropia, existed in the
other used eye. Under these eircumstances the rurection of the eye
may for eertain distances have still continued correct. In general, I
must observe that deviation is never produced by difference in refraetion. At most the latter may be the cause, why the deviation was
not prevented, and it is, in fact, no longer prevented, so soon as the
difference in refraction is so great that the one eye loses all importance for binoeular vision : this eye is then equivalent to a blind
eyc, and just like the latter, tberefore deviates outwards. But if
the eye has still any co-operation in binoeular vision, vision is improved by it, and certainly the deviation never arises in order to
prevent binocular vision, as has been asserted.
2. The eyes are alternately used.-In diiference in l'efraeLion it
not ururequently oceurs, that the one eye is employed for near, and
the other for distant, vision. I allude to those cases in which a
certain deviation exists, and where, consequently, binocular vision,
• properly speakÎllg, does not occur: evidently tbis alternation exists as
a rule, so long as binocular vision is maintained, in which, as we
have seen, the one eye is always aeutely accommodated, and therefore, in tbe whole region of aecommodation, eaeh eye in part takes
the office on itself. N ow, in these cases, it may appear as if the
range of aceommodation is extraordinarily great. Thus one of my
friends boasted, that at a di stance he Raw with perfect aeuteness, and
that in vision for near objects he was inferior to none. On examination this was at once explained. His right eye was emmetropie,
and his left presented myopia = 5\'

He was himself not aware of

this. Aftel' his twenty-eighth yea1' this last eye began to deviate
outwards, and was thus excluded from binocular vision ; but he eontinues to use it, when he wi8hes to distinguish very small objeets.
Thus a deviated myopie eye is most eertainly preserved from ambly-
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opia, while, on the contrary, that whie11 has deviated inwards becomes
amblyopic throughout the greater part of its field of vision. That it
is of importance, if possible, to preserve it from amblyopia, need
scarcely be observed.
3. One e!}e vza!}, in oósel'vati01t, oontin16e wltolt!} e::roluclecl.-Under
this head two kinds of cases are to be distinguished: those in which
amorbid condition of the eye (e. (J., detachment of the retina) has set
in, and has given rise to the exclusion with deviation, and those where
the deviation was primary, illfluenced by the tension of the muscles,
and the disturbance of vision is the result of want of use. With respect
to the :/lrst we may be silent. As to the last, we must distinguish
betweell the deviation inwards and that outwards. In the deviation
outwards the :field of vision is enlarged, and extends over objects,
wlnch are not seen by the other eye. In the deviation inwards the
field of vi$ion is diminiiihed, and that of 1,he deviated eye faUs more
over the other. This may pro duce confusion, and therefore we mentally neglect the impressions reeeived on the cOl'l'esponding part of
the deviated eye, whieh eonsequently, so far as the common binocular field of vision extends, becomes amblyopie. In the deviation
outwards only a small pOl'tion of the field of vision is common; and,
moreover, abstraction is less required, beeause the usua11y strongly
myopie eye receives very diffuse images. Therefol'e, in these cases
the power of vision is generally tolerably satisfactorily maintained,
even though the eye is not used .
.A. word still as to the aoquil'ecl differences in refraction. They are
limited ehiefly to aphakia and to loss of accommodation in one eye.
The mode in which vision takes place in aphakia of one eye has been
investigated hy von Graefe, particularly with reference to the question, whether it is desirabIe to operate for cataract in one eye, while
the other is sound? Ris answer is, that, taking everything together,
te the operation for cataract in one eye, with important advantages, is
attendec1 with no essential injury, and is therefore always inc1icated,
if we ean, with tolerabIe certainty, reckon upon a favourable result."
In this opinion I can cordia11y concur. ParticuIarly in active young
persons, in whom at the same time the danger of the operation is
slight, the advantages of a ",ider field of vision, diminishing the risk
of wounds upou the second eye, the removal of the deformity and
the greater self-eonfidenee inspired by the possession of two eyes,
throw a c011sidel'able weight into the seaie. Moreovel', I cau C011:firm the obsel'vation of von Graefe, that in young persons the
existence of combined vision can often be established, whereby the
2
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estimation of distance and of solidity is improved, and that where
combined vision is wanting, the lensless eye at least extremely rarely
causes any disturbance. On a single occasion double vision produced disturbance where there was deviation outwards. Besides,
that strabismus should occur as a result of the operation, I cannot
admit. At most, it is comprehensible that it should lncrease w11ere
it had already existed, and produced, immediately aftel' the operation,
double images, near to one another, which it was difficult to uuite
again by muscular action.
Finally, where the power of accommodation is lost or diminished
in the one eye, the distance of distinct vision does not proceed equally
on both sides. On looking ta a distance both eyes may, far examIJle, be 11roperly accommodated j this proper accommodation disappears in proportion as the object approaches. The inequality which
has usually suddenly set in, probably still more its changeable
degree, gives rise to complaints of dazzling. The large pupil is
douhly injurious, as it makes the circles of diffusion largel' and increases the strength of the light in the eye which does not see
acutely. In speaking of the anomalies of accommodation we shall
revert to this point.

§ 42.

TREAT:!.1ENT AND OPTICAL Rm,{EDlES IN DIFFERENCE OF
REFRACTION IN THE Twa BYES.

In the establishment of the indieation, the prineipal thing is to
determine, whether binoeular vision exists, or not.
Where binocuZa?· vision is present, at any distanee, the point is to
maintain this, and if possible, to rendfr it capable of extension over
a greater region. In the choice of glasses we start from the more
aeutely-seeing eye, to which the other must remain subordinate.
W11ere there is little differenee in aeuteness of vision, it mayalso
be eonsidered whieh eye needs the weaker glass for correction, that
is inueed also in general the eye whieh has the more acute vision. For
this eye now, aecording to its refraetiou and aeeommodatiou, quite
independently of the other, all the rules hold good, that guide us in
the ehoiee of glasses (eompal'e §§ 18, 23, and 32). The question then
remains, what glass the other eye l'equires ?
At first view we might suppose, that fol' this latter we should
have simply to choose the glass that brings the farthest point to the
same distanee, at which it lies for the first eye. This is in faet the
opinion of laymen: "My eyes differ, consequently I need different
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glasses,"-such is the ordinary reasoning. It is so evident, so palpable, and apparently so logical, that we cannot be surprised at it,
the 1ess so, as the so-called "opticians)) support it, and are quite
prepared to put two different glasses in the same frame. It is, however, far from being the case, that we should keep to this rule. Even
from habit a great difficulty arises. ane person has, in spite of
hypermetropia in one eye, in his youth always seen and read without spectacles, and has never experienced any difficulty in binocular
vision. Another reads admirably aud suffers no fatigue, although
bis eyes are in different degrees myopic. If we now give snch people
convex or concave glasses similar for both eyes, they will be
satisfied, for the relation between the two eyes, to which they are accustomed, remains almost unchanged. If, on the other hand, we give
them different glasses, whereby the range of accommodation in both
eyes becomes more equal, we shall often enough find the provel'b
confumed "Ie mieux est l'ennemi du bien." The cause of this is
principally that when the distance of distinctness is made equal, the
images ·of the two eyes are not equa1, but different, particularly in
magnitude. Within certain limits a difference in magnitude, such as,
with equal eyes, can be produced by a combination of a positive and
negative glass for the one eye, is, as is shown by the experiment,
attended with no essential difficulty, especially not in looking at
objects situated in the same plane, as in reading, writing, &c. If
we consecutively close each eye, it is found that the letters appeal'
with one eye largel', with the other smaller, while bath eyes combine
them in a medium magnitude. It is weIl known that this is equally
the case when we look at two uniform figures, with a slight difference
in magnitude, through the stereo scope. It is the resuit of the
varying and imperfect correspondence of the symmetrical points
which must result from the ordinary use of the eyes, in which letters
and other farms are so often met with at somewhat unequal distances
ITom the two eyes. But if the difi'erence in magnitude exceeds a
certain degree, double vision becomes evident, with largel' letters
corresponding to one, smaller to the other eye, which cannot be
brought to cover one another, and which the person is, therefore,
inclined, by deviation of one of the visual lines, to separate still
further. The same thing occms when t11e same distal1ce of distinct vision has been produced in cases of great differences in refraction by difference of glasses.* This has led me to adopt the ruie
.. We might turn highly periscopic glasses (whose nodal points lie outside the body of the glass) fOl' the one eye ,üLh tho convex, for the other
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to give similar glasses for both eyes, when the binocular vision of
eyes of different refraction is acute and easy at any distance without
glasses, and shifting of this distance is necessary, and I :find this
to answer very weIl. But may we never deviate from this rule?
Undoubtedly. In the first place we may do so when the difference
in refraction is slight, amounting to not more than -k or ia. I have
met, particularly, with myopes, who have for distant vision given
the preference to such corresponding difference in glasses. Moreover, where thCl·e is a greater difference in refraction, we may, by a
moderate differellce in glasses, partly correct this; for example, with
M = b in one eye, and M = k in the other eye, we may give a glass
of - b for the fust (if there is no contra-indication to neutralisation),
and at the same time one of - ia for the other eye j but the
difference in glasses canrarely exceed -b or Ja. Lastly, there may often
be an advantage in producing by different glasses, in imperfect acuteness of vision, nearly accurate images on the two retinas, by whose
co-operation then the power of distinguishing is sometimes really increased. This refers especially to hypermetropes: these, even, are
a1so the cases in which the patients, uuder the existing diffel'ence in
refraction, were not satisfied with their pO\ver of vision at any di stance
whatever. But under all circumstances the combillation of the different glasses ought to be tried, to ascertain if it is really suitable.
A jJri01·i we can give no certain opillion, as the exisiing difference of
the eyes bas become habitual, and may bave had an infl.uence on the
corresponding points.
When an eye takes part in combined vision, its function is maintained, even when it constantly receives very imperfect diffused
images. Particularly the field of vision continues in its integrity,
and if the acuteness of sight may somewhat diminish, it return:;,
when more is required from this eye, for example, when disturbance
occurs in the other and on systematic practice. 'l'his last I consider in
every case desirabie, especially in high c1egrees of ordinary hypermetropia, likewise in aphakia j it is accomplislled, the eye ordillarily
used being closed, simply wit.h a convex glass. 'l'hus remaining unenfeebled, this eye is then ahvays reac1y to afford assistance so soon
as the other may come to fail, and at the same time it ean still better
with the concave sUl'face towards the eye, or by a peculiar combination of a
concave and a convex glass, different for each eye, we might endeavour to
bring the resulting nodal points on both sides to an equal distance from the
retina, and thus to make the images equally large; but the method is very
delicate, and I can scaroely imagine that it will ever be adoJ!tcd in practice.
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aid in binocular vision. A highly myopic eye can practise without
a glass. This, however, has usually deviated outwards, and it then
belongs to another category, namely, to those cases in which
BinocuZar vision is ab8eJ~t.-It is chiefly under this head that the
remarkable examples fall, in which a defect in refraction is looked
upon by the patient as total uselessness. I will communicate a
couple of them.
Mr. R., aged 58, an arcbitect, bas from his youth been much occupied
with architectural drawing. In tbis he has always made use of bis left
eye. Since an attack in the eyes, fl'om which he suffered, he has seen less
acutely with that eye. "It is my only eye," he says, "and I am much perplexed." 1 establish the existence of M = 1 : 11'5, S = 0'6, diffuse light
being warded off, and of synechia, with opacity of the anterior surface of
the crystalline lens, the re sult of iritis. On glancing with the ophthalmoscope also into the right, somewhat outwardly deviated eye, I find it free
from syneehia and see with iri (compare my method at p. 337) tbe fundus
oculi seareely diffused in the non-inverted image: the eye was therefore
hypermetropie. On asking him how he ~aw with tbat eye, 1 reeeived for an
answer that at a distance everything was confused, and tbat be could dis tinguish notbing near with it. Ris amazement, when he looked at a distance
through a glass of t.il is still vividly before me. "·1 aetually sec better with
this eye," he exclaimed, "than I ever did with the right, even with the
aid of my concave glass." Objects appeared to him at the same time much
larger, and if he looked at tbose with which he was acquainted, he thought
the distance shorter than it really was. With IJ he rcad witbout difficulty j
with t he distinguished the smallest type. Ris hypermetropia amounted to
not more than b; S being at the same time = 0'7.
Two points here deserve our attention. In the first place, tbat in apparent
disuse the eye had continued so good: lam, however, convineed that in
looking at distant objects the patient not unfrequently made use also of this
eye. In the second place, that with tbe comparatively slight degree of R,
he did not know tbe value of the eye. Tbis is certainly to lJe ascl'ibed to
the fact, tbat tbe otber eye was myopic, and that in youtb, its degl'ee of
myopia being somewbat less, it saw llear objeets almost without exertion,
and at tbe same time distinguisbed at a distanee better thall the bypermetropie eye did. In tbis way tbere was no occasion to put the aeeommodation much upon the stretch. If both eyes had been in tbe same degree
hypermetropie, M.r. R. would undoubtedly have read with them.
Il. Mrs. L., aged 40, has n llumbel' of general ailments, and to them sbe
nscl'ibes it, tbat during the last six montbs her sight has f'allen oft' very
much. "With tbe right eye she has nevel' seen." It is l'ather stl'ongly
deviated outwards. Tbe 1eft eye bas JU = 1 : 5, S = 10: 70; the diminibhed
aouteness of vision is dependent on cborioiditis disseminatl1 and motes in
the vitreous humour. A glance into the l'igbt eye with the opbtbalmoscope
sbows me with ia at a distance tbe inverted image of the fundus oculi, bearing
1.
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a rather considerable circular atrophy. It therefore appears that the myopia
has here a much higher degree; and while I now approrimate No. 1 to 2",
she reads it without any difficuIty, to her own amazement: "She had never
tried this." In this eye M was= 1: 2'5, S = 10: 40, and with a glass of
- ! ahe could still read satisfactorily with this eye. While the 1eft eye was
under treatment, I advised hel' to practise the right eye cautiousIy, partIy
without a glass, partIy with - !. Thus S within some months incl'eased
to 9 : 20, and the eye was, and oontinued, muoh more useful than the 1eft.

In general, the optical treatment in difference in refraction, is
mnch easier where there is deviation of one eye than when there is
binocular vision. In this case, we keep the better eye for ordinary
use, and keep up the other by regular practice, with exclusion of the
bettel'. In rare cases, with deviation outwaras, the one eye is usea
exclusively for distant, the other for near, objects. This task they
must continue to fuifil, and we keep up eaeh, so far as is necessary,
according to the general rules. This is, therefore, still simplel'.
Lastly, almost always with ueviation inwards, and not unfrequently
also with deviation outwards, the one eye is wholly out of use:
perhaps it was even originally less sharpsighted, alld now it is quite
amblyopie. If it no longel' fixes on closing the other eye, there is
nothing to hope fol'. Practice is then in vain.-The question, when
it is expedient, in deviation, to perform tenotomy, CaJlUOt be here
investigated at length. On this subject, I may refer to the wellknown essay of von Graefe. A couple of remarks may here be
made. As the l'esult of my investigation, I have assumeu that
difference of refraction nevel' proauces strabismus, but only does not
prevent its occmrence. Oonsequently, from the ditference in refraction, a decided contra-indication to tenotomy is never to be deduced.
We must say only, that binocular vision can acquire no particular
value. But is not tenotomy performed for appearance' sake, even
when one eye has lost its sight ?-A second remark is, that in the
highest degrees of myopia an eye deviated outwards acquires,
tbrough simple tenotomy, a better position in looking at distant
objects, but seldqm learns to converge.
In aphakia of the one eye, with normal acuteness of vision of the
other, especially with deviation of that eye, same practice with a
convex glass is to be recommended, in order to prevent retrogl'ession
of the acuteness of vision. Some minutes daily are su:fficient.
To the indication, in la ss of accommodation of one eye, 1 sha11
revert, in speaking of the anomalies of accommodatioll, at the consideration of which we 11ave now arrived.
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INTRODUCTION.
WEeommeneed the seeond ehapter of this work hy demonstrating
that the anomalies of refraetion and those of aeeommodation form
two different eategol'ies. Welaid stress upon the faet that, as the
fust are anomalies of the form, the lattel' distmbanees in the funetion of muscles, they must be rigidly distinguished from one another.
But witb this differenee in nature, the eonnexion between the two is
not to be overlooked. Thus we had, in speaking of the emmetropie
eye, to treat of presbyopia, whieh, altllOugh the normal condition at
a more advaneed time of life, is) with respect to its essentialllatme,
related to the anomalies of aecommodation. Thus, in apbakia,
the refraction is abnormal, but, at the same time) the accommodation is removed. Thus we saw furtller how hypermetl'opia, anel
sometimes also myopia, leads to spasm of accommodatioll, and how,
in the two forms, the eonnexion betweell aceommodation and eonvergenee is peeuliarly modified. If we add that the symptoms differ)
aeeordingly as the anomaly of aeeommodation oecurs in emmetropie
Ol' ametropie eyes, and that the differential diagnosis between the
two categories is not always free from difficulty, it will eertainly be
admitted tbat it is praetically useful to append, in the same work,
to the detailed treatise on the anomalies of refraetion, a short description of the disturbances of aecommodation.
Accommod'.ltion depends upon museular aetion. We are here therefore to expeet the anomalies whieh are proper to muscles in general :
paralysis and spasm. In eonnexion with the former, the action of
mydriatics; in connexion with the latter, that of myoties) is to be
studied. Each investigation must be based upon a knowledge of
the nerves, ",hieh are implieated in either condition, lllld we have to
treat thereof in connexion with the movements of the iris, whieh are
assoeiated with those of aeeommodation.
We therefore treat, in three chapters) of : 1. The infiuenee of the nerves upon aecommodation, and npon
the movements of the iris.
11. Paralysis and debility.
lIl. Spasm.
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CHArTER X.
INFLUENCE OF THE NEItVES UP ON A.CCOMMODA.TION A.ND
UPON THE MOVEMENTS OF THE IRIS.

§ 43.

TilE MOVEl\IEN'.rS OF 'l'ilE

IRIs.

THB mechanism of accommodation has already come under our
consideration (§ 4). Here we may therefore connne ourse1ves to
the movements of the iris.
The movements of the iris are of two kinds: reflex and vo1untary.
Reflex action is exhibited as constriction of the pupil, in consequence of the stimulus of incident light upon the retina. Fontana*
has shown that the lig1lt falling upon the iris pro duces no l'emarkable contraction. We have connrmed this result by causing the
image of a small distant light to fall, by means of a convex lens,
upon the iris, whereby during slight perception of light, a doubtful
contractioll occurred, which gave way to astrong contractioll so soon
as the light, entering through the pupil, excited a vivid perception.t
That this contraction takes plaee by l'eflex action of the optie nerve
upon the oculo-motor nerve in the brain was proved by Mayo,t by
striking experiments upon pigeons. N evel'theless, the experiments
of Harless § and of Budge 11 have shown, that even aftel' death, so
long as irritability remains, the pupil still contracts upon the contiulled action of light. Of the COl'reetness of tlris observation we
have satisned ourse1ves, In a dog, killed by 10ss of blood, the anc
eye was closed, the other was opened and turned to the light: aftel'
the lapse of an hour the pupil of the opened eye was perceptibly
smaller than that of the closed eye. The latter uow remained also
exposed to the light, and on the following day the diameter of both

* nei lIfoti delt' In'de,

Lucca, 1765. Compare aIso Pl'ogramma, etc., cui
inest Diss, E. H, Weberi, Summam doct1'Ïnce de motu ij'idis continens, 1821.
t Compare de Ruiter, ne actione Atl'opce Belladonnce in in'dem, Trajecti
ad Rhenum, 1853, and in Neded, Lancet, IIL p, 433, From these investigations, made under my direction and with my assistance, upon the iris and
belladonna, I have borrowed, when I use the plurnI "we," and quote the
dissertation.
t Mayo, AnatomicalandPh!Jsiological Commental'ics, No. 11. 4to. London,
§ nie Mus!celin'itabilität, München, 1850.
1823.
11 C()1I1ptcs l'en dus, T. xxxv. p. 561,
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eye~

was equal. The upper jaw, alone with the eyes, was taken out
of some frogs, one eye was exposed to the light, while the other was
covered with a closely-folded piece of black paper: aftel' the lapse
of half-an-hour, the pupil turned to the light was narrow, the other
was wide. But the latter also contracted almast immediately aftel'
the remaval of the paper.*
When light faUs upou one side, the pupil contracts on both sic1es :
the contraction on the same side we cail direct, that on the opposite
side, we calf consensual.t We may accurately study these two,
as weIl as the accommodative (Listing), by ourselves, aftel' the
elltoptic method (compare p. 197). A small opening in an opaqlle
plate, held at ab out eH' from the eye, and turned towards the light,
gives, in the vitreous humour a bundie of nearly parallel rays, of the
size of the pupil, and is therefore seen as a l'ound, illuminated disc,
whose diameter increases and diminishes with tbat of the pupil. If
both eyes had been closed, and if one be now opened, the pupil is
seen almost immediately to contract, and then slowly and vibratingly
to dilate again: the little light entering tbe eye through the opening
is sufficient to excite strong contraction. The consensual contract,ion,
on the contrary, according to Listing,t does not begin until i second
aftel' the opening of the othel' eye, lasts about ! second, aftel' which
the pupil again dilates slowly and vibl'atingly fol' some seconds. The
consensual dilatatioll, he observed to commence about j second aftel'
the closing of the other eye, and with diminishing rapidity to continue for one or two seconds. This last continues in my eyes considerably longer.§ The whole course of consensual contraction and
dilatation (opening of the left eye, contraction of the right, closing
of the left, dilatation of the right), which, with Listing, Iasts
~
! + ~ + 1 to 2 = 2'1 to 3'1 seconds, with me occurs ten
.times in the minute, and therefore lasts six seconds. '1'he dif-

+

<11 Further investigations on this subject have been instituted by Kuyper
(l. c.), H. Mi.i.ller ( Wün:b. AMandlungcn, x. p. L.), and especially by BrownSequard (Journal de physiologie de l'homme et des animaux, 1859, T. ii.
pp. 281 et451).
t When, in the absence of the direct, consensual contraction is present in
one eye, we are justified in infel'ring the existence of blindness in that eye.
If both are present, or both are wanting, no cel'tain conolusion is to be
drawn as to the l)ower of vision. Compare, with respect to this last, Mo.ekenzie, Tlie Pltysiology of f7ision, London, 1841, p. 198.
t Beilrag znr physiologisolten Optik, Göttingen, 1845.
§ CQnf. Nede1'landsolt Lancet, 2° Serie, 1846, D. ii. p. 442.
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ference has reference especially to the duration of the consensual dilatation, whose maximum it is difficult exactly to determine.
-In these experiments the closing must, for more than one reason,
be ef!'ected only by holding a screen before the eye.
The accommodative movement is, as weU as the accommodation
itself, to be considered voluntary. It is true, we contract our pupil,
without being conscious of the contractioll of muscular fibres, but
this holds good for every vo1untary movement. When a person
raises the tone of hi8 voice, he is not conscious that by muscular
contraction he makes his chordre voca1es more tense; he attains hls
object without being aware of the means by which he does so. The
same is applicable to accommodatioll for near objects, and to the
contraction of the pupil accompanying it. The fact that this last is
only an associated movement, does not deprive it of its voluntary
character, for there is perhaps no single muscle ",hich can contract
entirely by itself.
E. H. Weber* has discussed the question, wh ether the contraction
of the pupil is associated with the convergence of the visuallines, or
with the accommodation. From his experiments of seeing acutely
the same object, a1ternate1y through concave and through convex
glasses, he came to the conclusion th at the pupil neither contracts
nor dilates without change of convergence. Oramert repeated these
experiments, but without taking sufficient care that visiou took place
through tbe axes of the glasses, sa th at, on removing the latter, same
change of convergence was readily produced. Nevertheless, in my
experiments with Dr. de Ruiter, I came to the same conclusion as Ol'amer, namely, that ten sion of accommodation, even
without increase of convel'gellce, is attended with contraction of the
pupil. N ow, on repeating the experiments, a1so without the use of
glasses, and being able, the fixation of the same point remaining
unchanged, to put my accommodation alternately more and less
upon the stretch, I fil1d that, especially in looking at aremate
object, each stronger tellsion is combined with contraction of the
pupil. These experiments, in which the contraction of the pupil
presents sa completely the voluntary character, are still more unassailable than those with glussesJ iJl which the change of the
inLensity of light is not altogether avoidable.-'J.1hat increased convergence of the visuallines without cllange of accommodation a1so
makes the pupil to contract, is easily proved by simple experiments
with prismatic glasses .
.. l. c. p. 12.

t Het accommodatie-vermo.lJen del' oogen.
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Listing observed that the accommodative contraction of tl1e pupil
takes place almost contemporaneously with the will, just as is the
case in movements of ordinary muscles. It is, however, easy to show
that, even if contraction and extension commence almost simultaneously with the will, they by no means take place with the rapidity
which is peculiar to voluntary muscles. Byalternating the accommodation for a remote and a ne:1r object, I cannot voluntarily strongly
contract and dilate the pupil more than thirty times in the minute.

§ 44.

TEE ClLlARY SYSTEM: AND lTS FUNCTION.

We have already shown that accommodation is dependent on
muscular action in the eye. In this organ there are no other
muscles than those of the iris and the ciliary muscle, which Ilave
been described at p. 23. Now, accommodation is produced by the
ciliary muscle, probably even exclusively by this muscle (compare p.
26). But the movements of the iris are associated with the accommodation; they are governed by the same llerves as the latter ;
even a direct relation cannot be considered impossible, sa long as the
mechanism of accommodation has not been clearly elucidated j if we
add that the disturbances of accommodation are most distinctly
revealed in deviation of the movements of the iris, it will certainly be
allowabie to treat in common of the nerves of the il'is and of the
ciliary muscle.
The parts enumerated derive their nerves from the ciIiary, also
called the ophthalmic, ganglion. This ganglion gives oif from 10 to 16
minute branches, the cilial'J nel'ves, which perforate the sclerotic, not
far from the optic nerve, and proceeding straight forwards between
the sclerotic and the chorioidea, reach the ciliary muscle and the
iris, and give some filaments to the cornea. One or two ciliary
branches come directly from the naso-ciliary nerve, perforate, as weIl
as the othel's, the sclerotic, and, according to Bernard's statement,*
finally pass into the conjunctiva and the iris, but not into the cornea:
their origin indicates that they act chiefiy as nCl'ves of sensation.-Into
the ciliary ganglion three so-called roots enter: the short l'oot fl'om the
oculo-motornerve, the long root (often existing doublet) fl'om the nasociliary nerve; anel, lastly, a branch, derived ITom the sympathetic nerve
'" Bernard, Leçons SUl' la physiologie et la pathologie dit système nel'veux,
Paris, 1858, T. ii, p, 86.
t Conf. Hyrtl. Bel'icl!t~qllngen iibel' das Cifial'system des menscltlichen
Auges, in lIIed, JaM'u. Oesten" B. xxviii. s, 1.
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in the neck. In the ciliary ganglion numerous ganglionic cells are
roet with. What the connexion is between the three kinds of nerve~
fibres enumerated ana these ganglionic cells, has not been ascertained,
nor whether fresh nerve-fibres here have their origin, joining the
eiliary nerves. All the ciliary nerves, the commencement of
who se course we llave aiready described, divide in the first instance near at hand and farther up the outer surface of the ciliary
muscle into two) and afterwards into more numerous branches, which
form a rich plexus (01'biculus citial'is of W. Krause), whence roany
little faseiculi penetrate into the ciliary rouscle. I examined them
in 1853, ",ith Dr. de Ruiter, in white rabbits, alld as the result of
that iuvestigatiou, the following was noted:* CC Many branches proceed, after having formed a plexus on the eiliary muscle, to the periphery of the iris, and there again form, near the margin of the latter,
a plexus of tolerably large branches, whence smaller branches take
their o:rigin and establish a third plexus of the iris, in that part
where the muscular fibres are observed to run a circular course.
The nerve-tubes belong for the most part to the slighter kind, become by ramification still slighter, have a very long isolated course
through the iris) which is particularly true of the thicker nerve-tubes,
and in their progress form roany loops, from whose extremities new
fibres again arise by division, which again form loops, not, ho wever,
to be considered as terminal loops, as we can often observe further
ramifications of the tubes, which, aftel' having lost the medullary
sheaths, in manyplaces terminate in an invisible malmer." This result has been confirmed by subsequent investigators. I have now, in
reference to the nerve-fibres, nothing essential to add. In the meantime, in the peripheral distribution of different nerves, especially in
those of the involuntary muscles, ganglionic eells are found, and this
is true also of the eiliary nerves. Not only have they been demonstrated by H. Müller alld Schweigger (eompare p. 381), and reeently
also by Saemi5ch, t in the chorioidea, where, too, the muscular fibres
are not wholly wanting, but a150 particularly by H. Müller,t in the
orbiculus eiliarisJ where C. Krause§ already mentions them. Mü1ler
saw, in the ramifications of the first and seeond order of the ciliary
nerves in the eiliary muscle, some beautiful and distinct cells, some-

* Nedm'Zandsoh Lanoet, D. iii. p. 436.
t Beitl'äge z!er normalen und patltologisclwn Anatomie des Augcs, Leipzig,
1862. PI. II. Figa. 2 and 3.
t WÜl'zv. Abhandl. x. p. 108.
§ C. Krause, Handbucl! del' Anatomie, 2e Aufl..
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times with two or three efferent brauches, whose transition into
nerve-fibres with medullary sheaths was not, however, witli certainty recognised. He thinks, nevertheless, that they may be regarded as ganglionic celIs. This discovery was confirmed by W. Krause* in all its
]Jarts. Moreover, Müller (Z. !i.) found even in the finest nerve-bundles
of the ciliary muscle, where the primitive fibres also ramify, little thiekenings of the fibres, in whieh a smallround or oval body was to be
seen, presenting the appearauee of a bipolar ganglionie cell. While
MüHer remaius in doubt as to the nature of these eorpuseles, W.
Krause (Z. c.), who found them eonstantly present in twelve subjeets,
thinks they must be regarded as genuine ganglionie eeHs, although
he agrees that they are not eonneeted with the axes of the fibres.
It is not improbable th at, in connexion with the eiliary Dl'rves, still
more of these groups of ganglionie eelIs will be found in the eye.
Aftel' this brief anatomical exposition, we may now proeeed to the
eonsideration of the function of the ciliary system. Exeept tlle
above-mentioned one or two eiliary nerves of separate origin, all the
branches destined for the iris and for the eiliary muscle proeeec1 from
1,he eiliary ganglion. In this ganglion eonsequently the function is
comprised. '1.'he question is therefore, properly, what influenee each
of the three nerves exereises on the ganglion, and what conditions of
the intern al muscles of the eye correspond to the conditions of the
ganglion. On this subject, however, nothing eau with eertainty be
said, and we ean at present investigate only the influence of the roots
of the ganglion, as this manifests itself indirectly upon 1,he muse]es.
The actiolZ qf the oculo-motor nel've upon the sphincter of the pupil
is established beyond doubt. Not only is the pupil dilated and
immovable in paralysis of this nerve, but on irritating the nerve in
the base of the brain in animais, we see it strongly contract. If
Volkmann alld E. Weber had , in opposition to previous investigations,
seen dilatatioll produeed by irritation, Budget showed that this was
to be ascribed to simultaneous irritation of the sympathetic branch
running in the neighbourhood, anel retaining its irritability longer, and
Nuhn)t who in a decapitated criminal had likewise seen dilatation,
recognised, aftel' experiments on different animais) the same source of
error as Budge had indicated. In the beheadec1 man also) contraction
.. Anatomische Untm·suc7tltn.qell, Hannover, 1861, p. 91.
Arcltivf. physiol. Heilkunde, 1853, B. xi. p. 780.
t Zeitscltrift f. rationelle Medicin, N. F. 1853, B. iii.

t

37
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of the pupil on irritation of the nerve in qllcstion was sllbseqllcntIy
seen.* Most decisive, however, are the cases of complete paralysis, because they show tlIat this nerve is the~ondition 8i9te quJ norb,
both for reflex and accommodative movement of the pupil, and for the
accommodatioll itself: no traGe thereof Jemains, ",hen its paralysis is
complete. If other nerves also have inflllence upon the sphincter of
the pupil and the ciliary muscle, they have it only by the intervention
of the oculo-motor nerve. Nor are these positive facts shaken by the
negative results of the investigatious of Bernard, t who saw uo change
take place iu the diameter of the pupil, either up ou dividing the oculomotor nerve, or upon irritating its peripheral portion, in rabblts.No oiher disturbances than those above-melltioned take pIaee on irritating the oeulo-motor nerve. '1'11e only faet which exhibits the infiuenee of the iutervelling ganglion, is the eomparative slowness of
the contraction of the pupil.-Whether the oeulo-motor nerve
senl1s also some sensory filaments to the internill eye, cannot be
ascertained.
The injtuence qf the sympathetic nerve UpOlt the pupil was discovered
even before 1727, by Petit:t after dividing the nervus vagus he
found the pupil smaller. That Petit had correctly ascribed this phenomenon to the division of the sympathetic nerve, which, in mally
animaIs, is in the neck united with the nervus vagus, was proved
by Dllpuy,§ who observed the same phenomenon after extirpation
of the first ganglion. '1'he accuracy of the fact was still further demonstrated by the careflll experiments of Reid. H Budge alld Wallel'
have the merit of having showlI, that the filaments of the sympathetic
nerve acting on the pupil al'ise from the spinal cord, and pass into
the anterior roots of the two inferior cervical, and the six superior
dorsal, nerves. Jn frogs and rabbits the contraction consequent on
ilivision of the nerve is slight (and in the last it is certainly not greater
• By Budge and Waller (AI·cMv f.1Jltysiol. Heilk. B. xi. p. 775), and by
Duval, Rochart and Petit (Gazette médicale de Pm·is, 1852, p. 457).
t Leçons sur la pltysiologie et la patlwlogze du système nel·veltX, Paria,
1858, t. ii. pp. 207 and 209.
t Mémoire dans lequel il est démontré, que les nerfs intercostaux fournissent des rameaux qui se portent des esprits dans les yeux, in IHstoil'e de
t' Académie l'oyale des sciences, Année 1727.
§ Joul·nal de médecine, de c1ti,·ul·gie, etc. 1816, T. xx.xvii. p. 340.
U Bdin7nwglt jJledical and Surgical Journal, August, 1839; and Pltysio.
logical and Patltological Researches, Edinburgh, 1841, p. 291.
~ Comptes rendus, 1852, tOilles xx.xiv., xxxv., in different places.
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when the :fust ganglion a1so is extirpated)" in clogs it is very considerab1e; but the dilatation on irritation of the sympathetic nerve of the
neck,. which, though it does not directly follow, rapidly attains its
maximum, is still the most striking pllenomenon.-The difference of
the two pnpils aftel' division of the nerve is greatest while the eyes
are exposed on1y to faint light: where there is astrong action of the
sphincter muscle, the resistance even of the undiminished action of
tlle radiating fibres, at least in rabbits, is almost unnihilated. The
difference in magnitude is, however,. permanent; at least we have
seen it continue in dogs and rabbits longel' than six months; Budge
has observed it even fol' a year.-Bm1ge- and Waller showcd, that
aftel' division of the nervus vagus and of the sympathetio in the
neck 1 in connexion with the difference in origin, of the forrner the
inferior part.. of the lattel' the superior, pass into degeneration (fatty
metamorphosis). We have confirmed this in many cases, but in the
first ganglion itself, and in the efferent fasciculi, whose number seems
fal' to exceed that Ol the afferent, no change was met with. Irritation
ofthe g;mglion then also still produces dilatation of the pupil aftel' the
lapse of many weeks. If the first ganglion itself is extirpated, the
efferent bumlles too pass into a state of degeneration, but then a1so
the ciliary nerves continue unchanged even iIlto the iris, where we examined them many weeks aftel' extirpation of the ganglion, which is
most probably due to the infiuence of the ciliary gallglion. 'l'hus,
toa, it is intelligible, that the extirpatian of the first ganglion is not
followed hy more contraction, than the division of the nerve be10w
the ganglion.
The foregoing sho.ws that the action of the sympathetîc root consists in a persistent exaltation of the tone of the radiating fibres.
Thus the dilatator pupillre is with constant force the antagonist of the
sphincter muscle. The action of the sphincter changes, as we have
seen, both with the incidence of light and with accornmodation; but
if the sphincter is paralysed, the pupil is immovable. Meanwhile we
may assurne that, just as for the vaso-motor nerves, the tonic action
in the dilatator muscle may, under certain still unknown circurnstances (irritation of the fifth pair?) soroewhat faU and l'ise.-It has,
indeed, hypothetically been assurned that the sYll1pathetic nerve
acts also upon the accommodation. Though it might appeal' somewhat rush absolutely to deny an influence, for which the analogy of
the iris may be appealed t~, yet we find that it is supported by
uo fact whatever. We are acquainted with no rouscle capable of
2
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acting antagonisticaUy to the ciliary muscle rnor have we any reason
to admit the existence of active accommodation for distance (COlli]Jare p. 20). On the other hand, the action of the sympathetic
branch on the tone of the blood-vessels is fuUy established. It is
known that division of the sympathetic nerYe in the neck is followed
by considerable dilatation of the vessels of the head, most distinctly
observabie in the ears of rabbits, while irritation of that nerve is
attended with contraction of the same vessels (Bernard). With Dr.
van der Beke Oallenfels,* I showed that the vessels of tlle pia mater
are governed by the same nerve j and I subsequently satisfied myseIf,
with Dr. Kuyper,t that the vessels of the iris also contract on irritation of the sympathetic nerve, even when they are distended under the
infiuence of the instillation of digitaline or in consequence of discharge
of the aqueous humour, or, as I recently found in conjunction with Mr.
Hamer, when after the actiou" of the Oalabar bean, the same initation scarcely makes the pupil dilate. This last confirms my opinion,
that this contraction of the vessels cannot he the mechanical
result of dilatatioll of the pupil, but that it occurs independently.
Formerly, indeed, I was inclined to att.ribute the dilatation of the
pupil attendant on irritation of the sympathetic nerve to the contraction of the vessels, as I supposed that the diminution of blood
in the iris would at the same time lessen the contraction of the
sphincter muscle. The phenomenon is, however, equally evident,
when the circulation of the blood has already ceased, anc1 the c1ilatation is moreover, too considerable, to be eXplained by the contraction
of the vessels. We must, therefore, take refuge in contraction of
the radiating fibres of the iris, which, as they are in some animals
llighly developed, can with certainty be demonstrated.
The irifluence if the nerVU8 trigmni1tu8 UpOll the iris and upon tlJe
accommodation is still doubtful. By exclusion we may assume that
this nerve gives sensatioll to the iris; for neither the oculo-motor
nor thc sympathetic possesses sensitive filaments by which the great
sensibility of the iris might be explained. Moreover, sensation
ceases when the nervus trigeminus is divided. The difficulty lies in
the determination of the infiuence of the nervus trigeminus upon the
lDotion of the iris. It has been found experimentalIy that irritation
of the trunk of the fifth pair, as weIl as of its ophthalmic division
Ol

r

Nedm'land,ch Lancet, 18.55, D, ivo p. 689.
Ondcrzoelcin.qen orel' de kunstmatige veI'wijding van den oogappel, Diss.

llllUg.

1859.
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(the nervus ophthalmicus Willisii) causes the pupil to contract.
N ow we are acquainted with no other contractions of the pupil
than those produced by the reflex action of light, and by accommodation, and these both wholly disappear on paralysis of the oeulomotor nerv~. The existence of a direct influenee of the fifth pair upon
the sphincter of the pupil (through motor-filaments) is therefore
improbable. We are consequently led to assume that stimulation of
the nervus trigeminus acts, both in its trunk and in its branches, upon
the ci1iary ganglion, so as there either to inerease the action of the
fibres of the oeulo-motor, or to diminish that of the sympathetie nerve.
The influenee still takes place, if the sympathetic and oeulo-motor
nerves have previously been c1ivic1ed. This is, however, by no means
strange, sinee ihe ci1iary ganglion and the internal nervous system of
the eye continue permanently normal after the sections alluded t~,
as is provec1, with respect to the laiter, by the unaltered action of
atropia and of the Calabar bean dropped into the eye.
The mechanism, whereby the nervus trigeminus acts upon the
ciliary ganglion is, however, rather obscnre. Sinee this influence,
as we have seen, eontinues after division of the ocnlo-motor and
sympathetie nerves, it must be capable of taking place without
reflexÎon in the central organs. lndeed, we can, from the fact that
on stimulation of a nerve the change of the eleetrical condition is
continueel in both directions, very weIl eomprehend the direct influenee
of a stimulus, without assuming in the nervus trigeminus the existenee
of fibres, whose orc1inary funeiion should be eentrifugal conduction
towards the ciliary ganglion. But if such exist (in the nervus
lachrymalis centrifugally condueting fibres are undoubtec1ly preseni),
the contraction of the pupil which occms in an irritated state of the
peripheral sensitive :filaments of the eye, might be eXplained by reflex
action, upon those centrifuga11y eondueting fibres, in the Gasserian
ganglion. At any mte, in an irritateel condition of the cornea, to
which the ciliary nerves are distributec1, reflex action even in the
eiliary ganglion may be assumec1 from analogy, as, with reference
to the seeretion of saliva, reflex action through the submaxillary
ganglion has been demonstratec1 by Bernard.
The prinoipal experiments on whioh the above view of the aotion of the
nervus trigeminus upon the iris is based, are the following :a. After dh-ision of the n. trigeminus at the base of the skull, the pupil
oontraots in rabbits (in dogs?); but this oontraotton often does not ooour
before the lapse of some minutes, and in 11 few days or hours for the most
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part disappears again (Longet, Bndge). The same is true of frogs (Bndge):
a150 on division ofthe half of the medulla oblongata (Joh. Mueller).
b. On merely compressing the nervns ophthalmicus Willisii, Budge and
Waller observed oontraction of the pupil. Bernard observed the same after
division of this nerve. The mobility of the pupil on the incidence of light
is not impaired in this experiment, and if no inflammation of tne eye en·
snes, the diameters of the two pupils are soon again nearly eqnal.
c. If the oculo-motor nerve be previously divided (Budge), or torn out
(Bernard), -contraction of the pnpil neverthele5s enaues, on division of the n.
trigeminus.
d. Bernard '(l. c. T. Il. p. 90) tore the oculo-motor nerve at one side,
whereupon the pupil became dilated, acquired, however, the same dilatation
on both sides upon the instülation of extract of belladonna, and subsequently,
upon dividing the n. trigeminns on the same side on which the ocnlo-motor
nerve was torn, he saw the pupil contract.
e. In a young rabbit he divided the optic nerve, and all the motor nerves
of the eye; even then stimulation of ,the fifth pair prodnced contraction of
the pupil.
f. In another animal the iirst ganglion of the sympathetic nerve was
remov.ed, whereupon the pupil became smaH, with Jong vertical diameter;
the nervus tdgeminus having been then divided, the pu.pil became round,
while the contraction incr.eased.
In all that 1 had seen and read respecting the influence of division of the
n. trigeminus, the doubt had occurred to me, whether this óection did not
aet upon the pupil principally in consequence of the iilaments of the sympatbetic nerve being at the same time divided, which filaments, üccOlding to
Budge, ;reach the ciliary, through thc Gassel'ian ganghon. I therefol'e determined, in concert with Dr. P. O. B1'ondgeest, my assistant in the physiologîcalla'boratory, to male some experiments upon the subject. In rabbits
the sympathetic nerve was exposed on one side of the neck, and was ve1'y
gently stimulated for a moment (with the aid of the galvanic apparatus of
du Bois-Reymond) in order to ascertain that the exposed ne1've acted on
the pupil; thereupon .the skin was again closed with S81'1"8sjines, and the
trigeminus was divided on the same side, in the manner indicated by Bernard. If anrosthesia of the eye was obtained without further general disturbance, the sympathetic nerve was, after a shorter or longer interval,
again stimu-lated, in ,order to see whether it had maintained its influence
upon the pupil. The experiment succeeded in eleven rahbits. The foUowing
results were obtained, upon the bearing of which I need not further dwell.
1°. Division eithel' of tbe Gasserian ganglion, or of the n. ophthalmicus
Willisii produces constant contraction of the pupil, with longer vertical diameter. Even with imperfect anrosthesia of the surrounding parts of the
eye, the contraction is still present, provided the cornea be insensible.
2°. The contraction diminisbes within a few homs, but does not disappear,
if irritation of the eye occurs, and if the blood-vessels of the his are highly
distended. The pupil then sometimes hecomes anglllar.
3°. The contraction gives way to some dilatation when, even with complete anrosthesia, the eye being properly protected, the state of irritation is
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absent. Dr. Snellen (De invloed der zenuwen op de ontstek~'ng, Utrecht,
1857) showed that the inflammation which is known to ooour aftel' division
of the nervus trigeminus is the resuit of extern al injuries, which are not
avoided owing to the existing anrosthesia, and that it can be prevented by
systematic protection from all external injul'Y.
4°. From comparative experiments on both sides, it appeared that the
contraction is much greater on division of the n. trigeminus than on that of
the sympathetic nerve in the neck, or on extirpation of the first ganglion.
5°. The tension of the eyeball remains at first the same, sometimes becomes even rather greater, while the pupil is very narrow, and the iris lies
Daar the cornea. The ten sion, however, in a short time, regularly diminishes, and indeed in the highest degree, when the eye by proper protection
remains free from irritation. This diminished tension is in accordance with
my theory of glaucoma, as being originally neurosis of the nel'ves of secl'etion.
6°. After division and acquired anrosthesia, stimulatiou of the sympathetic
nerve produced, in seven out of eleven cases, dilatation of the pupil, though
in a much slighter degree than when the n. trigeminl.ls is not divided. In
four instances the dilatation of the pupil on stimulation of the sympathetic
nerve was entirely absent. In all these Ilases the cornea was completely
insensible. In three of the seven cases, in which dilatation followed stimulation of the sympathetic nerve, there was sensibilityof the lower, alld in
one there was, in addition, sensibility of the upper, eyelid ; in the three other
cases there was no sensibIlity.
7°. In all cases, too, where the pupil continued immovable, the vessels of
the ear contracted on stimulation of the sJ mpathetic nerve, showing that the
nerve was sensitive. Before the division of the trigeminus it was se en, that
on stimulation simultaneous dilatation of the pupil and contraction of the
vessels of the ear occurred.
8°. After division Calabar produces coniruction, atropia, dilatation of the
pupil,-the latter not in a high degree.
9°. Dissection showed that in general, the nervus ophthalll1icus Willisii
had been divided in front of the ganglIon; sometimes also the second, and
partIy the third branch. In other cases the Gassel'ian ganglion itself was
touched. It did not account satisf'actorily fol' the cases in which littie or no
dilatation of the pupil occurred on stimulation of the sympathetic nerve.
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§ 45.

MYDRIATICS AND TREIlt AC'l'ION.

A COMPAR.A.TlVE examination of a number of substances and of
preparations has shown, that the most useful mydriatics are to he
found among the Solanere, and that of these the Atropa Belladonna is,
for various reasans, to be preferred to all otlters, even to the Datura
Stramonium and the Hyoscyamus niger.* Above all, where stl'Ollg
action is not required, atropia (soluble in 450 parts of water), and
"here a stronger effect is indicated, the very soluble sulphate of
atropia, which were firsi introduced 11).0 practice in England, are to he
recommended. For the ful1 effect, a drop of a solution of one part
of sulphate of atropia in 120 parts of water (we express tbis strength
by 1: 120), is guite. sufficient.t The internal exhibition of the
remedy also, with which it is necessary to be cautious, pro duces mydriasis.
The principal phenomena consequent on the instillation of sulphate
of atropia, are: 1°, illcreaslllg dilatation, follo"llcc1 by illsensibility of
the pupil; 2°, diminution, and sa on totalloss of accommodation.
The dilatation of tIJe pupil, considerable in man (especially in
youth), the dog, and the cat, is less sa in the rabbit, slight in birds, in
whom it was formerly overlooked, very perceptible in frogs, and not
at aU, or scarcely so, in nshes. After ihe instillation of 1 : 120 the
c1ilatation begins in man within fifteen minutes, and in the course of
... Oompare Kuyper, Qndcl'zoeldngen over de 'eunstmatigc verwijding van
dcn oogappel. Diss. in aug. Utrecht, 1819.
t If the instillation is followed in the course of an houl' and a-half by
pain and injection of the vessels, the preparation is not suitable, and there
then arises, on its repeated employment, a peculial' iufiammation, described
hy me as atropinism. Even when suitable, it pro duces in some persons,
aftel' having been uaed for ma:ny IDllnths, a similar iniiammation, and. it
must then be altogether laid aside. In such cases other lllydriatics are then
seldom borne. Chemical reagents were not decisive in distinguishing the
inapplicable sulphate of atropia. Compal'e Kuyper, I. a.
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from twenty to twenty-live minutes attaius jts maximum, with absolute immobility. '1'he yonuger the individual, and the thinner the
cornea is, the more rapidly does the action occnr. In froO's aud in
birds1he dilatation disappears within one or two hours, alld ~ives place
to a brief contractiOll. The course of the dilatation in man, aftel'
the instillation of 1 : 120, is represelltecl by tbe line d cl of Fig. 166,
with the return to the normal diameter in 167. 011 the absciss a a'
(Fig. 166) the minutes are indicated aftel' the illstillation, which
Fig. 166.
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taak placc at 0, the lengths of the ordinates downwards perpendicular
to a a', are the transverse diameters of the pupil, to be read olf in
mm. before the line. '1'h.e pupil was ahYaYs accurately measurecl at
short intervals, with the ophtbalmometer, with perfectly equal illumination of the eye, the other being closed. Fig. 167, whose absciss
marks in days the total daration of the change of tbe pupil, in like
mauner gives the diameters in the curve under aa'. The di11linutiort q!
the acco1JZlIlodatiOlL commcnccs somewhat later than the dilatation of
the pupil. '1'he accommodation gradually returns aftel' some days,
together wiLh the mobility of ihe pupil. Fig. 166 indicates by the
curve jJ jJ, tht' course of the absolute nearest point; by the curve l' 1',
that of the farthest point. It will be seen that the latter undergoes
scarcely any change; ihe nearest point, on the contrary, removes
from the eye. This removal commellces in from twelve to eighteen
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minutes after the instillation, is in twenty-six minutes, when the dilatation is already nearly complete, stilllittle remarkable; then rapidly,
Fig. 167.
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and subsequelltly slowly, proceeds, and attains its maximum in one
hundred and three minutes after the instillation, when pand r coin~
cide and the accommodation is therefore wholly removed. When,
after forty-two hours, the pupil is somewhat smaller, a slight degree
of mobility has also returned, and, at the same time, some accommodation is to be observed, which now rather rapidly increases until
the fourth day, but is not perfect until after the lapse of eleven days.
The observation was made on the eye of rny assistant, Mr. Hamer,
who has practised himself in veryaccurately determining his absolute
nearest point at the maximum of cOllvergence) whi1e one eye is closed
(compare p. 117).-Besides the results to be deduced from the
figures, we have still to remark : 1°. After the return of the accommodation with the third and
following days, the re]ative range of accommodation has a position
similar to what it occupies in myopes: with moderate cOllvergence,
only a very small fractioll of the existing accommodation can be obtained. 'rhus, Mr. Hamer, on the sixth day found, th at, while with
convcrgence to 9" of his eye wllich had not been subjected to instillation, about the half of the totaI accommodation came into play, the
eye which had undergone the operation attained only a fifth of what
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it was now again capable of at the maximum of convergence. 2°.
The farthest point has here, with a slight degree of M, continued
nearly unaltered. Usually, it removes somewhat further from the
eye. Ir there exists permanent tension of accommodation, such as
is proper to lI, and not unfrequently occurs in some amblyopes, astigmatics and in young myopes, this gives way under the influence
of atropia, and l' then removes to a much greater extent. 3°. With
tensioll of accommodation, objects appear to become smaller (micropia) : in this case we imagine the object nearer, and as the visual
angle has not become greater, we suppose the object to be smaller.*
4°. To the eye wmch has undergone illstillation, objects appear
much more strongly illuminated, especially when both eyes are at
the same time open, under which circumstances, in consequence of
consellsual reflexion, the pupil of the eye not subjected to instillation
is narrower than usual. The comparison is effected by looking at a
bright object upon a élarker ground, a prismatic glass, with the
angle outwards, being brought before one of the eyes.
The 10ss of accommodation, aftel' the action of atropia, is the
more troublesome, because the pupil is so extremely wide, which,
even in slight variation of accommodation, produces great circles
of diffusion; therefore for each distance different glasses are necessary for acute vision, affording scarcely any range. The distu1'oance,
moreover, differs according to the 1'qfractiO?~ if tlte eye. Emmetropes see weU at a distance, but can distinguish nothing near without convex glasses. Myopes complain less, because, although
their disLant vision is much more diffuse, they can still often read,
theit' farthest point remailling unaltered. In hypermetropes, even the
slightest action of the mydriatic produces such disturbance, that
without convex glasses nothing is distinguished.-If the mydriatic
have been dropped into only one eye, the disturbance is the greater,
because the defined image of the eye not operated on is so feebly
illuminated, compared with the. diffuse image of the other: the
mydriatic eye is then by preference closed. In atropia-mydriasis of
both eyes there is 110 difficulty in using convex glasses.
With respect to the action of 1oea7cel' sotutiolls of sulphate of
atropia, Dl'. Kuyper has made some investigations. His researches
have yielded the following results : a. The solution of 1 : 1800 pro duces good dilatai,ion withill 30
.. I observed tbis phenomenon first in myself, and gave the above explanation of it in Ned. Lancet, 1851, D. vi. p. G07.
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llinutes; this attains its maximum, with complete immobility of the
pupil, and generally with aImost total annihilation of the power of
accommodation, at the e~d of from 45 to 60 minutes. So early as
on the following day, some mobility bas returned. On the third
day, no inconvenient disturbance remains, although two, three, or
more days later, a difference in the diameters of the pupils is still
perceptible.
o. The solutian of 1: 2400 pro duces dilatation aftel' from 25
to 33 minutes j this attains al most the maximum (diameter = Si
mm.), aftel' the lapse of from 45 to 50 minutes, without complete 10ss of mobility and accommodation ; aftel' 55 minutes,
sometimes no mobility is perceptible: aftel' 70 minutes, the power of
aeeommodation is very mueh diminished, but by no means removed.
Even in a few hours later, the dilatation again diminishes. The
following day it is still distinctly perceptible; on the third day it is
slight; it is not until the fourth day that it has wholly disappeared.
c. 'l'he solution of 1 : 9600 pl'oduces dilatation aftel' 60 minutes,
which slowly increasf's; aftel' the lapse of 90 minutes, the pupil is
perfectly dilated, but is not immovable; the power of accommodation
is but little diminished. The following day the pupil is very movable,
and is mut:h smaller. On tbe third day there is no trace of mydriasis.
d. The solution of 1 : 14,400 causes commencing dilatation, aftel'
from 35 to 40 minutes; in from two to four hours the diameter
of the pupil is 2 mmo greater; aftel' the lapse of seven hours, cOlltractiOIl has again taken place, and on the following day no trace of
mydriasis is perceptible.
The ?!Zoele qf actiort of mydriatics I have investigated with Dl'. de
Ruiter. Independently of our researches, van Graefe, as he stated
to me hy letter, had arrived at the salle results. Our experiments
have established beyond doubt the passage of atropia into the
aqueous humour.
a. The action exhibits itself the more rapidIy, the tlrinner the
cornea, and the younger the animal is. Removal of the outermost
layers of the cornea hastens the action (van Graefe). When same
dilatation ensues upon inunction above the eye, a trace of the matter
rubbed in may always have reached the organ. On strong action
in the wounc1ed skin (in clogs) same dilatation (the result of general
action) rapidly sets in also on the other side.
The application,
confinecl to the cornea, in the eyes of frogs, aftel' excisioll of the

o.
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heart, aftel' decapitation, aftel' removal of the brain and spin al cord,
and even aftel' complete isolation of the eyes, produces distinct dilatation within a few minutes. The same took place in ft chopped-off
calf's heaà, and in recently killeà rabbits. c. A trace of an extremely
dilute solution, introduced by means of a capillary tube into the
anterior chamber of the eye, produced dilatation in rabbits. d.
Aftel' repeated instillation in a rabbit, the whole eye was washed out
with a broad jet of water: the aqueous humour then discharged,
introduced into the eye of a dog, and long kept in contact with it
(von Graefe also injectec1 it into the chamber), producec1 considerable
c1ilatation of the pupil. This is incontestably the ercperimentum
crzecis. The quantity which penetrated is, however, extremely smalJ,
for the solution of 1: 120,000 kept eqnally long in contact with
the cornea, acted still more strongly. On internal administration
and consequent mydriasis, the evacnatcà aqueous humour was inefficacious .
. Lastly, the question is, through the intervention of wltat nerves
the absorbed atropia acts. In the fil'st place, we cannot admit that
the matter acts directly up on the muscular fibre-cells: the similar
nature of these cOlltractile elements in the sphincter and tbe dilatol'
should then lead us to expect a similar influence upon both, and
strong dilatation of the pupil could not take place. We therefore
infer that the atropia acts on the nerve fibres, or on tlle ganglionic
cells. a. The spltincte?· muscte oecomes pamlytic: reflex anu accommodative movements are abolished; and, moreover, paralysis
of accommodation (of the m. ciliaris) ensues, which, however,
remains much longer incomplete th:m that of the sphincter of the
pupil. Hence it follows, that the elements of the oculo-motor nerve
are paralysed,-the more deeply-seated (of the ciliary rouscle) being
the last to be affected (an adàitional argument for the direct action
of the atropia on tbe nerve-elements). o. 1'lte dilatm· ?ituscle becomes
st1"mz!}ty contracted. The proof consists in ihe fact that, as Rllete*
was the first to show, in complete paralysis of the oculo-motor nerve,
the size of the pupil is still considerably increased by atropia;
additional dilatation a180 occurs under atropia aftel' removal of the
nerve in question in animals. To explain this we assume a stimulating
action on the sympathetic nerve, which we can scarcely imagine to be
persistent llnless it takes place by the interventioJl of g:mgliouic
.. KUniso7w Beit,·äge z. Pathologie !lnd Pltysiologie dm· Augen und 07wen.
Braunschweig, 1843, p. 250.
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eelis. Of these it is known that they are speeifie in their aetion, and of
a eondition of per::;istent stimnlation by a given substance we have an
example in the action of strychnia bronght into direct contact with the
grey snbstance of the spin al cord.* After a powerfnl effect of atropia,
I saw still fnrther dilatation of the pupil arise on stimnlation of the
sympathetic nerve in the neck in rabbits, a proof that this nerve at
least is not paralysed. Ir division of the sympathetic nerve have
previously taken place, the pupil on the same side is not so flllly
dilated by atl'opia as that upan the other. Biffi tand Cramer t saw
also in this phenomenon 11 proof of the stimulating action UpOl1 the
sympathetic nerve. We call1lot admit it to be such: the difference
between 1lol'maZ and increased action of the sympathetie nerve, as
opposed ta paralysis of the oenlo-motor nerve, may be sufficient to
explain the difference observed.
The influence of atropia on the n. trigeminus is probably narcotising. However, both in cases of paralysis in man, and after
the division of this nerve in the rabbit, the action of atropia is as
usual: if the pupil was, as in Dr. Snellen's case, originally wider
than in the other eye, it remained ",ider also aftel' instillation in
both eyes j if it was narrower, as in experiments on rabbits, it
remained narrower also upon instillation.
Respecting the influence upon the vaso-motor nerves of the iris,
nothing can with certainty be stated.
The ancients (Conf. Plinius, Hist. Natm'alis, liber xxv. cap. 13) were
acquainted with the mydriatio action of some plallts, and employed it in the
depression of oataract. Such an action was ascribed especially to Anagallis,
which, however, has not been confirmed. Of the influence of belladonna on
the pupil we find mentioll first made by van Swieten (Comment. in Bom'/tavli
Ap/torismos, t. iii.); more over, by Reimarus (conf. Dariès. Diss. de AlI'opa
Belladonna. Lipsim, 1776), Mellin, Ray and others; and Loder (conf. Schiferli, Ueber den grauen Staar, p. 85) employed the infusion in the extraction of cataract. Karl Himly (Gött. Gelelwte Anzeige, 1800), who discovered
the mydriatic action of hyoscyamus, has, ho wever, the merit of being the flrst
to make mydriatics in an extended ~ense available in ophthalmic surgery.
Almost at the same time Darwin (Zoonomia, iii. 132, London, 1801) sug-

'*' That Hal'ley did not obtain this effe ot, is probably to be attributed to
the employment of too strong a solution (conf. Kölliker, Ve1'7lancll. del'
Ge8ell~ch. Würzburg, B. ix. p. xvii.).
t Intorno all'in:ftuenza clle llanno sull'occltio i duo nel'vi graneli sYlllJ.latltt'co
evago. Pavia, 1846, p. 12.
:j: Het accommodatie-vermogen, 1853, p, 127.
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gested the advantage to be derived therefrom in some forms of ophthalmia.1'he influence of mydriatics on the accommodation was not investigated unttl
a later period, and then, indeed, with wonderful accuracy, by Dr. Wells
(Philosophical Transactions, 1811, p. 378). In his experiments upon Dr.
Cutting, it appeared that the accommodation was wholly lost, and even
that the farthest point somewhat receded. In a couple of myopes, too,
diminution of accommodation with unaltered farthest point was established.
In connexion with the observation which we here nnd, that, on the passing
off of the effect, the diminution of the pupil and thc increase of the range of
vision did not keep regulnr pace with each other (the occurrence of dilatation
befm'e the loss of accommodation was unobserved), Brewster came to the
conclusion that, after the application of belladonna, another organ than
the iris must also be paralysed.- Numerous other investigations were communicated from many quarters, but contributed nothing essential beyond
what is comprised in the foregoing section. Only it still de serves to be
mentioned that, according to von Graefe, diminished tension of the fluids of
the eye might also be admitted as a result of the use of atropia, of the correctness of which view Dr. Schneller (.A?·cMv f. Oplttllalmologie, B. IJ.,
Abth. 2., p. 95.) thought he found a proof in the dilatation of the vessels of
the retina observed by him. I suggested a doubt whether, supposing that
the observation is correct,itindicates diminished tension (conf.Kuyper, 1. c.).
The paralysis of the accommodation certainly could not explain this, for, even
if with accommodation temporary increased tension may arise, the relation
between absorption and secretion, just as we observe in consequence of
pressure with the tinger on the eye, would immediately remove it by the
.ubsorption of a little üuid. The tension of the eye depends upon the action
of the secretory nerves, and these !ie in the path of the n. tri'geminus, the
division of which, as numerous experiments have shown me, considerably
lessens the tension of the eye. We should thus, à jJl'io?'i, think it posslble
that atropia, by paralysing these nerves, should diminish the tension, but I
have never been able with certainty to satisfy myself of it.

§ 46.

MORBID PAltAIJYSIS OF ACC01IBfODAl'ION.

Paralysis of aeeommodation as disease is by no means an
unusual oeeUl'l'enee. Emmetropie and" ametropie eyes are alike
liable to it. It oeeurs toa at every age, but in old pel'sons, who
have already lost theil' aeeommodation by senile changes, it is of
little importanee. As we know, that the aecommodation is effeeted
exelusively by the internal illuscles of the eye, we ean seek paralysis
also only in the fibres of the short root of the eiliary ganglion.
Now, in faet, it often oeeu1's tllat ouly these fibres are pa1'alysed,
and in this case we have paralysis of aeeommodation alone: exeept
that paralysis of the sphinetel' pupillre, whieh derives its motor fib1'es
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from the same root, is usually combined therewith. But in about
an equal number of cases there exists at the same time paralysis of
other fibres of the oculo-motor nerve, and not unfrequently the
paralysis extends even to all the branches of this nerve. It is remarkabie, that while paralysis of accommodation very aften occurs
separately, paralysis in the domain of the oculo-motor nerve is comparatively rarely met with, without paralysis of accommodation. I
mayadel, that sa far as ruy experience goes, uncomplicatec1 paralysis
of accommodation occurs J1luch more frequelltly in women, aften too
in chilc1ren; paralysis of the oculo-motor nerve on the contrary,
including paralysis of the accommodation, is much more frequently
found in men, and ordinarily not until after the twenty-fifth year.
In either case, the paralysis is rarely complete: generally speaking, it
is only paresis, inasmuch as a certain, though usually ouly a slight
degree of accammodatian, has remained.
UneompZieated pa?'aZy8i8 if aecommoclation has only one objective
symptom : dilatation and immobility of the pupil. The dilatation is
not considerable; for even with complete paralysis, a wider pupil
than the normal in the dark is not to be expected. N evertheless,
in complete paralysis not a trace of either accommoelative or of reflex
movement is to be seen. But I mayadel, that these cases are extremely rare. Further, the connexion between paralysis of the
pupil and of accommodation cannot be called absolute: once I f~und
satisfactory accommoelation still coexistent with absolute immobility
of the pupil. In one in stance too, paralysis of accommodation elisappeared without a retnrn of the mobility of the pupil,-auel, on the
other llancl, with perfect or almast perfect loss of accommaelation,
the motion of the pupil may be but little disturbed.
From all this it is eviclent, that the 8uoJectille phenomena are the
most important. N ow, upon these the refraction of the eye has a
considerable influence.
lIfYOjJe8, whose farthest point is not more than 14" from the eye,
find no. difficulty in reading, for this point remains ullchanged, and
although their nearest point then coincieles with it, they see, with
unalterable refracLion, perfectly acutely at the di stance of 14" or
lcss. The disturbance is confined to this, that on the one hand,
objects aL a greater c1istance appeal', on account of the greater circles
of diffusion of t11e larger pupil, more diffuse than usual,-on the
other, that within the distance of their combined nearest and
farthest point, they censc to see ncutely. Both disadvantages are in
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great part removeel when the paralysis of accommodation is incomplete, anel we then hear few complaints from myopes. It is only
when they wear neutralising slJectacles, anel use them at theil' work,
tllat they are on a footiug with
E'I11111et1'O)Jes.-These, 011 the OCClll'renCe of par,:tlysis of accommodation, immediately rcsort to the oculist. They ean no longer l'eael
nol' wriLe, anel they are aware that au important disturbance e1.ists :
even when, as is usua1, only one eye is affectecl, a certaill dimness is,
011 account of the acute origin of the paralysis, forthwith observed,
causing each eye to be separately triecl, and thus the lesion is
discovered. If we find that vision at a clistance is acute, allel with
either concave or convex glasses becOJues diffuse, while for near
objects convex g1asses are necessary, the diagnosis is made, which
finds only a still further confirmation in the torpidity of the
dilated pupil.
The paralysis of accommodation is productive of yet greater disturbance in Hypm'met1'opes,' not only for near, but also far distant
ohjects, with respect to which au involuutary accommaelatiou formerly easi1y overcame their hypermetropia, is thelr vision diffuse. It
is evident, that such a condition suggests the idea of amblyopia, and
I have already (p. 286) comlTIunicateel a case in which the patient's
father, himse1f a medical man, feitreel the worst. By atteneling to
the direcLion, in auy disturbance of vision, systematicqUy ta eletine
with g1asses the refraction, anel the aCllteness of sigltt ia c1istant
vision (compare § 9), we shall be sure to avoic1 enor ~ amblyopia is
thel'eby forthwith excluded, aud while the glasses requireel for distant
vision are insufficient for seeing near objects, the paralysis of accommod,ltion is recoguised.
The phenomena are less characteristic when no complete paralysis,
but only paresis is present. 'l'he myope then often experiences no
actual disturbance; the emmetrope complains offatigue onlyon tensioll
for near objects, resembling the asLhenapia of the hypermetrope (compare Ohap. V., p. 287) ; but tile hypermetrope very mpidly expel'iences
considerable asthenopia for near objects, anel even c1ifficulty in seeing
acutely at a distance. In general with paresis of accommodation,
asthenopia very quickly occurs; in the first place, because the wider
pupil requires more accurate accommodatioll to distinguish l>utisfactorily; in the second place, because, just as in atropia-puresis, the
relative range of accommodation is very unfltVourably situated:
while with the maximum convergcnce, the closest point is founcl
38
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comparaiively little farther from the eye, with medium convergence,
only a slight tension of accommodation appears to be possible.Sometimes in paresis of accommodation micropia is also complained
of;* the explanation of which is given above (p. 586).
The foregoing refers more particularly to the uncomplicated
paralysis of accommodation. Often, however, this is, as we have
seen, only a pa1·t qf a mm'e genm'ab morbià aonàition, and most
frequently of parab?lsis qf the oaUbo-nzot01' nerve. If this is complete
the upper eyelid hangs, and the outer angle of the slit even stands
considerably lower than that of the other side (compare Fig. 168,
taken from a photograph)-a proof that the (now paralysed) elevator
of the npper eyelic1 is also the elevator of the conjoined lower lid. A
very slight upwarc1 movement of the eyelid remains, in consequence
of the fact that, on endeavouring to mise it, the musculus orbicularis
palpebrarum, which is goverrled by the facial nerve, can relax itself
still more: the latter muscle remains in any case capable of stl'ong
contraction. If we raise the paralyscd eyelid, we finc1 the cornea
deviated outwards (Fig. 169), aud on looking to the opposite side it
Fig. 168.

Fig. 160.

scarcely reaches the mic1dle of the slit (paralysis musculi recti intel'ni).
On enc1eavouring to look upwards, the parnlysed eye remains unaltered in its place (paralysis mmo recti supel'ioris et obliqui infel'ioris).
On endeavouring to look downwards, the m. obliquus superior,
.. Demour8 in particu1nr (Traité des maladies des '!Jeux, T. i. p. 444) has
remarked this. Compare a180 Duvo.l, Ann. d'Oculist, T. xxiii. p. 151.
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whieh is goverIled by the n. troehlearis, alone acts, anel this, espeeially
when the eye is turned outwards, pro duces a slight inward rotation
aroU11el the visual axis l'athel' thall a elownward movement of this
axis.* With these phenomena a misappl'ehension of the positioll,
and all apparent movemellt of the objects, on every attempt at movement of the eye, are combined-the fil'st dependellt on all incorrect
estimatioll of the position of the eye, the second on the loss of
adequate eorrespondence between the attempt at movement voluntarily
made allel the real movement of the field of visioll ou the retina.
The eomplaint of vertigo is thus explaineJ.-1n other cases only a
part of the muscles, influenceel by the third pair, is implieated in
the paralysis ; sometimes the m. levator palpebrre superioris, whieh
does not readily remain wholly hee, aud also very easily shows the
disturbance, alone is a:ITected, sometimes the m. reetus internus ;
very seldom the m. obliquus inferior is implicated, notwithstanding that it is precisely the branch destineel for this muscle,
whieh gives off the short root of the ciliary ganglion, of which
wholly uncomplicated paralysis very often oecurs.-Not unfre~
quently, too, in both eyes, different muscles governeel by the
third pair are at the same time or eonsecutively, more or less pamlysed, whether with the aceommoelation or not.-Further, we observe that the fourth and sixth pairs are also affeeted (I have even
seen a case in which only the musculus rectus externus allel the
Ol The rotation mentioned here, was ohserved and analysed by me in a
case described in the Nederlandse!. Lancet, 1850, D. vi. p. 425. Compare
a180 Ruete, Klinische Beitl'äge, p. 242. It demands some explanation here.
In tbe movements of the visual axis direetly upwards and downwards, as
weIl as in tbose to both sides in a hOl'izontal plane, the vertieal meridians of
the primary posiLion l'emain perfeetly vel'tical, as appears from tbe coineidenee
of the secondary images of n vertieal eoJoured ribbon with the images of othel'
vel'tieallines, so thnt in the last ense the eye rotates l'ound a vel'tieal, in the
first, round a hOl'izontal, axis. To make this possible, the m. l'eetus superior
and the m. obliquus infel'iol' must in the movement upwards assist eaeh
othel' in the l'otation nround the horiz(\ntal axis, and in the rotation -around
the visual axis they must neutralise one another; the same is true of the m.
rectIls inferior and the m. obliquus superior in looking downwnrd. This
cxplains the effect, observed in parnlysis of the oeulo-motor nerve, of thc m.
obliquus superior, governed by the n. troehlearis, on an effoIt to look downward, the musculus reetus infel'ior being paralysed. Compare Ruete, Das
OpTttTtalmotl'op, 1846, p. 9, and F. C. Donders, Beitrag ZUl' Lehl'e von den
Bcwegungen des mellscblichen Auges in IIolliindiseTte Beiträge Zit den anatomisc!wn UI/d pTtysiologisc!wn Wissenschaften, 1846, B. i. pp. 105, et sel].
2
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accollmodation were paralysed); and occasionully, too, purmsthesia
exists in some branches of the fifth pair.-Lastly, the paralysis of
accommodation is wholly subordinate to that of different parts of
the body, and then depends upon disturbance of the central organs.
Unc1er all these combinations, howevel', tbe c1istUl'bance cOllnected
with paralysis of accommodation continues of the same kind.
On ",hut morbiJ. alteration the paralysis of accommodation dcpends, is often obscure. Experience shows that in sudden changes
of temperature, particularly on exposure to storms Ol' draughts of
air, paralysis of tIle motor llerves of the eye, somctimes of a single
nerve Ol' of particuiar hranches, not unfrequentIy occurs. When the
days are extrellely warm, and the evenings cool, a largel' nUU1ber of
cases of this paralysis is in general met with. Such cases are called
l'heumatic, alld are refel'red by some to an inflammatory aff'ection of
the nerve-sheath. The paralysis in these cases occurs suddenly ; often
it is observed on awaking in the morning. We may hope that aftel'
some weeks Ol' months it will again give way, but at the end
of six months such hope must be abandoned. If the other eye
aiso subsequently becomes affected, as I have often seen it, the idea
of comtitutiollai prec1isposition is natura11y suggested; but for this
view there is frequently no gl'oulld.-OnIy, syphiIis is recogl1ised as
a cOl1stitutional cause, and, if mercurials are used, it may produce
paralysis even many years aftel' infection. Under suclt circumstances
the paralysis is rarely limited to the accommodation. The seat is
especially considered io be central, when both sides are affecLed;
by periostitis, by peculiar tumours of the nerves, perhaps also by
inflammation of the nerves, syphilis may produce paralysis. Usually,
however, nothing of these morbid changes is apparent during life.
The prognosis is in such instances 1ess favoUl'ab1e.-Moreover, we
find cases recorded in which injury, abscesses in the orbit, tumours
in the cranial cavity, anel different morbid changes in the brain were
in operation, ànd credulous peop1e have admitted hysteria allel hypochonelriasis into the list of causes.
On the subject of treatment we may be brief. The so-called l'heumatic paralysis often gives way spontaneously, most frequl"ntly aftel'
two or three months. It is pretty gencrally the cnstom, untler such
cil'cumstances, to apply all ointment with Veratria uround the eye,
and to give secale cornutum iuternally, ana in this respect I myself
fonow the example of others; bnt it is very hard to satisfy oue's self
by comparative observation that this plan is attcntled with ally benefit.
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The myosis, which is the result of the employment of Calabar,
even in pamlysis of the oculo-motor nerve, may in every case produce symptomatic improvement. How fal' this remedy is othel'wise inclicated, fLll'ther experience must decide (compare the close of
§ 48 on Myosis anel Myotics). On the suppositiol1 of the existence
of constitutional syphilis, an antisyphilitic treatment is often tried,
and the preference is generally given to a short comse of inunction,
which, ho wever, as every other tl'eatment, is frequently unattencled
with any markeel result.-Where the nervous sysLem is more generally
implicated, regimel1 and treatment are directed to that condition,
without special attention to the paralysis of accommodatiol1.
Respccting the use of spectacles in paralysis of accommoclation, it is
almast sufficient to observe, that there is scarcely ever any obj ection to
bringing the point of distinet vision to the distal1ee whieh the existing
aeuteness of vision anel the nature of the work to be per.formeel ren der
del'irable. Sometimcs, however, especially wh en the paralysis is incomplete, we give weaker glasses, sa that the tension required ensures
practice of accommoclation. But if asthenopia thel1 occms, we do not
witbhold stronger glasses. Whether in pal'alysis of accommodation
of one eye the assistance of a convex glass is to be afforcled, must be
judged frolll what has been said as to the use of glasses in cliiference
of refraction of the two eyes (compare § 42). We shoulel hear in
mind, that in the stationary refraction of the one eye, the same
glass cau in this case be usefnl only for a given ilistance.
The pl'incipol objective phenomenon of pnrnlysis of accommodntion-the
wide, immovable pupil-was the fi1'st to attract attention, and was desigllated
by the ancients underthe term mydj·iasis. But a dilated pupil being a symptom
of amaurosis, the disturballce of vision in simple paralysis of accommodation
was a150 lookecl upon as a slight degree of amblyopia, 01' was ascribed to the
excess of incident light. Even in om' own day this error is not unusual.
It was in fact incredibly long, before ophthalmologists in general had a
suffioiently correct idea of accommodation properly to comprehend its deviations. .And this in spite of the excellent example of Dr. Wells (PltitosopMcal Tl'ansactions, vol. ci., p. 378, London, 1811), who, in 1811, C01'rectly recognised and understood a case of paralysis of accommodation, and
terminated his description with the following pregnant words :-" From these
circumstances it was plain that this gentleman, at the same time that his
pupils had become dilated, aud his upper eyelids paralytio, had acquired
the sight of an old man, by losing suddenly the command of the muscles,
oy which the eye is enabled to see near objccts distinctly; it being lmown
to those who are conversant with the facts relating to human vision, that
the eye, in its relaxed state, is fitted for distant objects, and that thc seeing
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of near objects accurately is dependent upon muscular exertion." Now, as
Ruete states, we find mention made by some writers, as E. Home, Sichel,
and Canstatt, in cases of paralysis of the oculo-motor nel've, of diminished
accommodation for near objects; but still we miss the accurate determination, and, in general, any correct idea of the state of the case. James
Hunter (Edinbul'gh lI:fedical and Surgical Journal, 'Jan. 184.0, p. 124) even
thinks that a case of mydriasis occurring suddenly in a child, in which
near objeots could be distinguished only with the aid of convex spectacles
must be ascribed to spasm. With reference to this case, Himly (i.
B. 2, p. 481) proposes the question, whether paralysis should not rather
produce presbyopia, and, in fact, he describes paresis of accommodation
UIlder the name of suddenly-occurring presbyopia. In like manner, what
was described by von Walther (Jou1"1wl von Graefe und Walther, B. üi.
p. 22), as amaurosis oiliaris; by Siche1 (Ann. d'oculist., 1853) as am.blyopie
presbytique, might also be nothing else than pare sis of accommodation.
Meanwhile Ruete (l. c. 1843, p. 246) treated in detail of the influence of
paralysis of the third pair upon the accommodation ; but, as in the three
cases which he happened to meet with, scarcely any disturbance existed, he
thought that no very great influence upon the accommodation is to be
attributed to this nerve.
Thus ignorance or doubt remained. I know not who was the first to
suggest c1earer and correct ideas. But it seems as if these were included
in the discovery of the principle of accommodation, and on that discovery,
as it were, spontaneously came to light in different quarters, although
eramer, who discovered that principle himself, was still deceived as to the
nervous influence in accommodation. A more accurate observation of the
cases which presented themselves certainly proceeded from the introduction
of the determinlltion of the range of accommodatioD.

m,

c.,

Mydriasis, as a symptom of blindness, a1most always depending on a
cerebral cause, does not belong to my subject. With respect to mydriasis, independent of paresis of accommodation, I might probably also be
silent. I believe, in fact, that in the great majorityof cases, either the
paresis of accommodation was overlooked, or the existence of mydriasis was
lightly assutUed. Certainly it has not been sufficiently kept in view,
that young children usually have large pupiIs, and thus all sorts of causes
have been oaUed upon, but especiaUy the presence of worms, to explain a
phenomenon which, in childhood, needed no explanation. Accurate determinations of the size of the pupil, the light being the same, may in each
case be required: in my own investigations, iu which the measurement was
etfected with the ophthalmometer, I was struck with the great similarity
of the pupil in the same individuals at different times, the illumiuation
and the accommodation only being equal. Moreover, cases are communicated in which, with a general tendency to spnsm, with anresthesia, also
with irritation of the fifth pair, there was a particularly ",ide pupil, but
respecting the accommodation notbing is here noted. A remarlmble oase, with
irregulal', almost whimsical, sometimes periodioally recurrent, mydriasis, for
a time nlternating in the two eyes, with accompanying paresis of nccommo-
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dation, is recorded by von Graefe (A1'chiv j. OphthalmolofJie, B.
H. 2,
p. 359). In this instance the power of vision was permanently disturbed,
and probably a cerebral affection was at the bottom of it. Van Graefe
says he has also observed mydriasis to be a precursor of mania.-That an
irritated condition of the sympathetic nerve in the neck (irritation of the
abdominal portion in animals does not produce mydriasis) might lead to
uncomplicated mydriasis, without any inftuence on the accommodation, is,
à pl'i01'i, very probable; but the cases in which the occurrence thereof
should be proved are almost wholly wanting in literature, aud iu nature
I have so far not met with them.

§ 47 .

PARESIS OF ACCOllfMODATION AFTER DIPHTHERI.A. FAUCIUlII
AND WEAKENING OF ACCOllIMODATION.

For some years past a malignant disease, known by the name of
cliplttheria faucium, or angina cliphtheritica (better cliplttherina), has
prevailed in certain countries of Europe. In the commencement of
1860 it began to manifest itself in several places in the Netherlanus,
where it is still prevalent, and even in the course of the past year
carried many to the grave.* In Jhance and elsewhere, different
farms of paralysis had been observed, as sequelre of this diphtheria.
Among these mention had been made of disturbance of vision, but
without just appreciation of its nature.t Soon after the occurrence
of the disease, cases presented themselves to me, to the connexion of
which with the angina in question I was led by a particular circumstance. It immediately appeared to me, that what was considered
as disturbance in the function of the retina, was a simple paresis of
accommodation; and I subsequently had opportunities of satisfying
myself of the correctness of this view in a great number of
patients.
" See the Reports in the Nedel"lanclsch l'jjdscltdj't VOOI" Geneeskunde,
1863.
t Mention had already be'en incidentally made of paralysis after diphtheria, by Bretonneau, Trousseau and Blache, and a detailed description of a
case observed by him, with a brief report of six others, was given by
Faure (L' Union JJ:léd., Nos. 15 and 16, 1857). Although general paralytic
symptoms are the most prominent, mention is made also of paralysis of the
palate aud of "weakuess of ~ight," ouce too of strabismus. Cases are given
also by Richard aud by Mayer (conf. Eiseumann, Canstatt's JaMesum'ic1!t,
1858), in which mention is made of disturbance of vision.-Since my own
investigations, confirmatory observations have reached me from various
quarters.
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The following is a history of the course of my observations on
this subject :-*
Miss D., aged 26, applied to me on the 2Znd of May, 1860, complaining of disturbance of vision. On examination, it was found that tbis disturbance depended on diminution of the power of aceommodation. Remote
objects were seen quite aeutely, and were rendered diffuse both by convex
and concave glasses: emmetropia, therefore, existed. The disLance Pof thc
1wa1'est point (at 26 years of age, with normal range of aecommodation
of the emmetropie eye = from 4! to 5 ParisjclU inches) was redueed
for the l'ight eye to about 24", for the left to ]2". With glasses of
i~. R was for the xight eye = 12"; for thc left R was = 8". The pupils
were wider than usual, particularly the right one; the reflex movement
was tolerably good, the aceommodative movement, particularly in the l'ight
eye, was very limited.
Rather more than Jive weeks previously the patient, then lodging at
Bennekom, had suffered from inflammation of the throat. Having
returned to Utrecht, she for the fust time remarked, about fourteen days
before, that she could na langer see near objeots acntely. She could I'cad ooly
a few lines, and that not unless at a eomparatively great distanee; thercupon everything ran together; the letters were unreeognisable; the lin,es
appeared to he strokes; the eyes were as if fatigued.
1.

'l'hese symptoms resemble those of astltenopia. But there was no
manifest hypermetropia; and with atropia-paralysis scarcely TIm Jo
appeared, whieh is usual with emmetropie eyes. We had, therefore,
not to do with ordinary asthellopia. Indeed, botll the history of the
case aml the present symptoms were opposeu. to the affection being
of that nature. As to the first,-the disturbance had oecurred
suddenly, at least within a few days, without any particular fatiguc
having been remarked before, even on continueel work. In asthenopia fro1lZ hype1·11tet1'ojJia, on the contrary, the troublesome symptoms
come on either very slowly, at first apparently periodically, Ol' after
particularly weakening causes. And as to the symptoms: the nearest
point was too far from the eye j reading, &c., was, even on the first
attempt, too diflicult; rest of the eye was attendeel with too little
temporary improvement. Moreover, the peculiar feeling of pressure
in the forehead, which brings the hand involuntarily to that part, was wanting; while, on t.he other hanel, the wide and, in accommodatioll, too slightly movable pupils, poillted directly to pare sis.
The cause of this paresis was meallwhile obscure. In chilJ1'en,
• The particulars have been given in detail by me in the A1'cl!iv jÜI' eNe
Ztt1' NatU1·. und Heillmnde, published by F. C.
Donders and W. Berlin. B. 10, 1861.
Hollünclisclw BeitriirJc
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according to my experience, loss or diminution of the accommodation,
without paresis of the muscles of the eye, in both eyes alike, does
not occur so rarely, and usually gets weIl within two or three months :
the cause then remains quite unlmown, anel recovery ensues without
anything particular having been done. In adults this is quite
different: paralysis of accommodation in óoth, el/es togetlter is in such
persons a very unusual occurrence, certainly still rarer without
fu.rther paralysis of the muscles of the eye anel eyelids. 1 was
thel'efore unable to give nny certain pl'ognosis from experience.
The prognosis, ho wever, could not bc favouruble, inasmuch as the
simultaneous occurrence of the afl.'ection on both sides led me to
suspect the exÎstence of a central cause, to which dulness in tbe head,
sligbt attacks of vertigo, an~ sometimes even violent headache, gave
still further support. Derivation by the intestinal canal, pediluviu,
stimulating frictions in the frontal l'egion, were prescribed, and rest
was recommended.

Subsequently glasses of 116 were permitted for

near objects, Dy which all difficulty for close vision was removed.
In examining this patient, a peczeZiar Zesion q! 8Jleeelt did not
escape me. I suspected that it must have c1epended on a congenital
defect. Through motives of delicacy I was unwi1ling to asJe the
patient directly about it j nor did she allude to it.
rI. About a fortnight after, a youth named R., aged 15, oUair complexion,
pale, and rather slight, was brought to me. His complaints were in all
respects the same as those of j)!Iiss D. The power of vision was, howevel',
still more limited: at a distance he saw acutely; as for near objeots, on
the contrarr, he couid absolutely not read ordinary type. The closest point
of distinct vision could not be directly determined; with glasses of ~
it lay at 7°. The pupils were large, reflex motion was slight, accommodative movement was scarcely perceptible.
It struck me that in this boy there was a lesion of speech similar to that
in the case of Miss D. He, too, had suffered from sore throat, Moreover, he oame from Ede, a village in the immediate neighbourhood of
Bennekom. Still more: I heard that in the same Bennekom several other
.people, who had likewise suffered from infiammation of the throat, presented
both disturbance of vision and difficulty of speech. This fact appeared to
me to be truly important.
In R., I now, in the first place, investigated everything which had reference to the modification of the voice and speech, The distUl'bance had in
this boy remained directIy aftel' thc inflammation of the throat; in Miss D. it
had not, as I snbsequently ascertained, been developed until some time aftel'
the sore throat had given way,
The mucous membrane of the mouth and tIu'oot was Ilol'mal, rather paie
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than red; the tonsils were scarcely swollen. The uvula, lwwev81', was
extl'emely long and was absolutely immovable.-If we look at the palata in
the normal state, the tongue being a little depressed and the nose closed, so
that respiration must take place through thc widely-opened mouth, the
palata becomes retracted, and the uvula is at the same time usually shortened and elongated alternately. On an effort at swallowing, which
mechanism succeeds best in this position when the lower jaw is steadily
fixed, the soft palate ascends still more, the arches contract, and the fust
time at least the uvula is simultaneously retracted. .A.bout the same is
observed on every effort to speak: it is best to make the patient utter the
sound a (as in art), which is very possible with wide-opened mouth and
c1epressed tongue. Still greater are the oontraotion of the arches and the
elevation of the palate, with retraction of the uvula in the commencement
of the vomiting movement, which occurs on ticlding thc pharynx with a
fine feather. Now, in all these experiments the uvula of our patient
remained equally long and immovable, the ascent of the palate was very
limited, and the pharyngo-staphyline arches approached each other but
slightly. Evidently, therefore, the azygos uvulm was paralysed, and the
other musdes of the palate were more Ol' less aftèoted by paral!fsis.
With respect to speech, a double abnol'mity presented itself, namely,
speaking t1!1'ouglt tlw nose, and the accompaniment of many sounds with a
l'attling 01' sl1ol'ing' accessory sound. The rattling sound was evidently
dependent on a quivering of the uvula which had co me into contact with
the root of the tongue, and it was strongly heard with partioular consonauts,
as weil as with the vowel a (as in able).
The speaking through the nose was in iLself a proof that, in consequence
of the paresis of the soft palate, the nasal cavity was not closed. The nasal
sound was most stl'ongly heard in the pronunciation of 0; but with all
'Vowels it existed more or less, and it was also audible with all the soft consonants. (I use here the terms employed by Dl'. R. Lepsius. Standm'd
Alpltabet, etc. London, 1855.) Moreover, the communication with the nose
in the pronunciation of each vowel was shown by the movement impal'ted to
the down of fine feathers, when this was kept undel'the nostrils upon a sheet
of paper held against the upper lip. Also, in the compressioll of the alre
nasi, the slight des cent of the tone in each sound, as well as the increase of
the nasal sound was distinctlyestablished. Lastly, the impeded or retarded
movement of the palate appeared from the impossibility of giving a soft pronunciation to the explosive consonants. These consonants are uttered by
closing the opened, or opening the closed, mouth. On closing between the
lips,p is uttered; on closing bet ween the anterior part of the tongue and the'
anterior part of the hard palata, t is pronounced; on closure between tha
lllore postel'Ïol' parts of the tongue aud palate, k is expreBsed. If at the
same time we ma]..e the voice ring, p, t, and k give way to the soft consonants b, d, and g (as in game). Now, to produce these sounds, the nose
must be shut off from the thl'oat. Ir this separation be wanting, we
produce, instead of b, d, and {/, the resonants m, n, and ng. This appeared
to be actually ihe case in our boy: a soft explosive consonant at ihe end
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of the word gave way to the corresponding resonant, English words, whose
explosive sounds are expressed also at the enda of the words with a l'inging voice, best illustrate this,-for example, ,'ub, lwad, and egg, Now, if
R. tried to pronounee these words weU, he invariably said 1'!m~, hen, and
eng; or, "!tmp, hent, and enk. Even aftel' having heard how much these
sounds differed from the l'equired, 1'!tp, het, and el" were sometimes elicited,
But it was only necessary to impress upon him that the final consonant
should be expressed with a rin ging voice, and then it again became each
time, "!tm, hen, and eng. If the soft explosive consonants were not at the
end of the words, their sound was characteristically heard, but yet it began
with the resonant; band was pronounced mband, door as ndoor, give as
nggive. On the contrary, scarcely any deviation was perceptible in the
pronunciation of the hard non-ringing explosive consonants, p, t, and k, •
.. I formerly paid much attention to the subject of articnlation, and was
therefore ina position toobserveaccuratelythe phenomena connected with that
function. They often gi ve the first indication to the oculist. I may therefore
be allowed here briefl.y to explain them. When aftel' avowel, pronounced
through the nose, the soft explosive consonant is to follow, the nose must be
completely separated from the throat, at the same moment as the cavity of
the mouth between the lips (with b), or between the tongue and palate (with
cl and [/) is closed. If the separation does not take place at the same time,
we hear the resonants m, n and n[/, in place of the explosive consonants b, d,
and [/. For the mechanism is precÎsely the same for bath, ex cept that in the
resonants there is a continuity between the cavity of the nose and that of
the throat, which is wanting in the explosive consonants, Now if there be
paresis of the palate, in the articulation of the vowels the nose is not completely closed, and it is evident, that on the efl'ort immedintely aftel' to produce a soft ringing explosive consonant, the complete closing foUows either
not at all, or at least too late. rnstead of 1'ub, lteacl, and efJ[/, we therefol'e
hear in 0111' patient, j'um, lten, and eng. On increased exertion they become
"ump, 7wnt, enk (ptoperly 8l1gk-for the n befare 7e is always n[/): the bard
explosive consonant is added. The mechanism of this last, in faot, presents
na difficulty. Aftel' the sound of the voice has ceased, the closing of the
mouth necds only to be interrupted by same impulse of air, to make the hard
explosive consonants heard. The nose indeed remains open, but the sound
of an explosive consonant is with a non-rin ging voice mllch stronger than
that of aresonant, and therefore we hear the first distinctly, the latter not
sa, Hence it wilt be understood that our patient had na difficulty in prouucing "~!2', het, and ck. For this the voice needed only to be brought to
silence immediately aftel' the vowel, then the resonant was not heard, and
the intcrruption of the dosing of the mouth oansed the hard explosive consonant to be heard, If it be asked, lastly, why the soft explosive consonants
could be produced better at the beginning of a word than at the end, the
answer is simply that in that case the closing of the cavity of the mouth
and the removal of the continnity of the cavities of the throat and nose
needed not to take place precisely at tbe same moment. In pronollncing
band, door, &c., tbe cavityof the mouth was first closed and, before the voice
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The semiparalytic condition of the palate led me to snppose, that swallowing also wonld not take place regularly. When questioned on the
subject, the patient stated, too, that he could swallow solid food only with
great eft'ort, and that in drinking he was obliged to proceed slowly and
cautiously. Fluids passed very readily into ihe nose, and that usually
gave rise to regurgitation into tbe larynx, and, consequently, to cough.

So much, as yet, with respect to the boy R.
800n aftel' I hall an opportunity of again seeing Miss D.

Tlte
agl'eement qf tlte pltenolllena 9'elating to tlte palate, 8peech, and deg116tition, with everything noted ubove respecting R., was striking. The
rattling accessory sound was, however, less, and she complained more
of the secretion of viscid mucus in the throat, which there was much
difficulty in removing.
The two cases here described kept up my interest. There could,
it seemeel to me, be no doubt as to the connexion between the paraIJ'tic sympLoms anel the precec1ing inflammation of the throat.
Further investigation appeared, however, desirabie, and I therefore
repaired to Bennekom, where the physicians, Dl'. Thomas anel Mr.
Ketting, with the greatest readiness, gave me all the information I
requesteel; they al80 affol'ded me the opportunity of examining some
other patients, in wllom secondary paralytic symptoms hac1 manifested
themselves. The first four cases had proved fatal in the acute stage
of the disease.
lIL. I saw in the Hrst place (on ihe lOth of June) a girl aged 17, who
had been attacked on the 7th of April, and afier the sepal'ation of considerable gangrenous spots, appeared within a fortnight to have recovered.
I heard that immediately aftel' the inflammation of the throat, a slight
lesion of speech seemed to exist, but tbat it nevertheless had not become considerable until a fortnight later, tbat thcn for the first time
tbe rattling sound was heard, and the nasal tone of tbe voice had become
really distinct. Moreover, tbai about a week aftel' the terminaiion of
the disease, difficulty in reading was for the nl'st time observed. This symptom also soon increased; the patient bad always, however, been able to
read some lines. During the month of May the symptoms conneoted with
speech and sight l'emained almost unchanged. In the commencement of

was heard, a powerful eft'ort was made to close the palate by tbe way to
the nose. If this in great part sueeeeded, a sound was heard, whieh held
the medium between the explosive consonant and the resonant, or, rather,
because the elosing still went on during thc sound of the voice, it was as if
the explosive sound was pl'eceded by aresonant: mband, ndoor, &c. It
needs na proof that, if the continuity had remained equally free, at tlle
beg'inning of tbe wOl'ds also, in place of the explosive consonant, only the
l'esonant would have been heard.
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Ju~ evident improvement took place. At the time of llJy visit, on the lOth of
J une, the movements of the palate wele normal ; a raLtling accessory sound
of the voice was no longer audible. Yet the nasal tone was usually still perceptible in the pronunciation of the vowels j ntb, !wad, and euu were still
lleard as l'ump, !wnt, and ellfJk; someiimes l'ub was well pronounced ; lwad,
never; be sound~d almost always as pc; if the nose was held close externally, she cou1d say ba, de, and Ue beLter,-The power of accommodation
was still far from having attained its normal range. Myopia existed abont
= -10. The nearest point still lay, ho wever, at 6". The range of accommodation, therefore, amounted to ~ - -10 = rather more than ~; it ougbt,
at the patient's age, to have amounted to more than {, and was consequenily
reduced by about one-half. There still a1so existed difficulty in conLinuing
reading and fine work. On the whoie, the symptoms were similal' to those
of ordinary asthenopia,-they were only so far different that reading' was
much easier when the book was held somewhat further off. lleficx and
accommodative movements of the pupil were little disturbed.-After my
visit the improvement steadily progressed. On the 7th of September I
received from Mr, Ketting the following report :-G, v. N, again se es pe1'fectly well; the pronunciation of ntb, !wad, and ew, cannot yet, however,
be called quite perfect. Strengthening regimen and tl'eatment.
Respecting Miss D., (the patient ofl.) , I learned here that sbc co me under
treatment on the 15th of April, that the symptoms were in every respect
moderate: there was littJe pain in the throat, there was but slight footor, nor
was tbere much swellingj-tbat, neve1'theless, diphtJlCl'itic spots llad appeared
in thc throat, that in tbis case also mineral ucids wele employed, whereupon
separation had ensued, and the patient1'apidly recovered. In the bcginni..ng
of the month of May she l'eturned to Utrecht. It has above (p 599) been
stated at length how, some time subsequently, loss of the power of accommodation and lesion of speech and deglutition had appeared. In tbis,
however, improvement gradually ocou1'l'ed. I saw her 011 the th'st of Septfmber. The rattling sound had quite disappeal'ed; the uvula was easily
moved; deglutition was normally perf'ormed. 1'he vowels bad still a weakly
nasal sound; the tone changed a little on closing the nose extel'llally. ]lub
and !tead were still often heard as l'umb and !tand; euu was better pronounced.-The acoommodative power had retul'ned: on accurate optometric
investigation the nearest point was found for both eyes at 5', for the right,
eye at 5'1/1, for the left, at 5'3". Nor was close work attended with auy
inconvonience whatever; the pupils were norm al. The headache, dulness,
&c., had quite disappeared.
IV. llforeover I sawa boy, aged D, who had been attacked on the 16th
of April with violent symptoms and with great swelling of the extern al
glands of tbe neck. At tbe end of three weeks he had recovered, but was
still feebie. About a fortnight later the lesion of speech wos observed ; little
complaint was made as to vision. Meanwhile he was and continued weak,
and about a month aftel' his iIlness it was obser\'ed that he began to run
badly. On the gth of June I find him apaie, emaciated boy, with sunken
eyes, somewhat hanging under jaw, unhealthy complex ion, and a painful
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expression of oountennnoe. Ris gait is tottering j in running he often'fans
on his lmees, and then finds diffiaulty in rising up ngnin. Fol' the last
three days, too, he could not turn in bed j he hnd to be rnised in order to
be plnced upon his side. At the snme time he complnins of pnin in the
forehead, sometimes also in the neck. All this does not prevent his being
very cheerful nnd gay, running and plnying nb out, nor when among his
companions does he think of illness. Nevertheless he finds chewing, and
particulnrly swallowin~, especially of solid food, very difficult; therefore he alwnys wishes to drink with. his menIs, the morsel invarinbly' goes
wrong, the water comes out through his nose, nnd cough, and sometimes
nausea and vomiting, ensue. In fine, he gets but little food into his stomaah. His voice is strongly nasnl, the rattling aacessory sound is almost
constnntly heard,-in a word the lesion is the same as that above described
at length, and the limited movement of the palnte testifies of a semiparnlytia
eondition.-Ris power of acaommodation is Ie ss interfered with than was
the cnse with the other patients. He sees weIl at a distanae, and his nearest point lies at 6/1. It ollght to lie at 4# or 3'5".
Stress wns laid upon the necessity for nourishing diet and tonic treatment. General improvement gradually toak place. On the 7th of September I received the following favourable report :-" P. v. L. is again at school j
he pronounces "ub, !wad, and egg like an Englishman, no longel' totters or
falls in running; all his movements are easy and free; his appetite is better
than it ever was before; he sees aeutely up to 6/1; there is no nausea
whatever. "
Of the onse, communicnted under Il., the result was unfortunnte. The
course of the di se ase hnd been violent, and was combined with swelling in
both the throat and the salivary glands. The convaleseence, nevertheless,
appeared tI) be progressing fnvourably. Soon, however, the lesion of speech
becnme developed, nnd shortly nfterwnrds, that of the power of nccommodntion supervened. In other respeots the pntient now seemed to be perfectly
weIl. But nfter I had seen him at Utrecht (compnre p. (01) wenkness of
the limbs set in; the al'ms becnme so powerless that he could neither strip
nor dress himself. The emncintion inCl'eased, nnd difficulty of brenthing not
unfrequently occurred. A first attnck of violent dyspnron subsided favourably. Some weeks Inter n second followed. In spite of all the stimulating
remedies employed, the bl'eathing becnme rapidly rnttling, nnd the pntient
died with symptoms of so-called pnrnlysis of the lungs. A post-mortem
exnminntion could not be obtnined.

Besides those here communicated, I saw a few cases, in which
aIso c1isturbance of visioll had existed, but whel'e the power of accOffimodatioll appeared to have already completely returned. It is
remarkable that in the epidemic in the village visited by me, all those
who had l'ecovel'ed, as it seemed without exception, exhibited paralytic symptoms. Subsequently in other places the mortaIity was lcss,
and pal'alysis much more rarely ensued. Nevertheless the number
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of those who applied to me was upwards of thirty, and in the majority
of these the paresis was confined to the palate and to the accommodation. One case I had se en even beCorc those relatec1 above. It
was that of Miss V., of Weesp, aged twenty, who calleel UpOll me
for the second time on the 17th of Jnne. Referring to my notebook I read literally :-(( Diminution of range of accommouation;
symptoms resembling those of hebetudo; hypermetropia = Jo; she
has also had aphollia, has been very hoarse, the cavities of the n08e
and throat communicate permanently-these symptorns were developed aftel' inflammation of the throat, with great extern al swelling,
without pain, but with fever and di stress." In this case, too, I had
maele experiments as to the pronunciation of different sounels, anc1 as
tbe patient now statec1, had found that she had c1ifficulty in pronouncing d, 0, anc1!1 (in game) at. the enc1 of worels. But at that
time 1 hac1not recognisec1 the connexion either between the paralysis of
the internal muscles of the eye and of the palate, or between these two
and the preceding angina,-and therefore I had retained no distillct
rccollection of the case. Now she had completely recovered, with
respect both to sight anel speech. The hypermetropia, too, had given
way. Such patients apply, it appears, to the oculist. The knowledge
of their cases is, therefore, important to him. About the same time
Dr. Fles informed me that he had been caned at Utrecht in consultation respecting a boy who, aftel' angina (as it appearec1 on subsequent investigation, c1iphtherina) was attackeel with paralysis of the
palate anel of the muscles of accommoelation, together with incomplete ptosis anel strabismus c1ivergens, all indicating pnralysis of tlle
oculo-motor nerve; at the same time, want of power of the limbs,
and of the cervical anel masticating muscles, hac1 occurrecl. Only the
elebility of the muscles of the limbs remained; the other symptoms
of paresis hac1 again c1isappenred.
Among the cases ,,,hich afterwarc1s occurred to me there were
many in which the angina ran its course without important symptoms, several in which the angina was not recognisec1 as diphtheria, and yet the subsequent paresis of accommodation left, I arn
convincec1, no doubt up on the subject. In this we have a hint to
the physici::m, to make an accurate inspcction in every case of an'gina,
even: when the symptoms appeal' to be of sEght importallce. Anel
let the oculist, on his part, never ncglect., in paresis of accommoc1ation,
to inquire whether angina has pl'eceded the attack or not. It is important for h1111 to ascertain this, both in a prognostic and in a th era-
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peutic point of view. A.s to the former, it is favourable; for in all
the cases which occurred to me, recovery ensued, in one instanee, not
until ten rnonths after the attack of angina, general debility, toa,
remaining all that time. We must not, however, conceal the fact,
that besides the case given above, a second, as we were informed, ended
fl1tally two or tb ree mOllths aftel' the attack.
'l'he proximate cause of this paresis after diphthel'ia has not been
satisfactorily explamed. Besides the contagious character, which in'
this first epidemie might appear most distinctly, and was also qÜite
clear to me, the subsequent paralytic symptoms also show especially,
that the so-called angina is a general disease, and we may suppose that the altered blood-crasis has excited a secondary morbid
process in the central organ, which becomes the cause of the paralytic symptoms: pathological anatomy must decide the' question.
Besides, the supposition of Bretonneau desel'ves consideration, who
looks upon the paralysis as a secondary symptom 'of the morbid
poisoning, to be compared with the secondary phenomena of syphilis.
It is certainly remarkable, that since strong cauterisation of the
white spots in the throat has been generally adopted, the ratio of
mortality has become more favourahle, and the consecutive paresis
has been of rarer occurrence-as if the absorption of the matters
formed in tbe local process was in truth injurious.
r closed my original essay with the following words :-" A.s to the
treatment of the paralysis after angina diphtheritica, little can as yet
be said. In every typical deviation, which we encounter for the first
time, 9'eMo1t is our guide. It appeared here to recommelld tonicsof which, in general, our age has ne ed. Ras experience a1so as yet
expressed any opinion? I \Vould not venture to assert it. Tt has,
however, been found, that with nourishing diet (to ensure wl1ich,
under the existing difficulty of chewing and swallowing, double care
must be taken), combined with tonic medicines, complete recovery
has, in the great majority of cases, been the result." Now I may
add that these illferences have been fully confirmed by later cases.
Uuder the use of su1phate of quil1a combined (the digestive ol'gans
being in a 110l'mal state) with small doses of sulphuric acid, sometimes also of preparations of iron, and with due aUention to nutritious diet, the lesion almost invariably gave way withil1 a couple of
montbs.
Tbe phenomena of paresis after diphthel'ia have been ascribed to
general debility. This explanation uppears to me to be unsatisfactory :
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the very circumstance, that, besides the soft palate, frequently onIy the
accommodation and the sphincter iridis have suffered, must lead 1lB
to suspect the existence of a special process. It is true that after
considerable loss of blood, and after exhausting diseases, the accommodation is often seriously affected,. that then in the slightest
degrees of hypermetropia, and even in emmetropia, symptoms of asthenopia are not unfrequent i but in such cases the whole muscular
system also exhibits a proportionate condition of debility. Mter
diphtheria, on the contrary, we often observe the want of proportion in this respect. If individuals are sometimes weak, there
are others who feel perfectly weIl, have resumed their work and run
for hours, while the paresis of accommodation continues. They
complain of nothing else than lesion of vision, and for it apply to the
oculist. Fmther information we can expect only from anatomical
investigation, the opportunity for which, fortunately, rarely presents
itself.

89
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CHAPTER XII.
SPASM OF ACp.O?!MODATION.

§ 48.

MYOTICS AND MYOSIS•.

THE year just elapsed has put us in possessi~n of a myotic, wbich
immediately provedJitself an able opponent of the best mydriatics.
It is the.oràeaZ bean of oid Calabar, obtained from the Pltllsostigma
venenosum-(Balfour), belonging to the.Leguminosre. This remedy
has at once superseded all myotics, before tried or rec~ommended as
such. The preparations so far known, and sent to me are-a dark
brown alcoholic extract, two sorts of paper, brown and violet (prepared according to Streatfeild's method), and two solutions of the
extract in glycerine, a weaker c ana a stronger af. On the last we
read- tc 1 Minim equal to 4 grains of Bean."
Among the principal phenomena observed after the application of
these agents to the conjunctiva, aonwaction of tlte pupil anrl spasm
if aaaommoàatiO?b are the most prominent.
The fust effect, immediately after the application, is a brief irritation jupon this, after the lapse of four minutes, slight spasms supervene in the Iower eyelid. The contraction of the pupil, and almost
simultaneously, the spasm of accommodation now follow.
The contraation, after a sufiicient dose (! drop of af, diluted or not
with water), commences after from five to ten minutes, attains its
maximum after from thirty to foriy minutes, at which it remains
only a short time, diminishes slowly after three hours, and disappears
entirely in from two to four days, occasionally being replaced even by
some dilatation. The whole process is, therefol'e, more rapid than
that of the effect of atropia, probably in consequence of a greater
power of im bibition. The subjoined Figures 170 and 171 (compare
those of the action of atropia at pp. 585 and 586) indicate the course
of the contraction in Mr. Hamer. Fig. 170 extends over two hours;
Fig. 171 over three days. The action was moderately strong, and was
almost painless. The pupil I measured with the ophthalmometer,
always with equal illumination, and I directed the whoie investigation.
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With respect to the contraction and the phenomena connected with
it the following are to be noted : '
a. The diameter of the pupil becomes stilliess (from II to 2 mm.)
than, in the normal condition, with the strongest light which can be
borne and with the most powerful accommodation (von Graefe).
0. The infl.uence of the light does not, however, cease: one can
easily observe in himself particularly the consensual contraction,
employing the entoptie method, by closing and opening the othet
eye (compat:e p. 197), as von Graefe also did. The movements are
slow; the consensual contraction lasts three, the consensual dilatation lasts four, seconds (compare p. 573). Moreover, the pupil at
the same time often appears to be somewhat angular. It is in the
middle like a crape, and has a tolerably sharply circumscribed, more
strongly illuminated diffuse border (Fig. 172 A), which on consensual contraction is broader (B), and has a dark-green tint, while the
2
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middle of the surface appears yellow.

(In the entoptic observation

Fig. 171.
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the figure is seen inverted, but it is here (Fig. 172) mverted, ~nd
therefore gives the true form of the pupil for the left eye).
c. Especially in the commencement of the contraction involuntary
spasmodic vibrations occur in the dIameter of the pupil. .
d. The illumination of objects is feebIe, with an unusual brownish
tint (Bowman). The effect is simllar to that of solar echpses, in
which, notwithstauding sunshine with its usual strongly contrasting
shadows, the light is unusually feebIe. If the instIllation has been
performed on only one eye, the great dlfference in illumination is best
seen on doubling the image by a prism (compare p. 133).
e. The circles of dijfusion of a point of light, situated beyond the
distance of distinet vision, become less thc smaller the pupil is,
and vision therefol'e becomes much less diffuse beyond the limits of
accommodation.
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f. After the disappearance of the myosis the pupil sometimes becomes somewhat larger than before.
Fig. 172.

The 8jJasm qf accommorlation appears from the altered position both
of the farthest (Figs.170 and 171 rr) and of the nearest (pp) point
of distinct vision, drawn above the absciss ad. The said curves
exhibit the whole course of both. We have, moreover, to note the
following : a. In the determination of the farthest point clonic spasms of
accommodation alternatelyarise, so that objects appear with the same
glass (at a distance) alternately distinct and drlfused. Now the
points of the curve r r correspond to the moments of relaxation. In
an hour after the employment of the myotic, the accommodation is
again completely under contro!. The curve l' r shows funher, that
with a moderate dose, pain being virtually absent, the farthest point
has still approached the eye from 56" to 7"'3, that is to nearly twothirds of thc absolute range of accommodation, originally present.
o. The determinatlOn of the nearest point was etfected with the
aid of the most perfect optometrical instl'uments. The course of the
points, as shown by these, is very satisfactory. In an earlier experiment of Mr. Hamer the action, after the application of a piece of
Calabar paper too strongly impregnated, was much more violent, the
painful spasms lasted more than six hours, and the pain increased so
much on endeavouring to accommodate, that the idea of determining
the nearest point was given up.
c. The figures show that, wlth rlimimtti01t of the action, the range
of accommodation is absolutely increased, most considerably after
about 100 minutes (Fig. 170), and that thlS increase diminishes only
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slowly (Fig. 171). In a previous investigation an increased rang{
of accommodation was found a150 at the commencement of the actionJ
the influence on the nearest point being in the first period greatel
than on the farthest. In the observation represented by Fig. 170J
rather the opposite took place.
d. The great effect upon the accommodation with slight impulse oj
the will is very important. This is still strongly feIt when the farthesl
point has again returned nearly to its original position: 105 minute~
after the application, the point of distinct vision lay, with convergence to IOn, for the right eye naturally at 10 for the left, on th~
contrary, at 4"'5, thus nearly attaining the ~bsolute nearest point j aftel
the lapse of three hours and a-half, the said point lay, with similm
convergence, at 5-'6 j after nearly seven hour!" at W'2 j after rathel
more than eleven hours at 8"'3 ;-and so long as the range of accommodation remained greater in the left eye, some difference in accommodation continued perceptible also with equal convergence ofthe two
eyes. (It was determined, what negative glass the eye which had
undergone instillation must have before it, in order, in looking at 10"
and with rapid alternation pushing the hand before each of the eyes,
to obtain equal sharpness of letters and of optometer-wires.) The
relative accommodation has, therefore, approached to that of hypermetropes: much accommodation with slight convergence,-the reverse of what is met with under the influence of atropia. ~
e. In the condition described under d, the determination of the
nearest point with horizontal and vertical lines presents more
difference than usual (Bowman). This apparently exalted astigmatism is certainIy in part dependent on the greater difference in
refl'action with difference of convel'gence (compare p. 451).
f. So long as with a given tension accommodation takes place for
a shorter distance than usual, objec~s appear larger (macropia), just as
'in the opposite case (compare p. 587) they appear smaller (micropia).
(J. The increased refraction on relaxation usually lasts in any perceptible degl'ee onIy an hour. With a very large dose, which pro duces
persistent and violent pain, it may last many hours. With a small
dose considerable contraction of the pupil, without any very perceptible influence on the accommodation, might be obtained.
Finally, it remains to be stated: that, according to von Graefe,
1 the acuteness of vision sometimes diminishes, particularly in the
period of development of the spasm, probably in consequence of insufficient stability of accommodation, in any case, independently of
H
;

0
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the want of light from constriction of the pupil; 2° that, also in
defect of the iris, the influence on refraction and accommodation
remains the same.
The action of Oalabar is not equally great in alt animals. In this
respect it presents much analogy to Belladonna, inasmuch as in man,
and moreover in the dog and cat, a high degree of myosis is
obtained, even with small doses, while in the rabbit, as in birds,
and especially in amphibious animals and fishes, a slighter effect is
observed. With a stronger dose too, than we can employ in man,
still stronger myosis is obtained in these (von Graefe). Immobility
of the pupil we could not obtain.
With respect to the mode of action, similar experiments lead to a
like conclusion as in the case of mydriatics. As to transition into the
aqueous humour, however, von Graefe could not directly satisfy himself from the myotic action on instillation into the eye of another
animal.-After repeated strong application, however, it succeeds, if
the discharged flnid is long kept in contact with the eye into which
it is dropped.
We have also been specially engaged in the investigation of the
question, by the intervention of what nerves the Oalabar acts.
It is quite evident that spasm of the m. sphincter pupillre ensues.
Indeed the high degree of contraction renders paralysis of the dilator
muscle alone insufficient to explain it; and the increased refraction, in
which a more powerful action of the muscles of accommodation is
included, puts altogether beyond doubt a spasmomc contraction of
the sphincter pupmre, as being governed by the same nerve as the
ciliary muscle, and associated with it in its action : moreover, according to our experiments upon rabbits, after aivision, both of the sympathetic nerve and of the trigeminus, the contraction of the pupil
UIlder the influence of Oalabar still increases considerably. The
nerve alluded to is the oculo-motor nerve, and, more especially, the
short root, which this nerve sends to the ciliary ganglion. It is
opposed to our idea of the similar nature of all nerve-fibres, that a particular sub stance, as Calabar, should have on some fibres a paralysing,
on others a stimulating, and still more a tonic stimulating, influence.
Oonsequently, in this case also, we prefer to assume (compare p. 590)
an action upon specific nerve-cells present in the eye itself. With a
s!'imulatec1 conc1iiion of this internal ciliary system, however, as we
have seen, increased action, both voluntal'y and reflex, is not excludec1,
-quite analogous to the effect of strychnia upon voluntal'y muscles.
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It is not so easy to show, how far the Calabar exercises upon the
dilator muscle also the opposite influence of atropia. In the fust
place, it certainIy does not give rise to complete paralysis of this
muscle; for after long and repeated application of Calabar, stimulation of the sympathetic nerve in rabbits and in dogs always
still produced some dilatation of the pupil. We performed,
among others, the following experiment :-the nervus trigeminus
was divided on the left side,-insensibility of the eye and contraction of the pupil ensued; the cervical sympathetic. nerve of
the same side was three times stimulated,-each time there was
dilatation of the pupil; it was then divided,-the pupil appeared still
more contracted than before the stimulation ; in both eyes Calabar (t
drop of c') was long kept in contact,-after eight minutes there was
incipient, at the end of ftfteen minutes there was the strongest contraction, greater on the left side; after the lapse of eighteen minutes
there were spasms of the extremities, difficulty of breathing, impending sufl'ocationj artificial respiration was kept up,-four minutes later
death ensued with slight spasms of the limbs; the sympathetic was
again irritated,-dilatation of the pupil still invariably followed.
Thus, after slow death, in consequence of poisoning by the instillation of Calabar, the sympathetic nerve in the eye is still excitable.
Consonant to this is the fact, that on division of the cervical sympathetic nerve, before or after the employment of Calabar on both
sides, the pupil appears smaller on the side on which the nerve is
divided.-We supposed that the action of Calal;lar, in cases of
paralysis of the oculo-motor nerve, would elucidate the question still
farther. In different quarters it was observed that this paralysis did
not prevent the myotic action. In a fust case, in which, in the ordinary investigation, the pupil appeared absolutely immovable, some
mobility was still seen, under strong incident light, in observation
with the ophthalmometer: the paralysis was therefore not complete,
and we consequently desisted from an investigation which promised
no cerlain result. In a second case, in a ladyaged 32, there was
absolute paralysis of the whole right oculo-motor nerve, which had
set in gradually six weeks previously, after repeated complaints of
headache for four years, often combined with erysipelas of the right
half of the face j in this instance the strongest incident light on one
or both eyes gave no appearance of contraction on this side. The
Calabar employed (the extract), however, produced contraction,
as strong as usual, as the subjoined figure (173) shows, and at
the,same time somewhat increased refraction. Now, we were disap-
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poillted in so far as this consiàerable contraction teaches nothing
respecting the infiuence of the sympathetic nerve; for evidently
Fig. 178.
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spasm of the sphincter muscle is at the same time in operation. But
sueh local spasm, where there is complete paralysis of the trunk of
the oculo-motor nerve, is still an important phenomenon: in the fust
place, because it confirms the fact that the Calabar acts by direct
contact j and iu the second place, bocause this action cannot weil be
imagined to occur otherwise than by the intervention of a ganglioniccell-containing centre in the eye.-Meanwhile it is, on other grounds,
more than probable, that Calabar, if it does not paralyse, at least
lowers the action of the sympathetic nerve. When, in fact, by a
moderate action of Calabar, the accommodation is brought at most by
half into tonic tension, the pupil is already narrower than with
intense light and strong accommodation; and this half takes place
without the sphincter, which continues sensitive for reflex and
accommodative impulses, attaining the maximum of its action : consequently, without diminished action of the dilator, such strong
contraction is not explicable. The circumstance, too, that the contraction of the pupil continues for a few days in so much a higher
degree than the spasm of accommodation, is in favour of a diminished
action of the radial fibres, and consequently of alowering influence
of the Calabar upon the sympathetic nerve.
There was no evidence of a special action on the trigeminus and
011 the vaso-motor nerves of the iris j we observed 0111y that 011 the
side on which the trigeminus was divided, the action of Calabar was
not less distinct than on the other side.
The struggle between atropia :md Calabar, when applied simul-
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taneonsly, or soon after one another, is remarkable. When applied
together, some contraction of the pupil and spasm of accommodation
first occur, as the effect of Oalabar. The spasm of accommodation
still continues, when tue action of the atropia on thë iris gains the
upper hand, and the pupil consequently becomes wider. Von Graefe
in particuIar has investigated how, when employed consecutively to
the action of atropia, that of Oalabar may become intercalated. He
showed that in weak action of atropia, anà
the period of diminution of its strong action, Oalabar is capable of temJ!orarily constricting the pupil and increasing the refraction, and that after the
giving way of these phenomena, the more tedious atropia-pl'ocess
again follows its reguIar course. We were particularly desirous
to ascertain whether, with absolute atropia-paralysis of the sphincter
and of the muscles of accommodation, a powerful employment of
Calabar still has influence; and this, in fact, we most distinctly
found to be the case, observing, moreover, that this influence was
still greater upon the refraction and accommodation, than upon the

in
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diameter of the pupil.

Fig. 174, an observation on the eye of Mr.
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Müller, surgeon in the navy, furnishes an example of this: according to the cross, on the absciss a a', 137 minutes after the application of atropia, while pand l' coincided and the mydriasis had
attained its maximum, Calabar was dropped in,-and ten minutes
later the refraction ascends (r r), accommodation is again present
(p p), and at the same time the diameter of the pupil is a little
diminished. In a second, lik.ewise very practised observer (Mr.
van Leent, surgeon in the navy), the effect of Calabar was on the
fust day, and particularlyon the second day, after the renewed
application of atropia, much stronger still. N otwithstanding that
the pupil contracted only slightly, he could each time, aftel' some
rest, read for a few moments No. 14 of Snellen's test-types at 12";
and the nearest point was, in fact, determined at ab out from 14" to
1W', while, on relaxation, his usual slight hypermetropia had given
way to emmetropia. Aftel' the cessation of the action of the Oalabar,
that of the atropia was in these three accurately investigated cases,
aftel' fourteen days or longel', still recognisable from the wider pupil,
-in itself a pl'O of that the mydriatic had been strongly applied.
Hence it appears, that the paralysis, produced by a specific agent,
may be overcome by the effect of another specific agent, even in
such a way that voluntary action again becomes possible.
The subjoined Figure 175 indicates the influence of atropia on the
Fig. 175.

pupil, fifty minutes after the employment of Calabar: the complete
dilatation of the pupil is produced evidently somewhat more slowly.
l~ather more than three hours later Calabar is again dropped in in
the same person (Dr. Land). The existing hypermetropia of Ju en·
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tirely gives way, for a short time spasmodic myopia occurs, and with
convergence undoubtedly accommodation, which, however, just as in
the previous cases, is not perfectly under control, and after a few moments becomes fatigued. The pupil at the same time becomes somewhat narrower = 6'75. On the following day H is again Jcr; the
pupil is somewhat movable. After seven days the pupil = 6'35; it
is not until the seventeenth day that both pupils are equal, = 4'37thus less than at the commencement.
On the discovery of the physiological action of Calabar, it followed as a matter of course that this agent should be tried in
various anomalies. In the fust p1ace, it is found to be useful to
lessen the inconvenience of atropia-mydriasis; and according to
v. Graefe the atropia process may be shortened by a systematic employment of the Calabar. How far it may lead to cure, or at least
a:fford permanent benefit in paralysis of accommodation and in
mydriasis, in which its use had already been suggested by Robertson,
experience on1y can decide. But it is certainly important, that in
ordinary paralysis of accommodation, whether self-existing, or connected with further paralysis of the oeulo-motor nerve (in cerebral
mydriasis the effect of Calabar is found to be entire1y absent),
the pnpil is contracted and the refraction is increased by Ca1abar: in
a case of unilateral paresis of accommodation which occurred to me,
and which very much interfered with binocular vision, the inconvenience was completely removed by a glycerine solution diluted with
eight parts of water, used once daily. Thus, too, the myosis connected with the weak action of Calabar, may often be useful in many
cases where a stenopreic apparatus improves the sight (compare pp.
128 et. 8eq.), as in diffusion of light (opacities of the cornea, &c.), in
irregular astigmatism (keratoconus, luxatioll of the lens, &c.); (compare pp. 553 et. 8eq.), further in aphakia, especially when the p1ane of
the pupil is not clear. The improvement of the acuteness of vision in
ordinary ametropia is indeed remarkable: precisely with very weak
action of Calabar myopes distinguish much more accurately at a distance, and hypermetropes, under the double advantage of smaller
circles of diffusion and of easier tension of accommodation, 108e for a
time their asthenopia.-The great question, which practice has to
answer is, whether Calabar is permanent1y as harmiess for aCCOffimodation as atropia is, and whether the conjunctiva will permanently bear its repeated application. Until these points are decided,
the future of Calabar in therapeutics cannot be foretold.

=
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I have now to add only, tllat v. Graefe has advantageouslyapplied
the contraction of the pupil in glaucoma, in order to facilitate the
performance of iridectomy, and that in hls opinion the alternating
action of Oalabar may probably contribute to tear synechlre.
The want of an efficient myotio was long feIt in ophthalmic surgery. But
the longer it was unsupplied, the feebIer must the hope of finding snch have
become. It is true that all myotic action could not be denied to the agents
whioh were formerly placed in this category: Semen Santonicum (Himly),
Daphne Mezereum (Hahnemann), Nicotiana Tabacum (Heise), Aconitum
Napellus, Secale Cornutum, &c.; but their stimulating action was in itseIf
sufficient to forbid their employment in practice. Th!! same concIusion
was arrived at by myseIf with Dr. Kuyper (1. c.) in a systematic investigation with respect to nicotin, conia, extract of aconite, and digitaline; and
Ad. Weber (Verhand1ungen der von 3 bis 6 September, 1859, in Heidelberg
versammelten Augenärzte, Berlin, 1860) had to pay the penalty of an attack
of keratitis for an imprudent application of digitaline to hls own eye.
Fresh tobacco leaves appeared to be somewhat better borne. Finally, a
subcutaneous injection of morphia, in which von Graefe (Deutsche Klinik,
20 April, 1861) discovered a tolerably powerful agent, not only for contracting
the pupil, but also for increasing the refraction, was also certainly inapplicable to this special object.-In the Calabar the wished-for agent appears
to have been bestowed upon us. The general effect of this ordeal Bean had
already been studied by Dr. Daniell (1846), and more fully by Christison
(185.5); van Hasselt had also (1856) found myosis to be a principal symptom in its general action, when Thomas Fraser (Dis8. inaug., defended at
Edinburgh on the 31st July, ]862) discovered that its local application
contracts the pupil, and Dr. Argyll Robertson (Edinburglt Medico-CMrurgical Society, 4th February, 1863), pointed out its infiuence on accommodation, and introduced the Calabar as a new remedy intö ophthalmological
practice. Upon this followed investigations by Harley (conf. Meel. Times
and Gazette, 20th June, 1863), especially with respect to its general action,
with some additional remarks by Hulke; moreover by Bowman and by
Soelberg Wells (Med~'cal Times and Gazette, 16th May, 1863); lasUy, by
von Graefe (Deutsche Klinik, 1863, No. 29, and Arc/iiv f. Ophtltalmo1ogie,
B. ix.), Hamer (Geneeskundig TIJdschrift, July, 1863), Rosenthal (drcMv
f. Anatomie und Physiologie, Jahrgang, 1863), and Sohelske (Klinische
Monatsb1ätter f. Augenheilkunde, 1863, p. 380); and, in concert with Mr.
Hamer, I have oontinued them. Our object was, rather by the accuracy
than by the number of our experiments, in following up the previous
valuable investigations, somewhat to increllse our knowledge of this remarkable agent. The principal results of our researches are comprised in
the foregoing pages.
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SPASM OF ACCOM:liWDATION.-MYORIS.-PAINFUL ACCOMMODATlON.

We have to distinguish different forms of spasm of accommodation. . That which most frequently occurs is nothing else than an
exalted tone of the musc1es concerned in the latter function. In
healthy emmetropie eyes this tone is, keeping in view the extremely
slight diminution of refraction in atropia-paralysis, undoubtedly very
,trilling. On the other hand, we have in hypermetropia found a permanent ten sion, which wholly or partially conceals the abnormal condition : it can exist onlyin virtue of the accommodation, and must therefore be destroyed by the paralysing influence of the atropia. The increased tension is here the natural result of the persistent effort to overcome the existing anomaly of refraction. In ambIyopes and astigmatics
where the same sometimes occurs, it is explicable by the constant en-deavour, in accommodating for the nearest point, to see the smaller
objects under a greaLer angle. It is less evident, how myopes also
acquire a tonic spasm of their accommodation. That this not unfrequently occurs, especially when the eyes are in a state 'of irritation,
we have already observed. Dr. Fles now informs me, and I readily
believe it, that he met with this condition in many cases in young
persons, especially in boys, who had been prepared for an examination at one of the military schools. Partly irritation of the eye,
reHected on the accommodating system~ partly excessive tension
of accommodation during the constant work, particularly with defective light, may be the cause of it. It is invariably the paralysis by
atropia which reveals its existence. In young children under these
circumstances, I have seen slight degrees of myopia give way even to
hypermetropia, so extremely sensitive is their playof accommodation.
The tonic spasm of which we have here been speaking, seldom
acquires much pathological importance. In myopia we must attend.
only to the accompanying symptoms of irritation;
hypermetropia
we must recognise it, in lorder to direct the optical treatment
accordingly.
We must here on ce more remind the reader, that von Graefe, where
there was an attempt to relax the accominodation, thinks that he has
sometimes established the existenee of an involuntarily exalted, and
therefore spasmodic, action (compare p. 351), and that some very
slightly myopie persons, who endeavoured without a negative glass to

in
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see the fundns oculi in the non-inverted image, have complained to
me of something similar.
Of the acute occnrrence of myopia, in which the idea of spasm of
accommodation natnrally suggests itself, we find some examples related
by the earlier writers, which Ruete * has collected. lam, however,
not convinced that, in these instances, anything else than amblyopia
had occnrred. When in consequence of the latter, smaller objecls,
as for example letters, conld be distinguished only when near, the
existence of near-sightedness was often inferred. Generally speaking,
among the earlier observations, the determination of the farthest
point of dÏstinct vision, whereby nevertheless alone the presence of
ruyopia could with certainty be proved, is omitted. Acute spasm of
accommodation, such as, for example, is pr0duced by Calabar, is Ulldoubtedly very rare. I ruyself have never met with a clear case of
it, and this may excuse ruy scepticism. My task is confined to
quoting those few cases which afford satisfactory evidence. Von
Graefe t communicates two of them.
The first is that of an engineer, in whom the l'ight eornea had been illjured by the finger-nail of a child. When the irritation consequent thereon
had, aftel' some days, whoTIy subsided, the patient saw indistinctly with
this eye, and smaTI objects were multiplied. The pupil was of normal
diameter, with slowand slight reflex-, and without accommodative movement. At the precise distance of distinet vision the polyopia had disappeared. Accommodation was almost entirely lost, and the eye was, at
the same time myopie: with the naked eye the patient was accommodated
for 3i R , with -l! for S', with -/0 for 2-k'. The left eye had the usual range
of aeeommodation, and was about emmetropie: with ~ vision ranged from
3' to 9!/I.-The lJatient had often previously satisfied himself that both
eyes were equa!. Gure ensued, and indeed very rapidly, aftel' Heurteloupian abstraetions of blood: aftel' the first the eye accommodated from 3!/1
to 51 Rj aftel' the second, fr'om 4" to Sk" j aftel' the third the accommodation
was nearly equal to that of the other eye, whose neal'est point lay at about
4~'.

Perhaps this affection is to be considered, as von Graefe says, as
a refl.~x neurosis, in like manner as injuries of sensory nerves
sometimes excite tonic spasms in ordinary voluntary muscles.
The second case is that of a gil'l aged 1S, with painful spasm of the
;0

Ruete, Patholo,qie

~tnd

Physiologie der Augen und Olwen, p. 262.

i' ArcMv f. Opltthalmologie, B. ii. H. 2, p. 304.
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orbicular muscle [of the right sideJ, which on tension of the eyelids, and also
sometimes spontaneously, became more violent. Pressure on the supraorbital nerve had no effect, a slight pressure on the facia! nerve increased
the pain and the spasm, strong pressure lessened both. A brief improvement, aftel' the application of leeches, was followed by aggravation of the
symptoms, with disturbance of vision. The refraction appeared to be increased, and the accommodation to be very limited, namely from 2!" to 3t·.
Th~ right pupil was somewhat narrower than the left, with slight reflex-,
and without anyaccommodative movement. The left eye was normal. The
endermic employment of sulphate of atropia behind the ear was at first followed by no impl'ovement; but, on the contrary, the same condition in all
respects was d,eveloped also in the left eye. When, on the third day, belladonna-symptoms arose, the spasm and pain diminished, and on increase of
the intoxication they entirely ceased, and the patient could accommodate
with the right eye from 5!" to 14k', with the left from 5i' to 17'. However the symptoms returned when the employment of atropia was suspended. The result of the case is not communicated.

Von Graefe sees in this case a combination of spasm of the
muscles of accommodation (oculomotor nerve), with neurosis of the
facial nerve, in which it is important that, although we cannot admit
the existence of any conllexioll between the nerves melltioned, the
affection increased and diminished pari passu in both.
A. third case was described by Liebreich. *
Miss F., aged 21, complained of dazzling before the left eye; fatigue
on exertion and nearsightedness had Bet in a rear before after constant
work, often continued at night. On examination it was found that with
parallel visuallines, sight was acute at a distance with - :lu, but that with
commencing convergence, snch strong aceommodation snpervened, that she
then needed even stronger negative glasses to see aeutely in the point of
convergence, until finalIy, at the distance of 6" both eyes eould distinguish
sharply without glasses. As the existenee of spasm of aeeommodation
was hence inferred, atropia 'Was repeatedly dropped in, in conseqnenee of
wmch the myopia gave way to hypermetropia =:1. Mean'While it appeared further, that the eonvergenee was difficult, the possible divergence
partieularly great, while other symptoms indicated insuffieiency of the mmo
l'ecti interni. The apasm of accommodation might be connected. herewith ;
but still it was determined first to suppress this with atropia in both eyes,
and. the employment of the remedy was continued for fourteen days.
When the accommodation had subsequently returned, the patient seemed
to have recovered: the spasm had altogether given way, and even with
glasses of Ju' which were pl'escribed for her, distant and near objeets were
aeutely seen, and work was eontinued without fatigue.

• Areliiv f. Ophthalmologie, B. viii. H. 2, p. 259.
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It was evident that in this case the insufficiency of the mm. recti
interni had not been the immeiliate cause of the asthenopia. But
IDight not the spasm of accommodation, with the long-continued
excessive teusion, have been produced by the effort to overcome that
insufficiency? It is extremely remarkable how accurately the spasm
observed in this case agrees with that excited hy Calabar: by it too
the refraction is increased, and convergence gives a l'elatively too strong
tension of accommodation. The diameter of the pupil is not given.
The cases here communicated may suffice to illustrate the different
forms of spasm of accommodation.
We have still to speak brie:fly of pain with tension of accommodation, which is prohably comhined also with spasm. .At p. 289
I have aiready communicated a case of this nature. I may be
allowed here shortly to relate two others.
Mrs. 0., aged 29, caUed upon me in October, 1859, comp1aining of violent pain in the eye on any effort to see near objects, which had a1ready
existed in a greater or 1ess degree for more than ten years. She had a flat
face and shallow anterior chamber of the eye. The pupils were smaU, but
movable. The nearest point lay at 11", the farthest_at 00 ; upon artiftcial
The acuteness of vision was normal. I gave
mydriasis, H appeared
her glasses of .(.;, believing that aftel' the return of the accommodation she
would be able to work with them at a distance.-Some time aftel' she
caUed upon me again. lier state had continued the same, aud the spectacles
had been of na use to her. Other glasses were tried, but with no better result. A derivative treatment was also adopted quite in vain. I determined
then to have atropia dropped in for same time, in order to counteract all
ten sion of accommodation, and I permitted her to wear light blue glasses
of iB' and to use ~ for near objects. Repeatedly, aftel' one montb, two
months, &c., it was tried whether the mydriatic could be omitted. The
results of these trials were unfavorable. But at the end of six months,
she observed with joy, that leaving off the use of ah'opia, with the l'eturn
of accommodation, reading witbout glasses, she was free from pain. She
now, moreover, occupied herself at close work with glasses of .(.;.-When
aftel' a year-and-half, arelapse occurred, the employment of atropia for
three months was again sufficicllt to overcome the paillful spasm.

= .(.;.

In this case, the pain is much more prominent than spasmodic
contraction. Bllt what suggests the idea of the latter, is the whole
latency of the hypermetropia, with comparatively slight range of
accommodation. .At the time of the relapse the patient was at
Dresden, and she consulted me hy letter. I shoulc1 have been glad
then to have examinec1 her anew, particularly in order to satisfy
myself still further respecting the relative range of accommodation.
40
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A second case of this nature was that of a friend of mine, who had held
an important office in the East Indies, in which he had to work hard and
to make observations with optical instruments. During' his observations,
he for the fu'st time feIt pain, which made him cautious. His state was
considered to be hyperremia of the retina. On reading and in calculating
his observations the pain increased. Examino.tion now showed, tho.t o.fter
the use of o.tropio., hypermetropia = t1 existed. At first weo.k, o.fterwards
strong convex glasses were given, quite in Vall. Derivo.nts, leeches, and
Heurteloup's artificial leeches were tl'ied, with equal want of success.
Reo.ding for a few minutes produced a degree of pain, which compe11ed
him to desist. This state had ah'eady lasted fOl' a-year and a-half, and bis
return to his native country was spoken of. But it occurred to those
about him, that they might fh'st consult me by letter, for which purpose
both the patient and hls oculist, ffll'merly a pupil of mine, sent me a very
detailed report, dated the 15th February, 1861. Nryadvice was :-for a timc
to employ sulphate of atropia (1 : 120) at least twice a-week, and meanwhile
during the paralysis of accommodation thus obtained, to make vÏsion at
different distances possible by llleallS of diffm:ellt convcx glasses. Some
months later I recei ved the report, tho.t "the ah'opia treatment had insto.ntly
afforded the best results. Hope revÏves in lue," thus wrote the patient,
"that we sha11 overcome the malady. In the morning I can ah'eady work
t01erably steadily. In the evening, reading or writing inconveniences me
less, but I do not yet venture upon it, in order not to retard the progress
of my recovery. Your suspicion that my hypcrmetropia might be morc
thm -l:. is not confirmed; every time we get tho same result. I now use -l:.
for distallce, -k when sitting at tabie, and te ",hen at work. These numbers are, however, 'nominal '-(N.B. They 0.1'0 the llumbers of Paetz and
Flohr, eompare p. 142), and are toa great :
;ti is, properly speaking, ti;
J

J •

Tij

"

"TI'

TT

u

"93·

J

J

This last is still too weak when 1 have just dropped in ahopia; then 1
have y~ and -b as equivalent to ~." Thus my friencl Wl'ote to me (and, as is
evident, he was master of the subject), on the 31st of August, 1861. Tlw
hopeful expectation he expressed was fu11y justified by the rcsult. IVhen,
aftel' a first disappointment, the use of atropia was, a few months later,
for the second time suspended, the paill on tellsioll of accommodation did
not return, and, sa far as I am aware, na disturbance whatever has since
rcCtu'red in making observatiolls, reading, writiug', or calculatillg.

'l'his case scarcely needs any comment. It shows that in slight
degrees of H acondition may be c1evelopec1 by continueel tension,
in which the least accommodution for near objects becomes very
puinful. Spectuc1es are then of no use, because with the convel'gence
involuntary accpmmoelation is combined, and this agaiu excites the
pall. The above-quoted observation of Liebreich lIas suggested to
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me the possibility, that in these cases, just as in Liebreich's, tension
of accommodation too strong in pl'opol'tion to the convergence sets
in. Spasm of accommod:ltion would then really exist.
NOTE.

From time to time cases occur of extremely contracted pupil, myosis,
without established modification of accommodation. Usually it exists in
both eyes, and, as Mackenzie says, the smalI, black, round pupil is at the
same time" slow in its motions, scarcely diIating in the dark, and with beIIadonilO,," In the highest degrees not only does the acuteness of vision suffer
from want of sufficicnt light, but the field of vision is aIso limited by the
thicImess of the margin of the iris,-in any case it is peripherally very dark.
Even Plenck (De mOl'bis oc~tlO1'um, 1777, p. 120) distinguished two forms :
nlYosis slJastica and myosis paralytica. Theoretically, in fact, both spasm
of the sphincter, and paralysis of the dilator may give rise to myosis.
Now it is to be expected, that with bpasm of the sphincter, the accommodation should often be aft'ected, which is less to be anticipated with paralysis
of the dilatol'. A case pl'obably of paralytic nature has been recorded by
Dr. Feli." v. Willebrand (Al'CltiV für Oplttltalmologie, B. 1. i. p. 319), in
which the cause of tbe myosis was sought in pressm'e on, and paralysis of
the sympathetic nerve by masses of swollen lymphatic glands in the neck,
with the diminution of which, under the use of ruercurial ointment with
iodide of potassium, and of warm alkaline baths, the myosis and the disturbance of vision depending on it gave way. To this class, too, a case of
myosis appears to belong, communicated by Dr. Gau'duer to the MedicoChirurgical Socipty of Edinburg'h (see 'Monthly Journalof Medicine,' vol.
xx. p. 71, 1855), in which an anem'ism of the subc1a:via]l artery may bc
supposed to have compressed and paralysed the sympathêtic nerve in the
neek. The want of an antagonist might in such cases lead to secondary
shortening of the sphincter.-The narrow pupil met with in inflammatory
states of the cornea, and in connexion with intolerance of light, must certainly be consideredrather as the result of spasm ofthe sphincter muscIe. The
same is probably true of myosis observed in violent neuralgia of the ophthalmic nerve (Ruete, Lelwbucl! der Oplttltalmologie, 1853, B. i. p. 32R), particu.
Iarly of that which occm's with a violent attack of prosopalgia, only on
the aft'coted side, of which my colleague Prof. Loncq has related two
cases to me. It will be important, in the occm'rence of such cases, to ascertain with precision how far the accommodation is implicated.
Those cases are still more obscure which are obscrved to be attended
with permanent headache, especially in weak cachectic subjects, with tabes
dorsalis (conf. Romberg, Nm'venkranlûloiten, B. i. Abth. 3, p. 684), and
with different cerebral affcctions. More thall one instance has occurred
to me, where I could discovel' noUÜllg ,vith l'espect to Ule cause.-I think
I have remarked, that continued close work, at an advallced time of life,
givcs rise to permanent contractioll of the pupil, and slight degrecs of
myosis may filld their cxplanatioll in this facto
2
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INDE X.

Abcrration, chroroatic and sphedcul,
450.
Accommodation, in the eye, proofs of
the existence of, 7; change of lhe
dioptrie system of the eye in, 10 ;
roechanisro of, 20 ; range of, 28, 72,
110; defects of, 80j definition of, 80;
causes of unomalies of, 84; disturbances of the mnscles of, 84; diagrammatic representation of tha
range of, 90; modificurion by spectacles of the range of, 145; effeets of
microscopes and telescopes on the,
148; modJfication by spectacles of
the region of, 150; modification of
the range of, by age, :104; q uestion
of the cxistence of, in aphakia, 319;
spasm of, a cause of intermittent
myopia, 370; puwer of, in myopes,
391; anomalies of, 569; inf/uence of
the nerves upon, 572; eff.cts ofmydriatics upon the, 584; morbid pardlysis
ot: 59); paresis of, after diphtheria,
599; spasm of, 610; painf111, 622.
Acutene.s of vibion, modJficatron of, by
age, 188,225; determination of the,
189, 194.
A<Yc, morlification of acuteness of vision
°by, 188; modification ofthe range of
accommodation by, 204.
Airy, his roethod of determining the
degrec of astigmatism, 483; on its
correction by cyl,udricltl glasses, 510;
on the discovery of astigmatism iu
his own eye, 539.
Alhozen, on the eye, referl'cd to, 444.
Ametropia, definitiou ot~ 82; clinical
determination of, 96; by gInsses, 97;
with the ophtbalmoscupe, 105.
Ammon (von) on the protuberrmtia
scleralis, 385; on elongation of the
vhual axis, 447.
Andrcro, on tbc motion of muscro voJitantes, r~ferrcd to, 202.
Angina diphthel'ina, pare~is of accommodation thc result. or, 287. 599.
Aphakia, definition of, 84, 309; dhtgnosis of, 314; selection of glasbes in,
316; qucstiou of thc existence of
accomroodation in, 319.
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Apbakial system, simplicity ofthe, 310.
Apparent strabismus, 244.
Aqueous humour, Sir David Brewster
ou the refracting proportion of the, 38.
Arlt, on change of f"rm of the optic
disc in myopia, 358; on a peculiar
form of the retina in dctachmcnt,
399; on elon/l'ation of the visual axis
in myopia, 447.
Artha (von). See Hasner.
Asthenopia, definitioll of, 102, 259;
synonyms or, 269; operative interference in, 273; dao/!,cr of mhtaking
apparent for true, 289; muscularis,
caused hy insllfficiency of the internal
recti muscles, 263, 405 ; simulation
of, by parcsis aftel' diphtheria fauClum, 600.
Astigmatic lens of Stokes, 485.
Astigmlttism. detinidon of, 449; reglllal'
and irregular, 451; derivat'on of thc
term, ibid.; universality of its occurrence, 455; cause of, ibid ; normal
and abnorcual, 456; influence of the
cornea in, 459; determination of its
scat,462; Înf/uence of the crystalline
leus in, 467, 496; disturbancps of
vision in, 469; phenomena of dispersion in, 473; diagnosis of abnOlmaI,
479; detel'millation of degree of abnormal, 481; objective signs of; 488;
change of form of the optic di~c in,
490; cause and seat of abnormal,
ibid.; use of cy lindl'ical lenses in,
501; iriddcsis in, 511; nosology of,
ibid. j congenital, 512 ; its effect on
vj~ion, 513.
Cases illustrativc of,
515, et seq.; acqnirecl regular, 533;
hlstory ot our knowledge of. 539;
il'regular, 543; abnormal inegulllr,
550.
Ab.ymmctrical surfaces, refraction hy,
457.
All'ophy of the chorioidea, in myopia,
354.
Atr')pia, effects of. 584; antagonism of,
and Calahar, 617.
Au bert and Förbter, on the diminutioll of
the acutclless ofvisiun, referred to, 193.

INDEX.
Bean, Calabar-see Cd.Jabar bean.
B~er, on asthellopia, 270 ; on the hereditary nature ot myopia, 350.
Belladonna, history of tho intluenoe of,
upon the pupil, 590
Berthold's mJ opodionhoticon, 417.
Bessel, theorefÎcal ioveotigatiolls of,
rcjerrod to, 38.
Biconvex lens, refraction by a, 44 j
and spherical surface, refrdction
thl'ough a compound system consisting of <1., 62.
BinocuJar vÏbion, various writCl'B on,
rejerl'ed to, 161, note.
Boehm (Dl'. L.), on the use of blue
glasses, referl'ed to, 170 j on asthenopia, 271 j on the treatment of
hypermetl'Opia, 275; on the usa of
convex glasses in strabismus, 306,
327 j on the hereditary nature of
myopia, 350.
Boerhaave, on the causes of myopia,
446.

Bonnet, on asthenopia, 270.
Bowman (Mr.), on the retina, 4; on
the muscular nature of the ciliary
ligament, 23 ; on glancoma simplcx,
214, note; case of extrcme hypermetropia, by, 258, 290 j on spontaneous luxation ot the lens, rfjerred
to,310; on the structure of tbe optic
nerve, 375; on the detcction of
regnlar aSlÎgmatism, 490; on iridde,is in coniclll cornea, referred to,
511; on double iriddesis, 552, and
nole; 00 physical ulterations of the
leus as causing defects of vision,
554 j on the effects of Calabal' bean,
612.

Bl'i\chymetropia, defiuition of, 82.
Brann on the structure of the retina,
referl'ed to, 6.
Bl'cwstor (Sir David), on the refracting
pl'oportlOo of the aqueous humour,
38 j on muscro volitantes, 203.
Blllecke, on vioion, 5 j ou the muscular
nature of tha ciliary ligament, 23;
on hinocular vision, 162 j dibsectiug
spectacles of, 229.
Brussels, asthenopia among the Iacemakers of, 272.
Budge aud WalJer on tha infiuence of
the sympathetic nerve upon the
pupil, 577 et seq.
Butron, on the cause of squinting,
413.

Buphthalmos, a cause of myopia, 370.
Burow, on the position of the contre
of motion, ) 80; on myopia, 4.17.
Calabal' bean, useful to myopcs by con-
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stricting the pupil, 388; preparations and action of, 610; nCJ'ves on
which it acts, 615; alltagonism of,
and atl'opia, 617; theral)(lutic employment ot, 620.
Cardanus, on IIDlorousness of myopes,
38!).

Cal'dmal points, 39; of the eye, genera!
indications of tbc, 62; review of the
position of the, iu the eye, 67; use to
be made of the knowledge of the, 68;
cl el cl'mination of the, iu astigmatism,
475.

Cal'J on du Villards, on asthenopia,
272.
Cary, the optician, aware of the correction of astigmatism by giving an
oblique direction to suitable glasses,
456.

Cataract, varieties of, 226 nate; on iridectomy in opel'atÎ11g for, 316: ext1'action of, a cauóe of astigmatism,
553.
Centle of motion of the eye, 179.
Centre, optical, 49.
Chorioidea, alrophy of the, in myopia,
354; Existence of muscular fib1'es
nnd of ganglionic ceUs iu the, 381,
!lote; 576.

ChorJOiditls disseminata, occurrence of,
in myopia, 360.
Chromatic aberration, 450.
üiliary gangIton, exi.tence of ganglionic cel1; in the, 576.
Ciliary muscle, tho, 23.
Ctliury bystom, fuuction of the, 575.
Coccius, on t!te formation of pigment
in myopia, referred to, 363; on the
condition of the retina in stllphylOllla
sclcroticro, 378.
Concave glasoes, 135.
Conjugale foei, 42.
Contraction, direct and consensulll, of
the iris, 573.
Conus, gluss, of Steinheil, 424.
Convex glabsea, 135.
Coope1', Mr. White, on asthenopia, 272;
on hypermetropia, 327; on improvem1)nt in sight in some cases of myopia by giving an obliqua direction to
Buitable gla-ses, 511.
Cornea, conical, a cause of astigmatism,
550.

Cornea, fixity of form of the, in accommodation, 15; measurements of the
rudius of thc, 89; condition of the,
in myopia, 368; influence of the, in
astigmalÏsm, 459; spots on the, a
cau.e of astigmatism, 553.
Corresponding or idcntical retina!
points, law of, 164
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INDEX.

Cramer, on nccommodation in tbc eye,
referrerl to, ll.
Critcbett, Mr., on iriddesis. referrerl to,

Farsightedness, incorrectness of tbe
term, 209.
Fatigue, two farms of, 265; theorics
of,267.

5U.

Crystalline lens, change ofform in the,
in accommodation,--lO; the spectrum
of the, 200; condition of the, in
myopia, 369; mode of calculating
the part played bythe,inastigmatism,
496.

Cyelitis-see Ky klitis.
Cy lindrieal lens6s, nse of, in as tigmatism, 501.
Darwin, on the use of mydriatics, in
ophthalmia, 590.
Decbales, on musere volitantes, 202; on
myopie vision, referred ta, 389.
Defects of refraction and accommodation, 80; causes of the, 84, 86.
De la Rire, on polyopia monocularis,
referrerl la, 549.
Depth, estimation of, 158.
Diagrammatic eye, thc, 171>.
Dietricbstein, von, hls question to
KepIer, 444.
Dioptrie images of the eye, ellleulation of
the position and magnitude of the, 70.
Dioptries of the eye, 38.
Dioptrie system of the eye, change of,
in acaommodation, 10.
Diphtheria faucium, paresis of aceommodation after, 599.
Dispersion, phenomena of, in astigmatism, 473.
Distance, determination of focal, 140;
estimation of, 153.
Dupuy, on diminution ofthe pupil after
extirpation of the first ganglion, 578
Elasticity of the lens, 21.
Emmetropia, definition of, 81.
Emmetropie eye, the, 173.
Entoptie observatioD, 197; Ristory of,
202.

Epicrisis, note by Professor Raughton
on the term, 517.
Eye, muscular elements of the, 23;
dioptrics of thp, 38, refracting surfaees in the, 38; general indieation
of cardinal points of the, 62; ealenlation of thc position of the principal
points in the, 63; the emmetropie,
173; tbe diagrammatic, 175; centre
of motion of tbe, 179; movements
of the, 179; hypermetropie, form,
position, and movements of tbe,
244.

Eyes, differcnce of refmction in the two,
557; various modes of using uncqual,
559.
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Fechner, on binocular vision, referreá
to, 161, note.
Fick, on the movements of the eye, referreá to, 180, note.
Foeal distance, d etermination of, 140.
Focal interval ot Sturm, 453.
Foci, conjugate, 42 ; of a lens, definition of the, 56; c8.lculation of tlle
position of the, in the eye, 65.
Focus, principal, the, defined, 7; a
virtual, 135.
Form, estimation of, 153.
FrankIin'$ glasses, 138.
Fronmüller, on "Myopia at a distance," 328,351.
Furnari, on tbe absence of myopia
among the Kabylcs, 342.
Ganglion, ciliary, presence of ganglionic ceJls in the, 576.
Ganglionic eelIs, presence of, in thc
chorioidea, and in the orbiculus
ciliaris, 576.
Gauss, on the dioptries of tbc eye,
referreá to, 38.
Gendron, on tue ellipsoidal figure of
the myopic eyc, 447.
Giraud-Teulon, on the anomalies of refraetion, referred to, 331.
Glasses, employed in the clinical detcrmination of ametropia, 97; prismatie, 132; convex and concave,
135; periscopir, 136; Franklin's,
138 ; bcst materialfor, 139 ; influence
of, on vision, 143; green and blue
use of, in moderating tbc light, 170 ;
reading, USe of, 229; convex, not injurious, 231.
Glaucoma, necessity for irideetomy in,
235 ; development of, with high degrees of staphyloma postieum, 402.
Goode (Dr.), on astigmatism, 540.
Graefe (von), on prisma tic spectacles
in strabismus, 170; on the movements of tbe eye, referrerl to, 180;
note j on asthenopia museularis, 265,
on strabismus, 307; on congenital
apbakia, 310; on irideetomy preparatoryto operation for cataract, 316;
on accommodation in aphakia, 320 ;
on hypermetropia, 330 ; optical instrument invcnted by, 335, note j on
myopia at a distance, 351; on the
freqneney of atrophy in high degrees
of myopia, 365 ; on the limits of tbc
field of vision in amblyopia, referreá
to, 397 ; on tcnotomy of tbe museu-

INDEX.
lus rerlns extern us, 428; on the
cause of myopia, 447; on the mode
of action of mydriatics, 588.
Gut, his refutation of Srellwag von
Carion 's tbeory of irregular astigmatism, reJerred to, 556.
Haan (Dr. Vroewm de), on the influenee of age upon the acuteness ot
vision, 189.
Haas (Dr. D.), hypermetropia, andaccommodation of, 241; hlstorical researches on hypermetropia and its
results, referred to, 306.
HamiIton, case of abnormal astigmatism by, referred to, 540.
Happe, on tbe anomalies of refraction,
reJerred to, 331.
Harting (Prof. P.), on the microscope,
referred to, 17 o.
Hasner (von Artba), imitation of his
optometer, 115; on the anomalies of
refraction, referred to, 331; on the
effect of soeial position upon myopia,
reJerred to, 342; on thc hereditary
nature of myopia, 350 ; on atrophy
of the retina in cbildbood, 361 ; on
cllipsoidalform of the eye in myopia,
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treatmcnt of~ 274; prognosis in, 283 ;
case of extreme, by Mr. Bowman,
290 ; strabismus eonvel'gens, the result of, 291, 306 ; hi~torieal remarks,
respeeting, 325.
Hypermetropic eye, form, position, and
movements of the, 244; tendency to
asymmetry of tbe, 255.
Hyperopia, term proposed by Helmholtz, 331.
Hyperpresbyopia, term ernployed by
SteIlwag von Carion, 325.
Identical or corresponding retinal
points, law of, 164.
Images, dioptrie, of the eye, calculntion of tha position aud magnitudes
of the, 70.
Insuiliciency of the intern al reeti
muscles, a result of myopia, 402, 426.
Interval, focal, of Sturm, 453.
Iriddesis in astigmatism, 511; double,
Mr. Bowmau on, 552, and note,
Iridectomy, uecessity tor, in Glaurcima,
235, in operating for cataract, 315.
Iris, muscular fibres of the, 23; movements of tbc, 572; direct and eonsensual contraction of the, 573.

371.

Haughton (Rev. Professor), Notes by,
7,41,45, 517.
H,tJs (J.), cases of astigmatism appended to the American edition of
Mr. Lawrence's works by, 541.
Helmholtz, on accommodation in the
eye, reJerred to, 13; inventor of the
ophthalmometer, 17; on the dioptrics
of the eye, referred to, 38 ; on flattening of the crystalline lens under the
influence of tension of the zonuIa
Zinnii, 369; on the phenonema of dispersion in the eye, 473; on the
literature of norm al irregular astigmatism, reJerred to, 556.
Hess (J. A.) on "presmyopia," 829.
HeurteloupIan abstraction of blood,
436, note.
Heymaun, on impressions of the ciliary
uerves on thc atrophie selerotie, referred to, 382.
Himly (Karl), discoverer of tha mydriatlc action of llyoscyamus, 590.
Homoeentric ligb.t, 449.
Homogeneous light, 450.
Hulke (Mr,), the author's obligations
to, 539.
Hyoscyamus niger, mydriatic action of,
584.

Hypermetropia, definition of, 82, 236;
aequisita, 204; SubdivisioIls of, 238;
phenomena aud diagnosis of, 251;

Jacob, membrane of, 1.
Jacobson, on iridectomy in operating
for cataract, 316.
Jaeger (von), his spectaele-frame, 97,
note i on hypermetropia as a diagnostic sign in atfections of I.he cent ral
nervous SJ stem, 244, note; on thc
development of eyes, 251; ou accommodation in aphakia, 321; ophthalmoscopic determinations of tbe refraction pf the eye, hy, 331; on the progression of myopia, 349; on tbc Irequeney of myopia among the lower
classes in Austria, 353; representations of the fundus oculi of the
myopic eye, by, referred to, 356, notei
on change of form of the opric disc
in myopia, 358; on herellitary
atropby of the retina, 361; on tbe
frequency of atropby in high degrees
of myopia, 365; on the ophthalmoscopie examination of the myopic
eye, 366; on myopia as a remlt of'
partial accommoc1ation for ncar objects, 369; on prolongation of th,)
visual 9xis in myopia, 371; on thc
structur~ of thc optic nel've in myopin, 377.
Janin, early acquainted with hypermctropia, 326, note.
Jones (Wharton), on thc cause ofastigmatism, 542.
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Jüngken, on ltebetuào visl1s, 270; on
the hereditary nature of myopia, 350.
Junge (Profe:.sor), his metflOd of deterwining the position of the centre
of motion of the eye, 185; on spasm
of accommodation in high degrees of
myopia, 393.
J urill, acq uainten with the larger pupil
of myopes, 388.
Kabyles, absence of myopia among the,
342.
Kepier, on the accommodation of the
eye, 10; thc author of our first knowledge of myopia, 444.
Kerato-conus, see cornea, conica!.
Kerst, on "myopia at a distance,", 328,
351.
Knapp (Dr.), on the accommodation of
the eye, 16; on the variabie form of
tlIe optie dise in astigmatism, 489;
on a peculiar form of the el'ystaJline
lens producing astigmatism, 531.
Krause (0.), on the presenee of ganglionie eeHs in the orbicularis ciliaris,
'I'efer'l'erl to, 576.
Krause (W.), on tbe structure of the
retina, refer'l'erl to, 6; on the orbicuZus
ciliaris, 576.
Kl'ecke (Dr.), on binocularvision, 133;
ou prismatic spectac1cs in strabismus,
170.
Kuyper (Dr.), on the mydriatic action
of weaker solutions of atropia, 587.
Ky klitis, 370; meaning aud derivation
of the term, ix.
'
Langenbeck (Maximilian), on the reflected images of the lens, 11.
Lawrence (W.), on asthenopia" 270.
Lens, biconvex, refraction through a,
44, nodsl points of a, 45; principal
points of a, 50; definition of the foci
of e, 56; astigmatic, of Stok es, 485.
Lenses, varieties of, 135; cylindrical,
use of, in astigmatism, 501.
Lenq, the crystalhne, alteration in accommodation, 13; elasticity ot~ 21;
influence of, in astigmatism, 467;
displacement of the, à.,cause of irregular astigmatism, 555.
Liebreich, representations of thefuudus
oculi of the myopie eye, by, 'I'eJerred
to, 356, 1Iote; on change of form of
the optic dise in myopiu, 358; on the
ophthalmoscopieal exarpination of
highly myopie eyes, 367; case of
recovery by spontaneous replaeement of detached retina, by, 400;
representation of rupture of the retina, I'cferrerl to, 432, note.
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Light, homocentric, 449; monochl'omotie and homogeneou~, 450.
Listing. Ofl the dioptrics of the eye, referrerl to, 38, 206; on the co-efficient
of refraction, 39; dingrammatie eye
of, 177; on entoptlc phellomena,
203; on the diffu6ion of light, 549.
Mae Gilleny, on the extent of accom·
modation, reJerred to, 111 note, 117,
330; on the relati ve range of Bceom·
modation in myopie, referred to,
448.

:M:ackenzie, ou the muco-Iachrymat
spectrum, 203; on asthenopia, 270;
observations on the hypermetropic
condition, 325, 328; on the cause of
myopia, 447; on astigmatism, 539.
Magnitude, estimation of, 153.
Mariotte, blind spot of, 3, 397.
Maurolycus, on the action of the crys'
taUine lens, 444.
Meissner, on the movements of the eye,
'I'eferred to, 180, note.
Menisci, ad vantages of, 136.
Meyer, on the refleeted i,mages of the
lens, refernd to, 11.
MIcroscopes, effect of, ou the accom·
mod[\tion of the eye, 148.
Middelburg, Dr., on the seat of astig~
matism, referrcrl to, 462.
Mile, on the position of the centre of
motion, 180.
MonochromRtic light, 450.
MontuclB, his critidsm of Kepier's
Astl'onomill! pars optica, 445.
Mooren, on the use of conveX glasses in
strab Ismus, 305; on the coexisten ce
of hypermetropia and strabismus con~
vergens, rejerred to, 309; on iridectomy in ppel'ating for cataract, 316.
Moser, on the dioptrics of tha eye, Te-

ferred to, 38.
centre of, of tbe eye, 179,
Movernents of the eye, 179; lit~rature
of the suhject, 180, note.
Mllco·lachrymal spectrum, the, 197.
Mueller, H., radiating fibres ot~ 3; on
the sitnation of the pel'eepti va layer
of the ret ina. 5; his theory of accommodation, 27 ; on the formation of
elevations on the choroid, 192; on
the state of the retina in myopia,
378; on the presence of muscular
fibres aud of gangliollic eells in tbe
chorioidea, 381 note, 576.
Mueller, John, on a connexion between
convergence and aecommodation, reJerred to, 110; strabislUus incongrllus
ot, 250; on strabismus, 414.
Muscro volitantes, 197
~rotion,

INDEX.
Muscle, the ciJiary, 23.
Muscles, insuffiCiency of the internal
recti it result of myopia, 402, 426.
Muscular elements of the eye, 23.
Mydriatics aud their action, 584.
Myopes, tbe vision of, 387; Calabar
bean useful to, 388.
Myopia, definition of, 82; diagnosis of,
332, determination of the degree of,
337; com parative frequency of its
occurrence, 340; intJuence of social
position on, 343; progrcs~ive nature
of, 344; predbposilion to, 349; .. at
a di.tance," 328, 351 ; non-implication of the lens in, 352; principal
anatomical changes in, 354; intermittent spasm of accommodation a
CAuse of, 370; question of its curability, 417; choice of spectacles in,
420; thcrapeutic treatment of, 429;
cases illustrative of, 433; historical
remarks on, 444.
Myopic eye, advantages of the, 213;
result ot the ophthalmoscopic investigation of the, 353; anatomy of the,
367.

l\Iyopodiorthoticon, Berthold's, 417.
Myotics and myosis, 610.
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Optometer, the, described, 33; description of an, 115.
Ordeal bean of OId Calabar-see Calabar Bean.
Oversighte<lness, Ruete on, 329; Stellwag von Cadon on, 330.
Pagenstecher and SacmiFch, on corneal
spots in strabismus, 296; on the coexistence of hypermetropia and stra..
bismus convcrgens, rc!erred to, 309.
Pagenstecher, on iridectomy in opemting for cataract, 316.
Panum, on binocular vision, rele"red to,
161.

Paralysis and debility of accommodation, 584; treatment of, 596; Dr.
WelJs on, 597.
Paresis of accommodation, the result
of angina diphtherina, 287, 599;
proximate cause of, 608.
Percy and Reveillé-Pari,e, on the focal
distance of the crJ stalline lens in
myopia, 369.
Periscopic gla<ses, 136.
PelÏt, on the influenceofthe sympatbetic
nerve upon the pupil, refel'red to,
578.

Petrequin, on the cause of asthenopia,
N a!!el, on binocular vision, referred to,
161.

Natwy, asthenopia among the cmbroiderers of, 272.
Ncrve, sympathetic, influencc of th~,
upon thc pupil, 578
Nerves, influence of thc, upon ncrommorlation and upan the movements
of thc iris, 572; action of mydriatics
u pon, 588; action of myotics on,
615.

Nodal points, anterior and posterior,
29; of a lens, 45; calculiltion of the
position of thc, in thc eye, 65.
Nuhn, on tbe effect of acetate of lead
an<l acetic acid on the zonuIa Zinmi, 25; on <lilatation of the pupil in
a dccupitated criminal, referred to,
577.

Oculo-motor Ilrrve, action of the, upon
tbe sphinct~r of the pupil, 577.
Ophthalmometer, the, described, 17

et seq.

Ophth~lmoscope,

tbe, 16; applicatioll
of t.he, in the clinical <letcl"mÏ1mtion
of ametropia, 105; use of. in tho deteet,ion of astigmutism, 551.
Optic disc, change of form of the, in
myopia, 358; variable form of thc,
in astigmatism, 490.
Optical centre, 49

270.

PhacoidosCOl)C, the, desr.ribed, 16.
Plcnck, on abthcnopia, 269.
Pomts, nodal, 29; of a lens, 45 j cardinal, 39; pdllcipul, of a lens, 50;
pl'incipal and nou"I, conditiOlls f'or
the cumcidcnce and non-coincidence
of the, 52, 53; carditlal, of the ere,
general indication of the, 62; principal, in the eye, calculution of the
position of tbe, 63; liodnl, calculation of the pObitiun of the, 65; cardin al, review of the po,ition of tbc,
in the eye, 67; use (0 he m.de of the
knowIedge of the, 68; retinal, Iaw
of i<lcntical or corresponding, 164.
Polyopia uniocularis, dtlpendent on the
lens, 451, 545.
.
POl ta, J. Baptista, inventol' of lbc
camera obscura, 444.
Porterfield, 011 a conncxion between
convergencc aDd 8ccommodation,
referred to, 110; acquainted with the
larger pupil of myopes, 388.
Position, stooping, evIls ot; in Myopia, •
~~

.

Presbyopin, d(·finition of. 83, 204; etymology of the term, 210, necessity
fol' tllc term, 211; tredtment of. 215;
CtLUSCS of early, 223.
PresmyoplR, term employed by J. A.
Hess, 329.
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Prévots, on the motion of muscre volitantes, referreà to, 202.
Prismatic glass and spectacIes, 132.
Protuberantia 8cleralis, in the footal eye,
von .Ammon on the, 385.
Pupil, action of tbe oculo-motor nerve
upon thc sphincter of tbe, 577.
Purkinje's experiment respectin~ the
perceptive layer of the retina, 5; on
thc reflected images of the lens,
11.

Radius of tbe cornea, measuremcnts of
tbc, 89.
Hange of accommodation in tbc eye,
28, 72, 110; absolutc, binDenlar, and
relative, 112; motlification of tbe,
145.
Hankine, Mr., terms borrowcd from,
265.

Hecklinghausen, on thc function of the
retina [md binocuJar vision, referreà

to, 161, note.
Refracting surfaces in tbe eye, 38.
Rcfraction, cocfficicnt of, as fixed by
Listing, 39; by a spberical surface,
40; through a biconvex lens, 44;
througb a compound system, consisting of a spberical surface and a
biconvex lens, 62; defccts of; 80;
normal, definition of, 81; causes of
tbe defects of, 86 ; anomalies of, 171;'
cause of tbe diminution of, 206; by
asymmetrical surfaces, 457; differenee of, in thc two eyes, 557.
Hegion of accommodation, modifieation of tlla, 150.
Reid,on theinfluence oftbe sympathetie
nerve upon the pupil, 578.
Hetina, function of the, 1; structure of
the, 2; appearanee of the, in myopia,
377; detachment of the, in myopia,
398.

Hetinal points, law of identical, or corresponding, 164.
Heynolds (Sir Josbua), spectaeJes used
by,228.
•
Hitterich, on strabismus, referred to,
328; on pear-sbnped eye in myopia,
447.
Huete, on spectac)es, referreà to, 170;
on the movements of the eye. reJerred
to, 180, note; on tlle cause of' astbenopia, 27 J ; on tbe treatment of hypermetropia, 275; on "oversightedness,"
329; on inerease of si ze of the pupil
by atropia in cases of paralysis of
the oculo-motor ncrve, 589.
Huiter (Dr. de), on the mode of action
of mydriatics, 588.
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Saemisch, on the presence of ganglionie cells in the chorioidea, referred
to, b76.
Sanson, on the diagnosis of cataract,
referred to, 11.
Searpa, on asthenopia, 270; on ellipsoid.t1 form of tbe eye in myopia,
r~ferred to, 371, 447.
Scbeiner, experiment of, 33; on tbe
vision of myopes, 446.
Schnydcr (Pastor), on astigmatism in
his own eye, 541.
Schurman (Mr.), on the mobility of the
cyes in myopia, 409, note.
Scotomata, oecurrence of, in myopia,
396.

Seni!', on tbe refractive power of Ihe
lens, referreà to, 39, 206.
SieheI, on astbenopia; 270; on amblyopie presbytique congénitale, 326.
Smee, visnometer of, 116; pantoscopie
speetacles of, 227; on tlle bypermetropic condition, 328.
Smitb (Hobert), on aecommodation of
myopes, rejerreà to, 391, 446.
Snellen (Dr.) system of test-types by,
32, 97, 189; on diminution of direct
vision in tbe region of the yellow
spot in amblyopia, 397.
Sottenu, on the motion of muscm volitantes, rejerreà to, 202.
Spasm of accommodation, 610.
SpectaeJes, 127; stenopreic, 128;
prismatic, 132; periseopic, 136;
choice of materiaJs for, 139; influenee of, on vision, 143; green alld
blue, 170; in strabismus, 170; Wijngaarden on, referreà jo, 170; premature use of, 219 ; form of, in presbyopia, 227; disseeting, by Bruecke,
229; selection of, in myopia, 420.
Spectrum, tbe muco-Iaehrymal, 197;
of the vitreous bumour, the, 197 j of
tbe erystalline lens, 200.
Speecb, peeuliar lesion of, in pal'esis
of accommodation aftel' dipbtheria
faucium, 601.
Spherieal aberl'ation, 450.
Staphyloma postieum, neady aynonrmous with myopia, 354; deveJopment
of, 378; connexion of, with inflammation, 383; predisposing causc of,
385; development of glaucoma with
high degrees of, 402.
Steinbeil, glass conus of, 424.
Stelhvag (von Carion), tbe claims of,
eonsidered, 108; on the causc of
asthenopia, 273 jon hyperpresbyopia,
325; on oversightedne&s, 330; on
myopia liS a result of pllrtial aceommodatioll fol' near objects, 369 ; on

INDEX.
double refraction and polarisation of
light in tbe human eye, refel'red to,
556.

Stcnopreic spectacles, 128; derivation
of thc term, 129.
Stereoscopic vision, modification of,
161.
Stokes (Professor), his method of determining t.he dfgree of astigmatism,
485 ; astigmatic lens of, 485, 540.
Stl'abismus, usc of prismatic spectacles
in, 170; apparent, 244; incongruu8,
of Mueller, 250 note; convergens, the
resuh of hypermetropia, 291, 306;
use of convex glasses in, 305; divergens, a result of myopia, 402;
absolnte diverging, 409; views of
Buffon respecting, 413.
St urm, focal interval of, 453.
Surfllces, refracting, in the eye, 38 ;
principaI, signification of the, 52.
SUl'face, spherical, refraction by a, 40;
and biconvex lens, refraction by
a compound system consistiug of a,
62.
Sympathetic nerve, influence of the,
upon the pupil, 578.
SyphiIis, a cause of paralysis of accommodation, 596.
Szokalski, on the effect of social position upon myopia, referred to, 342.
TayIor, on asthenopia, 269.
Telescopes, effects of, on the accommodation of the eye, 148.
Tenotomy of the musculus rectus externus, von Graefe on, 428.
Test-types, system of, by Dr. Snellen,
'32, 97, 189.
.
Trigeminus, infiuence of the, upon the
iris, 580.
Tyndall (Mr. John), on heat considered as a mode of motion, referl'ed
tu, 265, note.
Tyrrell, on the cause of asthenopia,
270; on the treatment of hypermetropia, 275.
Valellt.in, on the position of the centre
of motion, 180.
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Verres à double foyer, 138.
Virtual focus, 135.
Vision, conditions of accurate, 1; influence of glasses on, 143; stereoscopic, modification of, 161; modification of acuteness of, by age, 188;
of myopes, 387; distut'bance of, in
astigmatism, 469, 513.
.
Yisuometer, Smee's, 116.
Vitreous humour, spectrum of the,
197; changes in thc, in myopia, 401.
V olkmann, on binocular vision, referred
to, 161, note; on the position of the
centre of motion, 180.
Ware, James, entitled to be callcd
the discoverer of hypermetropia,
326; on the effect of social position
upon myopia, 342.
Wedl, on the formation of elevations
on the choroid, 192.
Wells, Dr., an early writer on hypermetropia, 325; on the influence of mydriatics ,upon accommodation, 591;
on paralysis of aceommodation, 597.
"VeIIs, Soelberg, on the anomalies of
refraction, referred to, 331.
Wheatstone, on stereoscopic vision,
161 ; his rejection of the theory of
idemical retinal points, 164.
WheweIl, Rev. Dr., author of the term
" astij!matism," 451.
Wilde, Sir W. R., on the cause of astig.
m~tism, 542.
Wundt, on binocular vision, referred to,
161, na te ; on the mo\'emems of the
eye, refel'red to, ISO, note.
YellolV spot, changes of the, in myopie,
359.
Young, Thomas, on accommodation in
the eye, 10, on the structUl'e of the
lens, 39, 206, 324; on the absence of
accommodation in aphakia, 319; the
discoverer of aSligmatism, 454, 456,
539; his method of determining
the degree of astigmatism, 483; on
the correction of uitigmatism by an
oblique position of suitable glasses,
456, 510; on the circles of diffusion
of a point of light, 54,9.
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